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Abstract

The magistrates, priests and families attested between 167/6 B.C. and

A.D. 13/4 belong to a governing class which may be regarded as a large civic class

and several partly overlapping elites: a political elite, comprised of the members

of the Areopagus, as well as a religious elite, a liturgical elite, a military (or

ephebic elite) and a cultural-educational elite. The political elite is the most

exclusive segment of the governing class. The other elites and the civic class form

a descending hierarchy of peripheral families. In the course of seven chapters, the

following conclusions are presented: (1) the governing class is in a constant state

of flux as new families are recruited from below or through the admission of new

citizens to Athens; (2) the analysis of the careers (or sequence of offices held by

the members of the governing class) shows that certain types of offices are usually

held at a particular age or point in an individual's public life, and changes in the

number and type of offices available to an individual reflect changes in the nature

of political life at Athens during this period; (3) during the generation following

the acquisition of Delos in 167/6 B.C., pro-Roman families of the established

aristocracy are predominant in the ranks of the governing class at both Athens

and on Delos; (4) these families soon decline and the recruitment and composition

of the governing class evolve during the transition to the second generation

following c. 130 B.C.; (5) the revolution of 88/7 B.C. is an indirect consequence of

demographic changes at Athens during the preceding generation; (6) during the

Roman civil wars the governing class is found to be divided into competing

factions; (7) finally, the emergence of a new and primarily hereditary governing

elite may be documented during the reign of Augustus. An appendix tabulates all

dated Athenian magistrates (and inscriptions) during this period. Other

appendices discuss several chronological difficulties, the ephebic instructors and

undated archons.
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Preface

The composition of the Athenian governing class and its evolution from

167/6 B.C., when Athens recovered from Rome her former colony of Delos and

embarked on a period of renewed political and economic activity, to A.D. 14 and

the end of the reign of the Roman Emperor Augustus, is an important topic in

Athenian social history which hardly needs to be justified. The prosopography of

Athenian society during this period, in contrast to the two centuries following the

reign of Augustus (for which there are several monographs based on

prosopographical studies), has been neglected. The only published prosopography

of Athenians, J. Kirchner's Prosopographia Attica (1901-3), quickly became

obsolete. So many new inscriptions had been discovered in the decade following

its publication that an entirely new index was considered necessary. J. Sundwall's

Nachtraege (1910) was limited to emendations and additions to entries already in

the Kirchner index.1 The file of names compiled at Princeton over several

decades under the direction of B.D. Meritt has become indispensable to

epigraphers and historians, especially for the period of the Roman Empire, but it

is still somewhat incomplete for the period between 167/6 B.C. and A.D. 14.2

The large volume of names mentioned in the inscriptions from Delos, moreover,

have not, apart from a few exceptions, been entered in either the Kirchner or

Meritt prosopographies, an omission which is compounded by the lack of an index

to the Inscriptions de Delos (1935-37).3 - This has been a major impediment to

1J. Kirchner, Prosopographia Attica, Leipzig, 1901-3 (2 vols.); J. Sundwall, Nachtraege zur
Prosopographia Attica, Helsing(ors, 1910.

Zproressor J. Traill is now putting this prosopography on computer in a major project at the
University or Toronto called ATHENIANS.

3F . Durrbach, M. Launey and P. Roussel, Inscriptions de D~los (vols. 4.6), Paris, 1935-7.
Roussel's index or Athenian names in aLes Atheniens mentionne's dans les inscriptions de Delos,·
BCH 32 (1908) pp. 306-366, is obsolete.
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research because of the many Athenians who were active 10 the administration

and cults of the island.4

The research for this thesis is based on an index, as complete and up-to

date as possible, of Athenian magistrates from 167/6 B.C. to A.D. 13/4.5 It was

necessary to compile a special index because of the inclusive nature of this study.

The dissertation attempts to incorporate all attested and identifiable Athenians

during the period between 167/6 B.C. and 14 A.D. A card file of inscriptions

was first prepared taking into account new discoveries and the most recent

editions. This file, which excludes t£luli sepulchrales,6 covers almost 2500

documents. The name index has been compiled from these texts and contains

about 6000 file card entries (including ephebes, prytaneis, liturgists, priests and

magistrates) which accurately record the names as they are given in the published

texts. A separate entry has been made for each tenure of a given magistracy, so

4The controversy over the date for the beginning of the annual output, eventually spanning
more than a century, of -New Style- silver tetradrachms has complicated efforts to identify the
magistrates named on the coins and· the role of the mint magistracy in Athenian administration
and politics. The entire coinage has been catalogued and organized by M. Thompson in her maior
study of the coinage (The Athenian New Style Silver Coinage, New York, 1965). The names of
over 600 mint magistrates are provided by these coins. Thompson's prosopography of mint
magistrates is now in question because of recent efforts to shift the beginning of the coinage from
196/5 B.C. to c. 166 B.C. D.M. Lewis (-The Chronology of the Athenian New Style Coinage,
NC 2, 1962, pp.. 275-300) and H.B. Mattingly (-Some Third Mint Magistrates in the Athenian
New Style Coinage, - JHS 91, 1971, pp. 85-93) have attempted to identify some mint magistrates
on the basis of their -low- chronology but no systematic study of these magistrates has been
carried out. Thompson's sequence of magistrates may be accepted although her dates should
probably be reduced by about a generation. (I indicate Thompson's dates for a mint magistrate
by a capital -T- before the year, e.g. T155/4 B.C.).

5This index is now entered in an SPSS-readable database. The SPSS format allows each
- record - (that is, aU the information relating to a particular magistrate) to be sorted by
computer. At the present time each record contains only the most basic information (name,
patronymic, tribe, deme, year of tenure, magistracy and source). The index was used only as a
reference aid to my file card index.

61n the late Hellenistic Period grave monuments are much less elaborate than they were before
Demetrius' sumptuary legislation. This means that grave monuments are not a reliable indication
of wealth (cf. J. Davies, Athenian Propertied Familie.J, Oxford, 1971, p. xix). Also, the dating of
gravestones (usually letter forms are the only criterion) and the identification of the individuals
named on them make their inclusion in a study such as this too problematic.
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that an individual who held more than one magistracy is represented by several

entries. The index, therefore, does first service as an index of magistrates. This

method was adopted to allow each magistracy to be studied separately and to

facilitate the preparation of synchronic tables which form the basis for an annual

list of dated Athenian magistrates (Appendix A).7 After the index was complete,

individual careers were reconstructed by collating references to the offices held by

one individual. Family stemmas were then researched by hand with the assistance

of an index of patronymics, demes and tribal affiliations. These careers and

stemmas form the basis for the chapters presented in this dissertation.

The dissertation seeks to apply a method which has not yet been

tried in prosopographical studies of Athenian society. The emphasis in the

dissertation is on reconstructing a historical narrative based on a broad analysis of

the prosopographical evidence. I have relied on the standard texts published by

epigraphers and editors. I have collated fragmentary or partial references to

individuals where there seemed to be reasonable or probable grounds for doing so.

Because so many names are only partially complete (archons, for example, a.re

usually named only by their personal name without patronymic or demotic) many

careers must remain conjectural. Generally) in Athenian prosopography during

this period, a name and patronymic or a name and demotic must be present for

there to be reasonable grounds for collation into a individual career. Similarly, in

i Appendix A attempts to provide for Athens during this period what T.R.S. Broughton, in his
monumental Magistrates of the Roman Republic (2 vols, New York, 1951-2), offers the student of
Roman History: -Broughton's MRR is an attempt to establish the historical and/or list positions
of not only the consuls but also of the other magistrates- (A.E Samuel, Greek and Roman
Chronology, Calendars and Years in Classical Antiquity, Munich, 1972, p. 254). C. Nicolet
insists that Roman social structure determined in a particular way the uniqueness and importance
of the Roman magisterial fasti and would downplay the significance of magisterial fasti in the
Greek world (- Prosopographie et histoire sociale: Rome et l'Italie a l'epoque republicaine,
Annales 25, 1970, p. 1213). At a time when the lot was used less extensively, however, the
objection that Greek magistrates were chosen at random is not valid.
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attributing individuals to families, I have relied for the most part on demotics or,

less frequently, the combination of homonymous names within two generations.

This was not always possible. Most of the pythaistai paides, ephebes, hippeis

and theoroi who participated in the four Pythaids of 138/7, 128/7, 106/5 and

98/7 B.C., comprising in total several hundred individuals and therefore a

significant proportion of the names on which this dissertation is based, are named

without their demotics. The hippeis, furthermore, are named without their

patronymic, although their tribal affiliation is indicated. I point out in the text

instances where career collations or family attributions are highly conjectural. It

must be pointed out that it is in the nature of prosopographical evidence based on

epigraphical sources that all career collations and family attributions, no matter

how plausible, can never be proven.

For a study of this nature, the period from 167/6 B.C. to A.D. 14

conveniently divides itself into two nearly equal parts; the period down to 88/7

B.C., when Athens was prosperous and relatively autonomous, and the period

after 87/6 B.C., when, following internal strife and finally open rebellion against

Rome in favour of Mithridates VI of Pontus, the city was sacked by the Roman

general 1. Cornelius Sulla, precipitating a new constitution and a new era in

Athenian history.8 The following chapters define the governing class in relation

to the entire population of Athens, describe the offices and institutions of the

governing class and trace how the governing class evolved in four periods (or

-generations-) from the acquisition of Delos in 167/6 B.C. to the end of the reign

of Augustus. Identifying and describing the governing class is strictly a

demographic problem and will be the focus of the first chapter. The political

organization and behaviour of the governing class and the history of the class, as

much as this can be inferred from the prosopographical evidence, will be the

topics of the remaining six chapters.

80n the Athenian constitution during the Roman period, see D.J. Geagan, The Athenian
Constitution after Sulla, Hesperia Supplement XII, Princeton, 1967.
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A Note on Prosopographical and Epigraphical References

For the sake of legibility, Athenian names will be rendered in Greek

capitals (for example, A8HNAIOE). In the text, names are cited without textual or

philological ornamentation. In citing Greek names in the text the symbol [ j

only indicates missing letters in' the epigraphical document and not letters

restored by an editor (e.g. A8HN{ JOE). All dated magistrates and the texts on

which they are named are listed in Appendix A. The reader may turn there for

quick access to the textual support for the prosopography of these dated

magistrates (see page 247 for a note on the prosopographical and epigraphical

references in Appendix A). In the case of magistrates or individuals named in the

text who held office in unspecified years (e.g. - aHMHI'PIOE was a priest in c.

130 B.C. - or - AflOMflNIOE was hieropoios between 140-30 B.C. -), the textual

reference is provided immediately after the date in brackets. But where a specific

date is provided (e.g. 106/5 B.C.) the name and/or the textual reference will be

found in Appendix A. Appendix A lists the names of all individual magistrates

who can be dated to specific years. Generic offices such as ephebes and prytaneis

are cited by inscription number only. The names of prytaneis and other

numerous office-holders such as hippeis, ephebes, theoroi and pythaistai are not

listed in Appendix A because these names may be more readily consulted in the

comprehensive indices to Agora XV and FD ill, 2. This method was adopted in

order not to duplicate unnecessarily the previously published prosopographies of

Athenian names. Abbreviations for journals and epigraphical collections

correspond to those of L'Annee Philologique or -le Bulletin Epigraphique-· (in

REG). The title of a frequently cited book or article will also be abbreviated.

The abbreviation always follows the author's name, and the full title is listed in

the bibliography.
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Chapter 1

The Nature of the Governing Class

The prosopographical evidence for Athenian society in the period between

the acquisition of Delos in 167/6 B.C. and the death of the Roman emperor

Augustus in A.D. 14 concerns almost entirely the governing class, those Athenians

who held the civic magistracies, served in the priesthoods of the public cults and

performed the liturgies necessary for the maintenance of the civic and religious

life of the city.! The abundance of prosopographical information for the

population of Athens after 167/6 B.C. has caused historians to question what

relation these thousands of names have to the actual size and class structure of

II have chosen to define the governing class in this way because of the nature of the evidence
from this period. A large number of civic magistrates and priests are named in the sources and
the greatest majority of names known from this period belong to individuals holding such offices.
J. Sundwall's Epigraphische Beitraege zur sozial-politischen Geschichte Athens (Klio Beiheft 4,
Leipzig, 1916) attempted to analyze the social status of Athenian magistrates in the fourth
century by an exhaustive study of careers and families. Davies employed a different criterion in
defining the elite of classical Athens (APF, p. xix). He concluded his study of propertied families
in c. 300 B.C. because his criteria for identifying an individual as a member of a propertied class
all become inoperable after this date (the festival liturgies are replaced by a civic magistracy, for
example, and the trierarchy is hardly attested after 306/5 B.C.): • ... to pursue the investigation
later calls for another study, with other techniques· (APF p. xxv). P. MacKendrick's The
Athenian Aristocracy from 332 B.C. to 31 B.C. (Cambridge, Mass., 1969) employed the criterion
of gentile status (membership in the hereditary nobility). But many magistrates from this period
are not known to belong to the nobility and, as will be argued in Chapter 2, membership in a
aristocratic genos may not have been a significant factor in the political career of an individual
magistrate. For these reasons, I have defined the governing class as broadly as possible.
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Athenian society during the second and first centuries B.C} and some, perhaps

out of despair at the prospects for such an inquiry, have complained that the

epigraphical sources for this period often provide little more information than long

lists of names, lists which are - exasperatingly complete-.3 Although the history

of Athenian families can only be discussed within certain limits, the names and

activities of thousands of individual Athenians which have been preserved in

diverse non-literary sources provide more information for the organization and

history of Athenian society during this period than has hitherto been allowed.4

Most of the members of the governing class attested in office between 167/6 B.C.

and A.D. 13/4, for example, can be identified prosopographically to some degree.

Over one-half of the five hundred and fifty careers5 which have been

reconstructed for this period belong to members of known families. In addition to

these careers, many more individual magistrates or priests who are attested only

?
~The literary evidence Cor the history, population and social structure of Athens during this

period is negligible. Literary sources are limited to brief notices in contemporary authors such as
Polybius and Cicero or writers of the Roman Empire, none of whom wrote with Athens as their
main interest. Only one of our sources, a fragment from Posidonius quoted by the second century
sophist Athenaeus (V.212brf), is a contemporary historical narrative. The history of Athens during
this period, therefore, cannot be written with the completeness or the variety that has been
possible for the better attested fifth and fourth centuries. Ferguson's Hellenistic Athens (New
York, 1911; reprint ed. 1969), narrates Athenian history from the time of Alexander to 88/7 B.C.
His work is the foundation for C. Mosse, Athens in Decline: 404-86 B.C. (London, 1973). A.J.
Papalas, "Studies in Roman Athens: 29 B.C.-A.D. 180· (Ph.D. Dissertation, University of
Chicago, 1969) does not consider the prosopographicai evidence for the reign of Augustus in any
detail.

3Ferguson, HA, p. 415. Roussel also laments that the epigraphical evidence from Delos
provides little more than lists of names (Delos: colonie athenienne, Paris, 1916, p. 28: see also
W.A. Laidlaw, A History of Delos, Oxford, 1933, p. 172).

4It has often been pointed out that Greek historians have made less use of their
prosopographical evidence than their Roman counterparts. See for example, L. Robert, BE, 1979,
n. 221 and Ch, Habicht, ·Beitraege zur Prosopographie der altgrieschen Welt,· Chiron 2, 1972,
pp. 104-34. The prosopographical evidence for this period has been indexed and studied in great

detail (in the commentaries of corpora such as the I.G. n2, I.D. and Hesperia publications) but
. ~

there has been no synthetic study of this evidence. S. Tracy's I.G. lr 2336: Contributions of
First Fruits for the Pythais (Meisenhein am Glan, 1982) is a major re-edition of this large
inscription, but his prosopographical analysis is limited to individuals named in the text.

5Each ·career· consists of a single individual attested in two or more offices.
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in a single magistracy or priesthood or other office can be identified as relatives of

at least one other public figure. On the basis of such identifications, over five

hundred and forty family stemmas may be reconstructed.6 The initial rank or

status of these families and their rise and fall can be inferred from the

prosopographical evidence, although it must be cautioned that this evidence is not

biographical in any personal sense. Basically it can provide only an outline of

offices held by an individual or his family. In no case is it possible to document

an individual's unrealized ambitions or failure to attain certain goals.7 In

addition, the true cause of a family's failure to maintain its position is difficult to

discover. Few families can be said with confidence to have disappeared for

political reasons,8 and it must always be allowed that a family has disappeared

from our records as much from the lack of evidence as from social or political

factors. These limitations, however, do not seriously detract from the importance

of the available prosopographical evidence. To the extent that the political events

of the period under consideration are reflected in the composition and behaviour

of the governing class, the history of Athens at this time can be told only from the

history of its governing families.

The population of Athenian citizens after 167/6 B.C. consisted of several

6A • family' may be defined as two or more individuals who are closely related. It is important
to distinguish between genealogy, the reconstruction of a particular family stemma, and
prosopography, the investigation of patterns of behaviour over a large group of families or
individuals. The genealogical evidence for this period has been published and studied in great
detail, but there has been no demographic analysis of this evidence. The methodology is known as
"family reconstitution" (see E.A. Wrigley, "Family Reconstitution" in E.A. Wrigley, An
Introduction to English Historical Demography, London, 1966, pp. 96-159). Many of the families
which can be reconstructed for this period will be related to one another through marriage and
adoption, but the evidence for marriages and adoption is very limited. In this study I have
focused on male linear descendants only, although other evidence will be used where it is available.

7This is where the contemporary Athenian evidence for prosopography differs the most from
the Roman evidence.

8The absence of apparent descendants of XPHMONI,;j,HE and rAATKON ETEOKJiEOTE
AIBAAl,;j,AI, aristocrats who went into exile with Ptolemy (II) Philadelphus and attempted to
forcibly liberate Athens (Ferguson, HA, p. 188), must be due to the extinction of their family at
Athens.
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geographically distinct groups. The largest group, of course, resided at Athens.

But there were, in addition, several island cleruchies (or colonies) at places such as

Lemnos, Skyros, Imbros and Peparethos. Theoretically the members of these

cleruchies were full Athenian citizens with the right to participate in Athenian

government and public life. But very little information is known about these

clenchs -- who and how many there were, for example, or how often they

actually did travel to Athens to participate in public life thereY The important

exception is the cleruchy on Delos. Independent since 314 B.C., the island was

returned to Athens by the Roman Senate in 167 B.C., whereupon a new

contingent of Athenian cleruchs moved to the island. Athenian officials took over

the administration of the island and Athenian priests served the newly acquired

public cults of the colony. The prosopographical evidence for these Delian

cleruchs is very extensive. IO In addition to the names of hundreds of Delian

cleruchs recorded on the inscriptions from Delos, other inscriptions occasionally

provide the name of a resident of a different cleruchy or an Athenian residing

elsewhere. 11

In addition to its geographical distribution, the governmg class can be

described, perhaps more profitably, in terms of its social structure. The governing

9Very few cleruchs can be identified prosopographically. AIIATOTPIOE tPlAIIlIlOT

MAPA8nNIOE, an ambassador of the cleruchy on Imbros (I.G. 1I2 1224), might be a cousin of
tPlAIIlIlOE XAPI.;j,HMOT, a priest of Hermes on Imbros (BCH 7, 1883, p. 166). THAEAE
APIETOKPATOTE XOAAPrETE, an orator on Imbros in the second century B.C. (BCH 7, 1883,
p. 192), might be related to APIET1_L a prytanis there between 148/7-135/4 B.C. (Hesperia 51,
1982, n. 6, pp. 204-6). Also, the family of ETtPANHE ETnNTMETE seems to have migrated
from Salamis to Athens (He was a general on Salamis, IG 2800; two sons of a ETMENHE are
attested as participants in the Pythaids of 138/7 B.C., ETMAPEI.;j,HE FD 23, and 128/7 B.C.,
AAKI.;j,AMOE FD 33).

lOThe relationship between the population of the Athenian colony and the polis is discussed in
Chapter 3.

111 have attempted to incorporate all such references in this study. Ch. Habicht, ·Vom
gegenw;;rtigen Standard wissenschaftliches" Bemuhens urn eine Prosopographie der Athener,·
Vestigia 30 (1979) pp. 147-52, laments the fact that many Athenian prosopographical indexes fail
to incorporate non-Athenian sources.
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class of this time may be defined as the population of Athenian citizens who held

public office of some kind, but it was not a homogenous or unchanging group.

Some individuals accumulated a large number of senior magistracies while many

others are attested in only one or two unimportant offices. Similarly, while

members of some families over several generations consistently attained senior

offices, other families can offer only one or two magistrates over several

generations. These observations suggest a general outline for the structure of

Athenian society at this time. In addition to a relatively unknown but

presumably much larger population of Athenian citizens residing at Athens or on

an island cleruchy, there was a group of moderately well off citizens who held

local offices as well as an elite of Athenian families which moved freely between

senior public offices at Athens and the cleruchies, in particular that on Delos.

And just as the magistracies and priesthoods available to an individual differ in

their rank or status and in the prerequisites for tenure, so too the members of the

governing class fall into several sub-groups or elites according to the types of

offices attained by their members. These elites, listed in order of their

exclusiveness and importance in Athenian society, may be distinguished by their

function, their rank or status and their size: 12

1. The Political Elite: every year nine archons and a secretary were
elected. After one year of tenure these individuals joined the council
of the Areopagus, whose members held office for life. These
Areopagites, about three hundred in number, constituted the political
elite of Athens. Within this elite there was a loose governing
oligarchy, consisting of those individuals who for a period of time
provided political leadership and policies. The elite was renewed
through the election of archons and its membership was susceptible to

12T .B. Bottomore, Elites and Society, Middlesex, England, 1966, pp. 7-23. The following
discussion attempts to sketch out the structure of Athenian society and in particular the
governing class. Davies recognized a similar need for the proper understanding of classical
Athens. He argues that if a satisfactory definition of the propertied class could be compiled, • One
might be in a position ... to estimate the proportion of the upper class which attained high
functional status. or to identify the positions and offices which were particularly open to the
claims of property-power, or to pinpoint the ways and the areas in which it had to yield ground to
the claims of other skills· (APF, p. xx). Davies also indicates that, given the difficulty of such a
task. the time is not yet right for the writing of a social and economic history of classical Athens
(APF, p. xxx).
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change. Several senior magistrates, in particular colonial
administrators, were elected from the ranks of the Areopagus, making
membership in the Areopagus a desirable goal for members of the

governing class. 13

2. The Religious Elite: Several religious elites may be identified at this
time. On the one hand there were numerous families which served in
the priesthoods of Delos. The members of these families, as their
priesthoods indicate, were pros perous and active in the religious life of
the cleruchy.14 In many cases members of these families are
unattested in any civic magistracies. At Athens, on the other hand,
there was a religious elite composed of the families of the aristocratic
gene. Several of these families possessed the hereditary priesthoods of
the cult at Eleusis. On Delos the religious elite also seems to have been
based on family membership. IS The religious elite, therefore, tended
to be hereditary. Because few such families are attested in senior
magistracies, however, the religious elite does not seem to have been
important politically and must be distinguished from the governing
elite. 16

3. The Liturgical Elite: This elite consists of well-off individuals who
performed the public liturgies or expended private funds on public
services. Members of this elite will have been wealthy, although they

13Ambassadors were elected ·from all the Athenians·. Ambassadors during the first
generation of the Delian cleruchy are often members of the governing elite. But other
ambassadors are less prominent. Perhaps expertise and personal interest were important factors
in the appointment of an individual as ambassador such as when A8HNIDN was sent as an
ambassador to Mithridates VI.

14Tracy also observed that many of the Delian priesthoods were confined to Delian families

(I.G. U2 2336 ,p. 145).

15The college of Pythaists must also be considered part of the religious elite. Participants in
the Pythaids were often related to one another and here also family membership seems to be a
significant aspect (see Table 5.1). The importance which families attributed to their membership
in the religious elite, either for reasons of piety or as a mark of social status, is indicated in the
two instances where the name of a participant in a Pythaid was not inscribed until several years
after the event (Appendix A.1). Presumably the individual or the family was anxious that the
participation be recorded.

16previous scholarship, in particular MacKendrick's The Athenian Aristocracy, has equated the
religious elite with the political elite.
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were not necessarily active in politics. 17 The source of their income is
largely unknown, although it can be inferred that many liturgists were
involv'ed in trade or agriculture.

4. The Cultural-Educational Elite: This elite is composed of individuals
with artistic talent (such as actors, poets, and sculptors)18 or educators
(such as philosophers and even ephebic instructors). Membership in
this elite was often inherited, and many sons can be shown to have
followed their fathers into the same profession. 19 Membership was
also frequently renewed through the recruitment of foreigners as
Athenian citizens.

5. The Military Elite: This elite consists of individuals who served in the
Athenian cavalry20 as well as individuals who graduated from the

17On the basis of the prosopographical evidence it seems that the mint magistrates should be
assigned to the liturgical elite. Many of the approximately six hundred mint magistrates cannot
be identified. Family relations among the mint magistrates are common, and identifiable mint
magistrates are often attested in liturgical positions. It is clear that many mint magistrates had
non-political careers and belonged to wealthy families. L. Robert, "Les mon;taires et un d;cret
hellenistique de Sestos," RN 15 (1973) pp. 43-53, however, argues that mint magistrates were not
liturgists. .

18Sculptors are well-attested during this period. Over seventy individual sculptors are known
to have been active between 167/6 B.C. and A.D. 13/4 (see the useful table in A. Stewart. Attika:
Studies in Athenian Sculpture o[ the Hellenistic Age. London, 1979. pp. 106-9 and Appendix).
Among these sculptors twenty-two family stemmas can be identified. But only two sculptors are
attested in a different capacity, and both individuals served as ephebes. Before Augustus other
family members are well attested in liturgical or religious positions, occasionally in the prytaneia,
but not in any senior civic magistracy (the highest ranking magistracy attested for these families
being the gymnasiarchy on Delos). This is an important body of evidence for comparative
purposes. When four families which first placed a member in the Areopagus under Caesar or
Augustus can be plausibly identified with a sculptor, the contrast to the status of these families
before Augustus is particularly striking (d.IONTEOd.DPOE MOEXIDNOE TPIKOPTEIOE,
Chapter 6; NIKOETPATOE MAPA8DNIOE, IIAMlf>IAOE NEETOPOE 4>ATETl: and
d.HMOKAHE IIT80rENOTE AA[)llEKH8EN, Chapter 7).

19This is especially evident in the case of families of sculptors; some families can be shown to
have carried on the profession for five or more generations (see preceding note). No families of
the governing elite, in contrast, can be shown to have maintained that status for as long a period.
On families involved in the instruction of the ephebes, see Appendix C.

°0
~ The generals, on the other hand, were elected and probably belonged to the Areopagus (see

Chapter 2).
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ephebeia. 21 Service as a cavalryman or as an ephebe required wealth
and indicates standing in Athenian society. Membership, being based
largely on wealth or property, could be inherited and many families
can be shown to have participated in the ephebeia over several
generations.

In addition to these elites, the governing class also included a much larger civic or

peripheral class of families. This civic class comprises the individuals who served

in the prytaneia and in the lower-ranking magistracies. Initially, a prytanis

served for only one year as a member of the Council, although iteration was

allowed and seems to have been common. Men who took an interest in the

politics and civic affairs of the city would hold the junior civic magistracies,

attend the ecclesia or visit the Athenian Agora on meeting days. This was the

largest, least exclusive, and least clearly defined segment of the governing class

and its membership was constantly changing.

These elites, together with the civic class, all overlap to some extent, and

theoretically an individual during a single career or a family within a single

generation could be attested in offices belonging to virtually all of these

categories. But these elites are also partly hierarchical and exclusive in their

membership. The political elite constitutes the most exclusive elite and was much

smaller, for example, than the civic class. The other elites also differ in the

mechanism by which they were recruited. Areopagites were elected and held

office for life. An Eleusinian priest, on the other hand, inherited his office from

his father or a relative although he also held his office for life. A liturgist or a

cavalryman, however, belonged to a less formal elite and only needed to maintain

his wealth to retain his status in the governing class. The prytaneis, finally, were

elected from the members of their tribe according to a system of deme-quotas.

Membership in anyone of these groups could always, to one degree or another, be

21Ferguson (HA, p. 415), O. Reinmuth ("The Ephebate and Citizenship at Athens," TAPA j9,
1948, pp. 211-31) and C. Pelekidis (Histoire de l 'Cph~bie attique des origines Ii 31 avo J.-C., Paris,
1962, p. 186) all noted the large increase in the ephebeia during the second century B.C. Pelekidis
concludes that attendance in the ephebeia became almost universal.
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inherited. The only elite where membership was theoretically the least inheritable

was the Areopagus, and even here the prosopographical evidence suggests that

sons or relatives often managed to follow a father or relative into its exclusive

ranks.

In spite of this hereditary aspect to membership in the governing class,

the governing class was also in a state of constant change or tension and it may

be assumed that there was competition to rise into the political elite or even into

the governing oligarchy. How a family first attained a place in the governing

class and then managed to retain that position are difficult questions. The

renewal of the governing class in this way involves both demographic problems

such as marriage and replacement rates as well as more complicated factors such

as social mobility. Recruitment into and demotion from the governing class must

have occurred. There is evidence, for example, that families of obscure or

unknown origin joined the governing elite for the first time under Augustus. 22

Similarly, many prominent families from the second century are never heard of

again.23 Several explanations could account for their disappearance. These

families might have been the victims of political events such as the revolution 9f

88/7 B.C. The scarcity of epigraphical evidence from the first century B.C. must

also be considered a factor in such instances. But families might also have

disappeared from our records by falling into the ranks of the peripheral or civic

class, for membership in the governing class required the acquisition and retention

of sufficient wealth to participate in institutions such as the ephebeia and to meet

the expenses involved in the cults of the community. The means by which wealth

was acquired at Athens remain unclear, but many civic magistracies and other

functions such as the membership in the liturgical, religious and military elites

involved the unproductive expenditure of personal wealth. Families seem to have

acquired their wealth before joining the ranks of the political elite, and this may

22See Chapter 7 for such • new· families.

23Chapter 5 discusses the survival of families after 88/7 B.C.
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suggest an explanation for the rise and fall of families. The first step in a family

becoming part of the governing elite involved the acquisition of wealth, leading to

potential membership in the military and liturgical elites and eventually leading

to the attainment of political office such as the archonship. Because membership

in the elite involved expenditure, however, a family might quickly lose its ability

to payout money. This would lead to the demotion of the family until more

resources were accumulated and a descendant might once again become a member

of the governing class. 24 The recruitment and renewal of the governing class

through the mechanism of social mobility, therefore, IS a complicated process

which cannot be quantified but may at least be inferred from the

prosopographical evidence.

Apart from the recruitment of new members of the governing class

through social mobility, the established families of the governing class would have

renewed and maintained their ranks in three ways; by birth, by adoption and by

the recruitment of new citizens. The minimum size of a family, the average

interval between generations and life-expectancy of members of the governmg

24This might explain why gentile families which possessed the Eleusinian offices do not seem to
have held many political offices. These families survived for generations and even centuries and
avoided the exhaustive competitive display exhibited by political rivals such as EAPAJIIDN and
AfHIJ.EIOE.
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class can all be determined from the prosopographical evidence.25 Except ill a

few cases where a family monument records the names of all the members of a

particular generation, the actual size of particular families can never be known for

certain. Consequently, most family stemmas are limited to the name of one male

for each generation,26 although the stemmas of several well-attested families

indicate that families could be large. Over one hundred stemmas allow us to infer

the minimum age of the father at the birth of a son (Table 1.1). The Average

interval between generations was 25-35 years, although fathers as young as twenty

25Information such as this must be carefully culled from the references for each individual's
career and family. S. Dow's comment, "... we have three interesting dates in the career of Attinas
son of Heracleides of Phyla: pais pythaistes in 128/7, age 9, ephebe in 119/8, age 18 and
thesfflothetes in 88/7, age 49. A parallel series of dates is not known I believe in the case of any
other Athenian", is no longer correct ("The Lists of Athenian Archontes," Hesperia 3, 1934. p.
140, n. 1 and p. 146). Information about age at marriage and the age of a father when his
children were born is the most difficult to infer from the prosopographical evidence. Few women
are named in the evidence and it is virtually impossible to infer their age in a particular year.
Because of the importance of information about women for the calculation of fertility rates and
other demographic analyses, our picture of Athenian society during this period is quite lopsided.
Apart from epigraphical evidence. the only other source of information about family life is
literary, often from the philosophers (Cf. W.K. Lacey, The Family in Classical Greece, London,
1968, pp. 106-7). Davies indicates where possible" ... the dates of births, marriages and deaths
... " in his index (APF, p. xxx). If the ages of the individuals supplied with such information could
be ascertained even in part from the epigraphical evidence, Davies' index of propertied families
could be used as the basis for a social study of the demography of the Athenian elite in the
classical period. But such a study would have to begin with a review of the chronological
evidence similar to that undertaken for this present study.

26The prosopographical evidence for women, consequently, is very limited.
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Table 1-1: Average Age of Fathers at Birth of a Son

Age of Father No. of Cases

20-24 9
25-29 42
30-34 47
35-39 14
40-44 22
45-49 5
50- 2

or as old as fifty years of age or older are recorded.27 In addition, as many as

fifteen years might separate siblings (Table 1.2).28 This evidence indicates that

men fathered large families and that remarriage might have been common.29 The

minimum life expectancy, finally, can also be inferred from the prosopographical

27The youngest attested father is NOTMHNIOE EPMIOT ,iAMllTPETE, who served as an
ephebe in 1'23/2 B.C. and was born in 141/0 B.C. NOTMHNIOE, his son, was himself an ephebe
in 102/1 B.C. and so was born in 120/19 B.C. when his father was 21 years of age.
KAAAIETPATOE, the grandson, was also an ephebe, between 80/79-78/7 B.C. He was born
between 98/7 and 95/4 B.C. when his father was between 22 and '25 years of age. Members of
this family, therefore, seem to have married at a young age. The oldest attested father would be
EAPHE IJAIANIETE, A prytani3 in 155/4 B.C. His eldest attested son was an ephebe in 128/7
B.C. and was born in 146/5 B.C. A second son was an ephebe in 111/0 B.C. and was born in
129/8 B.C. when the father was 56 years of age. A second father might also have been in his
fifties. AEKAHIJIA,j,HE EAETEINIOE was a prytani3 between 165/50 B.C. (Agora xv, n.
226). He was born, at the latest, between 195/80 B.C. His son, EENOKPATHE, served as an
ephebe in 107/6 B.C. and so was born in 125/4 B.C. If the father was born in c. 180 B.C., he
would have been 55 years of age when his son was born. This is uncertain, however, since
AEKAHIJIA,j,HE could have been born in c. 195 B.C. and have been a grandfather of
EENOKPATHE.

28Evidence for the age interval between siblings is even rarer than it is for the minimum agt' of
a father. For this calculation a stemma has to provide two brothers for both of whom the
approximate year of birth can be calculated. The large number of closely dated ephebic lists in
the last half of the second century B.C. provide most of the 24 instances where the interval
between two siblings can be calculated.

29cr. K. Bradley, -The Social History or the Roman Elite: A Perspective, - EMC 28 (1984) pp.
481ff.
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Table 1-2: Age Interval Between Siblings

Interval in Years

1-5
6-10
11-15

No. of Cases

6
12
6

evidence. A large number of magistrates are attested in their fifties and sixties

and occasionally in the seventies.30 It seems that the members of the governing

class might have enjoyed a reasonably long life.

A second means by which families of the governing class would have been

renewed and preserved was adoption. Fourteen instances of adoption are

recorded for this period. 31 Five of these adoptions occur in families belonging to

the hereditary gene, but in only one of these can it be shown that the adoption

30The older the magistrate, however, the greater suspicion that we are dealing with a
homonymous grandson.

31These fourteen adoptions are indicated in the inscriptions referring to magistracies held by
individuals by a double patronymic indicating the adoptive and the natural fathers. References to
an individual known to have been adopted do not always provide the double patronymic.
Tombstones also occasionally record adoptions, although I have not made a systematic survey of
the tituli aepulchralea for this study (but see following note).
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involved the transference of a hereditary priesthood from one family to another. 32

The adopted son often took a name from his adoptive family. If the adopted

individual were an adult, this necessitated a change in name.33 Two adoptions

occur within the same deme,34 and in one family an uncle adopted two of his

nephews.35 . The purpose of such adoptions remains obscure. A father with

several sons can be shown to have given a son in adoption, but at the same time

two adoptions occur where a father with a large family adopts another son.36

These observations suggest that adoptions within the ranks of the governing class

were common and often involved close relatives. Because the hereditary

32AMTNOMAXOE IIEPleOltJ.HE was adopted by ETKAHE AAAIETE. He was from a
gentile family and his brother served as hierophantes. AMTNOMAXOE himself later became

hierophantes (I.G. 1I2 3469). MacKendrick concludes that adoptions within the religious elite
were employed to assure the adoptive family the prestige of the priesthood hereditary in the genos
of the collateral line (The Athenian Aristocracy, p. 60). But the name ETKAHE occurs with
AMTNOMAXOE' natural family also. This might suggest that the adoption occured within the
same family or genos. Also, AMTNOMAXOE could only have assumed the priesthood if his
brother had no heirs. Meritt observed that families could belong to two or even three gene
(Hesperia 9, 1940, pp. 86-96). The families of IIAMMENHE MAPAeONlOE
(Gephyraioi/Bouzygoi and Erysichthonidai) and ~IOtJ.OPOE AAAlETE (Gephyraioi/Bouzygoi,

"Eupatridai and Ceryces) are related through adoption (I.G. W' 5477). I wonder if it was through
this adoption that the latter family acquired membership in the double genos
Gephyraioi/Bouzygoi? (See Oliver, ibid., and also Geagan, Hesperia 52, 1983, pp. 155-61).
Adoptions within the hereditary gene, therefore, would have led to the accumulation of gentile
affiliations.

33Cf. Isaeus VII.14-7.

34EPMON ANTltPONTOE Er MTPPINOrrTHE was adopted by tJ.IONTElOE Er
MTPPINOrrTHE (F.D. III, 2 n. 24 and 27). EPMON takes his name from his natural
grandfather. ETKAHE OINOtPIAOT AtPI.:1NAIOE was adopted by ETKAHE AtPI.:1NAIOE

(I.G. 1I2 3151). This was a gentile family. ETKAHE seems to have taken his name from the
adoptive family.

35EPMAtPIAOE tJ.IONTEIOT IIAAAHNETE was adopted by his uncle EPMAtPlAOE and
takes his name from him. His brother, i1/0NTE/OE, was also adopted. This was a gentile
family and the two brothers served as pythaist paides in 106/5 B.C. (BGR 32, 1908, p. 332. n.
231: S.v. EPMAtP/AOE).

36ET.:1RMOE rOPrIIIIIOTwas adopted by a EAPAIIWN (F.D. III, 2 n. 8). Descendants of
ETtJ.HMOE in the deme of Melite alternate the names of ETtJ.HMOE and rOPrIIIIIOE. Is the
adoptive father· EAPAilIDN MEAITETE? AilEAAIKDN of Teos was adopted into a large
family from Oion.
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priesthoods or other offices do not seem to have been the principal object of such

adoptions,3i it may be assumed that adoptions were somehow connected with

property and inheritances.38 Only one adoption might be regarded as political.

This was the adoption of AflEAAIKDN of Teos.39

The governing class could also have been partly renewed, in a third way,

by means of the recruitment of new citizens. The events from 167/6 B.C. to A.D.

14 suggest that social mobility at Athens, or even in ail of Greece at this time,

was not a peaceful process, probably because of the unequal distribution of wealth

and the opportunities for enrichment. If wealth in Athens could not be

redistributed peacefully, however, the elite would have had a strong motive to

recruit new members from outside Athens rather than from the civic class or the

lower classes. New citizens would have been able to afford the liturgies expected

of the governing class and, presumably, would have shared the ideology of the

Athenian governing class itself. There is, in fact, evidence that a significant part

of the the governing class came to be recruited through grants of citizenship to

foreigners. 4o The manner of recruitment and the origin of these new citizens will

elucidate Athens' relations with communities beyond her borders.

Only a few foreign Greeks are known to have acquired the Athenian

citizenship after 167/6 B.C. Some were prominent politically, such as Julius

37Low-ranking families which held semi-hereditary professional offices such as the heraldship of
the boule never seem to have employed adoption in order to retain the office.

38A large number of families which employed adoption are attested as members of the
Areopagus.

39See Chapter 6.

40plb 30.20.
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Nikanor from Hieropolis,41 others were ephebic instructors,42 and a few were

wealthy individuals who traded on Delos.43 In addition to these, historians have

also assumed that a large number of Roman citizens migrated to Athens and

acquired Athenian citizenship.44 But if the principal means of acquiring the

Athenian citizenship was through service in the ephebeia,45 proportionally fewer

Romans than Greeks acquired the citizenship by this means, as may be seen from

the representation of Greek and Roman ephebes in the foreign contingent in

41Note also A8HNWN and .AlIEAAIKflN of Teos. 8E01>IAOE AAAIETE, a new citizen
from Pergamum, was also a prominent new citizen (B. Helley, • Grandes dignitaires Attalides en
Thessalie a. l'epoque de 130 3e guerre de Macedoine,· AAA 13, 1980, pp. 296-301). APEIOE of
Alexandria, Augustus' friend, was also a new citizen.

42The Delian paidotribes ANTlrONOE WNIL1HE has been identified by Roussel with
ANTlrONOE A.AE:ANL1PETE. ANrIrONOE would have acquired the Athenian citizenship
late in life. It is possible that a second ephebic instructor received the citizenship. ANTIOXOE
HPAKAEaTHE served as paideutes in 45/4 B.C. and an ANTIOXOE KOAflNH8EN as
paidotribes in 37/6 B.C. For these instructors see Appendix B.

43TIM08EOE NIKIOT llAIANIETE, EHPAMBOE HPAIIIIIOT EPMEIOE and
NIKANL1POE APHEIMBPOTOT AXAPNETE. All three are attested before 167/6 B.C. as
Delians (see Chapter 3). TIMAPXOE EIMAAOT tPATETE, an ephebe in 107/6 B.C., is related to
a family of traders from Cyprian Salamis and Tarentum (Cf. Ferguson, HA, p. 408 n. 1 and
Roussel, DCA, p. 70).

H Cf. Cicero, Pro Balbo 30.

45Citizenship at Athens in the classical period was acquired by birth or by grant. Reinmuth
argues that by 119/8 B.C. foreigners could also obtain the citizenship by attendance in the
ephebeia (TAPA 79, 1948, p. 223) and Pelekidis stresses the importance of the ephebeia as a route
to Athenian citizenship (l'Ephebie attique, p. 195). But if Reinmuth is correct to assume that
foreigners who attended the ephebeia obtained the right to acquire Athenian citizenship, most new
citizens might have come in through this means. It is possible that after having served as an
ephebe the foreigner had to also pay a fee to become a citizen. Decrees recording the granting of
citizenship to foreigners disappear about 100 B.C., but the practice did not die out since Nepos
reports that the Athenians repeatedly offered Atticus the citizenship (AtticU8, XXV.3).
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Table 1-3: Foreign Ephebes at Athens

Year

119/8
117/6
107/6
102/1
38/7

Total No.
of Ephebes Greek Ephebes

141 16 (11%)
179 10 (5.5)
140 19 (13.5%)
141 38 (30%)
121 63 (52%)

Roman Ephebes

1 (0.7%)
2(1.1%)
5 (3.5%)
2 (1.4%)
5 (4.0%)

ephebic lists from 119/8 B.C. to 38/7 B.C. (Table 1.3).46 The Romans always

form a distinct minority of the total number of foreign ephebes. While the

number of foreign ephebes increases steadily. and dramatically, the number of

46Foreign ephebes first appear at Athens in 119/8 B.C. On Delos they first appear in 133/2
B.C. (the first ephebic text from the colony dating from 144/3 B.C.). For discussion of foreigners
in the Athenian ephebeia, cr. Pelekidis, l 'Ephebie attique, pp. 186-96. Reinmuth, The Foreigners
in the Athenian Ephebeia, Lincoln, Nebraska, 1929, does not analyze the foreign names in the
same way. He only took into account ephebes whose ethnics are extant. The result is that he
finds a relatively strong contingent of Romans which is about equal to the number of ephebes who
came from Asia Minor. But I have included all ephebes in this count. If the names are
identifiably Greek or Roman, their exact place of provenance is not important information. Note

that three Greek ephebes from Italy are included in the left~hand column (l.G. lI2 1011:
IEIL1ilPOE IEIL1ilPOT NEAIlOAlTHE, Hesperia Supplement XV, n. 6: L110NTEIOE

l)

L11if'L1.0T NEAllOAITHE, I.G. W' 1028: EIMAAOE EIMAAOr TAPENTEIOE). No "Italian"
ephebes are listed after 89 B.C. This suggests that Romaioi in the first century B.C. are not
necessarily "Romans" as Reinmuth seems to assume.
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Romans remams about the same.47 This suggests that youths from Greek

communities were much more likely than Roman citizens to attend the Athenian

ephebeia. Strabo iL fact reports that in his day leading Romans sent their sons no

longer to Athens but rather to Massilia for an education.48 Literary sources, in

addition, provide no evidence for a prominent Roman having been an ephebe at

Athens.49 The year when Atticus went to Athens to study and to escape the civil

strife of Rome is uncertain. But if he was born in 110 or 109 B.C. and arrived,

as seems most likely, after March, 86 B.C., he was already in his early twenties.

Cicero's son, Marcus, came to Athens to study philosophy after the battle of

Pharsalus in 48 B.C. when he was just about seventeen years of age. Cicero

himself was educated in Greek philosophy at Rhodes, although he did also visit

Athens in the 70s B.C. when he was in his late twenties. In 43 B.C. Brutus, the

tyrannicide, recruited the Roman youths studying in Athens for his Republican

army. There must have been a sizeable number of these would-be soldiers,

although if 43 B.C. was a typical year, only a handful could have been serving as

Athenian ephebes. One of the youths he recruited was Cicero's son Marcus, now

twenty-two years of age. The young Horace who, like Marcus Cicero, was born in

65 B.C., was studying in Athens at this time and was also recruited by Brutus.

47This has not been observed by those who assert that many Romans or Italians were moving
to Athens. (cr. J. Oliver, -Greek Inscriptions,- Hesperia, 11, 1942 p. 29 and Dow, -Archons of
the Period after Sulla, - Hesperia Supplement VIII, 1949, p. 111). E. Kapetanopoulos writes,
-That Romans were settling in Attica during the earlier part of the second century before Christ
becomes clear from the Rhomaioi ephebes who begin to make their appearance from 119/8 B.C.
onward - (- The Early Expansion of Roman Citizenship into Athens During the First Part of the
Empire: 200 B.C.-A.D. 70, - Ph.D. Dissertation, Yale University, 1964, p. 202). Elsewhere
Kapetanopoulos makes it clear that he assumes that a large number of such Romans were settling
in Athens (ibid., p. 26). M.J. Osborne, -Athenian Grants of Citizenship after 229 B.C., - Ancient
Society 7 (1976) p. 112, n. 19, writes: -The increasing number of foreign names, especially Roman
names, in the lists of prytaneis and ephebes from the later second century is well known.
Peleikidis summarizes Reinmuth's tables and only concludes that, - La presence de dix-neuf
ephebes romains (parmis vingt-deux italiens) indique que ceux-ci s'interessaient au mode de vie et
ala culture helleniques- (l Epht!bie attique, p. 196). See also Ferguson, HA, p. 367.

48IV.5.18.

49L. Shear, -Athens: From City-State to Provincial Town, - Hesperia 50 (1981) p. 357. lists a
number of prominent Romans who studied at Athens.
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No prominent Romans, therefore, are known to have attended the ephebeia, and

those who did attend must have been the sons of relatively unimportant Romans

living in Greece.50

Athenian citizenship could be acquired through attendance in the ephebeia

or by means of direct purchase. Because of the complete absence of citizenship

decrees from after c. 140 B.C., it is impossible to determine the exact origin or

identity of new citizens. Greeks who acquired Athenian citizenship cannot be

easily recognized because their names are largely indistinguishable from those of

native-born Athenians. But the generalization that many Romans (or Italians

with Roman citizenship) were migrating to Athens can be tested by a direct

comparison of the use of Roman names among the citizen population of Athens at

50This supports Pelekidis' suggestion that the foreigners who attended the ephebe£a were
actively seeking Athenian citizenship (l'Epheb£e att£que, p. 195). I cannot agree with Reinmuth's
argument that the ephebeia was very popular in the Roman world (The Fore£gners £n the
Athenian Ephebeia, pp. 20 and 23). Cicero had a poor impression of the ephebeia (Rep. 44). It is
impossible to identify Roman ephebes with historically known figures because of the unspecific
nomenclature often employed on the ephebic lists (i.e. MAPKOE MAPKOT POMAIOE could be
anybody's son!). In a few cases the gens is indicated, although this too does not help much. But

C)

P. Granius P. f. is clearly a member of a trading family from Puteoli (I.G. II~ 1043, 2463 and RE

VII. 1817ff). He or his father died in Athens and was buried there (J.G. 1I2 11826). L. Valerius

A. f. (I.G. II2 1009) cannot be identified. M. Terentius (I.G. lIZ 1043) could possibly be the
legate of Augustus in 25 B.C. who was of obscure origin (Cf. R. Syme, The Roman Revolution,
Oxford, 1939, p. 330 for his legateship). A. Bassius L. f. (F.D. III, 2, n. 26) belongs to a gens
which does not seem to appear in the Roman fasti (but cf. L. Bassus, a legate in 67 B.C.). In
contrast to the obscurity of the Roman ephebes, the crown princes of Cappadocia over several
generations served in the ephebeia (cr. Ferguson, -Researches in Athenian and Delian
Documents, - Klio 8, 1908, p. 353). But they were Athenian citizens.
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this time.51 The revolution of 88/7 B.C. was a major event in Athenian history,

and presumably heralded an increase in Roman influence after the sack of the city

by Sulla in March, 86 B.C.; the occurrence of Roman names, including

patronymics, may be compared for two specific groups, the ephebes and the

prytaneis, before and after 88/7 B.C. (Table 1.4).52 It is clear from the figures

provided in Table 1.4 that there was a dramatic increase in the number of Roman

names in use among the citizen body after 88/7 B.C. But these figures have to be

examined more closely. The mere presence of a Roman name such as II Gaius. ,

without nomen and cognomen, does not indicate the citizenship or origin of the

individual. Only a few Roman names occur before 88/7 B.C. Four Athenians

from the second century B.C. with Roman names may be traced to two Italian

fathers who acquired the Athenian citizenship.53 But since the Italian allies of

Rome did not generally begin to be enrolled as Roman citizens until after 89 B.C.,

510liver writes, "Thus the student can trace the gradual growth of Roman citizenship at
Athens by an examination of the catalogues, among which the prytany lists are by far the most
reliable index" (Hesperia 11, 1942, p. 29). Oliver promised a study of the growth of the Roman
citizenship at Athens, but he does not seem to have published such a study based on the analysis
of the lists. Kapetanopoulos' study of the growth of the Roman citizenship at Athens 'is
unreliable. He included every reference to a Roman name at Athens and not just to Roman
names among the citizen population of Athens. He thus mixes up two discrete populations. Also,
he tabulates, without distinction, references from all kinds of epigraphical document. The result is
that none of the statistical tables are trustworthy. He estimates the population of Athenian
citizens with the Roman citizenship in the first century B.C. at 10% (increasing to 30% in the
Roman Empire). But he nowhere offers an estimate for the total size of the Athenian population
at this time or, better still, a figure for the number of Athenians during the period he is studying
who do not have a Roman element in their name. For these reasons, I have confined the
following discussion to ephebic and prytany lists, which alone, I believe, provide the basis for a
statistical study.

52The number of Roman names and the percentage of the total are given in the right-hand
columns of Table 1.4. A Roman name may be considered to be a recognizable praenomen or
nomen. The number of Roman praenomina was restricted by tradition, the number of nomina
by law. The cognomen was not restricted in this way. Thus it is easy to detect a naturalized
Roman citizen of Greek origin by the use of a Greek cognomen (J. Kaimio, The Romans and the
Greek Language, Helsinki, 1'.)79, p. 182). '

53rAlOE MAAPKOT AfEAITETE, ephebe in 123/2 B.C., and MAAPKOE MAAPKOT
AfEAITETE, ephebe in 119/8 B.C., could be brothers. Notice however that the younger brother
was named after the father. In the same years we also find rAlOE rAlOT TlElPAlETE and
IlOIlAIOE rAlOT TlElPAlETE.
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Table 1-4: Roman Names Among the Athenian Citizen Population

No. of % of
Tota.! Names Roman Names Roman Names

to 88/7 B.C.

Ephebes 1720 17 0.9%
Prytaneis 339 1 0.3%

Total 2059 18 0.9%

Ephebes
Prytaneis

Total

347
457

804

42
36

78

12.1%
7.8%

9.7%

it is unlikely that these two fathers possessed the Roman citizenship. It is more

difficult to determine the origins and citizenship of individuals after 88/7 B.C.

when Roman names become more common. Roman names on the Greek model

(first name in nominative, second name in the genitive) pose special difficulties.

In the last half of the first century B.C., in addition, a number of mixed names

occur where a father with a Roman name gave his son a Greek name.54 Single

Roman names (such as ATAOE) are least informative while two Roman names on

the Greek model (such as ATJ10E ATJ10T) indicate a family with a Roman identity.

Names on the Roman model (such as ATJ10E KOrAIOE) probably indicate a Roman

54Although Kapetanopoulos generally regards mixed names to be a characteristic of Italian
families which were Hellenized in Athens, he also accepts that some Athenians would have
adopted Roman names. The practice must have become common later on, for ApoUonius
complained about Greeks who named their children after Romans rather than after Greeks
(Philostratos, lxxi).
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citizen.55 But names on the Roman model are not very common, first appearing

in the middle of the first century B.C. in the ephebic or prytany lists. In 38/7

B.C., for example, we encounter [_]IOE AIKINIOE IIOIIAIOT E4>HTI'IOE as an

ephebe (representing the Latin [_lius Licinius Publii f.). For a few individuals

with a name written on the Roman model, such as AETKIOE EPATrJN (Agora XV;

n. 278),56 MAPKOE OABIOE EPMOKPATHE (Agora XV; n. 293) and KOINTOE

ErJElrENHE (Agora XV; n. 293), the name is possibly that of a Greek who

acquired the Roman citizenship and not the other way around. 57 When the form

of a name with a Roman element is taken into account, only about 4% of the

names represented in the lists of ephebes and prytaneis after 88/7 B.C. have

names written on the Roman model.58 Another 4% have a Roman praenomen

with a Roman patronymic written on the Greek model or a single Roman

praenomen where the patronymic or the ethnicity of the form of the name are

unknown. Only about 1% have mixed names on the Greek model. Less than

55The use of the tria nomina was confined to Roman citizens by law.

56Although "AETKIOE" is also a Greek name, in this case I regard it as a Roman name
because of the way in which the Greek cognomen has been written. It is possible that the stone
cutter did not have room for EPATrJNOE, which would give the name a Greek form. I have
generally regarded all • AETKIOI" as Greeks unless the name appears with a second Roman name
or, as here, there is reason to believe the individual so named possessed the Roman citizenship.

57or these three individuals, only MAPKOE OmIOr: EPMOKPATHr: is certainly a Roman
citizen.

58The statistics for the form of the name may be given here:

to 88/7 B.C.:

Greek form (mixed names)
(Roman names)

Form unknown
Roman form

after 86/5 B.C.:

2
8
1
o

0.1%
0.5%
0.06%
0.0%

Greek form

Form unknown
Roman form

(mixed names)
(Roman names)

"" 1.2%I

13 2.3%
9 1.6%
20 3.5%
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10% of the population of Athenians who were active in the ephebeia or the

prytaneia, therefore, have names with a Roman element. How many of these

possessed the Roman citizenship? As few as 3% of this Athenian population (17

individuals) were of Roman or Italian origin, had names recorded on the Roman

model and probably possessed the Roman citizenship.59 To these we may add the

9 individuals known by a Roman praenomen with a Roman patronymic recorded

on the Greek model who might have possessed Roman citizenship. This would

give a maximum figure of 5%. It is interesting to note that this figure is almost

identical to the representation of Roman ephebes in the foreign contingent of the

ephebeia of 38/7 B.C.6o and suggests that the principal means of acquiring the

Athenian citizenship might in fact have been through the ephebeia. Less than

0.5% of the attested Athenian-born population, finally, can be shown to have

obtained the Roman citizenship down to the reign of Augustus.51 Since the

illustrious family of Herodes Atticus did not obtain Roman citizenship until the

reign of Nero, this low figure is not surprising, and it is possible that the Roman

citizenship was first acquired by lower-class Athenians rather than by members of

the governing class.62

The renewal of the govermng class, therefore, was partly facilitated by

59These are the 17 individuals with names on the Roman pattern (excluding the three
Athenians who acquired Roman citizenship).

60See Table 1.3.

51Cr. Kapetaonopoulos, "Roman Citizenship", p. 25:" ... we have an increasing number of
Athenians receiving the civitas." I cannot see on what basis this conclusion is founded. J.A.O.
Larson, "The Policy of Augustus in Greece," AC 1 (1958) p. 126, indicates that few members of
the Thessalian League became Roman citizens.

52Three freedmen of Augustus were Athenians and, by right of their manumission, acquired
Roman citizenship (see P. Graindor, Athenes sous Auguste, Cairo, 1927, p. 169). It might have
been easier at first for an Athenian to acquire the Roman citizenship by statut<l.ry means in this
way. But Pompey had granted citizenship to his ally, 8EO~ANHE of Mytilene, and it is possible
that some Athenians also acquired the Roman citizenship through political favour (although no
prominent Athenians from the first century B.C. are known to have been so favoured).
M. Antonius Tertius Paianieus and M. Antonius Aristocrates Anaxionos may both be freedmen of
Antony (For these individuals see G. Bowersock, Augustus and the Greek World, OXford, 1965).
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the introduction of new citizens, for the most part Greeks rather than Romans, by

adoption wit.hin the families of the religious elite and by the replacement of

governing families through the birth of new members. Whether an Athenian was

born into the governing class, was recruited from below or was admitted as a new

citizen when ~n adult, the governing class was closely regulated as its members

progressed through various age groups. These age groups correspond to the

public and political life-cycle of an Athenian citizen.63 Boys, mostly between the

ages of seven and thirteen, served as pythaistai paides and in similar religious

offices.54 At eighteen years of age a youth could become an ephebe (occasionally

serving first as a mellephebos). At nineteen, if he resided on Delos, he might

continue his athletic training as a pareutaktos. An Athenian youth became

eligible for the cavalry after he graduated from the ephebeia. At thirty years of

~ge he would be eligible to serve as a prytanis and for election as archon. After

~erving in the latter office, he could go on to hold several of the magistracies

reserved for the life-long members of the Areopagus. Finally, after turning forty

years of age a man could serve as kosmetes of the ephebic corps.55 In doing so,

this hypothetical careerist would have risen through the ranks of virtually all the

Athenian elites. But such a career was not possible for every Athenian citizen

simply because the elites of the governing class fell into an increasingly exclusive

hierarchy. The more numerous lower ranks of the governing class were occupied

by the members of the civic or peripheral class and the members of the military

or ephebic elite. The recruitment and size of these two groups will provide the

key to understanding the nature of the governing class.

Each year, upon graduation, the Athenian assembly passed a decree

honouring the ephebic instructors and listing, by tribe, the ephebes who had

63See Chapter 2.

64G· lid' . I' . ff'Ir S a so serve III variOUS re IglOUS 0 Ices.

65These age limits are not explicitly attested after the classical period, although the
prosopographical evidence does not contradict them.
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served in that year. These lists of ephebes, which belong to a category of

demographic document known as ·military lists·, name almost fifteen hundred

ephebes (including ephebes on Delos) from 167/6 B.C. to A.D. 14. In addition to

these •military· or ephebic lists, the assembly also passed a decree each year

praising the members of a tribal prytany, that is, the members of the probouleutic

council of the Athenian boule. These prytany decrees, or • civic lists·, are a

different kind of demographic document which list men who as prytaneis only

had to be thirty years of age or older. The ephebeia and the prytaneia differ from

other magistracies and elites in two ways: participation in these offices was

regulated by being confined to specific age groups, and each year several hundred

Athenians served as either ephebes or prytaneis. Many' Athenians who entered

the ephebeia at eighteen66 would subsequently serve at least once as prytaneis

after turning thirty years of age. The extent to which the ephebeia and the

prytaneia overlapped in this way is important for determining the size of these

two groups and their relation to the entire Athenian population. The lists of

ephebes and prytaneis are virtually census lists and provide the only quantifiable

evidence for the demography of the governing class.67

66Reinmuth has observed instances where youths not yet eighteen years of age served as
ephebes, but most of his examples are from the Roman Empire. His first example, from 107/6
B.C., might not be valid. Only one ephebe is listed here without his demotic. Reinmuth also
observes instances where pairs of brothers served together as ephebes, and argues that in such
cases a younger brother must have served before he had turned eighteen years of age (TAPA 79,
1948, pp. 221 and 229). I find that after 88/7 B.C. pairs of brothers in the ephebeia become
increasingly common, and it is possible that a relaxation in the age requirement for the ephebeia
occured after the revolution (several brothers, for example, are evident in the first extant ephebic
list after the revolution, dating to between 80/79-78/7 B.C.: S.E.G. XXII.110). If the ephebeia
had been suspended for a period between 91/0 and 80/79 B.C., youths over eighteen years of age
might have served when it was resumed. But the possiblity that an ephebe might not have been
eighteen years of age does not seriously affect the demographic value of the ephebic lists during
the first century B.C.

67The ephebic lists will allow us to estimate the actual number of Athenian youths who
participated in the ephebeia. The prytany lists, on the other hand, provide for each prytany a
fixed list of fifty members and will allow us to test whether the ephebic lists are a representative
sample of the Athenian population. The ephebic contingent fluctuated from year to year and
represents the actual number of Athenian youths who were eligible or capable of attending the
ephebeia. The size of the deme "quotas" in the prytany lists, on the other hand, roughly reflects
the relative sizes of the demes in each tribe.
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In the fourth century B.C. an Athenian youth had to serve as an ephebe

in order to exercise his rights as a citizen.68 At that time there was potentially a

one-to-one relationship between the ephebe£a and the prytane£a.69 Upon turning

thirty years of age an Athenian citizen would have been expected to serve as a

prytanis for this tribe. This would provide about 300 prytaneis serving for the

first time and about 200 others who were serving for a second term. Only one

iteration was allowed. By the second century B.C., however, participation in the

ephebe£a had fallen by more than seventy-five percent70 and yet the Council had

grown to 600 members. This gap between the size of the Council and the size of

the ephebic corps raises two important questions for the analysis of the governing

class at Athens after 167/6 B.C.: (1) What percentage of the Athenian population

participated in the ephebe£a and (2) how was the Council maintained at 600

68Aristotle. AP 42.

69At one time historians thought that the ephebeia was confined to the members of the hoplite
class (cr. AP 42.2-4; P.J. Rhodes, A Commentary on the Aristotelian Athenaion Politeia, Oxford.
1981, ad loc.). Pelekidis argued that all Athenian males attended because only with this
assumption can the size of the ephebic corps in the fourth century agree with the literary
testimony for the size of the population of Athenian male citizens (l 'Ephebie attique, pp. 283-94).
See also Ruschenbusch, "Die soziale Herkunft der Epheben urn 330," ZPE 35 (1979) pp. 173-76.
Ruschenbusch develops this idea by showing how it would have been impossible to recruit the
Council of .')00 if membership in the Council was restricted to members of the hoplite class ("Die
soziale Zusammensetzung des Rates der 500 in Athen im 4. Jhdt.". ZPE 35, 1979, pp. 177-80).
He is followed by M.H. Hansen, "Rhetores and Strategoi in Fourth-Century Athens," GRBS 24
(1983) p. 231. The problem of the recruitment of the Council of 600 after 167 B.C. has not
received much consideration, although Ferguson noted that a council of this size would have
required a fairly large citizen body (RA, p. 316 n. 2).

70The size of the ephebic corps fluctuates between a high of at least 138 members in 117/6
B.C. to a low of 53 members in 38/7 B.C. The average in the second century B.C. seems to have
been about 110 members. Despite the small contingent in 38/7 B.C., the corps seems to have
increased to 134 members in 13/2 B.C. (based on a projection from the extant one-half of the
list). The ephebic corps after 167 B.C. was much larger than in the preceding century (see
Pelekidis, l 'Ephebie attique, p. 185).
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members?71

The first question can be answered from an analysis of the tribal

contingents in the lists of ephebes appended to the decrees honouring the ephebes

and their instructors. In these lists the names of the ephebes were recorded in

order by tribe, and over the period between 167/6 B.C. and A.D. 14 the relative

sizes of each tribal contingent can be compared. Over this period the relative

order of the tribes on the basis of the size of the tribal contingents varies

considerably (Table 1.5). Two ephebic lists stand out from the others. In 117/6

B.C., the tribal contingents for most tribes, apart from the small contingent of

tribe XII (Attalis), are quite large. The ephebic corps in 117/6 B.C., in fact, had

increased to at least 138 members, the largest contingent known for this period.72

In 38/7 B.C., in contrast, the corps had fallen to only 53 ephebes. In other years

some consistent patterns do emerge. Tribe VIII (Kekropis) and X (Aiantis), for

7l In the absence of specific evidence, several assumptions about the Council of 600 at this time
must be defended. I assume that prytaneis were still required to be thirty years of age or older,
that only one iteration was possible and that the Council did in fact number 600 bouleutai each
year. In the Roman Empire some prosopographical evidence suggests that prytaneis could serve
when they were twenty-five years of age (Kapetanopoulos, "Some Remarks on the Athenian
Prytaneis" , Ancient World 4, 1981, pp. 5-15, and Geagan, AC, p. 75. S. Follett Athenes au lIe et
au lIfe siecle, etudes chronologiques et prosopographiques, Paris, 1976, p. 13 accepts thirty as the
minimum age in the Roman Empire however). There are no examples of a man known to have
served three terms (See Rhodes, "Ephebi, Bouleutai and the Population of Athens," ZPE 38,
1980, pp. 197-201 for iterations). Finally, in the Roman Empire the name of the boule was
changed to reflect a decrease or increase in its numbers (to 500 under Hadrian and to 750 later
on). Also, all the extant prytany lists from this period show tribal contingents at a full
complement of 50 members (a list with only 49 members is compensated by another with 51,
Agora XV, nn. 226 and 240; Graindor. Athenes sous Auguste, p. 109, indicates a list with 48
members (d. Traill, The Political Organization of Attica, Hesperia Supplement XVIII, Princeton,
1975, p. (4) although the newest edition, Agora XV, n. 286, lists 50 members). Only one other
argument could be used to assume a Council less than 600 bouleutai, and that is a prytany
calendar of less than twelve prytanies. But since a prytany calendar of twelve prytanies per year
is still operating at this time, there is no good evidence to change these assumptions.

721 examined this list in the Epigraphical Museum at Athens. The text published in the f.G. II2

is misleading. Dotted lines are used where vacat would be more appropriate (bottom of columns
II and IV, line 88ff). Line 85 of column IV is in rasura (as is the demotic of the name in line 84
of column III). The result is that the size of the tribal contingent of several tribes is uncertain.
The contingents for Pandionis (tribe III) and Akamantis (tribe VI) are uncertain since the text
breaks off at the bottom edge.
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Table 1-5: Tribal Contingents of Ephebes between 128/7 B.C.
and 13/2 B.C.

Year Number o! Ephebes per Tribe

'2 :3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

128/7 .VII XI ·VI V IV II VIII X
·XII I III IX

119/8 III IV I XII II X XI VIII V
IX VI VII

117/6 XII ·III V ·VI IV II IX
XI VII VIII

X

107/6 VI I XII III IV V X
II VIII
VII IX

XI

102/1 VIII II XI IV V I X
III VI IX
XII VII

38/7 II III VII IV V
XI IX VIII VI

X

13/2 V IV III If .VI (s~x tribes ~re not extant)

.~~ncompletely recorded contlngent
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example, tend to have contingents that are on average larger in size that than of

the other tribes in each year. Similarly, tribe XU (Attalis) is usually represented

by a small contingent (unfortunately its representation during the first century

B.C. is unrecorded). But for the most part the absolute sizes of the tribal

contingents in,crease and decrease dramatically.73 If the ephebeia reflected in

close approximation the actual population of available eighteen-year-olds, that is,

if nearly every eighteen-year-old or a fixed percentage of that age group attended,

such fluctuations in the absolute and relative sizes of the tribal contingents would

not occur. The size of the tribal contingents, therefore, cannot reflect the actual

number of eighteen-year-olds available for each tribe in these years. This suggests

that participation in the ephebeia by Athenian youths was not high and was more

affected by variable sociological factors such as the distribution of wealth and

census classes than by less variable demographic factors such as the birthrate.74

If it were possible to compare an extant and complete ephebic list with a

prytany list from twelve years later, it would be possible to determine how many

73Tribe I (Erechtheis) grew from a contingent of 3 ephebes in 128/7 B.C. to 8 in 119/8 B.C.
Its quota reaches a high of 13 in 117/6 B.C. but falls back to 7 in 107/6 B.C. Yet in each of these
years the tribe falls in second or third-last place compared to the other tribes. Most tribes
experience an increase from 128/7 to 117/6 B.C., although a few fall in size in 119/8 B.C. Tribe
V (Ptolemais), however, went from 7 ephebes in 128/7 B.C. to 20 in 119/8 B.C. The tribe fell
back to 8 ephebes in 117/6 B.C. Tribe III (Pandionis), in contrast, had 4 ephebes in 119/8 B.C.
and at least 7 in 117/6 B.C. In the first century tribe X (Aiantis) fell from 20 ephebes between
80/79-78/7 B.C., its largest contingent for the entire period. to only 2 ephebes in 38/7 B.C.
Unfortunately its representation in 13/2 B.C. is missing, but tribe II (Aigeis) had 8 ephebes
between 80/79-78/7 B.C., 1 in 38/7 B.C. and 14 in 13/2 B.C. Tribe 1 (Erechtheis), which had a
relatively small contingent in the second century B.C., with 8 ephebes had the largest contingent
in 38/7 B.C.

74pelekidis, l 'Ephebie attique, p. 284, accounts for fluctuations in the relative sizes of the
ephebic contingents from the same tribe in the fourth century by the hypothesis that some years
in which a large number of men were serving in the army or the fleet were ·hollow· years in
terms of the birthrate. This is an attra.ctive expla.nation and Pelekidis can point to known
historical events which will account for a drop in the birthrate. But a similar explanation for the
period after 167/6 B.C. is not possible. Athens did not outfit large military forces during this
period. Pelekidis was also dealing with ephebic lists which reflect the actual population of 18-year
olds from a particular tribe. The lists from the period after 167/6 B.C., on the other hand, since
they seem to be unrepresentative of the population as a whole, cannot be used to make
generalizations about the birthrate.
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former ephebes actually became prytaneis upon turning thirty years of age.

Unfortunately the epigraphical evidence does not at the present time provide the

opportunity for such an investigation. But it is possible, by comparing the size of

the deme quotas in the prytany for a particular tribe with the representation of

the demes in the ephebeia, to infer whether the prytaneia was recruited

exclusively from ex-ephebes. In fact, there is very little correlation between the

size of the demes in the prytany lists and the representation in the ephebic lists

after 167/6 B.C. Larger demes, on the basis of their prytany-quotas before c. 200

B.C., still tend to send more prytaneis to the Council than smaller demes and

tend to have more ephebes than the latter,75 but despite these consistent patterns,

remarkable differences in the deme sizes also emerge. The deme Steiria, for

example, sent only 2 men to the Council in 155/4 B.C. to Paiania's 16. By c. 20

B.C., Steiria sent 12 to Paiania's 26, suggesting that the population of Steiria had

grown considerably while that of Paiania had almost doubled in size. But the

figures from the the ephebic lists provide contradictory evidence. Paiania's

contingent in the ephebeia remams low throughout (although she does send 5

ephebes in 128/7 B.C. out of a total tribal contingent of 7 ephebes). Yet the

ephebic contingent of Steiria has grown from 1 ephebe in 38/7 B.C. to 7 ephebes

in 13/2 B.C. (out of a tribal contingent of 10).76 This growth in the ephebic

contingent for Steiria, however, is out of proportion to her contribution to the

prytany. Similarly, towards the end of the first century B.C., Phyla sent 13 men

to the Council and yet, in 13/2 B.C., she had only 1 ephebe. The fortunes of

Melite are very intriguing. In c. 20 B.C., this deme had 19 members in the

75An example may be drawn from Tribe I (Erechtheis). In c. 40 B.C. the demes Kephisia,
Lamptrai and Anagyrous sent 22, 13 and 6 prytaneis to the Council, in a ratio of 4:2:1. In 13/2
B.C., these demes sent 6, 3 and 1 ephebes to the ephebic corps. The relative order of the demes
and the relative sizes of their contingents are about equal. There are no prytany lists extant for
Tribe II (Aigeis), but from the ephebic lists we find that the numbers of ephebes remain evenly
distributed over all the demes throughout the period. '

76The contingent from the deme Steiria shows some minor fluctuations. In 117/6 B.C. Steiria
sent 1 ephebe out of a tribal contingent of at least 7 ephebes. Ten years later she sent 5 ephebes
out of a tribal contingent of 9 ephebes. In 102/1 B.C. she sent only 1 ephebe out of a tribal
contingent or 5 ephebes.
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prytany although in 38/7 B.C. she had only 1 ephebe. In 102/1 B.C. she sent no

youths to the ephebeia. But in 117/6 B.C. and in c. 80 B.C., she bad 7 and 6

ephebes respectively. One last example may suffice. In 168/7 B.C. Paionidai

sent 10 demesmen to the Council compared to Deiradiotai's 1. Yet in all the

extant ephebic lists Paionidai has only one or two ephebes (in fact all the demes

in this tribe sent only one or two ephebes each throughout this period). The

predominance of Paionidai in the prytany list, therefore, is not reflected in its

representation in the ephebeia.

The evidence from the representation of demes in the prytaneia and the

ephebeia suggests that there was no direct correlation between the membership of

the ephebic or military elite and the civic class of prytaneis. E. Ruschenbusch

has observed that A.H.M. Jone s' life-table for Athenian males in the fourth

century B.C. corresponds to the life-table for Greece in the 1870s.77 For the sake

of illustration, a similar life-table may be postulated for the period after 167/6

B.C.78 Let us assume that the Council was composed of men in each year

category in equal proportion to their representation in the population at large

(Table 1.6).79 In such a hypothetical Council, we would find 126 men in the

30-34 age-group serving as prytaneis.80 If the ephebic corps twelve years earlier

had numbered 120 ephebes and if male eighteen-year-oids formed 2% of the

77ZPE 35 (1979) p. 177.

781n the following sections 1 have limited myself to defining the total male citizen population of
Athens on the basis of the actual number of annual ephebes and the theoretical number of annual
prytaneis. The demographic principles involved are described in P. Guillaume and J.-P. Poussou,
Demographie historique, Paris, 1970, pp. 7-66 and T.H. Hollingsworth, Historical Demography,
Ithaca, New York, 1969.

79The first column of Table 1.6 shows the proportion of men in a five year age group as a
percentage of the entire male population. The second column shows this age-group as a
percentage of the Council of 600.

80rt is of course unlikely that in reality a Council would reflect the actual age curve of the
population and Table 1.6 does not take into account iterations. But the number of men iterating
on average could never exceed the number of men serving for the first time. Consequently, the
figure 126 for the number of men in the 30-34 age group must be considered to be a minimum
estimate.
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Table 1-6: Age-Distribution in a Hypothetical Council

% of % of No. of
Age Male Pop. Council Prytaneis

30-34 7.3% 21% 126
35-39 7.0% 20% 120
40-44 4.5% 13% 78
45-49 4.2% 12% 72
50-54 3.0% 9% 54
55-59 3.1% 9% 54
60-64 2.0% 6% 36
65-69 1.7% 5% 30
70-74 0.9% 3% 18
75- 0.9% 2% 12

citizen population,81 the entire male population would have amounted to only

6000 individuals. Thirty-five percent of this population, the percentage of males

over 30 years of age, amounts to only 2100. This population would supply 438

men in the 30-34 age group, an age group which in our hypothetical Coun~il

would have contributed at least 126 prytaneis a year. Over four years, all of

these 438 men would have served as prytan is. This hypothetical Council, as a

result, would have included a large number of men who were serving a second

time as well. But if every male in the 30-34 age-group served as a prytaneis, all

males over 34 (1662) would have only been available for one second term. Over a

period of forty years this population of ex-ephebes would have barely filled three

full Councils. The ephebeia alone, therefore, could not have come close to

maintaining the recruitment of the Council as it had in the fourth century.

811 follow Pelekidis, l 'EphGbie attique, p. 289, in adopting 2% as the percentage of 18 year olds.
Reinmuth seems to have estimated the figure at 5% while Ruschenbusch adopts 3% (ZPE 35,
1979, p. 175). Pelekidis arrived at this figure by a process of elimination. Ruschenbusch bases his
figure on tables from B.R. Mitchell, European Hi8torical Stati8tic8 1750-1970, New York, 197.5.
But Mitchell only provides census figures for 5-year intervals and it is unclear how Ruschenbusch
derived his estimate for the percentage of 18-yeaF-<>lds.
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The discrepancy between the population of former ephebes and the

population demanded by the Council of 600 is very large. This requires us to

conclude that there was a sizeable population of Athenian males who did not

serve as ephebes but who were full citizens willing to serve as prytaneis. These

individuals will constitute the civic or peripheral class of Athenian families.82

With no iterations in the Council, 27,000 prytaneis were required over a 45 year

period covering a life-span from 30 to 75 years. With every prytanis iterating

once, 13,500 would be required over the same extent of time. This last figure

would be the minimum number of males who were required in a forty-five year

period to maintain the Council at 600 members. If we assume a stable

population, the replacement rate over this period would be constant and this

figure will also serve as a minimum figure for the population of citizen males over

thirty years of age. If the population over thirty years of age was 35 percent of

the total population, Athens at this time would have had 38,500 citizen males of

all ages. This population would provide 770 eighteen-year-olds. Only about 15%

of these youths would have attended the ephebeia. This calculation is based on

the assumption that every prytaneis iterated once. If few prytaneis iterated, the

population required to maintain the Council at 600 members would have been

greater and participation in the ephebeia might have involved as little as 10% of

821 disagree with B.D. Meritt and Traill (The Athenian Agora, Vol. XV; Inscriptions: The
Athenian Councillors, Princeton, 1974, p. 24) who write, "These (prytany) lists name the
Athenians who ruled the Athenian state." My distinction of a political class or oligarchy from a
large civic class is paralleled in a recent analysis of Roman society by C. Nicolet (The World of
the Citizen in Republican Rome, trans. P.S. Falla, Berkeley, 1980, p. 383).
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Athenian youths.83

The representation of foreigners in the ephebeia suggests that many more

Greeks than Romans were attending the ephebeia at Athens. Evidence for the

acquisition of .Athenian citizenship by Greeks cannot be quantified, but on the

basis of the presence of Roman names in ephebic and prytany lists, only about 5%

of the Athenian citizens who were active in civic life during the first century B.C.

might have been in origin Italians with the Roman civitas while less than 0.5% of

the native Athenian population seem to have acquired Roman citizenship. The

ephebic elite was found to constitute a small proportion of the Athenian

population. Because the participation in the ephebeia seems to have been

confined to an elite segment of the Athenian population, unlike in the fourth

century, and because demographic factors such as fluctuations in the birthrate

cannot account for the large irregularities in the size of the ephebic corps,

particularly in 117/6 B.C. and 38/7 B.C., an explanation may be found in the

political environment. In the last decades of the second century B.C., as will be

described in greater detail in Chapter 5, Athens was the scene of a political

conflict which was expressed through the competing claims of an ·oligarchic· pro

Roman faction and a ·democratic· faction. Similarly, in 38/7 B.C., the arrival of

Mark Antony at Athens has been associated with a return to an •oligarchic •

constitution. The size of the ephebic corps in 117/6 B.C. and 38/7 B.C. could

reflect a change in the census of Athenian citizens. Because the ephebeia was not

a prerequisite for the exercise of citizenship, as we have seen, an adjustment in

83It is interesting to note that an almost identical figure can be determined for participation in
the ephebeia at Delos. A. Dumont estimated the free population of Delos from an ephebic list of
119/8 B.C. which named 41 ephebes. He assumed compulsory attendance and a ratio of male 18
year aids to the total population at 1:112, arriving thereby at a population of 5000 for the free
residents of the island (Essai sur ['ephebie attique, Paris, 1875-6, pp. 59-72). A more recent study
has estimated the population to have been between ~O,OOO and 30,000 with a free population of
19,000 (A. Papageorgiou-Venetas, Delos: recherches urbaines sur une ville antique, Paris, 1981, p.
115). On the basis of Delian lists of ephebes, a population of this order means that attendance in
the Delian ephebeia was not compulsory. Out of a free poplation of 19,000 with 2% as the
percentage of male 18 year aids, we find that only about 10% of male citizens on the island would
have been eligible or cared to participate in the ephebeia.
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the census can only mean that in 117/6 B.C. the census requirement for

membership in the second-century B.C. equivalent of the fourth-century hoplite

class, perhaps at this time the ephebic or military elite, was lowered while in 38/7

B.C. it was raised.84

The recruitment of the Council of 600, however, far exceeded the

numbers which would have been supplied by the ephebic elite and required a

much larger civic class. It is this high demand for prytaneis which might explain

Athens' motive in selling the citizenship in such large numbers that ancient

writers would comment on the practice and Augustus would have to strictly

forbid it.85 Not only was Athens hard-pressed to fill the Council, but the

oligarchic faction at Athens might have wanted to strengthen the ephebic or

military elite. Both goals would have been served by the selling of the citizenship.

The prohibition by Augustus might have been motivated by several factors, but

because it has been found that relatively few Romans were purchasing the

Athenian citizenship, the prohibition could not have been intended primarily to

prevent Romans from acquiring the Athenian citizenship. Augustus was never

popular at Athens and one explanation for this could be his prohibition on t4e

selling of the citizenship, a ban which would have limited Athenian revenue, and

less obviously, would also have put a greater demand on the population in filling

84The formal class divisions of the fifth century which were an integral part of the organization
of Athenian political life, such as the pentakosiomedimnoi, hippeis, zeugitai and thetes (cf. AP
7.4), are not attested during this period. In the fourth century, census reforms at Athens were
based on these classes (during periods of oligarchic government the franchise was restricted to o~/
,q, . / /Tel O1rAa 1TapExo/uVOL). The census reforms which I have postulated for 117 5 and 38 7 B.C. must

have been based on some kind of formal grouping or the citizen body. In the Roman empire there
might have been a census requirement for the boule (Pleket, Mnemosyne 23, 1970, p. 451).
Geagan suggests that at that time participation in the boule was confined to ex-ephebes (AG, pp.
75-6 and "Roman Athens: Some Aspects of Life and Culture: 86 B.C.-A.D. 257," Aufstieg und
Niedergang der romischen Welt, Vol. 11.7.1, ed. H. Temporini, Berlin, 1979, p. 409). A census
requirement for the ephebeia could have served in place of a census requirement for the boule.

85Dio Ca.ssius liv.7.2. cr. M. Cary, A History of the Greek World from 323-146 B.C., London,
1970, p. 280.
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the Council of 600.86

There is, to conclude, a large amount of implicit and indirect

demographic evidence for the Athenian population after 167 B.C. This evidence

may be used for the study of individuals and their families and for the study of

the governing class as a whole. The governing class sought to maintain and renew

itself from within its own ranks but was also through forces beyond its control

partly recruited through the admission of new citizens to Athens and through the

mechanism of social mobility. It consisted of several partly overlapping elites.

These elites are not equal in either rank or size and may be regarded as partly

hierarchical. The civic class is the largest segment of the governing class and

occupies the lowest level. The military elite is more exclusive and only involved

10% or more of Athenian citizens. The political elite was the pinnacle of the

Athenian governing class and its membership might have constituted as little as

1% of the population. The other elites, the religious, cultural and liturgical elites,

do not fit as easily into this hierarchy because their membership is less easily

defined. But the political elite was both a council of elders and a preserve of the

wealthiest families. In order to identify for each generation the composition of the

entire governing class, the family stemmas will be analyzed according to the

following criteria: (1) the number of family members in each generation who are

attested in the offices of the governing class; (2) the type and number of offices held

by family members; (3) the success or failure of the family, in each generation, to

86The resentment of the Athenians might have been related to Augustus' other measures
designed to force citizens of local communities to perform their civic munera.. Hadrian. a very
popular emperor at Athens, reduced the Council to 500 members. This would have made it easier
for the tribes to fill their prytany each year.
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maintain or improve its position.87 But before turning to the history of the

governing class from 167/6 B.C. to A.D. 14, it will first be profitable to consider

the way in which magistracies and priesthoods were sought and held by the

members of the governing class.

87The tenure of a senior magistracy in a critical period is significant because of potential
influence on policy and because we may assume a desire on the part of the individual involved to
be associated with the policy of the day. This consideration will become more important in the
discussion of Athenian families during the first century B.C. The absence of a family in a
particular generation is also important evidence (although greater caution is necessary given the
fragmentary state of our evidence). It may indicate the desire not to be associated with a
particular policy as much as the inability to attain office. Any attempt to generalize in this way
from the prosopographical evidence is susceptible to the objection that our fragmentary evidence
might be concealing important careers or families. But while it is virtually certain th.t many of
our reconstructed careers and families are distorted in this way, the following chapters will try to
show that the available evidence reveals patterns consistent with the theoretical framework
presented in this chapter. Generalizations about an individual career or about a family's status
may be considered valid if they are consistent with an overall pattern.
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Chapter 2

The Offices of the Governing Class

The Athenian magistracies, CIVIC offices of various kinds and the

priesthoods, most of which had existed since classical times, were the means by

which political power, influence and prestige were shared or distributed within a

constitutional structure among members of the governing class. A constitution

determines the way in which the society organizes itself for the performance of

functions vital to its survival, such as defence, taxation, the administration of

justice. foreign relations, the maintenance of cults and religious affairs and the

cultural continuity of the community through education. All of these, to varying

degrees of immediacy, were essential for the survival of a Greek polis, and all are

accounted for in the way authority and responsibility were delegated to individuals

by the state. The constitution of a community is also inseparably connected to its

politics and its history. When we move from the questions about the function of a

particular magistracy to how the society selects the men who held the magistracy,

we move from legal or administrative matters to broader questions of social

history. The offices available to members of the governing class and the way in

which incumbents were selected are important for the analysis of the structure of

Athenian civic life. The way in which Athenian society selected its public

officials, however, is often not made explicit and must be inferred from the

identification of the incumbents who are known to us.

The epigraphical evidence for magistracies and their incumbents during

this period, as explained in Chapter 1, is plentiful but uneven. For many

magistracies, no incumbents are actually attested between 167/6 B.C. and A.D.

14, although the office is known to still exist at this time. Appendix A quickly
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reveals that many of the magistrates and priests for a single year are no longer

attested in the epigraphical evidence. Nonetheless some magistracies, such as that

of the eponymous archon, are relatively prominent in the epigraphical evidence.

The eponymous archon, however, owes his prominence to his ex officio role as

eponymous magistrate for the city of Athens. The hoplite general, on the other

hand, is less well-attested and other senior magistrates, such as the herald of the

Areopagus, J,re mentioned even less. On the other hand, we are reasonably well

informed about the ephebic instructors and some priesthoods. The epigraphical

prominence of a magistracy, therefore, bears little relation to the importance of

the magistracy itself. Because over five hundred and fifty careers may be

reconstructed for this period, it is also clear that a large number of the attested

magistrates and priests are known to have held at least two or more offices in

their life-time. On the basis of these 'careers, two problems concerning the

magistracies and priesthoods available to members of the governing class may be

considered: (l) the average age of incumbency in particular offices; (2) the normal

sequence of offices held by an individual during his career.

An initial difficulty in attempting to describe the magistracies of Athe~s

at this time is establishing a typology of offices. 1 Geagan has analysed the

epigraphical and literary evidence for the constitution after 88/7 B.C., grouping

the magistracies by the corporation (Areopagus, boule and demos) or board

(archons, generals) with which they were principally associated. Due to the lack

of information on the finer details about Athenian government and

administration, some functions seem to overlap between corporations2 or between

IFor previous discussions of the Athenian magistracies at this time, see Ferguson, HA, pp.
I)

4i1-6. Tracy only discusses the magistracies listed on I.G. W' 2336.

I)

"'Geagan argues convincingly, for example, that the rJutist on the archon lists is the same as the
rJutist named on prytany-lists (AC, p. 14). Similarly the public slave named on the archon-lists is
the same as the slave named in decrees honouring a prytany (AC, p. 15). Other minor
magistracies, the sitonis for example, share functions with other prominent magistrates, the
hoplite general for example. Should these be considered separately or with the magistrate with
whom they share certain responsibilities?
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boards of magistrates. A related difficulty is determining the rank or importance

of a magistracy. On the basis of cursus honorum,3 all from the Roman Empire,

Geagan argues for the rank of various magistracies on the basis of their sequence

in lists of offices held by an individual during his career. A second approach to

determining the relative rank of various magistracies has been to rank the offices

by the size of the contributions recorded on I.G. rr2 2336 (the invaluable list of

contributions by the important Athenian magistrates and priests towards the

enneeteric Delphic Pythaid of 98/7 B.C.). This is an important source of

evidence, although the size of the contribution expected from a magistracy

sometimes contradicts later evidence for its rank in relation to other magistracies.

The hoplite general, for example, contributes 200 drachms to the Pythaid, twice

as much as the herald of the Areopagus. But in the first century B.C. the hoplite

general is always listed after the herald of the Areopagus. In fact, Geagan argues

that the general only rose to surpass the herald in importance in the early

empire.4 Lists, such as archon-lists or prytany decrees, provide additional

evidence for the rank of a particular magistracy in relation to another. One

problem with this approach is that it does not allow us to rank in relative order

magistracies from different corporations or boards. Cursus honorum, on the

other hand, escape this objection. But at the same time, the evidence supplied by

the list of contributors and the evidence from formal lists of magistracies can also

be complementary. The magistrates listed in I.G. rr2 2336 held the most senior

and prominent public offices in Athens. Many of the offices cited in formal lists

3Geagan defines cursus honorum as ·the careers of notable Athenians· (AC, p. 6). Although
the term is derived from Roman practice, the widespread recording of a man's magistracies at

Athens does not seem to antedate the Roman Empire. Criticism of the term (d. Tracy, I.G. 112

2336, p. 115) has confused the distinction between a constitutionally fixed cursus (which Rome
had and Athens did not) and an informal curSU8.

4Geagan, AC, pp. 18 and 31. It is possible that the generalships were suppressed after the
revolution of 88/7 B.C. and that the constitution imposed by Sulla consciously put the hoplite
generalship on a lower setting. It might be important to note in this context that AeHNJ[}N, the
leader of the revolution against Rome, was elected hoplite general by the demos. The hoplite
general could have slowly regained his prestige as a result of his concern for the grain supply and
for protocol towards visitors to Athens.
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such as prytany lists or ephebic lists, on the other hand, are the less prominent

offices in Athens. The careers which can be reconstructed for this period provide

the only basis for a chronological sequence which will allow the relative

importance and ranking of magistracies to be determined by the point at which

they were held in an individual's career.5

In addition to grouping and ranking the offices available to the governing

class on the basis of formal criteria such as their function within the constitution

and the size of contribution made by incumbents to the Pythaid of 98/7 B.C.,

these offices may also be differentiated by the age at which they were held and by

their exclusiveness, that is, their relation to the various elites of the governing

class which were set out in Chapter 1. The public life of an Athenian citizen can

be described on the principle of • age sets·. An age set is a loose grouping of

individuals born within a set period of years. All the individuals within a

particular age set are initiated together at each stage in the life-cycle of a member

of their culture. In African societies age sets comprise the males born within a

period of several years.6 In those societies the age sets are initiated as a group into

the stages through which a male will pass in his life-time, such as the age set 9f

warriors, farmers and family men, those who deal with secular and civil matters,

and finally, the age set of elders concerned with religion and ritual. At Athens,

where age sets correspond to the year in which a male was born, corresponding

stages would be the initiation at the Apaturia at age 3, service as an ephebe at 18,

admission into the ecc/es£a and perhaps the cavalry, service in the boule after

reaching 30 years of age and, finally, election to an office conferring membership

in the Areopagus. An important difference between African age sets and those at

Athens is that in primitive societies all the males born within one age set passed

through all the stages while at Athens other factors affect the success of an

5An important difference between reconstructed careers and formal cursus honorum is that
inscriptions listing a man's offices do not provide a chronology for the individual's career and
often do not list the offices in chronological order.

6B. Orme, Anthropology for Archaeologists, New York, 1981, p. 150.
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individual in his civic career. Not all citizen males, for example, were able to

serve as ephebes and, while all the men who turned sixty years of age became

jurors, only the elite Areopagus served as a true council of elders.

The principle of age sets is a useful one for describing the steps In the

CIVIC life of an Athenian citizen. The festival of the Apaturia is of central

importance in the life-cycle of an Athenian citizen. Children are introduced to

the members of their father's phratry during the Apaturia when they become

three years of age. Before turning 18 years of age a youth progresses through

several age categories known as children of the first, second and third •helikia· or

cohort. These groups comprise all youths up to seventeen years of age7 and are

only attested in the context of athletic games.8 Their function seems to have

been to group youths by their physical abilities for fairer competition. Apart

from athletic training, which probably serves as a prelude to subsequent service as

an ephebe and so is confined to youths of the military elite, the children of

members of the religious elite also have the opportunity to serve in various

religious functions. Relatively few names of youths in childhood functions are

actually known. Interestingly, inscriptions provide the names of more girls than

boys; for girls we find 56 girl kanephoroi (22 on Delos, 32 at Delphi and 2 at

Athens), 100 ergastinai or girls who wove the pep/os of Athena for the

Panathenaia, and 13 hearth initiates at Eleusis. Apart from the numerous pythaist

paides, we know of only a few boys; several cult assistants at Athens and, on

Delos, 7 boy-priests of Hermes, 10 boy-gymnasiarchs and boy-Iampadarchs of the

i Meritt, Hesperia 33 (1964) p. 206.

8 2I.G. II 958.
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Hermaia.9 In addition, some pompost%i on Delos often seem to have been

boys.lO But the career of a girl was short-lived. After a girl served a second time

as a kanephoTos or, perhaps, managed to serve as an underpriestess of Artemis on

Delos, her ·public· career was virtually coming to an end. ll Boys of the

governing class had less opportunity to fill a public office, but they had a lifetime

of service ahead of them. Many of the boys attested as pythaistai paides or as

participants in the Hermaia on Delos went on to serve as ephebes. This will allow

us to determine more precisely the age at which they served in their boyhood

offices, something which cannot be done for the girls. It appears that a boy could

9These youths associated with the Hermaia are known from only one text (I.D. 2595).
t1ilEmEOE XAPIOT XOAAEIt1HE was an ephebe in 111/6 B.C., making him 13 years of age
in 122/1 B.C. This must be the approximate terminus ante quem for the list. He would have
been 1 yeats of age in 128/1 B.C., the approximate terminus post quem. MOTEAFENHE
AflOAAnNIt10T KTt1AeHNAIETE was a boy-gymnasiarch on the list and served in 119/8 B.C.
as an ephebe on Delos. The prosopogtaphy of other youths on the list causes some chronological
problems. Thus a JIPaTOTENHE JIPfffOTENOT AeHNAIOE is named as a boy-priest on the
list and JITeilN ~IAHMilNOE MEAlTETE as boy-gymnasiarch. Two youths with the same
names were ephebes on Delos in 126/5 B.C., suggesting that the list might date to between
128/1-121/6 B.C. at the latest. Roussel, DCA, pp. 58-9 and Dow, CP 31, 1942, pp. 311-14 date
the list to c. 110 and c. 140 B.C. respectively. The youths associated with the Hetmaia were not
apparently a regular institution. Several youths in their 20s seem to have fulfilled the same
functions in other years. ZHNGN ZHNGNOE MAPAeilNIOE, for example, was an ephebe on
Delos in 136/5 B.C. and assisted at the Hermaia in 133/2 B.C.

10J.D. 2607-9. The age of the pompostoloi is difficult to determine because none of the lists are
firmly dated. But those named on I.D. 2608, dated to c. 100 B.C., appear to be boys
(AEilNlt1HE eEO~PAETOTKH~IEIETE is named on this list; he was a mellephebos in 95/4
B.C.).

IIThis says something about the role of women in Athenian society. Only a reli~ious pretext
provided a regular opportunity to be out of the home (C. Vatin, Recherches sur le mariage et la
condition de la femme mariee al'epoque hellenistique, Paris, 1970, p. 263). Aristophanes has a
female character recount her -public service- (Lys., 641ff), and she only lists childhood offices
(arrhephoros at 7 years of age, alestris at 10, a -bear- at Brauron and, while yet a maiden, a
kanephoros). There were a few adult priesthoods for women but none of the known incumbents
can be identified.
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first serve in a public function as young as 5-7 years of age. 12 In each of the four

great Pythaids (or religious processions) sent to Delphi between 138/7-98/7 B.C.,

a large number of boys accompanied the adult participants and are recorded in

the lists set up at Delphi to commemorate the events. Seventeen of these

pythaistai paides also subsequently served as ephebes, which allows us to

calculate that their average age was 9 years, with individuals ranging from about

7 to 16 years of age. 13 Thus a youth named as a pais can be assigned to an age

group ranging from 7 to 16 years of age. This observation allows further

demographic information to be inferred about the age of tenure in adult offices as

well. 14

At the age of eighteen boys ceased to be paides and In a ceremony cut

12Two amphithaleis in 91/0 B.C., pIA/NOE pIA/NOT EmNTMETE and ,dIOIlEI8HE
plAAN80T AA.4IETE, were ephebes between 80/79-78/7 B.C. (the ephebic list, SEG XXII. 110,
cannot be dated more precisely than that; H.B. Mattingly, SEG XXIX. 124, has recently
attempted to redate the list to c. 65 B.C.). The latter individual appears in a lower portion of the
text cut by Hand Z. Since Hand Y cut lines 12-21, it is possible that the lower portion dates to
after 91/0 B.C., in which case he would have been older than 5-7 years of age (for the
identification of the hands, see Tracy, Hesperia Supplement XV, n. 19). Two other amphithaleis
named in the same text cannot be identified. One, NIKIAE KAAAIMAXOT .c:.EIPA,dlflIHE, is
called an antiamphithaleis and seems to be related to the other, KAAAIMAXOE, possibly as a
father or a brother standing in for a young boy. For the nature of the office, see L. Robert,
• Amphithaleis,· HSCP Supplement 1 (1940) pp. 509-19.

13The distribution is as follows: 5x7, 2x8, 6x9, 2xlO, 1x12, 3x13, 2x14, lx15, lx16. A. Boethius,
Die Pythais: Studien zur Geschichte der Verbindungen zwischen Athens und Delphi, Upsala,
1918, p. 60, estimates their age to be about 10 years. Censorinus says that a youth is a pais
until 14 years of age (de die natali, 14.8) but this is contradicted by the prosopographical
evidence. Adult pythaistai are found for all age-groups ranging from the 20s to the iOs or more.
Their distribution is as follows: 6x20-Z9, lx3D-39 , 7x40-49, 4x50-S9, lx60-69, lx80-S9 and lx90-99.
In the case of the last two age groups it is possible that the individuals are in fact homonymous
grandsons. That so few 3D-year olds are attested is tantalizing. This is the age group which
predominated in the boule and in the civic magistracies, which might explain the apparently low
participation rate for this age-group.

14Dow, Hesperia Supplement VIII, 1949, p. 123, concluded that Sulla lowered the age limit for
the archonship since IlAMMENHE ZHN[}NOE MAPA80NIOE was a pythaist pais in 98/7
B.C. and apparently archon in 83/2 B.C. But if he was a pythaist pais when he was 16 years of
age, he could have been 31 as archon.
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their hair at the Apaturia. 15 Some of these youths, perhaps about 10% of the

male eighteen year-olds, would then enter the ephebeia. 16 This was probably the

most important step in the career of an Athenian citizen. Virtually all the other

elites of the governmg class are subsets of the large military or ephebic elite.

15A youth was formally enrolled in his father's deme at this time and assumed the demotic.
There is some epigraphic evidence that a demotic could be used before a youth was actually
enrolled in his hereditary deme. The amphithaleis named in Hesperia Supplement XV, n. 19, for
example, are named with their demotics. A mellephebos from 94/3 B.C., AE(}NI,jHE, appears
on I.D. 2608 as a pompostolos and is also named with his demotic. The date of this text is
uncertain, but dating it to after 94/3 B.C. would cause other prosopographical problems. Finally,
on J.D. 2595, the list of youths assisting at the Hermaia on Delos, some are named as
•Athenians· and some with demotics. Two younger brothers of APrEMI,j(}POE
A.PTEMI,j(}POT A8HNAIOE, named H4>AIETI(}N and ETPAT(}N, for example, are given the
demotic MEAITETE. The younger brother of 4>IAlWMN 4>IAHMDNOE is also named with the
demotic while 4>IAH(}MN is not. This suggests that the use of the demotic and the ethnic did not
follow a strict rule. Ferguson, however, argued that the increasing use of A8HNAIOE rather
than the demotic on Delos indicated a weakening of civic consciousness and even suggests that
Athenian residents never bothered to enrol in their deme (HA, pp. 407 and 381, n. 2). I find
instead that the same individual is often named in different texts with or without the demotic (see
also Roussel, DCA, p. 36, n. 2). Magistrates are usually named with the demotic, persons named
in a private capacity often only with the ethnic.

16Some youths, perhaps out of eagerness for the ephebeia, would serve as ·cadets· 'Or
mellepheboi before turning 18 years of age. These mellepheboi are named in only three private
dedications from Athens dating to the first half of the first century B.C. (Hesperia 10, 1941, n. 27,

p. 62; I.G. U2 2991 and 2991a). Only ten Athenians are named on these texts (with one
foreigner). Pelekidis has noted that the Athenians are all named with their demotic but does not
otherwise explain what these mellepheboi were. The name suggests that these are youths who
were intending or about to become ephebes. Perhaps they were youths who were already enrolled
in the next ephebeia or who were permitted to participate in the activities of the ephebeia before
they were eighteen years of age. That they were younger than the ephebes is suggested by
Censorinus' statement that mellepheboi are rirteen years of age and ephebes sixteen (de die natali
14.8). Whether the mellephebeia had orricial status is unclear and only a handful of names are
known to us. But most belong to families which were prominent in the military elite. BOTAOE
HTHEITENOTE AOTEIETE, for example, was a mellephebos in 95/4 B.C. He had a cousin,
BOTAOE BOTAOT AOTEIETE, who had been an ephebe in 108/7 B.C. Similarly, a cousin of
AMM(}NIOE ,jIONTEIOT AMtPITPOIlH8EN, a mellephebos in 95/4 B.C., was also an ephebe
(,jlONTEIOE AMMDNIOT, Hesperia Supplement 15, n. 7d). Another mellephebos from 95/4
B.C., E(}EITENHE EDEITENOTE IlPOBAAIEIOE, was the son of an ephebe in 119/8 B.C.
Similarly, the father of tPIAflN eEOTIMOT EHMAXI,jHE, mellephebos in 95/4 B.C., was an
ephebe in 123/2 B.C. In addition to the mellepheboi, a second category of youth associated with
the ephebeia are also attested. Pareuaktoi are named in only one text from Delos (I.D. 2589).
Twenty-six individuals are named; only three are Athenians. Pelekidis has suggested that these
are former ephebes who maintained some kind of association with the ephebeia (l Ephe"bie attique,
p. 234-5).
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Each year upon graduation the corps of ephebes were named after a particular

Athenian hero. When these epnebes turned sixty years of age, they became

eligible to serve as jurists and their cohort name reverted to the next class of

ephebes. In this institution we may see most clearly the principle of age sets in

operation, for the ephebes of a particular year would have a group identity to

carry with them throughout their civic careers. At nineteen, whether he had

served as an ephebe or not, a youth became eligible to vote in the ecclesia. At

nineteen he also became eligible for military service as a cavalryman17 or,

perhaps, as a systratiotes. 18 The junior cavalry officers also tended to be young

men. EPMON Er MTPPlNOTITHE, for example, was a pythaist pais in 138/7 B.C.

He served as a phylarch in 128/7 B.C. when he was between 19-27 years of age.

A hipparch in 128/7 B.C. named illOKAHE illOKAEOTE had been an ephebe in

138/7 B.C. and so was just 28 years 01d. 19 XAPlKAHE iPAAAHPETE was a

phylarch in 138/7 B.C. A son of his was born in 120/19 and served as ephebe in

102/1 B.C., suggesting that XAPlKAHE could have served as phylarch in his 20s.

The commanding officer of the light cavalry, the tarantinarchos, on the other

17The average age of cavalrymen was 32 years (with a median of 35). The prosopographical
evidence suggests that a youth could become a cavalryman at 19 years. Thus APrEMON
.~NANilPOT ANAiPATETlOE, who had been an ephebe in 107/6 B.C., must be the
APrEMON (tribe XI) who served in the cavalry in 106/5 B.C. Similarly, lAEON EEAETKOT
JIAlANlETE served in 106/5 B.C. with his son, who must have been just in his 20s. Also,
JIOATKAElTOE iPlAOKPATOT iPATETE, a pythaist pais in 138/7 B.C., was a cavalryman in
128/7 B.C. between 19 and 27 years of age.

18The systratiotai are poorly attested but identifiable individuals may be inferred to have
served between 29 and 40 years of age. KTHEAPXOE served in 106/5 B.C. His older brother
was an ephebe in 119/8 B.C. (and so was born in 137/6 B.C.). KTHEAPXOE, therefore, was no
more than 31 years of age as systratiotes. A MNHEl8EOE ArNlOT (tribe V) served as a
cavalryman in 128/7 B.C. when he was a thesmothetes. A MNHEl8EOE served in 106/5 B.C.
as a systatiotes. It was either him in his late 50s (or more) or ,an otherwise unattested son or
relative.

19Another hipparch, KPATON AJIOAAilNlilOT OTPTNETE, seems to have been just 19
years of age. In one text concerning the hippeis, a secretary of the cavalry is named (F.D. III, 2,
n. 28). He is probably the same as the secretary for the hipparchoi. Nothing more is known
about this office.
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hand, might have been slightly older.20 A cavalryman, therefore, might have

begun service in his early 208 and could serve for several decades;21 occasionally a

father and a son served together. The twenties are also the decade when young

men probably married and started a family. A bridegroom introduced his wife to

his phratry at the festival of the Apaturia and, as we have seen, their children

would participate in the festival when they turned three years of age. In this way

the Apaturia was a focal point of the regeneration of the Athenian population.

In addition to military service a youth in his twenties became eligible for

religious and liturgical functions. Although it is common to make a distinction

between civic offices and priesthoods,22 for the purposes of analyzing the

membership of the governing class the similarities between these two types of

office must be emphasized. Both, for example, required the expenditure of

personal wealth in the exercise of office.23 The principle of tribal rotation, a

product of the democratization of Athenian society in the fourth century B.C.,

could be employed for various priesthoods as well as for the prytany

secretaryship. The same men, moreover, often held civic magistracies and a

number of the available priesthoods during their careers. But the best argument

for including both types of office in the same study is that in the ancient world

20The age for only one incumbent can be inferred; he was 37 years or age. Another
tarantinarchos, ATEON, served in 128/7 B.C. His son was born in 124/3 B.C. and served as
ephebe in 107/6 B.C.

21participation in the cavalry was a long-term prospect. Thus MENKPATHE (ephebe in
138/7 B.C.) served in 128/7 and 106/5 B.C. as did ,:j,IO,:j,OTOE (tribe VIII) and KA.WAE
AXAPNETE.

22Two separate studies have been written on the magistracies and priesthoods at Athens from
86 B.C. to the late Roman Empire. Geagan, AC, discusses the civic magistracies (and their
religious duties) while G. Vellek (-The priesthoods of Athens: 86 B.C. to 267 A.D., - Ph.D.
Dissertation, Johns Hopkins University, 1969) presents the epigraphical evidence for most of the
attested cults and their priesthoods.

231n the Hellenistic Period some cities actually sold their offices. This does not seem to be the
case in Athens, although liturgical positions such as the agonothesia could have been bid for. No
magistrates at Athens seem to have received a salary. At Miletus, the priest of Roma was paid a
salary (SIC 1003, 1006, 1009-15, Milet 1.7, 203).
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there was no clear distinction between secular and sacred functions. The prytany

magistrates had a number of sacrifices which they were required to make on

behalf of the Athenian people. The office of basileus or king-archon retained

religious duties which were vestiges of its origin in the Aegean Dark Ages as a

successor to a hereditary tribal kingship.24 Under Augustus the eponymous

archon served ex officio as priest of the Consul Drusus and the hoplite general

also became priest of Roma and Augustus. The only significant difference is in

age of tenure. Archai are confined to men over thirty years of age while religious

orrices could be held by men in their twenties (youths under eighteen, as was

shown above, could also serve in subordinate positions). Although many families

confined their activities to the offices of the religious elite, it also seems that

service as a priest often preceded subsequent service in the civic magistracies.25

The prosopography of many of these priesthoods is severely limited by the

absence of documentation for the cults. Many of the attested cults at this time

have no known incumbents in their priesthoods. The aristocratic priesthoods are

better attested and more incumbents are known than for the non-aristocratic or

.•public· priesthoods. Our knowledge for some priesthoods and cults deriv~s

entirely from dedications by former priests. Since many of these dedications were

put up at personal expense, only the wealthier priests, presumably those who

served the more important cults, were able to record their priesthood for

posterity. In other cases, only one text (often a reserved seat in the Theatre of

Dionysus in the Roman Empire) attests to the continuation of a particular cult.

24The king-archon is very prominent in a law concerning sacrifices to Apollo from 129/8 B.C
(SEG XXI.469). The text is very fragmentary but it names a number of civic magistracies
including the kosmetes of the ephebes. Some of these magistracies, the senior ones at any rate,
are those which participated in the Delphic Pythaids. It is possible that the law concerns the
Pythaid which would be sent in 128/7 B.C.

25The only formal distinction between priesthoods and civic magistracies is that tenure in two
magistracies was forbidden whereas an individual could be a magistrate and a priest at the same
time. In addition a priesthood was not, strictly speaking, an arche. (Aristotle, Pol. 12g9a 16-20).
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The status of a number of these cults is uncertain for this period. 26 The

existence of the cult of Artemis Agrotera during this period, for example, IS

uncertain. The cult is unattested in the Roman period27 but the priesthood IS

mentioned in a list of magistrates dated after 167/6 B.C. 28 This seems to be the

last epigraphical testimony for the priesthood. The cult of Apollo Prostaterios, on

the other hand, is well attested in prytany lists from Agora XV, n. 78 to n. 261.

But a priesthood is only attes~ed in n. 260 and the name of the priest is not

extant. It is possible that a separate priesthood existed for the cult at this time.29

The priest of the Hero in the City, who is named in only one inscription, seems to

be associated in some way with the priesthood of Asclepius.30 Other cults had

been amalgamated during this period and were served by only one priesthood. In

the time of Hadrian, for example, one priest served the two cults of Zeus Soter

and Athena Soteira. 31 A dedication from the second century B.C. (I.G. rr2 3483)

names a kanephoros for both deities. This must indicate that the amalgamation

took place sometime earlier than the date of the dedication. The Pyrphoros at

Eleusis, furthermore, also served as priest of the Graces and of Artemis

Epipyrgidia.32 Similarly, the priest of Zeus Ourios, Athena Oudas, Poseidon

26The priestess of Athena Polias, for example, is usually associated in dedications with

Pandrosos, but in one text a separate priestess of Pandrosos seems to be mentioned. (I.G. 112

3481).

27Yellek, -The Priesthoods of Athens,- p. 89.

28Hesperia 6 (1937) n. 7, pp. 457-60.

Z9The prytaneis sacrificed to Apollo Patroos and Apollo Prostaterios. It is possible that Agora
XV, n. 260 is misleading and that there was not a separate priesthood for the latter deity. For the
sacrifices see Geagan, AC p. 98. There are other gods to whom the prytaneis sacrificed (all non
gentile) which did not have a corresponding priesthood. The cult Apollo Prostaterios is not
discussed by Vellek.

30I.G. 112 840. The priesthood is not discussed by Yellek, although he does discuss a priest of
the'Ypwos ~larpovAJJ.¢>tAOXOV attested in the later Roman Empire (-The Priesthoods of Athens,
p. 113).

31Ibid ., p. 42.

32K. Clinton, The Sacred Officials of the Eleusinian Mysteries, Philadelphia, 1974, p. 94.
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Prosbaterios and Poseidon Themiliouchos, who is known from only one text,33 is,

at the same time, the lithophoros at Eleusis. The two offices may have been

directly connected.34 The priestess of the Syrian Goddess is named in only one

text (I.G. rr2 1337), and there she is a foreigner.

A number of other priesthoods were positions ex officio which also

restricted their availability to the Athenian population at large. The hoplite

general, as noted above, served under Augustus as priest of Roma and Augustus

the Saviour,35 and the eponymous archon served simultaneously as priest of the

Consul Drusus, following his death in the consulship in 9/8 B.C. Most of the

priesthoods associated with Eleusis are confined to several of the aristocratic clans

or gene of the religious elite at Athens. The genos of the Eumolpidai possessed

the highest office of hierophantes along with the position of exegetes. K. Clinton

argues that a number of other offices are also filled from within this clan.36 The

Ceryces supply the second-ranked priest, the daidouchos, the sacred herald, and

the priest of the altar. The priestess of Demeter and Kore comes from among the

Philaidai.37 The families which held these offices rarely belonged to the

governing elite at Athens. These priesthoods were hereditary within a single

family and the fact that other gentile families held senior offices cannot be

33Ibid., p. 51.

34Vellek does not mention this cult. Clinton, Sacred Officials, p. 98, briefly discuses the
lithophoros.

35The priesthood was a separate office for most of the period covered by this study. Often
named as the priesthood of the Demos, the Graces and of Roma, this cult became the cult of the
Goddess Roma and Augustus the Saviour by the end of the first century B.C. This priesthood
was then held ex officio by the hoplite general. The temple, on the Acropolis, was dedicated
during the reign of Augustus.

36CIinton, Sacred Officials, p. 116.

37The man epi to aporreton is named in several prytany lists from the second century B.C.
among the aisitoi. He must be associated with the cult at Eleusis in some way. A number of the
senior Eleusinian officials were also aisitoi. Clinton does not mention this official. Eleusinian
aisitoi were the hierophantes, the daidoucho8, the sacred herald, and the priest of the altar.
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accounted for by the prestige of the gentile priesthoods. It is possible that tenure

in an Eleusinian priesthood generally precluded tenure in civic office.38

Eleusinian priesthoods seem to have been held when an individual was quite

elderly. The priesthood of Apollo at Athens was also confined to the aristocratic

gene. 39 Unlike the Eleusinian priests, he seems to have entered office in the 20s

or 30s.40 It seems that the priesthood became hereditary for a time in the last

half of the first century B.C.41 Other priests at Athens are too poorly attested to

allow any reliable inference about the average age of tenure, although two careers

suggest that the priests of the Eponymous Heroes of the twelve tribes were also

quite young. Thus AMMONIOE AMMONIOT ANA4JATETIOE served as priest in

38Although the eponymous archon in 85/4 B.C. was the hierophantes, this might be due to the
exceptional circumstances of the time (see Chapter 5). Three families which possessed hereditary
priesthoods over several generations, for example, show no members in civic offices. These are
the families of E04JOKAHE-5ENOKAHE AXAPNETE, 8EMIETOKAHE- 8E04JPAETOE
ArNOTEIOE, and KH4JIE0L10POE-4JIA05ENIL1HE ArNOTEIOE. Only under Augustus do
men holding gentile priesthoods appear in the Areopagus (L1IONTEIOE L1HMOETPATOT
IlAAAHNETE, for example, was hierokeruz in 20/19 B.C. and thesmothetes between 31/0-15/4

B.C. (I.G. n2 1720); L10EI8EOE KAEOMENOTE MAPA80NIOE was lithophoros in 20/19

B.C. and king-archon after 11/0 B.C. (I.G. n2 1727); EIlIKPATHE KAAAIMAXOT
AETKONOETE was priest of the Bomos in 20/19 B.C. and was also a member of the Areopagus

under Augustus (I.G. U2 1721). Under the Roman Empire Eleusinian offices were often combined
with civic magistracies. This might be a result of constitutional reforms under Augustus (see
Chapter 7).

39For general discussion of the cult and the pythaids and Dodecades, see G. Colin, Le eulte
d'Apollon Pythien a Athenes, Paris, 1905 and Boethius, Die Pythais. See also Vellek, "The
Priesthoods of Athens," pp. 74-82.

40Thus ETKAHE is first attested at 32 years of age (42/1 B.C.) and ATEIAE APTEMONOE
at 27 years of age (in 98/7 B.C.).

41Vellek incorrectly states that the first attested priest in the Roman period was
IlOATXAPMOE ETKAEOTE MAPA80NIOE under Tiberius (Vellek, "The Priesthoods oC
Athens," p. 74). ETKAHE HP0L10T MAPABONIOE, the Cather, is well-attested as life-long
priest of Apollo from as early as 42 B.C. to the end of the century. The grandson of ETKAHE
also served as !ife-Iong priest (Graindor, Herode Atticus et sa lamille, Cairo, 1930, pp. 6-12).
This one family, therefore, possessed the priesthood for three generations. Before ETKAHE, the
last attested priest is L1HAfHTPIOE APIET05ENOT of c. 80 B.C. (F.D. III, 2 n. 55). The
priest in the Pythaid of 98/7 B.C. was ATEIAL1HE APTEMONOE. Between L1HMHTPIOE and
ETKAHE, there is no intervening priest. It is possible, therefore, that ETKAHE himself inherited
the priesthood from his father HPOL1HE.
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140/39 B.C. He was epime/etes of Delos in 128/7 B.C. for the second time. He

could have been priest in his 20s. Similarly, AAE:ION MAPA80NIOE was priest in

166/5 B.C. His son was born in 141/0 B.C. and served as ephebe in 123/2 B.C.,42

suggesting that he too could have been priest as a young man. Perhaps a

distinction may be made between these priesthoods which could be held at a fairly

young age and the priesthoods of the more powerful, ancient cult at Eleusis.

In addition to the cults of Apollo at Athens and Demeter and Kore at

Eleusis, many priesthoods of less prominent cults were also restricted to specific

gene of the religious elite, such as the priesthood of Athena Polias (Eteoboutadai),

of Zeus in the Palladium (controlled by two gene),43 the priesthood of Boutypos

(Thaulonidai),44 and the priesthood of Kekrops (Amyandridai) and the priesthood

of Poseidon (Eteoboutadai). These last two priesthoods were hereditary and

strictly speaking are not, therefore, public offices. The priesthood of Dionysus

Melpomenus was shared between the Euneidai and the Dionysiac Technitai.

Tenure in priesthoods such as these is an important indication of membership in

the religious elite of the city. The priesthood of the Mother of the Gods was filled

annually by lot from the orgeones (or members of the cult association).45 Many

other priesthoods, moreover, were life-long offices which further restricted their

availability to a large number of Athenians. The priesthood of Asclepius,

formerly an annual office rotated among the tribes,46 and possibly the priesthood

42This is a conjectural stemma. The ephebe in 123/2 B.C. is named only as AAEEION of tribe
X or XI. But another ephebe is attested in 98/7 B.C. with the name AAE:IilN AAE:IilNOE.
It is an attractive hypothesis that we have here three generations attested in the military elite.

43Hesperia 49 (1980) pp. 40-3.

44YeIlek, - The Priesthoods of Athens, - pp. 49-50.

450nly one text mentions the priestess (I.G. lI2 1334).

46The priest of Asciepius used to be selected on the basis of tribal rotation but under Augustus
the priesthood became a life-long office. Associated with the priesthood was the office of

I)

pyrphoros (Yellek does not discuss this office; cr. I. G. II'" 1944) and a zakoros. In the first century
B.C. only one zakoros is attested. He is a foreigner (Yellek considers his ethnic a patronymic,
-The Priesthoods of Athens, p. 38).
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of Artemis Kal/iste, became life-long some time before the reign of Augustus. In

the third century B.C., this latter priesthood was allotted on an annual basis. But

by the second century A.D., the priesthood was life-Iong.47 I.G. lIZ 2874 names a

life-long priestess of Artemis (with no attribute) in the archonship of MH~EIOE.

If this is the priestess of Artemis Kal/iste, the office would have become life-long

sometime during the first century B.C.48 The priesthood of Sarapis at Athens

might also have been life-long. Only four priests are named for this relatively

minor cult at Athens over 200 years. On Delos, tribal rotation was followed but it

is possible the priesthood was life-long at Athens.49 D. Feaver has remarked that

the rise of Athenian democracy in the fifth century B.C. is first reflected in the

creation of annual priesthoods selected by lot from all citizens. The creation of

such democratic priesthoods must have preceded other democratic innovations

such as the selection of the nine archons by lot. 50 By the age of Augustus, the

priesthoods point in another direction. The decline of the democracy, even if it

had long become little more than a name, is indicated by the trend in the

priesthoods towards more exclusive restrictions on tenure. There can be no doubt

that after A.D. 14, there was less opportunity for an Athenian citizen to attain

and serve in a public priesthood.

At Athens the trend between 167/6 B.C. and A.D. 14 was towards greater

restriction of priesthoods within families and towards the substitution of annual

47Ibid., p. 93-4.

48The text is dated to an undetermined archonship of MH~EIOE.

490n this cult in general see Vellek, "The Priesthoods of Athens, pp. 106-11. The priesthood
was elective according to Hesperia 30 (1961) n. 51, p. 252. A zakoros and krites are named in
only one text (Hesperia Supplement XV, n. 13) and both are foreigners. One dedication from

Athens (I.G. lIZ 3520) mentions a priestess, according to the restoration, and a zakoros. No
Athenian priestess is named elsewhere with a zakoros and the restoration, cLEpanvaa!aas, is not
common on Athenian dedications. This text could concern the cult of Sarapis in which case the
restoration would have to read ,IWLl77cPopov]aas.

SOD. Feaver, "Historical Development in the priesthoods of Athens,· yeS 15 (1957) p. 136.
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priesthoods with life-long offices.51 Although the evidence is less certain, a similar

trend can be ;>ostulated for Delos where the annual priest of Apollo on the island,

for example, became life-long after 88 B.C. The epigraphical evidence for the

priesthoods and cults of Delos to the beginning of the first century B.C. is as

abundant as it is for the civic magistracies, but the Mithridatic War and the

events of 88/7 B.C. had a profound effect on the residents of Delos. The

abundance of inscriptions from 167/6 B.C. to 88/7 B.C. is not duplicated for the

second half of the period covered by this study. In fact, only a handful of

inscriptions date to after 88/7 B.C., and few of these concern a priesthood or a

cult. Until 88/7 B.C., at least, all of the public priesthoods on Delos were annual

offices held by Athenian citizens. At least three priesthoods followed tribal

rotation from 167/6 B.C.52 It remains uncertain whether the term of office

coincided exactly with the Athenian year. Two priests of Apollo might be

attested for 100/99 B.C.53 It is possible one of these died in office or was

replaced, but it is also possible that some Delian offices might have straddled the

Athenian year. 54 There is no reason why priests would necessarily take office

when the civic magistracies did so, and the festivals of the various deities might

51a. Plaumann, RE VIII, 1417 notes that during the Hellenistic period priesthoods also often
became hereditary.

52See Appendix A.2. For a detailed study of the cults of Delos throughout the Hellenistic and
Imperial Ages, see P. Bruneau, Recherches sur les cuUes de Delos Ii l 'epoque hellenistique et a
l 'epoque imperial, Paris, 1970.

53Tracy identified one of these priests as a priest of the Cynthian Deities on the basis of find
')

spot (I.G. W' 2336}, p. 141). But beca.use the priest in question made a dedication to Apollo, it
remains plausible that he was in fact a priest of that deity. Tracy does not explain why a
dedication by a former priest of the Cynthian Deities would not have specified that cult if the
priest made a dedication to a different deity. Also, why would a dedication by a former priest of
the Cynthian Deities to Apollo be set up in the sanctuary of the Cynthian Deities rather than the
sanctuary of Apollo? The argument from find spot, therefore, requires much more justifica.tion
than Tracy provides.

54See Appendix A.2.
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have been the occasion when the new priest was chosen.55 Many of their

assistants also served for one year. The professional offices, however, were held

for longer periods and were often held by foreigners. An interesting aspect of the

cults on Delos is the frequency with which children served as cult assistants in the

year their father or a relative was priest.

The evidence from careers suggests that priests on Delos tended to be

younger on average than the civic magistrates on the island. The youngest

attested priest might be AEKAHIlIAJ1HE IlAEIDNOE AAAIETE, who was an ephebe

in 106/5 B.C. and possibly the same individual as AEKAHIlIAJ1HE AAAIETE, the

priest of Dionysus in 101/0 B.C. (a second priest of Dionysus, however, might

have been in his 50s).56 An underpriest of Sarapis, J1IONTEIOE ZHNDNOE

KHpIEIETE, served when he was 28 years of age (SEG XVI.452). Other young

priests can also be identified.57 For most priesthoods the prosopographical

evidence is too slight to allow an average calculation for the age of incumbency, 58

although it appears that the priests of Sarapis were on average 37 years of age

(with a median age of 41). This is consistent with the observation above that an

underpriest for the cult seems to have been only 28 years of age.

55If the restoration of I.D. 2593 is correct, the priest of the Great Gods seems to have been
chosen at the time of the Apollonia. But the priest of Artemis of the Island was elected with the
nine archons (Hesperia 30, 1961, n. 51, p. 252).

55The priest is I_I pIAnNOE IlAIANIETE (BCH 105, 1981, n. 3), who served towards the
end of the second century B.C. Might he be APEIOE pIAnNOE IlAIANIETE, a gymnasiarch
on Delos in 150/59? He could be a grandson, in which case this priest would also have been quite
young in office.

57A priest of an unknown cult was 31 or more years of age. Note also EDTHP NEilNOE
ANAITPAEIOE, who was agoranomos in 148/7 B.C. and a priest in 145/4 B.C. (at 33 or more
years of age).

58The following figures result: priest of Anios, 44+ and 50 years of age; priest of Apollo, 30s;
priest of Artemis, 30s and 43+; priest of Aphrodite, 34 and 35; priest of the Nymphaion, 33+;
priest of the Cynthian Deities, 38, 38 and 47+; kleidouchos of the Cynthian Deities, 49 and 51
(possibly he was older than the priest); priest of Hestia, the Demos and Roma, 44. In the cult of
Aphrodite the kleidouchos seems to have always been a boy; in 112/1 B.C., for example,
8E0J1DPOE 8E0J1DPOT AI8AAlJ1HE served as priest at age 34 with his son as kleidouchos
(112/1 B.C.).
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The reiativc rank of the Delian priesthoods can be determined from two

different sources. Early in the Athenian administration of the island, an

inscription (J.D. 2605) dating to 15Q/8 B.C. was set up on Delos listing the names

of the ten priests of that year for the public cults on the island. The order of the

priests on that list seems to follow an official ranking of the priests.59 Several

Delian priests also contributed to the Delphic Pythaid of Q8/7 B.C. (I.G. rr2 2336).

The size of their contributions provides an additional indication of the relative

rank of the priesthoods, and the size of the contributions to the Pythaid roughly

corresponds to the order of the priests on J.D. 2605. On the evidence of these two

texts the priests may be arranged in the following order:

J.D. 2605

1. priest of Apollo
2. priest of Roma
3. priest of the Kynthians
4. priest of Zeus Soter
5. priest of Artemis
6. priest of the Great Gods
7. priest of Dionysus
8. priest of Asclepius
g. priest of Sarapis
10. priest of Anios

priest of Hagne Aphrodite

I. G. rr2 2336

lOOd
lOOd
100d

100d

50d

SOd
50d

lOOd

The priest of Hagne Aphrodite is listed separately because this was a private cult

until sometime after 128/7 B.C. when the priesthood became an annual office

held by an Athenian. By c. 100 B.C. the priesthood was required to contribute

100 drachms to the Pythaid, twice as much as the priest of Sarapis. Although the

priesthoods on Delos may be ranked on the basis of evidence such as this, the

evidence from careers shows that fixed sequences in the Delian priesthoods do not

59See commentary to J.D. 2605 and Bruneau. Le8 c'Ulte8 de Delos, p. 504, for discussion.
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occur.50 But some consistent patterns in the careers do occur. Service as cult

attendant often preceded subsequent service as priest. Thus a hoplophoros of the

Cynthian deities became kleidouchos of Aphrodite and a second hoplophoros

became priest of Sarapis later on. A kleidouchos of Sarapis also went on to

become priest of the cult. In two separate careers a priest of the Great Gods went

on to become priest of Sarapis and two other individuals, who had served as

priests of Artemis, also became priests of Sarapis. In a third career this sequence

is reversed. Two former priests of Sarapis went on to become priests of Asclepius

and two others became priests of the Cynthian deities. Although it is possible, as

noted above, that a priest of Dionysus was in his early 20s, the evidence from

other careers suggests that this priesthood was more senior than the others. A

priest of the Great Gods, for example, went on to become priest of Asclepius and

then priest of Dionysus. A former priest of the Nymphaion and a priest of

Aphrodite also later became priests of Dionysus. This pattern is only contradicted

by one instance in which a former priest of Dionysus became priest of Sarapis.

The evidence from careers and ages of tenure, therefore, show no pattern which is

consistent with the ranking of the priests on I.D. 2605 or I.G. rr2 2336, and the

rationale behind those rankings remains unclear.

In addition to religious offices, young men in their 20s were also eligible

for liturgical functions, such as participation in a festival theoria. A theoria was a

special kind of religious presbeia on behalf of the polis. A large number of theoroi

accompanied the Pythaid processions,51 and the cleruchy on Lemnos sent theoroi

501n the early years of the Athenian administration the tribal cycles for the priesthoods on
Delos were staggered by equal intervals (See Appendix A.2). Perhaps this was an early attempt to
regulate the sequence of tenure. But all the tribal cycles soon broke down.

510n several texts concerning the Pythaids, liturgical offices such as as hestiator (I.G. lIZ
1941), an agonothetes for equestrian games (F.D. III, 2, n. 34) and two hieropoioi (F.D. III, 2, n.
52) are named. These three offices appear to be special offices and not part of the regular
contingent of magistracies usually associated with the Pythaid. The agonothetes seems to be the
hipparch named in the same text. The date for the two hieropoioi is uncertain. I associate them
with the Pythaid because of several hieropoioi who are named with a Dodecade from the Roman
Empire.
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to festivals in Athens (J.G. n2 1223). Delian theoroi were also sent to the

Panathenaia under the direction of an architheoros. Athens herself sent a theoria

to Delos every ye:J,r under the direction of a special architheoro8 called a

De/iastes.62 The Delia involved games hosted by an agonothetes and religious

processions calling for girls as kanephoroi. Positions such as these were usually

held by members of families of the religious or the liturgical elite (in cases such as

these the distinction between these two elites blurs). Purely liturgical functions

would include the overseers who were often appointed to supervise the completion

of a building or statue dedicated to a benefactor of Athens. When the Athenian

people dedicated statues to Pharnaces and his queen Nysa, for example,

epimeletai for the erection of the statues were appointed (J.D. 14g7b). An office

such as this probably involved some personal expenditure and perhaps interest on

the part of the overseer.63

Members of the liturgical elite were also involved in the athletic life of the

city. A large number of individuals, including foreign residents of Delos,

contributed to the presentation of the games, as hieropoioi of the Apollonia and

Hermaia. Often these were young men; the hieropoioi for games at the Apollonia,

for example, are described as oi aleiphomenoi, -those who frequent the

gymnasia-. These games also involved a girl as a kanephoro8. The city

agonothesia, however, seems to have been the most important of the liturgical

offices at Athens at this time.64 In addition, /ampadarchoi at Athens seem to

have led teams in competitive games. Their exact relationship to members of the

62Before 315 B.C. the Delia were celebrated every four years but then seem to have died out.
By the end of the first century B.C., however, they were revived on an annual basis (Roussel,
DCA, p. 210, points out the parallel with the revival of the Pythaid at the same time).

63Cf. Geagan, AC, p. 120.

64There might have been a separate agonothe8ia for the ephebic games as well (D. Peppas
Delmouzou, AlP 100, 1979, 125-32).
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team is unclear.65 On Delos, there was also an active athletic life centered on the

palaistrai and the ephebes. Another liturgical office at both Athens and Delos

would be the trierarchy, although its exact nature at this time is unclear.66 Two

trierarchs are known from Delos, one a foreigner and one MH~EIOE (ill 1841). In

both cases these Delian trierarchs are named in dedications to Athena. Since the

dedication honouring the trierarchs at Athens mentions sacred ships, the

trierarchs seem to have some connection with a festival (perhaps the Panathenaic

boat race).67 Like priesthoods, liturgical offices were held by men ranging from

their 20s to their 60s, and • iteration· is often indicated by the prosopographical

evidence.68 Hieropoioi at Athens named on I.G. n2 1938 were in their mid-30s

(with an average of 33 and a median of 34). A list of liturgical epimeletai from c.

130-120 B.C., on the other hand, shows individuals ranging from the 20s to 60

years of age (with an average of 38 and a median 42).69 Agonothetai at Athens

show an average age of 46 (with a median of 49). This may reflect the greater

expense and individual burden of the office. Liturgical offices, to conclude,

indicate that while some individuals and families confined themselves to this type

of activity, it is possible that young men may have used the liturgies and the

priesthoods to support a future candidacy for elective offices.

65C. Pelekidis believes that the lampadarchoi who led teams of ephebes or former ephebes in

the Theseia were members of the group itself (Pelekidis, 1'Ephebie attiq'Ue, p. 231). But in I.G. U2
i)

956 there is a lampadarcho8 for a category of children who reappears in I.G. II'" 957 as a
hipparcho8. Some of the lampdarchoi, therefore, seem to have been coaches rather than
participants themselves.

66Davies, APF, p. xxv, n. 5, indicates that the last attested trierarch is in 306/5 B.C.: "The few
scattered Hellenistic references to trierarchs signify little."

67Other festivals at this time also had nautical competitions (cf. Pelekidis, I 'Ephebie attiq'Ue, p.
214).

68Hieropoioi on Delos are first attested at age 22, 27 and c. 35 years of age. The first two
individuals are again attested at age 39. Another hieropoio8 iterated after a seventeen year
interval and two others are attested in their 50s.
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Upon turning thirty years of age, every Athenian male became eligible for

service as a prytanis for his deme and tribe. Most prytaneis serving for the first

time probably served immediately upon turning thirty years of age although this

cannot be proven in any particular career. Service as a prytanis must also have

preceded service in the numerous junior civic magistracies such as secretaryships

and administrative assistants70 as well as the more senior magistracies.71 An

ex-prytanis was eligible for one iteration. It is unclear when a citizen normally

iterated as prytanis, although the interval between iterations seems to have

averaged between ten to twenty years. Shorter intervals of iteration are also

known. In a number of instances we know of a father and a son serving

70The foilowing careers show a sequence in which an individual served as prytanis before
holding a junior magistracy; ,;j.IONTEIOE NIKAN,;j.POT tPATETE was a prytanjs (Agora XV; n.

303) and then secretary of the epimeletai of the Dikasterion (I.G. 112 1733); ,;j.IONTEIOE ATAOT
PAMNOTEIOE was a prytanis in c. 50 B.C. and an agoranomos sometime after 29/8 B.C.
(Hesperia 47, 1978, n. 18, pp. 289-90 and Agora XV; n. 273; This is an admittedly conjectural
coUation. In the first text the man is named only as ,;j.IONTE!_J. tribe X; in the second. even
worse, as only ,;j.IO[_1 PAMNOTEIOE! But it is attractive to speculate that we find here one
individual who was active in civic office during this turbulent period); ,;j.WN ETPATONJKOT
AZHNIETE served as proedro8 in 37/6 B.C. and might have been the secretary of the
polemarcho8 in c. 30 B.C.(Hesperia 15, 1946, n. 45, pp. 217-19; he is named only as ,;j.ID!N
......EJTE); MENEKAHE AIEXpaNOE AAAIETE was a prytanis between 180-60 B.C. (Agora
XV, n. 209) and secretary of the agoranomoi on Delos in 151/0 B.C.

71Several conjectural careers might reveal an individual serving as a prytanis before holding a
senior magistracy. ,;j.IONTEIOE NEDNOE KEtPAAH8EN served a prytany-secretary in 128/7
B.C. and possibly as gymnasiarch on Delos in 116/5 B.C. (The gymnasiarch in 116/5 B.C. is
named only as [ ]NOE KEtPAAH8EN. I suggest that the individual might have been our
,;j.IONTEJOE NEDNOE because we know that he was active on Delos after 116/5 B.C. when he
and his brother made a dedication to Mithridates VI, ID 1560); ,;j.IOTIMOE AMAEANTETE was
prytan is in 135/4 B.C. and possibly the archon tllOTIMOE in 126/5 B.C.; EEAKilN
E5AKilNOE nAIANJETE was prytanis in 140/39 B.C. and orator in 116/5 B.C.; tPlAIilN
tPlAIilNOE EAETEINJOE served as prytany-secretary in 101/0 B.C. and thesmothetes in 98/7
B.C.; HPAKAEITOE [ 1 was proedros in 164/3 and a HPAKAEITOE
,;j.IONTEOTENOT IKAPIETE polemarchos in c. 150 B.C. Note that a HPAKAEITOE
IKAPIETE served in 135/4 B.C. as treasurer of the Boule; APJETO,;j.HMOE TPJKOPTEIOE
was prytanis in c. 50 B.C. (Hesperia 47, 1978, n. 18, pp. 289-90) and a APIETO,;j.HMOE archon
in c. 30 B.C. He might be the APIETOtlHMOE APTEIOT TPIKOPOTEIOE who served as
hymnogogos in 20/19 B.C.; APIETONIKOE nPilTOTENOTE AZHNJETE was prytanjs in 47(6
or 43/2 B.C. (Agora XV; n. 278) and perhaps identifiable as the [_! nPilTOTENOTE who
served as king-archon in 44/3 B.C.
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together.72 This suggests that a member of the peripheral governing class might

iterate when his son was serving for the first time.73 Iteration in these cases

would mark the retirement of the father from civic life.

A large number of junior magistracies also became available for a man

after he turned thirty years of age. These include the magistracies of the boule

and demos, the magistrates who belonged to the tribe in prytany, the magistrates

who belonged to the boule as a whole, the aisitoi who served the boule,74 and

other magistrates associated in some way with these two groups.75 In the fifth

and fourth centuries B.C., an epistates served for one day and night. Geagan

argues that by the Hellenistic Age the epistates, who is to be distinguished from

the epistates ton proedron, served for the complete term of the prytany.76 The

proedroi presided at meetings of the boule. There were originally 9 proedroi and

an epistates, or president, who was from the tribe in prytany. The whole board

72The shortest attested iteration might be that of the son of ET.1HMOE rOprlllllOT
AfEAlTETE, who served with his father in 32/1 B.C. and then iterated in 30/29 B.C. At least
eight instances of this practice could be cited here.

73Note that APrAlOE TIMAPXOT llAMBDTA.1HE served as prytanis in 34/3 B.C. with
his younger son AtPPO.1IEIOE (Agora XV; n. 286). An elder son served as prytanis about the
same time (Agora XV; n. 285).

74The board of aisitoi gradually evolved during the period covered by this study (5. Dow,
Prytaneis: A Study of the Inscriptions Honoring the Athenian Councillors, Athens, 1937, pp.
13-19 and Geagan, AC, pp. 92-115). Geagan has argued that the same flutist served both the
board of archons and the prytany (AC, p. 109). It seems also that the same flutist participated in
the Pythaid celebrations. A8HNOllOAIE AAMJITPETE named in the prytany list Hesperia 17,
1948, n. 12, pp. 25-9, seems to be the flutist A8HNOllOAIE .1HMHTPIOT who served in the
Pythaid of 98/7 B.C. But the flutist of the Dodecade celebrations at the end of the first century
B.C. does not seem to be the same as the flutist serving the boule and the board of archons at
that time. MHNO,1[)POE h-fHNO,1[)POT llAMBDTA.1HE served the last three Dodecades at
a time when several other flutists are named in archon lists and prytany decrees.

75A treasurer of the trireme-fund (trieropoika) is named during this period. In Aristotle's time
the 10 trieropoioi were chosen from the bouleutai and served for one year (AP 46.1). He does not
mention a treasurer but the existence of a fund at this time suggests that some vestige of the
institution has survived. The treasurer is named in SIA 25 (Peek).

76Geagan, AC, p. 103.
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of proedroi, therefore, must have changed for each prytany.77 Proedroi, with a

minimum average age of 45 years, were probably iterating as prytaneis.78

Secretaries (minimum average age of 40 years) and treasurers (minimum average

age of 42 years) seem to have been a bit younger.79 iimN, undersecretary of the

demos in c. 100 B.C., could be iiIDN MAPA8DNIOE, whose family was active in

the late second century B.C. The name is not uncommon, but an ephebe i.1IDN

i.1IflNOE of 106/5 B.C. could plausibly be a son of this i.1IDN. In this case he was

undersecretary when he was about 40 years of age. MNHEAPXOE llPOBAAlEIOE,

undersecretary in 166/5 B.C., might be the same person as MN/ MIl{ ], who was

secretary in 165/4 B.C. This would indicate that the office of undersecretary was

a junior position. Although they are not strictly speaking magistrates, I would

also include in this category the men who propose motions in the ecc/esia.80

Orators show an minimum average age of 46 years, suggesting that they also were

iterating prytaneis.

The administration of Delos is characterized by a small board of high

ranking civic magistrates, in addition to the several liturgical offices providing the

77For discussion of this board see Geagan, AG, p. 113.

78 i.1I0i.10TOE ~IAOETPATOT served as proedros in 95/4 B.C. at 51 years of age (he was an
ephebe in 128/7 B.C.), the average age for men iterating in the prytaneia.

79Several secretaries seem to have been in their 30s although this cannot be precisely
determined. rAIOE rAIOT AAAIETE, for example, was a prytany-secretary in 52/1 B.C. His

son was born between 57-55 B.C. and served as an ephebe (I.G. U2 1(61). ElllrENHE
MOEXIDNOE AAMTITPETE was a prytany-secretary in 145/4 B.C. His son was born in 137/6
B.C. and served as an ephebe in 119/8 B.C. H~AIETIDN 80PIKIOE was an antigrapheus in
128/7 B.C. A son was born in 137/6 B.C. and served as ephebe in 119/8 B.C. Three other
secretaries might have served in the mid-30s; MHTPO~ANHE i.1IONTEIOT A8MONETE in
20/19 B.C., 36 years oC age if he is identifiable as the MHTPO<PLI who was an ephebe in 38/7
B.C.; 8PAETBOTAOE 8E0i.10TOT EPMEIOE in 104/3 B.C., 37 years of age if he is
identifiable as 8PAEl1_1 of tribe VI, VU or VIII in the ephebeia of 123/2 B.C.; ETKMiE
EENANi.1POT AI8AAli.1HE in 106/5 B.C., 35 years of age. A man of this name was an ephebe
123/2 B.C.

800n the importance of oratory in a political career in the fourth century, see M.H. Hansen,
-The Athenian Politicians, 403-322 B.C.,· GRBS 24 (1983) pp. 33-55 and • Rhetore8 and
Strategoi in Fourth-Century Athens,· GRBS 24 (1983) pp. 151-80.
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opportnnity for private citizens to contribute to the religious and cultural

activities of the island, and, as we have seen, a large corps of priests and

attendants to serve the many active cults on the island. Our knowledge of Delian

magistracies is limited almost entirely to prosopography, and there is little explicit

information about their functions or responsibilities.81 Few Delian magistrates or

priests, however, are known from the period after 88/7 B.C. Our knowledge

about the administration of the island after this year is practically non-existent.

But all of the civic magistrates, except the secretary of the agoranomoi, were

elected and, if the evidence for the the secretary to the epimeletes holds true for

all of the magistrates, they were elected by the people of Athens.82 The election

of the administrators in Athens will also explain the prominence of leading

Athenian families in Delian magistracies. When the magistrates were elected

remains unclear but unlike Athenian archai Delian administrators could iterate.83

The hierarchical rank of the civic magistracies on Delos is also difficult to

determine, for unlike Athens, there is no list of magistracies on Delos providing an

official order by rank. The magistrates on Delos (except for secretaries and the

epimeletes of the Tetragonon) were all expected to contribute to the Delphic

Pythaid of 98/7 B.C. The magistracies contributing 200 drachms to the Pythaid,

headed by the epimeletes, are in the first-rank followed by the magistrates

contributing 100 drachms. It is impossible to provide a more detailed ranking

than this. Tracy has already accounted for the unexpected presence of the Delian

81Roussel, DCA, pp. 28-9.

82There is some controversy about this (Roussel, DCA pp. 44 n. 3). The assistants according
to Roussel were selected at Delos but we do know that the opposite is true for the secretary of the
epimeletes. The secretary of the agoranomoi was allotted. There might have been a dispute in
142/1 B.C. over the way in which the gymnasiarch would be selected. Roussel argues that until
this time the gymnasiarchs were elected by the epimeletes and the members of the gymnasium,
after which the people of Athens elected the gymnasiarch (see his commentary to I.D. 2589).
Dinsmoor argues that the dispute arose in 141/0 B.C. and that the gymnasiarch was always
elected by the people of Athens except for an irregularity in 141/0 B.C. Consequently he dates
two of the gymnasiarchs named on the Delian list to the same year (W.B. Dinsmoor, The Archons
of Athens in the Hellenistic Age, Cambridge, Mass., 1931, pp. 229-32).

83Hesperia 30 (1961) n. 51, p. 252, seems to make a distinction between the time of the
election of the nine archons and the election of the secretary to the epimeletes.
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administrators among the contributors by the wealth of the colony and the

prominence of its administrators.84

In addition to the senior administrators there was also an ecclesia on

Delos with a boule, prytany and proedroi. Only three proedroi are known down

to the dissolution of the cleruchy in c. 140 B.C. In the period of the cleruchy,

therefore, civic life on such a small island must have been active, although the

actual competence of the local ecclesia was limited to voting honorary decrees,

scrutinizing some magistrates' accounts and possibly electing or appointing some

subordinate or assistant magistrates.85 The gymnasiarchs on Delos, who seem to

correspond to the agonothetes at Athens, show a mInImUm average age of

incumbency of 46 years (with a median of 45).86 This was an office which

probably involved great personal expenditure. Interestingly, the agoranomoi, a

more junior board of civic magistrates, show a minimum average age of 35 years

(with a median of 36).87 The career of MHNO~OTOE, who was an agoranomos

between 166-148/7 B.C. (ID 1836) and possibly gymnasiarch in 144/3 B.C. (ID

2593)88, supports these figures. The evidence for average ages in the tenure of

other Delian magistracies is less consistent, although two epimeletai of the

84Tracy, I.G. n2 1336}, pp. 159-68. At the same time, although Tracy has shown that the
Pythaid was a Delphic and not a Delian celebration, I wonder i( the Delian administrators were
expected to contribute because Delos was the sacred island o( Apollo.

85Roussel, DCA, p. 44.

86C(. a gymnasiarch law (rom Beroea o( c. 150 B.C. which stipulates that the gymnasiarch is to
be between 30 and 60 years o( age (J.M.R. Cormack, Ancient Macedonia, Vol. n, Thessalonika,
1977, pp. 139-50). The age o( tenure (or two gymnasiarchs at Athens is known; one served in his
mid-30s, the other at 46 years of age.

87Thus EPMOKAHE KAEl~AMOTAM~ITPOilAlETE served in 103/2 B.C. at age 34.
This is conjectural since the agoranom08 is named as EPMOKAHE .....0[_]. An ephebe in 119/8
B.C. is named as EPMOKAHE KAEl~AMOTo( tribe XI. The demotic AM~ITPOilAlETE is
the only demotic of this tribe which could be restored in the name of the agoranom08 of 103/2
B.C.

88He is only named as MHNO[_], but the DeJian community was so small during this
generation that it might have been !vfHNO~OTOE.
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Emporion are known to have been between 37-43 and 43 or more years of age,S9

and an ambassador of the cleruchy was 35 years of age or more. Two proedroi of

the short-lived Athenian ecclesia on Delos are attested, and both may have been

in their late 30s or 40s.90

A number of other magistrates who are attested at this time were

responsible for special aspects of Athenian government. These are not known to

belong to one of the boards of senior magistrates or to one of the three

corporations of the Athenian state, and it is difficult to determine the relative

rank of many of these offices. It is surprising to find attested at this late date, for

example, the office of nomophylax, an office which was associated with Ephialtes

in the fifth century and Demetrius of Phalerum in the fourth century B.C.sn

Other magistrates associated with legal matters were the six eisagogeis92 and the

astynomos. A citizenship decree dating from 166/5 B.C. (I.G. lI2 954) calls on

the board of at least 501 dicastai to approve the grant of citizenship made by the

ecclesia. There were also market officials or agoranomoi with an allotted

secretary.93 A special commission assigned to .jIQ:J.flPOE .jIOTIMor in c. 100

B.C. charging him with the review of weights and measures (I.G. lI2 1013) also

belongs in this category as do ambassadors, who were elected on an ad hoc basis.

89Another individual, NTMpO.jflPOE NTMpOd,flPOT M4PA8flNIOE was kleidouchos of
Artemis in 159/8 B.C. and epimeletes of the Emporion in 145/4 B.C.

90nEPlrENHE eAAHElrENOrTPIKOPI'EIOE was an orator in 147/6 B.C. and a proedros
in 144/3 B.C. a.nd nrAAd,HE AIEXPWNOE nEPleOld,HE was a priest of Artemis in 150/49
B.C. before serving in 148/7 B.C. as proedros.

91The nomophylax is a.ttested in Hesperia 30 (1961) n. 28, p. 229. Nomophyla.kic activity is
also mentioned in the importa.nt decree restoring the democracy after the revolution of 88/7 B.C.
(for the text and date, see Appendix A.2).

92In the fourth century there were five eisagogeis, one each for two of the then ten tribes (AP
52). The number of eisagogeis was clearly increased to accomodate the two new tribes.

93Geagan argues that the metronomoi are the same as the agoranomoi (Ae, p. 123). In this
d h·· . f hi' )1case a secretary atteste at t IS time III a ragmentary text as t e secretary J1.€TPOVOJ1.0LS £LS aC1TV

will be the same as the secretary of the agoranomoi (perhaps in Hesperia 6, 1937, n. 7, pp.
457-60, J1.€Tp!OVOJ1.0LS could be emended to a7op!<a>vOJ1.0LS)?
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The number of ambassadors was never fixed, ranging from as few as one (J.D.

1497b) to as many as nine on a sirigle mission. Ambassadorial parties sent from a

cleruchy to Athens tended to be larger than parties sent from Athens herself.

Ambassadors were usually elected :~ !Y.travrwv ~e7wa:wv.94 In addition to

magistrates such as these, there were numerous other officials for the local

organizations of Attica. But due to the lack of inscriptions concerning the demes,

we know almost nothing about local organizations in Athens during this period.95

This is unfortunate because if the names of some demarchs were preserved, their

social status could be investigated.96 The age of tenure for too few of the

separate magistrates in this category can be identified to provide a reliable figure,

but as a group their average age was 42.

At thirty years of age a male citizen also became eligible for service in the

archonship. It was the archonship which, like the ephebeia, most separated the

males of a single generation into the various elites, for the archonship conferred

admission to the Areopagus.97 Historians agree that after 86 B.C., at the latest,

the archons were elected rather than selected by lot.98 The problem is in

determining when this innovation took place. The lot for the archons was first

introduced in 487 B.C. but seems to have been discarded during oligarchic

regimes. The lot was still used for minor offices as late as the reign of Augustus

and the principle was never entirely abandoned. Ferguson, in arguing for a

941n I.O. n2 1051, a decree which concerns the c1eruchy on Lemnos dating to the mid-30s B.C.,
the three ambassadors were the hoplite general, the herald of the Areopagus and the herald of the
boule and demos (Geagan, AC, pp. 106-7). See also Hesperia 36 (196i) n. 12, pp. 66-8. This last
office was a professional post.

95A. Papalas has argued that in the first century B.C. the rural demes were depopulated. He
bases this argument on the absence of deme inscriptions from this century (. Roman Athens,· pp.
157-70).

96The situation for Athens is virtually the same as for Ro~e. The administrators of the
districts of the city of Rome and of the tribes are virtually unknown.

97Geagan has shown that all nine archonships gave admission to the Areopagus (AC, pp. 56-7).

98For discussion see Geagan, AC, p. 3.
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oligarchic coup in 103/2 B.C., asserted that election for the archons was

introduced at that time.99 But it is not plausible that the elite would have

consented to the use of the lot in determining who would be admitted to the

Areopagus. Because the nine archons were equally distributed among the tribes

in each year, with only a few exceptions the election of the archons also seems to

have been regulated in some way in order to ensure a fair distribution among the

tribes over time. lOO This would be consistent with the role of the archonship as

the stepping-stone to the Areopagus. 101

It is unlikely, perhaps, that a man would become elected archon before

serving at least as prytanis and occasionally in other junior magistracies. The

average age for archons seems to have been between thirty-five and forty-five

99Ferguson, HA, p. 456. Tracy has dismissed the coup as a fiction and asserts that the archons
I)

were allotted during the years covered by I.G. n" 2336 (pp. 113 and 129).

100The problem is discussed by J. Notopoulos, ·On the Method of Selecting Archons in the
Roman Empire,· AJP 65 (1944) pp. 151, although his conclusion that a loose sortition cycle was
employed for the second century A.D. is doubtful. Notopoulos is correct to emphasize the need
for a fair distribution of the archonships among the tribes although I would explain this need as a
result of the archonship providing access to the Areopagus rather than to • tribal consciousness· .

101er. Geagan, AG, p. 3. Tracy argues that the more equal distribution of the city, coastal
and inland demes for the archonships in comparison to the other magistracies proves that the

archons were selected by lot (Tracy, I.G. n2 2336 , pp. 143-4). But because the archons had to be
distributed over 9 tribes (10 it we include the secretary), something which did not apply to the
other magistracies, a difference in the distribution of the demes is not proof that allotment was
employed. Tracy also finds the •obscurity • of the archons to be additional proof of the use of
sortition. But the archonship was at this time a relatively junior magistracy. The men attested
in the office on the list of contributors cannot have been elder statesmen but men, most perhaps
in their early 30s and 40s, who were just embarking on a political career. EAPAfllilN, who
figures prominently in the list, might have been archon in 116/5 B.C., over thirteen years before
the first year of the list. Even if we accept that the career of EAPAfllilN was retarded because
of his obscurity, the archons named in the list of contributors would not have peaked in their
careers until in the late 90s and 80s B.C. These are the most poorly attested years in the
epigraphic evidence. The alleged obscurity of the archons, therefore, cannot prove that sortition
was used in their selection. J. Notopoulos also insists that the archons from 301/0 to 91/0 are
inconspicuous Athenians (AJP65, 1944, p. 150). His evidence for this assertion is the increasing
use of the demotic, and often patronymic, with the eponymous archon's name, beginning in the
middle of the first century B.C. The absence of demotic and patronymic for archons before this
period only makes their identification difficult for the epigrapher and it says nothing about their
prosopography.
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years. Occasionally, in exceptional circumstances, a individual might have become

archon earlier than this.1°2 The older an individual became, however, his chances

for becoming archon would have diminished as younger men became eligible and

competed for the office. The eponymous archons show a minimum average age of

37 years (with a median of 42). The age of tenure for only one king-archon can

be determined, and the individual served at 42 or more years of age. 104

Interestingly, the minimum average age of the po/emarcho£ is 50 (with a median

of 53), making him the most senior archon in age and putting him in the same age

group as the generals. The most junior thesmothetai finally, show an average age

of 44 (with a median of 43). This seems odd at first glance, but the eponymous

archonship was the most coveted of the archonships. Since an individual could

only serve once in anyone of the archonships, men would presumably compete

most for the office of eponymous archon. After several failures, an individual

might then settle for a less prestigious archonship. The board of archons was

102ETKAHE HPn~OT MAPAenNIOE, for example, became archon in his early 30s (see
Chapter 6). ~nEleEOE XAPlOT XOAAEI~HE,ephebe in 117/6 B.C., managed to obtain the
office of thesmothetes at 32 years of age if he can be identified as the ~nEleEOE of 103/2

B.C.103 MENE.J.HMOE, archon in 92/1 B.C., could be MENE~HMOE TIMOETPATOT, a
pythaist pais in 106/5 B.C. He would have been 16 or 17 in 106/5 B.C. and would have become
archon when he was just 30 or 31 years of age (31 if he first held a junior position).
ZHNO~OTOE eEo~LI served as ephebe in 128/7 B.C. He could be the epimeletes of Delos
from 113/2 B.C., known only as ZHNO~OTOE, at 33 years of age.

103This is conjectural, but no other known ~nEleEOE during this generation can be so
identified and there is a strong presumption that ephebes were more likely than non-ephebes to
enter the Areopagus.

104The king-archon's duties were largely concerned with cult and religion (AP 57).
Interestingly, of the ten identifiable king-archons during this period, six are recognizably gennetai.
One of the king-archon's duties was the supervision of the Eleusinian mysteries as well as the
adjudication of disputes involving the hereditary priesthoods.
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served by junior magistracies about whom little is known prosopographically.1°5

But their average age is 36 (with a median of 43). The evidence of several careers

suggests that these offices were often held by individuals aiming for election to the

board of archons. 106

Membership in the Areopagus was a prerequisite for election to the more

senior magistracies of the governing elite such as the herald of the Areopagus and

the hop lite general, among other magistracies. The competition for these offices

was reduced since it was the archonship which controlled admission to the ranks

of this governing elite. In the fifth and fourth centuries B.C. the board of

generals consisted of ten members. In Aristotle's time, specialized functions had

already appeared for four of the generals although six remained without a

particular assignment (AP 61.1). The emergence of the hoplite general as the

senior general of the board is a feature of the board of generals at Athens during

the Hellenistic Period.107 By the time of Augustus, the board of generals seems to

have been reduced, although the hoplite general survived the evolution of Athens

from an autonomous city-state with her own military forces to a defenceless city

105Little is known about the secretaries of the archons. (Geagan, AC, pp. 15-16). A secretary
is thought to have served the synhedrion of the archons. Because a secretary is attested for the
eponymous archon, the king-archon and the polemarchos, it is possible a single s.ecretary served

t)

the thesmothetai. The thesmothetai themselves presided over the dicastai (I.G. II" 954). A
salpiktes or trumpeter occurs with the board of archons only once, in the list of magistrates
participating in the Pythaid of 98/7 B.C. (Hesperia Supplement XV, n. 7b). We would expect
the flutist to appear instead. Geagan (AC, p. 126) discusses a trumpeter associated with the
pyloroi in the Roman Empire. But there does not seem to be any connection with the trumpeter
named in the Pythaid list

106eEorENHE ..1HMHTPIOT PAMNOTEIOE served as paredros of the polemarchos in c.
30 B.C. (Hesperia 15, 1946, n. 45, pp. 217-19) and was himself polemarchos after 11/0 B.C. (I.G.

112 1727). tJ>IAIIlIlI..1HE rOPrIOT AZHNIETE was herald of the archon between 38/7-18/7
?

B.C. (I.G. 11- 1718) and epimeletes of Delos in c. 1 B.C. (ill 1624). The third example is
speculative. eEOTEAHE ETKAEI..10T ePIAEIOE served as proedros of the boule in 122/1
B.C. and might have been the thesmothetes in 99/8 B.C. who is only attested as [....]AHE
8PIAEIOE . I would suggest this collation of references is possible because the deme Thria is
very small.

107Th. Sarikakis, The Hoplite General at Athens: A Pro8opography, Chicago, 1976, pp. 14-15.
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of the Romaa Empire. 108 Only three generals contribute to the Pythaid of 98/7

B.C. (the hoplite general, the general epi to nautikon and the general epi ten

paraskeuen). Because other generals are attested at this time, Tracy argues that

the board of generals might have been divided into three sub-committees

responsible for the land forces, for naval forces and for logistics. l09 In this case

tht senior member of each committee would have contributed to the Pythaid.

But the evidence seems to contradict this explanation. If all the generals,

including the generals who administered the island colonies, are taken into

consideration, we find that a board of ten generals still seems to be in existence c.

100 E.C. l1O The general for Eleusis and one of the two generals for the harbours

at the Peiraieus111 and Mounychia accompanied the Pythaid although they did

not contribute to the fund. Interestingly, the remaining generals who did not

contribute or attend the Pythaid were all responsible for administering territory

outside of Athens herself. This might explain their absence from the list of

contributors. Rather than having been divided into three categories, it seems that

Athens employed her generals, where possible, as island administrators. 1l2 This is

consistent with Aristotle's statement that in his day the unassigned six generals

108Geagan, AC, p. 20.

109 2Tracy, I.G. U 2336 , p. 109, n. 5.

110For a discussion oC the generals at this time see Ferguson. Klio 9 (1909) pp. 314-323.
Ferguson argues that the board oC ten generals stilI existed in addition to the colonial generals.
He postulates a general epi ten choran ten Paralian as a parallel to the general at Eleusis.

111FD. III. 2, n. 24. In 9i /6 B.C. there were three generals Cor the Peiraeus (I.G. U2 2873).

1120n the board oC generals see Geagan, AC, PP. 21 and 27. There is no explicit evidence that
the board of generals at Athens actually consisted of ten members. I wonder if a distinction
should be made between the board of ten generals and the generals at Athens. It is hard to
believe that a full board of ten generals plus several generals on the colonies were elected every
year. But Roussel, DCA. p. 122 asserts that the colonial generals were separate from the board of
ten generals at Athens as does Ferguson, Klio 9 (1909) p. 317. Ferguson's discussion is based on
the belief that there were three nauarchs in one year.
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were sent on expeditions as the need arose (AP 61.1).113

The generals on the islands, unlike the board of generals at Athens, do

not all seem to have disappeared over the period of the first century B.C. 114

Geagan has shown that the generals at Athens were gradually replaced by the

hoplite general although the generals on the island colonies were retained. 1l5 The

general on Lemnos, for example, is attested to the end of the first century B.C. 116

For Ceos, Eretria and Aegina, which were all under Athenian administration for

at least part of the period from 167/6 B.C. to A.D. 14, the inscriptions have not

preserved any record of their administration. A general on Salamis is not

explicitly attested during this period, although P. Graindor believes that the

general named on I.G. n2 1759 with the hoplite general is a general on Salamis. 1l7

Apart from those on Delos, therefore, the magistrates for the other island colonies

113It is plausible that when Athens acquired new colonies, a general was sent as interim
administrator. In time the generalship on the colony could have become a fixed post. This is a
suggestion that could be studied in greater detail. Because Delos was under the administration 'of
an epimeletes, does this mean that the remaining six generalships had already been assigned to
specialized functions by 167/6 B.C.? I disagree with Tracy's interpretation of the decree of the
Roman Senate in c. 165 B.C. concerning the priesthood of Sarapis on Delos (Tracy, •Athens in
100 B.C.,· HSCP 83, 1979, p. 214; R.K. Sherk, Roman Documents from the Greek East: Senatus
Consulta and Epistulae to the Age of Augustus, Baltimore, 1969, n. 5, pp. 37-39). Also the
decree for Hyrcanus (Joseph. AT. XIV.149) commands the generals to oversee his honours. This
suggests that the generals were responsible for foreign affairs.

114For a discussion of the administration of the island colonies, see Ferguson, HA, pp. 317-22.

115Geagan, AC, pp. 21 and 27. Under Augustus the general for Lemnos and a general kata
polin are attested.

116In I.G. XII.8.26, a text from Lemnos dating from the reign of Augustus, a general kata polin
is said to have held office for the second time. The text also mentions the general on Lemnos.
The general kata polin must be the general epi ten paraskeuen kata polin. The iteration in this
generalship parallels the trend towards interation in the hoplite' generalship during the reign of
Augustus. The first iteration in the hoplite generalship, however, was in c. 166 B.C.

()

(HPAKAEITOE JIOEEI,;).IJIJIOT, I.G. II" 1224).

117p G . d h • I G C. ram or, At enes sous Auguste, p. 116. See a so eagan, A ,p. 27 and Ferguson, HA,
p.320.
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are very poorly attested.118 All island administrators, however, were elected and

iteration was possible. Among the generals, the hoplite general was the most

senior in rank and age. The hoplite generals show an average age of 52 (with a

median of 56). The other generals, as a group, show an average age of 40 (with a

median of 43). An individual might serve in a junior generalship before becoming

hoplite general. 119 Only the hoplite general might have been a member of the

Areopagus.

All ex-archons and the secretary automatically entered the Areopagus. 120

This is the only mechanism for the recruitment and maintenance of the body of

Areopagitai which might have numbered up to three hundred members at this

time. 121 Elected from among the Areopagites, the herald of the Areopagus rose

to prominence as the first magistrate of Athens in the first century B.C. The

herald, for example, possessed the state seal. In previous centuries the seal had

been in the possession of the epistates of the prytany.122 No other magistrates

are associated directly with the Areopagus, but historians generally agree that the

mint magistrates attested on the Athenian New Style tetradrachms are a board of

118The magistrate named on one text as CiPXWLI ELI I_I could be the archon on Salamis as well
as Imbros, Peparethos or Skyros.

119Service in other junior magistracies might have also preceded the hoplite generalship. Note
also the possible career of EETAIOE eEOXAPI~OE; an agoranomos on Delos in 101/0 B.C. is
named as [....JIOE EK KEPAMEDN. It is plausible that this is our EETIAIOE, who became
hoplite general the following year.

120Geagan, AC, pp. 56-7.

121The actual figure depends on the average age of entry (on page 69 I suggest this was 35-45
years of age) and the life expectancy of Athenian males. During the Roman Empire the
Areopagus might have been reduced to about 100 members (Geagan, AC, p. 57).

I'll)
uGeagan, AC, p. 57.
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magistrates belonging to the Areopagus. 123 Two magistrates held office for one

full year. A third magistrate served, at least during the middle years of the

coinage, for only part of the year, usually for a single prytany, sometimes for

several prytanies. In addition to the mint magistrates, it also seems that the

senior Delian administrators were elected from the Areopagus.124 The epimeletai

of Delos, for example, show an average age of 44 years (with a median of 44)

while the public banker on Delos shows the same average age (but with a median

of 50). The herald of the Areopagus, in comparison, shows a minimum average

age of 44 (with a median of 47). These ages support the assumption that the

epimeletes and the public banker on Delos were members of the Areopagus.

There is some doubt about the temple administrators. These magistrates show a

minimum average age of 40 (but a median of 46) which is slightly below the

average age of the board of archons. Also, the evidence from specific careers

causes some difficulty for the assumption that the temple administrators were

members of the Areopagus. AFA80KAHE tPATETE, for example, was ephebe in

Ug/8 and temple administrator in 106/5 B.C. at 31 years of age (he would have

been archon at 30 years of age in 107/6 B.C.). The greatest difficulty involves the

career of EENOKAHE PAMNOTEIOE, who was a temple administrator in 103/2

123This has become accepted since Sundwall's study of the mint magistrates. For discussion of
the problem and a prosopography of the mint magistrates see Thompson, The Athenian New
Style Silver Coinage, pp. 546-599. Thompson herself argues against identifying the magistrates as
members of the Areopagus (ibid., p. 593). But this is partly a result of the prosopographical
diCCiculties which result from her controversial dating of the coin issues by about thirty years
earlier than the dates offered by most other scholars. She identifies one magistrate from 121/0
B.C., for example, as a twenty-one year old (ibid., p. 587). She argues that the mint magistracy
was in fact a kind of liturgy (ibid.• p. 599). But because the Areopagus had responsibilities
involving matters closely related to coinage, such as weights and measures, along with other
economic matters, it is likely that the Areopagus also took responsibility for the New Style
coinage. A commission from the Areopagus was sent to Delos early in the Athenian
administration of the island to investigate the temple accounts (see further Chapter 3). But it is
also possible that the Areopagus had general responsibility for the coinage although the mint
magistrates themselves were performing a liturgical type of service.

124Because until the middle of the first century B.C. archons are rarely named with their
demotic or patronymic, it is difficult to identify members of the Areopagus as the same

l)

individuals as the known epimeletai. Tracy (I.G. W' 2336 p. 115) accepts that the Delian
administrators were Areopagites, Roussel (DCA, p. 119) expresses doubt.
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B.C. 125 A EENOKAHE PAMNOTEIOE was thesmothetes in 100/99 B.C. If this is

the same individual, his career would prove that temple administrators

were not yet necessarily members of the Areopagus when they held office. But

other careers provide contrary but still inconclusive evidence. 126 There is,

therefore, a strong presumption that temple administrators were either already

member of the Areopagus by necessity, or would likely join the Areopagus

sometime after serving in the office. The epimeletes of the Peiraieus, however,

seems to have been on average 46 years of age (with a median of 47). He

contributed 100 drachms to the Pythaid of 98/7 B.C., twice as much as the

general epi to nautikon, and would have been about the same age as the

epimeletes of Delos. It is possible that he too was a member of the Areopagus. 127

Apart from the professional and life-long offices,128 most of the annual

magistracies seem to have been elected or allotted in the twelfth prytany of each

year. This is certainly true for the archons and their assistants and the priest of

Asclepius. But we do know that at least one magistrate was elected by the ninth

prytany of a year (I.G. nZ 1069). Graindor restored the magistracy to read the

hoplite general and although some doubt has been expressed about this

restoration, the fact remains that an office held by a prominent Athenian, in this

125Note also EATTPOE APIETIDNOE KHiPIEIETE, gymnasiarch on Delos in 166/5 B.C.
and a temple administrator between 165-156 B.C. (between 31+ and 41+ years oC age).

126~IOiPANTOE EKATAIOT EPMEIOE, Cor example, was a public banker on Delos in 159/8
B.C. (and thus a member, presumably, oC the Areopagus). He then served as temple administrator
in 15i/6 B.C. eEOXAPIE EETIAOT EK KEPAM8DN, however, was herald oC the Areopagus
in 101/0 B.C. and temple administrator in 99/8 B.C. And APrEIOE APrEIOT TPIKOPTEIOE
was archon in 98/7 B.C. and temple administrator in 95/4 B.C.

127Note that ~IONTEIOENIKnNOE IIAAAHNETE, who served as epimeletes oC Delos in
110/9 B.C., was epimeletea oC the Peiraieus in 100/99 B.C.

128The ephebic year began in the third month oC the Attic year, Boedromion, with the
inaugural ceremony called the eisiteteria (Pelekidis, L:Ephebie attique, p. 215-7). Newly
appointed instructors might have taken up their duties at this time.
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case Julius Nikanor, was elected during the ninth prytany of the year. 129 It IS

clear that the office cannot have been one associated with the board of archons or

the boule. At the same time the office must have been a prominent one. 130

Graindor's restoration, although tentative, remains attractive. Aristotle informs

us that in the fourth century the generals and the military commanders were

elected after the sixth prytany of each year (AP 44.4). Their term in office,

therefore, approximately corresponded to our Julian year. 131 The election of the

generals at this time was clearly strategic, their election coming before the start of

the campaigning season. Although by 167/6 B.C. this might have had less

importance for Athens, the hoplite general had by then become responsible for

ensuring the grain supply. A term of office corresponding to that of the other

magistrates, from July to July, would seem to be unlikely. If the general was still

elected during the winter, it would hav:e been his responsibility to ensure the grain

supply to the end of his term in office. There is another interesting implication to

Graindor's restoration. A.eHNWN arrived in Athens in the 9th or 10th prytany

and was immediately elected hoplite general. It is possible that his election took

place at the regular time and that he timed his arrival to coincide with the

elections. 132

Apart from satisfying personal ambitions, many of the magistracies and

129For the restoration see Graindor, Athenes sous Auguste, p. 115. Geagan, AC, p. 19 IS

cautious.

130A chronological footnote to this problem may be added here. I.G. n2 1723 names Julius

Nikanor as hoplite general in the archonship of .1HMOKPATHE. If I.G. n2 1069 refers to

Nikanor's election, it must date to the preceding year. I.G. n2 1069 and 1723, therefore, would
form an fixed synchronism and the archons .AAJ(DN and .1HMOKPATHE must have served in
that order. See Appendix C for these archons.

131This assumes that there would not be a long lead time between their election and their
entrance into office. But C. Hignett, A History of the Athenian Constitution, Oxford, 1952, pp.
347-48, argues that the generals entered office with the other civic magistrates.

132This will have important implications for our interpretation of the events of 88/7 B.C. For
the arrival of AeHNWN in Athens see Chapter 6.
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priesthoods served a second function as well, for it was through these offices that

Athenian society obtained services from well-ofr individuals without direct

taxation. The magistrate paid for expenses incurred in the conduct of his position

thereby satisfying a need of the society as a whole. In return for this, the society

conferred on the individual indirect honours, such as the prestige of the office or

direct honours in the form of a statue or a inscription acknowledging his services

and thanking him. 133 The system functioned with some efficiency and

satisfaction until the end of the Roman Empire, although the expensive offices

were often filled with increasing difficulty as magistracies lost their administrative

responsibilities and became largely liturgical. 134 The motivation of individuals in

seeking public offices is more difficult to determine. Although no Athenian

magistrate ever had the absolute power of Roman counterparts who held

magistracies with £mper£um, one goal in seeking office must have been the

prestige acquired from some positions. Even 'in the great days of Athenian

democracy, in the fifth and fourth centuries B.C., the power conferred on a

magistrate must have been more of a political and administrative nature. 135 In

general, it is agreed that politics were less important in the Hellenistic Age and

virtually came to an end with the Roman conquest and the fall of the Roman

Republic.136 Despite this generalization, the Athenians had a number of

important issues in the period from 167/6 B.C. to A.D. 14, which suggest that

political life in the city was not moribund. Many issues involved financial

administration, such as the administration of Delos and the treasuries on the

island, or the administration and management of the New Style coinage. Money

had to be minted in quantities which had to be determined through a political

133M. Cary observes that the elite obtained public oCfices through their personal largess and
calls the system ·collective bribery· (A Hi8tory of the Greek World from 323-146 B.C., London,
1970, p. 278).

134Geagan, AC, p. 128.

135The oCfice gave the opportunity to set the political agenda, for example, was a forum for
making his views known or gave a vote in an important committee.

136M.I. Finley, Politic8 in the Ancient World, Cambridge, 1983 p. 52.
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process. The festivals had to be conducted efficiently and with a certain amount

of splendour. Even with the decline in Athenian sovereignty, foreign relations

must have retained an important, and perhaps even more perilous, immediacy.

Relations with Mithridates V1 and with the successive Roman conquerers, Sulla,

Pompey, Caesar, Antony and finally Augustus himself, called for diplomacy and

skill. There must have been differences of opinion in the city, vested interests

and, on top of these, the sense that the consequences of an ill-advised decision

would bring destruction both to the group which carried the decision and to the

city as a whole. In the absence of specific evidence for Athenian political life at

this time, we must still conclude that politics was not missing from public life. 137

Individuals may have been motivated by a desire for power as much as for

prestige when they sought public offices. 138

Tenure in the CIVIC magistracies and priesthoods, to conclude, may be

analyzed in three ways: (1) by average age of tenure; (2) the sequence of tenure in

different offices or, if the sequence is not known, the association of various

magistracies in several careers; and (3) family associations, which can be both

lateral (brothers, cousins) and vertical (parents, children). An Athenian youth

137Finley accounts for political interest on the part of the elite by pointing to psychological
motives such as display and conspicuous consumption. Motives such as this stand in sharp
contrast to Roman society where political o((ices were the means by which an individual enriched
himself. There is no evidence that an Athenian magistrate had any immediate prospect of
enrichment from his office. Often, a magistrate such as the hoplite general must have spent a
considerable amount of his personal wealth in performing the office.

138How much prestige was conferred on a low-ranking prytany-magistrate, for example, or
some of the less important priesthoods? Yet, there are no extant prytany-Iists in which offices
such as these went unfilled. Although only a handful of all the magistrates for the period of this
study are known from our epigraphical evidence, there are few instances where there is positive
evidence that an office went vacant in a particular year. But for the period after 88/7 B.C. two
inscriptions, both concerning unknown magistracies, show vacancies (I.D. 2632 and He3peria
Supplement VIII, 1949, p. 117). On both lists, as well, some individuals iterated in the oUice. On
cities having difficulty filling their magistracies during the Hellenistic Age see C. Preaux, Le
monde helIeni3tique, Paris, 1978, p. 443 and A.H.M. Jones, The Greek City from Alexander to
JU3tinian, Oxford, 1940, p. 337, n. 25. The problem seems to have affected other Greek cities
earlier than Athens where vacancies only seem to appear after 88/7 B.C. Senior magistracies at

Athens do not go vacant until well into the first century A.D. (see, for example, I.G. n2 1723,
1729 and 1734).
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had a complicated course of public service facing him when he graduated from the

ephebeia or, if he did not attend, when he turned 19 years of age. The

prosopographical evidence for careers strongly suggests that there was a

correlation between service in a lower or junior magistracy (including functions

held during childhood) and subsequent tenure in a senior office. 139 Apart from

the function of public offices in satisfying personal and group (including family)

ambitions and meeting the needs of the society for various services, the junior

offices also served an educational function. This aspect of the junior magistracies

is also a natural function of institutions such as the ephebeia. Most of the attested

careers at this time consist of only two offices, although some careers exhibit

considerably more offices than this minimum. It is reasonable to suppose that

most careers actually involved more offices than those attested in the available

epigraphical evidence and that none of our reconstructed careers are a complete

record of the offices or activities of an individual. Few, if any, senior Athenian

magistrates would have been serving in a public function for the very first time.

The evidence for ages and sequence of tenure suggests that magistracies

tended to be held in a loose sequence of seniority, the actual age of tenure perhaps

139The career of tPEPEKAHE GHeEN is important in this context. He is attested in a junior
financial office (epi tas prosodous) in 183/2 B.C. In 165/4 B.C. a tPEPEKAHE served as a
temple administrator. This is an uncommon name and makes the collation plausible. Such a
career shows a progression from a low-ranking board of financial magistrates to a position of
greater responsibility.
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being related to the status of the individual's family.140 The most important step

in a career was election as archon. The older a man became the less his chances

of becoming archon. The exact relationship of the generalships to the Areopagus

remains unclear, although membership was probably a pre-requisite for election as

hoplite general. For members of the peripheral families, service in the junior

magistracies might have been the termination of their careers. It is unlikely that

a man could become a secretary or hold one of the other junior civic magistra.cies

before he first served as prytanis. Elite families may be identified by their

participation in the Areopagus while peripheral families must have had difficulty

advancing beyond middle-ranking magistracies and priesthoods.HI Fathers often

served with their sons, in offices such as the mint magistracy, the prytany,

priesthoods and in the military, in fact, wherever this was constitutionally

possible. Apart from these opportunities, there are few instances where family

members held different offices in the same year. Other families, evidently of some

wealth, seem to have confined themselves to liturgical or religious functions. Why

these families are not attested in the senior civic magistracies remains unclear. It

is possible that some wealthy families (especially those which possessed the

140Cicero speaks of distinct grades or ranks of magistracies in the days when Athens was
governed under the Areopagus (Rep. 1.27.43). On Rhodes there is evidence for progression
through junior and then senior offices: - ... the highest offices, both civil and military, and the
more eminent priesthoods were, in practice at least, the monopoly of a aristocracy of birth, wealth
and state service (although even the noblest Rhodians began their career as a private soldier in
the fleet)- (M.1. Rostovtzeff, -Rhodes, Delos and Hellenistic Commerce,· Cambridge Ancient
History, eds. S.A. Cook, F.E. Adcock and M.P. Charlesworth, Cambridge, 1965, Vol. VIII. Chap.
xx, p. 638). The career of Polycles Samou is listed according to his military and his civil offices in
the following sequence: military offices - private, hegemon, light vessel commander, quinquireme
commander, senior naval officer, nauarch and general; civic offices - prytani8, advisor to the
nauarch and liturgies. It is clear that his service as prytanis must precede his service as nauarch
and we may compare the Athenian paredroi to the archons who themselves later became archon
themselves. The liturgies are interesting. It is possible that these offices preceded his election to
the senior military ranks.

141~IAOilHMOE ~IONTEOilnpOT AFKTAH8EN served as prytany-secretary in 107/6
B.C. He and his son participated in the Pythaid of 98/7 B.C. as allotted pythaists, suggesting
that the family was not well-off. ATEIMAXOE A8HNAIOT AAAIETE served as secretary of
the boule and demos in 131/0 B.C. He is only otherwise attested as herald of the archon in 106/5
B.C.
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hereditary priesthoods) eschewed civic office. In a period of tranquility a young

man from a family of the governing elite probably had greater prospects for

advancement than a youth from a family of the peripheral governing class. But,

as the following chapters will show, the period from 167/6 B.C. to A.D. 14 was

not a peaceful, one for the Athenian governing class.
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Chapter 3

Governing Families and the Cleruchy on Delos

The average age of a father at the birth of a son seems to have been

between 25 and 35 years of age. l This means that a generation of the governing

class may loosely be considered to encompass a period of about 30 years. The

generation of the governing class which would have reached maturity and have

been holding office by 167/6 B.C. consists of those individuals who were born

between 220-190 B.C. and who may have served as ephebes between 200-170 B.C.

It was in 167 B.C., after a war with Perseus of Macedon, that the Roman Senate

embarked on an interventionist and preemptive policy in dealing with the Greek

East, a policy which also affected the city of Athens. 2 Perseus himself was

dethroned, bringing an end to the Macedonian monarchy, and his kingdom was

converted into fOUf republics under indirect Roman control. Apart from the

vanquished, other Greek communities were affected by the new Roman policy

according to the threat they represented to the Roman hegemony. The great

trading republic of Rhodes was humiliated along with Eumenes II of Pergamum,

and the Achaean League, although it had provided military assistance to Rome in

the war, was emasculated by the removal of over one thousand prominent

politicians as hostages. Athens had remained loyal to Rome during the Third

Macedonian War and in accordance with the Roman policy of cultivating loyal

client states, the Senate handed over to Athens at her request the tiny and

lSee Table 1.1.

')

"E. Gruen, -Rome and Rhodes in the Second Century B.C.,· CQ 69 (1975) pp. 58-81, argues
that the policy of the Senate was designed to prevent a recurrence of the Third Macedonian War.
According to this view the disloyalty allegedly displayed by various Roman allies during the war
reflects Roman justification for its harsh policies.
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otherwise blameless island of Delos.3 The gift was not entirely selfless on the part

of the Romans, for the port of Delos was now decreed to be free of all taxes and

dues. This status was a limitation on the revenues of the Athenian state,4 but a

major factor in its rapid expansion as first Athenian and then Roman and other

Greek traders flocked to the island in order to compete with the established ports

of Rhodes, Corinth and Peiraieus. Members of the first generation would have

been serving as Athenian magistrates at the time of the acquisition of Delos,5 and

some of their careers would extend to c. 130 B.C., after the destruction of Corinth

and the establishment of the first Roman province on Greek territory. The

increase in Roman power in the east at that time led to the rapid growth of Delos

into a major port as well as to the equally rapid decline in the importance of the

3Delos was treated like conquered territory although the independent but friendly island had
done nothing to deserve such harsh treatment. Rostovtzeff arges that Rome simply wanted to
reward Athens for her loyalty. Th. Homolle ("Les Romains aDelos," BeH 8, 1884, p. i6)
claims that the Roman merchants on Delos got the Senate to create the free port. But this is
contradicted by the minor importance of Delos to Roman trade at this time and it is hard to see
how the traders could have carried such a decision in the Senate. Perhaps the Senate was
intending to punish Rhodes. Rhodes made its living off maritime trade and the free port of Delos
had disastrous consequences on her revenues. Roman traders, never welcome at Rhodes, also
indirectly benefited from the new status of Delos.

4Ferguson postulates that the Athenian cleruchs were required to contribute to Athenian
festivals (HA, p. 320) and M.l. Rostovtzeff suggests that some minor harbour dues were not
excluded by the exemption (The Social and Economic History of the Hellenistic World, Oxford,
19n, p. i42) but both agree that Delos was a liability for Athenian finances (d. HA, p. 329-30).

5The exact date of the beginning of Athenian administration remains uncertain. The Delian
Jasti end in 168 B.C. It is possible that the Athenian administration began in January of 16i
B.C. (as suggested by Ferguson, Klio i, 190i, p. 234 and followed by Roussel). We know that the
Athenian and Delian civic calendars were out of synchronization for several years, something
which could be explained by the start of the Athenian administration in the middle of an Athenian
civic year.
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Athenian population on the island.6 The first generation reached political

maturity, therefore, with the Romans' gift of Delos in 167/6 B.C. and governed

Athens through the following three decades during which the full ambiguity of

Roman policy in the Greek world became manifest.

It was also in 167 B.C. that the Athenians, possibly as a direct result of

the acquisition of Delos and the need to provide a uniform currency for the public

banking counter on the island, began to issue the New Style silver coinage. This

was a massive issue which was circulated widely throughout the reaches of

Athenian and Greek traders and even beyond, thereby testifying to the lingering

importance of Athenian trade in the Aegean. The silver tetradrachms, marked

with the same type of wreath which is found on all the stephanephoric silver

coinages in Greece at this time, have been attributed by A. Giovannini to indirect

Roman interference in the coinages of the autonomous Greek cities.7 Virtually all

the important political events at Athens during the three decades following the

battle of Pydna in 168 B.C. involve Athenian relations with Rome and focus on

diplomatic efforts to reconcile disputes between Athens and several of her

neighbours. The new series of Athenian wreathed tetradrachms may also reflect

the ambiguity of Athens' relations with Rome from the very beginning of the first

generation.8 Apart from these events, we know nothing more about the internal

politics of the city. None of the external disputes can be analyzed

6The economic boom on the island follows the destruction of Corinth and the increasing
instability of Asia Minor. As Roman and other traders flocked to Delos, the island was in an ideal
situation to capitalize on the trade -interface- between Italy and the Levant. The piracy which
preyed on this trade also fed the supply of slaves which became a large part of the Delian trade
(see Rostovtzeff, SEHHW, pp. 777-8 and 787). Delos seems to have temporarily benefited by
being on the periphery of the Roman trading orbit. Once the Roman frontier pushed further
eastwards, the need for a transit port in the Aegean disappeared. On the decline of the port after
88/7 B.C. see Chapter 4.

7A. Giovannini, Rome et la circulation monetaire en Grece au JIe siecle avant J.-C., Basel,
1978, p. 101.

8It is possible that these events have been recorded only because they involved the Roman
Senate and were considered important for that reason by historians such as Polybius and Livy.
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prosopographically because the principal actors remain unknown to us. For this

reason it IS only possible to infer from the prosopographical evidence the

behaviour of the governing class during this first generation and how it might

have been affected by the deterioration of Athenian relations with Rome.

In order to identify the policies and factions which might have been

behind the Athenian effort to recover the island of Delos in 167/6 B.C., it is

necessary to examine the composition of the population on the island during the

first generation.9 The prosopographical evidence suggests that in addition to the

inevitable new Athenian residents, the population on Delos after 167/6 B.C. did

not differ greatly in its composition from that before the Athenian administration.

Although Polybius writes that in c. 165 B.C. the Senate decreed the removal of

the indigenous Delian population (Plb 32.7),10 at least four wealthy Delian

9Ferguson implies that the colony consisted of poor cleruchs with equal plots of land (HA, p.
348). The implication is that the acquisition of Delos was democratically motivated (cr. HA, pp.
754-5).

10The date is uncertain (HA, p. 321-3) but the decree seems to precede the incident involving
the sanctuary of Sarapis. tlHlvfHTPIOE of Rheneia, the attendant of the private sanctuary,
obtained permission from the Senate to serve the sanctuary without Athenian interference (Sherk,
RDGE, n. 5, pp. 37-9). The incident is usually taken as evidence of conflict between the Delian
population and the new Athenian administration. tlHlvfHTPIOE is regarded as a descendant of
AllOAAnNIOE of Memphis, the founder of the cult of Sarapis on Delos.
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families received Athenian citizenship and remained on Delos. ll The Delians who

acquired Athenian citizenship, however, seem to have been at a disadvantage, for

they are each attested in but a single low-ranking magistracy, and their

descendants are not known to have held any other offices on Delos or at Athens~2

In addition to. these new Athenian citizens, other former residents of Delos became

known officially as Rhenians, after an island which layoff Delos, and continued to

conduct their affairs as they had before the arrival of the Athenian settlers. 13 A

few individuals acquired the status of O~KWII III ..1,f>'WL, a kind of proxeny, allowing

them to own property.14 A Siphnian who was granted proxeny by Delos before

167 B.C., for example, is attested as a property owner in a temple account from

llTIMOeEOE NIKIOE IIAIANIETE was epimeletes of the Emporion in 146/5 B.C. He is
well attested in the temple accounts from before and after 167 B.C. (BCH 32, 1908, n. 550, p.

•364) and seems to have been well-off. Similarly, EHPAMBOE HPAIIIIIOT EPMEIOE,
agoranomos in either 152/1 or 151/0 B.C. (I.D. 1500) also seems to have been a naturalized
citizen (see Roussel, DCA, p. 27, n. 1 and M.-F. Baslez, aDeliens et etrangers domiciles aDelos
(166-155), a REG 89, 1976, p. 360 n. 54). He and his father were capitalists on the island.
NIKAN,;j,POE APHEIMBPOTOT AXAPNETE, a guarantor of a loan on Delos after 167/6
B.C., is attested as a non-Athenian resident of Delos before the Athenian administration (BCH,
32, 1908, n. 430, p. 353). MENAN,;j,POE MEAANOE AeHNAIOE, a sculptor on Delos, is
probably the son of a man who had received the Athenian citizenship in 167 B.C. (I.D. 1778).
Nomenclature may allow us to identify two other Athenian citizens attested on Delos as possibly
new citizens: EnTHP NEDNOE ANAITPAEIOE was a guar antor of a loan on Delos in 157/6
B.C. (DCA, p. 39). This is the first time the name EnTHP appears in Athenian prosopography
(and NEON too is rare until after 167/6 B.C.). MTIEKOE IAEDNOE EOTNIETE, who is also
named in the temple accounts in a financial transaction (BCH, 32, 1908, n. 423, p. 352), might be
another new citizen. The name MTIEKOE appears only once before at Athens (in a third

century funerary inscription, I.G. 1I2 1834). The prosopographial evidence, therefore, suggests
that several former Delians had been granted Athenian citizenship. They also seem to have been
men of property. Note that Ferguson had already postulated that the Haliartans were granted
Athenian citizenship en masse in 166 B.C. (HA, p. 317, n. 1).

12DCA, p. 40.

13Baslez (ibid.) argues that only Delians residing on Rheneia acquired this status, rather than
all Delians as previously argued by F. Durrbach. In view of these exceptions to a general exodos
of Delians, it seems that the decree of the Senate might have only granted permission for the
Delians to leave if they wished. A hostile Polybius presented this as another outrage engineered
by the grasping Athenians (cr. 32.7 and 30.20.8).

14Baslez (ibid., p. 353). Ferguson, who argued that the original c1eruchs were mostly landless
Athenian citizens, assumed that they alone would have benefitted from rising real estate prices on
the island because only Athenians were permitted to own property (HA, pp. 348-9).
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the time of the Athenian administration. 15 His Delian proxeny must have been

recognized by the Athenians. The population after 167 B.C., therefore, was a

heterogeneous mixture of original Delians as new Athenian citizens, Rhenians, and

c!UWVVTf.8 Iv ~~)..w£, along with foreigners and newly arrived Athenian cleruchs. 16

How many cleruchs were sent, and the effect their dispatch might have

had on the urban population of Athens (including the important question of grain

supply) cannot be precisely determined, but when the first Athenian

administrators took over the island in 167 B.C. the number of free residents must

have been far smaller than the 20,000 that has been estimated for c. 100 B.C. 17

The Athenian population could not have been large, for it was quickly

overwhelmed in the rapid expansion of the island after c. 140 B.C. by Roman and

Syrian traders. At this time the Athenian population lost its status as a civic

entity and was quietly absorbed into a tripartite political association. A large

Athenian population would not have been so easily displaced. Even when the free

population reached a peak of about 20,000 residents, after a period of rapid

urbanization in which Athenians as well as Romans and Syrians moved to Delos

15Roussel, DCA, p. 73.

16J. Cargill suggests that in 365 B.C., when Athenian cleruchs were sent to Samos (including
descendants oC Samians granted Athenian citizenship in 405 B.C.), residents oC Samos at that time

were also granted citizenship and incorporated into the cleruchy (. I.G. n2 1 and the Athenian
Kleruchy on Samos,· GRBS 24, 1983, pp. 321-32 and in conversation). In 167/6 B.C., apart from
Delos, new Athenian settlers are only attested for Lemnos (Ferguson, HA, 317 n. 2). Nothing is
known about Scyros. Note that APIEl1_1 XOAAPrETE, prytanis between 148/7-135/4 B.C.
(Hesperia 51, 1982, n. 6, pp. 204-6), could be related to THAEAE APIETOKPATOTE
XOAAPrETE, attested as an orator on Imbros in the second century B.C. (BCH 7, 1883, p. 162).
Ferguson suggested that the Haliartans were granted citizenship. But he argues that the cleruchs
for the other colonies were allotted Crom all the tribes. He bases this view on the observation that
the prytany at Imbros consisted oC two members per tribe. He postulates on this basis tribes of
about equal size. But at Athens at this time, the tribe Attalis, although it too had to supply 50
prytaneis each year, was much smaller than the other tribes. Its relative size can be determined
from ephebic lists and from the relative number oC magistrates between 167/6 B.C. and A.D. 14
who are Crom this tribe. The Imbrian prytany, therefore, should not be regarded as a system oC
proportional representation.

17Papageorgiou-Venetas, Delos, p. 55.
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to swell the original population,18 the number of resident Athenians only totaled

about one-third.19 The total population of the island in the first generation could

not have numbered more than several thousand residents. 20 Such a colony could

not have significantly reduced the population or the food consumption of the

mother city.

Because of the wealth of prosopographical evidence for the population of

Delos, it is possible to identify members of Athenian families who went to Delos as

cleruchs.21 Nothing explicit is known about the number or the class of the

18The rapid urbanization of Delos occurred after 146 B.C. when the Roman and Syrian
population rapidly increased in size (cr. Roussel, DCA, p. 76). The Greek foreigners on Delos were
mostly from the east (ibid., p. 87). On the urbanization of the island see Ph. Bruneau,
"Contribution al'histoire urbaine de Delos al'epoque hellenistique et a. l'epoque imp6riale," BCH
92 (1968) pp. 633-709.

19Roussel argued from lists of hieropoioi, which show' a relatively strong Athenian contingent,
that a large Athenian population was encroached upon by a growing foreign population ("La
population de Delos a la fin de lIe siecle avo J.-C.," BCH 55, 1931, p. 444). In 144/3 B.C. more
than 30 hieropo,'oi were Athenian and only 18 were foreigners, while in 119/8 B.C. 12 were
Athenian compared to 9 foreigners. But the lists of hieropoioi are not reliable documents for
estimating the relative size of the population of Athenian citizens on Delos. Roussel argued that
most Athenian youths on Delos went to the Athenian rather than to the Delian ephebeia (ibid.,' p.
446), but this can be shown to be only partly true from the prosopographical evidence. From
148/7 B.C. to 94/3 B.C. a total of 163 ephebes are attested on Delos and only 40 are Athenians
(with 8 other ephebes whose citizenship remains unknown). Among pareutaktoi, who are most
certainly residents of Delos, the foreign presence is even stronger (72 are attested, 7 are
Athenians, 36 are foreigners and 29 are of unknown origin). In contrast to the list of hieropoioi,
no trend can be discerned in these figures. The Athenian population of Delos must have always
been a minority.

2°It is probably impossible to estimate the size of the cleruchy. Roussel speaks of "quelques
centaines d'irrmigrants atheniens" (DCA, p. 49).Ferguson puts the number of male citizen cleruchs
at about 700 (HA, p. 354; cr. Klio 7, 1907, p. 220: "The Athenian cleruchy was, in fact, a small
settlement.. .. ")

21Several criteria have been devised for identifying a cleruch family. Roussel argued that
ephebes attested on Delos, hieropoioi, people named in the temple accounts, orators, prytaneis
and ambassadors can with some certainty be identified as cleruchs (DCA, pp. 36-7). Ferguson
identified as Delian cleruchs property-owners, individuals attested in two or more minor offices
and prytaneis on the island (HA, p. 351 n. 1). Since residents of Athens could hold offices or own
property on Delos, ambiguous cases also occur. If most members of a family are attested on Delos
and the exceptions can be explained, the members of the family can safely be regarded as cleruchs
resident on the island. Funerary stelae from Rheneia (Roussel, DCA, pp. 71 and 85) have not
been used.
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Athenians who moved to the island, but it is clear that some, if not all, of the new

Delian cleruchs were drawn from the governing class at Athens.22 The identity of

the senior administrators, many of whom seem to have been residents of the

colony, makes this readily apparent. Twenty-two individuals are known to have

been active in the administration of the cleruchy during the first generation. Nine

of these held three or more offices and were also members of the Areopagus.

Their careers indicate that they were well-off, educated and well-enough

connected at Athens to secure election.23

Few of the identifiable cleruchs on Delos from the first generation held

offices at Athens after 167/6 B.C.24 One exception is MIKWN AKPIEIOT

EHMAXHI~HE, possibly the eponymous archon of 152/1 B.C., who was priest of

the Cynthian deities on Delos in 159/8 B.C. The other two exceptions involve

individuals who might have only joined the cleruchy after holding office at

Athens. Thus, l\fENEKAHE AIEXPIllNOE AAAIETE, who was a prytanis at Athens

between 180-60 B.C. (Agora XV, n. 209), could have joined the cleruchy before

serving as secretary of the agoranomoi on Delos in 151/0 B.C. IlEAOt/l, perhaps

the archon in 165/4 B.C., was an orator on Delos in 148/7 B.C. (J.D. 1501). lle

22Unlike some fifth century colonies, which seem to have involved the dispossessed or poorer
classes of the Athenian population. Cleruchs for Brea, for example, are known to have been
recruited from the lower classes (R. Meiggs and D.M. Lewis, A Selection of Greek Historical
Inscriptions to the End of the Fifth Century, Oxford, 1969, n. 49). Roussel rejected the notion
of an exclusively poor cleruchy and postulated a mercantile presence, although he also concedes,
unnecessarily it seems, an admixture of ·veritables proletaires· (DCA, p. 35-6).

23This conclusion is supported by a similar finding by J. Cargill for fifth and fourth-century
cleruchies. He has identified cleruchs sent to Samos in 365 B.C. as descendants of Samians who
had been given Athenian citizenship en masse in 405 B.C. Many of the cleruchs are from the
propertied families and can be identified prosopographically. He reports a similar finding for other
cleruchies as well (GRBS 24, 1983, pp. 321-32).

24Two of these, however, might not have been cleruchs. ATEIIlilOE EPIKETE, a prytanis in
c. 150 B.C. (Agora XV, n. 242), may plausibly be identified with a temple administrator known
only as [_]IIlilOT EPIKETE from 159/8 B.C. and 149/8 B.C. It is possible he iterated in this
office. 8EAINETOE 8EAINETOT AIrIAIETE, orator after 167/6 B.C. (I.D. 1403) on Delos,
may be identified with a secretary of the prytany in 164/3 B.C. ([ 1AINETOT AlrIAIETE).
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might also have joined the cleruchy after his tenure in office at Athens. 25 Most

cleruchs, however, are only known to have pursued careers on Delos. An orator

on Delos in 159/8 B.C., MENANtJ.POE MENANtJ.POT MEAII'ETE, was subsequently

hieropoios (144/3 B.C.) and then gymnasiarch (143/2 B.C.). His offices testify to

his education and his wealth. An orator in 147/6 B.C., JIEPlrENHE

8AAHElrENOT TPIKOPTEIOE, served in 144/3 B.C. as a proedros of the Delian

prytany. <PEPEKAHE OH8EN, attested at Athens in the junior financial office epi

tas prosodous26 in 182/1 B.C., served on Delos in 165/4 B.C. as a temple

administrator. He might have been one of the original cleruchs. An ambassador

elected by the Delian cleruchy in 160/59 B.C., <PIAOEENOE JIEIPAIETE, was also

elected to oversee the erection of a public monument on Delos. He is probably a

Delian cleruch. 27 Another probable cleruch is MHNOtJ.OTOE, who served as

agoranomos between c. 166-148/7 B.C. (J.D. 1836) and gymnasiarch in an

unspecified year (J.D. 2593).

A number of cleruchs became members of the Areopagus and so must

have served as archons at Athens. In some cases they might have moved back to

Athens for their archonship although some might have joined the cleruchy after

they entered the Areopagus. Thus 8EOtJ.DPOE ETPATDNOE MAPA80NIOE held

two financial positions on Delos (temple administrator in 157/6 B.C. and public

banker in 154/3 B.C.).28 tJ.IONTEIOE tJ.IONTEIOT JIAIANIETE was a temple

25The status of EEAETKOE MAPKOT MAPA80NIOE is less clear. He served as general epi

ten paraskeuen in c. 150 B.C. (I.G. lI2 2866) and in 129/8 B.C. was gymnasiarch on Delos. He
could have been an Athenian resident although the gymnasiarchy is an office frequently held by
cIeruchs.

26For the nature of this office, see Ferguson, Klio 9 (1909) p. 313 and Tracy, Hesperia 53
(1984) n. 3, p. 3i4.

27The ambassador and the three overseers were elected -from all the Athenians- (I.D. 1497b).
But one of the overseers, tJ.IOfvTEIOE Er MTPPINOTITHE, is probably a cleruch and the
other, AEON AIEDNETE, belongs to one of the important pro-Roman families in this period. On
the role these families might have played in the acquisition of Delos see below.

28He may be an ancestor of an arrhephoros in the first century B.C. (I.G. lI2 3496) but is
otherwise unknown.
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administrator between 155/4-153/2 B.C. (J.D. 1429), and in unspecified years,

epimeletes of Delos (J.D. 2510) and priest of Apollo (J.D. 1864). Another

epimeletes in c. 150 B.C., APIETOE MENAIXMOT <PlAAI,;jHE (J.D. 1832), was

elected to oversee the Tetragonon (J.D. 1831). Cleruchs who might have moved

back to Athens for a few years could include EATTPOE APIETDNOE KH<PIEIETE,

the gymnasiarch on Delos in 166/5 B.C. and clearly one of the very first cleruchs.

He subsequently served as temple administrator between 165-156 B.C. (J.D. 1838).

The gymnasiarch in 164/3 B.C., .1IO<PANTOE EKATAIOT EPMEIOE, served in

159/8 B.C. as public banker, in 157/6 B.C. as a temple administrator and in

145/4 B.C. as an orator. Another identifiable cleruch is EENO<PIAOE OINAIOE.

He was an ephebe at Athens before 166/5 B.C., became an ambassador of the

cleruchy to the polis in 159/8 B.C. and, when he was at least 31 years old, served

as a temple administrator between 153/2-152/1 B.C. (J.D. 1426).29 All of these

individuals enjoyed high standing in Athenian society, wealth and the most senior

civic magistracies on the island.30

In contrast to cleruchs who belonged to the governing elite, other early

residents of Delos were less highly placed. Many of these cleruchs are attested in

liturgical and priestly offices and low-ranking civic magistracies on the island. An

agoranomos in 148/7 B.C., EDTHP NEDNOE ANA<PATETIOE, for example, is

otherwise attested only as a priest in 145/4 B.C. IlTAA,;jHE AIEXPIDNOE

IlEPI80I,;jHE, priest of Artemis in 150/49 B.C., also served as a proedros of the

Delian prytany in 148/7 B.C. A kleidouchos of Artemis in 159/8 B.C.,

NTM<PO,;jDPOE l'vTM<PO,;jDPOT MAPA8DNIOE, served as epimeletes of the Emporion

in 145/4 B.C. IlPDTAPXOE IlPDTOrENOTE <PPEAPPIOE was secretary of the

agoranomoi in c. 150 B.C. (J.D. 1832). His cousin IlPDTAPXOE IlPDTAPXOT was a

capitalist on Delos at about the same time (DCA, p. 39). We may also assign

29The temple administrator is named without patronymic and demotic.

30But despite their status and success, none of these individuals have identifiable relatives who
held office in the second generation. For discussion of the transition of power between the first
and second generations, see Chapter 4.
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TIMOKPATHE q,ATETE to this category. He was an agoranomos between 167/6

B.C.-148/7 B.C. (J.D. 1836) and a hieropoios in 144/3 B.C. Finally, ,:).AMON

KoeOKI,:).HE made a dedication on Delos. His son was gymnasiarch in 133/2 B.C.

and the family might have been well-off.

Other identifiable cleruchs are mostly attested in liturgical or priestly

offices. ZHNON ,:).[OEKOTPI,:).OT AAMIlTPETE, for example, was priest of Sarapis in

c. 150 B.C. (J.D. 2098) and a gymnasiarch of the Apollonia in 144/3 B.C.

IfJ/AOKPATHE q,IAOKPATOT AMAEANTETE was priest of the Great Gods in 163/2

B.C. and then priest of Sarapis in 159/8 B.C. ,:).IO,:).OPOE XAPIKPATOT

JlEIPAIETE, a pompostolos of Dionysus in c. 150 B.C. (I.D. 2609), was a priest on

Delos in c. 130 B.C.,31 and another pompostolo8 in c. 150 B.C., NIKOAAOE

OATMIIOT q,ATETE, was an ephebe on Delos in 148/7 B.C. and then hieropoio8 in

both 144/3 B.C. and 127/6 B.C. AEONTIXOE KPA[_l ,:).EKEAETE, a pompostolos

in c. 150 B.C. (J.D. 2609), was a priest on Delos (perhaps priest of Asclepius on

the basis of the tribal cycle) in 150/49 B.C.3z Similarly, APIETON XAPIOT,

donator to a sanctuary, had a son named APIETON, who was priest of the Great

Gods in 152/1 B.C., and another donator named in the temple accoun~s,

MTIEKOE EOTNIETE, was the father of EAAHN, priest of Sarapis in 134/3 B.C.

33 These families constitute the religious and liturgical elite of the colony and do

not seem to have held high political office. The evidence regarding all the

identifiable cleruchs and cleruch families regardless of their rank in the governing

class, however, is unanimous. Many are well-off, some appear in senior civic

magistracies and the frequency of orators and ambassadors suggests that they

311.G. lIZ XII.8.7Z; he is named only as ,:).IO,:).OPOE XAPLI.

32See Appendix A.2.

33This family might have been granted Athenian citizenship in 167 B.C. See above, note 11 .
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were well-educated.34 But whether they served in senior magistracies or only In

liturgical or priestly offices, none of the individuals mentioned above who are

attested on Delos in the first generation belong to families which survived into the

second generation as members of the governing class. This signifies that some

families of the governing class which joined the cleruchy on Delos soon after

167/6 B.C. declined after c. 130 B.C.

The prosopographical evidence for the magistrates on Delos in the first

generation suggests that for this period the Delian cleruchs constituted a separate

community which had little interaction with that of Athens. The population of

identifiable cleruchs comprises the ten families and the additional twenty-two

individuals with known careers who were discussed above. At Athens during the

first generation, on the other hand, an additional thirteen Athenian families and

34Roussel was cautious about identifying senior magistrates on Delos as cleruchs because the
elections were held at Athens (DCA, p. 41). But most of the senior magistrates in this period can
be shown to have had career or family connections with the island. NIKOrENHE NIKilNOE
tfJIAAI~HE.who was temple administrator (date unknown; ID 2506), may be an exception. He is
attested at Athens as agonothetes of the Theseia and lampadarchos in 161/0 B.C., hipparch in
157/6 B.C. and hieropoios in 149/8 B.C., all at Athens (for his family, see Chapter 4). But
ATKOtfJPilN EOTNIETE, temple administrator between 161/0-160/59 B.C. (I.D. 1450), had a
son who served on Delos as epimeletes of the Emporion in 124/3 B.C. and a grandson who served
as priest of the Cynthians in 119/8 B.C. Similarly, EATTPIilN JIAAAHNETE, temple
administrator in 144/3 B.C., had a son who served as priest of the cult of Anios in 110/9 B.C.
The gymnasiarch on Delos in 136/5 B.C. could be either EATTPIilN or his son. tfJIAOKAHE
ATKIEKOT ATHNETE was an orator on Delos in 149/8 B.C. His son ATKIEKOE, served as a
temple administrator. The year is not known although he could have served as early as the 140s
B.C. (I.D. 2506) depending on his father's age in 149/8 B.C. ATKIEKOE would have served as
archon sometime before his term as temple administrator on Delos. A number of senior Delian
magistrates in the first generation have relatives in the second who served at both Athens and
Delos, making their identification as original cleruchs dirricult. But in general, where the evidence
is available, it seems that senior Delian magistrates in the first generation tended to have some
connection with the cleruchy. Roussel also observed that no gennetai can be identified as
cleruchs. But the number of gennetai who are known to be active in the first generation is not
large. The more generations of a family that are attested the greater the likelihood that its status
as gennetes will be detected. Twenty-two careers and ten families are identifiable as cleruchs in
the first generation. None of these are identifiable as gennetai and none have known members or
relatives in the second generation. Twenty-six careers and thirteen families are identifiable as
Athenian families at this time. None of these are identifiable as gennetai either, and they also
have no known members or relatives in the second generation. The absence of identifiable
gennetai, therefore, says little about the social status of the cleruchs. See Chapter 4 for further
discussion of the survival of families in the second generation.
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twenty-six individuals with known careers are attested. These individuals and

families are only mentioned in inscriptions at Athens from this period and must

represent Athenians who did not join the Delian cleruchy. A number of these

families and magistrates may be identified as members of the governing elite.35

Two prytaneis at Athens, IaN AM~ITPOIIH8EN (140/39 B.C.) and 8EO~IAOE

IIElPAlETE (135/4 B.C.), moreover, served as hieropoioi in 149/8 B.C. Similarly,

THAE~ANHE AAnIIEKHBEN, who served as a prytanis in 169/8 B.C., was a

hieropoios of the Athenaia in 156/5 B.C. A hippeus from Antiochis (XI) in 128/7

B.C., AIIOAAnNIOE, can be identified with anyone of three prytaneis of this

name between c. 150-135/4 B.C. IaN, BEO~IAOE, THAE~ANHEand AIIOAAnNlOE

seem to have possessed wealth, although there is no evidence that they belonged

to the governing elite.36 Only two other prytaneis from this period held

recognizably more senior magistracies: J:jEINOKPATHE, who was ambassador of

the demos in c. 150 B.C. (F.D. Ill, 2 n. 94), might be identified with another

J:jEINOKPATHE who was an unspecified magistrate sometime between 20D-150

(SIA, n. 25), and J:jElNOKPATHE 80PAlETE, a prytanis in 140/39 B.C. and twice

a third mint magistrate (J:jElNOK, T158/7 B.C.) and (J:jElNO, T155/4 B.C.), and

EENOKPATHE EENOKPATOTE EAETElNlOE, an orator in 165/4 B.C. and possibly

35The following were archons: ~AIJ:jPlAE. ANJ:jPEAE, NIKOETPATOE, EIIETElIIIIOE,
EIIIKPATHE, ArNOBEOE, EPrOKAHE, TlMAPXOE and APXON. Several or these are
discussed in the text. To be noted here are: ~AlJ:jPlAE AMAEANTETE, (ambassador in c. 166

B.C. (I.G. 1I2 1224), archon in 150/49 B.C.), EIIIKPATHE EOTNIETE (hieropoio8 in 156/5
B.C., archon in 147/6 B.C.), TIMAPXOE EIIHPATIJ:jOT E~HTTIOE (orator in 145/4 B.C.,
archon in 138/7 B.C., orator again before 128/7 B.C. and treasurer of the boule in 129/8 B.C.),
APXON (IIAM~IAOEAPXONOE EAETEINIOE, demarch in 165/4 B.C., could be the father
of the archon in 148/7 B.C. But APXnN could also be the son or ,\1ENANJ:jPOE APXONOE
KTJ:jABHNAlETE, epimeletes of Delos sometime after 167/6 B.C.) and EPrOKAHE (archon in
132/1 B.C. and second mint magistrate [T153/2 B.C.I).

360n the selection or hieropoioi see Habicht, -Eine Liste von Hieropoioi aus dem Jahre des
Archon Andreas,- AM97 (1982) pp. 173-84.
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a treasurer of his tribe's prytany in 135/4 B.C. (EENOKPATHE EENO[_J).37

Apart from the two archons, AI'NOeEOE and AN,j,PEAE,38 who also served as

prytaneis during this generation, two other prytaneis are associated with the

ephebeia, suggesting that their families were potential recruits into the governing

elite.39 One other prytanis from this period, BOTAAPXOE EIPEEI,j,HE, who

served between 148/7-135/4 B.C. (Hesperia 51, 1982, n. 6, pp. 204-6), may have

been a third mint magistrate (BOTAAP, T158/7 B.C.).40 These prytaneis,

therefore, rose up into the ranks of the liturgical or even the governing elite. In

addition to the prytaneis who have just been mentioned, five other families and

five individual magistrates from the first generation are attested in only the

37The son of NIKOETPATOE ~IAJEKOTeOPAIETE,orator in 160/59 B.C., could also have
been a prytanis c. 150 B.C. (LJPATOT eOPAIETE). If he was named after his father, he could
be the archon NIKOETPATOE from 134/3 B.C. Other candidates, however, are
NIKOETPATOE IIAIANIETE, prytanis in 155/4 B.C. and NIKOETPATOE E~HTTIOE,

l)

epimeletes between 130-120 B.C. (I.G. II~ 1940). None of these belong to families attested during
the second generation.

38AN.:lPEAE IIAAAHNETE was prytanis between 160/59-146/5 B.C., possibly eponymous
archon in 154/3 B.C. and hieropoios in 149/8 B.C. His son ETAPXI.:lHE might have been
lampadarchos for the former ephebes in 150(49 B.C. (ETAPXI,j,HE AN.:lPEOT from Antiochis,
tribe XI). AI'NOeEOE EAETEINIOE was prytanis between 160/59-146/5 B.C. (Agora XV, n.
226) and possibly archon in 140/39 B.C.

39TIMOETPATOE EPOIA,j,HE, a prytanis in 140(39 B.C., may be the ephebe named
TIMOETPATOE, who would have served sometime before 152/1 B.C., and HrHEIIIIIOE
AMAEANTETE, who was prytanis between 160/59-146/5 B.C. (Agora XV, n. 226), had a son
AfENE~P[}N who was an ephebe in 138/7 B.C.

40ZilIAOE ATPI.:lHE, prytanis in 135/4 B.C., is possibly third mint magistrate (T148/7 B.C.
and T142(1 B.C.) and then first mint magistrate (T142/1 B.C.).
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prytany or low-ranking civic offices.41 Apart from the few prytaneis who are

attested in senior magistracies, therefore, the majority of prytaneis seem to have

been confined to low-ranking civic magistracies and would have belonged to the

more peripheral families of the governing class.

A more prosperous group of citizens at Athens in the first generation are

attested not as prytaneis but as hieropoioi, priests, liturgists, ambassadors and

mint magistrates. These families will constitute the non-political elites of the first

generation. Three of these are associated with the ephebeia: KAIPIOE TEAflNOE

PAMNOTEIOE was /ampadarcho8 in 161/0 B.C. TEAflN PAMNOTEIOE, ephebe in

164/3 B.C., might be his son. APIETAPXOE AETKONOETE and APIETAPXOE

PAMNOT!;IOE were ephebes in 164/3 B.C. and hieropoioi in 149/8 B.C.

TIMOKAHE, who was ephebe in c. 185/4 B.C., had a brother who was a

hieropoios in 154/3 B.C. Similarly, EEAETKOE ,:jEKEAETE was a liturgist in

182/1 B.C., when he was still a minor, and hieropoios in both 154/3 B.C. and

149/8 B.C. MHTPO,:jGPOE llEIPAIETE also served as hieropoio8 in those same

years. Two other men in this group, MEI,:jGN XOAAPrETE, hieropoio8 in 156/5

B.C.,42 and roprOE EpHTI'IOE, hieropoio8 in 149/8 B.C.,43 might also be

identified as priests. In addition, ,:jHIMAXOE ,:jHIMAXOT AETKONOETE was

phy/archos in 157/6 B.C. and hieropoio8 in 154/3 B.C. Another individual,

41Careers: Illl108GN EK KOIAHE, twice prytanis (between 160/59-146/5 and 135/4 B.C.;
A15, 226 and 243)); ,:jGP08EOE AMA=ANTETE (idem); TIMON TIMOAOXOr llAIANIETE,

prytanis in 155/4 B.C. and metronom08 in c. 150 B.C. (I.G. 112 1711); pIAIETI,:jHE
A MA=ANTETE, prytanis between 160/59-146/5 B.C. and again in 135/4 B.C. (Agora Yo:.V, nn.
226 and 243). Stemmas: MNHEAPXOE EllAMEINONOE llPOBAAIEIOE, undersecretary in
either 167/6 or 165/5 B.C. and secretary in 166/5 B.C. His brother was also secretary of the
boule and demos in 166/5 B.C. AAE=Ij\1ENHE llEIPAIETE and his son AAE=IMENHE were
prytanes's in c. 165-50 B.C. (Agora XV, n. 226). So too AETTAOXOE PAMNOTEIOE 166/5
B.C. and ETBOTAOE AAnllEKH8EN between 160/59-145/4 B.C. (Agor-a Yo:.V, n. 236) with a
namesake. llOATNIKOE and his brother ET80INOE, sons of MOEXION MAPAeGNIOE,
were tarantinarchoi in 150/49 B.C.

42perhaps to be identified with AfEJ1_J. priest of Asclepius (date unknown).

43perhaps to be identified with rOprOE, priest sometime during the second century (I.G. 112

1171).
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EMIKTemN ANAFTPAEIOE, was treasurer of the stratiotic fund between 152-134

B.C. (I.G. nZ 853) and hieropoios in 149/8 B.C. HPAKAEITOE, hoplite general for

the second time in about 166/5 B.C. (I.G. nZ 1224), had a relative,

rrOEEI.dIJII10E, who is attested as a liturgist at Athens in about 130-120 B.C.

(I.G. n2 19391. Other individuals belonging to this group could be mentioned. 44

No individual from this group, unlike the first, is associated with the prytany in

any way. The Athenian population at this time, therefore, is a more diverse

group than the Delian cleruchy. A few senior magistrates and families of the

governing elite can be identified along with a larger group of liturgical and civic

or peripheral families. Like the Delian cleruchs discussed above, however, none of

these Athenian families, no matter what their status in the first generation, are

known to have belonged to the governing class after c. 130 B.C.

In addition to the distinctly Delian or Athenian families, a few families are

attested at both Athens and Delos at this time. Some of these -mixed-families

may have involved two branches of the same family; in some families one branch

might have joined the cleruchy, in other Athenian families an individual may

have only temporarily held a Delian magistracy. ANeEETHPIOE er
MTPPINOTITHE, who may have been archon in 157/6 B.C., for example, must

have been one of the first cleruchs. He was twice ambassador of the cleruchy on a

mission to Athens (159/8 B.C. and 147/6 B.C.). Perhaps his first embassy helped

him attain the archonship two years later. His wealth (he served as a hieropoios

at Athens in 149/8 B.C.) might also have been an asset. After his archonship he

44A man known as 1-1 !PANIOT I1AIANIETE was an orator in 159/8 B.C. If he bore the
same name as his father, he could be second mint magistrate (monogram = !PANn, T194/3 B.C.
and T184/3 B.C.). Note also two brothers, JIOATNIKOE and ETeOINOE AfOEXWNOE
MAPAenNIOE, who are attested as tarantinarchoi in 150/49 B.C. ZHNGN AAAIETE, a
liturgist in 154/3 B.C. is the grandson of a homonymous liturgist in 244/3 B.C. TtPIMOE is only
known as a second mint magistrate (T189/8 B.C. and T185/4 B.C.). TIMAPXI,j,HE
rrOATKAEOTE eOPIKIOE, a hieropoio8 in 154/3 B.C., belongs to a well-known families of
sculptors. His brother, TIMOKAHE, was an ephebe in c. 185/4 B.C. The family seems to have
held no civic offices (although Habicht, AM 97, 1982, p. 178ff, identifies TIM [second mint
magistrate, T181/0 B.C.] with the hieropoio8 and rrOAT Ifirst mint magistrate in the same year]
with a cousin named rrOATKAHE. I identify TIM as TIMAPXI,j,HE BOTTA.dHE).
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might have returned permanently to Athens. His brother served as phy/archos at

Athens in 161/0 B.C. and his son filled a liturgical position there in 130-120 B.C.

ArAeOKAHE ANTli1DPOT JIAIANIETE, orator on Delos in 165/4 B.C., had a

brother who was a prytanis at Athens in 155/4 B.C. Two other brothers were

probably cleruchs. APETE APEDE KH~IEIETE, priest of Apollo in 158/7 B.C., was

gymnasiarch in 152/1 B.C. A brother, ZHNOi1OTOE, had also been gymnasiarch

(in 165/4 B.C.). Another brother, ANTli1DPOE, was taxiarchos at Athens in

161/0 B.C. It is possible that this third brother did not join the cleruchy.

Finally, JIATEIMAXOE i1HMOKEOTE EK KOAnNOT was epime/etes of Delos

between 152/1-151/0 B.C. (J.D. 1618). His son, MENEMAXOE, was architheoros

of the first Pythaid to Delphi in 138/7 B.C. and was probably a resident of

Athens.

Apart from the exceptions mentioned above, families are generally not

attested at both Athens and Delos during the first generation, although the later

history of some families shows interesting cross-overs. i110NTEIOE MAPAeDNIOE,

for example, was paredros of the king-archon in c. 150 B.C. (Hesperia, 1971, n.

40, n. 6, pp. 256-9) and hieropoios on Delos in 144/3 B.C. If he too joined the

cleruchy, he nonetheless sent his son to the Athenian ephebeia. But his son would

return to Delos to serve as gymnasiarch in 112/1 B.C. EAPAJIIDN MEAITETE,

attested in 144/3 B.C. as a Delian hieropoios, was the father of a EAPAJIIDN who

would become a very prominent magistrate in the second generation at Athens

and Delos. The descendants of i1HMHTPIOE EAPAJIIDNOE ANA~ATETIOE, a

pompost%s on Delos in c. 150 B.C. (J.D. 2609), include a son and grandson who

served in the Athenian ephebeia as well as another son who became priest of

Sarapis and of Apollo on Delos. The family might have been a member of the

Delian cleruchy. Another pomposto/08 on Delos, ETNOMOE AJIOAAflNIOT

MAPAeDNIOE (J.D. 2609), might be related to a family from Marathon which

produced three ephebes in the second generation, one 'on Delos, the other two at
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Athens, as well as two priests on Delos.45 This family can probably be identified

as part of the Delian cleruchy. Another cleruch family is descended from two

wealthy Athenians attested in a list of subscriptors in 183/2 B.C. IlIONTEIOE Er

lvlTPPINOTITHE was appointed to oversee the erection of a public monument on

Delos for Pharnaces and Nysa in 160/59 B.C. He adopted EPMON ANTI~ONTOE

whose nephew served as pompost%s on Delos in c. 100 B.C. (AE1TNOMOE

IlIONTEIor Er lvlTPPINOTITHE, II) 2607) and whose sister was underpriestess of

Artemis in 146/5 B.C. (ETPATONIKH, II) 1442). This was a wealthy family which

held no civic magistracies in either the first or the second generations. EPMON

himself is attested only as a participant in the Pythaids of 138/7 B.C. (as

pythaist pais) and 128/7 B.C. (as phy/archos). Another wealthy family can also

be identified as part of the Delian cleruchy. IlDEIeEOE Er lvlTPPINOTITHE, who

served as treasurer of the sitonic fund in 200/150 B.C. (SIA, n. 25), was

hieropoios on Delos in 144/3 B.C. His son became a thesmothetes at Athens in

100/99 B.C. and his grandson was epime/etes of Delos in c. 85 B.C. (JIPDTIMOE,

ill 1604b). A cleruch family such as this seems to have remained associated with

the island for several generations. XAPIAE ~IA1DNOEAleAAIIlHE served with his

brother as pompostolos on Delos in c. 150 B.C. (J.D. 2609). Although unattested

in any magistracies in this generation, the children of XAPIAE went on to

spectacular careers in the second generation. XAPIAE XAPIOr served in several

senior magistracies at both Athens and Delos,46 as did his cousin.47 This cleruch

family, therefore, remained associated with Delos although it managed to also join

the governing elite at Athens. Another Delian family is descended from a liturgist

on Delos in the first generation. AllOMO~ANHE rOPrIor KH~IEIErE was

hieropoios In 144/3 B.C. In the second generation the family produced seven

45AJIOMDNIOE, ephebe 103/2 B.C. (I.D. 1927); AJIOMDNlOE, ephebe 119/8 B.C. (I.G. lI2

1008); and an unnamed son or AJIOAAilNIOE, ephebe at Athens in 117/6 B.C. (I.G. lI2 1009); A
priest or the Cynthian deities, also named AJIOMDNlOE, might also be related (BCH 71/2,
1947, p. 416).

46ID 2595, 2381, 1878; I.G. lI2 2336; Hesperia 36, 1967, n. 19, pp. 88-91.

47ID 2595; I.G. lI2 1009 and 2336.
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members who are attested in various offices on Delos.48 Since the family is first

attested at Athens only in the 50s B.C., the descendants of this cleruch family

might have moved from Delos following the decline in economic activity after 86

B.C.

Families attested during the first generation, to summarize, may be be

identified as either members of the cleruchy on Delos or as residents of Athens.

Their offices allow us to infer their rank or status in the governing class, and a

number of families during this generation are unattested after c. 130 B.C. In

addition to the movement of families between the cleruchy and the polis, their

rank and their survival after c. 130 B.C., another important distinction among

families of this period is their attitude towards Rome. Why the Athenians

requested Delos from Rome and what faction in the city initiated the necessary

diplomatic effort remains unknown. The argument by M. Baslez that Athens

requested her former colonies for the sake of tradition is unconvincing, especially

since Athens also requested the territory of Haliartus, which had never before

been an Athenian colony.49 Perhaps truer motives and some indication of the

faction involved in the acquisition of Delos can be inferred from our fragmentary

prosopographical evidence for this period. When Athens took over the island, a

commission of the Areopagus, headed by a certain MIKIDN, was sent to make an

inventory of the holdings of the temple treasuries on Delos. 50 MIKIDN may

plausibly be identified as MIKWN ETPTKAEI.:j.OT KHtPIEIETE, a scion of a once

48For the later fortunes of these families see Chapter 4.

49Baslez, REG 89 (1976) p. 343. Polybius tells us that Athens requested Haliartus, Delos and
Lemnos (30.20). Although he does not mention Imbros and Scyros, both former Athenian
colonies, most historians date their return to Athens also to 167 B.C.

50Interestingly the inventory seems to have been inscribed at both Athens and Delos.
Fragments of a Delian temple account discovered in the Athenian Agora (Meritt, Hesperia 3,
1934, n. 39, pp. 51-3) have been dated by Roussel to the first years of the Athenian
administration (8Remarques sur quelques inscriptions trouve'es a I'agora d'Athenes, 8 BGH 58,
1934, p. 100). Roussel suggests that two copies were made, one at Delos and one at Athens, and
that subsequent inventories were inscribed only on Delos. It seems reasonable to associate this
inventory with the commission headed by MIKInN.
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powerful family at Athens. His father was a leading Athenian politician when

Athens made her first diplomatic contacts with Rome during the second

Macedonian War.51 MIKION himself had been an ambassador to Delphi in the

period between 190-150 B.C. (F.D. ill, 2 n. 140) when he was probably already in

his 50s. The family's association with Delos is not confined to MIKWN, for a

brother or cousin was a Meropoio8 on Delos in 127/6 B.C. and may have served

three times as mint magistrate. MIKWNs daughter was a priestess of Athena in

c. 150 B.C. (I.G. n2 3477) and a granddaughter was an ergastina in 108/7 B.C.

and c. 100 B.C. (I.G. n2 1036 and 1943). Yet this once powerful, noble and pro

Roman family did not enjoy spectacular political success in the first generation,

for when MIKION was sent to Delos he was already a senior magistrate. The

family evidently retained its wealth, but none of MIKION's descendants are

attested in civic office.52 Although the family is twice associated with Delos, it

probably did not join the cleruchy.

A second pro-Roman family did move to Delos. AEON AIEONETE, whose

grandfather had addressed the Roman Senate in 189 B.C., is attested on Delos as

priest of Sarapis, as elected overseer of the public monument for Pharnaces and

Nysa in 160/59 B.C. and, in an unknown year, as epimeletes of the island (I.D.

2510). AEDN, therefore, went on to become a prominent member of the Delian

cleruchy in the first years of the Athenian administration. Another branch of his

family remained at Athens: AEDN KIXHEIOT AIEilNETE was agonothetes of the

Theseia in c. 142/1 B.C. (I.G. n2 960) and his son served as a hippeus in 128/7

B.C. Other families descended from politicians who were prominent in the period

220-180, the important decades during which the Athenian governing class made

its first major contact with the Roman Senate, are also attested during the first

SIan Athenian politics and families during this period see Mosse, Athens in Decline, pp. 140-1
and most recently Habicht, Studien zur Geschichte Athens in hellenistischer Zeit, Gottingen,
1982.

52Note that MIKWN is probably not the archon of 152/1 B.C. but rather MIKWN
AKPIEIOT EHMAXI.:JHE, a priest or the Cynthian deities on Delos in 159/8 B.C.
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generation. ,;1 IOKAHE, son of ,;1POMEAE EPXIETE, seems to be a great-grandson

of ,;1IOKAHE EPXIETE, a prominent Athenian politician in the period 220-200.

But his own father is unattested in any office during the first generation and

,;1IOKAHE himself, despite the abundant documentation for many other careers

during the se~ond generation, is known only as a pythaist pais in 138/7 B.C.

APIETOMENHE 8EOEENOT AXAPNETE, the first gymnasiarch on Delos in 167/6

B.C., had a cousin who is attested as proedros and orator at Athens in 166/5 B.C.

Evidently this family was prominent in Athens at this time and we may infer a

pro-Roman stance. But 8EOEENOE' grandson is attested only as an ephebe in

107/6 B.C. This is another family which, although prominent at the beginning of

the first generation, evidently failed to maintain its high standing in the governing

class. 53 The family of ,;1HMHTPIOE KH~IEO,;1DPOTAIEDNETE was more successful

than these families in the second generation. The father was an epic poet and

participated in the Pythaid of 128/7 B.C. He is not known to have held any civic

offices, although he did contribute to the repair of the theatre in the Peiraieus.

But two of his sons would become generals at Athens and a third, ,;1HMHTPIOE,

seems to have established himself at Delos where he was priest of Roma in 101/1

B.C. and gymnasiarch in c. 100 B.C. (I.D. 1929). The origins of this family a,re

uncertain. It could be descended from KH~IEO,;1DPOE, a pro-Roman politician

from c. 180 B.C., whose deme is unknown. If he is an ancestor of this family, he

was a fellow demesman of AEDN and could be related to him.

We do not know the identity of the Athenian ambassadors to Rome in the

winter of 167 B.C., but since their families had already had contact with the

Roman elite, it is not hard to imagine that a MIKWN KH~IEIETE or a AEON

530ne other plausibly pro-Roman family may also be mentioned. EXE,;1HMOE APKEI'OT
KT,;j.A8HNAIETE was a pythaist in 98/7 B.C. His father was temple administrator in 112/1
B.C. and therefore, it seems, already a member of the Areopagus. The family is descended from
EXE~HMOE, another prominent politician from the previous century.
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AIEDNETE, grandson of the ambassador in 189 B.C., would be sent.54 The

possibility that they might have been active in acquiring the colony of Delos is

suggested by their evident interest in the colony afterwards. Five pro-Roman

families, we have already seen, are associated with Delos in some way.

Presumably these families would have sought gain in the acquisition of the island.

All these pro-Roman families suffered a similar fate after the first generation.

Among the five families active at Athens or on Delos during the first generation

which were descended from pro-Roman politicians from the time when Athens

made her first diplomatic contacts with Rome, three are unattested in the second

generation as part of the governing class. 55 The other two, although prominen t in

the second generation, also seem to have gone through a period of eclipse. None

of the families appear to have been very powerful, which suggests that somehow

these families were already in decline during the first generation.

The fact that the several pro-Roman families seem to have died out in the

first, or at the latest, in the second generation, requires explanation. For this we

may return to the problems of Athenian diplomacy during the first generation.

Apart from the first successful embassy to Rome in the winter of 167 B.C., all

succeeding diplomatic efforts on the part of the Athenians ended in failure. In a

conflict with the Delian residents soon after 167/6 B.C., for example, the Senate

might have decreed that the Delians were to be forcibly removed, but as we have

54In 168 B.C. Rhodes sent ArEJIOA!E and ArEEIAOXOE to Rome as ambassadors. They
were already experienced in dealing with the Roman Senate (see Gruen, CQ 69, 1975, p. 76).
AEDN had been an ambassador to Rome in c. 187 B.C. In 170 B.C. the Athenians gave

proxenia to L. Hortensius, a Roman admiral (I.G. U2 907). This was the first and last Attic
decree in favour of a Roman known from before the empire. The decree was probably made for
diplomatic services on the part of Hortensius, perhaps in connection with the Athenian complaints
about her heavy-handed treatment at the hands of Roman commanders during the Third
Macedonian War (Livy 43.6). The Athenians might have hoped that Hortensius would act on
their behalf in the Senate on future occasions. In this they might have misjudged, for Hortensius
was not a Scipio. The Athenians also honoured Attalid ambassadors at this time with citizenship,
another recognizably diplomatic gesture (see Helley, AAA 13, 1980, pp. 296-301.).

55Note also that EllETEIJII10E, archon in 153/2 B.C., is descended from AAEEIDN
AZENIETE and another family which was prominent around 200 B.C. Apart from
EJIETElIIJIOE, I have been unable to identify any members of this family after 167/6 B.C.
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seen, several remained on the island. This led to a dispute over a private

sanctuary of Sar3.pis on the island in which Athens was ordered to desist in

hindering the priest from continuing his trade. The dispute with the Delians did

not end there. The exiles went to Achaea and became citizens. The Achaean

League then tried, on behalf of its new citizens, to enforce its treaty with Athens

providing for the resolution of property disputes. The Athenians claimed that the

treaty was not applicable since the confiscations took place before the Delian

exiles received Achaean citizenship. Achaea then gave her new citizens right of

reprisal against Athenian property. The dispute raged on for several years until,

in 157 B.C., the Senate arbitrated in Achaea's favour by enforcing the terms of

the treaty.56

The Achaeans, having successfully defended the interests of the Delian

exiles, next took up the cause of the Oropians. Athens had expropriated the

territory of Oropus, a community on her border with Boeotia,57 and when the

dispute inevitably came before the Roman Senate, the senators decided to ask

Sicyon to arbitrate. This must also be regarded as a diplomatic failure for Athens

SInce it is evident that the Senate had not been convinced that the Atheniap.s

were justified in claiming the territory of Oropus as their own. Sicyon

subsequently levied the surprisingly large fine of 500 talents against Athens.58 If

the same families which might have been successful in obtaining the island of

Delos and other colonies for Athens in the winter of 167 B.C. were involved in

these two issues (which all involve territory outside Attica), it is not hard to

56plb 32.7. Ferguson implies that the dispute ended in a draw (HA, p. 324) but it is important
to note that the Senate recognized the legitimacy of the Achaean case even if it did not condone
the more extreme action which seems to have been taken by the disputants.

57Haliartus, which Athens claimed in 167 B.C., is also a Boeotian community. Athens would
not have seized Oropus if she did not expect the Senate to concur. Perhaps the Athenians had
been encouraged by the favourable response she obtained in 167 B.C. I suggest below that the
policy regarding Oropus was instigated by anti-Roman sentiments among the demos. It may also
have had something to do with the Pythaids (see Chapter 4).

58For the size of the fine, see Ferguson, HA, p. 325.
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imagine that their political influence at Athens would have gone into eclipse. On

the next occasion when Athens sent ambassadors to Rome, a different and

unconventional tactic was employed. After Sicyon levied the fine against Athens,

and after several unremitting diplomatic setbacks, three leading philosophers were

sent to Rome in 155 B.C. to induce the Senate to repeal the Sicyonian decision.

Why the Athenians resorted to this strategy remains unclear. 59 Whatever

ambitions the Athenians might have had, the philosophers were unable to

convince the Senate of anything more than a reduction in the fine to one-fifth its

original value. This must also be regarded as a setback for the Athenians. That

they had hoped for a vindication of their cause rather than simply a reduction in

the fine is demonstrated by their subsequent behaviour. The Athenians refused to

pay the fine and in fact sent cleruchs to occupy the territory of Oropus. The

determination shown by the Athenians in their attempt to annex Oropus and the

extreme disregard for the will of the Roman Senate suggests that the Oropian

policy had popular support and may reflect anti-Roman sentiment among the

population at large.60 The dispatch of the three philosophers betrays a certain

showmanship and desperation rather than diplomacy. Evidently in 155 B.C. the

Athenian families from the governing elite with Roman contacts either no longer

59The event is most frequently discussed as a watershed in Roman intellectual history (i.e.
Maharry, "It turned out that their official visit was the least important side of their visit," The
Silver Age of Greece, London, 1887, p. 94 and Ferguson, HA, pp. 334-5). I disagree with
Ferguson's evaluation: "The crisis was hardly of sufficient magnitude to warrant recourse to the
head of the Academy, but such was the action taken .... "

60The dispute eventually led to further conflict with the Achaean League (see Ferguson, HA, p.
327). I wonder if the influence of Achaean hostages such as Polybius with the ·Scipionic Circle·
might have affected the outcome of Athenian appeals to the Roman Senate. It would be ironic if
Achaean influence at Rome managed to depose the pro-Roman families at Athens and provoke
the Athenian demos to reckless behaviour. Between 150-145 B.C. anti-Roman sentiment flared up
in Greece with the Roman war in Macedonia against the pretender Andriscus and the following
war with the Achaean League (E. Will, Histoire politique du monde helUnistique: 323-30 avo
J.-C., Vol. II, Nancy, 1967, p. 328).
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enjoyed credibility with the demos or were unwilling to risk further setbacks.61

Whatever the true explanation, the pro-Roman families from this period which

have been identified above were quickly eclipsed by other more prominent

families. They would never regain their former stature.

In the decade between 140 and 130 B.C. several changes also took place

on the island of Delos. The cleruchy began to lose its autonomy to a growing

population of transient and resident foreigners. It was in this period that the

Delian temple accounts ceased to be inscribed on stone, something which might

testify to the increasing financial burden the colony represented for the Athenian

state. The temple accounts were drawn up by the magistrates responsible for the

inventories and were long, unattractive and abrupt. They also served a secondary

function of recording the name of the donors, but only in the most abbreviated

fashion. It is interesting that the discontinuance of the temple accounts coincided

with an increase in inscriptions erected by private dedicators recording their

dedication, the occasion for the dedication and the name of the incumbent

magistrates and priests of the deity. In a way these private dedications performed

a function of the former temple accounts in making a public record of an

individual's gifts to a deity. But the abandonment of the temple accounts, a

function of the polis-based administration, and the sudden profusion of the

individually recorded dedications is also an important clue to a transition in the

nature of the governing class. Since only the wealthiest families could afford to

make such dedications, the shift towards private dedications reflects a trend

61But Greek cities increasingly resorted to men of letters and philosophers to act as
ambassadors. See M. Crawford, -Greek Intellectuals and the Roman Aristocracy in the First
Century B.C., - Imperialism in the Ancient World (ed. C.R. Whittaker), Cambridge, 1978, pp.
195-209, and H.D. Jocelyn -The Ruling Class of the Roman Republic and Greek Philosophers- J

Bulletin Rylands Library, 59 (1977) pp. 323-66. The reason why philosophers were employed is
quite simple. These men were the most likely to have had Roman students and were in a better
position to ·pull strings· at Rome. The philosophers, however, are perhaps better regarded not
as ambassadors of a polis but rather as intermediaries acting on behalf of a polis. This is another
symptom of the effective degradation of the Greek polis during the Roman Republic.
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towards competitive display among the governing class.62 Together with the

abandonment of the temple accounts came the disappearance of decrees issued in

the name of the cleruchy.63 It also became common, as the following chapter will

show, for residents of Athens to appear as Delian magistrates, or for Delian

families to send a youth to the Athenian ephebeia and on to an Athenian

magistracy. It is the emergence of an integrated Athenian-Delian elite which

characterizes the second generation of the governing class.

62Many of the gifts from the first generation pale in comparison to later benefactions. During
the period of the "tripartite assembly" on Delos after c. 130 B.C., Athenian magistrates were
frequently honoured with statues and other elaborate dedications. The cleruch assembly had only
been able to offer crowns and honorary decrees (Roussel, DCA, p. 51).

63It is also possible that at this time the cleruchy came into conflict with the Athenian polis in
a dispute over the selection of Delian magistrates. In 142/1 B.C. the gymnasiarch was elected by
the epimeletes and the aleiphomenoi. In 141/0 B.C. he was elected by the demos (with 15
additional letters in rasura). It was also in the mid-140s B.C. that the tribal cycle of the priests
of Sarapis was interrupted (see Appendix A.2).
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Chapter 4

The Governing Class in Transition

The leading families at Athens in c. 100 B.C. were largely unrelated to

those which were dominant during the preceding one hundred and fifty years.!

The abundant prosopographical evidence for the last decades of the second

century B.C. indicates that the recruitment and composition of the governing

class evolved in the transition from the first generation, which begins in 167 B.C.

and ends in c. 130 B.C., to the second generation, which begins in c. 130 B.C.

and ends in 88/7 B.C. Several families which flourished during the period of the

first generation are unattested after c. 130 B.C., and evidently these families

declined. In the case of a few pro-Roman families of the governing elite, their

apparent decline was attributed in Chapter 3 to the deterioration of Athenian

relations with Rome in the decades following the acquisition of Delos. In this

chapter the origins of the families of the second generation of the governing class

will be discussed. For the origins of these families, it is necessary to consider the

magistracies held by family members during the first generation and to contrast

these families which survived with families which did not survive as part of the

governing class after c. 130 B.C. Once again it will be convenient to begin by

discussing families of the Delian cleruchy separately from families of the governing

class at Athens.

Fifty-five individuals and families (47% of the identifiable magistrates

during the first generation on Delos) may be identified as members of the Delian

1Ferguson, HA p. 384; Mosse, Athens in Decline, p. 143. The failure of cleruch or Athenian
families attested in civic office during the first generation to remain part of the governing class in
the second generation has already been alluded to in Chapter 3.
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cleruchy who have no known relatives in office after c. 130 B.C.2 A second group

comprising the sixty-five cleruchs and their families (53% of the identifiable

magistrates on Delos) are known to have survived into the second generation.3

Orators and ambassadors of the cleruchy on Delos tended to be from the ranks of

the important families of the Delian cleruchy in the first generation. These

families were less likely to survive into the second generation. The families which

did survive into the second generation are represented in significantly fewer

offices associated with the governing elite (such as archon, epime/etes of Delos or

temple administrator); they are distinctly more prominent in junior offices such as

gymnasiarchies or market offices. They are more likely to serve in liturgical

positions or to be represented in priesthoods on Delos. They are also more likely

to be mentioned in the temple accounts in the context of a private financial

transaction or personal dedication and tend to appear in the epigraphical

documents from Delos towards the end of the first generation rather than in the

first decade of the Delian administration. This suggests not a second wave of

immigration but a gradual influx or emergence of prosperous families. 4

This shift in the composition of the governing class from the first to the

second generation seems to have been peaceful because we know of no overt

conflict at Athens during this time; it was also a wide spread phenomenon that

was not confined to only the most powerful families at Athens. This is evident

from the prosopographical evidence for families attested in both the first and

second generations. Some cleruch families from the first generation, for example,

2These individuals and families have been discussed in Chapter 3. None of these are known to
he gennetai.

3This group includes 5 gennetai.

4Ferguson and Roussel saw two stages to the influx of Athenians to the island. In 167,
according to Ferguson, poor Athenians were allotted a piece of property on the island. Once the
island began to experience a boom in economic activity, land prices rose and many of these
original (and nameless) cleruchs were bought out by wealthier businessmen from Athens (HA, p.
348). At this time Ferguson, followed by Roussel, postulated a second wave of colonists to the
island (DCA, p. 56). Roussel only modified Ferguson's outline by arguing that some of the
original cleruchs must have been wealthy men already.
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did not bek'1g to the governing elite but held magistracies indicating a certain

degree of wealth or standing in the cleruchy. These cleruch families managed to

survive into the second generation but nonetheless remained in the ranks of the

non-political elites.5 ~IONTEIOE ZDIAOT MAPAenNIOE, for example, was

paredros to the king-archon in c. 150 B.C. (Hesperia 40, 1971, n. 6, pp. 257-9)

and in 144/3 B.C. was a hieropoios on Delos. He might have moved to Delos

before this year. His son would serve in the Athenian ephebeia in 128/7 B.C. but

would later return to Delos to serve as gymnasiarch in 112/1 B.C. This family

cannot be considered part of the governing elite in either the first or the second

generation. ETMENHE ETMENOTE OINAIOE was priest of Dionysus in 159/8 B.C.,

hieropoios in 144/3 B.C. and priest of Sarapis in 140/39 B.C. His son was priest

of Isis in 110/9 B.C. and a granddaughter, H~HA, was a kanephoros on Delos in

113/2 B.C. This family belonged to the religious elite in the first and second

generations. ~IO~OTOE AIlOMDNIETE was hieropoios in 144/3 B.C. and possibly

again in 119/8 B.C. ~IO~OTOE's son was also gymnasiarch on Delos in 120/19

B.C., but is unattested in any other offices. Two other families may be identified

as part of the civic class in both the first and second generations. MENEKAHE

AIlOMDNIOT JIAAAHNETE, for example, served as gymnasiarch on Delos in 162/1

B.C. His son, unattested in any other capacity, held the same office in 114/3 B.C.

The gymnasiarch on Delos in 139/8 B.C., [........1 rHPOETPATOT ANA4>ATETIOE,

had two grandsons, KAiWETOMAXOE and rHPOETPATOE KAiWETOMAXOT, who

served as pompastaloi on Delos in c. 100 B.C. (J.D. 2607). Although both of these

families remained part of the governing class from the first to the second

5Thus HPAIOE, priest of the Great Gods in 160/59 B.C., had a brother who made a
dedication to a temple treasury (BCH 32, 1908, n. 152, p. 322). The son of HPAIOE was
gymnasiarch on Delos in 130/29 B.C. and hieropoio8 in 127/6 B.C. His own son is only attested
as a kleidoucho8 of Aphrodite in 110/9 B.C. Similarly, HXOE ETPATDNOE EOTNIETE, priest
of Asclepius in 159/8 B.C., had a brother E=E~HMOEwho made a temple dedication (BCH 32,
1908, n. 263, p. 335). HXOE adopted a son of ETPHMDN ANA4>ATETIOE and named him
EXE~HMOE. The adopted son also served as priest of Asclepius and in c. 100 B.C. as
agoranom08 on Delos (I.D. 1834). Similarly EAPAIlIDN AMM[}NIOT JIAMBDTA~HEmade a
dedication to the sanctuary of Sarapis and was a priest on Delos in 150/49 B.C. His brother,
AMMONIOE, was priest of Sarapis (possibly in 167/6 B.C.) and gymnasiarch in 156/5 B.C. His
son, AMMONIOE, would be priest of Apollo in 103/2 B.C.
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generation and continued to reside on Delos, they do not seem to have improved

their sociai status.

In contrast to the cleruch families mentioned above, several prominent

cleruch families, some of whose members are attested in the magistracies of the

governing elite during the first generation, rapidly declined in the second

generation. JIATEANIAE JIATEANIOT MEAITETE, a gennetes, was gymnasiarch in

158/7 B.C., epimeletes of the Emporion in 145/4 B.C. and hieropoios in 144/3

B.C. His brother, A8HNAFOPAE, was priest of Artemis in 15Q/8 B.C., priest of

Sarapis between 157/fr148/7 B.C. (J.D. 2047) and hieropoios in 144/3 B.C. His

son, A8HNAFOPAE, was himself priest of Sarapis in 126/5 B.C. and another son,

AEDNI~HE, was boy-gymnasiarch in 144/3 B.C. His daughter, EJIlpANEIA, is

attested as a hearth initiate in c. 125 B.C. (J.G. n2 3480). The son of AEDNI~HE,

NIKIAE MEAITETE, was a paidotribes on Delos in c. 100 B.C. (Appendix B.2).

His cousin, ZHNDN ZHNDNOE, was a pythaist pais in 106/5 B.C. and kleidouchos

of the Cynthian deities in the same year. His sister, MHNIAE, was a gentile

kanephoros in 106/5 B.C. and underpriestess of Artemis (no date, J.D. 1871). Her

sister, METIETH, was ergastina in 103/2 B.C. and kanephoros in Q8/7 B.C. H~re

is a family which is well-attested in the second generation, but only in liturgical

and priestly offices. Similarly, I;ATrPIDN EATrPWNOE JIAAMlNETE was temple

administrator in 144/3 B.C. and gymnasiarch of Delos in 136/5 B.C. His son,

EATrPWN, is only attested as a priest of Anios in 110/Q B.C. ATKOpPDN

EOTNIETE was temple administrator in either 161/0 or 160/SQ B.C. His son,

MHNOpIAOE, was epimeletes of the Emporion in 124/3 B.C. but is otherwise

unattested in civic office. Another son, ANTIFONOE, may be identified as a third

mint magistrate (T158/7 B.C.) and a grandson, ATKOpPf}N ANTIFONOT, served at

Athens as treasurer of the boule in 140/3Q B.C. and proedros of the prytany in

125/4 B.C. After this year the family is not attested in civic office. ATKOpPf}N's

son, ATKOpPDN, was a pythaist pais in 138/7 B.C. and a daughter, APIETONIKH,

was a kanephoros in the Pythaid of 138/7 B.C. Their cousin MHNOpIAOE

ATKOpPDNOE was a pythaist pais in 128/7 B.C. when his brother (7)
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MENEKPATHE was ephebe. ATKOI/JP[)N MENEKPATOTE, pythaist pais in 128/7

B.C., is possibly another cousin and would serve on Delos as priest of the

Cynthian deities in 119/8 B.C. These three families were all part of the

governing elite during the first generation. Their members are not attested as

Areopagites in the second generation although all three families seem to have

remained part of the liturgical or religious elites. EPM[)N EPM[)NOE ET

AfTPPINOTITHE, finally, served as an Athenian ephebe in 164/3 B.C. His father's

position as a liturgist in 183/2 B.C. confirms that the family was well off. A

granddaughter, ETPATONIKH, was underpriestess of Aphrodite in 146/5 B.C. and

his grandson EPM[)N was pythaist pais in 138/7 B.C. and phylarchos in 128/7

B.C. He was adopted into the more prominent but related family of ,:j,IONTEIOE

,:j,IomEIOT ET AfTPPINOTTTHE, who was overseer of a public monument on Delos

in 160/59 B.C.6 His grandson or grandnephew AETTNOMOE ,:j,IONTEIOT was a

pompostolos on Delos in c. 100 B.C. (J.D. 2607). Again this family, although

prominent at Athens and Delos down to the end of first generation, did not

remain part of the governing elite during the second generation.

Some of the less prominent cleruch families of the first generation which

survived into the second generation replaced these families as leading members of

the Athenian governing class. ,:j,IOEKOTPI,:j,HE APIETOKAEOTr: I/JATETE, for

example, served at Athens as an ephebe in 128/7 B.C. and on Delos as a

kleidouchos (no date, J.D. 2526). He went on to serve as herald of the Areopagus

in 106/5 B.C. and returned to Delos in 103/2 B.C. as epimeletes of the island? It

is also possible that ,:j,IOEKOTPI~Hr:' son, ETBOTAI~HE, served in the Delian

ephebeia in c. 100 B.C. (I.D. 2600). The family may be traced to APIETOKAHE

6See Roussel, DCA, p. 40.

7This career collation is conjectural but can be justified. The epimeletes of Delos is known only
by his first name, as is the Herald of the Areopagus in 106/5 B.C. (in fact, his name is heavi Iy
restored). But since both offices required membership in the Areopagus and were held by only one
individual each year, it seems reasonable to conjecture that both the Herald and the epimelete8
are the same man. The ephebe of 128/7 B.C., who is known as well by patronymic and demotic,
is a plausible candidate given his age in 106/5 and 103/2 B.C.
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~ATETE, a gymnasiarch on Delos in 151/0 B.C. and probably a cleruch on the

island. Another individual, roprlAE AEKAHIlIAiJoOT IONliJoHE, was one of the

original cleruchs. He held six offices at Delos but did not belong to the

Areopagus.8 His son, KAEITOepON, became temple administrator on Delos in

90/89 B.C., when he was in his late 40s or 50s, and must have been elected
\

archon and so entered the Areopagus sometime before this year.9 iJoHMOTEAHE

AEOETPATOT llAAAHNETE served as epimeletes of the Metroon on Delos in 146/5

B.C. His son, KTHEIKAHE, was a hieromnemon to the Delphic Amphictyony in

98/7 B.C. and his grandson, BOTAnN AEOETPATOT, was a pythaist pais in 128/7

B.C., hippeus in 106/5 B.C. and at about 40 years of age, was elected

thesmothetes at Athens. The family seems to have moved to Athens at the

beginning of the second generation. A similar history may be postulated for the

family of A8HNArOPAE KTiJoANTliJoHE. He was priest of Sarapis on Delos,

possibly in 166/5 B.C. (see Appendix A.2), and must ~e considered one of the

earliest cleruchs. But his son llTPPINOE would be elected general of the Peiraieus

in the Pythaid year of 128/7 B.C., and his grandson, A8HNArOPAE, was an

ephebe at Athens in the same year. The family did moderately well although the

grandson is not attested in any subsequent offices.

Other families which started out on Delos in the first generation also

successfully established themselves as senior members the Athenian governing elite

in the second. iJoIOrEITON iJoIOrNHTOT PAMNOTEIOE was secretary of the

agoranomoz In 148/7 B.C. His nephew, [ JOE (iJoIOrNHTOE?) iJoIOrNHTOT

PAMNOTEIOE, would serve in the Athenian ephebeia in 128/7 B.C. and after

115/4 B.C., probably in the 90s B.C., would be elected epimeletes of Delos (J.D.

1826). EepOPOE NIKANOPOE fITEAEAEIOE was also an original cleruch. He

served as priest of Zeus Soter and Athena Soteira in 159/8 B.C. and held a lease

on property on the island in c. 156/5 B.C. (BGB 32, 1908, n. 361, p. 335). His

8See Chapter 3.

9See p. TJ for discussion about whether temple administrators were already members of the
Areopagus.
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son or grandson would serve as thesmothetes at Athens in 98/7 B.C. and thereby

enter the Areopagus. Similarly, A.ilEleEOE Er MTPPINOTITHE is only attested as

a hieropoios on Delos in 144/3 B.C. But his son, A.ilEleEOE, was a thesmothetes

in 100/99 B.C. and his grandson, JIPOTIMOE, would also enter the Areopagus.

His archonship is unattested but he served as epimeletes of Delos in c. 85 B.C.

(J.D. 1604b) Two brothers named ~IAIilN and XAPIAE ~IAIilNOE AleAAlA.AI

served as pompostoloi on Delos in c. 150 B.C. (J.D. 2609). A homonymous son of

XAPIAE was raised on Delos, serving as boy-priest of the Hermaia and

gymnasiarch between 128-122 B.C. (J.D. 2595). He held several offices at Athens

before returning to Delos as agoranomos in c. 100 B.C. (J.D. 2381). In 98/7 B.C.

he was general epi to nautikon at Athens. He had already served as archon and

in the following year he was temple administrator on Delos. His brother was also

a boy-priest and gymnasiarch of the Hermaia between 128-122 B.C. (J.D. 2595).

He went on to the Athenian ephebeia in 117/6 B.C. and served as thesmothetes at

age thirty-two in 103/2 B.C. Both brothers, then, became members of the

Areopagus in the second generation. 10 Although they seem to have been raised

on Delos, as adults, they pursued offices at Athens.ll

Only one prominent second generation magistrate, IITPPOE JITPPOT

AAMTITPETE, can be identified as a descendant of a family which also belonged to

the governing elite during the first generation. BTITAKOE BTITAKOT AAMTITPETE

was an ambassador of the Delian cleruchy in 144/3 B.C. In c. 135/4 B.C. he

served as temple administrator (J.D. 2041). His son was a hippeus in 128/7 B.C.

and 106/5 B.C. He would return to Delos to serve as gymnasiarch in 104/3 B.C.

and was epimeletes of the Peiraieus in 102/1 B.C. A relative BTITAKOE JITPPOT

lOA third member of the family in this generation may have also served as archon.
Raubitschek identifies A.HMOXAPHE A.HMI_l AleAAIA.HE as a member of the family (AlA
49, 1945, pp. 43-5). He was agoranomos on Delos the same year as XAPIAE. He too had served
in the Athenian ephebeia (Hesperia, 36, 1967, n. 18, pp. 86-88.) and was ambassador in 112/1
B.C. and archon in 108/7 B.C.

ll~ilKI[}N APIETOKPATOT MEAITETE was a gymnasiarch on Delos in 155/4 B.C. He
might have been a cleruch and could be the father or a relative of ~[}KI[}N, the eponymous
archon in 121/0 B.C.
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was epimeletes of Delos in 150/49 B.C. and agonothetes of the Athenian Theseia

in c. 140 B.C. (I.G. n2 963). It was this man's nephew, llTPPOE IITPPOT, who

would be one of the most successful members of the family, serving in 128/7 B.C.

as hippeus, in 104/3 B.C. as ep£me/etes of Delos, and in 99/8 B.C. as public

banker on Delos. In the following year he was Herald of the Areopagus and in

97/6 B.C. he went on to be hoplite general. llTPPOE's career is one of the most

remarkable of the second generation and firmly places him in the ranks of the

governing oligarchy. His family provides the only attested evidence for the

continuity of power within a single cleruch family where office holders in both the

first and the second generations are attested in the Areopagus.

A more ambiguous example of a family's fortune IS drawn from

~IAANeHE ~TAAEIOE, who was ambassador on Delos in 144/3 B.C. and a member

of the genos of the Philaidai. His daughter ropro was a kanephoros in 138/7

B.C. and a second daughter served as priestess of Demeter and Kore in c. 100

B.C. (I.G. n2 3220). His son, AEKAHIIIA~HE, was a pythaist in 98/7 B.C. and

another son, SENON, was a theoros in 128/7 B.C. SENoN AEKAHIIIA~OT, a

nephew of ~IAANeHE, was epimeletes of Delos in 118/7 B.C. His own sons,

SA/PlMENHE and AEKAHIIIA~HE, were pythaist paides in 128/7 B.C. The

family survived and evidently prospered, despite the fact that it was represented

in only one important office during the second generation. The later history of the

family, when a descendant, ~IAANeHE, was elected archon after Sulla stormed the

city in March of 86 B.C., is intriguing. The archon may plausibly be identified as

a grandson of the ambassador from 144/3 B.C. His unnamed daughter would

serve as priestess of Demeter and Kore in c. 68 B.C. (I.G. n2 3495).

The family origins of EAPAil/aN MEAITETE, who together with MH~E/OE

was one of the most prominent politicians during the second generation, are more

obscure. His father was a hieropoios on Delos in 144/3 B.C. and may plausibly be

identified as a Delian cleruch, but is otherwise unattested in a magistracy or

priesthood. In the second generation the family moved into the ranks of the
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governmg elite with his son EAPAflWN, whose career is first attested with his

archonship in 116/5 B.C. He is known to have been a hippeus in 106/5 B.C. and

went on to serve as hoplite general in 102/1 B.C., epimeletes of Delos in 100/99

B.C. and hoplite-general for the second time in 98/7 B.C. EAPAflIDN is not

known to have held any other offices before his archonship. Between 100/99 and

97/6 B.C., his civic magistracies were also accompanied by several agonothesiai.

Three daughters served in childhood offices on Delos and at Athens (J.D. 1870

and Hesperia Supplement XV, n. 7c) and two sons are also attested (J.D. 2364

and Hesperia Supplement XV, n. 7c; and Hesperia Supplement XV, n. 7d).

His namesake, EAPAflIDN, served as pythaist pais in 106/5 B.C. and ephebe in

98/7 B.C. Another son, ~IOKAHE, was kleidouchos of the Cynthian deities on

Delos in 100/99 B.C. and a pythaist in 98/7 B.C.12 EAPAllI[)N, therefore,

managed to join the governing elite at Athens. His sons, however, are unattested

in senior offices and may not have survived the revolution of 88/7 B.C.

All of the families discussed above are descended from cleruchs of the first

generation and several seem to have prospered enough to enter the governing elite

or even the governing oligarchy during the second generation. A number of other

politically low-ranking cleruch families from the first generation seem to have

prospered enough to have sent a son to the Athenian ephebeia. The size of the

Athenian ephebeia grew during the second generation until it reached upwards of

140 ephebes each year. Some of these ephebes were the sons of Delian cleruchs

from the first generation. Thus, ~HMHTPIOE EAPAIIIDNOE ANAcf>ATETIOE, a

pompostolos on Delos in c. 150 B.C. (J.D. 2609), had a son, EAPAllWN, and a

grandson, ~IONTEIOE, who attended the Athenian ephebeia in the years 123/2

and between 80/79-78/7 B.C. 13 The family maintained a connection to the

12Like most families which started out on Delos in the first generation and which became part
oC the Athenian governing class in the second generation, this Camily is attested at both Athens
and Delos. In such cases it is impossible to determine where the family's primary place of
residence was located.

13Similarly, EPMIAE ITATPnNOE TPIKOPTEIOE, who was also a pompostolos in c. 150
B.C. (I.D. 2609), had a son, EPMIAE, who was an Athenian ephebe in 117/6 B.C.
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cleruchy, for a second son named aHMHTPIOE served there as priest of Sarapis

(111/0 B.C.) and Apollo (100/99 B.C.). Similarly another pompostolos from c.

150 B.C. (J.D. 2609), EEAETKOE AlrIMETE, had a brother named EOTAaHE who

was also a member of the cleruchy. EOTAaHE served in either 152/1 or 151/0

B.C. as an agoranomos and was a paidotribes of the Delian ephebes in 133/2 B.C.

His son, EAPAillDN, held two priesthoods on Delos; he was priest of Anios in

102/1 B.C. and priest of the Cynthian deities in 99/8 B.C. The family seems to

have remained a member of the cleruchy for two generations, although a

grandson named EAPAillDN attended the Athenian ephebeia in 98/7 B.C.14

Another individual, JIAElETIAE aIONTEIOT KH~IEIETEwas an ephebe at Athens

in 128/7 B.C. and served as temple administrator in 109/8 B.C. when he was 37

years of age. He is related in some way to a Delian h£eropoios from 144/3 B.C.

named AilOMO~ANHE rOPrIOT KH~lEIETE. The family is well-attested as part

of the cleruchy in the second generation, is represented in several liturgical and

priestly offices on the island, and also boasts a Delian ephebe in 119/8 B.C. 15

Similarly, ,;j,HMO~[)N, who was a public banker on Delos in 146/5 B.C. sent his

14Another Delian paidotribes is associated with the Athenian ephebeia. EJIINIKOE
EJIINIKOT EAETElNIOE served as paidotribes in 136/5 B.C. The ephebe at Athens in 106/5
B.C., ETJIOAEMOE EJIINIKOT [.....lIOr. might have been his son.

15The stemma for this family is difficult to sort out.
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son HPAKAEDN to the Athenian ephebeia in 138/7 B.C. 16 These families are all

descended from cleruch families of the first generation and share some kind of

association with the Athenian ephebeia in the second generation (several families

are also associated with the Delian ephebeia). Insofar as the evidence allows, these

families may be said to have maintained their residence on Delos. The most

important feature about these families, however, is their rank. However

prosperous these families might have become, no family member attested in the

second generation is known to have held political office at either Athens or Delos.

Their participation in the ephebeia indicates that these families were at least part

of the military (or ephebic) elite of Athens during the second generation. They

are clearly distinguishable from the cleruch families discussed above which can be

shown to have risen into the governing elite. Their participation in the Athenian

16Delian families of the non-political elite which sent a son to the Athenian ephebeia often
managed to do so during a Pythaid year. But a number of Athenian ephebes from non-Pythaid
years can also be identified as sons of Delian cleruchs. IITOAEMAIOE, a pompostolos on Delos
in c. 150 B.C. (I.D. 2609), was the grandfather of two cousins, OATMllOE, who was ephebe' in
128/7 B.C. and MHTPOiJ.DPOE, who served in 119/8 B.C. JIOATtPANHE, an ephebe in 117/6
B.C., might also be related. iJ.IOKAHE, a hieropoios in 144/3 B.C., sent his son TIMOKPATHE
BEPENIKliJ.HE to the Athenian ephebeia in 119/8 B.C. iJ.IONTEIOE EKAMBDNliJ.HE,
another hieropoio8 in 144/3 B.C., might be the father of iJ.IONHEIOE iJ.IONTEIOT
EKAMBDNliJ.HE, ephebe in 102/1 B.C. eEOiJ.DPOE XAPliJ.HMOT Er MTPPINOTITHE, a
pompostolos in c. 150 B.C. (I.D. 2609), is possibly a cousin of KPATDN eEOiJ.DPOT, a
gymnasiarch on Delos in 163/2 B.C. The Athenian ephebe from 102/1 B.C., eEOiJ.DPOE
eEOt).DPOT, might be related. ETNOMOE AJIOAAnNIOT MAPAeDNIOE was also a
pompostolos in c. 150 B.C. (I.D. 2609). He might well be the grandfather of AJIOAAnNIOE
AJIOAAnNIOT, who was ephebe on Delos in 103/2 B.C. A cousin, AJIOAAnNIOE
eEOXAPliJ.OT, who served in the Athenian ephebeia in 119/8 B.C., became a priest on Delos.
Another cousin, AIIOA.1flNIOE JIOATAPATOT, served as priest of the Cynthian deities on Delos
in c. 100 B.C. (BCH 71, 1947, p. 416). MENANiJ.POE tPlAAliJ.HE, who was priest of Sarapis in
132/1 B.C. and temple administrator in 128/7 B.C., sent his son to the Athenian ephebeia in
117/6 B.C. Finally, ZHNDN ETPHMDNOE ANAtPATETIOE was hieropoios on Delos in 144/3
B.C., gymnasiarch in 138/7 B.C. and priest of Sarapis in 135/4 B.C. His father is attested as a
contributor to the temple treasuries on Delos. The family was part of the cleruchy in the first
generation, but, although prosperous, was not part of the governing elite. The family is very
well-attested in the second generation. ZHNDNs two sons participated in two Pythaids,
MAPETAE as pythaist pais in 128/7 B.C. and eHPDN as pythaist in 98/7 B.C. Three of
ZHNDNs nephews attended the Athenian ephebeia: MAPETAE eHPDNOE (117/6 B.C.),
iJ.IONTEIOE eHPDNOE (107/6 B.C.) and eHPDN NIKDNOE (107/6 B.C.).
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ephebeia, might indicate either greater prosperity or ambition,17 for a number of

additional cleruch families can be identified, as we will see below, which are

associated only with the Delian ephebeia. Several other families, identifiable as

residents of Delos throughout the first and second generations, produced members

who are not attested in civic magistracies. Liturgies and priesthoods mark these

families as members only of the liturgical and religious elites. 18 These Delian

families, generally well-attested over two generations, appear to have been

prosperous but can boast of no attested civic magistrates either on Delos or at

Athens.

17Why such families sent their sons to the Athenian ephebeia remains unclear, although the
history of one cleruch family might lend a partial explanation. 8EOKAHE TlAIANIETE was an
ambassador of the cleruchy in 147/6 B.C. This suggests that he might himself already have been
an ephebe. His son, TlOEEI,:jDNIOE, was an ephebe at Athens in 123/2 B.C. He was born in
141/0 B.C. If his father had himself been an ephebe, he would have probably served before 167/6
B.C., before the cleruchy even existed. Even if he served soon after 167/6 B.C., it is likely that he
served at Athens since the existence of a Delian ephebeia at this time is uncertain. This suggests
that sons of fathers who were Athenian ephebes might have been sent back to Athens. If this is
correct, it might indicate that youths serving in the Delian ephebeia could be the first in their
family to be an ephebe.

18Thus, TlPnTOrENHE EOTNIETE made a dedication to Isis sometime before 142/1 B.C.
(DCA, p. 59). His son, also named TlPnTOrENHE, served between 128-122 B.C. as boy-priest
for the Hermaia (I.D. 2595). ,:jIOKAHE, a guarantor of a loan on Delos, also made a dedication
on the island (DCA, p. 38). His son ETPATONIKOE was an ephebe on Delos in 133/2 B.C. and
another son, tPIAOKAHE, was priest of Sarapis in 131/0 B.C. KPATHE, priest of Sarapis
sometime before 146/5 B.C. (I.D. 1453), may be a grandfather or father of another KPATHE
who in c. 90 B.C. was a zakoros of Aphrodite (J.D. 2266). The son of this second KPATHE,
named TIMOKPATHE, was a pompostolos on Delos in c. 100 B.C. (I.D. 2607) and a hippeus in
106/5 B.C. 8EOtPPAETI,:jHE A.l10MnNI{_I, a pompostolos on Delos in c. 150 B.C. (I.D.
2609), had a son who served as a pythaist in 98/7 B.C. TlATPDN IAEDNOE Er
MTPPINOTITHE was a hieropoios in 144/3 B.C. His brother 8EO,:jOEIOE was gymnasiarch
on Delos in 126/5 B.C. A daughter of 8EO,:jOEIOE served as an ergastina at Athens in 108/7
B.C. TlPnTOrENHE TlAIANIETE, a priest on Delos in 150/49 B.C., had a son TlPnTOrENHE
who attended the Delian ephebeia in 126/5 B.C. (He might also have been a boy-priest of the
Hermaia between 128-122 B.C.; id 2595). So too I1.... jNA TPIKOPTEIOE, a hieropoios in 144/3
B.C., is the father of GLAUKWN, a Delian ephebe in 119/8 B.C. TlAEIKPATHE MEAlTETE,
also a hieropoios in 144/3 B.C., is the father of TIMO,:jHMOE, who was himself a hieropoios in
127/6 B.C., and the grandfather of ,:jltPlAA, underpriestess of Artemis in c. 126/5 B.C. (I.D.
1867). ,:jPAKDN tPATETE, priest on Delos in 150/49 B.C. and guarantor of a loan in c. 155 B.C.
(I.D. 1417), is the father of ,:jPAKDN, a priest of Sarapis in 103/2 B.C. and grandfather of
KOEMHE, a kanephoros on Delos in 103/2 B.C. Finally, ITlTlONIKOE ITlTlONIKOT
tPATETE, a pompostolos on Delos in c. 150 B.C. (I.D. 2609), is the brother of tPIAOKAHE, priest
of Dionysus in 149/8 B.C., and the father of a second ITlTlONIKOE, who was priest of Sarapis in
117/6 B.C.
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Although the Delian cleruchy ceased to exist as a separate political

community after c. 130 B.C.,19 a number of Athenian families continued to reside

there and constituted a permanent Athenian population on the island. Some of

these families, we have seen above, were descended from cleruch families attested

in the first generation which seem to have prospered and thereby managed to join

the Athenian governing class in the second generation. This group may be

contrasted with a large number of cleruch families which are attested only in the

second generation. Few of the cleruch families attested only during the second

generation are known to have held senior offices at Athens. BOH80E, for

example, was an epimeletes of Delos (J.D. 1819) and therefore had already served

in the archonship. His uncle was a • friend· of Mithridates VI and he was buried

on Rheneia with his brother, .1IONTEIOE, and sister, EOETPATH. The same

ilIONTEIOE and EllETPATH set up a monument on Delos to another cleruch,

named NIKWN APIETOrENOT.20 This family must be considered to be one of the

more successful of the • new· cleruch families. Three other families may be

identified as cleruch families which managed to join the governing elite at Athens.

All three families are associated with the ephebeia and two survived into the first

century B.C. ZHNllN ZHNONOE MAPA80NIOE, a member of the genos of the

Erysichthonidai, was a Delian ephebe in 136/5 B.C. and gymnasiarch of the

Hermaia in 133/2 B.C. He served as epimeletes of Delos sometime after 123/2

B.C. (J.D. 1663) when he was at least 31 years of age. His son JJAMMENHE was

as pythaist pais in 106/5 and 98/7 B.C., when he was between about 7 and 13

years of age, and archon in 83/2 B.C. when he was about 30. His sister MErIETH

was an ergastina in 103/2 B.C. and kanephoros in 98/7 B.C. It seems that the

father might have moved to Athens since his two children are only attested at

Athens. The family, at any rate, after having started out as a part of the Delian

cleruchy, becomes part of the Athenian governing class during the second

19See Chapt~r 3.

"0.. Roussel, DCA, p. 67.
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generation. Th~ family, in fact, is attested throughout the first century B.C. 21

iPIAHMDN iPIAHMDNOE MEAlTETE was a Delian ephebe in 126/5 B.C., his father

being attested on Delos in an uncertain function (J.D. 2630). iPIAHMDN also

served as boy-agonothetes of the Hermaia between 128-122 B.C. (I.D. 2595). He

is attested as a hippeus in 106/5 B.C. and was a temple administrator on Delos in

101/0 B.C. His brother was a boy-gymnasiarch at the same Hermaia, a

hieropoios in 127/6 B.C. and general epi to nautikon in 102/1 B.C. A son or

grandson is attested under Augustus. Finally, JJ.HMHTPIOE EPMHEIDNOE

MAPA8DNIOE was priest of Sarapis in 124/3 B.C. His son attended the Athenian

ephebeia. A nephew, .::HOiPANTOE, was priest of the Cynthian deities in 109/8

B.C., priest of Aphrodite in 103/2 B.C., and a relative was priest of the Great

Gods (no date; id 1904). The culmination of his career might have been his

service in 99/8 B.C. as temple administrator, after he had already served as an

archon.

Other families which are attested as part of the governing class only in

the second generation can be identified from their participation as pompostoloi or

priests on Delos as members of the cleruchy. These families, which are attest~d

mainly in priesthoods and liturgical offices or the ephebeia and therefore managed

to rise as far as the military, religious or liturgical elites, present a strong contrast

to the few second-generation cleruch families which joined the governing elite at

Athens. Some of these families seem to have confined their activities entirely to

the island of Delos. ETAEEAE ETAEEOT KOAnNH8EN, for example, the son of a

well-attested Delian ephebic trainer, served as pompostolo8 in c. 100 B.C. His

brother, iPIAOKAHE, held a series of priestly and liturgical offices in addition to

giving long service himself as a Delian paidotribes.22 He was boy-priest and boy

gymnasiarch of the Hermaia between 128-122 B.C. (J.D. 2595), a priest of

21See below.

22See Appendix B.2.
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Artemis in 101/0 B.C. and priest of Sarapis in c. 100 B.C. (J.D. 2164).23 This is a

clearly identifiable cleruch family and the offices held by its members will allow

us to identify other less well-attested families as residents of Delos during the

second generation, such as the family of ArAeOKAHE ArKTAHeEN. ArABOKAHE

was a priest. of Artemis in 103/2 B.C. and his son, ATEIMAXOE, was a

pompostolos in c. 100 B.C. (J.D. 2608). The family is otherwise unattested

although it may plausibly be assigned to the Delian cleruchy.24 Other families

attested only in the second generation can be identified as the sons of cleruchs

from the list of boys who celebrated the Hermaia between 128/7-122/1 B.C.

NIKJ(JN APIETOrENOTE MAPABnNIOE, for example, was boy-agonothetes of the

Hermala. He is known to be from a cleruch family because a dedication was put

up in his honour on the island.25 Other cleruch families may also be identified

from offices held on Delos, such as that of KONnN EIlINIKOE APA~HNIOE, a

hieropoios of the Romaia in 107/6 B.C., whose daughter was underpriestess of

Artemis in c. 130 B.C. (I.D. H)63). His grandson was a boy-gymnasiarch of the

Hermaia between 128-122 B.C. (J.D. 2595). Similarly, MHNO~npOE MHNO~npOT

Er MTPPINOTITHE was priest of Aphrodite in 108/7 B.C. His brother

~HMHTPIOE is attested in some capacity on Delos in c. 130 B.C. (J.D. 1910).

KAAAIKAHE TIMnNOE ETllAAAlfITIOE was priest of Zeus and Athena in c. 100

B.C. (J.D. 2608). His son served as pompostolos in the same year.

23He seems to have moved to Athens after 88/7 B.C. and his son !vfENIEKOE and his
grandson MENIEKOE MENIEKOT continued the family trade as an athletic instructor at
Athens (see Appendix B.2).

24.jIONTEIOE MEAITETE was hieropoios in 144/3 and 127/6 B.C. His son KT~ANnpwas
priest of Sarapis in c. 100 B.C. (J.D. 2093). A hieropoios in 119/8 B.C., AlEXINHE
EPMEIOE, had a son named AIEXINHE who served as pompostolos in c. 100 B.C. (I.D. 2607).
AIEXPInN AIEXPJ(JNOE MEAITETE was kleidouchos of Sarapis before 111/0 B.C. (I.D.
2070) and in 107/6 was priest of Aphrodite. His son was also a pompostolos in c. 100 B.C. (I.D.
2608). AETIAE AETIOT TPIKOPrEIOE was priest of Sarapis in 136/5 B.C. His nephew,
AETIAE .jIONTEIOT, was a pompostolos in c. 100 B.C. (J.D. 2607). A priest of Sarapis in
119/8 B.C., ~IONTEIOE MHNIOT llAIANIETE, was priest of the Cynthian deities in 101/0
B.C. He must have been a cleruch although his family is unknown. Similarly, IIPnTOrENHE
AEDNI.,jOT ~IAAI.,jHE served as priest of Sarapis in 106/5 B.C. and priest of Apollo in 99/8
B.C.

25See Roussel, DCA, p. 67.
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Another cleruch of the second generation, APIETAPXOE IEI~DPOT, was

overseer of the reconstruction of the sanctuary for Hadad and Atargatis in 118/7

B.C. and was kleidouchos of Sarapis between 101/0-92/1 B.C. (J.D. 2157). He

may be identified as a patron of the cults of the Syrian and Egyptian deities.26

Another cleruch family consists of llATPDN llATPrlNOE AXAPNETE, a pompostolos

in c. 100 B.C. (J.D. 2607), and his uncle, EEAETKOE llATPrlNOE AXAPNETE, was

priest of the Syrian deities in c. 98/7 B.C. (J.D. 2263-4). They may be descended

from EEAETKOE AXAPNETE, who served as a magistrate epi tas prosodous in

182/1 B.C. 27 An office such as this would indicate at least that the family was

fairly well off and it may have joined the cleruchy in the first generation. But no

inte:-';:;ning members are attested. Another cleruch family is descended from

TIMOKPATHE eOPIKIoE, who also served as a magistrate epi tas prosodous in

182/1 B.C. His son ANTIMAXOE was an epimeletes at Athens in 130-120 B.C.

(J.G. 112 1939) and his grandson ~HMOKPATHE was priest of the Cynthian deities

in c. 100 B.C. (I.D. 2419). He might be related to a magistrate on Delos in 49/8

B.C. named ElMDN ANTIMAXOT. If so this seems to be a family which joined the

cleruchy only at the beginning of the second generation and evidently survived

the massacre of 88/7 B.C.

Several cleruch families attested only during the second generation can

later be shown to have moved back to Athens. Three brothers who served as

pompostoloi in c. 100 B.C., eEArrEAOE, eEO~PAETOE and APlETl~HE (J.D.

2607), sons of eEArrEAOE AleAAI~HE, may be identified as cleruchs during the

26Some oC these cleruch Camilies from the second generation sent daughters to Athens to serve
as ergastinai at Athens. rAIOE rAIOT AXAPNETE may be safely identiCied as a c1eruch since
he was priest of the Great Gods in 128/7 B.C., priest of Sarapis in 115/4 B.C. and priest of
Aphrodite in 97/6 B.C. A son named KOINTOE was also priest oC the Great Gods (no date; id
1905) and a daughter NIKOllOAIE was kanephoros on Delos in 97/6 B.C. A second daughter,
[.....]!I, was ergastina at Athens in c. 100 B.C. (Hesperia Supplement XV, n. 18). Two brothers,
,!jIHE ~IOT and HAIO.dDPOE, were boy-gymnasiarchs of the Hermaia between 128-122 B.C.
(I.D. 2595). A daughter of the Cormer, LIKA, was also an ergastina in c. 100 B.C. (Hesperia
Supplement XV, n. 18).

27Tracy so identifies the priest (Hesperia 53, 1984, n. 3, p. 373).
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second generation. 6EArrEAOE eEArrEAOT, possibly a grandson of the first

named, is attested at Athens as proedros of the prytany in 52/1 B.C. One branch

of this family evident.ly moved back to Athens and survived the massacres of

88/7-87/6 B.C. Three other brothers also served as boy-gymnasiarchs and

lampadarchoi of the Hermaia between 128-122 B.C. (J.D. 25g5). The two

prytaneis from 52/1 B.C., APTEMliiOPOE AeHNAIOT and AeHNAIOE

iiHMHTPJOT, might be related. A prytanis from 32/1 B.C., iilHE BAElAEJiiOT

MEAITETE, is more certainly a descendant of a cleruch family attested on Delos

only during the second generation. A relative, also named iilHE BAElAEliiOT

MEAITETE, was pompostolos in c. 100 B.C. (J.D. 2607) and his sister was

underpriestess of Artemis at about the same time (I.D. 1872). The move to

Athens can be dated to the following generation, for an ephebe at Athens between

80/79·78/7 B.C., EENON iiJOT, seems to be the grandfather of ii/HE the prytanis.

Many of the cleruch families attested only in the second generation, in

contrast to the Delian families belonging to the religious elite, may also be
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assigned to the military (or ephebic) elite. 28 Some cleruch families attested only

in the second generation, moreover, sent their sons instead to the Athenian

ephebeia.29 These cleruch families of the second generation present several

common features. Their members cannot be traced to known magistrates or

priests from the first generation. The majority are associated with the Delian

28Thus, XAPMIKOE AINHEIOT KIKTNNETE was an ephebe in 133/2 B.C. and, at 38
years of age, served as priest of the Cynthian deities in 113/2 B.C. His son served with him in the
same year as a temple attendant. Similarly, EIIIKPATHE EIIIKPATOT Er MTPPINOTITHE
served as boy-gymnasiarch in 144/3 B.C. and Delian ephebe in 133/2 B.C. His brother was a
Delian ephebe also (in 126/5 B.C.). AIlOMflNIOE ATKONOE Er MTPPINOTITHE was a
Delian ephebe in 136/5 B.C. His brother named EATrPOE was a hieropoio8 in 127/6 B.C. Two
sons of EATrPOE were pompostoloi in c. 100 B.C. (I.D. 2608). AEKAHllIA.jHE .jIKAIOT
IONI.jHE was a Delian ephebe in 104/3 B.C. His father was priest of Sarapis in 94/3 B.C. and a
brother, AllOMflNIOE, served as zakoro8 in the same year. Two brothers IEI.jOPOE and
EOEIrENHE IEI.jOPOT served as lampadarchoi and boy-priests of the Hermaia between
128-122 B.C. (I.D. 2595). The son of IEI.jOPOE served as an ephebe at Athens after first
serving as zakoros of Aphrodite in 106/5 B.C. and zakoro8 of 5arapis in 103/2 B.C.
ETBOTAI.jHE .jIOEKOTPI.jOT EMIOTEIOE was a Delian ephebe in c. 100 (J.D. 2600) and
served as a kleidouchos of the Cynthian deities (I.D. 1895). Another cleruch family produced
ETPATONIKOE .jIOKAEOTE llAIANIETE, who was an ephebe on Delos in 133/2 B.C., and
his brother, ~IAOKAHE, who served as priest of Sarapis in 131/0 B.C. MOTEAI'ENHE
AIlOMflNJ.jOT KT.jA8HNAIETE was a gymnasiarch of the Hermaia between 128-122 B.C.
(I.D. 2595) and an ephebe on Delos in 119/8 B.C. A nephew of his served as pompostolos in'c.
100 (J.D. 2608). Another cleruch family is well attested on Delos at the start of the second
generation; IAEON EEAETKOT IIAIANIETE was ephebe in 133/2 B.C. and his two cousins
were boy-gymnasiarchs of the Hermaia between 128-122 B.C. (J.D. 2595). IAEON and his son
EEAETKOE are both attested as participants in the Pythaid of 106/5 B.C. A prytanis in 19/8
B.C., MJAnN EEAETKOT, could be related. This family, therefore, might have moved back to
Athens during the second generation. MHNO.jOPOE EATrPOT OTPTNETE was a pompo8tolo8
on Delos in c. 100 B.C. (I.D. 2607). His brother could be .jE=AN.jPOE EATrPOT, attested as a
hippeu8 in the Pythaid of 106/5 B.C. The appearance of Delian c1eruchs as participants in the
Delphic Pythaid, however, shows that such families did not confine their activities to Delos.

298EOBIOE and 8EO~IAOE .jIONTEIOT AXAPNEIE were ephebes at Athens in 117/6
and 107/6 B.C. 8EOBIOE served in quick succession as priest of Sarapis in 101/0, priest of
Aphrodite between 99/8-98/7 B.C. and priest of the Cynthian deities in 97/6 B.C. He seems to
have been a resident of Delos. His brother is unattested in any offices. AllOMO.jOPOE
AIlOMO.jOPOT AAMI1TPETE, ephebe at Athens in either 138/7 or 128/7 B.C., had two sons
who served as pompostoloi on Delos in c. 100 B.C. (I.D. 2607). His brother AFI'EMI.jOPOE was
priest of Sarapis in 107/6 and his niece 8EO~IAH served as kanephoro8 with her father (I.D.

oJ
2087) and was ergastina in c. 100 at Athens (I.G. Ir' 1943). The ephebe .jIONTEIOE HPO.jOT
E~HTI'IOE from 80/79-78/7 B.C. could be related to .jIONTEIOE .jIONTEIOT E~H1TIOE,

hoplophoro8 of the Cynthian deities in 119/8 B.C. and priest of Sarapis in 116/5 B.C. NTM~O,

his daughter, was a kanephoros on Delos in 100/99 B.C. .jIONTEIOE himself may plausibly be
identified as an allotted pythaist in 98/7 B.C.
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ephebeia (although a few Athenian ephebes are attested) and members of the

families served in priesthoods or liturgical offices on Delos but never in the civic

offices of the island. These families were apparently well-off but unable or

unwilling to join the governing elite at Athens. Few of these families participated

in the Delphic Pythaids. But enough of these families are attested for us to

conclude that the Delian cleruchy during the second generation consisted of a

fairly large population of permanent Athenian residents. Whether these families

were a -new wave- of cleruchs or are in fact descended from unattested cleruchs

from the first generation cannot be determined.30 But these families are a

recognizably distinct group from the cleruch families attested before c. 130 B.C.

Very few of the senior magistrates on Delos after c. 130 B.C., moreover, can be

identified as members of families resident on the island during the second

generation.31 Whereas in the first generation the senior magistrates on Delos

were often members of the cleruchy itself, the magistrates who served on Delos

after about 130 B.C. tended to be residents of Athens and not members of the

cleruchy. But it has also been shown that several Delian families from the first

generation, and even a few from the second, managed to join the governing elite

at Athens. We may speak with justification of an Athenian-Delian governing elite

during the second generation. Families which belonged to the governing elite

during this period moved freely between polis and cleruchy and have to be

carefully distinguished from the resident population of Delos. The resident

cleruchs, on the other hand, seem to have confined their activities to the island

and are rarely attested at Athens. They are mostly attested in priesthoods and

liturgical offices and, as a group, might have resented the Athenian oligarchs who

30Roussel argues that by the second generation the original cleruch families died out to be
replaced in the civic and religious offices by newcomers from Athens. He concludes that the
original cleruchy virtually disappeared to be replaced by a highly transient population of Athenian
traders (DCA, pp. 57 and 68).

31This is what led Roussel to state that it becomes difficult to distinguish cIeruchs from
Athenians serving in magistracies on the island (DCA, p. 64).
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monopolized the Delian offices and continued to enrich themselves on the island.32

We may now turn to examine in similar ways the Athenian families from

the second generation whose members sought and held offices at Athens. Once

again it will be useful to distinguish between families attested only in the first

generation at Athens and families attested in both the first and the second

generations. Athenian families attested only in the first generation partly consist

of a peripheral class, made up of families which evidently failed, unlike some of

their counterparts on Delos, to enter the governing elite of the second

generation.33 But the majority of families attested only in the first generation

may be assigned to the governing elite on the basis of the kinds of offices held by

their family members. Forty-nine individuals may be identified as magistrates

during the first generation who have no attested relatives in office during the

second generation.34 These individuals comprise 24% of identifiable magistrates

during the first generation. The Athenian families which are attested during both

the first and second generations may be compared with the preceding group of

families on the basis of the offices which they held during the first generation.

This group of families includes members of the governing elite who did maintain

their position over the two generations and a larger group of peripheral families

some of which, like the liturgical families on Delos, managed to rise into the

governing elite during the second generation. These families comprise 151

individuals and constitute 76% of the identifiable magistrates from the first

generation. Families attested only in the first generation, which held 32% of the

magistracies, priesthoods and liturgies between 167/6 B.C. and c. 130 B.C., are

over-represented in virtually all categories of offices during the first generation.

The prytaneia and priesthoods are the only two exceptions to this

32Cf. Ferguson, HA, p. 383. For ,;jIBE see below.

33The low status of these individuals is indicated by the fact that out of 15 names there are 18
attested prytaneis, 5 junior magistrates, 1 hieropoios and possibly a mint magistrate. These
families have been discussed in Chapter 3.

34These have been discussed in Chapter 3.
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generalization.35 The individuals and families from this generation, moreover, are

highly represented in offices which involved personal expenditure, such as the

mint magistracy, and in senior magistracies, including positions of prominence

such as orators. In addition, with a ratio of approximately two offices for each

individual, this group comprises a large number of identifiable careers.

Nonetheless, these families must have failed to maintain their position in the

governing class, and this will explain why they are not attested in magistracies or

priesthoods after the first generation.

The families of the first generation which would survive into the second

generation offer more individuals attested in just one office than the families of

the governing class which are only attested in the first generation. The ratio of

attested offices to attested individuals in the first group is almost one-to-one.

Many members of this group are known to be the father or grandfather of a man

attested in a magistracy or other civic function during the second generation.

These families consist of several recognizable sub-groups. A number of prytaneis

from the first generation, for example, are the fathers or grandfathers of ephebes

in the second generation: AEKAHIlIAdHE EMIOTEIOE, prytanis in 135/4 B.C.,. is

the father of EENDN, ephebe in 107/6 B.C., and uncle of another EENDN, ephebe

in c. 104/3 B.C. (I.G. n2 2985). The ephebe named EOifJOKAHE EEN! 1 from

between 80/79-78/7 B.C. could be his grandson. AIEXPnNEHMAXldHE, prytanis

in 140/39 B.C., had a son eEOTIMOE who was an ephebe in 123/2 B.C. and a

grandson ifJIAIlN who was a mel/ephebos in 95/4 B.C. A total of twenty-seven

other instances could be cited of a father who served between 167/6 B.C. and c.

130 B.C. as a prytanis or junior magistrate and whose son, grandson or nephew

35The prgtaneia was representative of the entire Athenian population rather than confined to
the elite or the governing class (see Chapter 1). The percentage in this group for prytaneis agrees
almost exactly with the actual size of the group involved. The priesthoods present a special
category. Most of the priesthoods from this generation are aristocratic offices. Families with
hereditary priesthoods are more likely to have attested members in each generation. For this
reason the low number of priesthoods at Athens for families attested only during the first
generation cannot be a reliable index for comparison with families attested. during both
generations.
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served in the Athenian ephebeia during the second generation.36 Other families

with a low-ranking magistrate in the first generation can also be assigned to this

group. a,IONTEIKAHE a,IONTEIOT EKAAHeEN, for example, was a secretary in

165/4 B.C. His granddaughter, a,HMONIKH, was an ergastina in 108/7 B.C.

Similarly, iPIAOEENla,HE PAMNOTEIOE, prytanis in 166/5 B.C., is the father of

36rrrpPOE KPIDETE, prytanis 140/39 B.C., his son. IIArKPATHE, ephebe in 107/6 B.C.;
ANa,PONIKOE EHMAXla,HE, prytanis 140/39 B.C., his son ETBOTAla,HE, ephebe in 107/6
B.C.; ETBOTAOE IIPOBAAlEIOE, secretary of prytany in 131/0 B.C., his son possibly
ETPATOK.1HE ETBI_J. ephebe in 123/2 B.C.; AAEEAN~POE ETBOTAOT ETEIPIETE,
prytanis in 155/4 B.C., and his son, AAEEAN~POE, ephebe in 107/6 B.C.; EIIlrENHE
MOEXIDNOr: AAMIITPETE, prytanis in 145/4 B.C., and his son MOEXIDN, ephebe in 119/8
B.C.; eEO~DPOE OINAIOE, flutist in 140/39 B.C., his son EPITHMENHE, ephebe in 119/8
B.C.; AITOKAHE, proedros in c. 150 B.C. (Agora XV, n. 231), might be the father of
OATMIIIOa,DPOE AITOKAEOTE eOPIKIOE, ephebe in 128/7 B.C.; Al10AAnNIOE
ArrEAHeEN, prytanis in 155/4 B.C., father of AATIIOE, ephebe in 126/5 B.C.; EEEEeENHE
KEIPIA~HE, prytanis in 135/4 B.C., father of KAAAlEeENHE, liturgist between 13CJ..120

B.C. (I.G. 1I2 1939), and grandfather of iPANIAE, ephebe in 107/6 B.C., and HPAKAEI~HE,
theoros in 98/7 B.C.; AeHNArOPAE IIEIPAIETE, prytan&'s in 135/4 B.C., his son
A8HNArOPAE, ephebe in 123/2 B.C.; AEKAHIIIA~HE EAETEINIOE, prytanis between
165-50 B.C. (Agora XV, n. 226), father of EENOKPATHE, ephebe in 107/6 B.C.;
IIOEEI~IIIIIOE eTMAITAI~HE, prytanis in 135/4 B.C., his son IIOEEI~IIIIIOE, ephebe in
102/1 B.C.; MENTAOE PAMNOTEIOE, prytani8 in 166/5 B.C., grandfather of MENTAOE
EDKPATOTE, ephebe in 102/1 B.C.; KAAAlMAXOE JIAIANIETE, prytanis in 155/4 B.C.,
father of KAAAlMAXOE, ephebe in 128/7 B.C.; APXIJIJIOE KT~AeHNAIETE, prytanis in
155/4 B.C., father of KAETDP, ephebe in 128/7 B.C.; XAPHE IIAIANIETE, prytanis in 155/4
B.C., father of XAPHE, ephebe in 128/7 B.C., and AIEXTAOE, ephebe in 111/0 B.C.;
KAAAlAE MTPPINOTEIOE, prytanis in 155/4 B.C., his grandson, IEPnN KAAAIOT, pythaist
pais in 106/5 B.C. and ephebe in 102/1 B.C.; ~HMHTPIOE EiPHTTIOE, prytanis between
148/7-135/4 B.C. (Hesperia 51, 1982. n. 6, pp. 204-6), uncle of ~HMHTPIOEAAEEAN~POT,
ephebe in 98/7 B.C.; ATEAN~POE eEDPOT EAETEINIOE, ephebe in 135/4 B.C., is possibly
the uncle of 8EDPOE 8EDPOT, ephebe in 98/7 B.C. from tribe XI; APIETOKPATHE
AZHNIETr:, prytani8 in 135/4 B.C., father of ZDrrrpOE, ephebe in 119/8 B.C.; iPEI~IAE

JIEIPAIETE, prytanis in 135/4 B.C., father of ~IAHMDN, ephebe in 119/8 B.C.;
NIKOMAXOE AllOAAO~DPOTJIEPI801~HE, paredros of the king-archon in c. 150 B.C.
(Hesperia 40, 1971, n. 6, pp. 257.9) and hieropoios in 149/8 B.C. His brother or grandson,
TILlE AJlOAAO~DPOT, was an ephebe in 119/8 B.C. NIKOETPATOE JIAIANIETE,
prytani8 in 155/4 B.C., father of 8APEANa,POE, ephebe in 128/7 B.C.; finally, HrHEIJIJIOE
AMAEANTETE, prytanis between 160/59-146/5 B.C. (Agora XV, n. 226), possibly the father of
MENE~PDN HrHEIJIJIOT (no demotic), ephebe in 138/7 B.C. HPAKAEI~HE, prytanis in
170/69 B.C. and gymnasiarch in 154/3 B.C., had a son, HPAKAEI~HE, who was himself a
prytanis, in 135/4 B.C., and a grandson, NIKOETPATOE, who served as an ephebe in 119/8
B.C. BAElAEI~HE IIEIPAIETE, prytanis between 160/59-146/5 B.C. (Agora XV, n. 226) and
h&'eropoios in 149/8 B.C., is the father of BAElAEI~HE, ephebe in 106/5 B.C. Finally,
[.. IOKAHE ([.JI?]OKAHE) A.YAPNETE, treasurer of the boule in 164/3 B.C., could be the father
of AIOKAHE AIOKAEOTE AXAPNETE, ephebe in 119/8 B.C.
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APIETDN, a liturgist between 130-120 B.C. (I.G. n2 1939).37 PA41AMAN8TE, a

pythaist pais in 138/7 B.C. and theoros in 128/7 B.C., is the son of AITINAE

ANAtPATETIOE, prytanis in 140/39 B.C. His cousin of the same name served as a

hippeus in 128/7 B.C. ET41HMOE IlAAAHNETE, prytanis in c. 150 B.C. (Agora

XV, n. 236), is the father of ET41HMOE, a hippeus in 106/5 B.C. AITAAOE

ANAKAIETE, a prytanis in 135/4 B.C., is the father of IlOAEMDN, a pythaist pais

in 138/7 B.C., APTEMIEIA, a kanephoros in the same year, APIAPA8HE a pythaist

pais in 128/7 B.C. and tPAI41POE, exegete in 98/7 B.C. The family, a member of

the genos of the Eumolpidai, belonged to the religious elite. Similarly, EDKPATHE

cPTAAEIOE, a paidotribes in c. 150 B.C. (Hesperia 30, 1961, n. 50, p. 288), is the

father of ~IONTEIOE, a kosmetes in 123/2 B.C., and OTAIA41HE AADIlEKH8EN, a

prytanis in c. 150 B.C. (Agora XV, n. 236), is the father of 8PAEilN, an

architheoros in 138/7 B.C., and grandfather of ~HMHTPIOE, who was a kosmetes

in 117/6 B.C.38 All of these families are descended from a member of the civic

class during the first generation. While offices such as proedros or secretary

suggest that the individual was literate (and therefore educated) and may also

indicate leadership and civic-mindedness, none of these individuals from the first

generation seem to have belonged to the governing elite. The offices held by

these families during the second generation, in contrast, indicate that the family

might have become more prosperous. Despite this possibility, none of these

37AflOAADNIOE EENOcPANI'OT AAMIlTPETE, another liturgist from between 130-120 B.C.

(I.G. U2 1939), is a grandson of a secretary from 181/0 B.C., 8EO~OEIOE EENOtPANTOT.

38Compare LI.1POE IlE~IEDEEK KEPAMEDN, katapaltaphetes in c. 150 B.C. (Hesperia
30, 1961, n. 50, pp. 288). His son, IlE,;jIETE EK KEPAMEDN, is himself attested in 128/7 B.C.
as a katapaltaphetes (Appendix 8.2).
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families are attested in civic magistracies during the second generation.39

Only a few families can be shown to have risen from the peripheral class

during the first generation into the governing elite during the second. ~ANIAE

EAETEINIOE, a prytanis in 135/4 B.C., is the father of APIETONTMOE, orator in

106/5 B.C., thesmolhetes in 102/1 B.C. and in c. 100 B.C. general of the

Peiraieus (Hesperia 36, 1967, n. 19, pp. 88-91). His brother, APXINOE, had a

statue erected in his honour on the Acropolis. Similarly, ,1HMIITPIOE lIEIPAIETE,

a prytanis between 160/59-145/4 B.C. (Agora XV, n. 226), is the father of

ElIlrONOE, hyperetes of the ephebic corps in 107/6 B.C. and orator in the same

year. Finally, AIIOAAflNIOE lIAAAHNETE served as prytanis between

160/59-146/5 B.C. (Agora XV, n. 226). His son ,110NTEIOE was a prytanis in the

same year and again in 140/39 B.C. ,110NTEIOE' son, AIIOAAflNIOE, was. an

ephebe in 123/2 B.C. They might be related to ,110NTEIOE NIKDNOE

lIAAAHNETE, epimeletes of Delos in 110/9 B.C., epimeletes of the Peiraieus in

100/99 B.C. and a prytanis in c. 100 B.C. (I.G. rr2 840). NIKDN, the father, was

a hieropoios on Delos in 119/8 B.C. Three of ,1IONTEIOE' children erected a

statue to Ser. Cornelius Lentulus on Delos. ,1/0NTEIOE himself erected a statue

39In addition to these families, other families which are attested in civic offices during the
second generation seem to have remained on the periphery of the Athenian governing class. For
example, APIETEI,1HE .AAfJJIEKH8EN, a prytanis in c. 150 B.C. (Agora XV, n. 236), is the
father of ZOlITPOE, a proedros in 118/7 B.C. TlMI'MOE TlMI'MOT EPX!IE11E, proedros in
145/4 B.C., could be the father of 1-1 TlMI'MOT EPOIA,1HE, a proedros in 108/7 B.C.
~APAL1AE TIMDNOE EKAMBDNILlHE, treasurer oC the prytany in c. 150 B.C. (Agora XV, n.
236), is the father oC a priest of Anios on Delos in 103/2 B.C., TIMDN ~APA,10T. EJIlrENHE
OINAIOE, a prytany magistrate in c. 150 B.C. (Hesperia 51, 1982, n. 5, pp. 203-4), had a son,
also named ElllrENHE, who was prytany-secretary in 122/1 B.C. Finally, NIKIAE
ETEIPIETE, prytanis in 155/4 B.C., had a son, NIKIAS, who served as antigrapheus in 97/6
B.C. A son oC ,110NTEIOE ,1HMAN8EOTE AAMIITPETE, hierokerux on Delos in 159/8
B.C., served as secretary of the boule and demos between 160/59-146/5 B.C. (Agora XV, n.

226).40 His son served as under-secretary at the same time. His grandson, ,110NTEIOE, was an
ephebe in 119/8 B.C. and in 94/3 B.C. is known as an instructor of the mellepheboi.
.1/0NTEIOE ,1IONTEIOT and KAEAPETOE .1/0NTEIOT, ephebes in 102/1 B.C., might be
cousins. Nothing more is known about these families.

40This is a conjectural stemma based on the text which reads .;j,HMAN8HE .1[ 1

AAMIITPETE.
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on the island to Mithridates VI. A son, [ ]ITOE, was ephebe in 102/1 B.C. and a

grandson, AFA80ETPATOE, was ephebe between 80/79-78/7 B.C. Two other sons,

EPMAiPIAOE and ~IONTEIOE, were pythaist paides in 106/5 B.C. The brother of

~IONTEIOE adopted EPMAiPIAOE. Because the family seems to have been gentile,

the adoption might have been to preserve a priesthood in the brother's family.41

A number of families attested in both the first and second generations can

be identified from their offices as members of the governing elite during the first

generation. But only a few of these managed to maintain their position into the

second generation. For example, ~IorENHE KTiiA8HNAIETE, was an orator in

137/6 B.C., suggesting at least previous service as an ephebe. His son,

iiIOFENHE, was himself an ephebe in 128/7 B.C., a hieropoios on Delos in 119/8

B.C., and priest of Sarapis (date unknown; I.D. 2162); in 97/6 B.C., he might

have served as thesmothetes, thereby entering the Areopagus.42 ~IOXAPHE

APrEMliiDPOT BEPENIKliiHE, an orator in 166/5 B.C., had a son or grandson

named APTEMI~DPOE who was a thesmothetes in 101/0 B.C. Similarly,

MHNOiPIAOE, the archon in 155/4 B.C., could be the uncle of MHNOiPIAOE

AFNIOT (tribe V), who was a thesmothetes and hippeus in 128/7 B.C. He or, a

son was a systratiotes in 106/5 B.C. ATKINOE NIKDNOE AAIMOTEIOE, orator in

163/2 B.C., had a son [.]PEIOE, who was a gymnasiarch on Delos in 132/1 B.C. A

second son, BOTKATTHE, was also thesmothetes and hippeus, like MHNOiPIAOE

named above, in 128/7 B.C. ETPATDN, orator in 155/4 B.C., had a grandson

AflOMOiiDPOE, who was a liturgist between 130-120 B.C. (I.G. n2 1939), and a

great-grandson who was a temple administrator in c. 90/89 B.C. (I.D. 2045).

Finally, iiIOKAHE ~IOKAEOTE, the archon in 139/8 B.C., was an ambassador in

c. 150 B.C. (F.D. ill, 2 n. 94) and in 128/7 B.C. served as agonothetes and the

410n the role or adoptions in maintaining the governing class, see Chapter 1.

42This is a conjectural career. In 97/6 B.C. the thesmothetes appears as iiIOrENHEI....1
KTiiA8HNAIETE. This might be our ~IOrENHE, or at least a relative. His daughter ZDlAA
was a kanephoros on Delos in 107/6 B.C. The ramily does not seem to be a member or the
cleruchy. Perhaps she served when iilOrENHE was priest or Sarapis?
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magistrate epi tas aparchas for the Pythaid. His son, also named J:j,IOKAHE, was

an ephebe in 138/7 B.C., hipparchos in 128/7 B.C. and posibly the eponymous

archon in 105/4 B.C. These families are the only evidence for continuity in power

over the two generations.

The majority of families attested in both the first and second generations

who were recognizably members oC the governing elite during the first generation

seem to have declined during the second generation. Thus we have ATEIAJ:j,HE

ArA80KAEOTE BEPENIKIJ:j,HE, archon in 149/8 B.C., and epime/etes of Delos in

136/5 B.C. His two sons, KAMI8EOE (who was a hippeus in 128/7 B.C. and a

liturgist between 130-120 B.C.; I.G. n2 1939) and ~AIJ:j,POE (who was an ephebe

in 119/8 B.C.), do not seem to have done as well as their father. ETMHAOE,

temple administrator in 154/3 B.C., was the father of KAEON, didaska/os of the

chorus in 138/7 B.C., and the uncle of another ETMHAOE, who was gentile priest

of Apollo in 128/7 B.C. The son of the priest, NOTMHNIOE, was a pythaist pais

in 138/7 B.C. and a liturgist between 130-115 B.C. (A.M. 97, 1982, p. 101). A

grandson, APIETEIJ:j,HE, was ephebe in 106/5 B.C. The family is attested in no

civic magistracies during the second generation and evidently did not maintain, a

member in the Areopagus. Similarly, J:j,HMEAE AZHNIETE was a temple

administrator in 147/6 B.C. His son J:j,HMEAE was an ephebe in 138/7 B.C. A

second son, J:j,HMAINETOE, was a theoros in 128/7 B.C. and a grandson,

ANJ:j,PONIKOE, was an ephebe in 98/7 B.C. KONON KONONOE KEIPIAJ:j,HE was

an orator in 149/8 B.C. and theoros with his father in 138/7 B.C. He is not

known to have held a civic magistracy, but his brother, 8EOilOMllOE, was a

temple administrator between 155/4-153/2 B.C. and also theoros in 138/7 B.C. 43

8EOilOMllOE, a son of KONON, was gymnasiarch on Delos in 124/3 B.C., but is

not known to have held any other offices. EENOKAHE OTPrNETE, ephebe in

164/3 B.C. and a general in c. 145 B.C. (P.A. 11209), is the father of a liturgist

between 130-120 B.C. (I.G. n2 1939). In additi~n, ET~ANHE EillrENOTE

43Another brother, AlIOMOJ:j,OPOE, was also theor08 in 138{7 B.C.
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EIDNTMETE, who is attested as a general on Salamis (I.G. rr2 2800), had a son,

AAKI.:1AMOE, who was a hippeus in 128/7 B.C. and agagon ton tripoda in the

same year. His brother, ETMAPEI.:1HE, was an ephebe in 138/7 B.C. and a

liturgist between 152/1-130 B.C. (A.M. 97, 1982, p. 101). APIETOMENHE

8EOEENOT AXAPNETE was the first gymnasiarch on Delos, in 167/6 B.C., and

had been an ephebe at Athens. His cousin, 8EOEENOE, was a proedros and

orator at Athens in 166/5 B.C. 8EOEENOE' grandson, .:1HMlITPIOE, was an

cphebe in 107/6 B.C. MIATIA.:1HE znIAOT MAPA8nNIOE was king-archon in c.

150 B.C. (Hesperia 40, 1971, n. 6, pp. 257-9), agonothetes in 150/49 B.C. and

142/1 B.C., and epi tois sitonois in 148/7 B.C. He held an unknown magistracy

in 144/3 B.C. (I.G. rr2 968). His son, MIATIA.:1HE, was an ephebe in 128/7 B.C.

and a hieropoios in 119/8 B.C. A daughter was kanephoros in 142/1 B.C. and a

granddaughter, .:1HMn, was ergastina in 103/2 B.C. and kanephoros in 98/7

B.C.44 Similarly, EPrOKABE, who was archon in 132/1 B.C., could be the father

of a hippeus named EPrOKABE in 106/5 B.C. TIMAPXI.:1HE, archon in 136/5

B.C., had a son who served in 123/2 B.C. as paidotribes and in 102/1 B.C. as

kosmetes.

The families of other archons may also be mentioned as possible examples

of families which were in decline. 8EAITHTOE, for example, was archon in 144/3

B.C. His son, AAEEAN.:1POE, is only attested as pythaist pais in 138/7 B.C.45

ETEPrETHE EITlrENOT EK KO/ABE served as prytanis between 160/59-146/5 B.C.

(Agora XV, n. 226) and was archon in 164/3 B.C. His son EIT/rENHE was

hyperetes of the prytany in 135/4 B.C. and his grandson, also named EIT/rENHE,

was an ephebe in 119/8 B.C. HPAKAEITOE .:1IONTEOrENOT /KAP/ETE was

proedros in 164/3 B.C., polemarchos in c. 150 B.C. (Hesperia 35, 1966, n. 2, pp.

45-6) and treasurer of the boule in 135/4 B.C. His son, .:110NTEOrENHE, is only

44AEONTOE KIXHEIOT A/E{}NETE, agonothetes in c. 142/1 B.C. (l.G. n2 960), had a son
named KIXHEIAE who was a hippeus in 128/7 B.C. The son is not otherwise attested.

45A grandson also named 8EAITHTOE was ephebe between 80/79-78/7 B.C.
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attested as gymnasiarch on Delos in 115/4 B.C. KAlWAE 8PAElIIIIOT

TAPTHTTlOE, temple administrator in 156/4 B.C., would have served as archon

before this year. His son 8PAElIIIIOE was priest of the Eponymous Hero of a

tribe in 135/4 B.C. and in 124/3 B.C. was also agoranomos on Delos. Once

again, he is not attested in any other offices. NIKO.jHMOE AMAEANTETE, temple

administrator in 148/7 B.C., had a son, .jHMHTPlOE, who is only attested as an

ephebe in 123/2 B.C. HAlOailPOE aIOaOTOT IIAIANIETE, gymnasiarch after

154/3 B.C. and epi to apporeton in 135/4 B.C., became king-archon in 128/7 B.C.

His son alOaOTOE was an ephebe in 119/8 B.C.46 Finally, NlKorENHE

NIKDNOE !plAAlaHE, is an important first generation magistrate. He was

agonothetes in 161/0 B.C., hipparchos in 157/6 B.C., hieropoios in 149/8 B.C.

and, in an unknown year, was temple administrator on Delos (J.D. 2506). His

grandson, NIKOTENHE, was a hippeus in 106/5 B.C. His daughter, AIIOAAflNlA,

married AaEIMANTOE IKAPlETE, who was epimeletes of Delos in 141/0 B.C.

AIlOAAflNIA was buried on the Academy Road, however, suggesting that the

46The family is descended from HAlOailPOE, secretary of the prytany in 220/19 B.C., and
his two sons, who were ephebes in 237/6 B.C.
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family might have resided at Athens and was not part of the cleruchy.47

47Other magistrates from the first generation, whose families are attested during the second,
cannot be as securely identified as members of the governing elite in either generation, although
their orrices do indicate some degree of wealth. AllOMflNIOE AllOMflNIOT EOTNIETE, for
example, was a treasurer of his tribe's prytany in 131/0 B.C. and kosmetes of the ephebes in
128/7 B.C. His son, IIT8IME, is only known as an ephebe from 128/7 B.C., when his father was
kosmetes. AEDIIOKAHE AEDIIOKAEOTE ArITAH8EN was an ephebe in 164/3 B.C., a
secretary in 133/2 B.C. and between 130-120 B.C. served as a liturgist. His nephew,
AEDIIOKAHE APIETONIKOT served as an ephebe in 98/7 B.C. 8EOrENHE
KAAAIMAXOT AETKONOETE was an orator in 131/0 B.C. His daughter served as a hea.rth
initiate in c. 100 B.C. (A.E. 1971, n. 24). EIIIETPATOE IIEPI80II.1HE might be identified as
a third mint magistrate (T167/6 B.C.). His son, AM~IKPATHE, was a magistrate epi tas
aparchas in 106/5 B.C., was elected in 103/2 B.C. to organize the Pythaid of 98/7 B.C., and in
98/7 B.C. served as conveyer of the sacred tripod to Delphi. His son, EIIIETPATOE, was
secretary of the ephebes in 102/1 B.C. An ambassador from c. 150 B.C., [_J EIMAAIDNOE

EPXIETE (I.G. U2 1053), had a grandson, EIMAAOE ~IAIDNOE, who served as ephebe in
117/6 B.C. Finally, AMTNOMAXOE ETKAEOTE AAAIETE, orator in 149/8 B.C., was himself
a grandson of an ephebe in 258/7 B.C. named ETKAHE. The family belongs to the genos of the
Eumolpidai and although attested in several gentile priesthoods during the second generation and
beyond, no family member is known to have held a civic magistracy. AllOAH::IE ATEANI.1POT

IIEIPAIETE, agonothetes in c. 140 B.C. (I.G. U2 961), had a homonymous grandson who served
as an ephebe in 117/6 B.C. 1.110KAHE ~IAOETPATOT APA~HNIOE and his brother,

~IAOETPATOE, were ephebes in c. 158 B.C. (1.G. U2 944b). ETNOMOE ~IAOETPATOT, the
son of the latter, was also an ephebe in 119/8 B.C. ArA80KAHE ZDIAOT 8PIAElo'E,

phylarchos in c. 140 B.C. (1.G. U2 961) had a son, APIETOBOTAOE, who was an ephebe in
107/6 B.C., and a granddaughter, EIIAINETH, who was an ergastina in 103/2 B.C.
~EII.1TMOE IEffiNOE AI8AAII.1HE, hipparchos in 150/49 B.C., had a homonymous grandson
who was an ephebe in 106/5 B.C. EIIIKAHE KAAAlOT AXAPNETE, liturgist for the
Hephaistia after 167/6 B.C., is the father of KAAAlAE, a hippeus in 128/7 and 106/5 B.C.
~IAETAIPOE, hieropoios on Delos between 162/1-160/59 B.C. (I.D. 1413), had two grandsons,
MTPDN, a dramatic contestant at Delphi, and ~IAETAlPOE, a mellephebos in 94/3 B.C.
IIATEIATIIOE IIEIPAIETE, hieropoios in 149/8 B.C. is the father of HPAKAEl~HE, proedros
in 118/7 B.C. AllOMflNlOE EAIK[}NTOE EKAMB[}Nl~HE, gymnasiarch and
lampadarchos on Delos in 137/6 B.C., is the father of lEII.1[}POE, a. secretary in 118/7 B.C.

AllOMflNll.1HE IEffiNOE PAMNOTElOE, priest of Theseus in c. 150 B.C. (I.G. U2 2865), is
the father of AllOMflNI~HE, ephebe in 107/6 B.C. AAEEWN MAPA8[}NlOE, priest of the
Eponymous Hero of a tribe in 166/5 B.C., had a son, AAEEWN, who was an ephebe in 123/2
B.C., and a grandson, also named AAEEl[}N who was an ephebe in 98/7 B.C. 8E0I.1[}POE
PAMNOTEIOE, hieropoios in 149/8 B.C., is the father of A8HNA~HE, a theoros in 138/7
B.C., and the grandfather of KPATEPMOE, pythaist pais in 128/7 B.C., ephebe in 117/6 B.C.
and hippeus in 106/5 B.C. AIEXPDN MENANI.1POE AZHNIETE, epimeletes between 130-120

B.C. (I.G. U2 1940), is the father of MENAN~POE, ephebe in 102/1 B.C. FinaIly,
KAEl~AMOE, a third mint magistrate (T141/0 B.C., KAEl~AMO; T130/29 B.C., KAEl;

. T125/4 B.C., KAEII.1A) , might be the father of EPMOKAHE, a pythaist pais in 128/7 B.C.,
ephebe in 119/8 B.C. and in 103/2 B.C. an agoranom08 on Delos.
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One important category of families has yet to be mentioned. These are

families from which members are often attested in the first generation in non

political offices such as liturgies, and who cannot be said to have belonged to the

governing elite at that time. During the second generation however, like several

Delian families, members of these families joined the governing oligarchy. Many

of these families are known to have attained membership in the Areopagus. The

family of APOnOE nElP AIETE, for example, is well-attested, with several

identifiable members in the first generation.48 A cousin, rAATKOE, was a

prytanis in c. 150 B.C. (Agora XV, n. 226) and another relative, APlBAZOE

EEAETKOT, was a hieropoios in 149/8 B.C., was honoured by the Dionysiac

Technitai in c. 130 B.C. (J.G. n2 1331) and between 130-120 B.C. served as a

liturgist (J.G. rr2 1939). But while the family held no senior magistracies during

the first generation, two members joined the Areopagus in the second generation.

Another member of this family, rAATKOE rAATKOT, was a hippeus in 128/7 B.C.,

and his grandson, APOilOE rAATKOT, became epime/etes of Delos in 94/3 B.C.

Similarly, .jIorENHE, the son of APOnOE nElPAlETE, who is not himself attested

in any function, also joined the Areopagus. He was a prytanis in 135/4 B.C., a

tarantinarchos in 128/7 B.C. (when his cousin was also a hippeus), an epimeletes

of Delos in 115/4 B.C., and in c. 100 epimeletes of the public bank on Delos (J.D.

1670). His son was an ephebe in 117/6 B.C. APIETilN ZHNDNOE MAPAeDNIOE,

an ambassador of the Dionysiac Technitai in 130/29 B.C., had served in 154/3

B.C. as a hieropoios. One son, named APIETDN, was a gymnasiarch on Delos in

118/7 B.C. and a grandson, ZHNDN, was an ephebe in 102/1 B.C. A second son,

ZHNDN, became a thesmothetes in 97/6 B.C. and in 96/5 B.C., like his brother,

also served as gymnasiarch on Delos. Finally, APrEIOE AEKAAIlDNOE AMIETE, a

taxiarchos in 161/0 B.C. and possibly herald of the boule and demos in 135/4

B.C., is the grandfather of APrEIOE, thesmothetes in 97/6 B.C., and

EPMOKPATHE, pythaist pais in 106/5 B.C. and ephebe in 98/7 B.C. eEOTIMOE

A/EDNETE, a temple administrator in 103/2 B.C., finally, is the grandson of

eEOTIMOE AIEDNETE, a liturgist at Athens in 164/3 B.C.

48See Chapter 3.
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Other families belonging to the ranks of the governing oligarchy during

the second generation can be shown to have their origin in non-political families

of the first generation. Thus ~Io~npOEEOTNIETE is attested at Athens in c. 150

B.C. as a member of an association of devotees of Syrian deities (I.G. n2 2358). It

is not surprising to find his son, eEO~OTOE, serving on Delos as priest of Hadad

and Atargatis, both Syrian deities. But in addition, eEO~OTOE was an orator in

106/5 and 104/3 B.C., and, in 102/1 B.C., priest of Dionysus and epimeletes of

Delos.49 ~HM1ITPIOE KHiPIEo~nPOT AIEnNETE contributed to the repair of the

Peiraieus theatre in c. 150 B.C. (I.G. n2 2334) and, appropriately enough, was a

poet-competitor in the Pythaid of 128/7 B.C. His son, KHiPIEO,;j,[JPOE, was a

pythaist pais in 138/7 B.C., an ephebe in 128/7 B.C. (when he too was a poet

competitor) and a hippeus in 106/5 B.C. He then held a series of senior

magistracies, possibly serving in 103/2 B.C. as general epi to nautikon,50 in

101/0 B.C. as epimeletes of the Peiraieus and in c. 100 B.C. as general on Imbros

(Hesperia 36, 1967, n. 19, pp. 88-9). His brother, ,;j,IONTEIOE, was himself

general epi ten paraskeuen in 99/8 B.C.51 Another relatively successful family at

this time also had artistic pretensions. Again the origins of the family in the first

generation are obscure. But one member of the family, MOEXINH ,;j,HMEOT, was

a priestess of the Thesmophorion on Delos in 141/0 B.C. Her uncle could be

IKEEIOE, possibly identifiable as a mint magistrate (T135/4 B.C.). Two sons of

IKEEIOE, at least, are well-attested in the second generation. AEKAHnIA,;j,HE was

a poet and a priest of the Dionysiac Technitai in 117/6 B.C. He served as priest

of Dionysus on Delos in 101/0 B.C. and in c. 90 B.C. won the drama prize at

49He could be the eponymous archon of 95/4 B.C. although this is unlikely since he was already
a member of the Areopagus. A more likely candidate is the ephebe from 117/6 B.C.

50This is quite conjectural. The name in 103/2 B.C. is only attested with the letters
KHiPIELJ. But given KHiPIEO~npOE's prominence during this period, he is a plausible
candidate for this office.

5l0ne related branch of the family was part of the Delian cleruchy at this time.
,;j,HMHTPIOE ,;j,HMHTPIOT AIEfJNETE was priest of Roma in 101/0 B.C. and in c. 100 B.C.
was gymnasiarch (I.D. 1929). His son, AEONTIOE, was a pompostolos in c. 100 B.C. (I.D. 2607).
They were evidently not a very successful branch. See above for Delian cleruchs.
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Tanagra (BEG XIX, n. 335). His career exhibits no interest in politics. But his

brother, aHMEAE was a mint magistrate, like his father, and became epimeletes

of the Peiraieus, in 103/2 B.C., and, in QO/8Q(?) B.C., epimeletes of Delos (I.D.

2255). HPOaOTOE llPOBAAlEIOE, theor08 from Tetrapolis in c. 150 B.C. (F.D. ill,

2 n. 21), had a son, ZHNDN, was was himself architheor08 from Tetrapolis in Q8/7

B.C. His eldest son, HPOaOTOE, was a king-archon in 101/0 B.C., a third mint

magistrate (TI33/2 B.C.) and in Q8/7 B.C. was also a pythaist from the

Tetrapolis. ATKIEKOE ETMNHETOT EE OIOT, treasurer of the boule in

160/SQ-146/5 B.C. (Agora XV, n. 226), served in 14Q/8 B.C. as ahieropoio8. His

son, ATKIEKOE, was archon in Q8/7 B.C., and his grandson, ANaPOKAHE, is

known to have been a pythaist pais in 128/7 B.C. but is otherwise unattested.

These last two families, therefore, both managed to have a member join the

Areopagus during the second generation although they do not seem to have

acquired much power.

An even more strikingly successful family, on the other hand, is provided

by that of AMMDNIOE ANA~ATETlOE. The origins of the family are unknown,

but no fewer than four members of the family became epimeletes of Del?s;

AMM{)NIOE AMM{)NIOT in 128/7 B.C. and his cousins, aIONTEIOE aHMHTPIOT in

111/0 B.C. and AMM{)NIOE aHMHTPIOT in 107/6 B.C. aIONTEIOE was archon

in 128/7 B.C., the same year that his cousin AMMDNIOE was epimeletes of

Delos.52 He was priest of Apollo on Delos sometime before 111/0 B.C. (I.D.

1656) and in 106/5 B.C. was elected hoplite general. His brother, after serving as

epimeletes of Delos in 107/6 B.C., was himself elected hoplite general in 103/2

B.C. A third brother, ~AlaPOE, is only attested as a liturgist between 130-120

B.C. (I.G. rr2 lQ3Q). But a son of AMMilNIOE AMM{)NIOT, named [_I
AMMDNIOT, would also become epimeletes of Delos (in the QOs B.C.; I.D. 2600)

52This is a rare occurrence in the rasti or Athens at this time (although several instances or
brothers or fathers and sons serving in the mint magistracy can be detected).
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and his own son would be an ephebe between 80/79-78/7 B.C.53 The son of

.1IONTEIOE, AMMDNIOE .1IONTEIOT, was an ephebe in 98/7 B.C. In the period

between 128/7::c. 90 B:C., therefore, this family, which is unattested in any civic

magistracy from the preceding decades, is known to have held four archonships,

four epimeleiai of Delos and two hoplite generalships (in addition to the two

attested ephebes). A second family is represented by 8EO~IAOE AAAIETE and his

brother, .1IOIlEI8HE, who served in 154/3 B.C. as hz'eropoioi. .1IO.1DPOE, the son

of the former, served as epimeletes of the Peiraieus in 112/1 B.C. and was

honoured by the merchants of the port. Appropriately, he was chosen in c. 100

B.C., when he was a fairly senior statesman (I.G. rr2 1013),54 to head a

commission of the Areopagus for the reform of standards of weights and measures.

He is not known to have held any other offices, although in 98/7 B.C. he was a

pythaist together with several of his sons: 8EOtlIAOE, ~IAAN8HE and .1IOllEI8HE.

APXIIlIlH, a daughter of the son named 8EO~IAOE, was a kanephoros in the same

year. The family survived the revolution of 88/7 B.C.,SS although none of

.1IO.1DPOE' sons are attested in any other function. One other family, finally,

must be mentioned in this category. MH.1EIOE ,"fH.1EIOT IlEIPAIETE, was a

hieropoios in 149/8 B.C. and an exegete of the Eupatridai in 136/5 B.C. His

family, although a member of the hereditary priestly aristocracy, does not seem to

have been very powerful during the first generation. But one son, rAATKOE,

became polemarchos in 128/7 B.C. and a second son, MH.1EIOE, enjoyed a

remarkable career rivalling, and in fact, exceeding that of EAPAIIIDN. MH,jEIOE

was a pythaist pais in 128/7 B.C., a Deliast in 121/0 B.C. and, in 106/5 B.C., a

hippeus. His civic career began between 104/3-96/5 B.C. (Hesperia Supplement

XV, n. 12), when he was a prytany-magistrate, perhaps as a prelude to his

S3He could also be the son or AMMDNIOE ,jHMHTPIOT, although this man might have been
too young to be the father of a epimelete8 in the 90s B.C.

54ETPT,jIKH, a daughter of .1IO,jDPOE, was a kanephoro8 in 138/7 B.C. (indicating that
.1IO.1DPOE was a senior member or the Areopagus when he headed the commission in c. 100
B.C.).

55See Chapter 7 for important members of this family under Augustus.
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archonship in 101/0 B.C. In c. 100 B.C. he was a gymnasiarch (I.G. nZ 2459), in

100/99 B.C. a public banker on Delos, in 99/8 B.C. a hoplite general and an

agonothetes, in-g8/7 B.C. he returned to Delos as epimeletes and again served as

agonothetes. In 91/0 B.C. he iterated as archon, the first time this had happened

for several centuries, and held the office until 89/8 B.C., when he was deposed at

the beginning of the revolution under A8HNWN.56 MH~EIOE and his elder

brother, therefore, did very well during the second generation. Their children

also served in various functions. AAO~AMEIA, the daughter of rAATKOE, was

twice kanephoros on Delos between 120-10 B.C. (I.D. 1869). Similarly, tlIAlilIlH,

the daughter of MH~EIO!;, was a kanephoros on Delos and an underpriestess of

Artemis on the island (I.D. 1869).57

Athenian families attested during the first generation, to conclude, fall

into two distinct categories. The first group represents the Athenian governing

class from 167/6 B.C. to about 130 B.C. These families, despite their wealth and

position, were in decline and are the counterpart of the earliest families attested

in the Delian cleruchy. The second group comprises a more diverse but still

identifiable group, ranging from a few recognizably elite families from the first

generation to a large number of families with members attested only as liturgists

or junior magistrates during the first generation, but which seem to have become

part of the governing class during the second generation. Some other families in

this group, such as that of NlKorENHE tf>lAAl.r1HE - A.r1ElMANTOE lKAPlErE,

while apparently part of the governing elite during the first generation and

attested during the second also seem, in fact, to have been on the decline after

130 B.C. A similar result has been found for the Delian cleruchs, although on

Delos the emergence of liturgical families can be better documented.

56To MH.r1EIOE's offices must also be added an undated trierarchy on Delos (J.D. 1841).

57A son of MH~ElOE, named after his father, was a pompo8tolo8 on Delos in c. 100 B.C. (I.D.

2607), an aleiphomeno8 in 94/3 B.C., and went on to become archon; I.G. lIZ 1340 (see Chapter
6).
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The prosopographical evidence for the transition of power between the

first and second generations presented above shows that the governing class did

not remain static between the first and second generations. The first generation,

which began in 167/6 B.C. with the acquisition of Delos, drew to a close with the

dissolution of the cleruchy as a self-administering community in the 130s B.C.

The second generation began with the resumption of the Pythaids in 138/7 B.C.

and with a dramatic increase in the size of the Athenian ephebeia. Both

institutions increased the size of the military and religious elites of the governing

class. While the Delian cleruchy after 167 B.C. consisted of a core of elite

families which were dominant at both Athens and Delos during the first

generation, they were gradually replaced by new families which are mostly

associated with financial and liturgical positions on Delos rather than civic

administration. Similarly, in the transition to the second generation at Athens,

the governing families also faced increasing competition from the peripheral class.

Consequently, many of the dominant families in the second generation can only be

traced to a liturgist or low-ranking magistrate in the first generation. But in

addition to the members of these emergent families who are attested after c. 130

B.C., approximately 250 additional careers and 288 new families are attested .in

the second generation alone.58 This suggests that families of the peripheral

governing class managed to topple the established families on a large scale. The

decline of specific pro-Roman families (and in particular early members of the

Delian cleruchy) can be attributed in part to the failure of Athenian diplomacy

during the first generation, but the majority of governing families during the first

generation may have simply expended their resources in civic administration

rather than in financial aggrandizement. In c. 130 B.C., at any rate, several

hundred families with newly acquired wealth were ready to take their place in the

58This excludes, of course, the additional magistrates from this period who cannot be identified
prosopographically.
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governing class of tht! second generation. 59 The second generation began with the

governing class in a state of transition. It would end, as the following chapter will

show, in revolution.

59The mechanism by which families earned (or lost) their wealth remains obscure: ·Where did
their wealth come from? Unfortunately we lack the details which would enable us to specify the
social condition of the men who now ruled the polis.· (Mosse, Athens in Decline, p. 145).
Ferguson, HA, p. 349, partly attributes the wealth of new families to rental income on Delos. The
transition or power between the rirst and the second generations must be regarded as a process
which can only be dated in the most general way to the decades between 150 and 130 B.C.
Although Will (Histoire politique, p. 336) and Rostovtzerf (SEHHW, vol. II, p. HUf) do not
regard the Achaean War as an event with any significant impact on Athens, I wonder if Roman
behaviour at this time might be responsible for the disappearance of several pro-Roman families
(see Chapter 3) and the emergence of obscure families, such as that or EAPAIl/ON and
MHLiEIOE, which were able to somehow benefit from Roman policy.
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Chapter 5

The Revolution of 88/7 B.C.

The second generation cannot be precisely demarcated from the first, but

it began with those youths who served as ephebes between c. 140-120 B.C. and

who would have been active in politics and administration in the last decades of

the second century and first decades of the first century B.C. The end of this

generation may be defined more precisely, for it was during this generation that

Athens experienced several years of ·dictatorship· under the archon MHi3.EIOE

(91/0-89/8) which devolved into a year of anarchy culminating in the sack of the

city by the Roman general L. Cornelius Sulla in March, 86 B.C. The youths who

served as ephebes between c. 140-120 B.C. lived through these events and in all

likelihood participated in them. But historians have avoided accounting for the

events between 91/0-87/6 B.C. as a product of this generation. W.S. Ferguson

came closest when he interpreted the revolution as a result of conflict within the

elite between oligarchic and democratic factions. 1 More recently, E. Badian has

regarded the revolution as a result of conflict between factions led by EAPAIIION

1Ferguson, HA, p. 436, argued for an oligarchic coup in 103/2 B.C. led by Delian families of
businessmen. Consequently Ferguson regarded the aristocratic families as the champions of
democracy in 88/7 B.C. On the Athenian oligarchy after 146 B.C. see also S. Accame, Il dominio
romano in Grecia dalla guerra acaica ad Augusto, Rome, 1946, pp. 165-69.
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and MH~EIOE, although he denies that the factions had any ideological basis. 2

S. Tracy, in a recent study of I.G. n2 2336, has dismissed Ferguson's theory that

the period from 103/2-89/8 was one of oligarchic government giving rise to a

democratic opposition and has instead argued that EAPAlIlilN and MHtiEIOE

were political allies who simply joined their resources, during a period of complete

civic stability, to help pay for the Pythaid of 98/7 B.C. Rather than as the

leaders of rival factions of democrats and oligarchs, Tracy depicts ,\fH~EIOE as

EAPAlIlilN's younger protege.3 The assumption underlying Tracy's refutation of

Ferguson's reconstruction of this period is that the only possible basis for conflict

at Athens in c. 100 B.C. was ideology or personal conflict. Elsewhere, Tracy

writes that the governing class was not dominated by a. an oligarchy of just a few

families: ·One hundred and twenty separate individuals are known to have done

so (i.e. hold office) from this inscription alone. In other words, the prosperity

accruing from the commerce on Delos seems to have been fairly widespread and

not limited to only a few very wealthy families.· Tracy's picture of Athenian

society in c. 100, therefore, is completely devoid of any sense of stress or

dynamism in the evolution of the governing class: • the Athens of 100 B.C.

enjoyed peace, prosperity and relative political stability.· 4 These previous

accounts of the revolution of 88/7 B.C., however, have focused too narrowly on

the governing elite itself. The near future would see a revolution and a reign of

2E. Badian, "Rome, Athens and Mithridates," AJAN 1 (1976) p. 107. J. Touloumakos also
rejects the notion that constitutional reform was an issue at Athens in the 2nd and 1st centuries
B.C. ("Der Einfluss Roms auf die Staatsform der griechischen Stadtstaaten des Festlandes und
des Inseln im ersten und zweiten Jhdt v. Chr.," Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Gottingen,
1967). He regards Athens as a limited democracy governed by a pro-Roman oligarchy. Athens
falls into his third category of Greek constitutions under Roman domination, that is, a
constitution which essentially remained unchanged but with a few discernable trends towards
oligarchy such as an increase in the importance of the Areopagus and the competence of the Boule
(ibid., pp. 77-101 and 151-2). Another possibly ideological basis for conflict at Athens at this time
is in foreign policy. Some have postulated conflict between pro-Pontic and pro-Roman factions
(cr. Geagan, ANRW; II.7.1, 1979, p. 374 and JRS 103, 1983, p. 205).

3For example, Tracy presents evidence that MH~EIOE's sister had married a son of
EAPAlIlilN ("Athens in 100 B.C.," RSCP 83,1979, p. 227).

4Ibid., pp. 229-30.
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terror of almost unprecedented violence, and this demands a more far-reaching

explanation.5 The prosopographical evidence presented in Chapter 4 for the

membership of the governing class and governing elite in the transition between

the first and second generations has suggested that the governing class of the

second generation was composed of many •new· families. The consequences of

such volatility in the membership of the governing class may be examined

prosopographically in greater detail.

The ultimate origins of the revolution of 88/7 B.C. must be sought in the

pattern of Athenian history from at least the middle of the third century B.C. At

that time, politicians from families of a landed aristocracy were prominent in

Athenian magistracies.6 It was this aristocracy, in fact, which began to falter in

the transition of power from the first to the second generations. Under this

aristocracy Athenian foreign policy was dominated by the desire to escape from

Macedonian rule. Following a policy of ostensible independence from foreign

powers, families of the governing aristocracy initiated the alliance with Rome in

200 B.C. and, as we saw in Chapter 3, were the force behind the acquisition of

Delos in 167/6 B.C. At the same time these families must have faced increasi~g

pressure at home from the lower classes, for a consistent thread runs through all

the major international conflicts of the second century. In every case a monarch

at war with Rome appealed to the masses in Greece for their support. This is

true for Philip V, Antiochus ill, Ptolemy Philometer, Perseus, Aristonicus and,

finally, Mithridates VI.7 The consistency with which these Hellenistic kings

appealed to the masses in Greece suggests that they believed that there were

5The conflict has been regarded as nothing more than a dispute among the governing elite. But
an explanation centered on the oligarchy is partly contradicted by the large number oC Camilies
attested Cor this period and Cails to take into account the attitudes and ambitions oC the
peripheral class. If Deininger is correct that the anti-Roman movement was only halC-hearted in
88{7 B.C. (Der politische Widerstand gegen Rom in Griechenland: 217-8fJ v. Chr., Berlin, 1971, p.
258), how else may the violence and slaughter oC the revolution be explained?

6J. Day, An Economic History of Athens under Roman Domination, New York, 1942, p. 48.

7plb 27.8-10; Livy 42.30.1.
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citizens in the cities of Greece who would respond to their appeal.8 At Athens,

however, the elite was generally successful in holding on to its power and

remained unwavering in its support of Rome.9 Only one incident might have

served as a portent of future trouble. In c. 180 an abortive coup by one

Apollodorus was inspired by Antiochus III and enjoyed the support of the

demos. lO This was a precursor of the revolution of 88/7 B.C. and anticipated the

circumstances of that revolution; when the Roman hegemony was thought to be

in decline, the masses were ready to rise against the governing class. But while

the Athenian population might have been anti-Roman in sentiment, their

dissatisfaction with conditions at Athens, however onerous these may have been,

may not in itself sufficiently account for the events of 88/7 B.C. Another

important factor in explaining the revolution is the source of leadership, and this

is an aspect which can be analysed prosopographically. During the period of the

second generation, increasing prosperity seems to have swelled the ranks of the

peripheral governing class with aspirants to membership in the governing elite.

This must have led to greater competition for the same number of offices,

especially the archonship and membership in the Areopagus. An inevitable

consequence would be alienation from the governing class as some individuals

8Cf. G.E.M. de Ste Croix, The Class Struggle in the Ancient Greek World, London, 1983, p.
349; F.W. Walbank, The Hellenistic World, Atlantic Highlands, N.J., 1981, p. 169.

9Deininger sees two phases to anti-Roman feeling among the Greeks. Until 167/6 B.C., he
argues, the elite in Greece were anti-Roman; after this year anti-Roman sentiment was confined
to the lower classes (Der politische Widerstand, pp. 217-9).

lOMosse, Athens in Decline, p. 140. Ferguson, HA, pp. 283ff.
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failed to win the status or position they were seeking. 11 With the old aristocracy

losing ground to a class of nouveaux riches, a situation of rising expectations

developed as aresult of increased prosperity and an enlarged peripheral class. In

circumstances such as these, the expectation that Mithridates VI would throw off

the Roman yoke was only the spark that fired the tinder.

The prosopographical evidence for careers and families during the second

generation has indicated that the governing class was changing in its composition

during these years. The emergence of new political families attested in the first

generation only in liturgical positions indicates an increase in prosperity.

Increased prosperity and the emergence of new families is also indicated by the

increase in the size of the ephebeia during the second generation. The ephebeia

constantly grew larger in the period after 167/6 B.C. until in the second

generation it reached an average of over one hundred and ten ephebes each year.

In the decades before 167/6 B.C., on the other hand, the ephebeia fell to as few as

thirty ephebes each year. 12 This means that many of the ephebes who served

during the second generation would have been the first ephebe in their family for

perhaps several generations. A large number of ephebes from families new to the

military elite, consequently, are known from the second generation. Significantly,

the majority of these ephebes are not attested in any magistracies or offices

llAn increase in competitive display or wealth may be seen in the distribution of dedications
made by individuals between 167/6 B.C. and 88/7 B.C. For each decade from 167/6 B.C. to c.
100 B.C. the number of dedications increases dramatically. Down to 118/7 B.C. the priests of
Sarapis are mentioned alone in dedications to the deity. But after 118/7 B.C. the priests are
frequently mentioned in connection with senior civic magistrates such as archons, epimeletai of
Delos, and temple administrators. A similar pattern may be noticed in texts which mention the
name of the gymnasiarch. For the first nineteen years of the Athenian administration only three
dedications are dated by gymnasiarch and these provide no other magistrates' names. For the
next nineteen years, up to ten such synchronisms may be counted. For the last seventeen years
covered by J.D. 2589 eleven synchronisms are counted. These later dedications also provide the
names of other magistrates. Although these figures only give a general impression, the infrequency
of elaborate dedications in the early decades of the Athenian administration and the high
concentration in the last decades of the second century is striking.

12pelekidis, l 'Ephebie attique, p. 165; Ferguson, HA, pp. 371-4.
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during the second generation. 13 In 117/6 B.C. the recruitment of the ephebeia

might have been manipulated for demographic or political purposes.14 This is

consistent wit"h'the notion of rising expectations, for as more and more youths

were able to afford the ephebeia, there would be greater pressure to lower the

census requirement from members of the civic class eager to join the corps of

ephebes. Opposing pressure to raise the census requirement might have come

from members of the elite who felt threatened in their position. It happens that

in several years the ephebic corps seems to have been manipulated to accomodate

f'ither of these demands. In 102/1 B.C. Melite, the deme of EAPAflIDN, sent no

ephebes, and the tribal contingent for Kekrops fell to 3 from an average of 13

ephebes between 128/7 and 39/8-34/3 B.C. Because Melite is one of the largest

demes, it is unlikely that there were no 18 year-olds to join the ephebeia in this

year. In 117/6 B.C., in contrast, the ephebic corps was the largest attested for

this period (at least 138 ephebes are recorded) and the tribal contingents are all

larger than average. This was the year before EAPAflIDNs archonship. The

ephebes are praised in this year for their homonoia (concord) towards one another

and their philia (friendship) throughout the entire year.15 This is the only

instance where this phrase is used in the formulaic decrees honouring the

ephebes.16 The phrase occurs, at the very end of the motion before the resolution

of the Boule adopting the motion, in a position of emphasis.

The influx of new citizens at Athens seems to have increased during the

13Several oC these ephebes held oCCice aCter 88/7 B.C.

14See Chapter 1.

15I.G. n2 1009. Aristotle deCines philia as the Coree which holds a polis community together
and contrasts philia with • hateful stasis" (NE VIII.1.4). The philia oC small groups (such as
would be the ephebeia) in aggregate serves to preserve peace within the community (NE VIII.9.4).
Aristotle also defines homonoia as political philia(NE IX.6.3). Philia is a quality which is most
likely to nourish among equals, Cor example, among the middle-class oC a democracy (Politics
1295b 8).

16The ephebes are oCten praised (or their homonoia but always in connection with some

speciCic duty such as guarding the Corts (I.G. 112 1011).
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second century B.C. Individuals who could afford the citizenship must have been

well-off, although their status in Athenian society may have been more

ambiguous. 17 . - New citizens would automatically become members of the

peripheral governing class by virtue of their wealth but, while a number of new

citizens can be identified during the second generation, their failure to obtain

offices indicates that they failed to gain admission to the governing elite itself. IS

This might allow us to infer that some of the new citizens would have become

dissatisfied and alienated. Rather than seek to join the governing elite, they may

have become indifferent to its destruction. It happens, in fact, that much of the

radical leadership during the revolution of 88/7 B.C. was composed of newly

enrolled citizens. A8HNIDN was sent as an ambassador of the po/is to the court of

Mithridates. 19 He sent back encouraging reports which inClamed the people with

the expectation that Mithridates would put an end to the tyranny of MH.tiEIOE.

On his return he was greeted enthusiastically, was hosted by a Delian magnate

named .tiIHE, and on the next day was elected hoplite general. Once war broke

out, A8HNIDN dispatched AIIEMIKDN of Teos to seize the island of Delos and its

valuable treasures after the island refused to follow the po/is in its rebellious folly.

Later in the revolution a man named APIETIDN turns up as the leader of the mob

during a reign of terror and the siege of the city by Sulla. ~IHE, the Delian

magnate who seems to have lent his support to the followers of A8HNWN, was the

17They had to pay for the citizenship and it is possible that attendance in the ephebeia might
also have been a requirement. See Chapter 1.

18Note for example the two sons of MAAPKOE MEAfl'ETE who were ephebes in 123/2 and
119/8 and TIMAPXOE ~ATETEwho was an ephebe in 107/6 B.C. All three are the sons of new
citizens and served as ephebes. Except for MAAPKOE, who served as a liturgist, they are not
attested in any other function. Similarly TIMAPXOE, an ephebe in 107/6 B.C., is the son of a
famous EIMAAOE of Tarentum (and is to be added to Ferguson, HA, p. 408, n. 1). Also,
rOprIAE and APIETDN, both Athenian citizens, are the sons of .tiAMASENOE HPAKAEIOE
(Homolle, BeH 8, 1884, p. 143). Neither are attested in any offices. 8EO~IAOE AAAIETE, an
ambassador of Attalus II, and his son, AEKAH[[IOE, received Athenian citizenship. In this case,
however, their citizenship must be regarded as an honour. It is unlikely that they took up
residence at Athens and we do not expect to find them participating in Athenian civic life. On
new citizens see Chapter 1.

19Athenaeus, V.212a.
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son of a Tyrian on Delos who became an Athenian citizen.20 AIlEAAIKilN of Teos

was adopted into a family which would only become prominent under Julius

Caesar. 21 AeHNIilN, the man who gave his name as the main instigator and

leader to the first phase of the revolution, was also a new citizen.22 We do not

know the origins of APIETIilN, but he could have been a metic. His philosophical

pursuits indicate that he was at least a resident of Athens at this time.

It might be valid to postulate that among Athenian citizens there was a

certain resentment against the newcomers. In 128/7 B.C. three of the seven

ephebic instructors were non-citizens. These would be the last non-Athenian

instructors until c. 80 B.C. In 106/5 B.C. several of the ephebic instructors can

be identified as former ephebes themselves from 128/7 B.C.23 It is plausible that

at this time the instructors were still hired each year by a vote of the demos (AP

42.1), and it may be significant that th~ individuals who served in this year as

ephebic instructors are not attested in any other offices during the second

generation. 24 The odd thing about their appointment in 106/5 B.C. is that none

of these instructors served in any other year. Two professional instructors,

HPO~OTOE B[_l EITEAIOE and KAAAJAE KPI[_] AIrIA/ETE, furthermore, served

20Another Delian cleruch, ~IHE BAEIAEIaOT MEAlTETE, who served as pompostolos in c.
100 B.C. (I.D. 2607), would probably have been too young in 88/7 B.C. aIHE is attested in no
offices during the second generation.

21 pA 1343, S.v. AflOAHEIE EE OIOT. See also Chapter 3.

t)t)

.....May he be identified as AeHNIilN AeHNIilNOE TTPMEI~HE, ephebe in 102/1 B.C.?
Poseidonius says AeHNIilN became his father's heir and acquired Athenian citizenship. He then
made a fortune as a itinerant sophist and returned to Athens shortly before the revolution. This
would make him 32 when he was elected hoplite general. For his acquisition of citizenship see also
PA 239 and Chapter 1.

23 EIIAPTAKOE EIIAPTAKOT, ONHEltPIAOE tPIAilNOE and a IONTEIOE, who can
plausibly be identified with one of three ephebes from 128/7 B.C. ~IONTEIOE ETBOTAOTwas
a theoros in 128/7 B.C.

24It is possible that, because 106/5 B.C. was a Pythaid year, these Athenian citizens wanted to
go to Delphi with the ephebes. But this does not take into account the fact that the instructors in
this year do not seem to have been professionals. The fact that they are former ephebes but are
unattested in other offices squarely places them in the peripheral class.
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between 117/6-107/6 B.C. and 102/1-Qg/7 B.C. (Appendix B.1). For some

unknown reason they were not appointed in 106/5 B.C. It was also during the

second generation that, after the death of Panaetius (before 110/Q B.C.), the Stoa

came into the control of Athenian-born students; in quick succession he was

replaced by the Athenians MNHEAPXHOE ONHElMOT,25 .dAP.dANOE

AN.dPOMAXHOr6 and AIIOAAO.dOPOE AEKAHllIA.dOT, the last Athenian to head

the School. In this context it may be observed that A8HNION and AIIEAAIKON,

both new citizens, were Peripatetics while APlETJON, the leader of the last phase

of the revolution, was an Epicurean. It seems reasonable to detect in the

•Athenianization· of the Stoa at this time some kind of conflict or competition

with the other schools of philosophy.21 The Stoa, the most popular philosophical

school, taught a doetine of predestination, hardly a philosophy which would

attract revolutionaries.28 The Academy at this time was not influential, although

it was still popular. The Peripatos, on the other hand, taught a philosophy based

on political involvement, which was consistent with Aristotle's practical writings

on constitutions and politics. Although recognized by the state in the ephebic

curriculum, it had always been a philosophy which attracted democrats and

Athenian patriots. Finally, there was the Garden of Epicurus. This was. a

philosophical school which taught a doctrine of non-involvement in politics and

was not recognized at either Athens or Rome as a movement which was

compatible with the ideology of city-state government. But the philosophy was

nonetheless attractive to those who had wearied of the political struggle, be they

25perhaps a relative of ONHEIMOE KPATIllllOT llPOBAAIEIOE, ephebe in 119/8 B.C.

26Related perhaps to AN.dPOMAXOE AN.dPOMAXOT llOPIOE, a pompostolos on Delos in
c. 100 B.C. (1.D. 2607).

21MacKendrick, The Athenian Aristocracy, p. 53, points out that MH.dEIOE' father
contributed to the Romaia and Ptolemaia in c. 150 B.C. with a number of prominent members of

the Stoa (1.G. lI2 1938).

28polybius, who had a certain sympathy for Stoicism, for example, did not question the rise of
Rome to an imperial power over the Greeks and Poseidonius is said to have given Rome her
philosophy of empire based on Stoicism.
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disaffected Athenians or, during the first century, the occasional Roman

optimate.29

The revival of the Athenian procession to Delphi called the Pythaid,

beginning in 138/7 B.C. and repeated in 128/7, 106/5 and 98/7 B.C., is the most

conspicuous event at Athens during these decades. In its splendour, its traditional

flavour and the large number of participants, the Pythaid is also symptomatic of

stresses at Athens within the governing class. The first Pythaid was sent in 138/7

B.C., about fifteen years after the Athenian attempt on Oropus. Why the

Fythaid was revived after almost a century of neglect has defied explanation.

~\10st historians are content to suggest that greater prosperity and religious

fervour are sufficient to explain the resurrection of the institution.30 But the first

Pythaid was sent just at a time when the Delian cleruchy was in decline and after

the uprising under Andriskos in Macedonia and the Achaean War had aggravated

social relations in Greece.31 Also, as was shown in Chapter 3, the diplomatic

efforts behind the seizure of Oropus suggest the heavy hand of the Athenian

demos rather than the will of the pro-Roman governing elite. The cult of Apollo

at Delphi had a center in the Marathonian Tetrapolis, and the residents of t~e

Tetrapolis sent embassies to Delphi in 217 and 204 B.C.32 In c. 150 HPO~OTOE

IlPOBAAIEIOE represented the Tetrapolis as a theor08 at Delphi (F.D. ill, 2 n. 12).

His son, ZHNDN, was architheoros in 98/7 B.C. Two regions of Attica, moreover,

were strongly represented in each Pythaid; demes of the Tetrapolis and demes

north of Mount Pentelikon are more strongly represented than other regions of

29C. Memmius, (or example (see Chapter 6).

30A. Wilhelm, • Zu einem Beschluss der Athener aus dem Jahre 128 v. Chr,· Sitzungsberichte
der Osterreichischen Akademie der Wissenscha!ten in Wien 224 (1947) pp. 49-53, seems to
regard the revival o( the Pythaid as a last gasp o( Hellenism and a. symptom or anti-Roman
sentiment. The Pythaids were also revived at a time when Delphi was beginning its decline (Cr.
G. Daux, Delphes au IIe et au Ie siecle depuis l 'abaissement de l'Etolie jusqu 'a la paix romaine:
191-81 avo J.e., Paris, 1936, p. 368)

31Will, Histoire Politique, p. 328 and Deininger, Der politische Widerstand, pp. 215-41.

32Boethius, Die Pythais, Upsala, 1918, pp. 43-45.
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Attica. In addition, in each Pythaid there are representatives from Phyle, a deme

which also had a traditional association with the cult of Apollo Pythios. Is it

possible that "the Athenian attempt on Oropus was inspired by the interests of

Athenians who resided in the Tetrapolis? Oropus lay on the north-east border of

Attica and on the coastal route from the Tetrapoleis to Delphi and on the

importaI).t ferry crossing for grain and food from Euboea.33 The dispute over the

territory of Oropus would have involved the important question about the right to

collect tolls at the sanctuary.34 Finally, whereas the acquisition or Delos has been

attributed to the pro-Roman governing elite, many of the families which

participated in the first Pythaids are either unrelated to those which belonged to

the governing class during the first generation or cannot be identified. The

faction which pushed for the revival of the Pythaids, therefore, might have

wanted to reorient Athenian foreign policy away from the increasingly Romanized

island of Delos towards the Greek mainland.35 Roman influence on Delos is most

perceptible after c. 130 B.C. and coincided with the dissolution of the cleruchy as

a political entity.36

33M. Toepffer, -Die attischen Pythaisten und Deliasten,· Hermes 23 (1888) pp. 321-32.
Boethius argues that the Athenian Pythaids took a route which ran towards Eleusis and over Mt.
Cithaeron and on to Thebes (Die Pythais, pp. 50-1).

34Tolls at Oropus usually seem to have been used for the sanctuary of Amphiareus (see Sherk,
RDGE, n. 14). As a private festival the source of funding for the Pythaids is unclear. Until 98/7
B.C. we know nothing about the source of funding. In 98/7 B.C. magistrates were expected to
contribute from their own pockets. This suggests that earlier Pythaids might have been paid
through subscriptions or by the participants themselves. There is no evidence that state coffers
were tapped.

351n 122/1 B.C. the ephebes were marched to Oropus and told that it once belonged to Athens
(cr. Ferguson, HA, p. 418).

36Ferguson, HA, pp. 383-4. Arter c. 130 B.C. the Romaia appear for the first time, a priest of
Roma is attested (the cult associated with Hestia, the traditional cult of the demos) and the
administration of the island is reformed into a system of dual-magistracies possibly modelled on
the Roman principle of collegiality. On I.D. 1764 the Athenian epimeletes of the island is named
as eponymous magistrate with the Roman co nsuls. The true eponymous magistrate for Delos
was the Athenian archon, and this text reveals the extent to which Athenian sovereignty on the
island was becoming eroded.
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The Pythaids themselves do not present a consistent prosopographical

picture, and the size and composition of the procession fluctuated considerably.37

One-quarter of all families attested during the second generation are represented

in the ranks of the Pythaistai. When ex officio participants such as magistrates,

hippeis and ephebes are included, no less than one-half of all attested families sent

at least one member on a Pythaid. The college of Pythaistai itself was very much

a family affair (Table 5.1).38 The personnel of each Pythaid, however, were

Table 5-1: Family Participation in the Pythaids

Pythaid

138/7 128/7 106/5 98/7

no. of participants 59
iterating pythaists 1 1 3
relatives 12 17 6 12

no. of participants 51
iterating pythaists 1 1
relatives 16 10 6 5

no. of participants 81
iterating pythaists 9
relatives 5 2 30 8

no. of participants 74
iterating pythaists 1 1 6
relatives 10 9 9 22

usually different, and few individuals served as pythaists on more than one

37Tracy, BCH 99 (1975) pp. 185-218. There is probably little significance to variatIOns
between Pythaids. Boethius sees nothing more in the fluctuations in the formal composition of
the Pythaids than evidence of flexibility in the tradition (Die Pythais, p. 57).

381n this table the family relations of the pythaistai are analyzed. The number of pythaists
who participated in two or more Pythaids is given along with the number of relatives.
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occasion. On the other hand, pythaists tended to be related to one another, and

many families are represented by different family members in each Pythaid.

Although the leadership and several participants can be identified with members

of the governing elite or even the ruling oligarchy during this generation, in

general the pythaists belonged to the religious elite.39 A number of families, for

example, are known to have sent members to two, three or even four Pythaids,

and yet many such families have no attested members in civic office.40

Differences can also be discerned between each of the Pythaids. Only seven of the

forty-four identifiable pythaists in 128/7 B.C., for example, are known to be

gennetai (about one-half of the pythaists in other years, in contrast, are gentile).

Pythaists in 138/7 and 128/7 B.C., furthermore, are more likely to be related to

one another than to pythaists in 106/5 or 98/7 B.C. On the other hand, the

Pythaid of 106/5 B.C., the largest of the Pythaids, reveals relatively fewer

identifiable individuals and fewer individuals and families which are known to

have participated in another Pythaid.41 The pythaid of 106/5 B.C. was also the

first year in which some Pythaists were chosen by lot.42 All of these facts justify

considering this to be a Pythaid which was more broadly based in Athenian

society. This Pythaid also involved some kind of disruption in the festival

timetable. On the basis of a ten-year interval, pythaids should have been

39Ferguson, HA, p. 372, calls the Pythaistai • the elite of the city· .

40Three families may be cited as examples: The family of ATKO~P{)N-MENEKPATHE
EOTNIETE provided three pythaist paides, two in 138/7 B.C. and one in 128/7 B.C., plus an
ephebe in 128/7 B.C. None of these youths are attested in civic offices; Two brothers,
APIETONIKOE and EENOtlIKOE ATEIMAXOT from Hippothontis (IX), were pythaist
paides, APIETONIKOE in 138/7 B.C. and his brother in 128/7 B.C. APIETONIKOE served as
an ephebe in 128/7 B.C. and EENOtlIKOE in 123/2 B.C. Again neither of these individuals is
attested in civic office; Finally, the family of EATTPOE ATPItlHE provided three pythaist
paides, two in 138/7 B.C. and one in 128/7 B.C. This family is gentile but is unattested in civic
magistracies. About one-half of the pythaists, in addition, can be identified as members of gentile
families.

41The nine individuals who did serve in both 106/5 and 98/7 B.C. are almost all gennetai.

42perhaps this is reOected in the representation of the demes among the pythaists in this year.
Thirty-two demes are represented in 106/5 B.C. compared to twenty-six in 138/7 B.C., twenty
two in 128/7 B.C. and twenty-six in 98/7 B.C.
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celebrated in 118/~' and 108/7 B.C. The Pythaid in 106/5 B.C. came two years

late. Despite this delay the next Pythaid was celebrated in Q8/7 B.C.43 In this

fourth Pythaid, many of the pythaists were members of the governing elite and,

for the first time, magistrates were expected to contribute a small amount of

money. It has been suggested that some of the junior magistrates had trouble

meeting their obligation.44 It may also be that they resented having to pay for a

private festival in which the elite were predominant. The list of contributors, I.G.

n2 2336, betrays the close association of the governing oligarchy with this

Pythaid, and it is legitimate to infer for the Pythaid of Q8/7 B.C. a timocratic

character suggesting that this time the ruling oligarchy was more closely involved.

However the details about these four Pythaids are to be interpreted, the fact

remains that the Pythaid was the most conspicuous event at Athens in the

decades preceding the revolution of 88/7 B.C.

The ruling elite at Athens in c. 100 B.C. was becoming increasingly

oligarchic.45 Consequently, an increase in the prosperity and size of the peripheral

classes coincided with the emergence of an increasingly oligarchic faction.

Families which were formerly part of the governing elite also found themselves

43This was the last Pythaid until the middle of the first century B.C. when a much less
extravagant procession was dispatched to Delphi. Ironically, a Pythaid should have been
celebrated in 88/7 B.C.

44Tracy presents evidence for late payment by junior magistrates. He attributes this to
financial hardship. But none of the contributions to the Pythaid were large. The junior
magistrates may simply have felt that they should not be expected to contribute. Sundwall had
used gravestones as a criterion of wealth in his study of fourth-century Athens. Davies criticized
this criterion because the ability to afford a grave monument does not necessarily indicate that
the individual was a member of the liturgical class (APF, p. xix). For our purposes it is only
important to note that the few references to the costs of a burial which Davies cites range from
300 drachms to several thousand drachms. The largest contribution required of a magistrate to
the Pythaid of 98/7 B.C. was 200 drachms and most contributed only 100 or even 50 drachms.

45Badian, AJAR 1 (1976) p. 106. Mosse, Athens in Decline, p. 143-7, attributes the revolution
of 88/7 B.C. to a narrowing of the oligarchy and a social revolution of the lower classes.
MacKendrick, The Athenian Aristocracy, p. 59, postulated an emergence of a narrow elite of
gentile families. Deininger presents the conventional picture of a ruling oligarchy which was
divided against itself and an oppressed population which rose against the oligarchy when
Mithridates offered the prospect of liberation (Der politische Widerstand, pp. 246-8).
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excluded by the elite from power and office. The nature of the oligarchic faction

can be illustrated by comparing the size of the peripheral governing class and the

size of the governing elite itself. The governing elite may be defined as those

families which managed to place a member in the Areopagus. Only ten men

could join the Areopagus each year. All other families which do not have a

member known to belong to the Areopagus may be assigned to the peripheral

governing class. Table 5.2 compares the number of members attested for these

Table 5-2: A Comparison of Families Based on the Number
of Attested Members

no. of family Families of the Families of the
members Governing Elite Peripheral Class

7 2 1
6 6 3
5 3 2
4 5 14
3 9 21% 44 14%

2 41 35% 159 34%

1 52 44% 242 52%

Total 118100% 465 100%

two groups of families in a public function during the second generation and

shows that on the basis of the number of attested family members, there is little

difference between families of the governing elite and families of the peripheral

governing class, although there are more families of the governing elite with three

or more attested members than the latter. When the number of attested offices

for each family member are taken into account, this difference between the two

groups becomes magnified (Table 5.3). Members of families which belonged to the

Areopagus were much more likely than members of families which belonged only

to the peripheral classes to hold two or more public offices (55% as opposed to
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Table 5-3: The Monopolization of Offices by the Governing
Elite

no. of offices Families of the
held by family Governing Elite

10 2

7 2
6 6
5 10
4 15
3 37 30%

2 59 25%

1 109 45%

Total 240 100%

Families of the
Peripheral Class

1
1
9

29 5%

160 20%

584 75%

784 100%

25%). The peripheral families constitute a much larger group of families which,

while they are as well-attested as the families belonging to the governing elite, ca.n

boast far fewer careers of three or more magistracies.

The Areopagus at this time might have numbered 400 members but the

governing oligarchy will have been much smaller than this. In fact, only

seventeen known families m the last decades of the second generation can be

identified as very powerful. These are families which held a number of senior

magistracies or which had two or more members in the Areopagus during the

second generation. In addition to EAPAIIWN and MHaEIOE, only the following

individuals and their families may be ranked among the governing oligarchy in

the decades preceding the revolution of 88/7 B.C.: XAPIAE XAPIOT AI8AAIaHE,

IAEDN and AEKAHIlIOaOTOE IAEDNOE AAnIlEKH8EN, KH<PIEOaDPOE

aHMHTPIOT AIEDNETE, aIO<PANTOE APIETOKAEOTE MAPA8nNIOE, IlT8nN and

<PIAHMDN <PIAHMDNOE MEAlTEIE, AIIOMOanpOE <PIAflNTMOT ~EKEAETE,
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.::lIOEKOTPl.::lHE APlETOKAEOTE ~ATETE, .::lIOEKOTPl.::lHE .::lIOEKOTPl.::lOT

MEAlTETE, AMMilNlOE and .::lHMHTPlOE ANA~ATETlOE, APOnOE nElPAIETE,

8EOXAPlE and EETlAlOE EK KEPAMEilN, EilKPATHE and APlETlilN EE OIOT,

APrElOE TPlKOPTElOE, llTPPOE BrrAKKOT AAMJITPETE, and AN.::lPEAE

AN.::lPEOT nElPAlETE. These families have been discussed in the preceding

chapter. l All of these families are •new· in the second generation or are of

obscure origin, and they are all virtually unattested in the generation following

86/5 B.C.2 These families monopolized the offices of the governing elite. The

last family of the governing elite attested before the revolution of 88/7 B.C. is

that of EnlKAHE EnlKAEOTE KPilnl.::lHE. He was epimeletes of Delos in 93/2

B.C., having served previously as ephebe (123/2 B.C.) and hippeus (106/5 B.C.).

His brother (or cousin?) is probably the APlETilN EnlKAEOTE who served as

temple administrator on Delos in 92/1 or 91/0 B.C.3 A daughter of APlETilN was

kanephoros in 98/7 B.C., and APlETilN himself had been a pythaist pais in 138/7

B.C. This family joined the ranks of the governing elite at a precarious time; no

members of the family are attested after 88/7 B.C. During the second generation,

then, more and more individuals from the civic and peripheral class were

financially capable of a political career and sufficiently educated, as their liturgies

and their participation in the ephebeia show. But since only ten individuals each

year could become archon (or secretary) and thereby enter the Areopagus, it may

have been frustrated members of the peripheral governing class who thronged

lChapter 4.

2AMMilNlOE's family produced an ephebe between 80/79-78/7 B.C. Several of the families
re-emerge in the period following 60 B.C. ~IAHMilN has a son or grandson attested in the 30s
B.C. (~IAHMilN ~IAHMilNOE, Al5, n. 287). APOnOE EEAETKOT, a treasurer of the
Heroistai in 57/6 B.C., AP.::lHAE APrElOT, prytanis in c. 60 B.C. (Agora XV, n. 267; in this
text could APIlAllOT be restored as API1EJlOT with dotted gamma?), and APlETO.::lHMOE
APrElOT, a prominent figure under Augustus, descendants of Areopagite families during the
second generation. In addition, there is .::lIOKAHE, archon in 39/8 B.C., a grandson of
EAPAllWN and the first member of the family to be attested after 86/5 B.C. and MH.::lElOE,
the son of MH.::lElOE, who was archon in the 60s B.C. (His daughter TlM08EA served as a

hearth initiate in c. 50 B.C.; I.G. n2 3491).

30n the date, see Appendix A.2
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around A8HNIDN just before the election of the generals and other magistrates

• to look good before the demos •.4

The revolution of 88/7 B.C. progressed in several stages.5 First, the

4Poseidonios (Athenaeus V.212bff.). This event occured in the Theatre of Dionysus (the regular
place for assemblies during the Hellenistic period) and seems to have taken place at the time of
the regular elections of the generals in the spring (see Chapter 2). The election of other
magistrates at this time should not be regarded as unconstitutional. It elections for 89/8 B.C. had
not been held, these elections could have been retroactive. The archon for 87/6 B.C. was only
elected in March of 86 B.C.

5C. Brinton in The Anatomy oj Revolution, New York, 1952, conducted a comparative study of
the four major revolutions in the western world (the English, American, French, and Russian
revolutions). He attempted to devise criteria for the comparative study of revolutions, including
coups d 1 etat, from other periods and places. Athenian society before 88/7 B.C. exhibits many
of the features Brinton ascribes to a pre-revolutionary period (ibid., pp. 28-70): (1) The
government was inefficient or ineffectual (indicated by the inability or unwillingness of the
governing elite to assert Athenian autonomy on Delos in the face of a Roman population; also,
Polybius mentions that embezzlement was common among the governing classes during the
second century B.C.); (2) the society was experiencing rising prosperity through trade on Delos
while the administration or government was becoming impoverished (the acquisition of Delos
brought the Athenian state no increase in revenue). In ancient times a polis relied on the
expenditure of wealthy citizens to meet its expenses. The members of the liturgical class,
however, were reluctant to contribute to the Pythaid of 98/7 B.C., as has been documented by
Tracy. Also, there were no public works undertaken at Athens during the period of the second
generation, although several private citizens initiated works of their own (the Agora of
Theophrastus on Delos is a notable example); (3) there was an economically aggrieved group
(perhaps the junior magistrates who were most likely to sh irk their obligation to contribute to the
Pythaid; also, individuals who were excluded from the ephebeia or from magistracies); (4) the
transfer of the allegiance of the intellectuals (this was a phenomenon which was widespread
throughout the Greek world. Polybius and Poseidonius both espoused the Roman cause. In
addition, we have already seen that several of the leaders of the revolution at Athens were
members of the philosophical schools); (5) the existence of pressure groups (this is a difficult
feature to document, but groups such as associations for the worship of foreign deities, Dionysiac
actors, merchant assocations and athletic clubs are all attested at this time. The philosophical
schools might be regarded as the equivalent of the French societes de pensee); (6) interruption of
the circulation of elites; (7) the failure of the governing class to win the loyalty of the masses and
the intellectuals. There is one important difference between the societies where Brinton's four
revolutions occurred and that of Athens in 88/7 B.C. The four modern revolutions which Brinton
analyzed all took place in societies governed by a monarchy unlike Athens with her democratic
institutions and heritage.
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ruling oEgarchy, having become narrower and more exclusive during the

preceding decades, blocked the continuous process of social mobility, the

·circulation of elites·, which in other periods must have satisfied the ambitions of

members of the peripheral families. 51 This process is reflected in l\IfH,a,EIOE'

three-year dictatorship in 91/0-89/8 B.C., for which years no other magistrates or

priests are attested at Athens (in contrast to the abundance of epigraphical

documents for the preceding four decades). Some disturbance in the functioning

of the governing class (perhaps violence or bribery during elections) might have

preceded his dictatorship.52 This would account for the appeal to the Roman

Senate which seems to have coincided with l\IfH,a,EJOE's dictatorship. The

dictatorship was followed by AeHNlilN's sudden but moderate revolution in which

frustrated members of the peripheral governing class joined in overthrowing the

oligarchy.53 It is significant that this took place in the context of the election of

the generals.54 With the approach of Mithridates' army, the revolution went into

its violent final stage when the anti-Roman sentiment of the masses erupted into

51The distribution of the epigraphical evidence supplies the following facts: Only one
inscription dates from the three years MHd.EIOE was archon (91/0..89/8 B.C.) and no decree is
extant from 94/3 B.C. to 86/5 B.C. In contrast, the abundance of epigraphical evidence for the
preceding decades is almost unprecedented. This suggests that Athenian affairs were not in
regular order from at least 94/3 B.C.

52 MHLJoEIOE's government seems to have limited opportunities for Athenian citizens to
assemble. Thus the schools or philosophy, the gymnasia, the assembly and possibly the theatre
were closed (Athenaeus V.212b).

53It may be no accident that one of the slogans of the revolution was democratia, as can be
inferred from AeHNlilNs speech reported by Poseidonius (Athenaeus V.212), the coins of this
period and the decree of 86/5 B.C. (see below). Ferguson attributed the -Demos- coins to
AeHNWNs regime (HA, p. 444) (although Badian has assigned these to rebels from Euboia,
AJAR 1, 1976, pp. 128 n. 69). Also, AeHNWN was a Peripatetic. The Academy and Aristotle's
Peripatos were the schools of philosophy which grew out of the traditional polis. The Stoa, on
the other hand, and the Garden were philosophies or the oikoumene. Even it his philosophy did
not influence his actions, AeHNJON could have opportunistically presented himselt as an
Athenian patriot. On the moderation or AeHNJONs regime, see Badian, ibid., p. 117.

54The failure ot the governing class to use torce against the revolution is attributed by Brinton
to decadence. In Athens the election ot AeHNION to the hoplite generalship gave the
revolutionary -party - control of the military resources.
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the terror and repression of APIETlilNs regime. 55 The year 87 B.C., by an

unlucky coincidence, was a year when Halley's comet became visible,56 something

which might have aggravated the behaviour of the superstitious masses. The

revolution was initially led by members of the peripheral class (some of whom, we

have seen, were new citizens at Athens) and was supported by those members of

the peripheral class who had been excluded from office in the second generation.

This phase of the revolution was not anti-Roman in sentiment, which will explain

the participation of the Dionysiac Technitai, who had benefi ted from the Roman

Senate in an embassy of 112/1 B.C.57 In the -Terror-, even these peripheral

families would have fallen victim, as the anarchy and uncertainty of the

Mithridatic War induced the mob to unleash its vengeance on all members of the

governing class and not just on the governing elite.58

After 86/5 B.C. the membership of the governing class changed more swiftly

and dramatically than it had in the 1505 and 1405 B.C. when the pro-Roman elite

55The initial defeat of a regime gives unity to a revolution. Thus the election of AeHNlilN
represented only the first stage: -The reVOlution, hardly begun, seems over. - (Brinton, The
Anatomy of ReVOlution, p. 79). After a brief honeymoon the party disintegrates. This is how we
may understand the shift in leadership from AeHNlilN to APIETlilN and we may date the
pro-Mithridatic and anti-Roman sentiment to the second phase of the revolution (cf. Mosse,
Athens in Decline, p. 148). The propaganda of this period can partly be recovered from the
coin-types. APIETlilN issued coins with Pegasus, a Mithridatic symbol, in 88/7 B.C. Several
years earlier, during MH~EIOE' dictatorship, EENOKAHE-APMOEENOE issued coins with a
statue of Roma.

56F.R. Stephenson, K.K. Yau and H. Hunger, Nature 314, 1985, p. 587.

57Sherk, RDGE, n. 15. See Badian, AJAH 1 (1976) p. 113. The Technitai received
A8HNlilN as an honoured guest and called Mithridates VI a - New Dionysus -. Badian points
out that AeHNlilN was sent as a representative of the Athenian people and returned before the
beginning of the Mithridatic War. There was nothing revolutionary or anti-Roman about his
reception. The participation of the Tecbnitai in AeHNWNs moderate regime will explain the
puzzle of their reappearance in the first century B.C. (see Geagan, ANRW, II.7.1, 1979, p. 375).

58Athenian ties to the Black Sea go back to the 5th century B.C. and were related to Athens'
need for a secure supply of grain (Mosse', Athens in Decline, p. 148). The Athenian mob may
have preferred Mithridates VI because of this. Papalas argues that in A.D. 13, when the mob at
Athens again - revolted· trom Roman rule, the event was really nothing more than a major food
riot (-Roman Athens, - p. 58).
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was gradually displaced by newer families. Few members of the prominent

families from the second generation are attested in office after 86/5 B.C.

Similarly, few of these families have attested descendants in the generation

following the revolution of 88/7 B.C.59 Several reasons may be offered. The

years 88/7-86/5 were bloody ones in Athenian history. No figure can be put on

the total loss of life or property, although all classes seem to have suffered. Six

hundred Athenians died on the ill-fated expedition to Delos following the refusal

of its inhabitants to join the rebel government at Athens.60 It is unlikely that

these were members of the elite, but some may have belonged to peripheral

families. The reign of terror under APEETIaN would have had a severe impact on

the governing class and the wealthier families. Apart from those who lost their

lives in the -Terror-, we are also told that hundreds fled to Delphi and some

perhaps even to Rome itself.61 Many of these families might never have returned.

Finally, Sulla's bloody sack of the city would have seen the slaughter of the

supporters of the revolution.

The loss of life, the destruction of property and the disruption of

Athenian social classes in the years 88-86 B.C. must have had a strong impact on

Athenian society. We may surmise that the governing elite was the most affected

by the disaster for several reasons. First, the elite presented a visible target for

violence; second, it was the smallest segment of Athenian society and, being more

mobile, was most likely to flee the city; finally, the property of the elite was a

likely target of vandalism, confiscation and general dispersion. Even if a family of

the governing class managed to survive and to return to Athens, its former

59Cf. MacKendrick, The Athenian Aristocracy, p. 59, for a different interpretation.

60Poseidonius (Athenaeus 212b). Four hundred others were taken prisoner. Their fate is not
recorded.

61philo, the head of the Academy, fled to Rome (Cicero, Brutus, 89ff) and may thereby have
revealed his true loyalties. The choice of Delphi for a refuge does not seem accidental given the
fact that so many of the peripheral and governing families participated in the Pythaids and may
have had ties of friendship at Delphi.
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prosperity and economic standing would not have been guaranteed.52 It is not

surprising that many elite families are unknown after 86 B.C. But the survival of

virtually any family after 86 B.C. is in itself worthy of mention.

The years immediately following the sack of the city by Sulla were a

period of restoration and reform. Sulla himself was absent from 86 B.C. until 84

B.C. In these years the archonship, the only magistracy that is well-attested,

seems to have fallen into the hands of the gentile familes of the religious elite at

Athens. The archon of 87/6 B.C., tllAAN8HE, for example, is certainly a member

of a genos although the exact identification of his family remains uncertain.53

Another archon at this time, JIAMMENHE ZHNONOE MAPA80NIOE, was also a

members of a genos. He served as a pythaist pais in 106/5 and 98/7 B.C. His

father had been epimeletes of Delos after having served in the Delian ephebeia in

136/5 B.C. and a gymnasiarch of the Hermaia in 133/2 B.C. The family belonged

to the Delian cleruchy, therefore, and managed to join the governing elite at

Athens. But it was not part of the oligarchy before 88/7 B.C. and was one of the

·new· families of the second generation.54 Similarly, the choice of a

hierophantes in 86/5 B.C. as archon does not suggest the victory of a gentile and

pro-Roman elite, as is sometimes stated, but may instead reflect the temporary

emergence of politically neutral families which had not been tainted by the

52The large number ot abandoned coin hoards from this period is eloquent testimony (the
date ot the hoards is controversial, see D.M. Lewis, Ne 2, 1952, pp. 278-85).

53He could bt.'long to the family ot tllAAN8HE tlTAAE/OE, which belonged to the geno8 ot

the Philaidai. This is a well-attested tamily during the second generation although its members
held few civic magistracies. On the other hand, he could instead be identitied as tI/AAN8HE
,:1/0.10POT MEAlTETE, a member ot another well-attested family betore 88/7 B.C. His father,
,:1/0,:1OPOE, headed a commission to retorm weights and measures in c. 100 B.C. But again the
family did not belong to the governing oligarchy. Both families became very high-ranking under
Augustus (see Chapter 7).

64See also Chapter 4. The family became very prominent under Augustus.
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politics of the preceding years.65 The prosopography of the archon list in this

year, the first regular year in Athenian government since 92/1 B.C., is

revealing.66 OINO~IAOE A"H~IOT A~lilNAIOE served in c. 100 B.C. as secretary of

the Boule and demos (Agora XV, n. 260), between 104-96 B.C. as a prytany

magistrate of some kind and in 97/6 B.C. as a prytanis for his tribe (Agora XV,

n. 259). His family is unattested. In 86/5 B.C. he was elected king-archon.

~1AflI'AE, who was elected polemarchos in the same year, is the son of EO~OKAHE

EOTNIETE. His family is also virtually unknown.67 EIPHNAIOE EIPHNAIOT

EKAMBONlilHE was herald of the Areopagus in 86/5 B.C. He served in 106/5

B.C. as a senior officer of the Pythaid (epi tas pro8odous). He and his father

might have been mint magistrates and his son, EIPHNAIOE, was a Mppeus in

106/5 B.C. EIPHNAIOE, therefore, was beyond middle age in 86/5 B.C. He may

have been the most senior magistrate in age on the list, befitting the dignity of his

65It is important to note that families which inherited the Eleusinian priesthoods are not
generally prominent in government. In addition to these archons, other gentile families may be
shown to have survived 88/7 B.C., such as EO~OKAHE EENOKAEOTE AXAPNETE, pythaist

pais in 106/5 B.C. and daidouchos in about 75 B.C. (I.G. II2 3508), and 8EMIETOKAHE
8EOtPPAETOT ArNOTEIOE, pythaist pais in 106/5 B.C. and daidouchos after 88/7 B.C. ($ee
Clinlon, Sacred Officials, p. 50). His son and grandson held the same priesthood. Neither of
these families, however, belonged to the governing elite.

66The list has no archon and I think it dates to 86/5 B.C. when, we known from another text,
the archon was the Eleusinian hierophantes (See Appendix A.2). Quite possibly the archon was
designated by Sulla. Sulla was initiated in the Eleusinian mysteries. An archon such as this,
rather than representing a gentile elite, as MacKendrick would argue, must be considered
politically neutral. The identity of the archon is uncertain. Two candidates may be mentioned.

()

I.G. II" 2452 (Clinton, Sacred Officials, pp. 28-9) lists three successive hierophantes, all inscribed
by different hands sometime after 128/7 B.C.: MENEKAElilHE 8EO~HMOT

KTilA8HNAIETE; 8EOilOTOE(?) ETETPO~OT IIEIPAIETE; and 8EO~HMOE

MENEKAElilOT KTilA8HNAIETE. The length of a hierophantes's career remains unknown.
The archon in 86/5 B.C. could have been either 8EO~OTOE or 8EO~HMOE. 8EO.J.OTOE is
from Salamis and was a gymnasiarch there in 132/1 B.C. and a liturgist in 116/5 B.C. He held no

"other offices and his son is only attested as an epimeletes between 130-120 B.C. (I.G. II" 1940).

eEO~HMOE held no offices other than hierophantes (/.G. II2 2452). His father, as we notice
from the list above, had also been hierophantes and his brother was a gymnasiarcb on Delos in
103/2 B.C. His son, in contrast, became archon in 61/0 B.C. and herald of the Areopagus in 56/5
B.C.

67EO~OKAHE was adopted into the family of illONTEOilDPOE ilEIPA~/{l]'HE(I.G. lIZ
4457).
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office. His archonship is unrecorded; but although he could have served as archon

before the revolution, his family cannot be considered part of the governing

oligarchy before 88/7 B.C. The six thesmothetai in 86/5 B.C. show a simi~ar

pattern. llOEHE APIETllNOE ~AAHPETE was a gymnasiarch on Delos in c. 100

B.C. (J.D. 1928) and a theoros at about the same time (I.G. rrZ 1054).68 His

family is otherwise unattested. AITINAE HPAKAEI~OT~ATETE was a pythaist

pais in 128/7 B.C. and an ephebe in 119/8 B.C. His first attested office is his

term as thesmothetes in 86/5 B.C. Similarly, llAEIllN EPMAIEKOT ANAA~TETIOE

was also a pythaist pais in 128/7 B.C. He was a thesmothetes in 86/5 B.C. and

went on to become epimeletes of Delos (no date; I.D. 1873). Only two of the

thesmothetai in this year belong to families of the Areopagus from before 88/7

B.C. AeHNO~DPOE AeHNO~llPOT AIEllNETE was a thesmothetes in 86/5 B.C.

His father was herald of the Areopagus in 99/8 B.C. A brother, AeHNO~ANHE,

was an ephebe in 119/8 B.C. but is otherwise unattested. llATPnN, thesmothetes

in 86/5 B.C., is the son of llOAEMilN llATPDNOE llEPIeOI~HE, who was

epimeletes of Delos in 121/0 B.C. These two families, therefore, belonged to the

governing elite during the second generation although they cannot be assigned to

the governing oligarchy in the decades preceding the revolution of 88/7 B.C.69 .

It was also in 86/5 B.C. that a decree was passed restoring the

democracy.70 The proedros of the boule on the day the decree was passed was

NEllN ~llPoeEOT. He is the son of either ~llPoeEOE, a pythaist pais in 128/7

B.C. and an ephebe in either 123/2 B.C. or 117/6 B.C., or ~llPoeEOE EPXIETE,

proedros in 106/5 B.C. on the occasion of a decree honouring the Jewish priest

Hyrcanus (Josephus XIV.149). More important, perhaps, is the individual who

68This is a conjectural career. The theoros is attested as I_I APIETilNOE ~AAHPETE.

69I1POTIMOE ~llEIeEOT Er MTPPINOTITHE was epimeletes of Delos in c. 85/4 B.C.
(I.D. 1604b). His father was a thesmothetes in 100/99 B.C. The family is otherwise unattested.

701 date the decree to 87/6 B.C. on the basis of the secretary cycle (for the bibliography and
controversy see Appendix A.2). Cr. Livy, Epit. !xxxi: Sulla· .. , urbi libertatem et quae habuerat
reddidit. •
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proposed the decree restoring the democracy. ,:j,HMEAE ,:j,HMEOT AZHNIETE was

an ephebe in 138/7 B.C. but seems to have held no intervening offices.71 He was

in his 60s when he proposed the decree. The decree itself seems to concern the

restoration of democracy after the sack of the city and might echo the policies of

A8HNWN. Finally, we learn from Plutarch that a certain MEI,:j,IAE and

KAAAIiPGN, along with several members of the Areopagus, induced Sulla to stop

the slaughter during the sack of the city.72 A MEI,:j,IAE was thesmothetes in

103/2 B.C. but is attested in no other offices. KAAAIiPGN may be identified with

KAAAIiPGN EGKPATOTE fIAMBGTAilHE, agoranomos on Delos in 124/3 B.C. and

possibly a mint magistrate (MM3 T161/0 B.C., MM2, T140/39 B.C.). These two

men, therefore, belonged to the governing class or even, in the case of MEl,:j,IAE,

to the governing elite, but they did not belong to the oligarchy which governed

Athens in the last decades of the second generation. They are exactly the kind of

politicians we might expect to find active after 88/7 B.C.73 KAAAIiPGN's son went

on to become archon in 58/7 B.C.

Many of the ephebes who served at the beginning of the second

generation, as was shown in the preceding chapter, went on to have spectacul.ar

careers in the decades before 88/7 B.C. But no senior magistrate from before 86

B.C. is attested in office after this date. On the other hand, a number of senior

71Reinmuth, BCH 90 (1966) p. 96, proposes restoring AZHNlETE for AAAlETE in a line in

I.G. U2 2336. If correct this will make ,:j,HMEAE a epimeletes of the Peiraieus. Interestingly
this is also an office held by ilIOilGPOE, the reformer of weights and measures in c. 100 B.C.
This is the kind of office which would bring the incumbent into close contact with the foreign
population of the port. ,:j,IOilGPOE himself was honoured by an association of foreign
merchants.

72Ferguson proposed emending MEl,:j,IAE to MH,:j,ElOE, and this has received general
acceptance (Badian, AJAH 1 (1976) p. 108). But the emendation is unnecessary and may only
add to the confusion about this period.

73Badian, AJAH 1, 1976, p. 115, claims that Sulla was lenient because -if the Athenian system
that he chose to install was to function there had to be men to run it and in particular pay the
high price of office .... - and - he could not destroy the political class or its economic base-. I
disagree with this formulation. Sulla destroyed the oligarchy and disenfranchised the supporters
of APlETlGN. The peripheral class were the beneficiaries of Sulla's policy.
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magistrates who held office after 86 B.C. had served as ephebes in the second

century B.C. They held offices in their fifties, apparently for the first time, that

their peers had already held in their early thirties and forties. It is intriguing that

these former ephebes apparently held no intervening offices. NIKANOP

NIKANOPOE AETKONOETE, for example, belongs to an unattested family. But he

was a pythaist paz's in 128/7 B.C., ephebe in 117/6 B.C. and hz'ppeus in 106/5

B.C. These offices clearly place NIKANOP, who is not known to have held any

political offices, in the ranks of the military elite. But in 85/4 B.C., at age 50,

NIKANDP was elected polemarchos and in 78/7 B.C. he was elected epz'meletes of

Delos.74 [ l<PIAE MENEMAEOT <PIAAI~HE was ephebe in 123/2 B.C. but, like

NIKANOP, held no political office before 86/5 B.C. In 85/4 B.C., however, he was

elected king-archon. Similarly, NIKHTHE AeHNOBIOT ErrrTPI~HE, archon in

84/3 B.C., had been a pythaist pais in 128/7 B.C., an ephebe in 117/6 B.C. and a

hippeus in 106/5 B.C. He became archon at 51 years of age. His family is well

attested before 88/7 B.C., but not as part of the governing elite. The family of

eEOEENOE AXAPNETE shows an interesting history. In the first generation it

belonged to the governing elite.75 In the intervening period only an ephebe is

attested (107/6 B.C.).76 But a great-grandson of the ephebe, eEOEENOE, would

become archon between 75-62 B.C. (I.G. rr2 1340), returning the family to the

ranks of the governing elite. The family of ETN~POMOE and KAAAIKPATI~HE

ETEIPIETE was low-ranking during the second generation. Before 86/5 B.C. it

can boast a secretary (KAAAIKPATI~HEKAAAIKPATOTE, in 109/8 B.C.) and two

ephebes (eEDPIKoE ETN~POMOT, 107/6 B.C. and KAAAIKPATI~HE

ETN~POMOrt, 107/6 B.C.).77 After 86/5 B.C. the family did well. A brother of

741n this year he was also gymnasiarch on Delos. This is the only instance where one individual
held both offices in the same year and may indicate a shortage of candidates.

75See APIETO~HMOE eEOEENOT AX:APNETE in Chapter 1.

76.:J.HMHTPIOE, a grandson of AP[ETO~HMOE'brother eEOEENOE.

77Could the pythaist pais in 98/7 B.C., ETN~POMOE eEOPIKOT, be the son of the first
ephebe?
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the two ephebes, OINOlPIAOE, was treasurer of the prytany in c. 80 B.C. (Agora

XV, n. 264), and in 71/0 B.C. became archon;78 a grandson of ETN.iPOMOE, the

ephebe in 107/6 B.C., served in c. 50 B.C. as gymnasiarch on Delos (l.G. rr2

2875). Here is a family of obscure origin which managed to survive the revolution

of 88/7 B.C. and is attested in several civic offices afterwards.79 MNAEEAE

MNAEEOT BEPENIKlilHE was an ephebe in 98/7 B.C. His father is only attested

as a hippeus in 106/5 B.C. MNAEEAE went on to become hoplite-general

between 80/79-78/7 B.C., when he was only in his mid-thirties. This was a year

in which the Sylleia, games in honour of the man who had sacked the city and

slaughtered its population, were celebrated by the ephebes under the direction of

the hoplite genera1.80

Other families which first rose to prominence after the revolution of 88/7

B.C. would include that of EPMA.lPIAOE EPMAlPIAOT JIAIANIETE and his brother.

They were pythaist paides in 106/5 B.C. Their family is otherwise unattested,

but EPMAlP!.10E became epime/etes of Delos, having already been archon,

sometime after 88/7 B.C. (J.D. 1955).81 Similarly, APIETEAE APIETEOT

MAPAeONIOE and his brother were ephebes in 107/6 B.C. Their father

apparently held no offices and the origin of the family is unclear. APIETEAE

would have turned 30 years of age in 95/4 B.C., but it seems that his career was

postponed until after the revolution. In about 80 B.C. he served as epime/etes of

780INOlPIAOr; AlPItlNAIOE is a second possible identification for the archon although I
think he is less likely.

i9Members of the family also held office under Augustus. See Chapter 7.

800n the Sylleia see Raubitschek, •Sylleia,· Studies in Roman Economic and Social History
in Honor of A.C. Johnson, ed. P.R. Coleman-Norton. Princeton, 1951, pp. 49-57 and Pelekidis,
L'Itphebie attique, pp. 236-9. Raubitschek takes a cynical view and regards the Sylleia as nothing
more than a renamed Epitaphia and Theseia. Pelekidis rejects this view. The Sylleia were
discontinued in 78/7 B.C. They were begun at Athens in either 84/3 B.C. (before they were
instituted at Rome) or in 81/0 B.C.

81Depending on his age as pythaist pais (see Chapter 1).
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Delos (I.D. 2508),82 and in unknown years he served on Delos as priest of Isis and

priest of Asclepius. His two daughters and a niece also served as kanephoroi on

Delos after 88/7 B.C. The family, therefore, seems to have belonged to the Delian

cleruchy after the revolution. EOEOE XAPMI~OT AI8AAI~HE served as

thesmothetes in 85/4 B.C. His year as priest of Isis cannot be dated (I.G. rr2

4702). His father was a hieropoios on Delos in 127/6 B.C., and the family

probably belonged to the cleruchy during the second generation. JIT80KPITOE

8PAEONOE, archon in 85/4 B.C., is possibly a son of 8PAEON OTAIA~OT, who was

architheoros in 138/7 B.C.83 Few of these families, as we have seen above, were

able to join the governing elite at Athens during the second generation.

Apart from Areopagites, other magistrates who served after 87/6 B.C.

may also be traced to families which survived the revolution of 88/7 B.C. These

families too did not belong to the governing elite during the second generation.

JIAEINlKOE, treasurer of the stratiotic fund in 83/2 B.C., might be a grandson of

JIAElNIKOE IIElPA/ETE, a prytanis between 160/59-146/5 B.C. (Agora XV, n.

226). .1HMlITPIOE APIETOEENOT IIEIPAIETE was priest of Apollo in c. 80 B.C.

(F.D. ill, 2 n. 55). His father was ephebe in 102/1 B.C. Although the family was

a member of a genos, it was not part of the governing elite during the second

generation. In 55/4 B.C., APIETOEENOE, a son of .1HMlITPIOE, became archon.

Similarly, BAKXlOE E[}JIOAI~OE, thesmothetes in 56/5 B.C., is the son of an

ephebe who served in 117/6 B.C.84 Finally we may consider EOKPATHE

EilKPATOT KH~IEIETE, who served as ephebe in 98/7 B.C. His family is

82His archonship cannot be dated.

83A second candidate is 8PAEON IIOATETKTOT ANAKAlETE, liturgist between 130-120
2B.C. (1.G. II 1939).

84JIOEEl~ONlOE IIOEEI.10NlOT EKAMBONl~HE, an ephebe in 106/5 B.C., served on
Delos in 75/4 B.C. as kleidouchos or the Cynthian deities. A prytanis in c. 50 B.C.,
~IAOMHNOE ETAfHAOT (Agora XV, n. 272) from Aiantis (Tribe X), could be the ephebe
~IAOMHNOEETMAXOT from 102/1 B.C. if the scribe made a mistake in recording one of the
names. 8EAP[[}N APlETOMAXOT ~AAHPETE, an ephebe in 107/6 B.C., served as a prytanis
in c. 60 B.C. (Agora XV, n. 273). His family is unknown.
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otherwise unattested before 86/5 B.C. But EDKPATHE served as agoranom08 on

Delos (I.D. 1835), an office for which he had to be at least 30 years of age,

sometime after 87/6 B.C. He was also a priest of Apollo on Delos (J.D. 1936), also

probably after 87/6 B.C.85 The family of ~IAOKAHE ETAEEOT KOAnNH8EN must

also be considered a survivor of the revolution of 88/7 B.C. ETAEEAE and his

son, ~IAOKAHE, are well-attested on Delos during the second generation as

gymnastic instructors (Appendix B.2). ~IAOKAHE may have moved to Athens,

probably soon before 88/7 B.C. At any rate he and his property escaped the

•Delian Vespers· and members of his family are attested as paidotribai

throughout the first century B.C.86 The family of ~AIaPOE BEPENIKIaHE also

deserves mention here. ~AIaPOE was an ephebe in 119/8 B.C. His brother,

KAMI8EOE, served as a liturgist between 130-120 B.C. (J.G. rr2 1939) and was a

hippeu8 in 128/7 B.C. when he is also recorded as a victor in games at Delphi.

They were the sons of a memb~r of the governing elite during the first

generation87 but themselves held no political offices. But ~AIaPOEwould become

a famous teacher of Epicureanism at Athens in the first century B.C. He is

mentioned in two dedications at Athens which date to the 70s B.C. and his son,

ATEIAaHE, would become archon in 51/0 B.C.88 The Epicurean School of

philosophy, therefore, enjoyed a period of prestige and activity after 86/5 B.C.

which it did not have before the revolution, when it included the notorious

APIETmN in the ranks of its adherents.

The ephebeia was probably suspended during the revolution and possibly

85EOKPATHE could have belonged to a Delian cleruch family or he could have moved to
Delos after 86/5 B.C. A cousin, EOKPATHE EAPAflIONOE, became priest of Asclepius in
63/2 B.C. and a son, EOKPATHE, was a treasurer of his tribe's prytany in 45/4 B.C.

86Note also KPOIEOE, a zakoros on Delos in c. gO B.C. (I.D. 2210). aIOaOPOE KPOIEOT
ANAITPAEIOE, prytanis in 34/3 B.C., could bt' his son. aIOaOPOE could have been born
before 88/7 B.C. if he was in his fifties and iterating as prytanis. But KPOIEOE might have
also moved to Athens before the revolution.

87See Chapter 3.

88See Chapter 6.
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even afterwards. But it was revived soon after, and a list of ephebes dating from

between 80/79-78/7 B.C. will further indicate which families survived after 88/7

B.C. A few of the one hundred and eleven ephebes in this year are clearly the

sons of members of the governing elite before 88/7 B.C. AMMDNIOE .1HMHTPIOT

ANA~ATETIOE, for example, was related to a very powerful family of the second

generation.8g ArA80ETPATOE .110NTEIOT, an ephebe in this year, went on to

become epimeletes of Delos in 49/8 B.C. His father had also been epimeletes of

Delos in 110/9 B.C. and in 100/99 B.C. had served as epimeletes of the Peiraieus.

Similarly, the father of [.]HNO.1ilPOE ZHNilNOE EPXIETE was general in the

Peiraieus in 97/6 B.C. The grandfather of EillrENHE .1l0T MEAITETE was

epimeletes of Delos sometime before 126/5 B.C. (J.D. 1643) and was an orator at

Athens in 124/3 B.C. EillrENHE himself became thesmothetes in 56/5 B.C.gO

The father of NATEIIETPATOE PXDNI.10T EK KEPAAfEDN was a pythaist in 106/5

B.C. and king-archon in 98/7 B.C. and his uncle was a temple administrator in

110/9 B.C. Similarly, [_1 .1HlwHTPIOT TPIKOPTEIOE, who was a prytanis in c.

50 B.C. (Agora XV, n. 273), could be the same individual, or a close relative of

the ephebe .1HfvlllTPIOE .1HMHTPIOT TPIKOPOTEIOE from 80/79-78/7 B.C. His

grandfather, .1HMHTPIOE .1HMHTPIOT was a gymnasiarch on Delos in 113/2 B.C.

and a temple administrator in 108/7 B.C. Finally, ZHNlilN ZHNlilNOE

MAPA80NIOE is a nephew of .1IOTIMOE, the polemarchos in 102/1 B.C. His

brother was an ephebe in 102/1 B.C. and his father a hippeus in 106/5 B.C.

The majority of the ephebes named on this list, however, cannot be

identified as the sons of fathers who belonged to the governing elite of the second

generation. We may begin, in fact, with the kosmetes himself, [_JOE

ETPATilNOE AAMIlTPETE, who was an ephebe in 117/6 B.C. (the year when the

ephebeia might have been opened up to the peripheral governing class). He is not

known to have held any intervening offices. One of the ephebes who served under

8gSee Chapter 2.

gONote that another branch of this family is also attested after 88/7 B.C.
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his direction, 8EAITHTOE 8EA/NETOT E~HTI'IOE, IS a great-grandson of a

homonymous archon from 144/3 B.C. His grandfather was a pythaist pais in

138/7 B.C. This family was not part of the governing elite during the second

generation. The same is true for the family of AP/ETA/XMOE ~IAnTAiiOT

~TME/OE. His grandfather, APlETAlXMOE, was archon in 159/8 B.C. His

aunt, ~IAAN80, was a kanephoro8 in 138/7 B.C. and his father a pythaist in

106/5 and 98/7 B.C. Although the family belonged to the geno8 of the Kerykes,

it cannot be considered a member of the elite during the second generation.91

Similarly, the grandfather of JIANTAKAHE A8MONETE was a temple administrator

in 141/0 B.C. A son of JIANTAKAHE would be an ephebe in the 30s B.C. (I.G. II2

1961). Two cousins, sons of iilONTE/OE and iiHMHTPlOE MAPA80NlOE (their

names are not extant), are named as ephebes in the same year. They might be

related to an important cleruch family of the first generation.92 Many of the

ephebes on this list are, in fact, the sons of men who themselves had served as

ephebes. Their names are evidence for a certain continuity in the membership of

the military elite before and after 88/7 B.C.93 Some of the ephebes from between

80/79-78/7 B.C. also seem to be related to low-ranking cleruch families.

iiIONTElOE EAPAlllDNOE ANA~ATET/OE, for example, is the son of EAPAlllDN,

who was a pythaist pais in 128/7 B.C. and an ephebe in 123/2 B.C. A brother of

91 s:J./OJIEI8HE ~IMN80T AM/ETE was also a ephebe in this year. He was an
amphithales in 91/0 B.C. His is a very-well attested gentile family during the second generation,
but it held few magistracies.

92See the family of ETBOTAOE-iiHMIITPIOE MAPA80NIOE in Chapter 3.

93HPAKAEITOE HPAKAEITOT (from Tribe XI) is the son of HPAKAEITOE
KAAAIKAEOTE, who was an ephebe in 123/2 B.C. The father held no magistracies. The father
of i\{JINO~IAOE MHNOiiOTOT EPXIETE had been an ephebe in 119/8 B.C. He too held no
magistracies. MO/PArENHE MOIPArENOT ~AAHPETE, an ephebe between 80/79-78/7
B.C., is the grandson of an ephebe in 128/7 B.C. EO~OKAHE ':EJ\i1_1 EM/OTEIOE could be
the son of EENDN AEKAHI1IAiiOT, ephebe in 107/6 B.C. or EENON 8EOiiOEIOT, ephebe
after 104/3 B.C. KAAAJETPATOE NOTMHNIOT AAMJITPETE is the son of an ephebe who
served in 102/1 B.C. His grandfather, NOTMHNIOE EPMIOT, was an ephebe in 123/2 B.C.
EPMIAE EPMIOT, a zakoro8 of the Cynthian deities on Delos in 97/6 B.C., may be related.
The father of 8EMIETOKAHE APNA/OT ~lMliiHE was an ephebe in 106/5 B.C. Finally,
the grandfather or uncle of s:J.HMOTEAHE s:J.HAfHTPIOT EK KEPAMEON was an ephebe in
128/7 B.C. (iiHMOTEAHE from Tribe VI).
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EAPAllWN was a priest of Sarapis in 111/0 B.C. and priest of Apollo in 100/99

B.C. The father of EENnN tlIOT MEAlTETE was a pompostolos on Delos in c. 100

B.C. (J.D. 2607) and his aunt, [_]N BAEIAEItlOT, served as underpriestess of

Artemis on the island in either 101/0 or 100/99 B.C.94 tlIONTEIOE HP[)tlOT

EiPHTTIOE may be related to a cleruch family. tlIONTEIOE tlIONTEIOT, priest of

the Cynthian deities in 119/8 B.C. and priest of Sarapis in 116/5 B.C., could be

his grandfather. He was an allotted pythaist in 98/7 B.C. The ephebe's father is

unattested in any office or function. NJKJAE iPIAOEENOT EOTNIETE is the son of a

priest of Aphrodite on Delos between 105/4-104/3 B.C. His grandfather,

iPIAOEENOE NIKIOT, was a pythaist in 106/5 B.C. The pythaist in 106/5 and

98/7 B.C., NIKIAE NIKIOT, is his brother. The family belongs to the genos of the

Euneidai but not to the governing elite.

In addition to those ephebes named on the ephebic list dating to between

80/79-78/7 B.C. who can be traced to families attested before 88/7 B.C., the

majority of the ephebes in this year belong to new or unknown families. 95 Some

of these ephebes would hold an archonship later in life. ~IAHMnN KH~IEOtlnpOT

ITEAJOE, for example, might be the archon who served between 68/7-63/2 B.C.

Similarly, HPAKAEOtlilPOE EEAETKOT E~HTTIOE could be the archon in office

between 68/7-66/5 B.C. ZHNWN, who was archon between 75/4-63/2 B.C. (or

68/7-63/2 B.C.), could be identified with either ZHNlnN ZHNlnN MAPAenNIOE,

who was also an ephebe with ~IAHMnN and HPAKAEOtlilPOE, or with ZHNlilN

94His cousin (or possibly brother) named EJIITENHE .jIOT was also an ephebe between
80/79-78/7 B.C. He is related to EJIITENHE .jIOT MEAlTETE, who was epimeletes of Delos
in 126/5 B.C. and an orator at Athens in 124/3 B.C. See above.

95Two sons of eEOtlOTOE MAPAeaNJOE, for example, belong to a family which is
unknown. Similarly, the father of two brothers, l.jEI!7N and Ll ~APNAKOTTAPTHTI'IOI, is
unknown. iPlAINOE iPIAINOT ETDNTMETE was an amphithales in 91/0 B.C. but his family
cannot be identified. LI.::1HE ETBIOTOT ~ATETE was a mellephebos between 75-64 B.C. (I.G.

n2 299b). His family is not known. The name ETBIOTOE is rare and I think he might be
related, through his mother, to the family of JIAPMENWN-ETBIOTOE ePJAEIOE, a well
attested family before 88/7 B.C. with four ephebes but no civic offices. Sons were often named
after a male relative in the female line (cf. Demosthenes 43.74 and E. Fraenkel, • Namenwesen,·
RE 16, 1619).
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A.HMHTPIOT, a pythaist pais in g8/7 B.C. AETKIOE AETKIOT from Antiochis (XlI)

might be the archon of Sg/8 B.C. Other ephebes in this year are subsequently

attested in office. AETKIOE AETKIOT AZHNIETE, for example, served as a

prytanis in c. 48 B.C. (Agora XV, n. 286) and AEON AEONI'OE EAETEINIOE might

have served as a prytanis for his tribe in c. 50 B.C. (Hesperia 47, 1978, n. 17, pp.

287-8g).96 None of these individuals belong to known families. Another

interesting feature about the ephebeia in this year is that five of the ephebes have

Roman names. In addition to the two ephebes with Roman names mentioned

above, there are two brothers, llOllAIOE and A.EKMOE IIOIIAIOT KH~IEIETE, and

TITOE TITOT KH~IEIETE.97 These must all be considered the sons of new citizens.

The revolution of 88/7 B.C., in conclusion, went through two phases.

The non-governing elites wanted political power and their slogan might have been

democratia, but if we may judge from A8HNIONs moderate regime, these

peripheral families were not necessarily anti-Roman. The masses on the other

hand wanted a complete revolution. Sulla's intervention put a quick end to their

avenging reign of terror. But members of the peripheral governing class, although

they ignited the fires of revolution, were not themselves consumed in its flames.

After the events of gl/o-86/5 B.C., the back of the former governing oligarchy

was broken for good.9g The prosopography of magistrates in office after 86/5

B.C. shows conclusively that members of the peripheral class were able to take

96This career is based on a conjectural restoration in the text. The name of the prytanis is
given as AEDL] EAETEINIOE. It is either the ephebe or a relative.

97His son was a prytanis in 34/3 B.C. and a grandson an ephebe in 13/2 B.C.

98The families of EAPAIlIDN and MHA.EIOE survived into the first century. A. IOKAHE, a
grandson of EAPAIlION, held the archonship in 39/8 B.C. (see Chapter 6). But the family then
dies out. MHA.EIOE, the son of MHA.EIOE the dictator, was a Delian pompostolos in c. 100
B.C. (I.D. 2607) and in c. 94/3 B.C. was a patron of the gymnasium there (J.D. 1930). He

became archon sometime between 75/4-63/2 B.C. (J.G. 1I2 1340). His daughter was a hearth-
()

initiate in c. 50 B.C. (l.G. II'" 3491). This family also dies out after this generation. In contrast,
many of the ·new· families in office after 88/7 B.C. which have been discussed above became
very prominent under Augustus.
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their place in the governing elite of Athens.99 The ephebes in 80/79-78/7 B.C.,

finally, participated in the celebration of the Sylleia, games in honour of Sulla.

The ephebeia in this year shows strong participation from families of the

peripheral governing class, the same kind of families which predominate in

magistracies after 87/6 B.C. If these were the families which benefited the most

from Sulla's capture of the city, they might have been happy to participate in a

festival in honour of Sulla.

Another consequence of the revolution of 88/7 B.C. IS the permanent

decline in the importance of Delos. Athens soon recovers responsibility for the

administration of the island, and the occasional text from the first century B.C.

records the name of an epimeletes of the island or a liturgist. The island never

regains the importance it had acquired during the second generation for careers

and the acquisition of wealth. 100 A number of cleruch families seem to have

moved to Athens after 86 B.C., but it can be shown that several cleruch families

survive after 88/7 B.C. and continue to reside on the island. A few other families

may even have moved to Delos after 88/7 B.C. Perhaps these families were able

to take advantage of new opportunities provided by the complete devastation ·of

99Sulla had disenfranchised the rebels. This must be taken to refer to the supporters of
APIETION and not AeHNIDN.

100There is no agreement among historians for the decline in the economic importance of Delos.
The problem is obviously related to explanations for the rise of Delos as well. A.J.N. Wilson
attributes the decline to 67 B.C. when Pompey destroyed the pirates and the slave trade
(Emigration from Italy in the Republican Age of Rome, Manchester, 1966). Rostovtzeff (CAN
VIII, chap. xx, p. 647) attributes it to the levying of taxes (which seem to have been lifted in 58
B.C.). Roussel, DCA, p. 18, attributed the decline primarily to the destruction of the island in
88/7 B.C. Other explanations focus on the shifting of trade routes from Puteoli directly to the
east, the refoundation of Corinth in 46 B.C. and even the physical destruction of Delos in 88 and
69 B.C. (Bruneau, BGH 92, 1968, pp. 633-709, however, downplays the importance of the
destruction in either 88/7 and 69 B.C. as a factor in the decline of the island, stressing instead a
shift in trading patterns during the first century B.C.). The declaration that Delos was to be free
of vectigal in 58 B.C. raises the question of the status of Athens after 86 B.C. Delos was Creed of
taxes in 167/6 B.C. When the island became taxable again is unclear. But if Athens paid tribute
aCter 86 B.C., the publicani could have considered Delos to be taxable also. The legislation in 58
B.C. would then have been only a reaffirmation of her previous tax-free status.
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the community during the Mithridatic War. lOl After c. 80 B.C., furthermore, the

number of attested Athenian offices falls orr sharply with the decline in the

number of texts which can be dated to these years. The period from c. 80 to c. 50

B.C. is virtually unattested in the epigraphical record and presents a bleak

picture, perhaps due to fi. drop in civic activity and a period of impoverishment.

A few individuals can be identified with a known family, but Athenian

prosopography only again becomes sufficient for analysis in the period beginning

in about 50 B.C. with the advent of the Roman civil wars.

10 IThe island, it may be said with certainty, was not deserted after 86 B.C. This can be shown
from the prosopographical evidence already presented in Chapters 3 and 4 for c1eruch families
which survived the events of 88/7 B.C. D. van Berchem, -Les Italiens d'Argos et Ie de'c1in de
Delos,- BCH 86 (1962) pp. 305-15 (also 87, 1963, pp. 322-4), argues that the Italian collegium on
Delos quickly recovered after 86 B.C. but moved to Argos after 69 B.C. Magistrates, some
related to c1eruch families from the second century, are attested during the first century B.C.,
suggesting that some families remained as residents even after 69 B.C. Note that Cicero visited
the island in 51 B.C. on his way to the province of Cilicia. Unfortunately he does not comment
on the condition of the island at that time.
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Chapter 6

Athens During the Roman Civil Wars

The literary evidence for Athenian history in the years between the

conference at Luca in 56 B.C. and the battle of Actium in 31 B.C. is severely

limited. There are several passages in Cicero's letters, some details on the course

of the Roman civil wars fought in Greece, but little explicit evidence for the

factions or the events which dominated Athenian politics in these critical years.

The generalization that the Greeks were indifferent to the civil wars and their

outcome, so long as peace was assured, has been accepted as an adequate account

of Greek attitudes. According to this view the Greeks were neutrals forced from

time to time to lend perfunctory support to one or another faction. 1 Individual

Greeks did align themselves with Roman factions; Theophanes and Potamon of

Mytilene come immediately to mind,2 and in Thessaly there is evidence for

factional strife which was exploited by Pompey and Caesar.3 While Athenian

relations with members of the Roman elite and the effect of the civil wars on

Athenian politics, on the other hand, will never be known in great detail, S. Dow's

description of HPD.1HE of Marathon, whom we will discuss later, as the ·leading

pro-Roman of his day·,4 rings hollow. MacKendrick, in advancing a different

1H. Bengston, Griechische Geschichte, Munich, 1977, p. 501. On Athens during this period see
Accame, It Dominioromano in Grecia dalla guerra. acaica a.d Augusto, Rome, 1946, pp. 104-11,
163--87.

o .
-Strabo 13.2.3. See also Sherk, • Caesar and Mytilene,· GRBS 4 (1963) pp. 145-53. Is it

possible that Potamon was the leader or a pro-Roman raction opposed to Theophanes?

3Caesar, Be, 3.35.

4Hesperia Supplement VIII, 1949, p. 169.
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account of Athenian politics at this time, suggests that there was a conflict

between aristocratic (or eupatrid families) and non-aristocratic families. s But he

does not make a connection between this conflict and the Roman civil wars.

Because eupatrid Athenians are attested in political office under Caesar as well as

under Antony, we are forced to conclude that if there was factional conflict in

Athens, the lines of demarcation were more complicated than MacKendrick will

allow. Dow and MacKendrick, furthermore, both suppose that the Athenian

attitude to the Romans was unanimous and unchanging. At a time when Rome

was being torn apart by civil war, however, different groups at Athens might have

taken sides and have seen their fortune bound up with the victory of the

particular Roman faction which they thought would advance their own interests.6

In 52 B.C., C. Memmius arrived in Athens after going into exile to escape

conviction for political bribery in the elections for 53 B.C. He bought some

property in the deme of Melite which contained the ruins of the house of Epicurus

and was granted permission by a decree of the Areopagus to build a new house on

the site. Melite had long been a fashionable deme in Attica. Themistocles had

purch;1Sed property there when he moved from Sounion to Athens, and he

Q.arried into a family from the city deme Alopeke. When Memmius bought

property in Melite he was moving into the center of Athens, and perhaps like

Cicero's friend Atticus, into the center of Athenian public life. But whatever his

5MacKendrick, The Athenian Aristocracy, pp. 65-66. MacKendrick uses eupatrid status as an
explanation of Athenian politics in the first century B.C. although his own narrative contradicts
eupatrid status as a causal or explanatory factor for Athenian politics. MacKendrick, for
example, regards the period after 38/7 B.C. as one of eupatrid domination, but ETKAHE, who
was archon in 44/3 B.C. (see below) is also a eupatrid. Similarly, HffiiJ.HE, the father of
ETKAHE, was a well-known associate of Caesar, contradicting MacKendrick's account of the civil

t)

war. Similarly, he attributes I.G. II" 1713, an archon list, to ·orderly eupatrid hands·. But the
list also covers a period he describes as one dominated by ·nouveax riches·.

6Cf. A.N. Sherwin-White, ·The Roman Citizenship: A Survey of its Development into a World
Franchise,· AuJstieg und Niedergang der romischen Welt Vol. I.2, ed. H. Temporini, Berlin, 1972.
p. 48, who asserts that there was factional strife in Greece at this time which was ideologically
pro- or anti-Roman. Badian, in discussing the earlier civil war between Sulla and Marius, posed a
similar question, asking how the Athenian elite responded to the civil war at Rome, AJAR 1 (1976) .
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actual intentions, the decree of the Areopagus placed Memmius at the center of a

political controversy. Cicero tells us in a letter to Atticus (July 51 B.C.) that the

decree was passed in the hoplite generalship of IIOATXAPMOE? The date of

IIOATXAPMOE' generalship is unknown. But Memmius did not go into exile until

52 B.C. and had remained at Rome waiting futilely for Pompey to come to his

assistance.8 The decree mentioning IIOATXAPMOE could only have been passed

after Memmius arrived in Athens, and the hoplite generalship of IIOATXAPMOE

probably dates to 52/1 B.C. In addition, this is the first time the hoplite general

seems to be named as an eponymous magistrate in place of the archon. Some

ha.ve argued that this is a slip on Cicero's part and simply reflects the rising

prominence of the general against the archon. But the hoplite general, although

never an eponymous magistrate,9 did have the right to make motions in the

Areopagus. It is for this reason, I suggest, that Cicero mentions his name in the

context of the decree. More importantly, the decree itself appears to be a highly

partisan act. It would have been construed as a beneficium for a controversial

Roman politician who arrived in Athens recently convicted under a retroactive

application of Pompey's legislation on amb£tus,1O and, intentionally or not, the

decree infuriated the members of the Epicurean school. They raised an

ineffectual storm of protest against the Areopagus -- a storm of protest which

Cicero did his best to ignore. Patro, the head of the school and a friend of

Atticus, wanted Cicero to approach the Areopagus directly and demand a

retraction of the decree. Xeno, with better political sense, argued that Memmius'

friends in the Areopagus would never agree to a retraction unless Memmius

7Ad Att. V.II.

8For the circumstances of Memmius' exile see E. Gruen, The Last Generation of the Roman
Republic, Berkeley, 1974, pp. 332, 345 and 348.

9See Geagan, AC,p. 24.

10Caesar had the exiles from Pompey's legislation recalled (Be 3.1) and perhaps Memmius was
one of them.
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himself agreed. 11 Cicero, hoping to avoid conflict, readily agreed with this tactic

and eventually, through pressure on Memmlus, the plans to build on the property

were quietly dropped.12 We do not know if the decree itself was ever formally

rescinded. But the incident reveals that members of a school of philosophy at

Athens turned to Roman friends of their own, principally Atticus,13 to seek

redress against a partisan decree of the Areopagus benefitting a personal enemy of

Pompey. Cicero was not ashamed to take the credit for this resolution. But

Atticus, a student of Phaidros, had honoured his teacher with a. statue. When

members of Phaidros' family subsequently honoured Atticus himself with a statue,

this could be in connection with the Memmius incident.14

Memmius, the patron of Lucretius and evidently a sympathizer of the

Epicurean philosophy, had come to Athens to retire from Roman politics. This

may explain his interest in the property of Epicurus. But other Romans in the

50s B.C. were also active at Athens in the construction of public buildings. The

individuals involved all had political interests to advance in the Greek east,

although it is impossible to prove that they had political motives in undertaking

such projects. Pompey undertook to rebuild the Deigma, an important warehouse

in the Peiraieus, sometime in the 50s B.C. 15 At about the same time

Ariobarzanes II of Cappadocia undertook to rebuild the Odeon of Pericles. 16

Ariobarzanes was a client king of Pompey and heavily indebted to him both

financially and politically. The construction in Athens was supervised by two

11Ad Fam. XIII. 1.

12Ad Att. V.19.

13It is interesting to note that Cicero refers to the Areopagus, in his letter to Atticus, as ·your
Areopagus· (Ad Att. V.11).

l4l.G. U2 3513.

15G .R. Culley, ·The Restoration of Sanctuaries in Attica: I.G. n2 1035,· Hesperia 44 (1975)
pp.207-23.

16I.G. II2 3426 and Vito 5.9.1.
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Romans, brothers belonging to the gens Stallii. These individuals are otherwise

unknown but the gens seems to hail from Lucania. They could be members of a

trading family from the port of Puteoli. I7 This would be the kind of family which

would have benefited from Pompey's eastern settlements. Another undertaking

at this time has interesting political ramifications. In about 52 B.C. Appius

Claudius Pulcher began to build a Propylaea at Eleusis. I8 Some have attributed

this construction to his deep sense of religion. But a number of Athenian

aristocratic families served in the hereditary priesthoods at Eleusis throughout the

first century B.C., and the cult attracted the interest of a number of Roman

aristocrats (including Sulla, Cicero, Atticus, Antony and Octavian). The direct

advantages which would have accrued to Claudius Pulcher from his Propylaea are

not readily apparent. I9 But when Pompey appointed Claudius his chief legate in

Greece in 49 B.C.,20 it may not be coincidental that at the outbreak of the civil

war a number of Greek cities, including Athens, came over to Pompey's side. A

letter of February 50 B.C., in which Cicero mentions Claudius Pulcher's

construction of the Propylaea at Eleusis, tells us that Caesar had given a certain

Herodes fifty talents. Cicero's informant adds that Pompey complained in anger

that his own money had been squandered. Some have argued that Pompey was

thinking of debts which Caesar had never repaid, but we know from Plutarch

17Other families from that region, such as the Granii, are attested at Athens at this time.
Note that M. Stalius C. f. could be related to a Roman trader on Delos attested in c. 100 B.C. as
MAAPKOE ETAI_l. Lucilius had called Puteoli a "lesser Delos" (Festus, 109L), and it would
not be surprising to find relatives of one family in both places.

18Cicero, Ad Att. 6.1.25 and GIL III 547. Cicero, inspired by Claudius' example, conceived the
notion of building a propylaea to the Academy. The plan was never carried out. But Marcellus,
Cicero's friend, was subsequently buried at the Academy.

19Athens had indirectly become an ally of Rome in 201/0 B.C. through an incident involving
the priesthood at Eleusis. Two young Acarnanians were executed for their fraudulent
participation in the Eleusinian mysteries. Philip V, through a treaty with the Acarnanians,
declared war on Athens for the affront. Athens then sought the alliance with Rome (Ferguson,
HA, pp. 267-8). The consequence of executing the Acarnanian youths, however justified by
tradition and religious scruple, must have been apparent to the Eleusinian priests.

20Broughton, MRR, p. 261.
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that in 60 B.C.21 Pompey had given the Athenians fifty talents for the

construction of public monuments. This must be the money which Pompey now

regarded as squandered. Pompey's anger indicates that he regarded Caesar's

grant to Herodes as a political gesture and an attempt to win clients at Athens.

Public works with possible political motives may be also discerned at other

periods in the civil wars. In 42 B.C. M. Antony seems to have promised to rebuild

the temple of Apollo at Delphi.22 His promise, which was never actually carried

out, might have been an attempt to counter Octavian's propaganda that he was

somehow descended from Apollo. The cult of Asclepius might also have had

political affiliations. The cult was one of the few at Athens in which the

priesthood was not dominated by the hereditary religious elite. The priest of the

cult was allotted or appointed annually following a regular tribal cycle. 23 Several

families associated with the cult in the 50s and 40s B.C. survived into the reign of

Augustus. EOKPATHE EOKPATOTE KH<f>IEIETE, for example, was a treasurer of

his tribe's prytany in 44/3 B.C. He was the son of an ephebe in 98/7 B.C. who

served after 86/5 B.C. as agoranom08 on Delos and as priest of Apollo on the

island. His uncle was priest of Asclepius in 63/2 B.C. A.IIOAAnNIOE A.IIOAAnNIOT

AZHNIETE was po/emarchos in 56/5 B.C. His brother, ,tjIO<f>ANHE, was priest of

Asclepius in 43/2 B.C. after having served as treasurer of his tribe's prytany in

either 47/6-43/2 B.C. (Agora XV, n. 278). Finally, it may be important to note

that in 51/0 B.C. ,tjIOKAHE ,tjIOKAEOTE KH<f>IEIETE served as priest of Asclepius

and undertook some repairs to the sanctuary.24 He reappears in c. 30 B.C.

21Plutarch, Pompey, 42.5.6.

22Plutarch, Antony, 23.5. R. Flaceli~re, ·Cic~ron aDelphes,· BCH Suppl IV (1977) pp. 159-60,
n. 11, argues against Daux, Delphes, pp. 409-10, to say that the context of Plutarch's passage
refers to the Pythion at Athens and not the great temple of Apollo at Delphi.

23For the tribal cycle see Appendix A.2. This feature of the priesthood gave the cult a strong
democratic flavour well before the first century B.C.

2451 / 0 B.C. was also the year in which ATEIA,tjHE held the archonship.
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(Hesperia 47, 1978, n. 20, pp. 292-3) in an unidentified magistracy.25 He is

descended from a family which is well-attested in the second generation but which

held no magistracies.26 The reconstruction in the sanctuary undertaken by

~IOKAHE might have been motivated by exceptional piety, but it is intriguing

that several families associated with the cult during the first century B.C. held

magistracies in the decades when Caesar and Octavian were dominant. 27

In addition to the involvement of prominent Romans with building

programs in Greece during the 50s B.C., several other Romans were honoured at

Athens and elsewhere in Greece at this time. The honours voted to these Romans

could have had political motives. It is to this decade that I would date several

dedications honouring M. Junius Brutus. A statue to Brutus was set up at Athens

sometime after 59 B.C. when he was adopted by Q. Servilius Caepio. A plausible

occasion would be 53 B.C. when he served as quaestor in Cilicia for Ap. Claudius

Pulcher, his father-in-law and governor of the province. 28 It may also have been

at this time that Brutus was honoured at Oropus.29 Brutus was also honoured

with a dedication on Delos, although Q. Hortensius Hortalus is named on the

dedication in a manner which suggests that Brutus was absent and Hortalus was

acting on his behalf.30 This suggests that Hortalus was acting as an agent for

25He is named in this text as only I_J ~IOKAEOTE KH(1)IEIETE.

26See Chapter 5.

27Note that ET~O=OEET~O=OTEAETEINIOE was a mellephebo8 in 95/4 B.C. He held a

senior magistracy in 57/6 B.C. His son would become priest of Asclepius under Augustus (I.G. U2

4474). Only one family associated with the cult of Asclepius may be identified with a different
faction (see HAIO~(}POE OAT"\,ffJIO~npOT AFNOTE/OE below).

28A.E. Raubitschek, "The Brutus Statue in Athens," Atti del terzo congresso internationale di
epigraphia greca et latina, Rome, 1959, pp. 15-21, dates the dedication to 44 B.C. See also
Bengtson, Zur Geschichte des Brutus, Munich, 1970, pp. 13-4. He is sceptical of Raubitschek's
identification of the honorand on the dedication as Brutus.

29I.G. VU 383.

30J.D. 1622.
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Brutus in the east. He had served as a fleet commander in 49 B.C. but his

operations at that time were confined to the Adriatic. It is possible that he sailed

to the Aegean in 48 B.C. when Pompey fled to the east. Equally plausible as an

occasion for the Delian dedication, however, would be some previous unrecorded

occasion when Hortalus was acting, perhaps in some financial transaction, on

Brutus' behalf in the Greek east.31 Two Roman brothers, L. and Ap. Saufeii Ap.

f., were also honoured <1.t Athens at this time. They were related to a family of

negotiatores on Delos,32 and L. Saufeius, at least, was a resident of Athens and a

good friend of Atticus. The brothers were both students of Phaidros the

Epicurean philosopher and honoured him with a dedication.33 They were

themselves honoured by the Athenian demos sometime before Appius Saufeius

died in 51 B.C. The political affiliations of Appius are intriguing. It is reported

that he was fond of Cicero for the conviction de vi of T. Minatius Plancus Bursa,

a tribune of Pompey. If we accept an emendation proposed by A. Raubitschek,

Appius himself was defended by Cicero and M. Caelius and acquitted in another

politically motivated trial at this time.34 This would clearly mark Appius as an

enemy of Pompey. The political importance of the dedications voted by the

demos for Appius and his brother remains unknown. But the Saufeii brothers

were students of Phaidros whose son, ATEIA~HE, was elected archon in 51/0 B.C.

After the assassinationof Julius Caesar, ATEIA~HE was nominated by Antony, to

the disgust of Cicero, for a rigged jury.35 This evidence suggests that factions at

Athens were already aligning themselves with Roman factions before the actual

outbreak of the civil war in 49 B.C.

3IIt makes sense to associate the dedications at Athens a.nd Delos to Brutus' quaestorship.
When Cicero was governor of Cilicia in 51/0 B.C. he followed this route on his way to the
province.

32I.D. 1754-5.

33J.G. UZ 3897.

34Raubitschek, ·Phaidros and his Roman Pupils,· Hesperia 18 (1949) p. 102~3. But cr. Gruen,
Last Generation, pp. 343-4.

35Cicero, Pha., V.5.13-4.
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The prosopographical evidence for magistrates in office during the 50s

B.C. allows us to identify a number of individuals and families which were

politically active at this time. Virtually all of these families are •new· and

cannot be traced to political families from the second generation attested before

88/7 B.C. Some of the magistrates at this time cannot even be identified

prosopographically. EIIIKAHE EIIINIKOT, for example, served in an unknown

magistracy in 61/0 and 56/5 B.C. The office he held seems to have been an

important one, for the archon APIETAIOE, who also cannot be identified, served in

the same capacity in 63/2 and 62/1 B.C.36 8EOTNIE iiHWlTPIOT AXAPNETE

served in c. 50 B.C. (I.G. nZ 1711) as an agoranomos. He is a descendant of a

gymnasiarch on Delos in 159/8 B.C. The family, however, cannot be traced

through the second generation. AFAEIAE AXAPNETE, who served as a treasurer

of the stratiotic fund in 55/4-54/3 B.C., is a descendant of a proedros in 155/4

B.C. Again the family is not known to have held any intervening magistracies.

Finally, 8EANTEAOE 8EANTEAor AI8AAIiiHE, proedros in 52/1 B.C., is descended

from a cleruch family with several attested members in c. 100 B.C. Members of

the family are not known to have held any civic magistracies during the second

generation. The obscurity of these magistrates and their families may reflect the

impact of the events in 88/7 B.C. on the composition of the governing class.37

Other attested magistrates in the 50s B.C., on the other hand, can be

traced to individuals or families of the peripheral class which must have

participated in some way in the events of 88/7 B.C. But some of these families,

such as that of ePAEDN ETerKAPTOT KHiPIEIETE, nonetheless remain obscure in

origin. 8PAEDN was elected thesmothetes in 56/5 B.C. and thereby joined the

Areopagus. He is the grandson of a homonymous orator from 135/4 B.C.

Otherwise the family is unattested. AAEEANaPOE IIOATKAEITOT iPATETE, in

contrast, was epimeletes of Delos in 54/3 B.C. Having been a pythaist pais In

36See Dow, Hesperia Supplement VIII, 1949, p. 118.

37See Chapter 5.
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98/7 B.C., he was a youth during the revolution of 88/7 B.C., too young to have

held magistracies, perhaps, but old enough to have served as a soldier. His father

had been a epimeletes of Delos in 98/7 B.C. and so was part of the governing elite

at this time. A son of AAEEANIlPOE, EITlrONOE, became a prytanis under

Augustus (Agora XV, n. 303). But AAEEANIlPOE is the last member of the family

who is known to have belonged to the Areopagus. The family of ETKAHE

OINO<PIAOT A<PI~NAIOE, on the other hand, is one of the best attested families

from the middle years of the first century B.C. ETKAHE served as a gymnasiarch

in c. 50 B.C. (l.G. nZ 3151) and his sister, KAEOKPATEIA, was priestess of

Demeter and Kore at about the same time (l.G. nZ 3490). A relative, ETKAHE

AM<PIOT, also served as prytanis at this time (Agora XV, n. 275). And

OINOifJIAOE, the father of ETKAHE and KAEOKPATEIA, seems to have risen from

junior magistracies to become archon after 88/7 B.C.38 Other magistrates can

also be identified prosopographically. When the Areopagus considered the dispute

over the property of Memmius in 51/0 B.C., for example, some of the following

individuals could have been present. eEo.pHMOE MHTPOIlDPOT KT~AeHNAIETE

was elected archon in 61/0 B.C. and, in 56/5 B.C., became herald of the

Areopagus. He is the son of a Delian gymnasiarch in 103/2 B.C. and a grandson

of a man who held a junior magistracy in the first generation. A member of the

genos of the Eumolpidai, eEOifJHMOE' son served under Augustus as hierophantes

(I.G. nZ 3512) and, in 13/2 B.C., as kosmetes of the ephebes. The family

therefore survived the civil wars and the brief oligarchic regime under Antony and

remained part of the governing class during the last half of the first century B.C.

Similarly, APXITIMOE APXITIMOT E<PHTrIOE was thesmothetes in 56/5 B.C. His

son was elected eponymous archon in 30/29 B.C. This was a significant year,

following Octavian's victory over Antony in 31/0 B.C. The election of the

younger APXITIMOE must reflect the family's political loyalties. Another member

of the Areopagus would be ATEANIlPOE AIIOAHEI~OE ITEIPAIETE, who was

38The family belongs to the Philaidai. ETKAHE was adopted by ETKAHE A<PIIlNAIOE,
()

who is otherwise unknown (I.G. II" 3151). On OINO<PIAOE, see Chapter 5.
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archon in 52/1 B.C. His father was an ephebe in 117/6 B.C. but held no

magistracies afterwards. A grandfather was an agonothetes in c. 140 B.C. (I.G.

n2 961). A second archon can be traced to a peripheral family attested from the

second generation. APIETOEENOE jj.HMlITPIOT IIEIPlAETE was archon in 55/4

B.C. His father had been a priest of Apollo in c. 80 B.C. (PD. ill, 2 n. 55) and

his grandfather an ephebe in 102/1 B.C. KAMI~aN KAMI~aNTOE llAMBDTAjj.HE

was archon in 58/7 B.C. He is the son of an agoranomos on Delos, KAMI~nN

EDKPATOTE, in 124/3 B.C. An ephebe in 80-77 B.C., ElllrENHE jj.IOT MEAlTETE,

was thesmothetes in 56/5 B.C. and held an unidentified magistracy in 54/3 B.C.

His father had been a member of the Areopagus and served in 126/5 B.C. as

epimeletes of Delos and in 124/3 B.C. as an orator. IAEDN 8HPnNOE

ANA~ATETIOE was king-archon in 56/5 B.C. His adoptive family is very well

attested but held no civic magistracies.39 Finally, BAKXIOE EDIIOA/jj.OE

A~Ijj.NAIOE was thesmothetes in 56/5 B.C. His father was ephebe in 117/6 B.C.

and held no intervening offices. A son, BAKXIOIJ, became ephebe in 38/7 B.C.

In spite of the success of these families in the 50s B.C., none of their families are

attested under Augustus.40

Most of the magistrates who held office during the 50s B.C. seem to be

descended from families which enjoyed only peripheral status during the second

39Similarly, his natural father, XAPIAIJ AIJKAHJIIAjj.Or MAPA8nNIOE, was a kleidoucho8
on Delos in 94/3 B.C. and may be related to AEKAHIIIAjj.HE APIETOKPATOT
MAPA8DNIOIJ, a toxotes in 123/2 B.C., and his son, TIMOEENOIJ, who was ephebe in 107/6
B.C.

40The fact that a member of one family, BAKXIOE, served as an ephebe under Antony may
be significant.
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It is impossible to infer the political allegiances of specific

41A number of f1rytanei8"'who served in the 50s B.C. may also be mentioned here. Virtually all
of these individuals belong to obscure families. Two cousins, MEAII'[JN ME,:j.ONTOE and
tilONTEIOE MEAIT[JNOE AepltiNAIOI, served as prytaneis in c. 50 B.C. (Agora XV, n. 275).
Their family is otherwise unattested. IITPPOE rElTilNOE AZHNIETE and his son,
ANTIOXOE, served together as prytaneis at about the same time (Hesperia 47, 1978, n. 17, pp.
287-89). MENEE8ETE MENEE8EDE EPXIETE served as a magistrate on Delos in 50/49

B.C. and in c. 50 B.C. (Hesperia 51, 1982, n. 9, pp. 209-10)42 as a prytanis. EOTNIA,:j.HE
TPIKOPTEIOE served as a prytanis in c. 60 B.C. (Agora XV, n. 267) and again in c. 50 B.C.
(Hesperia 47, 1978, n. 18, pp. 289-90) Other prytaneis in the 50s B.C. can be more securely
identified. AEDN AEONTOE EAETEINIOE was an ephebe between 80/79-78/7 B.C. and a
prytanis in c. 50 B.C. (Hesperia 47, 1978, n. 17, pp. 287-89). Similarly, epIAOMHAOE

ETMAXOT XOAAEI~HE. prytanis in c. 50 B.C. (Agora XV, n. 272),43 might have been an
ephebe in 102/1 B.C. APIETOMAXOE 8EAPInNOE epAAHPETE, a prytanis in c. 50 B.C.
(Agora XV, n. 273), is the son of an ephebe from 107/6 B.C. His father first served as a prytanis
in c. 60 B.C. (Agora XV, n. 267) and then iterated in the office when he served with his son.
ilIONTEO,:j.[JPOE ZDIITPOT AZHNIETE, another prytanis in c. 50 B.C. (Hesperia 47, 1978,
n. 17, PP' 287-89), is the son of an ephebe in 119/8 B.C. and a grandson of a prytanis in 135/4
B.C. IAEilN IAEilNOE (Tribe X). a prytanis in c. 60 B.C. (Agora XV, n. 267), might be the
son of an ephebe in 123/2 B.C. and a brother of 8EOepIAH, an ergastina in 103/2 B.C. Their
father might have been archon in 109/8 B.C. 80TKPlTOE 8EOtiDPOT PAMNOTEIOE,
prytanis in c. 50 B.C. (Agora XV, n. 273), is the son of an ephebe in 107/6 B.C. and a great-

grandson of a liturgist in 149/8 B.C. (8EOilapOE PAMNOTEIOE, I.G. n2 1938). ZilIlTPOE
ONAEOT AepItiNAIOE, another prytanis in c. 50 B.C. (Agora XV, n. 275), must be related in
some way to ONAED 8EONTOE AepltiNAIOE, a priestess of the Mother of the Gods in c. 100

B.C. (I.G. lI2 1334). ANAEI_I EAETEINIOE, a prytanis in c. 50 B.C. (Hesperia 47, 1978, ·n.
17, pp. 287-89), could be related to A8HNOililPOE ANAEIKPATOTE EAETEINIOE, who
served as a secretary in 125/4 B.C. Similarly, ATEANl_1 EAETEINIOE, also a prytanis in c.
50 B.C. (Hesperia 47, 1978, n. 17, pp. 287-89), could be related to a ATEANtiPOE 8EapOT
EAETEINIOE, who was himself prytanis in 135/4 B.C. and whose father was a liturgist in c. 130
B.C. (AM 97, 1982, p. 101). A relative, 8EilPOE 8EapOT (Tribe IX), was ephebe in 98/7 B.C.
TEAEEItiHMOE XAPIKAEOTE A<PI,:j.NAIOE was prytanis in c. 50 B.C. (Agora XV, n. 275).
He must be related to HPAKDN XAPIKAEOTE (Tribe V), a phylarchos in 106/5 B.C. Only one
of these mid-century prytaneis can be traced to an Areopagite family from the second generation.
tiHMHTPJOE tiHMHTPIOT TPIKOPTEIOE served as an ephebe between 80/79-78/7 B.C. and

a prytanis in c. 50 B.C. (Agora XV, n. 273).44 His father was a gymnasiarch on Delos in 113/2
B.C. and a temple administrator in 108/7 B.C.

42This is a conjectural career. The prytanis appears as 1-1 MENEE8EaE in a fragmentary
list without tribal affiliation, but the name is so rare that this is a plausible collation.

43This is a highly conjectural career. The ephebe is named as epIAOMHAOE ETMAXOT
XO.1AEltiHE. The prytanis is attested as epIAOMHAOE ETMHAOT XOAAEltiHE. The names
are so similar that scribal error or a family affiliation might be postulated.

44The prytanis is named as only 1-] ilHMHTPIOT TPIKOPOTEIOE. But the ephebe would
have been just the right age to have been a prytanis around this time. In any case, the ephebe
and the prytanis are probably related.
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individuals or families. Some families must have declined during the tumultuous

years of the 40s and 30s B.C. as a consequence of political circumstances.

Members of other families attested during the 50s B.C. are attested in office

during the early 40s B.C. or the early years of Octavian's rise to power. This

suggests that certain individuals and families were successful in supporting Caesar

against Pompey and later Octavian against Antony. AflOMflNIOE AflOMflNIOT

AZHNIETE, for example, was polemarchos in 56/5 B.C. and then served twice as

prytan£s between 50 and 40 B.C. (Agora XV, nn. 280 and 278}. His brother,

aIOpANHE, was treasurer of the prytany between 47/6-43/2 B.C. (Agora XV, n.

278) and, in 43/2 B.C., held the priesthood of Asclepius. The family cannot be

traced past this generation, although it was very prominent during the 50s and

40s B.C. Other identifiable families from the 40s B.C. are members of the

peripheral governing class. ZHNDN 8EOpPAETOT AZHNIETE served as a prytanis

between 50-40 B.C. and again in either 47/6 or 43/2 B.C. (Agora XV, nn. 280

and 278). alONTEoaDPOE alorENOTE AZHNIETE served as prytanis in the same

years as ZHNDN. EPATOE8ENHE EEAETKOT AZHNIETE served in the same office

between 50-40 B.C. (Agora XV, n. 280) and his son in c. 40 B.C. (Hesper£a 47,

1978, n. 17, pp. 287-89). ArA80KAHE alplAOT AZHNIETE and his son, alplAOE,

served together in c. 50 B.C. (Hesperia 47, 1978, n. 17, pp. 287-89). ArA80KAHE

subsequently served again in the 40s B.C. (Agora XV, n. 280). He is the son of a

pythaist pais in 106/5 B.C. and his uncle was a pythaist in 98/7 B.C. Two

cousins, AETKIOE EPATDNOE and EPATDN IElaDPOT AZHNIEIE served together in

either 47/6 or 43/2 B.C. (Agora XV, n. 278). An individual known only as

! ]ENHE alONTEIOT AZHNIETE served in c. 50 B.C. (Agora XV, n. 280).

alONTEIOE AZHNIETE, who served in either 47/6 or 43/2 B.C. (Agora XV, n.

278), could be a relative. AETKIOE AETKIOT AZHNIETE was an ephebe between

80/79.78/7 B.C. and served as prytanis between 50-40 B.C. (Agora XV, n. 280).

Although none of the magistrates named above or their families are

attested after 40 B.C., a few other magistrates who served in the 50s and 40s B.C.

are known to have survived into the reign of Augustus. ,:j]ONTEIOE ATAOT
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MAPA80NIOE, for example, was a prytan£s and a secretary of his tribe's prytany

in the 50s B.C. (Hesperia 47, 1978, n. 18, pp. 289-90 and Agora XV, n. 273).45

He reappears in- 29/8 B.C. as an agoranomos. ANrIOXOE 0[_1 tPAAHPETE served

as a prytanis in c. 60 B.C. (Agora XV, n. 267) and again between 30-20 B.C.

(Agora XV, n. 289). Similarly, lOtPON tPTAAEIOE served as a prytanis between

50-40 B.C. (Hesperia 36, 1967, n. 46, pp. 236-7) and again in c. 30 B.C. (Hesperia

47, 1978, n. 21, pp. 293-94). ~IOKAHE ~IOKAEOTE KHtPIEIETE was a priest of

Asclepius in 51/0 B.C. and a magistrate in c. 30 B.C. (Hesperia 47, 1978, n. 20,

pp. 292-3). He is descended from a family which is well-attested in the second

generation but which did not. belong to the governing elite. APIETON nOEEOTE

tPAAHPETE was a prytanis in c. 50 B.C. (Agora XV, n. 273) and again between

30-20 B.C. (Agora XV, n. 289).46 He is descended from a family which also

'belonged to the peripheral governing class during the second generation. His

father, interestingly, managed to become thesmothetes after 88/7 B.C.47 Finally,

AETKIOE AFI'EMI~DPOTAZHNIETE was a prytanis between 50-40 B.C. (Agora

XV, n. 278) and an orator in 36/5 B.C. MENNEAE MENNEOT AZHNIETE, a

prytanis between 50-40 B.C. (Agora XV, n. 280), served as a hymnagogos in 20/19

B.C. when he was in his sixties. He might have been an orator in c. 50 B.C,.48

These examples are the only evidence for the survival of individuals from the

domination of Caesar to the reign of Augustus.

Other magistrates attested in office in the 50s and 40s B.C. belong to

families with descendants who held various magistracies in the 30s B.C. or during

the reign of Augustus. Thus, ET~HMOE ropnnnOT MEAlTETE was herald of the

archon in 56/5 B.C. This is a low-ranking magistracy but possibly a stepping-

45The prytam's is attested as .jlONOTELI of tribe X. The secretary is known only as
~IOI_I MAPA80NIOE. This career, therefore, is only speculative.

46This is a conjectural career. In the latter text, the prytanis is named as APIETDN 71_1
tPAAHPETE. Because the T is dotted it could stand for n.

47On these last two families see Chapter 5.

48The orator is named only as A1ENNI_1 (I.G. U2 1052).
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stone to the archonship itself.49 His son would become a prominent magistrate

under Augustus. ETPrETPATOE [_lEoT AOTElETE was epimeletes of Delos in c.

50 B.C. (I.D.- "1625). His son, EilEOE, appears as a prytanis in c. 30 B.C.

(Hesperia 47, 1978, n. 21, pp. 293-94)50 Similarly, AlEXINHE AlEXlNOT

4>AAHPETE was a prytanis in c. 60 and c. 50 B.C. (Agora XV, nn. 267 and 273).

A son or relative served as treasurer of his tribe's prY0any between 30-20 B.C.

(Agora XV, n. 289).51 MANlOE BPAKKlOE XOMEl~Hr;was a prytanis in c. 50

B.C. (Agora XV, n. 272) together with his son. The son went on to hold a

magistracy in 34/3 B.C. lElrENHE AEKAHllIA~OTA4>I~NAlOE was a pythaist

pais in 106/5 B.C. and an ephebe in 102/1 B.C. He may have been a prytanis in

c. 50 B.C (Agora XV, n. 275). His grandson or nephew, AEKAHllIA~HE

AEKAHlllA~OT A4>I~NAlOE, was a prytanis in 34/3 B.C. [ lA/OE Hm~OT

(Tribe IV) was a prytanis in c. 50 B.C. (Agora XV, n. 272). A relative,

Al\TlOXOE HPa~OT (Tribe IV), would serve as prytanis early in the first century

A.D. (Agora XV, n. 307). Similarly, EilETPATOE EllAINOT 4>AAHPETE was a

prytanis in c. 50 B.C. (Agora XV, n. 273). A son or cousin, EllAlNOE

ETIfJPONIOT, was a hieromnemon between A.D. 1-13 (F.D. III, 2 n. 64). The

family of HPil~HE MAPA.8aNloE, which will be discussed in more detail in the

following chapter, may be mentioned here as an example of another family which

is attested in the Areopagus during the 50s B.C. and which prospered under

Augustus. ~IONTEIOE ~IONTEo~apOTKPnlll~HE served as architheoros of the

genos of the Erysichthonidai in 98/7 B.C. and reappears in c. 50 B.C. as an

epimeletes of the Lyceum (I.G. rr2 2875). His son could be ~IONTEO~ilPOE

~IONTElOT, a pythaist pais in gg/7 B.C. (and hieromnemon in 20/19 B.C. at 91

years of age?). Finally, attention must be drawn to another magistrate with

possible philosophical connections in the 50s B.C. This is the archon of 51/0

49See Chapter 2.

50perhaps [_lEOTshould be restored [EnlEOT.

51The treasurer is named as [......] AIEXl_1 4>AAHPETE. He is probably a relative of our
AIEXlNHE.
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B.C., ATEIAilHE tlAI.:lPOT BEPENIKlilHE, who was the son of the famous

Epicurean philosopher. An ancestor, ATEIA.:lHE ArA80KAEOTE, was archon in

149/8 B.C. blit- the fainily declined during the second generation52 only to rise

again into the Areopagus with the election of ATEIA.:lHE as archon, an event

which could be related, as was suggested above, to the dispute over the property

of Memmius.

Another Roman visitor, M. Claudius Marcellus, the notorious consul of 51

B.C., was to attract political interest at Athens around this time. In 50 B.C. he

left Rome for the last time to go into exile at Mytilene. He must have passed

through Athens on his way, and, although none of our sources explicitly mention

a visit by him to Athens at this time, this is when I believe the Areopagus passed

a decree honouring Marcellus and his wife for their sophrosyne. 53 For some

reason the name of Marcellus has been erased from the stone. This led

O. Broneer, the first editor, to date the inscription to 45 B.C. after Marcellus had

been murdered in the Peiraieus. The decree, however, gives no indication that

Marcellus was dead at the time it was passed, and the use of sophrosyne, a rare

word in dedications, seems an inappropriate epitaph for a man who was killed in a

brawl in the Peiraieus. 54 Cicero defines sophrosyne as the Greek equivalent of

moderatio, temperantia and modestia. 55 It is also used by Greek authors for a

moderate political constitution. Although Marcellus was a bit too extreme in his

52See Chapter 5.

53I.G. U2 4111. See O. Broneer, -Greek Inscriptions of Roman Date,- AJA 36 (1932) pp.
395-7. J. Oliver, -The Descendants of Asinius Pollio, - AJPh 68 (1947) pp. 147-60, restores the
name differently and dates the text to the reign of Tiberius.

54Note that Pompey's wife was honoured for her sophrosyne in 49 B.C. by Pergamum (SIG
758).

55Cicero, TU8e., 3.16.
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strict defence of the Republic for Cicero's liking,56 it is plausible that when he

arrived in Athens he was honoured by those members of the Areopagus who

agreed with liiS ideol;gy and his politics. 57 It should be pointed out in this

context that Marcellus had chosen Mytilene, at this time a bastion of support for

Pompey,58 as his place of exile. The erasure of his name can also be explained

differently. When Athens went over to Caesar in 48 B.C. the Athenians

themselves or Roman partisans could have erased the name of the still-hated

Marcellus. After Caesar pardoned Marcellus in 46 B.C., it is unlikely anyone

would have cared to erase the name. In 42 B.C. the year to which Broneer dated

the erasure, there were more recent grievances to exercise men's minds.

After Marcellus left Athens he did not return until his fateful arrival in

March of 45 B.C. In the meantime Pompey had raised forces in the east,

appointed Appius Claudius Pulcher his legate in Greece and won the support of

Athens along with other Greek cities. It is impossible to determine how the

Athenians decided to send Pompey ships and supplies but there is no reason to

assume that the Athenians were unanimous in their decision. In fact, it is more

plausible to suppose that neither Pompey or Caesar had overwhelming support in

the city. We learn from Appian that before the struggle began both Pompey and

Caesar approached the Athenians asking them to refrain from participating in the

civil war. 59 The Athenians are reported to have replied that they wanted a say in

the outcome. This appeal, if it is historical, suggests that Pompey and Caesar,

56Although Cicero does praise Marcellus for his outstanding constantia (Ad Att. 13.10.3).
Constantia is usually glossed by moderantia and fides, all words expressive of the aristocratic
ideal.

57As we will see later, there is no reason to suppose that the Athenians officially honoured
Marcellus after the murder.

58Mytilene honoured Pompey with altars, a forerunner of the altars dedicated to the Roman
emperors (Geagan, -Imperial Visits: The Epigraphical Evidence, - Transactions of the
International Congress on Greek and Latin Epigraphy, 3-9 October 1982, Athens, 1984, p. 73 and
n. 17).

59Appian, Be, II.70.
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unsure of their own support in the city, were anxious to deny the city to their

opponent. Also, when Q. Fufius Calenus, Caesar's legate in Greece, entered

Attica he was -able to r-avage the countryside and the unwalled Peiraieus, but not

the city itself.60 This incident shows that the city still had walls and, by·

implication, could have resisted either Caesar or Pompey if it had chosen to do

so.61 Some Athenian politicians, therefore, were able to carry a decision to send

support to Pompey. Their only motive would have been self-interest and they

expected Pompey to prevail as he had in other eastern campaigns. But once

Calenus was overrunningAttica, the wisdom or advantage in supporting Pompey

would have seemed less apparent to those in the middle, who may have begun to

waver. Dio Cassius tells us that the Athenians surrendered to Caesar after the

defeat of Pompey at Pharsalus.62 But Appian reports a slightly different story.

He says that on the second day after the battle Caesar met with what he calls

• the suppliant Athenians· and Caesar then pardoned the city for supporting

Pompey.63 It would have been impossible for the city to dispatch envoys to

Pharsalus so soon after the battle and so the identity of these suppliant Athenians

is a mystery.64 They could have been Athenians who had served with Pompey

and who were now claiming to speak for the city. But would they have received

an audience with Caesar so soon after the battle? Another possibility is that these

Athenians represented a different faction in the city. They might have requested

an audience with Caesar before the battle, or, exercising greater prudence, they

60Dio 42.14.

61For the rebuilding of the walls see Papalas, "Roman Athens," p. 15. J. Travlos, A Pictorial
Dictionary of Ancient Athens, London, 1971, p. 161, dates the rebuilding of the walls after their
destruction in 86 B.C. to the reign of Valeri-an.

62Dio 42.14.1.

63Appian, Be, 11.88.

64The news of the battle would have to be conveyed to Athens, a meeting convened. envoys
selected and dispatched to Caesar. When they arrived the envoys would have had to contact
Caesar's entourage and request an audience. All of this would have taken time.
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might have waited nearby until the outcome was certain.65 In any case, we have

to appreciate the dilemma facing the Athenians belonging to all factions. Caesar's

clementia was- not to be counted on, and there must have been anxiety in the city

when the outcome of the struggle began to look more uncertain.

Although Caesar pardoned the city, his victory and his pardon were not

without consequences for some members of the Athenian population, as later

events will show. The individuals who had supported Pompey were probably

affected in some way while the demos seems to have benefitted from Caesar's

period of domination. The demos acting alone erected two monuments in the

name of Caesar. It was also in the 40s B.C. that an association called the

Soteriastai was founded by tlIOiiapOE EaKPATOTE ApIiiNAIOE. The association

had a priest, archeranistes and a treasurer.66 jj,IOjj,apOE is otherwise unknown.

His association could have been formed to cel.ebrate Caesar's victory {Caesar was

honoured by the demos as a saviour or soter between 47-44 B.C.).67 Decrees from

this period do not exhibit the oligarchic features of other decrees from the

preceding and following decades.68 Evidence for a temporary change in

Athenian politics is also found in the prosopographical evidence for the few

magistrates who are attested in office during the crucial years of the Roman civil

war. ElMaN ANTIMAXOT eOPIKIOE was a magistrate on Delos in 49/8 B.C. His

family is obscure although a relative, jj,HMOKPATHE ANTIMAXOT, was a priest of

651n 168 B.C. Rhodian ambassadors were not as careful. They arrived before the battle of
Pydna offering mediation to Aemilius Paullus (Livy 44.35.4-6). When Aemilius won his decisive
victory, the Rhodians were seriously compromised.

66I.G. lIZ 1343.

67I .G. II2 3222 and SEG XIV.121 (see Geagan, Transactions of the International Congress on
Greek and Latin Epigraphy, 3-9 October 1982, p. 71). Cf. Ferguson, Klio 7 (1907) p. 214.

68 I.G. lI2 1041, 1063, Agora XV, n. 281 and Hesperia 34 (1975) p. 255fC (= I.G. lI2

1040+1025). Geagan regards these decrees as evidence of a brieC revival of former democratic
practices during the 40s B.C. (AC, p. 69). See also Geagan, ANRW 11.7.1, 1979, pp. 375-6 (with
bibliography pp. 416-7). The date of these documents is crucial for dating the period oC
"democratic" government. Accame attempts to date the democratic constitution to the arrival in
Athens of Brutus in 44 B.C.
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the Cynthian deities in c. 100 B.C. (LD. 2419). The father of ~HMOKPATHE was

a liturgist between 130-120 B.C. (LG. n2 1939) and his grandfather,

TIMOKPATHE, served as epi tas prosodous in 182/1 B.C. ElMilN, therefore, held

the first attested civic magistracy in this family for several generations in the year

of the outbreak of the civil war. This was also the year when a ~HMOXAPHE was

archon. He cannot be securely identified.69 Similarly, ,:j,IONTEO,:j,ilPOE

MOEXlilNOE TPIKOPTEIOE held an unspecified Delian magistracy in 44/3 and

43/2 B.C. At about the same time he also served as epimeletes of Delos (J.D.

1818). His family, too, cannot be identified. The same is true for APIETONIKOE

flPr;rrorENOT AZHNIETE, who served as prytanis in either 47/6 or 43/2 B.C.

(Agora XV, n. 278) and in 44/3 B.C. might have become king-archon.70

Apart from APIETONIKOE, the only senior magistrates in the 40s B.C.

whose names are known to us are the eponymous archons. Their prosopography

is especially rewarding. In 45/4 B.C. the archon was AflOAHElE. He is the son of

AIJEAAlKilN of Teos, a philosopher who migrated to Athens, received Athenian

citizenship and was adopted into a family from Oion.71 AflEAAlKilN was one of

the principal actors in the democratic revolution of 88/7 B.C. which led to the

sack of the city by Sulla.72 The family into which he was adopted can be traced

into the second century but AIlOAHSlE would belong to the first generation of the

family to be attested in a senior magistracy. AIlOAHSlE was succeeded by

ETKMfE, son of the HPil,:j,HE of Marathon who had received the fifty talents from

Caesar a few years before. HPrl,:j,HE himself had been archon in 60/59 B.C. and

69There are two possibilities. He could be related to MENAN~POE AZHNIETE, whom I
identify as the archon in 38/7 B.C. But the name ~HMOXAPHE also appears in a family from
Aithalidai attested in the second century B.C.

70As pointed out in Chapter 2, this is a conjectural collation. The king-archon in 44/3 is
known only by his patronymic ITPilTOrENOTE. But in such a turbulent period it is plausible
that our prytanis or a relative would become archon.

71 pA 1343. E. Kapetanopoulos, -Apolexis ex Giou,- Athenaeum 1974, pp. 345-7, questions the
identification of AIlEAAlKilN as a member of this family.

72See Chapter 5.
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ETKAHE would serVE: as a. life-long priest of Apollo to the end of the first century.

Only fifteen years separate the archonships of father and son, and this forces us to

conclude that ETKAHE attained the archonship at 30 years of age or shortly

thereafter, while his father could not have become archon until at least his early

40s. It is plausible that ETKAHE' career was advanced because of his father's

association with Caesar.73 Later ETKAHE would comp:ete the agora which was

begun in Athens under Caesar's direction.74 ETKAHE' sons would also serve in a

number of senior magistracies at Athens and eventually the family would produce

the millionaire and sophist Herodes Atticus.75 As with AIIOAH2IE and his family,

HPD.jHE and ETKAHE are the first members of their family to be attested in

senior magistracies.76 The predecessor to AIIOAHEIE in the archonship is none

other than rrOATXAPMOE, probably the hoplite general from 52/1 B.C. His

family connections are uncertain. P. Roussel identified him as a member of a

family from the deme Azenia, although the evidence for this connection is not

certain.77 There is a second more interesting possibility as well. ETKAHE had a

son named rrOATXAPMOE. Because the name of the eldest son in this family

generally alternated between HPD.jHE and ETKAHE, it is possible that ETKAHE

had an unattested elder son named HPil.1HE. His attested son, rrOATXAPMOE,

could have been named after an uncle or relative. IIOATXAPMOE, the archon of

46/5 B.C., and HPD.1HE, both apparently supporters of Caesar, would have been

brothers or cousins. Even if we accept Roussel's identification, the conclusion is

the same, for in either case IIOATXAPMOE was a political arriviste.

73The archon list from 44/3 B.C., the year when ETKAHE was archon, is fragmentary. Only
the patronymics of the other archons can be read. But none of these men can be identified even
tentatively. In contrast, over sixty archons can be identified prosopographically during the
Augustan period (see Chapter 7).

74I .G. lIZ 3175.

75Graindor, HiT-ode Atticus et sa famille, pp. 1-9.

76HPD.1HE might have dedicated an altar to Athena Democratia in 89/8 B.C. (cr. Ferguson,
HA, p. 444). Raubitschek redated the dedication to the Augustan period on the basis of letter
forms (Hesperia 31,1962, p. 240).

77I .D. 2509.



nOATXAPMOE, as we saw above, was associated in some way with the

decree of the Areopagus in favour of C. Memmius. When he was archon in 46/5

B.C., nOATXAeMOE may have been involved in another incident at Athens

involving a prominent Roman politician. This incident, unlike the dispute over

the property of Memmius, had more serious consequences. In March of

nOATXAPMOE' archonship M. Marcellus departed from Mytilene to return to

Rome and presumably to a reconciliation with Caesar. He arrived in Athens,

stayed for a few days in a tent in the Peiraieus, got into a brawl with a minor

partisan of Caesar's and was mortally wounded with a knife. We know the

details of the murder and subsequent events because of a letter written in March

of 45 B.C. by Cicero's correspondent Servius Sulpicius Rufus, who was in Athens

at the time.78 When Sulpicius heard the news he rushed to Marcellus' tent only

to find that Marcellus' slaves had fled in panic and Marcellus had already died.

The details provided by Sulpicius all provide tantalizing political implications.

First, it is odd that Marcellus, according to Sulpicius, stayed in a tent while in

Athens. This detail has caused Athenian historians considerable difficulty.

J. Day in his economic history of Athens argues that Marcellus stayed in a tent

because he preferred the outdoors.79 A. Papalas, however, argued that the lett~r

from Sulpicius is evidence for a serious economic decline at Athens. According to

Papalas, the Peiraieus was no longer equipped to accommodate travellers with

hotels and so Marcellus was forced into a tent in March.80 Both explanations miss

the more obvious question -- why did Marcellus not stay with a friend in the city?

When Cicero visited Athens in 51 B.C. he and his brother stayed with Greek

hosts in the very centre of Athens.81 Similarly Plutarch tells us that Brutus,

78Ad Fam. IV.12.

79Day , Economic History, p. 144.

80papalas, • Roman Athens,· p. 29, n. 5.

81Ad Att. V.1!.
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when he arrived in Athens in 44 B.C., stayed with a friend in the city.82 We

must assume. therefore, that no one in Athens was willing to put Marcellus up or,

perhaps more tikely, Marcellus was unwilling to impose his presence on an

Athenian or Roman host in the city. This explanation is consistent with Athenian

behaviour following his murder.

The murder of Marcellus was popularly attributed to Caesar. The

rumour has little credence among modern historians and Cicero himself eventually

went to some effort to discount the accusation.83 But if, in the weeks following

the murder, Caesar was widely suspected at Rome, how did the Athenians

interpret the event in the hours and days after it occurred? Sulpicius tells Cicero

in his letter that he approached the Athenians (How he made the request and to

whom is unclear) and asked for permission to bury Marcellus inside the city. He

was told that this was contrary to Athenian custom and was told he could bury

Marcellus at the Academy. Burial within city walls was an uncommon practice in

any pre-modern society apart from random burials of infants in the walls of

houses.84 At Rome there was a ban on cremations or burials within the

pomerium, which in historical times was roughly defined by the perimeter of the

city walls. Sulpicius' request, therefore, deserves closer scrutiny. At this time

Sulpicius was serving as a legate in Greece. Although his exact position and his

duties remain unclear,85 he would not have had any direct authority over the

Athenians. This would have precluded him from making a direct request that the

82Plutarch, Brutus, 24.1.

83F . Munzer, "Claudius", RE III, n. 229, 2764.

84R.S. Young observes that the ban on burial did not apply to children, who were cremated or
buried in the perimeter of the Agora down to the 3rd century B.C. ("Sepulturae intra murem,"
Hesperia 20, 1951, p. 67). F.E. Winter, "Sepulturae intra murem and the pre-Persian Walls of
Athens," Hesperia Supplement XIX, 1982, pp. 199-204, dates the ban on burials in the region of
the Agora to c. 490 B.C. and the construction of the Themistoclean wall. The Valerian wall, like
the pre-Persian perimeter defence, excluded the Agora and consequently late Roman burials are
found in the Agora after 267 A.D.

85Broughton, lv/RR, p. 310.
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Athenians publicly bury Marcellus or honour him in some way. He was granted

as a concession a burial at the Academy, but this was not an unusual gesture.

From excavatiails at toe Academy, it is clear that the Academy and its environs

served as one of the major cemeteries in Athens.86 The place of honour in

Athens, the place where soldiers or statesmen were buried at public expense with

a demosion serna, was on the road leading from the city walls towards the

Academy, not the Academy itself.87 Sulpicius might have made an impossible

request knowing it would be rejected, but hoping that the Athenians would

respond with an offer of a public funeral. When the Athenians indicated to

Sulpicius that he could hold a funeral for Marcellus at the Academy, they were

diplomatically refusing Sulpicius' request for public honours for Marcellus.88

There is a second possibility, although the conclusion is the same. Sulpicius tells

Cicero that he asked for a sepultura inside the city walls. Previous commentators

have taken this to mean a burial or cremation.89 Yet, as we have seen, this

makes Sulpicius' request rather absurd in the Greco-Roman context. It is possible

the Athenians did not understand Sulpicius' real request, or, if they did, they were

nonetheless unwilling to grant it to him, for sepultura can also mean a funeral

ceremony. At Rome leading citizens were often laid-in-state in the forum before

86For references see Travlos, Pictorial Dictionary, p. 44. Also cr. Pausanias 1.29. The exact
perimeter of the Academy remains unknown but the burials found in the vicinity seem to lie
outside the Academy itself. Graves from the geometric period to the 1st century B.C. have been
reported (BCH 54, 1930, p. 460, 1931, p. 466, 1933, pp. 250-1, 1935, p. 251, and AA 1931, p. 218).

87D.C. Kuntz and J. Boardman, Greek Burial Customs, New York, 1971, p. 108; C.W.
Clairmont, Patrios Nomos: Public Burials in Athens During the Fifth and Fourth Centuries
B.C., Oxford, 1983, figures 1-7 and pp. 29fr. Roman burials indicate that the Academy road
remained a prestigious burial place and Clairmont underscores the prestige of even private burial
along the Academy Road (ibid., pp. 38-9 and 45).

88There were two kinds of public burial. In the first the polis buried its war dead in a public
monument. It was also possible for a family or friends of a deceased individual to receive a grant
oC money allowing them to erect a semi-public monument for an outstanding individual. I do not
think this occured in the case of Marcellus because Sulpicius does not mention a grant of money.
The legal status or the Academy is also uncertain. Pausanias reports that it was once private
property but that in his day it was a public gymnasium (1.29.2). A boundary stone from the
Academy confirms that the Academy was at one time public property.

89Young, Hesperia 20 (1951) p. 67.
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being carried outside the city for the cremation or interment. 90 Sulpicius might

only have wanted to hold a lying-in-state in Athens, perhaps in the Agora, before

disposing of the body.. The Athenians might have understood him to mean that

he wanted to bury Marcellus or cremate him inside the city. On the other hand,

because Marcellus had died outside the city, the Athenians may have preferred to

keep him there. Religious taboo could also have precluded them from allowing a

dead body to be carried, not out of the city as was usual, but into the city, an act

which could be construed as contrary to nature. But however we understand

Sulpicius' request and the Athenian interpretation of it, the conclusion must be

the same. The Athenians did not make any effort to assist Sulpicius or to honour

Marcellus. 91

After the cremation Sulpicius tells Cicero that he made arrangements

with the Athenians -in that place-, presumably the Academy, to erect a

monument for Marcellus. In his letter Sulpicius clearly separates the official

request he made of the Athenian authorities for a sepultura inside the city and

the private arrangements he had to make for the funeral. The funeral would have

attracted spectators, including some Athenians who might have respected

Marcellus, and it is with people like these that Sulpicius arranged for a

monument. Whether the monument was ever erected remains unknown. Broneer

had associated the decree I discussed earlier with this monument, but the decree

honouring Marcellus was discovered on the Acropolis and is more appropriate in

the context of Marcellus' retirement to Mytilene. And, as we have seen, there is

no reason to conclude from Sulpicius' letter that the Athenians officially honoured

Marcellus. Indeed, before Rome could even begin to buzz with rumours about

who was behind the murder of Marcellus, the Athenian authorities were faced

with a difficult situation. If they honoured Marcellus, who had after all just been

90J.M.C. Toynbee, Death and Burial in the Roman World, London, 1971, p. 47. Julius
Caesar's body was carried to the forum after his murder in the Senate.

91Sulpicius' irritation at this treatment is evident from the tone of his letter.
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murdered by a known supporter of Caesar, they risked Caesar's displeasure. On

the other hand, if they dishonoured Marcellus, they also risked the anger of

Caesar, for he- h--ad recently pardoned Marcellus for his mistakes. The compromise

was to leave all the arrangements to Sulpicius and to allow him to cremate and

bury Marcellus at the Academy.

In September of 44 B.C. Brutus arrived in Athens ostensibly on his way to

assume his new duties as a commissioner in charge of the grain supply from Asia.

The Athenians, we are told, rushed to greet Brutus as though he were a

liberator92 and, what is more, they erected statues of Brutus and Cassius in the

Agora beside Harmodius and Aristogeiton, the Athenian tyrannicides.93

Raubitschek, recognizing that Brutus' reception was far out of proportion to

either his status in September of 44 B.C. or to the treatment of Athens at the

hand of Caesar, argued that it was this very reception which first led Brutus to

begin thinking of raising an army in the east,94 But the evidence for Brutus'

reception is not unassailable. Only one group in Athens, the oligarchs who had

lost power during the revival of the demos, could have benefitted from Caesar's

assassination. If these men welcomed Brutus as a liberator, Plutarch's report th,at

92Plutarch, Brutus, 24. Geagan suggests that Brutus' control o( the grain supply might have
inCluenced the Athenians.

93Dio 47.20.4.

94Raubitschek, "Brutus in Athens," Phoenix 11 (1957) pp. 1-11. E.J. Owens, "Increasing
Roman Domination o( Greece in the Years 48-27 B.C.," Latomu8 35 (1976) p. 718, argues that
Brutus and not Caesar instituted the democratic reforms which have been interred (rom the
(ormulae (or constitutional practices which appear in several decrees (rom this period. This
suggestion derives (rom Accame but cannot be supported by the chronological evidence (see
Appendix A.2).
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the Athenians thronged to greet Brutus may be only an exaggeration.9S It is

important to note in this context that the Athenian tyrannicides Harmodius and

Aristogeiton, whose statues graced the Athenian Agora, were heroes of the

aristocratic clan of the Gephyraioi. The erection nearby of statues of Brutus and

Cassius, therefore, associated the Roman tyrannicides with an Athenian clan

rather than with the Athenian demos.96 While he was in Athens Brutus studied

at the Lyceum with the Peripatetics. Like many leading Romans, most notably

Cicero, Brutus might have eschewed the Garden for its philosophy of non

involvement in politics, but we have also seen above that there is reason to believe

that several leading Epicureans had aligned themselves with Caesar and

Antony.9j

The years between 43/2-40/39 B.C. are difficult to interpret from the

prosopographical evidence. The years following the assasination of Julius Caesar

until the clear emergence of Octavian and Antony as the major antagonists were

tumultuous ones in terms of Roman politics, and it is not surprising to find that

the Athenian evidence for magistrates in office during these years is inconclusive.

Some of the individuals attested in these years of transition are tantalizingly

obscure. AllOAAOtj;ANHE AllOAAotj;ANor Etj;HTTIOE, for example, was a theoros

and hieromnemon in a procession to Delphi in 42/1 B.C. He would have been

accompanied by ETKAHE, who is first attested in this year as life-long priest of

Apollo, but is otherwise unknown. .;j,IONTEO.;j,DPOE MOEXIDNOE TPIKOPTEIOE

held an unknown, but possibly senior, Delian magistracy in 44/3 and 43/2 B.C.

9SWe do not know if the statues were ever actually put up (cf. Broneer, AlA 36, 1932, p. 396).
Sitatue bases have been found for Brutus at Athens and Delos, but at this time it was very
common for old statues to be rededicated. There were already two pairs of statues of the
Tyrannicides in the Agora (cr. Pausanias 1.8.S). It is possible that one of these pairs was
temporarily rededicated in the name of Brutus and Cassius (an observation also made by
Raubitschek, Atti del terzo congresso interna::.ionale di epigraphia greca e, lat~'na, Rome, 19S9, p.
21).

96Two moneyers chose the tyrannicides as their symbols on an issue of silver tetradrachms
during the second century B.C. (Thompson, ANSSC, p. 371).

97See above on i1TEIA.;j,HE, archon in 51/0 B.C.
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He served as epimeletes of Delos about the same time. He is probably descended

from a cleruch family from Delos which is otherwise entirely unattested in civic

offices, for he -may plausibly be identified as a descendant of the family of

A.:iAMAE, .:iIONTEO.:iOPOE and MOEXION, sons of A.:iAMAE AeHNAIOE. This

was a family of sculptors which resided on Delos in the last decades of the second

century B.C. A certain NIKANt.lPOE was archon in 41/0 B.C. Although he is not

attested in any other capacity, we may conjecture that his son, [lOATAINOE

NIKAN.:iPOT, became archon in 14/3 B.C., suggesting perhaps that NIKAN.:iPOE

and his family were able to emerge from the 40s and 30s B.C. with their wealth

and standing intact.98 A different situation can be postulated for the family of

AAEEAN.:iPOE AAEEAN.:iPOT AA.4IETE. He was a secretary of the ephebes in 41/0

B.C. His son eEO~IAOE served as an ephebe between 39/8-35/4 B.C. (I.G. n2

1961). The family is descended from AAEEAN.:iPOE EENO~ANTOTAAAIETE, who is

only attested between 130-120 B.C. as a liturgist (I.G. n2 1939), and apparently is

not attested after the domination of Antony. Similarly, ~IAOETPATOE, who was

archon in 40/39 B.C., is related to an ephebe from 98/7 B.C., and he too is

otherwise unattested.99 He is an obscure individual, but the kind of magistrate

who might be expected to hold an archonship in a year of great uncertainty. In

contrast, ETeT.:iOMOE, the archon in 42/1 B.C., is descended from a family which

produced two ephebes in the second generation, although he is the first member of

the family attested in a civic magistracy. Under Augustus his son, also named

ETeT.:iOMOE, served as a proedros (I.G. n2 1069). ETeT.:iOMOE himself went on

to become herald of the Areopagus. IOO The offices of .:iIO.:iOPOE E(}KPATOTE

A~I.:iNAIOE also date to this period. He was priest of an association for the

981 attribute NIKAN.:iPOE and [lOATAINOE NIKANt.lPOT to the same family because the
name NIKAN.:iPOE is relatively rare during the first century B.C.

99Although he could be identified as rpIAOETPATOE [lOATKPITOT AZHNIETE, prytanis
between 50-40 B.C. (Agora XV, n. 278).

100Sometime between 38/7-18/7 B.C. The year is important for understanding the significance
of ETeT.:iOMOE' career. I prefer to date his heraldship to sometime after 30 B.C. when
ETeT.:iOMOE would have been in his 50s.
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Soteiria between 42/1-39/8 B.C., in 37/6 B.C. a treasurer of the same association

and then, in 36/5 B.C., archeranistes. 101 He is otherwise unattested and did not

hold any offices undet Augustus. ZHNlnN iilOTIMOT MAPAenNIOE served as

archeranistes of another association, the Heroistai, in 57/6 B.C. He is the son of

an ephebe from 102/1 B.C. A relative was polemarchos in 102/1 B.C. 10Z

APOllOE EEAETKOT llEIPAIETE was treasurer of the Heroistai in 57/6 B.C. His

family too belonged to the governing elite in the second generation. Neither of

these families are attested after 57/6 B.C. The activities of the Soteriastai and

Heroistai at this time seem to be related to a similar emergence of aristocratic

gene under Antony. These associations, therefore, might have thrown their

support to Antony.

The events following the arrival of Brutus and Cassius in the east and

later the emergence of M. Antony as the Roman dynast of the eastern

Mediterranean, as least as far these events pertain to Athens, are largely

unknown. But when Antony resided in Athens in the winters of 39/8 and 38/7

B.C., his stay seems to coincide with several changes in Athenian society. Dio

Cassius tells us explicitly that Antony introduced oligarchic regimes in the Greek

world103 and this statement is corroborated by the few decrees which are extant

from this period. 104 The genos of the Gephyraioi were active in Athens during

Antony's domination. In 36 B.C. the clan exchanged letters with the Delphic

101I.G. lIZ 1343.

102See Chapter 5.

l03Dio 38.39.2.

104I .G . lIZ 1043 and 1051 (with Hesperia 36, 1967, n. 12). Ambassadors were usually elected

but in I.G. lIZ 1051 the three ambassadors were the hoplite general, the herald of the Areopagus
and the herald of the boule and demos. This last office was a professional post. The oligarchic
nature of this decree is indicated by the dispatch of these officials, in an ex officio capacity. as
ambassadors. A fourth man is named to accompany them but he is not specifically called an
ambassador and there is no record of a vote having been taken.
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Amphictyony.105 And it is possible that a change in the census was also carried

out at this time. In 38/7 B.C. the Athenian ephebic corps comprised only 53

members, less -than half the usual contingent in the second and first centuries B.C.

Under Augustus the corps would return to an above average contingent of 134

members. Finally, several magistrates and families which are attested in the 50s

B.C. reappear in the brief period of Antony's domination at Athens. Although

HAl0<10POE OATMIlI0<10POT AFNOTEIOE, for example, was a kleidouchos and

pyrphoros of Asclepius in 62/1 B.C.,106 his son OATMJIIO<1DPOE was kosmetes of

the ephebes in 38/7 B.C. Similarly, a member of the political elite named

BAKXIOE, who was thesmothetes in 56/5 B.C., had a son who was also an ephebe

in 38/7 B.C. TAIOE TAIOT MAIETE was prytany-secretary in 52/1 B.C. Possibly

the prytany-secretaryship indicates some political involvement on the part of

rAIOl:. His son also served as an ephebe between 30/8-36/5 B.C. (I.G. rr2 1061).

MENIEKOE <PIAOKAEOTE KOAnNH8EN, a son of the <PIAOKAHE who moved from

Delos after 88/7 B.C., is attested in 50/8 B.C. as a paidotribes at Athens and

served as an orator in 52/1 B.C. His family was a member of the cultural

educational elite for several generations, and a son, MENIEKOE, was ephebic

paidotribes sometime between 30/8-36/5 B.C. (I.G. rr2 1061). None of these

individuals or families are attested under Augustus. 107

The apparently obscure archons under Caesar, finally, give way In the

early 30s B.C. to several archons who can be identified with more prominent

families. The archon in 30/8 B.C. was <1IOKAHE MEAITETE, a nephew of

MHtiEIOE and a grandson of EAPAIIInN, both prominent members of an

10501iver, Hesperia 49 (1980) pp. 40-1.

106See above for the possibly democratic afriliations of this cult during the 40s B.C.

107The families of two ephebic instructors, in contrast, would survive. A-fRTPOti[}POE
MTPPINOTEIOE was a hoplomachos in 46/5 B.C. His son A/EX/NRE served as a prytanis in
either 19/8 or 18/7 B.C. 1>IAlOE tiIOKAEOTE 1>PEAPPIOE was a paidotribes in 55/4 B.C.
His son, <PDUOE, himself served as a paidotribes in 23/2 B.C. The family is descended from
NIKOETPA.TOE, an ephebe in 117/6 B.C.
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oligarchic faction which dominated Athenian politics in the decades before the

sack of the city by Sulla. 108 His name in the archon list makes an obvious

contrast with that of mOABEIE, the son of AIIEMIKDN of Teos, from only a few

years earlier, and he is the last member of this notorious family to be attested in a

civic magistr~cy. illOKAHE also held the hoplite generalship. The year is

unknown, although it is unlikely it could have been later than the mid-thirties

B.C.109 MENANilPOE, the archon who succeeded illOKAHE in 38/7 B.C., is the

son of an ephebe from 102/1 B.C. and a grandson of AIEXPDN, a liturgist

between 130-120 B.C. (I.G. n2 1940). His son ilHMOXAPHE became archon under

Augustus sometime after 9/8 B.C. (I.G. n2 3176), having served as prytanis

between 50-40 B.C. (Agora XV, n. 280) and as herald of the boule in the early

years of Augustus' reign (I.G. n2 XII.8.26). KAMIKPATIilHE ETNilPOMOT

TPIKOPTEIOE, archon in 37/6 B.C., served as herald of the boule and demos

between 45-35 B.C. (Agora XV, n. 282). He too served as hoplite general in an

unknown year, although it was probably held under Augustus. His son would

become king-archon before 22/3 B.C., and the family survived into the Roman

Empire. lIO 8EO[lEI8HE, finally, became archon in 36/5 B.C. and his son,

8EO~IAOE, became hoplite general in the last years of the reign of Augustus (I.G.

rr2 4478). The family is not well-attested after 167/6 B.C.,111 although a pythaist

pais in 138/7 B.C. may be assigned to it. The archons between 38/7 and 36/5

B.C., therefore, all belong to obscure families which flourished under Augustus. H2

108pA 10098.

1Q9Plutarch, Vitae Orat. 893b.

110The family is attested in political office as early as the fourth century although a stemma
cannot be traced back that far (PA 13038 and PA 7988).

lllBut the family can be traced back to the third century (Sundwall, NPA, p. 95).

1I2Two identifiable but obscure Delian magistrates may also be mentioned here.
ET8TilIKOE illOKAEOTE was a magistrate on Delos in 37/6 B.C. He may be related to
ETNOMOE ET80illKOT who was a theor08 in 98/7 B.C. but is otherwise unattested.
Similarly, NIKOKAHE NIKOKAEOTE held the same Delian magistracy in 33/2 B.C. He might
be descended from l_lroPAE NIKOKAEOTE KPn[lIilHE, priest of Hestia, Demos and Roma
on Delos in 159/8 B.C.
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The contrast between the fortunes of MENANi1POE and KAAAlKPATI,:1HE with

i1IOKAHE might suggest that the Antonian faction at Athens only enjoyed a year

or two of power'. Finany, KAEli1AMOE, archon in 33/2 B.C., could be a grandson

of EPMOKAHE KAEI~AMOT AM~ITPO[[AIETE, who was pythaist pais in 128/7

B.C., ephebe in IHl/8 B.C. and agoranomos on Delos in 103/2 B.C. A namesake

held a mint magistracy in the second century B.C. 113 These are the only

magistrates who can be identified prosopographically to the end of the 30s B.C. 114

It is impossible to say what happened to men like ETKAHE, who had

supported Caesar, during the brief period of oligarchic or aristocratic government.

A fragmentary decree concerning the Athenian cleruchy on Lemnos and perhaps

dating to 34/3 B.C. names a general, either the hoplite general or the general on

Lemnos. 115 Only the name HPD,:1HE is extant. It is unlikely, however, that

Hffii1HE was still active at this late date. 116 But because most Athenian generals

served in their 40s, or in any case about ten years after their archonship, and

because ETKAHE had served as archon in 44/3 B.C., his name could be restored in

the text by understanding the name HPD~HE as the patronymic rather than the

name of the general. If ETKAHE served as a general on Lemnos, it is possible he

113pA 8488-89.

114Note that [_lNETE APXOf\,TOE Kr~ALl could be identified as archon in 35/4 B.C.
although the name APXDN occurs in the deme Kydathenaion (but since L1NETE is named in
the genitive, we would then expect to find the definite article before his patronymic). This
individual could be a descendent of MENE~HMOEAPXONTOE KT~AeHNAIETE,who was
epimeletes of Delos after 167/6 B.C. (I.D. 1805). In this case the magistracy held by [_lNETE in
35/4 B.C. is unknown. I examined this text at the Epigraphical Museum in Athens with the
director Mrs. Peppa-Delmouzou. KT~A is now only legible as KTA and could have stood for
KTAnN. In this case it would form the name of a second individual (note the plural aV1'OL8).

115I.G. 112 1051. For the date see Appendix A.2. I examined this inscription at the
Epigraphical Museum in Athens. The extant text is a tantalizingly fragmentary decree concerning
some kind of land dispute.

116Dow and Sarikakis, however, both equate him with the HPD~HE who was general in 60/59
B.C. (The Hoplite General at Athens, p. 61). ETKAHE is first attested as life-long priest of
Apollo in 42/1 B.C. His son and grandson both inherited the same office. If ETKAHE too
inherited the office from HP[],:1HE this would suggest that HP[],:1HE was already deceased by
42/1 B.C. at the latest.
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went there after Antony arrived in Athens. But he would return. In 30 B.C., the

year following the battle of Actium, the Athenians sent a religious procession to

Delphi. ETKAH£ attended as priest of Apollo. He would eventually attain the

hoplite generalship, although only late in life, and his sons would become more

firmly established as members of the Athenian elite. His family will constitute

one of the new political families under Augustus.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion:

The Governing Class Under Augustus

The entire period from 167/6 B.C. to A.D. 14 was increasingly dominated

by events in the Roman world in which Athens became either a spectator or a

victim. When Athens recovered the island of Delos in 167 B.C., the pro-Roman

governing elite at that time had acted on the vain pretence that Athens was an

autonomous Greek polis and a sovereign ally of Rome. In the century and a half

following the acquisition of Delos, however, the political status of Athens had

gradually eroded until, by A.D. 14, Athens had been formally incorporated into

the province of Achaia. 1 By this time the governing class had ceased to be a

traditional aristocracy based on the civic life of a small Greek polis and was in

the process of becoming a member of those provincial elites which competed with

and eventually succeeded in replacing the old Italian aristocracy in governing the

Roman Empire.2 Exactly when Athens, or rather the mentalite of the Athenian

governing class, ceased to be focused on the polis and became provincial in

outlook, is difficult to specify, although the process by which Athens evolved from

1When food riots broke out, threatening order in the city, a legate of the new emperor Tiberius
quickly suppressed the disturbance (V. Ehrenberg, aLegatus Augusti et Tiberii, a Studies
Presented to D.M. Robinson on his Seventieth Birthday, Vol. II, eds. G.E. Mylonas and
D. Raymond, St Louis, 1953, pp. 438-44 and Papalas, -Roman Athens, - pp. 58-61). Ste. Croix
regards the revolt of c. A.D. 13 as another manifestation of the revolution of 88/7 B.C. (Class
Struggle, p. 526). But it seems to have had more in common with the frequent slave revolts of
the late second century B.C. The revolution of 88/7 B.C., we have seen, was a result of
demographic pressure from an expanding peripheral class and the emergence of a narrow
oligarchy. As far as we know the slave revolts and the revolt in c. 13 A.D. had no real program
or leaders.

2G. Bowersock, Augustus and the Greek World, Oxford, 1965, pp. 140-2, argues that under
Augustus the elites of the Greek east and Roman west began to merge into a single governing
class.
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a po/is to a provincial town probably began to some extent at least from the very

acquisition of Delos :1t the beginning of our period.3 Roman influence on the

institutions and' population of Delos first becomes perceptible after c. 130 B.C.

and coincided there with the dissolution of the cleruchy as a separate Athenian

community.4 The sack of the city of Athens in 86 B.C. was quickly followed by a

noticeable Roman flavour in many of the formerly characteristic aspects of po/£s

life. Traditional festivals, for example, were named after Roman dynasts or

celebrated in their honour,5 Roman coins first appeared in the Athenian agora,

and Roman names became more common among the civic population.6 It was

also during the period after 86/5 B.C. that the number of civic magistracies were

reduced, and several priesthoods which were formerly annual offices now appear

as life-long positions. Other civic magistracies at this time became no more than

sinecured liturgies.7 Archaeological evidence also provides an indication of

changes in the nature of Athenian public life at this time. The Athenian agora

was the scene of extensive rebuilding under Augustus. What was formerly an

open place of assembly surrounded by administrative buildings, functionally and

symbolically democratic in nature, became crowded with buildings and statues,

3Mosse regards the public munificence of the elite in the second century as an indication of the
decline of the traditional polis. Originally liturgies had been private expenditure for the common
good, but in the Hellenistic Age the state orten assumed such burdens. Now liturgies were
becoming ostentatious display aimed, Mosse suggests, at winning election to magistracies which
were no longer assigned by sortition (Athens in Decline, p. 145).

4By c. 130 B.C. the cleruchy had become absorbed by a population largely composed of
foreigners and Romans. Ferguson has enumerated several areas in which Roman inCluence on the
island may be detected after c. 130 B.C. (HA, pp. 383-4; see also note above).

5The celebration of festivals honouring the Attalids or a festival such as the Ptolemaia, in
contrast, are not entirely comparable since these festivals were in honour of men who were
supposedly the eponymous heroes of two Attic tribes. (See Ferguson, Klio 8, 1908, p. 339). The
Sylleia and the Antoneia, on the other hand, mark a new stage in the debasement of the polis.

6See Chapter 1.

7See Chapter 2.
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many of which were associated with the imperial cult.8 After this building

program was completed, it was no longer even physically possible for the

population to' assembl~ III the agora as before.9 In addition, with the Roman

agora emerging nearby as the new commercial center of Athens, commerce and

politics were becoming separated for the first time in Athenian history.

Augustus was also indirectly responsible for several social reforms at

Athens which had a profound impact on the future of the Athenian elite. In the

late 20s B.C., for example, a reform of the traditional gene was carried out for the

purpose of introducing pre-selection (or destinatio) of candidates for the elective

magistracies. lO This reform preceded a similar measure at Rome. ll Augustus

also seems to have reformed or revived the Athenian jury system, and we find

epime/etai dikasterion attested during this period. 12 It has also been observed

that under the Roman Empire the Areopagus became virtually the equivalent of a

8Geagan, ANRW II.i.l, 1979 , pp. 278-83 and L. Shear, •Athens: From City-State to Provincial
Town,· Hesperia 50 (1981) pp. 356-77, suggest that the old Athenian agora and even possibly the
new Roman agora became the center of the imperial cult in Athens. The assimilation or members
of the imperial family to traditional civic deities whose worship was largely associated with the
old agora began under Augustus and continued long past his reign. Livia, for example, was
honoured after A.D. 14 as Artemis Boulaia in a statue base found nea.r the Metroon (Hesperia 6,

1937, n. 12). Claudius was assimilated to Apollo Patroos (I.G. rr2 3274). Several a.ltars to
Augustus have also been found in the Athenian agora. On the imperial cult at Athens see also
Geagan, Transactions of the International Congress of Greek and Latin Epigraphy, 3-9
October, 1982, pp. 76-7.

9Although the assembly regularly met in the Theatre of Dionysus during this period,
A8HNIONs speech upon his return to Athens from the court of Mithridates VI was delivered
from the Bema in the Agora.

100 liver, ·From Gennetai to Curiales,· Hesperia 49 (1980) pp. 30-56.

llSeveral or Augustus' reforms first appear in the Greek east and were then introduced in the
west. The imperial cult, for example, first appears in the east and was not formally introduced to
the west until 12 B.C. The concilium Galliarum was an imitation or Greek koina. Also, in 27
B.C. Augustus established a consilium senatus, a ·cabinet· consisting or 15 senators selected by
lot for a six month session. Sortition was a Greek custom. Perhaps Augustus had received the
idea for a consilium during his campaign in Greece?

12Geagan, ANRWII.i.l, 1979, p. 379.
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municipal ordo decurionum. The date of this change has remained open13

although it seems reasonable to see it as a natural consequence of the new system

of destinatio. . -Recruit-ment of the Areopagus was now closely controlled, even

though the formal and traditionally democratic nature of the Athenian

constitution was preserved. This was a typically Roman solution and fully

consistent with the fiction that Augustus himself had restored the Roman

Republic in 27 B.C. The use of the traditional gene as a means of social control

and reform is also consistent with Augustus' experience of Athens. In two visits

to Athens during his reign, in 31 B.C. and again in 21 B.C., Augustus was

initiated into the Eleusinian Mysteries. 14 It was after his first initiation that

Augustus was honoured at Eleusis as euergetes. 15 In 30/29 B.C. the first

Dodecade was dispatched to Delphi. The personnel of the Dodecades are

predominantly members of the hereditary gene (for example, ETKAHE HPil,:jOT

MAPA8ilNIOE). Whenever Augustus visited Athens, therefore, he was always

closely involved with gentile families and institutions. It was a natural solution to

adapt these gene, through a renewal of their membership, in order to indirectly

control the membership of the governing class.16

The prosopography of magistrates and their families attested under

Augustus reflects the changes which have been mentioned above. A large number

of families which managed to attain the archonship under Augustus and thereby

13Geagan, "Ordo Areopagitarum Atheniensium," Phoros: Tribute to B.D. Meritt, eds. D.W.
Bradeen and M.F. McGregor, New York, 1974, pp. 51-6. Solution depends on whether Cicero's
phrase" in ordo decurionum atque Areopagitarum" is to be taken literally or figuratively. Geagan
suggests that the ordo eventually became fixed at 100 members even though this exceeded the
number oC ex-archons (ibid., p. 53).

14R. Bernhardt, "Athen, Augustus und die eleusinischen Mysterien," AM 90 (1975) pp. 233-7,
argues that the Athenians used the initiation of Augustus as a means of appeasement.

15E. Vanderpool, "Three Inscriptions from Eleusis," AD 23 (1968) pp. 7-9.

16Some of the gene might have supported Antony (see Chapter 6). Possibly the reform oC the
gene also involved a purge? The genos of the Theoinidai is also attested under Augustus (see
E. Vanderpool, "The Genos Theoindai Honours a Priestess of Nymphe," AlP 100 (1979) pp.
213-6).
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Jom the Areopagus are known from this period. In order to analyse the

composition of the Areopa.gus under Augustus, ·old· families which are first

attested befofe-'88/7 may be distinguished from ·new· families which are first

attested after 88/7 B.C. Forty-seven magistrates attested in office under

Augustus (c. 35 B.C.-A.D. 14) belong to ·old· families which may be identified as

members of the governing class before the revolution of 88/7 B.C. (Table 7.1).

Table 7-1: Members of ·Old· Families Related to Areopagites
in Office Under Augustus

First generation:
167/6-c. 130 B.C.

Second generation:
c. 130 -88/7 B.C.

Third generation:
861'5 -c. 35 B.C.

Fourth generation:
c.3,s B.C.-A.D. 14

Areopagites

2

12

7 (4)

21 (20)

Non-Areopagites

6 (9)

23 (32)

3 (4)

4 (2)

Total

17

67

18

47

Note: Table 7.1 indicates the number of individuals in office under Augustus belonging to families
which may be traced to a magistrate or priest before 88/7 B.C. The number of individuals
belonging to such families are indicated for each of the four generations between 167/6 B.C. and
A.D. 14 according to their status as Areopagites or Non-Areopagites. Members of ·old· families
which have a member attested in the Areopagus for the first time after 88{7 B.C. are given in
parentheses.

Forty-one of these magistrates are archons. In addition to these Areopagite

families under Augustus, sixty-five non-Areopagite magistrates who served under

Augustus also belong to families attested before 88/7 B.C. (Table 7.2). The

majority of these families are not identifiable as members of the Areopagus before

86/5 B.C. and most held low-ranking civic magistracies. These ·old· families,

therefore, are largely descended from families of the peripheral governing class.
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Table 1-2: Members of ·Old· Families Related to Non-Areopagites
in Office Under Augustus

Non-Areopagites Areopagites Total

First ge!ieration:
167/6-c. 130 B.C. 10 (1) o(1) 12

Second generation:
c. 130 -88/7 B.C. 69 (12) 0(4) 85

Third generation:
86/5 -c. 35 B.C. 8 (2) 1 (3) 14

Fourth generation:
c.35 B.C.-A.D. 14 61 (4) 0 65

Note: Table 7.2 indicates the number of individuals in oCCice under Augustus belonging to families
which may be traced to a magistrate or priest before 88/7 B.C. The number of individuals
belonging to such families are indicated for each of the four generations between 167/6 B.C. and
A.D. 14 according to their status as Areopagites or Non-Areopagites. Members of •old· families
which have a member attested in the Areopagus before c. 35 B.C. but not under Augustus are
given in parentheses.

Only nine families, for example, managed to remain part of the governing

elite from the late second century B.C. down to the reign of Augustus. Two of

these families are attested in the ranks of the governing class in each of the three

generations from the late second century B.C. to the reign of Augustus.

.:110NTEIOE .:1HMOETPATOT IlAAAHNETE served as a thesmothetes between

31/0-15/4 B.C. (I.G. n2 1720) and was a hierokerux in 20/19 B.C.17 He is

related to ArA80ETPATOE .:1IONTEIOT, who was ephebe between 80/79-78/7 B.C.

and epimeletes of Delos in 49/8 B.C. A grandfather was a member of the

Areopagus during the second generation and several other members of the family

17This is a conjectural career. The tkesmothetes is only attested as .:1IONTEIOE .:1HMI_I.
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are attested in office at that time. Similarly, APlETO~HMOE APFElOT

TPlKOPrElOE was a prytanis in c. 50 B.C. (Hesperia 47, 1978, n. 18, pp. 289-90)

and was elected archon in the 20s B.C. (Agora XV, n. 302). In 20/19 B.C. he

served as hymnagogos, also for the genos of the Kerykes. His father had been a

pythaist pais in 98/7 B.C. and an uncle, AP~HAE, served as a prytanis in c. 60

B.C. (Agora XV, n. 267). His grandfather was also member of the Areopagus

during the second generation. 18 HPAKAEITOE APlETOKAEOTE EpHTI'lOE served

as a thesmothetes after 9/8 B.C. (I.G. n2 1722). A homonymous ancestor had

been archon in 137/6 B.C. and hoplite general in c. 130 B.C. (Orosius 5.9) and his

son served as a pythaist pais in 138/7 B.C., going on to hold the archonship in

97/6 B.C. EENOKAHE eEOIlOMJIOT PAMNOTElOE was a very prominent

magistrate under Augustus. He founded the sitonic fund, served twice as sitonis,

and then held the hoplite generalship four times (none of his offices can be dated;

I.G. n2 3504). His homonymous grandfather had been a thesmothetes and temple

administrator during the second generation. Similarly, EIllKPATHE KAAAIMAXOT

AETKONOETE was archon in c. 30 B.C. (I.G. n2 4714). He served as a herald of

the Areopagus between 31/0 B.C. and 14/3 B.C. (I.G. n2 1720 and 1721), was

priest of the Bomos in 20/19 B.C. and later held the hoplite generalship. a

minimum of two times (I.G. n2 xn.8.26). His grandfather had been a pythaist

pais in 106/5 B.C. and his great-grandfather was a member of the Areopagus

during the second generation. MHTPO~npOE EENnNOE pTAAElOE served as

hoplite general between 10/9-3/2 B.C. (Hesperia 44, 1975, p. 207). He is related

to plAANeHE, the archon in 87/6 B.C., whose family boasts several magistrates

including an Areopagite during the second generation. A thesmothetes who held

office during the reign of Augustus, known only as [_1 [_]NnNoE MAPA8nNlOE

18For the offices held by these families at that time, see Chapter 5. Although plAHMDN
plAHMONOE }.fEAlTETE is not attested as a member of the Areopagus under Augustus, he
should probably be included in this category. In 34/3 B.C. he served as leitourgos epi ten Skiada.
In 20/19 B.C., like APlETO~HMOE, he was a hymnagogo8 of the Kerykes. His grandCather was
a- Delia-n ephebe in 126/5 B.C., a boy-gymnasia-reh between 128-122 B.C. (J.D. 2595), hippeu8 in
106/5 B.C. and temple administrator in 101/0 B.C. A brother, IlTenN, was also a- boy
gymnasiareh between 128-122 B.C. (J.D. 2595), then hieropoios in 127/6 B.C. and nauareh in
102/1 B.C. Their Cather is also attested on Delos but in a private capacity.
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(I.G. nZ 17HI), may also be related to a family which belonged to the Areopagus

during the second generation. The family of IIAMMENHE ZHNDNOE

MAPA8DNIOE- must a~o be mentioned here. JIAMMENHE enjoyed one of the

most varied and important careers under Augustus. In c. 27/6 B.C. (I.G. nZ

3493) he was agoranomos. He went on to become hoplite general (I.G. nZ 3173),

priest of Roma and Augustus (I.G. nZ 3173), gymnasiarch (I.D. 1956), life-long

priest of Apollo (I.D. 2515) and finally, exegete of the genos of the

Erysichthonidai (I.G. nZ 3523). His family was part of the governing elite before

88/7 B.C. and also produced an archon in 83/2 B.C. 19 Two other ·old· families

reveal a similar history. .:j.HMEAE, the archon in 19/8-18/7 B.C., for example,

had a cousin or uncle who also served as a prytanis in the mid-40s B.C. (Agora

XV, 278). The family had last placed a member in the Areopagus in the first

generation (.:j.HMEAE, temple administrator in 146/5 B.C.). In the second

generation it was less successful. A son of the archon, .:j.HMEAE, was an ephebe in

138/7 B.C. and another son, .:j.HMAINEIOE, was a theoros in 128/7 B.C. A son of

the latter was ephebe in 98/7 B.C. The family was evidently not part of the

governing elite during this generation, although .:j.HMEAE might have served as

epimeletes of the Peiraieus in 103/2 B.C. zO In any case, it was he who proposed

the decree in 87/6 B.C. restoring the • democracy· after the revolution.

APXIKAHE 8PAETKAEOTE AAKIA.:j.HE served as polemarchos between 37/6-18/7

B.C. (I.G. rrZ 1718) and was mantis on at least two occasions (F.D. ill, 2 59 and

61). One of his sons is attested as a prytanis in c. 30 (Hesperia, 47, 1978, n. 21,

pp. 293-4), and another son as a hieromnemon in 30/29 B.C. A cousin also

served as a mantis in the Dodecades to Delphi in honour of Apollo (F.D. ill, 2 nn.

59, 62, 64, 63). The family had been part of the Areopagus at the very beginning

of our period through APXIKAHE APXIKAEOTE AAKIA.:j.HE, who served as temple

administrator in 158/7 B.C. and hieropoios on Delos in 149/8 B.C. The family is

not known to have held any intervening offices. The· old· families which placed

1gSee Chapter 5.

20See Chapter 5.
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a member in the Areopagus under Augustus, therefore, do not form a

homogeneous group. Only a few can be said to have been prominent in the

generation prec-eding Hie revolution of 88/7 B.C. Several of these families, as we

have seen, were prominent only in the period of the first generation, and several

others were involved in the restoration of democracy after 88/7 B.C. But these

families all survived the revolution of 88/7 B.C. and managed to rejoin the

Areopagus under Augustus. Virtually all of these families may be identified as

gentile; several of their members under Augustus are seen to have participated in

activities of the traditional gene, through which, as has been argued above,

aspirants to the elected magistracies were screened.

In contrast to the families discussed above, the majority of families which

survived the revolution of 88/7 B.C. and placed a member in the Areopagus

under Augustus are nonetheless of rather obscure origin. HPAKAEliJ.HE

HPAKAEliJ.OT pATETE, for example, was polemarchos in 14/3 B.C. His great

grandfather had been a liturgist in 130-20 B.C. (I.G. rr2 1939) and a hippeus in

128/7 B.C. His grandfather had been an ephebe in 119/8 B.C. but first appears

as a civic magistrate when he was a thesmothetes in 86/5 B.C. MENNEAE

ZilI1TPOT, furthermore, served as an archon between 37/6-18/7 B.C. (I.G. rr2

1718). His family can be traced back to two pythaists in 98/7 B.C. but he is the

first to be attested in civic magistracies.21 AJIEAAIKilN of Teos was a prominent

figure in the revolution of 88/7 B.C., and he seems to have been adopted into a

family from the deme of Oion. The family is unattested in civic magistracies

before the revolution of 88/7 B.C. During the first century B.C. it produced

three archons by the name of AJIOAHEIE, the first during the 40s B.C. when

21eEilPIKOE ETNiJ.POMOT ETEIPIETE was a thesmothetes around the beginning of the
()

first century A.D. (I.G. Ir' 1727). His brother, OINOpIAOE, was herald of the boule in 32/1 B.C.

A relative was a gymnasiarch and agonothetes during the reign of Augustus (I.G. lI2 2999)
(Hesperia 11, 1942, n. 50, p. 29). The family produced several ephebes, a secretary and a pythaist
pais during the second generation, but 8EOPIKOE is the first attested member of the
Areopagus.
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Caesar was dominant in Greece, the other two under Augustus.22 Another family

can also be shown to have emerged after the revolution into the ranks of the

Areopagus. AfENEKAEI~HE 8EOtlHMOT KT~A8HNAIETE served as a

hierophantes under Augustus (I.G. rr2 3512) and in 13/2 B.C. was kosmetes of

the ephebes. Although he is not attested as a member of the Areopagus, it seems

reasonable to assume that he held an archonship early in the reign of Augustus.

In any case, his father had been archon in 61/0 B.C. and herald of the Areopagus

in 56/5 B.C. He is the first member of the family attested in such senior political

offices, although in the second century B.C. members of the family are attested as

prytanis and gymnasiarch as well as hierophantes. tlIAnTAE eEo~npOT ET

MTPPINOTITHE was a thesmothetes after 9/8 B.C. (I.G. n2 1722). His father

was priest of Asclepius in 62/1 B.C. and an uncle(?), eEo~npOE eEo~npOT, was

an ephebe in 102/1 B.C. The family is not known to have held any civic

magistracies during the second generation, although an ancestor, KPATnN

eEo~npOT, was a gymnasiarch on Delos in 163/2 B.C. Another relative,

eEo~npOE XAPI~HMOT, served as a pomposto/08 on Delos in c. 150 B.C. (I.D.

2609), indicating that the family started out on Delos.

Other cleruch families from the second century B.C. are attested down to

the reign of Augustus. AEnNI~HE AEnNI~OT AfEAiTETE, was archon in 12/1 B.C.

and a herald of the Areopagus after 9/8 B.C. (I.G. rr2 1722). He went on to

become hoplite general (Hesperia 33, 1964, n. 60, p. 188) and served twice as

gymnasiarch (I.G. rr2 2998). He is descended from a family which belonged to the

Delian cleruchy during the first and second generations with members attested in

several liturgical and priestly offices but no civic magistracies. Interestingly, a

branch of the family seems to have remained at Delos, for a AEnNI~HE

TIMoeEOT AfEAiTETE served as a zakoros on Delos under Augustus (BCH 51,

1927, p. 45). ~nPlnN APEIOT IIAIANIETE was a thesmothetes in a year between

36/5·18/7 B.C. (I.G. n2 1718). His father was an archon of the genos of the

1)1)

....See Kapetanopoulo5, A.thenaeum 1974, pp. 343-7 and Reinmuth, BeH 90 (1966) pp. 93-101.
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Arnynandridai in a year between 27/6-18/7 B.C. (J.G. rr2 2338) and was

eponymous archon in the same year. An ancestor, APEIOE ~IAnNOE, was a

Delian cleruch during the first generation. The family is not known to have held

any intervening magistracies. A family with more recent magistracies to its name

is that of JIOATXAPMOE JIOATKPlTOT AZHNIETE. He was epimeletes of Delos

sometime after his archonship in 9/8 B.C. (I.D. 2509). His father was a

kle£douchos on Delos in c. 50 B.C. (J.D. 1876) and in the third quarter of the first

century is attested several times as exegete of the Eumolpidai (F.D. ill, 2 63).

Two uncles were prytaneis in the 40s B.C. (Agora XV, 278). A grandfather had

been treasurer of the stratiotic fund in c. 150 B.C. (BIA n. 25) and orator in 127/6

B.C. .J,.IONTEIOE ArA80KAEOTE ~AAHPETEwas thesmothetes in a year between

31/0-15/4 B.C. (J.G. n2 1720). An uncle, KPATI~HE, was prytan£s in c. 60 B.C.

(Agora XV, 267). His grandfather, ~IONTEIOE ArA80KAEOTE, was an ephebe in

102/1 B.C. (with a brother) and a female member of the family served as

ergastina in 103/2 B.C. 23

Other families belonging to the Areopagus under Augustus are from more

obscure families which can only be tentatively identified with an individual who

served as a magistrate or priest during the generation preceding the revolution of

88/7 B.C. EilET~ATOE EilETPATOT JIAAAHNETE, a thesmothetes at the beginning

of the first century A.D. (I.G. n2 1729), for example, is probably related to a

homonymous h£ppeus in 106/5 B.C. (the demotic is not recorded). Similarly,

ArNOTEAHE pIAOXAPOTE AZHNIETE, thesmothetes in 14/3 B.C., must be a

descendant of pIAOXAPHE, a prytan£s in 135/4 B.C. JIAMpIAOE NEETOPOE

23 MENEKPATHE ATDNOE pTAAEIOE was thesmothetes in the first years of the first

century A.D. (I.G. n2 1727). A relative, MENEKPATHE MENEKPATOTE, was a theoros in
42/1 B.C. An ancestor had been a cleruch on Lemnos in c. 150 B.C. and served as an

ambassador to the polis (I.G. U2 1053).24 This is a very rare instance in which a cleruch from a
colony other than Delos can be identified prosopographically. A female member of this family
also served in c. 100 B.C. as an ergastina (she also served as a kanephoros) (F.D. III, 2 30 and

')

I.G. II" 1034).

24The ambassador is known only as L1KPATHE AI'ilNOE.
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pATEn;, a prytanis in the early years of Augustus' reign and a thesmothetes at

the beginning of the first century A.D. (Agora XV, n. 303 and I.G. n2 1729), is

possibly a descendant' of a mint magistrate named NEETOP from the second

century B.C.25 ilHMHTPlOE AAEEANilPOT EpHTTIOE, who also became a

thesmothetes at the beginning of the first century A.D. (I.G. n2 1729), is related

to a man who served as flutist in 14/3 B.C. A grandfather was ephebe in 98/7

B.C. and a relative, ilHMHTPIOE, served as a prytanis between 148/7-135/4 B.C.

(Hesperia 51, 1982, n. 6, pp. 204-6). Similary, NIKOETPATOE AIIOAAnNIOT was a

thesmothetes in the early years of the first century B.C. (I.G. n2 1729). His

family produced three ephebes during the second generation and is attested in

several Delian priesthoods. This, too, was a cleruch family of which ETNOMOE

AJlOAAnNIOT, a pompostolos on Delos in c. 150 B.C. (I.D. 2609), is an ancestor. 26

The family of A8HNAIOE HPAKAElilOT EplITTIOE is less well-known. He served

during the reign of Augustus as a general on Lemnos (I.G. n2 xn.8.26). He seems

to be related to the father of an ergastina attested in c. 100 B.C. (Hesperia

Supplement XV, n. 18).

Several other prominent families under Augustus also can be traced to

ancestors who are attested in office before 88/7 B.C. Two families which

belonged to the governing elite under Augustus had already placed a member in

the Areopagus in the preceding generation. Both families, moreover, may be

traced to a member of the governing class during the second generation.

ilHMOXAPHE MENANilPOT AZHNIETE, for example, was a prytanis in the 40s
. I)

B.C. (Agora XV, 280). Under Augustus he served as herald of th~ boule (I.G. II~

xn.8.26) and sometime after 9/8 B.C. became eponymous archon (I.G. n2 3176).

His father had already been an archon in 38/7 B.C. A grandfather was an ephebe

in 102/1 B.C. and a great-grandfather served as a liturgist in 130-20 B.C. (I.G. n2

25NEETOP is not a common name at Athens. Might our new Areopagite be related to
AJlOAAnNIOE NEETOPOE, an Athenian sculptor active during the first century B.C.?

26The family might also be related to the well-attested family of sculptors from Marathon
which alternated the names AJlOAAnNIOE-APXIAE over six generations.
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Hl40). eEO~IAOE 8EonEIeOT BHEAIETE was hoplite general in the first years of

the first century A.D. (I.G. rr2 4478). He would have served as archon already

and his father -Was eponymous archon in 36/5 B.C. A relative is attested as a

pythaist pais in 138/7 B.C. Another particularly important family is that of

eEO~IAOE d.IOd.OPOT AAAIETE, who served as hoplite general in c. 30 B.C.

(Hesperia 47, 1978, n. 21, pp. 2g3-4), archon in 11/0 B.C. and finally, epime/etes

of the Prytaneion around the turn of the century (I.G. rr2 2877). His brother,

d.IOTIMOI: d.IOd.OPOT, also became a member of the Areopagus. He began his

career as an ephebe between 3g/8-35/4 B.C. (I.G. rr2 IgBl). He then served, in

succession, as priest of the Palladium in 36/5 B.C., as exegete elected by the

demos in 30/2g B.C., as archon in the 20s B.C. (I.G. rr2 4465), and, in 20/1g

B.C., as the orator in the decree of the Kerykes praising Themistocles, partly for

his role in the reform of the genos. eEO~IAOI: and his brother are both descended

from an important family in the second generation. ~IAANeHE, who served as

archon in 87/6 B.C., is also a ancestor. Another family with two Areopagites

under Augustus is that of d.OEI8EOE KAEOMENOTI: MAPA80NIOE. d.OEI8EOE

served as priest of the Lithoforos in 20/1g B.C. as a member of the genos of the

Kerykes, and after 11/0 B.C. held the king-archonship (I.G. rr2 1727). His

brother, MANTIAE, was also king-archon between 10/9.3/2 B.C. (I.G. rr2 1727)

and his son, KAEOMENHE, became thesmothetes before A.D. 22/3 (I.G. rr2 1730).

This family, therefore, produced three Areopagites in two generations. The

family is descended from a family which is well-attested in the second generation

but which held few public offices. The family of ETKAHE HPOd.OT MAPAeONIOE

must be considered one of the most important Athenian families under Augustus.

This illustrious family can only be traced to a phy/archos, ETKAHI: (tribe X), who

served in 106/5 B.C. ETKAHE' career, which was described in the preceding

chapter, began with his archonship in 44/3 B.C. and included the offices of life

long priest of Apollo, general on Lemnos, hoplite general, overseer of public works

associated with Caesar's Roman agora, and ambassador to Augustus. He must be

regarded, because of his age and his offices, as one of the most senior, if not the
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semor, statesman at Athens during the reIgn of Augustus.27 His son,

IlOATXAPMOE, would also become archon before 22/3 B.C. and eventually serve

as herald of the-Areop;gus (LG. rr2 1730 and 1728).

The individuals and families mentioned above have been distinguished

from families which belonged to the Areopagus before 88/7 B.C.; although several

of these families are attested in activities of the traditional gene during the reign

of Augustus, the majority of the forty-one archons in office under Augustus who

belonged to ·old· families are descended from families which were only peripheral

or obscure before 88/7 B.C. Several other families which belonged to the

Areopagus before 88/7 B.C., in contrast, are not known to have retained that

status down to Augustus. EillrONOE AAEEAN.:3.POT, for example, served as a

prytanis at the end of the first century B.C. (Agora XV, 303). His father had

been epimeletes of Delos in 54/3 B.C. and a pythaist pais in 98/7 B.C. His

grandfather was archon in 110/9 B.C. and also served, in 99/8 B.C., as epimeletes

of Delos. .:3./0KAHE LiIOKAEorE KH~IEIETEwas priest of Asclepius in 51/0 B.C.

and possibly a magistrate in c. 30 B.C. (Hesperia 47, 1978, n. 20, pp. 292-3). He

is descended from a large well-attested family from the generation preceding the

revolution of 88/7 B.C. which might have placed at least one member in

the Areopagus.28 Other members of the family are attested in the ephebeia as

well as in liturgical and religious offices. The family also had a connection with

the cleruchy on Delos (the first attested member of the family served there as

hieropoios in 144/3 B.C.). This family was evidently well-off during the second

generation. Although at least one branch managed to survive the revolution of

88/7 B.C., no members of the family are attested under Augustus. ETer.:3.0MOE

IlANTAKAEOrE was an ephebe between 39-34 B.C. (LG. n2 1961). He is the son

of an ephebe from between 80/79·78/7 B.C. and is a descendant of a temple

27ETKAHE, however, cannot be considered to number among the ranks of Augustus' foreign
clientelae, which did include a number of prominent Greeks from other cities.

28IlAEIETIAE .:3./0NTEIOr KH~IEIErE was an ephebe in 128/7 B.C. Since this is an
unusual name, he could be the temple administrator attested in 109/8 B.C. as 11AE'[_I.
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administrator in 141/0 B.C. Similarly, BE0,10TOE EA1TPOT was an ephebe with

ETBT,10MOE. An ancestor, EATTPOE, is only attested as an orator in 98/7 B.C.

.pIAflN OPEETaT, a piytanis in 34/3 B.C., may be related to ( J .pIAflNOE

KH.pIEIETE, an orator in 161/0 B.C. .pIAOKAHE EDEOT .pATETE, a prytanis in c.

30 B.C. (Hesperia 47, 1978, n. 20, pp. 292-3), is the grandson of a thesmothetes in

100/99 B.C. llATPaN APXEAAOT llEPIBOI,1HE, a gymnasiarch under Augustus

(I.G. rr2 3002), is related to llOAEMDN llATPaNOE, epime/etes of Delos in 121/0

B.C., whose son, llATPDN, became a thesmothetes in 86/5 B.C. Similarly, [_JON

H,11:10T AAMIITPETE served as a prytanis at the turn of the century (Agora XV,

n. 299). He is related to HilTAOE ETPATDNOE AAMIITPETE, an ephebe in 117/6

B.C., who became kosmetes of the ephebes between 80/79-78/7 B.C. APIETDN

IlOEEOTE .pAAHPETE, finally, was a prytanis in c. 50 B.C. (Agora XV, n. 273)

and in the mid-30s B.C. (Agora XV, 289). His uncle had been an ephebe in 102/1

B.C. and his father had served as thes~othetes in 86/5 B.C. In the last three

examples, we find families which, having survived the revolution of 88/7 B.C.,

nonetheless enjoyed only a temporary prominence. All of these families share

similar characteristics. None can be identified as gennetai although all have

members attested in senior offices before the reign of Augustus. But as far as the

evidence will allow, these families may be said to have declined by the reign of

Augustus and must be distinguished from the families which survived and

prospered in the early years of the Roman Empire.

The historical and prosopographical evidence does not, in general, allow

us to identify the reasons for the decline or disappearance of a family. But one

factor in the social mobility of Athenian families during this period must have

been political. The survival of a family as a member of the governing class under

Augustus indicates that somehow the family managed, by luck or design, to

weather the vicissitudes of Athenian politics between c. 100 and c. 30 B.C. Just

as the ephebic list from between 80/79-78/7 B.C.29 was important evidence lor

()9
'" See Chapter 5.
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the survival and emergence of families of the peripheral governing class after the

revolution of 88/7 B.C., the ephebic list from 38/7 B.C., when Antony was

residing at Atlrens, might offer prosopographical evidence for the fate of a few

families which were caught up in the events of the civil wars. Only fifty-three

ephebes are attested in the official list for this year. This represents a dramatic

decrease in size compared to the last decades of the second century B.C. when

ephebic classes as large as one hundred and forty ephebes are recorded. Six

individuals who are known to have served as ephebes in this year belong to

families which can be traced to before 88/7 B.C. None of these ephebes or their

descendants are attested at Athens during the reign of Augustus.3o In contrast to

these six ephebes, four other ephebes who served in 38/7 B.C. belong to families

which are attested under Augustus. AIIOAAnNI~HE NOTMHNIOT 1PPEAPPIOE, for

example, went on to be hypopaidotribes in 23/2 B.C. and paidotribes after 8/7

B.C. (l.G. n2 2997). eEo~npOE ~HMHTPIOT ETEIPIETE, a paidotribes in 38/7

B.C., would serve as a prytanis between 19/8-18/7 B.C. (Agora XV, n. 293)~1

AAE=AN~POE ~nEleEOT 1PATETE is related to two ephebes, AllOM01PANHE

~aEleEOT and ~IONTEIOE AllOM01PANOTE, who served around the turn of the

century (I.G. n2 1962).32 MlITP01PANHE ~IONTEIOTAeMONETE would serve as· a

secretary in 20/19 B.C. His father had been a gymnasiarch in 55/4 B.C. [_lE

NIK01PDNOE AAAIETE, finally, served as an ephebe in 38/7 B.C. A brother would

be a prytanis in 32/1 B.C. It is important to note, however, that the families of

these five ephebes are uniformly obscure. It might be members of the ephebeia

who served in 38/7 B.C., the year in which the Panathenaia was temporarily

renamed the Antonieia, did not do well under Augustus.

In contrast to the forty-one archons under Augustus who can be traced to

30ANTIlflANHE NIKA~A served as hoplomachos during this year. His grandfather was also
a hoplomachos, in 119/8 B.C. A son of ANTIlflANHE is attested as a prytanis in c. 30 B.C.
(Agora XV, n. 288) but the family is otherwise unattested.

31His cousin, ~HMlITPIOE NIKDNOE, was an ephebe in 38/7 B.C.

32.4.flOMOlflANHE also served as a prytanis (Agora "XV, n. 303).
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·old· families whir.h belonged to the first or second generations of the governing

class (between 167/6 and 88/7 B.C.), the remaining twenty-four archons who held

office under Atlgustus belong to families which are ·new·, that is, they are either

unattested before this generation or can only be traced to a relative who served as

a magistrate or priest after 86/5 B.C. In addition to these archons, seventy-eight

Table 7-3: Members of ·New· Families in Office Under Augustus

86/5- c. 35 B.C.

c. 35 B.C.-A.D. 14

Non-Areopagites

2 (15)

8 (70)

Areopagites

3 (1)

24

Total

21

102

Note: Table i.3 shows the category in which members or these families are attested in the period
between 86/5 B.C. and A.D. 14 (members of families which are not known to have been part o(
the Areopagus under Augustus are indicated in parentheses).

otner magistrates attested under Augustus also belong to • new· families. These

twenty-four archons and seventy-eight other magistrates who did not belong to

the Areopagus can be assigned to families which cannot be traced to a member of

the governing class before 86/5 B.C. (Table 7.3). Many of these. Areopagites

might be, if I may borrow a Roman concept, -new men-who were the first

members of their families to become members of the Athenian governing elite.

Only two archons under Augustus from families first attested after 88/7 B.C., for

example, are known to belong to families which were part of the governing elite in

the period between 86/5-c. 35 B.C.33 APXITIMOE APXITIMOT Eif>HTTIOE, archon

in 30/29 B.C. early in the reign of Augustus and in the year in which a Dodecade

was sent to Delphi, was the son of a thesmothetes in 56/5 B.C. Similarly,

I10ATAINOE NIKAN,:j,POT EOTNIETE, who was archon in 14/3 B.C., is the son of

331n contrast to the Corty-one archons belonging to ·old· Camilies (which placed eleven
members in the Areopagus in the same period).
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the eponymous archon of 41/0 B.C. 4>IAINOE 4>LlINOT EmNTMETE became

archon between 31/0-15/4 B.C. (I.G. n2 1720). He must have been about fifty

years of age in-his arclionship (unless the archon was his son), for his father was

an ephebe between 80/79-78/7 B.C. A number of other entirely ·new· families

may also b~ identified during the reign of Augustus.34 A8HNO,:j.DPOE

ETrEITONOE 4>PEAPPIOE, for example, was a thesmothetes sometime after 9/8

B.C. (I.G. n2 1722). He is the first attested member of his family. His son served

in the prytane£a (Agora XV, n. 307). MAPKOE OPEIOE EPMOKPATHE ErEIPIETE

was a prytanis in 19/8-18/7 B.C. His SOD A8HNAIOE seems to have become a

thesmothetes in 14/3 B.C. IEI,:j.OTOE EIlIKTHTOT served as a thesmothetes

between 36/5-18/7 B.C. (I.G. n2 1718). His nephew, EDEIBIOE, served as an

ephebe in the first decades of the first century B.C. (I.G. 1I2 1964). The [_1
ETPTMAXOT IlAMBaTA,:j.HE, who was a thesmothetes in c. 30 B.C. (I.G. n2 1719)

could be a son of ETPTM{_L who was a magistrate on Delos in 38/7 B.C.35

AETKIOE 8EMIEDNOE ANA4>ATETIOE was a thesmothetes in the beginning of the

first century A.D. (I.G. n2 1729). His brother, ,:j.HMHTPIOE, was a prytan£s

between 19/8-18/7 B.C., a thesmothetes after 9/8 B.C. (I.G. n2 1722) and

astynomos around the turn of the century (I.G. n2 2878).36 APrAIOE TIMAPXOT

IlAMBaTA,:j.HE was a prytanis in 34/3 B.C. His son, A4>PO,:j.IEIOE, was a

prytanis with his father, and his other son, TIMAPXOE, also served as prytanis in

c. 30 B.C. (Agora XV, n. 285). A grandson, APrAIOE TIMAPXOT, was

thesmothetes in 14/3 B.C. and kosmetes a few years later (I.G. 1I2 1964).

XAPI,:j.HMOE HPO~IKOT EIlIKH4>IEIETE was treasurer of the boule in 34/3 B.C.

34Another member of the Areopagus might be identified as a representative of a ·new· family;
aHMOKAHE IlT80rENOTE AAaIlEKHeEN is attested as king-archon in the late first

century B.C. (I.G. U2 XII.190). He cannot be securely identified, but IlTeOrENHE is not a
common name at Athens. A contemporaneous sculptor went by the name MIKIDN

IlTeOrENOTE and could be related (I.G. 112 4144).

35This is a conjectural family stemma, but the combination of letters ETPTAf is not common
in Athenian names.

36He was adopted by KINEAE KT,:j.AeHNAIETE, who is otherwise unknown.
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He or his grandson became a thesmothetes before 22/3 A.D. (I.G. n2 1730).

AllOMnNIOE, his brother, would serve as a prytanis in c. 30 B.C. (Hesperia 47,

1978, n. 21, pp~293-4)'- One other family which participated in the prytaneia at

this time also placed a member in the Areopagus. EllINIKOE EPMOFENOTE

MEAlTETE was twice prytanis, in 32/1 B.C. and c. 30 B.C. (Agora XV, n. 288).

His cousin, 8E0t1DPOr; EllINIKOT, also served as a prytanis in 32/1 B.C. A

relative, EPMorENHE MrPONOE, would enter the Areopagus after serving as a

thesmothetes in 14/3 B.C.

In addition to the •new' families which have been described above, a

number of individual Areopagites may also be identified at this time as possibly

'new men': t1IOTIMOE ETMENOTE AZHNIETE, for example, in a pattern which

we have already seen above, first served as a prytanis in c. 50 B.C. (Agora XV,

280 and Hesperia 47, 1978, n. 17, pp. 287-89), becoming a thesmothetes in c. 30

B.C. (I.G. n2 1719).37 Other junior magistrates can also be identified as future

Areopagites and this makes their careers particularly interesting: 8EorENHE

t1HMHTPIOT PAMNOTEIOE was a paredros of the polemarchos in c. 30 B.C.

(Hesperia 15, 1946, n. 45, pp. 217-19). He would himself become polemarchos

sometime after 11/0 B.C. (I.G. n2 1727); similarly, IPIAIllllIt1HE rOPrIOT

AZHNIETr; served as herald of the archon between 38/7-18/7 B.C. (I.G. n2 1718)

He must have been elected archon sometime before his year as epimeletes of Delos

at the turn of the century (I.D. 1624). Other thesmothetai whose family origins

remain unknown are attested in at least one other office during their careers:

thus, AllOAAflNIOE AllOAAflNIOT PAMNOTEIOE, who served in c. 6 B.C. as

epimeletes of Delos (I.D. 1626) could be the AllOMaNIOr; A [_1 who was a

thesmothetes around the end of the first century B.C. (I.G. n2 1728);38 ZHNON

37The thesmothetes might only be a relative and not the sam'e man. He is identified as [_1
ETMENOTE AZHNIETE.

38This is a conjectural collation, but the epimeletes must have been an archon to have entered
the Areopagus, and the fragmentary archon list on which the name of the thesmothetes appears
could easily have dated to before c. 6 B.C.
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JETKIOT PAMNOTEIOE served as archon in 13/2 B.C. and became life-long priest

of Asclepius, Hygeia and Augustus after 9/8 B.C. (l.G. n2 3176); ZHNilN

ZHNONOE MlrPA80NIOE was a thesmothetes in the last years of the first century

B.C. (I.G. n2 1719). He is not attested in any other offices although he was

honoured with a statue for some kind of service.39 The presence of several

Roman names among these -new men - also suggests that it may have been in this

generation that Roman citizens at Athens or Athenians who began to receive the

Roman franchise first joined the Areopagus.40 The career of IOTA/OE NIKANOP,

who served as hoplite general and as agonothetes of games, for example, is

consistent with this pattern, for apart from AIlEJWKON of Teos, who served as a

•general· in extreme circumstances, NlKANilP is the first naturalized Athenian to

attain such high office.41 The family of 8EorENHE lIAIANIETE, in contrast,

provides an example of a ·new· Athenian family which was native-born.

8EorENHE served as herald of the Areopagus under Augustus (I.G. n2 1723 with

AE 1972, pp. 55-7). His son, also named 8EorENHE, was archon in the following

generation and his grandson, Tiberius Claudius 8EorENHE, would become herald

of the Areopagus in 61/2 A.D. (I.G. n2 1990, 3185, 3449 and 3538). Here is an

example of a powerful family, first attested during the reign of Augustus, which,

like the family of ETKAHE and HPOt1HE MAPA80NIOE, would eventually attain

Roman citizenship.42 Two other -new· families must also be mentioned here.

ANTllIATPOE ANTlIIATPOT ~ATErE held at least seven hoplite generalships under

39Hesperia 23 (1954) n. 37, p. 255. The name of the thesmothetes in this case is also
fragmentary ([_!NilNOE MAPA80NIOE). But the collation is plausible, and in any case the
thesmothetes must belong to the same family.

40See Chapter 1 for citizenship.

41 0n Julius Nikanor see C.P. Jones, -Three Foreigners in Attica, - Phoenix 32 (1978) pp.
222-34 and A.E. Raubitschek, -The New Homer, - Hesperia 23 (1954) pp. 317ft.

42Although it must be emphasized that Athenian families were slow to win this status or to
even become members of the Roman Senate (Cf. G. Bowersock, Augustus and the Greek World,
pp. 30-41). On the Roman citizenship at Athens see Chapter 1.
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Augustus.43 Although he is not known to have held any other offices, he is

attested as an orator in a decree of 22/1 B.C. establishing the celebration of

Augustus' birtliday as apublic holiday at Athens. Both his son and his grandson

would also join the Areopagus. The career of KAMIKPATJ~HE ETN~POMOT

TPIKOPTEIOE, finally, is in many ways an archetype of the pattern which we have

found for the careers and offices of •new men· and their families. He was herald

of the boule and demos in c. 40 B.C. (Agora XV, n. 282). He became archon in

3i/6 B.C. and, like ETKAHE of Marathon, held the hoplite generalship late in life

(I.G. n2 3500). His son would become king-archon before 22/3 A.D. (I.G. n2

1730) and descendants are attested at Athens into the later Roman Empire.

A large number of archons have been identified as members of either

·new· families or families which might not have been able to attain the

archonship during the preceding generations. It seems reasonable to explain this

feature of the prosopographical evidence as a result of the introduction of

destinatio at Athens. If the Areopagus was coming to resemble an ordo

decurionum at this time, Augustus or his advisors could have elevated anew·

families to the archonship in order to renew the governing class with suitably pro

Roman families. The families which placed a member in the Areopagus,

consequently, would have been the beneficiaries of the gene-based system of

designation introduced by Augustus, and their families, through the election of an

archon, joined the governing elite at Athens. It is tempting to speculate that such

families would retain that status in the following generations. Unfortunately the

prosopographical evidence for Athenian magistrates, and in particular archons, is

very poor for the first century A.D. Nonetheless, several archons from this

century may be identified as the sons or grandsons of an Areopagite under

43Geagan, "The Third Hoplite Generalship of Antipatros of Phlya," AlP 100 (1979) pp. 59-68.
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Augustus. 44 If this was a consistent pattern, we may conclude that for the first

time in several generations the recruitment of the Athenian governing elite was

becoming increasmgly and primarily hereditary.

Despite the wealth of prosopographical evidence for the Athenian

governing class during the reign of Augustus, these years are relatively barren in

terms of other documentation. Apart from Augustus' brief sojourn at Athens in

31 B.C. and again in 21 B.C. few other specific events are known at Athens. Our

knowledge about Athens under the reign of Augustus is dominated by religious

activities. Although it did not lead to a revival of the traditional cults of the

polis, over eighty shrines were restored during this period.45 Many cults, as we

saw above, were assimilated to the imperial cult. Other events at Athens were

religious and political in nature. A decree was passed in about 22 B.C.

establishing the celebration of Augustus' birthday at Athens, and a decree of the

genos of the Kerykes from 20/19 B.C. provides a glimpse into the reform of the

gene. Both of these events are probably associated with Augustus' second visit.

The last attested Pythaid took place in 42/1 B.C. The Pythaid was succeeded by

a similar but less extravagent procession to Delphi called the Dodecade,46 whieh

was celebrated in the archonships of APXITIMOE (30/29 or 26/5 B.C.), AllOAHEIE

(IT) (20/19 B.C.), 8EO-PIAOE (U/O B.C.), NIKOETPATOE and AllOAHEIE (Ill)

(dates uncertain). 47 The first two Dodecades are probably associated with

H In addition to the sons or grandsons of ETKAHE MAPA80NIOE, ANTIITATPOE -PATETE,
8EOrENHE [[AlANlETE and KAAAIKPATl~HE TPIKOPrEIOE, we may add the family of
~IONTEIOE ~HMOETPATOT ITAAAHNETE. ~IONTEIOE served as thesmathetes between
31/0-15/4 B.C. (I.G. lI2 1720). He is related to an epimeletes of Delos in 54/3 B.C. A hoplite
general under Claudius is a descendant (I.G. lI2 3242). This was not a 1 new 1 family, however, for
an ancestor had been a member of the Areopagus during the second century B.C.

45I.G. lI2 1035. See now G.R. Culley, "The Restoration of Sanctuaries in Attica: I.G. lI2

1035," Hesperia 44 (1975) pp. 207-23 (and 46,1977, pp. 282-98).

46Cf. Graindor, Athenes saus Auguste, pp. 139-45 and Daux, PD. III, 2, pp. 62-70.

47For the dates of these archons see Appendix A.2.
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Augustus' first and second visits to Greece.48 During his second visit in the years

22-19 B.C., as was noted above, Augustus was initiated in the Eleusinian

Mysteries.49 The celebration of the Mysteries, in fact, was postponed in 19 B.C.

in order to allow Augustus to participate, and it has been suggested that the

initiation of Augustus was an attempt to influence him politically.50 It may be no

coincidence that a Dodecade was also celebrated around this time. A treasurer is

attested for only the Dodecade of 20/19 B.C., something which might suggest that

this celebration was more lavish than the others or that the funding was based on

public subscriptions as in 98/7 B.C.51 The four Pythaids and the first Dodecade

in 30/29 B.C. were celebrated in the month of Thargelion while the two

Dodecades attested after 14 A.D. were celebrated in Boedromion.52 The month in

which the intervening Dodecades were celebrated is unknown but the Dodecade

of 20/19 B.C. was the first to be celebrated after the Athenians voted to honour

Augustus' birthday as a public holiday in the month of Boedromion. Possibly the

480raindor (ibid., p. 141) suggests that the Dodecade reverted to the ancient custom by which
a Pythaid was sent whenever the Pythaistai observed light ning over north-western Attica (see
A. Boethius, Die Pythai8, pp. 1-2). Augustus was Cavourable towards Delphi and the Dodecade
could be seen as an eCCort by the Athenians to share in that Cavour (cr. Boethius. ibid., p. 125).

49Dio reports an intiation in 31 and 19 B.C. Although some scholars have rejected Dio's
testimony, Graindor argued that there were two initiations Cor Augustus, the second involving the
higher grade oC initiation. Bernhardt, however, argues that Dio's testimony does not support the
nuance sought by Graindor and accepts two initiations Cor Augustus both. presumably, in the
Greater Mysteries (Cor previous scholarship on this problem see Bernhardt, AM 90, 1975, pp.
234-5).

50Bernhadt, ibid., p. 233-4 (Dio 54.9.10).

51Graindor assumes that the treasurer mentioned in 20/19 B.C. was a regular oCCicial Cor all the
Dodecades (Athenea aoua Auguste, p. 145). But a treasurer is only explicitly attested Cor 20/19
B.C. and is named in the text Crom that year, F.D. III, 2 n. 61, beCore the flutist. In later texts
he does not appear even though a flutist is usually named (in F.D. III, 2 n. 59 and 60, the flutist is
omitted). The evidence, thereCore, suggests that a treasurer served only in 20/19 B.C. although
one cannot be ruled out Cor the Cirst Dodecade.

52Arter AIIOAH:II:: (III) a Dodecade is not attested until the reign oC Domitian. It would not
be until Hadrian that an emperor was again initiated in the Mysteries. Athenian eCCorts to win
over Augustus through the manipulation oC their religious Cestivals Cailed and this migbt explain
why the Dodecade was suspended Cor so long aCter 14 A.D.
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date of the Dodecade was changed in 20/19 B.C. to coincide with the birthday of

the emperor who claimed descent from the god Apollo.53 Athens also honoured

Augustus in oth'er ways. Mter he became ponti/ex maximus, altars were set up

to him by the Athenians,54 and other members of the imperial family or imperial

entourage were also honoured at Athens on various visits to the city.55 In

general, however, the years between 31 B.C. and 13 A.D. present a uniform aura

of tranquility and stability at Athens.56 Ostensibly Augustus was unremittingly

hostile to Athens and yet, as we have seen, a large number of Athenian families

flourished under his regime. Somehow these families were able to benefit despite

Augustus' formal hostility. 57 A further paradox is that although a large number

of magistrates' names are known to us, few magistrates can be securely dated

during this period.58 A total of 145 inscriptions providing the names of numerous

53Augustus' visit to Greece might have made a strong impression on him, for in 17 B.C. the
Saecular Games were celebrated at Rome on a grand scale. On this occasion the games were
largely devoted to Apollo and Diana rather than the traditional Dis Pater and Proserpina. Note
also that Delos (the sacred island of Apollo) indirectly figures in the court liturature of the
Augustan age (Tibullus' Delia, for example, and Horace's Cynthia are examples of such allusions
in the literature).

54BCH 85 (1961) pp. 69-97.

55W.B. Dinsmoor, -The Monument of Agrippa at Athens, - AJA 24 (1920) p. 83; A. Benjamin
and A.E. Raubitschek, - Arae Augusti, - Hesperia 28 (1959) pp. 65-85; J. Oliver, -Livia as Artemis
Boulaia at Athens, - CP 60 (1965) p. 179; A.E. Raubitschek, - Octavia's Deification at Athens,
TAPA 77 (1946) pp. 146-50; and D. Peppas-Delmouzou, AJP 100 (1979) pp. 125-32.

56J. Oliver, -Roman Emperors and Athens, - Historia 30 (1981) pp. 412·23, suggests that
Athens was eclipsed during the Julio-Claudian period by more favoured Greek communities (such
as Augustus' Nicopolis). Athens would only emerge from the sidelines as a. cultural
capital and a focus of imperial interest under Hadrian.

57Not all Athenian families, of course, would have benefited from Augustus' regime. It may be
inferred that in the revision of the rolls of the gene (see above) some families were deprived of
their gentile status. In 22/1 B.C., on the eve of Augustus' second visit to Athens, a. statue of
Athena on the Acropolis was said to have turned and spat blood (Dio 54.7.3). Bowersock
attributes this omen to enemies of Augustus, without identifying who these might have been
(Augustus and the Greek World, p. 106). The reform of the gene took place between 27/6 and
22/1 B.C. The miracle might be attributed to opposition from some quarters to tampering with
the membership of the gentile clans.

58See Appendix A.
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magistrates are datable to the period between 35/4 B.C. and A.D. 14, but only 25

of these inscriptions may be dated with precision to a particular year.

Consequently,- although the names of many archons in office during this period

are known, the archon list remains very fragmentary. 59

Another important aspect of the emergence of a provincial as opposed to

a polis-based mentalite at Athens is the absence of datable decrees from this

period. It may be inferred from this evidence that the politics and administration

of Athens have changed.50 Civic life seems to have nourished, but the politics of

governing a polis may have become less immediate as Athenian families gradually

began to arrange themselves under the watchful eye of Rome into an increasingly

stratified and permanent governing class. Important magistrates under Augustus,

for example, held more offices for longer periods of time than for any preceding

period. Frequently, an individual iterated in offices such as the hoplite

generalship, liturgies such as the gymnasiarchy, or in religious offices such as

priests and seers. This indicates that the elites of the governing class were

becoming more exclusive and permanent in their membership. The governing

elite at this time was also becoming increasingly oligarchic. While a large numb,er

of archons are known to have held office under Augustus, only a few individuals

and their families may be identified as members of the governing oligarchy.

Members of families which placed a member in the Areopagus were far more

likely than non-Areopagites to be attested in two or more offices (including the

frequent iterations among the personnel of the Dodecades) during the reign of

59See Appendix C.

60Augustus also seems to have deprived Athens of the right to mint her own coinage. The
autonomous imperial bronze coinage of Athens had been attributed to the reign oC Augustus (J.P.
Shear. -Athenian Imperial Coinage,- Hesperia 5, 1936, pp. 285-332) on stylistic criteria. More
recently, on the basis oC hoard evidence, the coinage has been redated to the period between A.D.
124/5-267 (J.H. Kroll, -The Eleusis Hoard oC Greek Imperial Coins and Some Deposits Crom the
Athenian Agora, - Hesperia 42, 1973, pp. 312-33).
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Table 1-4: The Monopolization of OCCices Under Augustus
by Families of the Governing Elite

no. of offices Areopagites Non-Areopagites

11
10
g

8
7
6
5
4
3

2

1

1*

1*
1
1
2*
1
3*
10 (50%)

21 (22%)

50 (27%)

185 (100%)

1*

1*
4 (12%)

21 (11%)

12g (67%)

Ig3 (100%)

Augustus (Table 7.4).51 Unlike the Pythaids of the generation preceding the

revolution of 88/7 B.C., the personnel of the five Dodecades under Augustus

remained virtually unchanged.52 Only two non-Areopagite participants, who

appear in the righthand column, are known (APIETOE AMMDNIOT ANAtPATETIOE,

who served as mantis four times, and rOPrIIlIlOE ET~HMOTMEAn-ETE, who was

priest of Hermes Patroos five times in addition to holding two other unrelated

offices during his career). The other four officials of the Dodecades are known to

have been members of the Areopagus.53 Even if these offices associated with the

61Their monopolization of offices is illustrated by Table 7.4 (the magistrates who served as the
officials of the five Dodecades are indicated by an asterix).

52See Appendix A.

53They are: ETKAHE HPDIlOT MAPAeONIOE, ~IOTIMOE .jIO~DPOT AAAIETE,
IIOATKPITOE IIOATXAPMOT AZHNIETE, APXIKAHE ePAETKAEOTE AAKIAilHE and
ATEIAE IIAPAMONOT AAKIAilHE.
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Dodecade were excluded from consideration, members of the Areopagus and their

families would still be more likely than non-members to serve in two or more

offices.

The prosopographical evidence suggests that the governing class under

Augustus was composed of generally ·new· families. It has been observed above

that twenty-four members of the Areopagus under Augustus belonged to families

which cannot be identified as part of the governing class before 88/7 B.C. In

addition, many of the remaining forty-one Areopagites, although members of

families which can be identified as part of the governing class before 88/7 B.C.,

were nonetheless descended from low-ranking families at that time. What was the

decisive factor in the recruitment of families into the Areopagus under Augustus?

A parallel may be drawn to the decade between 140 and 130 B.C., which was

shown in Chapter 4 to be an important turning point in the transition from the

first to the second generation of the governing class, as established families of the

pro-Roman aristocracy began to be replaced in the governing elite by families of

more recent prominence. Only a handful of prominent Camilies before 88/7 B.C.

remained part oC the governing elite during the reign or Augustus. This sugges,ts

that the major transitional period for the families of the governing class under

Augustus was not the Roman civil wars, which culminated in Octavian's victory,

but the more distant and more devastating revolution of 88/7 B.C.. While seven

individuals belonging to families attested before 88/7 B.C. held more than four

offices under Augustus, only one individual from the -new· families (families first

attested after 88/7 B.C.) is attested in more than Cour offices (Table 7.5).64

These are the individuals, in fact, who Cormed the personnel of the five Dodecades

under Augustus. The leading families at Athens under Augustus, therefore, may

be identified by their offices and their role in the Dodecades; they largely derive

their origin from the families of the peripheral class which, it was shown in

Chapter 5, seems to have benefited the most from the outcome of the revolution

64Table 7.5 compares the number of offices held by magistrates under Augustus who belong to
families which are attested before 88/7 B.C. or only after that year.
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Table 7-5: Number of Offices Held by Individuals Belonging
To Families First Attested Before or After 88/7 B.C.

No. of Offices Before 88/7 B.C. After 88/7 B.C.

11 1
10 1
9
8 1
7 2
6 2
5 1
4 2 2
3 3 (13%) 13 (12%)

2 11 (12%) 29 (21%)

1 68 (75%) 93 (67%)

91 (100%) 138 (100%)

of 88/7 B.C. The revolution may have been not only the most prominent

watershed in Athenian history after 167/6 B.C. but also the most important

factor in the composition of the governing class under Augustus.

• • *

The history of the Athenian governing class between 167/6 B.C. and A.D.

13/4, to conclude, falls into four distinct periods. These periods correspond partly

to the political history of Athens and partIy to the availability or nature of the

prosopographical evidence, but are also based on differences in the types of

families, the numbers of families and the kinds of political careers attested for
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each period.65 The first of the three periods which have been set out in the

preceding chapters extends from the acquisition of Delos in 167/6 B.C. to the

decade between' 140-30 B.C., when Athens began to lose her autonomy in the

administration of the colony on the island. The second period, beginning with the

generation first attested as either pa£des or ephebes in the Pythaids of 138/7 and

128/7 B.C., saw the emergence of newer families into an integrated Athenian

Delian governing class and was dominated by events at Athens: in the religious

sphere by the four great pythaids sent to Delphi, and in the political sphere by

political and social conflict culminating in the anarchy and civil war of 88/7 B.C.

The decades following the restoration of Roman hegemony over Greece in 86/5

B.C. are poorly attested, but the period beginning in about 60 B.C. and ending

with the battle of Actium in 31 B.C. forms a third coherent period, during which

political events in the Roman world are reflected in factional strife within the

Athenian.governing class. The fourth and final period began with the triumph of

Octavian, the heir of Julius Caesar, as the ultimate victor in the Roman civil

wars. The reign of Augustus ended several decades of strife and provides the

evidence for the best attested generation of the governing class at Athens since

the revolution of 88/7 B.C. It was during this generation that the membership 'of

the Areopagus was regulated through a reform of the traditionally hereditary gene

of the religious elite.

Politics, literally • affairs pertaining to the polis·, may be defined in the

Greco-Roman context as the issues about which men disagree and over which

650ther accounts of Athens Collow a similar periodization, although all are based on political
events. Ferguson's HA and Mosse's Athens in Decline both cover the period down to c. 80 B.C.,
but discuss only the most important families. MacKendrick's The Athenian Aristocracy covers
the entire period Crom 332 B.C. to 31 B.C., but discusses only gentile families. MacKendrick
claims that gentile families were prominent from 166 to 146 B.C., fell into eclipse until 129/8
B.C., and then revived following the defeat of Tiberius Gracchus at Rome (ibid., pp. 53-4). This
is the Cirst event in Roman politics which has been said to have had an impact on Athenian
society. Graindor says very little about Athenian families under Augustus. Touloumakos gives a
thumbnail sketch of Athenian prosopography from c. 300 B.C. to Augustus, but relies entirely on
Ferguson (-Der EinCluss Roms auf die Staatsform der griechischen Stadtstaaten,- pp. 77-101).
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they have the power of decision.66 An important part of the political struggle in

any society is that of propaganda. Our sources for Athenian politics in the period

of the civil wais have provided a few details about the symbolic level on which

the conflict was waged in Athens, and this has been important for understanding

how Augustus employed propaganda to conceal his manipulation of Athenian

institutions in the effective dismantling of the instruments of democracy. We

have already seen in Chapter 6 that one faction at Athens appealed to the

memory of the Athenian tyrannicides, the heroes of the clan of the Gephyraioi, in

honouring Brutus and Cassius. Sometime after 27 B.C., the Athenians voted to

celebrate Augustus' birthday on the 12th day of the month of Boedromion.67 It

may not be entirely coincidental that this was also the day, as we learn from

Plutarch, on which the Athenians celebrated the return of Thrasybu Ius in 403/2

B.C. and the restoration of democracy after the rule of the thirty 0ligarchs.68 It

was in 27 B.C. that Augustus claimed to have restored the Roman Republic, and

perhaps his Athenian supporters made a similar claim after the period of

. oligarchic domination under Antony. This is especially plausible if we accept that

Augustus was identified in the imperial cult at Athens with Democratia, the

personification of Athenian democracy.69 In each of these symbols, tne

tyrannicides and the return of Thrasybu Ius, the Athenians were interpreting their

present circumstances in terms of the past. The days when Athens counted as a

force to be reckoned with were, of course, long past in the annals of

Mediterranean history, although the Athenians seem to have allowed themselves a

certain indulgence during the first century B.C.' Two specific incidents are

66Cf. Finley, Politics in the Ancient World, p. 52. Politics may ultimately be a struggle for
power or survival, but the existence of a political struggle implies freedom and is always waged
over specific issues.

67Hesperia 26 (1957) n. 98, pp. 246-78. The text is dated by G.A. Stamires to c. 22 B.C.

68Plutarch, "De Gloria Atheniensium, I 7.349ff. Oliver, Democratia, the Gods and the Free
World, Baltimore, 1960, pp. 105-6, suggests that a sacrifice to Democratia regularly took place on
the 12th day oC Boedromion.

690n the cult of Democratia at Athens see Raubitschek, Hesperia 31 (1962) p. 238fr.
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recorded. When Caesar met the Athenian spokesmen on the second day after the

battle of Pharsalus, we are not told what they said, although Caesar's response

may be su!ficient indication: -How often, - Caesar is reported to have asked, -will

your ancestors have to save you from self-destruction?-70 In an identical

situation a generation earlier in 87 B.C., Sulla showed less grace when he replied

to Athenian envoys, -I have come to punish rebels not to learn ancient history.-71

The events of the first century B.C. provided the Athenians with ample

opportunity for political disagreement. The anarchy of the civil wars might even

have given them the transitory notion that they could decide their own fate.

Their past, to be sure, gave them the symbols for their propaganda. But it was

only a dangerous illusion. Although the governing class would remain as the elite

of Athenian society, Athenian politics came to an end with the fall of the Roman

Republic.72

70Appian, BC, 2.88. The orators might have reminded Caesar that Sparta had spared Athens
at the end of the Peloponnesian War because of her illustrious past.

71Plutarch, Bulla, 13.

72A.H.M. Jones, 'The Greeks in the Roman Empire,' DO? 17 (1963) pp. 3-19, observes that
while Roman provincial administration always remained based on the city rather than the
province as an administrative unit, the civic life of the polis had been fundamentally changed.
The change in the nature of the governing class can be illustrated by the prosopographical
problems faced by historians who study Athens under the Empire. See Follett, Athenes au lle et
au IIfe siecle avo J.C., pp. 14-5.
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Appendix A

Fasti Magistratuum Atheniensium

A.I. Introduction

Because most Athenian magistracies were held for one year or for part of

one year, the Athenian civic year (which straddles our Julian year and so must be

expressed, for example, as 167/6 B.C.) forms a natural unit for the dating of

Athenian magistrates in a. sequential table. 1 The various magistrates of the

prytany, of course, held office for only part of one year although they did serve as

bouleulai for the entire year. Ambassadors and envoys were chosen on an ad hoc

basis. Similarly, liturgical positions and the magistrates responsible for the

celebration of games, cannot strictly be regarded as annual magistrates. The

ephebic year, furthermore, ran from September to September, and the ephebic

instructors' term in office would have straddled the civic year. A similar

difficulty occurs with the long-term or life-long priesthoods and magistracies. I

enter these in this annual table and regard their term in office as a series of

annual tenures. The annual magistrates and priests of Delos, finally, present one

1At Delphi, on the other hand, documents can often only be grouped by the alternating colleges
of priestesses (G. Daux, Delphes. pp. 20-1). S. Follett bases her chronological discussion on the
more certain foundation of Athenian synchronisms with Roman chronology (Athenes au lIe et au
fIle siecle avo J.e., p. 19). In the case of Athens for the period under study here, however,
neither method is appropriate. Apart from the list of proxenies, which itself is of only limited
chronological usefulness, Delphi is remarkably devoid of diachronic lists (Daux, ibid., pp. 17-8).
The sequence of Delphic archons within each priesthood, therefore, is often unknown. Between
167/6 B.C. and A.D. 14, however, there are few ·synchronisms· to Roman consuls or dates in the
epigraphical evidence for Athens. On the other hand, the Athenian evidence from this period,
unlike at Delphi, is well-supplied with annual diachronic lists which cover, with several rather
large lacunae, the entire period. These lists are the primary basis for the reconstruction of
Athenian chronology during this period.
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additional difficulty. There is reason to believe that the civic year on Delos did

not coincide with the Athenian civic calendar, at least for the first decades of the

cleruchy. The-' priests', moreover, might have taken office at the time of the

festival of their cult. Consequently, their term in office might not have coincided

with the civic year, and we do find, for example, two priests of Apollo on Delos in

99/8 B.C. The most that can be claimed for an index of this kind, therefore, is

that each magistrate and priest listed here held office for at least part of the year

under which he is entered (although in some cases his actual tenure of the office

might have straddled either the preceding or the following years).

Reconstructing the chronological order of events, documents or

magistrates involves the establishment of a relative sequence of events and a fixed

or absolute date by which the entire relative sequence may be dated. For the

purpose of dating the magistrates named on an inscription a distinction may be

made between the - textual- date of an inscription (the date it was composed) and

the -reference date- (the date to which the text refers).2 In J.D. 1947, for

example, a dedication by a former priest of a deity on Delos, the text was

composed and set up in the archonship of AHNAIOE. But the dedication is made

by a priest who had served nine years before in the archonship of BEOA.DPIA.HE.

The palaeographical study of inscriptions introduces a third factor in dating the

magistrates named in an inscription which may be termed the ·palaeographical

date-. 3 Occasionally it can be determined that a particular reference in an

()

"'Dating an inscription and dating the magistrates named in the text are not the same thing.
Most of the criteria for dating an inscription such as letter forms, disposition on a stele, place of
discovery, format, and orthography (A.G. Woodhead, The Study of Greek Inscriptions,
Cambridge, 1959, pp. 52-66, G. Klaffenbach, Griechische Epigraphik, Munich, 1966, pp. 96-99,
W. Larfeld, Grt'echische Epigraphik, Munich, 1914, pp. 177·9 and 181-6 and G. Daux, Delphes,
pp. 73-(3) are not sufficient in themselves for dating a particular magistrate.

3I .G. lIZ 1335 is a list of eranistai of the association of the Sabaziastai which was drawn up in
the archonship of BEOKAHE but not actually inscribed until two years after the text was
composed. This is a rare instance where an epigraphical text refers to its own date of inscription.
The distinction between the textual date and the palaeographical date is usually unimportant for

.J
historical purposes (but see Appendix A.2 for the discussion of the date of I.G. II'" 1714).
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inscription was actually inscribed several years after the individual held office.4 A

single inscription, therefore, may refer to several magistrates, all dating to

different years, -~nd may present several different chronological relationships.

To establish the chronological list of all datable Athenian magistrates

between 167/6 B.C. and A.D. 14, or the Fasti magistratuum Atheniensium

presented here, the magistrates have been assigned to their proper place in the list

strictly on the basis of chronological evidence.5 All magistrates named in a group

of inscriptions who served in the same year are entered in the Fasti together.6

Fixed sequences such as diachronic lists allow a large number of associated

4S. Tracy, for example, has been able to determine that in F.D. III, 2 n. 30, a list of kanephoroi
from 106/5 B.C., the name APXfIlIlH jjPOMOKiiEOTE was not actually inscribed until 98/7
B.C. (The Lettering of an Athenian Mason, Hesperia Supplement XV, Princeton, 1975, p. 68).
A more striking example is provided by another participant in a Pythaid. The name of
IlOATKAEITOE was not inscribed on F.D. III, 2 n. 12 until thirty years after he had participated
in the Pythaid oC 138/7 B.C. (Tracy, BGH 99, 1975, p. 191).

5It is not necessary to be too technical about the terminology or methodology. Homolle, for
example, in the late 19th century employed the concepts of fixed sequences of texts and horizontal
synchronisms without employing a formal terminology (BGH 10, 1886, pp. 6-38; BGH 17, 1893,
pp. 145-79). When Notopoulos speaks oC ·chain reactions·, oC inscriptions attracting one another
and of the ·synthetic use of ephebic and prytany lists·, he is attempting somewhat unsuccessfully
to arrive at a Cormal methodology (. Studies in the Chronology of Athens under the Empire,·
Hesperia 18, 1949, pp. 1-57). Perhaps the only concepts which require definition are ·fixed and
unfixed synchronisms·, diachronic lists and ·Cixed and unfixed sequences·. Multiple references to
a single magistrate are known as a synchronism, and these synchronisms can either be fixed by
reference to a diachronic list or dated sequence of magistrates or remain undated. If two or more
magistrates named on one inscription served in diCferent years, and those years are known, their
tenure will fall into a fixed sequence or interval. The interval is unfixed if one or more of these
magistrates cannot be dated with precision.

6An indirect or obscured synchronism between two magistrates might be overlooked and they
would then be dated in error to different years (cr. Follett, Athenes au Ile et fIle siecle avo J.G.,
pp. 8-9).
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magistrates to be dat~d with precision.7 Once the magistrates who can be dated

by the certain evidence of diachronic lists are entered in the list in their proper

years, other~agistraies may be dated by the tribal rotation of prytany

secretaries, the priests of Asclepius, and several priesthoods on Delos. These

tribal cycles generally followed fixed sequences for the twelve Athenian tribes,

although irregular interruptions in the cycles often cause difficulties in using the

cycles for chronological purposes. Apart from diachronic lists and tribal cycles,

magistrates may be also dated by other, albeit less precise, means~8 Occasionally

a group of magistrates are known to belong to the same year, for example,

although none of the magistrates can be dated by means of a diachronic list or

cycle. These magistrates can only be dated to a year in which all the magistracies

in which they served are vacant.9 Finally, since an undated magistrate must date

7None of the diachronic lists from this period are straightforward annual lists. I.D. 2589
presents some kind of irregularity in the mid-140s B.C. with important consequences for t.he
archon list. I.D. 2632, on which at least one archon is not represented, seems to preserve a
relative sequence of magistrates although the sequence is not •closed·, and a year must be

inserted somewhere in the sequence. I.G. lIZ 1343, on the other hand, preserves a closed sequence

although one archon is listed out of order. I.G. lIZ 1713, a fragmentary archon list spanning more
than a century also presents difficulties (see Appendix A.2).

8The exception is the Delian temple accounts. These accounts are coterminus with I.D. 2589, a
diachronic list of gymnasiarchs spanning the first years of the Athenian administration down to
about 135 B.C. The temple accounts indirectly present a diachronic sequence of magistrates and
priests which can only be recovered by reconstructing the sequences of colleges of temple
administrators. Several colleges, however, can be dated through synchronisms with Athenian
archons or Delian gymnasiarchs. The remaining colleges can be fitted into the sequence by means
of deduction from the relative order of the accounts. Whereas Roussel and Launey only provide
termini ante quem for most of the magistrates named on the accounts, I have attempted to date
administrators and occasionally priests named in the accounts to more specific years.

gList vacancies such as this only provide exclusive dates, unlike tribal cycles, for example,
which provide inclusive dates. This is an important distinction because the less well-attested a
particular magistracy is, the larger the number of available years on the basis of list vacancies.
Sometimes even the tribal cycles will provide several vacant years for an undated priest. List
vacancies are only helpful, therefore, when the magistracy in question is well-attested or is
synchronized with such a magistracy.
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to at least sometime before the text on which he is named,10 a terminus ante

quem may be determined for many magistrates. Their names, however, cannot be

entered in this "list.11 • By means of tracing out the synchronisms and relative

sequences of all known Athenian magistrates and priests for this period based on

the absolute dates established for the most part by previous scholars, it has been

possible to offer in these Fasti a list of every magistrate, civic official and priest

who can be dated with some precision to a particular year. The majority of

senior magistrates and many of the less important ones who held office between

167/6 B.C. and A.D. 13/4 are named in these Fasti. The dates which have been

established for their tenure in office provide the fixed points of reference around

which careers and family stemmas can be reconstructed. The chronological notes

10Exceptions to this are very rare. I.G. 1I2 1046 is a decree granting permission for a priest to
carry out repairs on the temple of the deity. The priest is described as ·priest-designate· for the
coming year. In addition the archon ~IOKAHE mentioned in the temple account I.D. 1444
(Aa59), could be the archon who held office two years after the administrators responsible for the
account themselves held office. The temple accounts seem to have taken a long time to prepare
and ·late transmissions· between colleges of administrators are often recorded. But despite
exceptions such as this, the archon AN~PEAE, who is named in a temple account composed by
the administrators in the archonship of MHTPO~ANHE (145/4 B.C.), must be dated to before
that year. Since 146/5 B.C. is tentatively occupied and 150/49-147/6 B.C. are filled, he must
date to the 150s B.C. In the Fasti he is dated to 154/3 B.C. (the years 153/2-151/0 B.C. being
occupied by other archons). Habicht (AM97, 1982, pp. 175-84) dates AN~PEAE to 154/3 B.C.
at the earliest and probably before 150 B.C. rather than after. But the ·window· is considerably
narrower than Habicht seems to allow.

llChronological termini such as this are indicated where possible in Appendix A.3.
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presented in Appendix A.2 are limited to salient problems in the chronology of

this period. 12

A Not~ on P;osopographieal and Epigraphieal Referenees

In this Appendix the reader will find the names and references for all

magistrates and office-holders whose year of tenure can be dated to a specific

year. Names have all been converted to nominative form, but within this

standard convention I have tried to present as accurately as possible the textual

or philological support for a name. The restorations and readings are those

provided in the published texts, which are indicated for each name with

superscripted footnotes (e.g. 41H[MH1JPIOE1). In the case where several texts

allow us to establish the correct or full form of a name, the name is presented as a

collation. In such instances, if the name is completely or largely restored in a

particular document, square brackets enclose the superscripted number of the

inscription (e.g. 41HMHTPIOE1,[2J,3). The purpose of this index is to assist the

reader's evaluation of the prosopographical evidence for this period. For that

reason I have presented the names as they appear in the inscriptions without

supplying additional information based on what must always be conjectural career

collations or family attributions.

12The chronological problems of the second century have been discussed extensively in previous
scholarship. The most relevant recent scholarship which must be mentioned are the following:

. Roussel, DCA; W.B. Dinsmoor, The Athenian Archon List in the Light of Recent Discoveries,
New York, 1939 and The Archons of Athens in the Hellenistic Age, Cambridge, Mass., 1931;
W.K. Pritchett and B.D. Meritt, The Chronology of Hellenistic Athens, 1940; and Meritt,
"Athenian Archons 347/6-48/7 B.C.," Historia 26 (1977) pp. 161-191. For the first century, Dow
established many of the dates and even the correct names of several Athenian archons (. Archons
of the Period Arter Sulla," Hesperia Supplement VIII, 1949, pp. 116-25). Mention must also be
made here of Notopoulos, Hesperia 18 (1949) pp. 1-57. Many chronological problems remain
unresolved, especially for the first century B.C.: Notopoulos writes, "The question also arose of
the continuity of the tribal cycles after Sulla and their convergence with tribal cycles in the
second century after Christ. It is hoped that sufficient progress has been made on this problem to
encourage others who, through glimpses of order in the previously chaotic chronology of the first
century before Christ, can make more progress in the chronology of this period" (ibid., p. 1).
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167 B.C.

124archon: NIKOEeENHE ' ,

*secretary of the prytany: MN or MAI I 3

*treasurer of the boule: 1 1~PXIETI?

prytany-secretary: 1 1~11f1PINJOITE1JOE2

*herald of the boule and demos: [4>IAOKAHE TPINEMEETEj3

*fiutist: KAiWKPATlHE eOPIKIOEI3

gymnasiarch on Delos: APIETOMENHE eEOEENOT AXAPNETE[81,9

epi ta hiera?: MIKIDrv5

priest of Sarapis: AMMDNIOE 17AMBDTA..jHE[61,7

*these magistrates could date to 165/4 B.C.

1J.G. lI2 951

2Agora X:V, n. 215

3Agora X:V, n. 217

4Hesperia 16 (1947) n. 64, pp. 164-8
5J.D. 1403
6J.D. 1416
7J.D. 1417
8 I.D. 1950
9I.D.2589
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166/5 B.C.

h . AXAIOE1,[2,3j,4,5,6,[7]arc on. .

5treasurer of the prytany (X): e[Hp(ETE [ j <f1AAHPETE

priest of the Eponymous Hero: AAE=I10Nj MAPAeONIOE5

. 5prytanel8:

proedroi: [_jllTEAEAEIOEl

?TPI_ XlOAAPrETE
2

EOLj~ <f1ATEn?

[8jEO=1?[NOE] [_]~q[ .. j{'OE AXAPNETE5

6[ ] NIKLl

orators: ~IOXAPHEAPTEMI~ilPOTBElPENIKI~HEll

[_lE XAIPEETPATOT [EIKA[MBjilNI~HE2

AAKIMOE ~I<f1I1A0113

TIMilN ftL1 4

[8jEO=~[NOEl Ll~q[ ..lfOEAXAPNETE5

8EAINETOE AlrIAIETJ!3

secretary of the boule and demos:

8EOMNHETO(E EJ1]AJ!.,fEINONOr: (I1POBAAIEIO.q5

prytany-secretary: HPAK.AE[ilNj NAN(N)AKOT ETI71TPI~HEI1,2,[3],5,6

undersecretary: [MNHEAPXOE! EI1AMEINONOE I1POBAAIEIOE5

herald of the boule and demos: [~IAOKAHEl TPINEM!EJ1?TE5

flutist: [KA.MIKPATHE 80PIKIOEj5

treasurer of the boule: Ep(MJOKAH1EJ I1EP(9K.AEI~OT [EP}\,fEIOEj5

gymnasiarch on Delos: !EAT11pOE APIETWNOE KH<f1IEIETElO

epi ta hiera: NIKIAE AMA=ANTETJ!3

ArNONIJ.HE TPIKOPTEIOJ!3

priest of Sarapis: A8HNArOPAE KTJ.ANTI.J.HE9
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1J.G. U2 946

21.G. U2 947 .•'

31.G. UZ 948

41.G. U2 954 (with Hesperia 41, 1972, pp. 46-9)
5Agora XV, n. 216

6Hesperia 23 (1954) n. 10, p. 240

7 Hesperia 3 (1934) n. 20, pp. 27-31 (with Hesperia 26, 1957, p. 73)
8J.D. 1403
9I.D.1416

lOI.D.2589

165/4. B.C.

archon: IIEAOtY,2,9

*secretary or the prytany:

*treasurer or the boule:

prytany-secretary: d.IONTEIKAHE d.IONTEIOT EKAAH8EN1

*herald of the boule and demos:

*flutist:

proedros: PHEION d.AMATPIOT 80PAIETl;1

orators: APXInnOE APXIOT BATH8EN1

=ENOKPATHE EENOKPATOT EAETEINIOE1

AIEXEAE 8EOIIEI80T KHtPIEIETE2

AFA80KAHE AllOMOd.DPOT IIAIANIETE9

demarchos: IIAMtPIAOE APXONTOE EAETEINIOE1

f)

priest or AscIepius: IIPDTArOPAE NIKHTOT IIEPrAEH8EN"

epi ta hiera (responsible for I.D. H03?):
tPEPEKAHi3,4.[5],6,7,8
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8HP(~J.\iAX0i3,4,6,7,8

gymnasiarch 00 Delos: iZ~NO~OTOE APEnE KH~lElETElO

*see 167/6 B.C.

ll.G. 1I2 949

2Hesperia 28 (1959) n. 7, pp. 185-6
3l.D. 1408

4l.D.1428
5I.D.1430
6I.D.1432
7I.D.1443
8I.D. 1450
9I.D.1497

10I.D.2589

164/3 B.C.

archon: ETEPrETHE1,[2!.4,5

treasurer oC the prytany (I):

secretary or the prytany (I):

treasurer oC the prytany (V):

KAPilOE [ jATOT [ j2

[..... jf.?NALj 2

3[ )

secretary oC the prytany (V): [ IAINETOT AIrlAIETi3

priest oC the Eponymous Hero (V): [ l
prytaneis (V):3

proedroi: ET8lAE NOTAfHNIOT ~T:1AEIOE1

IvfNHElrEN!HEj M(NHJE[IrENOll EPMElOE2

~F1AKAEI{TOE12
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orator: ATEANt1POE 8EOMl/;;;10T KT;;;1A8HNAIETE
1

secretary of the boule and demos: I ·.JH~

1...... :.~: ......·····J3

2
undersecretary: I JTEA

prytany-secretary: t1IONTEOt1ilPOE if!IAlJIJIOT KEif!AAH8EN1,2,14!

treasurer of the boule: [..]OKAHE AXAPNETE[2j,3

herald of the boule and demos: ETKAHE TPINEMEETE2,3

flutist: KAAAIKPATHE eOPIKIOE2,3

ephebes:5

epi ta hiera: AAEEAN;;;1PO!f

ZilJITPOJ!i

gymniasiarch on Delos: !.:1IO!if!AtvTOE EKATAIOT EPMEIOE7

1Agora XV, n. 219

2Agora XV, n. 220

3Agora XV, n. 221

4Hesperia 28 (1959) n. 1, pp. 273-4

5Hesperia 36 (1967) n. 19, pp. 88-91
6J.D. 1408
7I.D.2589

163/2 B.C.

archon: EPAETHE[IJ,2,3

proedros: ZOIAOE ZOIAOT if!ATETEl

orator: .1TKINOE NIKONOE AAIMOTEIOE1

prytany-secretary: .:1HMHTPIOE EENilNOE EJIIKHif!IEIOEI ,3
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epi ta hiera: HrIAE4,5,6

ATEIeEOE[4j,5,6

gymnasiarch on D;los: IKJPATON eEO~OPOTEr MTPPINOTITHr!'

priest of the Great Gods: ~IAOKPATHE ~IAOKPATOTE AMAEANrETE7

l I .G. n2 783

2I.G. n2 2323

3Hesperia 3 (1934) n. 20, pp. 27-31
4I.D.1408
5I.D. 1441
6I.D.1450
7I.D.1981
8I.D.2589

162/1 B.C.

archon: IIOEEI~ONlOE1,2,3,4,5

treasurer of the prytany (II): IABroN KAA!AlOT BATHeEW

kosmete8: AIIOMnNIOE AIIIIOAO[_13

epi ta hiera: ~L1EI'AlPOx;6 .

KH~IEO~OTOx;6

gymnasiarch on Delos: MENEKAHE AIIOMnNIOT IIAAAHNETr!'

priest of the Great Gods: ETBOTAOE ~HJ..,nrrPIOTMAPAeONIOE7

1I .G. UZ 2323

2I .G. U2 2864

3Hesperia 2 (1933) n. 16, pp. 503-5

4Hesperia 16 (1947) n. 64, pp. 164-8
5I.D.1408
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6J.D. 1413
7I.D.1498
8I.D. 2589 ... :-

181/0 B.C.

archon: APIETOAAE1,3,14,5j,6,7,18j,9,1101

treasurer of the prytany (II): 1 IOT plAAI~HE4

secretary of the prytany (II): KAElA1JNETOE TIMANOptOEI 4

priest of the Eponymous Hero (II): 1_1EIN EK KOIAnNolr4

proedroi: IETl1ATDN ANTIMAXOT AIEDlNETEI4

EDEOE WNOE PAAHPETIf'

4orator: I p1]AllNOE KHpIEIETE

undersecretary: "! _14

prytany-secretary: BAKXTAOE pIAllNI~OTEAETEINIOE4,[6!

herald of the boule and demos: ETKlAHE TPINEMEETEI 4

flutist: IKAAAIKPATHE eOPIKIOE14

phylarcho8: APATIDN EIMOT EF MTPPINOITIHE1

taxiarcho8 (VIII): ANTI~DPOE APEIOT 1....... jETEI

taxiarcho8 (XII): APrEIOE AEKAAIIDNOE ATHNETE1

lampadarchos: KAIPIOE ITEADNOEI I

lampadarcho8 (VI): [..&.JIOMIDNlO[Ej ETKTAIOr

lampadarcho8 (II): INlKOrENHEI NlKDNOE IPlAAI~HEll

agonothete8 of the Theseia: NIKOrENHE NIKnNOE PlAAI~HEI

l ·t .6el ourgol:
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priest?: 1-1 ETIlTPI~HEl

epi ta hiera: ~IAnNI~HElO

ME~eAAHEIO (or MENEKAHE"

gymnasiarch on Delos: ~IONTEIOE IlAPMENEI~OT EPMEIOE12

priest of Asklepius on Delos: ETBOTAOE ,;j,HMlITPIOT MAPAeDNIOElI

l I.G. UZ 956

2J.G. 1I2 957

3I.G. U2 2323

4A.gora XV, n. 222

5Hesperia 2 (1933) n. 16, pp. 503-5

6Hesperia 16 (1947) n. 64, pp. 164-8 (with Hesperia 53, 1984, n. 4, pp. 374-7)
7J.D. 1408
8I.D.1439
9I.D.I441

10I.D.1450

lII.D.1498

l2I.D.2589

160/59 B.C.

archon: 1TXA.N~POEl,3,14,61

t
. 4

pryaneJs:

proedroi: I_I ,;j,IOZOTOT OINAIOEI.

AKTAIOE EIMDNOE A[eMONETEj6

orators: IAN'l1I,;j,HMOE KAEII1{IlI.1011 2

NIKOETPATOE ~IAIEKOTeOPAJ1ET.ql

prytany-secretary: EDEIrENHE j\1ENEKPATOT MAPAeDNIOE1,6

epi ta hiera: ATKO~PD~

TIMANeH~
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ambassador to King Pharnaces: 4JIA05ENOE llEIPAIErr!>

epimeletai for the erection of statues:

~IONrEIOEEr MTPPINOrITHr!>

4JIA05ENOE llEIPAIErIfi

AEDN AI5DNErr!>

paidotribes: ,:jDPOeEOE TBA~Hi3

gymnasjarc~l on Delos: AIFlEIOE 4JIAnNOE llAIANIETE9

priest of Dionysus on Delos: ErBOTAOE ,:jHMHTPIOT MAPAeDNIOE7

priest of the Great Gods: HPAIOE AllOMO~DPOTEOrNIET~

1I .G. U2 953

ZI.G. lIZ 956

3I .G. lIZ 2981

4Agora XV, n. 223
5I.D.1450
6 I.D.1497b
7J.D. 1498
8I.D. 1898
9I.D.2589

159/8 B.C.

archon: APIETAIXMOEllj,5,19j

prytany-secretary: ~HMHTPIOE~HMA,:jOTllAAAHNEn;l

orator: MENAN~POEMENAN~POrMEAITErE5

!_I ~~fjIOr llAIANIETEl

kosmetes: KAkUAE EDEIKPATOT 4JATETE1

hierokeryx: ,:jIONTEIOE ~HMANeOrAAMIPETEll
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epimeletes of Delos: [...... ·.IOT [_II.AJI{....JA.rIl_J
WNXI_IIAJ APJ

epi ta hiera: 1_llllITOT EPIK1ETEI
ll

[_ITOT KAAAIK'J.1EOTE TIFOE11]AATIOEll

gymnasiarch on Delos: ATEIMAXOE tjHMHTPIOT AXAPNETElO

public banker? on Delos: tjIO~ANTOE EKATAIOT EPMEIOE2,3

presbeis: tjHMHTPIOE MAPA80NIOE5

AN8EETHPIOE Er MTPPINOrITHE5

=ENO~IAOE OINAIOr;5

priest of Apollo on Delos: [_IE ~IAO=EN{OTE= OIJOrl

priest of Hestia, Demos and Roma LIJOPAE NIKOKAEOTE KPOITltjH{El ll

priest of Zeus Kynthios and Athena Kynthia:

MIKION AKPIEIOT EHMAXltjHEll

priest of Zeus Soter. Athena Soteira, Zeus Polieus

and Athena Polias: E~OPOE NIKANOPOE lITEAEAEIOEll

priest of Artemis on Delos: [A8HjNArOPAE A~HNA(r0IPOTMEAlTETEll

priest of the Great Gods, Dioskourii

and Cabeires: EEAETKOE tjIOKAEOTE TIEPrAEH8ENll

priest of Dionysos, Hermes and Pan: [ETMJENHE ETMENOT OINAIOEll

priest of Asklepius on Delos: HXOE ETPATONOE EOTNIETEll

priest of Anios: ty91}vfHNIOE ET8IOT ~TAAEIOr;ll

mantis: !OAITMIJIOtjDPOE KPnMAXOT TIAAAHNETEll

flutist on Delos: [11]EPlrENHE ~DKIDNOE ETTITPItjHEll

kleidouchos: [N11¥~OtjDPOENTM~O~DPOTMAPA8DNIOr;11

priest of Sarapis: KTHEIITTIOE ANAKAIETr:3,4
~IAOKPATHE~IAOKPATOTAMA=A1VTETE2,4,6,7,8,Il

II.G. n2 1027 (with SB.G. XVL98)
()

~ I.D. 1415
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3I.D. 1416
4I.D.1417
5I.D.1498
6J.D. 2137
7I.D.2138
8I.D.2139
9I.D.2565

101.D.2589

I1/.D.2605

158/7 B.C.

archon: JITPPOE7

ep£meletes of Delos: HrHEIAE ~/AOETPATOTeTMAITA~HE5

epi ta hiera (responsible for I.D. 1415):

EETIAIOE EETIAIOT E~HITI02,5
APXIKAHE APXIKAEOTE AAKIA~HE[3j,4,5

gymnasiarch on Delos: JIATEANIAE AeHNArOPOT MEAJTET~

priest of Apollo: APETE APE[)E KH~IEIETE5
..,

*priest of Sarapis: EIPHNAIOE""

*from tribe X (Aiantis) by the tribal cycle?

1J.D. 1415..,
-I.D.1416
3I.D. 1421

4I.D.1422
5J.D. 1898

6J.D. 2589

i Meritt, Athenian Year, p. 184
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157/8 B.C.

archon: AN8EETHPIOE1,2,4,17J,8

orator: 1.. jMIA..::1HE rAPrHTrIOE
7

agnothetes of the Theseia: 8EO!_11

phylarchoi: AAEEAN..::1POE AAEEAN..::1POT EPXIETI;l

..::1HIM.A.XOE ..::1HIMAXOT AETKONOETE1

hipparchoi: NIKOrENHE NIKDNOE tPlAAI..::1HE1,3,7

OtPEAAE ABPDNOE BATH8EN1,7

lampadarchoi: ..::1HMHTPIOE ANTlMENOTE1

..::1EEltPDN KAMItPANOTEI

epi ta hiera: ..::1IOtPANTOE EKATAIOT EPMEIOE4,5

8E0..::1DPOE ETPATDNOE MAPA8DNIOE4,5

gymnasiarch on Delos: ..::1I0..::10TOE 8ElO!tPIAIO]T KIKTNNETIf'

l I .G. 1I2 957

2I.G. U2 2323

3Hesperia 29 (1960) n. 155, pp. 78-80
4I.D. 1416
5I.D. 1421
6 I.D.2589

7Habicht, AMLXXVI (1961) pp. 141-3

8Meritt, Athenian Year, p. 184
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- .. :

156/5 B.C.

archon: KAAAIETPATOE2,3,4,5,11°1

orator: .aHMOTIMOE rrr$O.a{JPOT AIrIAJIETEl l

hieropoioi fer the Athenaia:2

epi ta hiera: KA.,WAE $PAEIIlIlOT rAPrHTTlOE5,16j,7,1O

E.pIAATHE AEKAHIlIA.aOT ETBPI.aHE5,7,1O

agoranoMoi on Delos: 1_IIMI_INI{_I.al_l10

gymnasiarch on Delos: AMMONIOE AMMONI0111 IlAMBrrIA.aHEll

priestess of the Thesmophorion: .pIAOKAEIA5,8,9

1I .G . U2 957

2I .G. U2 1937

31.G. U2 2323
4J.D. 1416

5J.D.1417
6I.D. 1418
7I.D. 1421
8J.D. 1426
9 I.D.1442

l°I.D. 1837

llI.D. 2589
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155/4 B.C.

" 3 14Jarchon: MNHEIeEOE~' ,

treasurer of the prytany (III): AAE:AN4POE ETBOTAOT ETEIPIETJ!3

secretary of the prytany (III): EIAHNOE IlAIANIETJ!3

priest of the Eponymous Hero (III): NIKOMAXOE TEAE\_] MrPPINOTEIOI?

prytaneis (III):3

proedros: MAI...J EOEIOT AXAPNETJ!3

'i_J LJTAAAlMOTEIOE1

orator: LJPINOT I~IETIA4HEl

HPAKAEITOE ETPATONOE ~AJ1E1TJ!3

secretary of the boule and demos: IXA1]PE4HfMJOE IAAMl1JTPETI?

undersecretary: Il?1eAlrof1~AMA¥AINTElTJ!3

prytany-secretary: pIAIEKOE KPATHTOE IlAIANIETE1,3,14!

treasurer of the boule: IAE1AFPOE AEKAAIlONOE IlEIPAIETJ!3

herald of the boule and demos: ETKAHE ~IAOKAEOTETPINEMEET~

flutist: TEXNON PHrAIE(TEI3

epi ta hiera: eEOIlOMJIOE5,6,7

4IONTEIOE IlAIANIETE7 ,18]

gymnasiarch on Delos: pDKION APIETOKPATOT MEAITETE12,13,14,15

*priest of Sarapis: ZHNON 4IOEKOTPI40T AAMnTPETE9,10,11

*dated by tribal cycle; less likely are 143/2 or 145/4 B.C.

9I.D.2098



2I .G. lI2 2323

3Agora n. XV, 225

4Hesperia 10 (1941) n. 25, pp. 60-1
5 .-

I.D.1421
6J.D. 1422
7I.D.1429
8I.D.1464

archon: AN.::.lPEAE1,2,3,6

h
. ..6
leropolol:

epi ta hiera: JlAPAMONO~

ETMHAO~

262

10I.D.2118

llI.D.2203

12I.D.2589

13J.D. 2590

14J.D.2591

15I.D.2592

154/3 B.C.

public banker on Delos: eEO.::.lOPOE ETPATONOE MAPAe[}NIO~

gymnasiarch on Delos: .::.lIONTEIOE ~IAOKPATOT ~ATETEI4J,5

1I.G. lI2 2444

2Hesperia 30 (1961) n. 51, p. 252
3I.D.1421
4J.D. 1951

5J.D.2589

6AM 97 (1982) pp. 172-3
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- _::.

153/2 B.C.

1archon: ElIETEIlIlIOE

1prytany-secretary: [_!NOE ~ATETE

*epi ta hiera: rAATKIA~HE2

=ENOtPIAOE2

gymnasiarch on Delos: IA!PIEl10M!AXfO!E ATEIOT [Ell MTPPINOTITHr:3

*priestess of the Thesmophorion: NIl_!2

*152/1 B.C. is also possible

IAgora XV, n. 228
2rD. 1426
3I.D.2589

152/1 B.C.

archon: l\1IKIJ1NI

*epi ta hiera:

gymnasiarch on Delos: APETE 1[PEjQE KHtP!1JE1ETE2

priest of the Great Gods: APIETJ1N APIETONOE ETEIPIETEI

*see 153/2 B.C.
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1J.D. 1899
2I.D.2589

151/0 B.C.

archon: ZAAETKOL'2,3,4

*proedr08:

*prytany-secretary:

*orator:

epimeletes of Delos: llATL'IMAXOE tlHMOKAEOTL' EK KOAnNO'r3

epi ta hiera: l_lJAL'DNOL'llI8ETL'1
colleague unknown

agoranomoi on Delos: L'HPAMBOL' HPAIllllOT EPMEIOL'2,4

rOPrIAL' AL'KAHnIA~OTIDNI,tjHL'2,4

L'nTA,tjHE L'nTAtlOT AIrIAJETL'2,4

secretary or the agoranomoi: MENEKAHL' AIEXPflNOL' AAAIETL'2,4

demosio8?: [_IPATflNI

gymnasiarch on Delos: LltlHL' APIL'TOKAEOTL' l/>ATETL'5

*see 139/8 B.C.

1J.D. 1432
2I.D. 1500
3J.D. 1618
4J.D. 1833
5J.D. 2589
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150/49 B.C.

archon: lPAI.::1PIAE1,2,3.4,5

agonothetelJ or the Theseia: MIATIAI.::1HE] ZDIAOT MAPA8DNIOE1

taxiarchoi (II): AilOAA0.::10TOE HrlOT KOAAI1TE1]E1

(XII): [TJ]MOKAHE TIMOKAEOTE AlrNjOTEIOEI

hipparchoIJ (IV): lPEI~TAAOE IEroNOE AI18jAAI.::1HEl

tarantinarchoi (X): JIOATNIKOE MOEXIDNOE MAPA80NIOE1

ET80lNOE MOEXIDNOE MAPA8DNIOE1

lampadarchoi (IV): A8HNOBIOE .::110NTEIOr

(XI): ETAPXI.::1HE AN.::1PEOr

epimeleteIJ or Delos: '- F!JTPPOT AAMIJITlPETE2

epi ta hiera: I_I 8EOEENOT OlNAIOE2

colleague unknown

secretary or the epi ta hiera?:

1_1TAPXOT JIOPIOE2

gymnasiarch on Delos 1....Jl1.JAE TIM08EOT AXAPNETJ!3

priest or Artemis: JITAA.::1HE AIEXPIDNOE JIEPI801.::1Hr,7

*priests on Delos: .::1PAKDN lPATETr (Great Gods?)

rOPrIAE IDNI.::1Hr

AHNAIOE EPMElOr,6 (Sarapis?)

EAPAilIDN JIAMEnTA.::1Hr

HPAKAEI.::1HE JIAMEnTA.::1Hr

JIPnTOrENHE JIAIANIETr

AEONTIXOE .::1EKEAETr (Aesclepius?)

ETPATON KHlPIEIETr

*see Appendix A.2
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I / .G. lI2 958
2J.D. 1432
3 I.D.1499
4J.D. 1519
5I.D.1520

61.D. 2083 (with ZPE 58,1985, pp. 117-8)
7I.D.2314
8I.D.2589

149/8

archon: ATEIA~HE2,3,4,1

orators: KONON KONONOE KEIPIA~HE1

AMTNlOMAXOEI ETKAEOTE AAAIET~

[<PJ]AOKAHfE ATKjIEKOT AITHNET.q6

prytany-secretary: ~HO~OIPOE _14

hierophantes: APIETOKAHE IlEPI801~IHEI3

h · .. 2leropo&Ol:

epi ta hiera I_Ifl]IlOT EPIKIETE5

(colleague unknown)

secretary or the administrators: MENE~HMOEANI_15

gymnasiarch on Delos: [110IATEENOE ANlTIO!XOT MAPA80NIOE10

*priest or Sarapis (2nd time): <PIAOKPATHE <PIAOKPATOrS,9

*<PIAOKPATHE <PIAOKPATOT AMAEANTETE served as priest in 159/8 B.C. It he is to be
identified with this priest, he could have served in 149/8 B.C. or 141/6 B.C. according to the
tribal cycle
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II.G. n2 9S8

2I.G. 1I2 1938

3Hesperia 11 (1942) n. 58, pp. 293-8

4Hesperia 34 (1965) n. 2, pp. 89-90
5I.D. 1432
6I.D.1499
7J.D. 1505
8J.D. 2068
9I.D.2069

lOJ.D.2589

U8/7 B.C.

archon: APXnN1,3,4,S,7,8

proedr08: flTAAilHE AIEXPWNOE flEPIftlOIilRJE5

orators: flEAOl/l ETBOTAOTATHNET~

Ll AN.4ITPAEIOE4

NIKOKAHE EPMOKPATOTE <PIAAlilHES

epi tois 8itonikois: MIATIAilHE ZnIAOT MAPAeONIOEI

epi ta hiera: rOPHE <PIAAI~Hr;3,4

NIKOilHMOE AMA=A1vrETE2,3,4

gymnasiarch on Delos: rOPFIA); AEKAHflIA.:10T WNIilHr;6,8,9,lO

agoranomoi on Delos: [_1 AFNOTEIOE7

EnTHP ANAITPAEIOE7

secretary or the agoranomoi: ~IOFEITON ~IOrNfITOT PAMNOTEIOE7

dida8kalos?: eEo~oPQIEj APIETION{OjE5

ephebe:8

1I.G. lI2 968



l)

~J.D. 1442
3I.D.1501
4I.D. 1502
5J.D. 1503
6I.D.1504
7I.D.1505
8J.D. 1952
9I.D.1979

10/.D.2589

. --=-
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147/6 B.C.

1"3archon: EllJKPATHE ,~,

archon on?: 1_ Oj/NAJOEI

orator: llEPlrENHE 8AAHEIFENOT TPIKOPrEJOE2,3

prytany-secretary: =-9'IN_I ETllAAHTI'JOE2

secretary of the epimelete8 on Delos: MNHE[~JAO~

ambassadors sent by the Athenians on Delos to Athens:3

t)

epi ta hiera on Delos: AM~I_jH8EN'"

APIETONIKOE ElKAAH81EN2

gymnasiarch on Delos: I_lOT llAAAHNETE4

*priest of Sarapis:

*see 149/8 B.C.

1Hesperia 37 (1968) n. 12, p. 273
l)

~J.D. 1504
3I.D.1505
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4I.D.2589

146/5 B.C.

*archon?:

orator: [_]/..::101' AAIMOTEIOE1

*epimeletes on Delos?:

()

epi ta hiera: i1H{MJEAE"
(colleague unknown)

public banker?: ..::1HMOifJnN2

gymnasiarch on Delos: [_IE 8[PA]EEOT I1{AIA]NIET~

sitonis?: JIT8AFOPAE2

magistracy unknown: JIT8EAE JIAIANIETE2

overseer of the Metroon: .:1HMOTI?lAHE!2

under-priestess of Artemis: ETPATONIKH ANI'IifJONI'OE
Er MTPPINOITTHE2,3,14!

·see 142/1. Note also that =ENOKAHE could date to this year (see Appendix C)

1Hesperia 37 (1967) D. 12, p. 213
2I.D.1442
3J.D. 1443
4J.D. 1444
5J.D. 2589
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US/4 B.C.

1245archon: MHTPO<PANHE I , ,

treasurer of the prytany (1): [ 12

1
proedros: TIlMTMjOE TIMT¥OT EPX{lEJ1E

orators: TIM4PXOE ~I1IflPATILlIO[l1E~H'ITIOE1

LlIO<PANTOE EKATAIOT EPMElIOjE4

undersecretary: [ j2

prytany-secretary: EI1IrENHE MOEXIaNOE AAMI1TPETE1,!2!

herald of the boule and demos: IETKAHE TPINEMEETEj2

flutist: !8EOLlDPOE OINAIOEj?2

2treasurer of the boule [ ]

antigrapheus: LlHMOKPATHE LlHMOKPATOT KTLlA8HNAIETE1,12!

epi ta hiera responsible for J.D. 1442: (names unknown)

gymnasiarch on Delos: [..1~!_I EIOI21NJIET..!f

epimeletai of the Emporion: I1ATEANIAE MEAITETE5

NTM~OLlDPOE MAPA8aNIOE5

TIM08EOE I1AIA[NJIET~

priestess of Aphrodite: IDNlr:3

*priest of 5arapis:

priestess of the Thesmophorion: MErAKAEIlAj3

priest on Delos: EnTH?3

*see 155/4 B.C.
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1Agora XV, n. 238
f)

"Agora XV, n. 239
3I.De 1442 - .:
4I.D.1506
5I.D.1507
6J.D. 2589

14.4./3 B.C.

*archon: eEAITHTOE1,5 (compare (~_13)

proedros: flEPlrENHE eAAHElrENOT TPIKOPTEIOIl'

orator: IAe!HNOrENHE ETNOMOT AETKONOETIl'

magistracy unknown: MIATIAJ:1HE ZDIAOT MAPAeDNIOEI

epi ta hiera: EA1TPIDN 111_1 (demotic?)[2j,3

ETBOTAOE MTPPINOTEIOE2,3

gymnasiarch on Delos: AEDNIJ:1HE AeHNArOPOT MEAITETE4,5

ambassadors sent by the Athenians on Delos to Athens:3

list of Delian hieropoioi, gymnasiarchs and uncertain

officers responsible for the celebration of the Apollonia:5

ephebes:5

priest of the Great Gods: flAPI_1 5

demosios on Delos: flEPITAIEj2

*the successor to MHTPOt>ANHE (145/4 B.C.) is recorded in J.D. 1507 as ?[_l. When
ANJ:1PEAE was assigned to this year, the reading had to be rejected outright. But if his
successor was eEA.ITHTOE , the dotted initial epsilon could plausibly have been a misreading of
the correct initial theta. Note also that eEAITHTOE is only one letter longer than
EPrOKAHE, one of the former restorations. I examined J.D. 1507 on Delos. The lettering is
cursive in form and uniform in size. A poorly preserved theta could have been misread as epsilon.
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Unfortunately, as reported in the commentary to I.D. 1507, the relevant portion of the inscription
is now worn away.

1I.G. 112 968
2J.D. 1442
3J.D. 1507
4I.D.2589
5J.D. 2593

14.3/2 B.C.

archon: APIETO~DMll,3

gymnasiarch on Delos: lMEJ~1~~PlOE MENAN~POT MEAlTETE2

*priest of Sarapis:

*see 155/4 B.C.

l I .G. n2 2323
ZI.D.2589

3Philodemos, Ind. Acad. 80 0.21

142/1 B.C.

*archon: ~IONTEIOE4

agnothetes of the Great Panathenaia: MIATIA~HEZDIAOT MAPAeDNIOEl

kanephoros: daughter or MIATIA~HE ZDIAOT MAPAeDNIOEl
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*epimeletes of Delos: ETArmN AAKEI'OT K080KIilHE4

gymnasiarch.on ~~los: 1_19E ilEEIAAOT TBAilH~

epi ta hiera responsible for I.D. 1443: names unknown

"priest of Artemis on Delos: APXIAilHE2,3

*could date to 146/5 B.C.

"compare 141/0 B.C.

II.G. n2 968
2I.D. 1443
3I.D.1444
4I.D. 1750
5I.D.2589

141/0 B.C.

proedros: I_ITIMOE TrAil_I 1

orator: 1_1 MEAITETE1

prytany-secretary !_ BIOTTAilHE1

epimeletes of Delos: AilEIMAl'vTOE 1_IIKAPIETE4

epi ta hiera: ET8TaHMOE A8MONETE4,6

ETKTHMON MEAITETl;4,6

gymnasiarch on Delos: !Al7JOM!ONIOIE? alAAAOT TEI8PAEIOE7

demosios on Delos: JIEPITAE2,4

*priest of Artemis on Delos: APXIAilHi3,4
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priestess of the Thesmophorion: MOEXINH fjHMEOT AAAIEDE4,5

*compare 142/1 B.C.

1I.G. lI2 968
2I.D.1442
3I.D.1443
4I.D.1444
5I.D. 1447
6I.D.1450
7J.D. 2589

140/39 B.C.

archon: AFJV08EOE1,!2j,3,5,7

treasurer and secretary of the prytany (XI):

ETKTIMENOE ETfjHMOT EITEAIOE5

priest of the Eponymous Hero (XI): AMMDNIOE ANAtPATETIOE5

prytaneis (XI):5

proedroi: cPIAI_ j2

NIKOKPATHE EJIIKPATOT llTEAEAEIOE5

I j NIKANOPOE MTPPINOTEIOnS

orators: IAEDl1VJ2

KAAAIMA...YOE cPAIi1POT STilETAIDf'i3

[EJ1KT!IAfENOE EjTi1HMOT EITEAIOE5

secretary of the boule and demos: ETPATIJIIIOE PAMNOTEIOnS

undersecretary: XAIPlITIfjHE KOPTfjAAAETE5

prytany-secretary: MENEKPATHE XAPISENOT eOPIKIOE1,[2j,5
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herald of the boule and demos: ETKAHE TPINEMEETE4,S

flutist: eEOt1DPOE OINAIOE4,5

treasurer of the boule: ATKO~PDN EOTNIETE
S

epimeletes of Delos: I f
epi ta hiera: EOEIIrENHE EHMAXlt1HE]6,7

IMNHE1]E IlOTAMIOJ!>,1

gymnasiarch on Delos: III1]IlOMlENJHE? ALIE llAIANIETJ13

priest of Sarapis: TIMl_19 (KIMl_I?)

1J.G. II2 969

2/ .G . lIZ 910

3/ .G. II2 971

4Agora XV, n. 239

5Agora XV, n. 240
6I.D.1444
7I.D. 1450
8I.D.2589
9 J.D. 2610

139/8 B.C.

archon: t110KAHEIlJ,2

*proedros: I ITMOT XOAAPrEllEl l

*orator: E71 11

*prytany-secretary: I IKAEOTE ePIAEIOEl

epi ta hiera: HPArOPAE2

MHTPOt1DPOE2

gymnasiarch on Delos: I rHPOETF1ATOT ANA~ATETIOE4
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priest C'f Sarapis: aHMoEI_15

*could date to 151/0 B.C. on the basis or the secretary cycle in which case the archon would have
to be restored differently

IHe8peria 29 (1960) n. 154, pp. 76-7 (with ZPE 20, 1976, pp. 193-9)
2J.D. 1444
3I.D. 1445
4I.D.2589
5J.D. 2610

138/7 B.C.

archon: TIMAPXOE[Ij,2,4,7,18/'1l

proedros: !;DEIKPATHE TIM/_II

orator: ~IAflIN ... jEN!fJNOE APA~HN{IOEll

leitourgoi: [ETXEIP KPDllIjaHEl

HAIOaDPOE ~ATETE1

aHMOEI

h
.7

t eorol:

pythaist paides:8

ephebes?

kanephoroi: 10

architheoroi: MENEMAXOE llATEIMAXOTI

8PAEDN OTAIAaoTI

didaskaloi or the chorus of the Pythaistai:

EAIIINIKOE EllIKPATOr

K.1EDN ETMHAOr
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2
arrephoros: daughter of AEONI~Or~ArEOE

priest of Asclepius: AEONI~HE NIKOKPATOr ~ArErE1,2
.~

kleidouchos: ~IOE NIKOKPATOr ~ArErE2

gymnasiarch on Delos: ZHNON ETPHMONOE ANA~ATETI0i3,5

paidotribes: NIKIAE AEONI~OrMEAlTEri3

priest of Sarapis: (demosios?)6

1I.G. 112 1019

2Hesperia 28 (1959) n. 10, pp. 188-94
3J.D. 1953
4J.D. 1987
5I.D.2589
6I.D.2610
7F.D. III, 2 n. 7

8F.D . III, 2 n. 11

9pD. III, 2 n. 23
10PD. III, 2 n. 29
11S./.A.4

137/8 B.C.

archon: HPAKAEITOE1,2

proedros: [ 1ErIlOAEMOr IlOTA~1]OE1

orator: ~IOrENHE[~IOKJAEI~OrKr~A8fHNAIErEj1

prytany-secretary: ~IONTE[IOIE~HMHTPIOrANAKAIErE1

gymnasiarch on Delos: [.jENON ~IONTEIOrEITEAIOr;3

gymnasiarch and lampadarchos for the Hermaia:

AIlOMaNIOE EAIKONI'OE EKAMBONI~HE2
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pa£dotn"bes on Delos: NIKIAE AEDNIilOT MEAlTETE
2

priests of Sarapis: ~ANOBIOEEAETEINIOIEj4

ilHMHTPIOE" (EAETEINIOE?)4

1Hesperia 28 (1959) n. 10, pp. 188-94
2J.D. 1048
3I.D.2589
4I.D.2610

138/5 B.C.

archon: TIMAPXlilHE1,12j,4,6

ep£meletes of Delos: ATEIAilHE ArA80KAEOTE BEPENIKIilH~,4

gymnasiarch on Delos: EATTPIDN EATTPIDNOE I7AAAHNETE4,7

paidotr£bes on Delos: EI7INIKOE EI7INIKOT EAETEINIOE4

4(>!lhebes:

priest of Sarapis: AETIAE AETIOT TPIKOPTEIOE5,8

1 .
Agora XV, n. 243

2Hesperia 17 (1948) n. 10, pp. 22-3
3I.D.1445
4J.D. 1922
5I.D.2099

6I.D. 2566 (with Hesperia 9, 1940, p. 129)
7I.D.2589
8I.D.261O
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135/4 B.C.

12141 6archon: I1IONTEIOE " ,

treasurer of the prytany (IX): EENOKPATHE ?ENOI_I EAETEINIOE2

secretary of the prytany (IX): ATEAN~POE KEIPIAI1HE2

priest of the Eponymous Hero (IX): BPAEIJIJIOE KAAAIOT rAPrHTrIOE2

prytaneis (IX):2,3

proedroi: 1_II1AMOE BEPEITEAOT OHBENl

I_IETEZ

orator: BPAEDN ETBTKAPrOTKH~IEIETE2

secretary of the boule and the demos: ANBEETHPIOE ~AAHPETE2

undersecretary: KAAAIAE ATHNETEZ

prytany-secretary: BEOAITOE eEOl1OTOT AM~ITPOJIHeENl,2,3,141

herald of the boule and the demos: APrEIOE AEKAAJIDNOE ATHNETE2

flutist: HrIAE EKAMBDNII1HE!2j,3

treasurer of the boule: HPAKAEITOE IKAPIETE2,3

t)

antigrapheus: APIETDN AAMIITPETE"

epi ta psephisma: I1EINIAE EJIIKH~IEIOE2,3

epi to aporreton: HAIOl1DPOE JIAIANIETE2,3

anagrapheus: ATEANIAE ANAKAIETE2,3

hyperetes of the prytany: EJIlrENHE EK KOIAHE2

epimeletes of Delos: ~IAnNII1IHEI 011_ EK KOAIDNOl115

epi ta hiera: N(IKlAPXO!E KAEjDNOE AAAIETE5

!A]IEXINHE ~IAOKAEOTEAXAPNETE5
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gymnasiarch on Delos: I_IEIOE APIETOEENOT ~ATETI;7

priest or Sarapis: ZHNON ETPHMONOE ANA~ATETIO~,8

II.G. 112 887
2Agora XV, n. 243

3Agora XV, n. 244

4Hesperia 17 (1948) n. 10, pp. 22-3
5I.D.2042

6I.D. 2566 (with Hesperia 9, 1940, p. 129)
7I.D.2589
8I.D.261O

134/3 B.C.

archon: NIKOETPATOE4

gymnasiarch on Delos: L1N jjHMOKPATOT KH~IEIETE2

priest or Sarapis: EAAHN MTIEKOT EOTNIETE1,3

II.D.2206
2J.D. 2589
3I.D.261O

4Philodemos, Ind. Acad. 33
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- .. :

133/2 B.C.

archon: EENilJv!1],2,4,6

*prytany-secretary: [AEil110KA!HE AEilllOK"{AEOTE ArPTAH8ENJ1

gymnasiarch on Delos: iiION iiAMONOE K080KIiiHE2,3,4

paidotribai: EilTAiiHE AITIAIETE4

[EITAEEAE ~IAOKAEOTEKOAONH8EfIf

NIKIAE AEONIiiOT MEAITETE2

ephebes:4

gymnasiarch for the Hermaia: ZHNON ZHNONOE MAPA8flNIOE2

**priests of Sarapis: [K1H~IEOiiOPOEAAMllTPETE5

NIKilNTMOE ANTI~ANOTOINAIO~

zakoro8: MHTPO~ANHE KAAXHiiONIOn6 (patronymic
or ethnic?)

*this secretary could date to 121/0 B.C. The archon would have to be restored accordingly

**there are two priests of Sarapis named for this year on two different texts. This poses a
dirticult problem because they are both from different tribes.

1He8peria 30 (1961) n. 20, p. 223
2I.D.1949
3I.D.2589

4I.D.2594
5J.D. 2610

6S.E.G. XXIV. 225
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132/1 B.C.

archon: EPrOK.itHIf'

gymnasiarch (on Salamis?): eEO~OTOE ETETPO~OT fIElPAlETIf'

gymnasiarch on Delos: !.]PElOE ATKlNOT AAIMOTEIOE1

priest of Sarapis: IMlENAN~POE ~IAA~HE2

1I.D.2589
2J.D. 2610

3Hesperia Supplement XV, n. 1

131/0

archon: EJIIKAHE1,2,6

t)

archon on Salamis: AN~PONlKOE"

treasurer (on Salamis?): ~L1.0KAHE JIEIPAIETE2

treasurer of the prytany (XII): IAJIOAAONJOE! AJIOAAONJOT EOTNlIETE!1

secretary or the prytany (XII): EllB01]AOE JIPOIBAA!lEJOEI

proedros: ~AMnN EnrENOITE _!1

orators: leOI]NOE eOINOT ATHNETE1

eEOrENHE KA.tWMAXOT AETKONOETE2

*prytany magistrate: I~HMH1TPlOE~'-Il

secretary of the boule and demos: ATElMAXOE A8Hl_! AAAIETEI
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prytany-secretary: [rOPI1IAOE rOPrIAOT A[rrEAH8EN]1

*anagrapheua: LINTOT AETKONOETE
1

gymnasiarch on Delos: I_IKPATHE [_]MOKPATOT AIEDNETJ!>

priest of Sarapis: ~IAOKAHE ~IOKAEOTE llAIANIETrI',4,7

**kleidouchos: XAPIAE AEKAHllIA~OTMAPA8DNIOr!>

·depending on the restoration or the text, the anagrapheus could in fact be the flutist in which
case ~HMlITPIOE could be the magistrate epi ta psephismata

**depending on the restitution of the archon's name on I.D. 2601, this magistrate could date to
94/3 as well

1Heaperia 47 (1978) n. 14, p. 286

2Hesperia Supplement XV, n. 1
3I.D.2141
4I.D.2163
5J.D. 2589
6 I.D.2601
7I.D.261O

130!2G B.C.

archon: ~HMOETPATOEl,7

hieromnemon: ~ION]TEOrENHEA8HNo~[JPof

presbeis (Athenians?) of the Dionysiac technitai:1,7

gymnasiarch on Delos: IAlllOIA1AO~[JPOE HPAIOT EOTNIETE5

priest of Sarapis: NEDN EPMOKPATOT AETKONOETE2,3,4,6
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l rG. 1I2 1132
2I.D.2043
3I.D.2076
4I.D.2101
5J.D. 2589
6I.D.2610
7 .
F.D. III, 2 n. 68

129/8 B.C.

archon: ATKIEKOE1,3,9

orator: 5ENOI...! EilJIATPI~OT EOTNIETE9

9
prytany-secretary: ifn.· ..·..·.J1Y9111 $Ef~f:I!~I~HE

treasurer of the boule: TIMAPXOE EtlHTI'IOE9

*epimeletea of Delos: AMMilNIOE AMMilNIOT ANAtlATETIOE

gymnasiarch on Delos: EEAETKOE MAPA8ilNIOE2,7

priest of Hestia, Demos and Rome: [_!mN ArAEL!IE01]NIE(T)~

priest of Sarapis: EilKAHE AtlPO~IEIOTtlATETE4,5,6,8

*AMMilNIOE served as epimeletea for the second time in 128/7 B.C. His first term could fall in
this year (see I.D. 2044).

l I .G. 1I2 1713
2J.D. 1558

3I.D.1877
4I.D.2089

5I.D.2120
6J.D. 2142
7I.D.2589
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8I.D.2610
9S.E.G. XXI. 469

128/7 B.C.

archon: t1IONTEIOE1,2,3,8,11,12,13,14,17,[18j

king-archon: HAI0t10POE t1IOt1OTO'r l

polemarchos: rAATKOE ATEANt1POrl

thesmothetai: [HPAKJA[EIlt1HE HPAKAElt10r 1

[EllKTHM{OIN KAAAIOr l

[B!OTKAITHlE AllKINOrl

[M1NHEIeEOE AIlNIlor l

llAM~IAOIE lVIIKOIKAEOjTEll

L1AIf_1A[_11l

general epi ta hopla: eEO~PAETOE HPAKAElTOT AXAPNETE14

general epi to nautikon: IllllAPXOE TIMOKAEOTE llElPAlETE14

general epi Eleusina: EllI~ANHE lllllAKOT AAMIlTPETE14

general epi ton Peiraia: llTPPlNOE AeHNArOPOT KTt1ANTlt1HE14

herald of the Areopagus: MNAEIKAHE MNAElKAE071Ejl1

orators: I lf BEPENIKlt1HE2

t1AMON EIMOT [EOlrJY!IETEI2

prytany-secretary: [ jNOE KE~AAHeEN2

antigrapheus: H~AI{ET IJ\ 11 I/OE2

hipparchos: i1IOKAHE i1IOKAEOTEI4 ,15,17,21

phylarchoi: ArIAE BOT.-WNOE14,15,17,18,[201,21

EPMON t110NTElOT (rONOl t1E ANTl~ONTOE)14,15,118,191,21

XAPIKAHE eE0i10poyl4,18,21

EENOKAHE i1HMHTPJOr4,18,21
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tarantinarchoi: tiIOrENHr: APOnOr4,18,21

ATr:aN tiHMOKPATOr4,18,21

kosmete8: AllOAAnNIOr: AnOAAfl< N> lOT r:OTNIETI:2,14

paidotribe8: (roreigner)2,14

hoplomacho8: (roreigner)2,14

hypohoplomacho8: (roreigner)14

akontistes: N/KANtiPOr: tiHMlITP/OT EmNTMETr:2,14

toxotes: M(m)TETIAor: NIKltiOr: oHeEtv'l,14

aphetes: nEtiIETr: EK KEPAMEatv'l

secretary or the ephebes: eAPP/Nor: eAPP/KOT AA.MIPETr:2,14

hyperetes: IEPflN HPAKAEltiOT ANArTPAr:lOr:2,14

ephebes:2,14

epi tas aparchas: tiIOKAHE tiIOKAEOTr:21

priest or Apollo: ETMHAOr: NOTMHNlOr4

exegetes: OIPEAAE ABPflNOE BATHeEN14

hieromnemon: !..IOEI_lll

theoroi: 12,22,23

h . ·d 13pyt alSt pal es:

h · . 15IppelS:

conveyor or the sacred tripod: AAKltiAMOE ETIPANOTr:16

agonothetes: tiIOKAHE tilOKAEOTE17,!181

epimelites of Delos: AMMaNlOr: AMMaNIOT ANAIPATETIOE4,5,6
(second time)

epi ta hiera: MENANtiPOE IPlAAltiHE4

1_1EltiOT AIEaNETE4

gymnasiarch on Delos: 1_OIT XOAA1V1EllE1 9

priest or the Great Gods: rAIOE rAIOT AXAPNET~
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priest of Sarapis: ET9TMAXOE EPrOXAPOT EK KEPAMEil!v4,5,6,7,10

----- .-

I/.G. 1I2 1713

2Hesperia 24 (1955) pp. 228-32
3I.D. 1900
4I.D.2044
5I.D.2143
6I.D.2144
7J.D. 2145
8I.D.2226
9J.D. 2589

10J.D. 2610
11F.D. IU, 2 n. 3
12F.D. III, 2 n. 8

13F.D. III, 2 n. 12
14F.D. III, 2 n. 24
15F.D. III, 2 n. 27
16F.D. III, 2 n. 33
17F.D. III, 2 n. 34
18F.D. III, 2 n. 35
19F.D. III, 2 n. 36
20F.D. III, 2 n. 39
21F.D. III, 2 n. 46
22F.D. III, 2 n. 47
23F.D. III, 2 n. 50

127/8 B.C.

archon: eEO~[}PI~HEl,2,3,4,6,7,10

proedroi: I_IHE EPATilNOE IE1jnrPI~H~

AN~PONJKOEIAN~PONIKOTB01TA~HEI3

orator: JIOATXAPMOE JIOATKptITOT AZHNIETEI3

prytany-secretary: EOEJKPATHE ET~PONIOTePIAEJO~,4

paidotribes: AJIOAAO~OTOE AAIMOTEIOE2

ephebes:2

gymnasiarch on Delos: ~IOEKOTPI~HE ~IOEKOTPI~OT PAMNOTEIOE5,9,10

h · ., D I 10JerOpOlOJ on e os:

priest of Dionysos, Hermes and Pan: MlITfp _JOT MAPAeONJor;6

kanephoro8: BJOTH Ml-ITI~P_JOT MAPAeONlorO
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priest of Sarapis: ATKIEKOE llATEANIOT AXAPNETr;8,ll

·priest of Hagne Aphrodite:

• kanephoros:

·see 100/99 B.C.

l I .G. 112 1713

2I.G. 1I2 2982

3Hesperia 24 (1955) p. 228

4Hesperia 34 (1965) n. 4, pp. 92-5
5J.D. 1579
6I.D. 1907
7J.D. 1947
8J.D. 2146
9J.D. 2589

1°I.D.2596

IlI.D.2610

128/5 B.C.

archon: ~IOTIMOE[11,2,3,7,8,14

prytany-secretary: En_II

epimeletes of Delos: 8EOpPAETOE HPAKAEITOT AXAPNETE4,5,6,7,14

gymnasiarch on Delos: 8EO~OEIOE IAEDNOE Er MTPPINOTITHE7,8,13

paidotribes on Delos: ETAEEAE pIAOKAEOTE KOAflNH8EN7

ephebes:7,8

priest of the Great Gods: EDEIKAHE EDKAEOTE EK KOJAHE14
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priest or Sarapis: A8HNAFOPAE A8HNAFOPOT MEAlTETE9,[lOJ,1l,[12J,l5

1I.G. u2 1016

2I.G. n2 1713

3Hesperia 33 (1964) n. 42, p. 193
4I.D.1645
5J.D. 1646
6I.D. 1806
7I.D.1923
8I.D. 1923b

archon: IAEilN1,2,3,4

9J.D. 2047

10I.D.2048

llI.D.2147

12J.D.2207

13I.D.2589

l4I.D.2597

lSI.D.2610

125/4 B.C.

proedroi: ATKOtPpnN [ANJrrrONOT EOTNIEl1Ej3

8EO,:jOTOE 8EO,:jOTOT KHtPIEIIETEj4

orator: IKAPA1]XOE KAPAIXOT AIAAIETE]3

prytany-secretary: A8HNO,:jilPOE ANAEIKPATOTE EAETEINIOEI3j,4

*epimeletes or Delos: 18EOtPPAETOE HPAKAEITOT AXAPNETEj5

gymnasiarch on Delos: A(1jEIMAXOE ,:jIO,:jilPOT ArKTAH8EN7

**priest or Sarapis: IKAjEOtPANTO~

hoplophoros: ,:jIOrNlITO~

*this name is restored by the editors or J.D. 1807

**according to the tribal cycle his tribe must be Hippothontis (IX)

1I.G. U2 1332
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21.G. U2 1713

3Agora XV, n. 249

4Agora XV, n. 25(}':
5I.D.1807
6I.D.2423
7I.D.2589
8J.D. 2610

124/3 B.C.

archons: NlKlAE1,!2],3,5 and lElrENHE1,3,4,5,7

proedros: APXIilAMOE APXIilAMOT OTPT{NETEI2

orator: [EIIIrENJHE ~IOT MEAlTETE2

prytany-secretary: 1_ AN!4PONOE ~AAHPETE2

epimeletes or the Emporion: MHNO~IAOEATKO~PONOEEOTNIET~

gymnasiarch on Delos: eEOIIOMIIOE KONONOE KEIPIA.1HE9,I101

agoranomoi on Delos: lK]A.-W~ON EOKPATOT IIAMB!YI'A~HE4

ePAEIIIIIOE K11A]1l0T r APrHTrIOE5

ephebes:10

priest or Sarapis: ~HMHTPIOEEPMHEIONOE MAPAeONIoEJ,7,8,1l

l I.G. U2 1713
')

-Agora XV, n. 251
3I.D.1647
4J.D. 1648
5I.D.1649
6I.D.2049
7I.D.2075

8J.D. 2148

9J.D.2589
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101.D.2603

llI.D.261O

123/2 B.C.

123archon: ,:j,HMHTPIOE ' ,

kosmetes: ,:j,IONTEIOE EDKPATOT PTMEIO!Ej 2

paidotribes: TIMDN TIMAPXOT BOITA,:j,HE2

hoplomachos: EATTPOE HPAKAEI,:j,OT KHpIEIETE2

"akomi.'~es: NIKAN,:j,POE ,:j,HMHTPIOT El71DNTMETE~

toxotes: AEKAHIlIA,:j,HE APIETOKPATOTE MAPA8DNIOE2

katapaltaphetes: KAAXH,:j,DN KAAX!H],:j,ONOE IlEPI80!!J..:l!H.q2

hyperetai: EATTPOE AIlOAAnNIOT AAIMOTEIOE2

IEPDN HPAKAEI,:j,OT ANAITPAEIOE2

"A8HNAIOE IEI..:lDPOT AAAIETE"

ephebes:2

epimeletes of Delos: KAPAIXOE AAAIET~

gymnasiareh on Delos: EDNIKOE EDTOT PIMI..:lH~,5

paidotribes on Delos: EilINIKOE EilINIKOT EAETEINIO~
(his colleague a foreigner)

priest of Sarapis: ,:j,HMOpIAOE IlOATKAEOTE AADIlEKH8Erv4,6

1I.G. U2 1713

2Hesperia 41 (1972) pp. 185-91 (with I.G. U2 1006)
3I.D.1924

4I.D.2076

5I.D. 2589
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6I.D.2610

122/1 B.C.

archon: NIKO..::1HMOE1,2,13J,4,5,6

epimeletes on Haliartus: ANTArOPOE ANTArOPOT OTPrNETE2

proedroi: TIMaN 8EOIJOMIJOT IJAIANIETEI3],5

8EOTEAHE ETKAEI..::10T 8PIAEIOE5

orator: AifJPO..::1IEIOE AifJPO..::1IEIOTAZHNIET~,5

prytany-secretary: EIJITENHE EIJITENOT OINAIOE1,3,4,5

gymnasiarch on Delos: AIJOAAO..::1ilPOE EIJI..::1ATPOT EPMEIOE7,10

priest or Sarapis: ..::1IOKAHE ..::1IOKAEOTE ITPMEI..::1HI!',9,Il

1J.G. II2 1005

2I.G. VII 2850

3Agora XV, n. 252

4Hesperia 10 (1941) n. 26, pp. 61-2

5Hesperia 41 (1972) pp. 185-91 (with I.G. II2 1006)

6I.D . 1777
7J.D. 1941
8J.D. 2102
9I.D.2149

10I .D. 2589

IlI.D.2610
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121/0 B.C.

archon: ETMAXOEl ,[2!

*prytany-secretary:

epimeletes of Delos: IlOAEMDN IlATPnNOE IlEPI80IIlHEl ,2

gymnasiarch on Delos: APIETOBOTAOE IlIOTENOT AAAIET~

priest of Sarapis: ,jHMHTPIOE IlEPTAEH8Erv4

*see 133/2 B.C.

1J.D. 1808
2I.D.1809
3I.D.2589
4I.D.261O

120/19 B.C.

prytany-secretary: L ,jJOTOT IlIOMEEl1E] 1

gymnasiarch on Delos: EDEITENHE IlIOilOTOT AIlOAAnNIETE5

priest of the Great Gods: APIETDNTMOE KA[ ....]OT MTPPINOTEIOE2,13]

priests of Sarapis: ,jAMDN TIMDNOE ET MTPPINOTITHE4,6

[71HAE4'OL' OTPTNETrf
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2I.D.1808
3I.D. 1809
4I.D.2121
5J.D. 2589
6J.D. 2610

119/8 B.C.

archon: IllllAPXOE1,2,3,10

archon on Salamis: [I1JTeEAE l

2proedros: [ 1OATMIlIXOT KEIPIA~HE

orator: TI1{ j2

prytany-secretary: MOEXIDN MOEXIDNOE llAIANIETE2

kosmetes: eEOXAPIE EETIAIOT EK KEPAMEDN1

paidotribes: ATEIKPATHE KAElTOMAXOT KE~AAHeENI

hoplomachos: NIKA~AENIKA~A MEAITETE1

akontistes: IlEPnjN HPlAjKAEI~OTANAITPAEIOE1

toxotes: ~IOKAHE EENOllEleOT KOAn[NRJeENI

aphetes: KAAXH~DNKAA)(H~ONOEllEPJeOI~HEI

secretary of the ephebes: MENEKAHE AI1{0AAn!NJOT KT~ANI'I,;j,HEI

hyperetes: ,;j,IONTEIOE [ejEOTEIXOT ETllTPI,;j,HEl

ephebes:1,10

gymnasiarch on Delos: APJETDN APIETDNOE EPMEIOE9,10

h · ., D I 10leropolol on e os;

priest of Zeus Kynthios and Athena Kynthia:

ATKO~PnNMENEKPATOTE EOTNIET~
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hoplophoros: .iIONTEIOE .iIONTEIOT EiflHTI'IOi3

priest of Sarapis: .iIONTEIOE MHNIOT JIAIANIEn;4,5,6,7,8,Il

l I.G. 1I2 1008

2Hesperia 47 (1978) n. 15, pp. 286-7
3I.D. 1897
4I.D.2050

51.D.2051
6I.D.2052
7J.D. 2077
8I.D.2150
9I.D.2589

1°J.D.2598

IlI.D.2610

118/1 B.C.

archon: AHNAIOE1,!2j,3,6,!7],8,9,14

proedroi: ZOJITPO!El APIETEI.i0IT AAnJllEKH€JENI

HPAKAEI.iHE I1A[11L'IATI10T JIEIPAIETE1

!......... jKONOE KPOI1I.iHi3

orators: !ifljIAOKAHE HNIOXOT I1OTAMIOEl

EDKPATHE APIETIONOE EE OlOyl,3

prytany-secretary: IEI.iOPOE AllOAAONIOT EKAMBONI.iHE1,3

epimeletes of Delos: EENDN AEKAHI1IA.iOT iflTAAL'IO!L'j4,5,10,14

gymnasiarch on Delos: APIL'TDN APIL'TDNOL' MAPA€JONIOr!>,7,8,15

paidotribai on Delos: flOAEMAIOL' flOAEMAIOf',8

NlKIAL' AEDNI.iOT MEAITETE7

ephebes?
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priest of Hagne Aphrodite: [_IN14

. . _19110 11 12 13 [161*pnest of Sarapls: ETAEEAE 4>IAOKAEOTE KOAnNH8ENl ' , , , ,

*Kolonos is a ·split· deme but according to the tribal cycle his tribe must be Leontis (tribe IV)

II.G. 1I2 1008

2I.G. 1I2 1017

3Agora XV, n. 253
4I.D.1652
5I.D.1878
6I.D. 1925
7I.D. 1926
8I.D.1947

archon: MENOITOE1,2,[3,4j,5,6,7

9J.D. 2053

lOI.D.2054

IlI.D.2122

l2I.D.2123

l3I.D.2164

14I.D.2227

l5I.D.2589

l6I.D.2610

117/6 B.C.

prytany-secretary: [_JALlHE AITAAOT BEPENIKILlHE4

kosmetes: LlHMHTPIOE OTA/ALlOT AAnlIEKH8ENl

paidotribes: APEETOE MAPA8aNIOEl

hoplomachos: HPOLlOTOE EITEAIOEI

akonti8tes: NIKANiJ.POE EmNTMEITEll

toxotes: iJ.IOrENHE EP/KEETE1

aphetes: KAAAIAE A/rIMETEl

hyperetes: APIETOKAHE AXEP,;jOTEIOEl

secretary of the ephebes: A.l\lTIliJ.O!TOE ArrEAH8lENj 1
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ephebes:1

priest of the Dionysiac Tec~nitai: AEKAHIIIAiiHE IKEEIO-r

epimeletes of Delos: EilKPATHE APIETIilNOE EE OIO{J,7

gymnasiarch on Delos: ZHNilN MENANiiPOT OTPTNETJ!3

priest of Sarapis: IIlIlONIKOE IIlIlONIKOT tJATETI!',7,9

kanephoro8: MTETION HPAKAEIiiOT IIAIANIEilI!',7

1I.G. n2 1009 (with Hesperia 16, 1947, n. 67, pp. 170-2)

2I.G. U2 1010
3 2I.G. II 1134 (=F.D. III, 2 n. 69)

4Hesperia 45 (1976) n. 3, pp. 287-8
5I.D.1609
6 I.D.2055

7J.D. 2056
8I.D.2589
9I.D.2610

118/5 B.C.

archon: EAPAIlIDN1,2,3

proedroi: [ii1]OEKOT'p!IiiH]E tJIADNOE IIAtWlNETE l

JITOAEMAIOE 8EOjjOTOT tJATETE l

orator: [E]EA[KDJN E=[AJKDNTOE IIAAAHNETEI

prytany-secretary: EOtJO!KA!HE iiHMH'I1PIOlT ItJIETIAjjHEI

treasurer of the stratiotic fund: dHMOE !BEF1ENIKIiiHEI

leitourgoi on Salamis: XAPIKAHE AETKONOETE2

8EOJJOTOE JlEIPAIETE2
I)

AIEXPDN AIEDNETE"
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gymnasiarch on Delos: .o.IONTEIOE NEDNOE4,9

priests or Sarapis: .o.IONTEIOE tiIONTEIOT EtPH1TIOE5,6,7"lO

ETPi"TOtiAMOE aOPIKIOE10

lI.G. lIZ 1009 (with Hesperia 16, 1947, n. 67, pp 17Q..2)

2Hesperia Supplement XV, n. 2
3J.D. 1513
4I.D.1560
5I.D.2057
6J.D. 2058

7I.D.2078
8I.D.2090
9J.D. 2589

1°J.D.2610

115/4 B.C.

archon: NATEIAE1,4

epimeletes or Delos: tiIOrENHE APOIlOT IlEIPAIETE1

epi ta hiera: APXEETPATOE APXEETPATOT AXAPNETE1

MNHEIKAHE EDtiOT ANAtPATETIOE1

gymnasiarch on Delos: tiIONTEOrENHE HPAKAEITOT IKAPIET~

overseer or the Nymphaion: IlOAEMAIOE IlOAEMAIOT A8MONETE1

priest or Sarapis: rAIOE rAIOT AXAPNETE2,3,4,5,7

1I.D.1839
'1
wJ.D.2072

3J.D.2073
4I.D.2079

5I.D.2091
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6J.D.2589
7J.D. 2610

114/3 B.C.

archon: 1.•.•IPATOr"

epimeletes or Delos: IITITAPXOE T1MOKAEOTE ITEIPAIETE1,6,7

epi ta hiera: I_I EmNTMEn;7

gymnasiarch on Delos: APX1AE AITOAAIlNIOT ITAAAHNETE2,8

priest or the Great Gods, Dioskouri and Kabeires:

MOEXOE MAN10T ITE1PAIETE1 .

priest or Sarapis: APIETWN ET,j,O:OT MEAITETI!',4,5,7,9

1J.D. 1901
2I.D. 1942
3J.D. 2059
4I.D.2103

51.D.2151
6I.D.2165
7I.D.2208
8I.D.2589

9I.D.2610
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113/2 B.C.

11136archon: flAPAMONOE "

epimeletes of Delos: ZHNOtlOTOr;3

epi ta hiera: [_0lr EflIKHtPIEIOIEI3

1_IOTPTNErr;3

gymnasiarch on Delos: tlHMHTPIOE aHMHTPIOr TPIKOPTEIOE10

priest of Zeus Kynthios and Athena Kynthia:

XAPMIKOE AINHEIOT KIKTNNETr;3,4,5

zakoros or kleidotLchos: [_J [XJAPMIKOr3

priests of Sarapis: NIKOETPATOE flEIPAIETEll

KAMIETPATOE EPOIAtlHEll

kanephoros: HtlHA EDEIDNOE ETMENOTE OINAIOtl

*priest of Syrian gods: 8EOtlOTOE tlIOtlDPOT EOTNIETE2,171,8,9,12

*kleidotLchos: AIlOMf}NIOE 8EOtlOTOT EOTNIETE7

*dated by Roussel to this year (see DCA, p. 264)

1Hesperia 30 (1961) n. 28, p. 229
2J.D. 1800
3 I.D.1879
4J.D. 1880
5J.D. 1881

6J.D.2061
7I.D.2228

8I.D.2261

9I.D.2285

1°J.D.2589
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11J.D. 2610

12I.D.2626

112/1 B.C.

archon: L1IONTEIOE1,2,3,11,1151

pr:Jedros: ETPATO~ON ETPATOKAEOTE EOTNIETE1

orator: PREOE APTEMONOE AAAJETEI

prytany-secretary: AAMIOE TIMOTXOT PAMNOTEJOE1,15

epimeletes of Peiraieus: L1I0L10POE eEO~IAOT AAAJETEI

nomophylaz: ETNIKOE 1_IEIOil

ambassadors: eEO~JAlEKOE OATMIlIXOr5

L1HMOXAPHE L1HMl...115

ALlIS
eEMJETOKAHE15

treasurer of the Naukleroi and Emporoi: L1IOrNHTOE EE OJOr

prozenos of the Naukleroi and Emporoi:

L1J0L10POE eEO~JAOT AAAJETEI

epimeletes of Delos: ~PAKON O~EAOT BATHeEJ0,8,1l,12

epi ta hiera: APKETHE KT~AeHNAIEn;8,1l,12

EETJAIOE AAAJET~,11,12

gymnasiarch on Delos: IEIL10POE L1IONTEIOT MAPAeONIOE13

priest of Hagne Aphrodite: eEO~OPOE eEO~OPOTAleAAl~HEll,12

kleidouchos: ~rKAEONeEO~OPOTAleAAI{~HEJ12

priest of Sarapis: EEAETKOE ANL1PONIKOTPAMNOTEIO~,6,7,8,9,10,14



l I .G. 1I2 1012

2Hesperia 10 (1941) n. 27, p. 62

3Hesperia 30 (1961) n. 28, p. 229
4I.D.1653
5I.D.2060
6I.D.2085

7I.D.2091
8I.D.2092

archon: EnEIKPATHE1,2,3

prytany-secretary: LlfOE KPWETE1

paidotribes: NEnN AtflI~NAIOE2

ephebes:2

302

9I.D.2152

lOI.D.2166

llI.D.2229

12I.D.2248

13I.D.2589

14r.D.2610
15F.D. III, 2 n. 70

111/0 B.C.

epimeletes or Delos: ~IONTEIOE ~HMlITPIOTANAtfiATETIOE4,5,7

priest otSa.ra;·i3: ~HMlITPIOE~HMlITPIOTANAtflATETIO~,7,8

zakoros: MAPA8nt!>,7

kanephoros: ~np08EA APXEMOT MAPA8nNIOi

l I.G. 1I2 1135

2I.G. lIZ 2983

3Hesperia 30 (1961) n. 29, p. 230
4J.D. 1531
5I.D. 1959
6I.D.2070

7I.D.2125
8I.D.261O
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110/0 B.C.

archon: IlOATKAEITOE AAE=ANtlPOT ~ATETEl-8,10,11,!20J,24

epimeletea oC Delos:
tllONTEIOE NIKDNOE llAAAHNETE4-6,!7J,8-l3,19-20,!2ll,22,25,27

epi ta hiera: tlHMHTPIOE POtllIlIlOT ~AAHPETE19,120J,2l,122J,23,25

NATEIETPATOE NATKPATOT EK KEPAMEDNl 9-20,[2l],22,[231,25

priest oC Anios?: EATTPIDN KAAAI_J 12

priest of Hagne Aphrodite:

tlHMONIKOE ETPHMONOE ANA~ATETIOE19,20,22,[23J,24,27

kleidouchoa: HPAIOE AIlOMOtlDPOT EOTNIETE20,21,!22!

*priest of Sarapis: EDEInN ETMENOTE OINAIOE13-l8 ,26

*Oinoe is a ·split- deme; according to the tribal cycle his tribe is Antiochis (tribe XII)

lI.G. lI2 1014

21.G. lI2 1944

3I .G. liZ 2870
4I.D. 1551
5I.D. 1654
6I.D.1810
7J.D. 1811

8J.D. 1812
9J.D. 1813

l°J.D. 1814

11 I.D. 1815

12I.D. 1911

13J.D. 2038

14I.D.2061

15I.D.2062

16I.D.2063

17I.D.2064

l8I.D.2126

19I.D.2220

20I.D.2221

21J.D. 2222

22J.D.2228

23I.D.2230

24I.D.2231

25I.D.2342

26I.D.2610

27I.D. 2627
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109/8 B.C,

archon: IAE[}N1,2,6,8,9

proedroi: !_lilNI..::10T IlAIANIETE9

..::1EEIXAPIE 4>11_1 1

orator: ALIPIOT EIlIEIKI..::1HE9

prytany-secretary: EIlI4>ANHE EIlI4>ANOT AAMITTPETE1,9

antigrapheus?: !ETPAjTIOE 4>HrAJETEl

secretary of?: /KAiWKPATI..::1HEJ KAiWKPATOT ETEJPIETE1

priest of Aesclepius: NIKO..::1ilPOE AIlOMnNIOT KH4>IEIETE2

epimeletes or Delos: /IlJOEEJ..::1ilNIOE5

epi ta hiera: I_JOT A.AJJIlEKH8Ervi,5

IlAEJ_I
5

priest or Zeus Kynthios and Athena Kynthia:

..::1I04>ANI'OE APIETOKAEOTE MAPA8ilNIO~,141,5,6

hoplophoros: ..::1JOrNHToI!'

office unknown: L1AEEOT AAL15

zakoros: NIK!H4>OPOEj5

underpriest of Sarapis: ..::1IONTEIOE ZHNilNOE KH4>IEIETE7,8

1I.G. 1I2 1014

2I.G. lIZ 1944
3J.D. 1887
4I.D. 1888
5I.D. 1889
6J.D. 2423
7S.E.G. XVI, 452
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8S.E.G. XVI, 453

gECH 59 (1935) n. 3

108/7 B.C.

1121 9arch,..!!: tlHMOXAPHE' ,

proeJros: I- IT1]MTAAOT EPOJAtlHE1

orator: I-J [MJEAlTETE1

prytany-secretary: !_l tlIONTEOtl{}POT ArKTA[H8EJVj 1

paidotribes: MIKTAOE K0I1PE!1]OE2

')

ephebes: w

agonothetes or the Panathenaia: 8EMIETOKA[H.q1

epimeletes or Delos: AIIOAAOdDPOE ~JAflNTMOT,:jEKEAET~

epi ta hiera: ~AENNOE tlJ{}NOE O/NAJOr!'

tlHMHTPJOE tlHMHTPJOTTPJKOP1'EJO~

priest of Hagne Aphrodite: NJKOETPATOE tlHMAPETOT AAMI7TPETEI3j, 4-6,9

archizapphos: ~IAII1I10E7,9

demosios: ETITXItlHE9

zakoros: tlIOKAHE9

II. G. UZ 1036

ZI.G. U2 2981
3J.D. 2250

4I.D.225I

5I.D.2252
6I.D.2262

7I.D.2274
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8I.D.2615

91.D.2628

101/6 B.C.

16archon: APIETAPXOE '

proedros: ETPATOtPnN ETPATOKAEOTE EOTNIETE1

orator: ElllrONOE ~HMHTPIOTllEIPAIETE1

prytany-secretary: TEAEETHE MH~EIOTllAIANIETEI

kosmetes: ET~O=OEET~O=OTAXEP~OTEIOE1

paidotribes: EllOT~IAEKAtPIEIOT OHeENI

hoplomachos: HPO~OTOEEITEAIOE1

akontistes: ~IONTEIOEEtPAIPOT AZHNIETEI

aphetes: KAlWAE AlrIMETE1

toxotes: MENEETPATOE AEKAHllIA~OTTPIKOPTEIOE1

secretary of the ephebes: KAlWA~HE EPMArOPOT ETEIPIETE1

hyperetes: ElllrONOE ~HMHTPIOTllEIPAIETEI

ephebes:1

epimeletes of Delos: AMMnNIOE ~HMHTPIOTANAtPATETIO~,8

epi ta hiera: EnEIKPATHE ePIAEIO~,8

IAEnN AAnllEKHeEN',8

priest of Hagne Aphrodite: AIEXPWN AIEXPWNOE TOT ~IONTEIOT

MEAITET~,7,9,II

kleidouchos: ZHNnN ZHNnNOE KHtPIEIET~,8

kanephoros: ZnIAA ~IOrENOTEKT~AeHNAIEnx;6,8
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zakoros: ~HMlITPIOIf>,8,9,10

demos ios: IEnTXl~H.q9

priest of Sarapis: API'EMl~{]PO£AllOMO~{]POTAAM11TPETE2,3,4,5,12,13,14 ,

kanephoros: eEOpIAH AFTEMl~{]POr,3,5,14

1I.G. 1I2 1011
2J.D. 2087
3J.D. 2088
4I.D.2160
5I.D.2211

6I.D.2232
7J.D. 2233
8J.D. 2249

archon: ATAeOKAH£1,3,5,8,14,19,20,24

9I.D.2250

1°I.D.2254

11l.D.2286

12I.D.2617

13J.D.2618

HI.D.2619

108/5 B.C.

herald of the archon: ATEJMAXOE AeHNl_1 13

general epa' ta hopla: [~IONTEIOIE I~HJMHTPIOyl4

herald of the Areopagus: I~JOEK071PJ~IHE!13

proedroi: AllEAAHE ~HMOpnNTOIEIAFrEAHeENl

HAIOI~npOI£ pIAnNI~OT l-1~H£l

~npOeEOE EPXJETE26

orators: eEO~OTOE~JO~npOTEOTNIETE1,24

APIETDNTMOE pANIOT EAETEINJOE1

~JONT£JO£ ~JONTEJOr6

prytany-secretary: ETKAH£ EENAN~POTAJeAAI~HE1,24

epi tas prosodous: EIPHNAJO£ EJPHNAJOyl4,122!
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AllOM!ilNIOEj AllOAIAaNI0J114

kosmetes: lejE9rIMOT KAAMIlIlOr9
(with BGH 99,1975, pp, 207-8)

paidotribes: NEilN A~I~NAIOIf3

paideutai: IlOEEI~ONIOEArA80KAEOTE19

MENIEKOE EIKA~IOr9

ONHEI~IAOE~IAaNOEI9

ErrAPTAKOE EIlAPTAKOr9

~IONTEIOE EllBOjTAIA0J1_jI9 ( with BGH 99, 1975, PP, 207-8)

ANTUOXOEANTIMAXOr9

KAAXH~ilN HPAKAEI,jOr9

ephebes:3,19

h
' , ,22
~eropolO~:

hipparchos: KPATilN AllOAAaNI~OrO

phylarchos (V): HPAKON XAPIKAEOTE20

phylarchos (X): ETKAHE HPO,jorO

tarantinarchos: ATEAN~POETAATKorO

secretary or the hippeis: AE0f\/20

h ' , 20tppelS:

epi tas aparchas: AM~IKPATHEE1IlIETPA1]Or6

priest or Apollo: ATEIAE APrEMONOE14

exegetes appointed by the god: ~AI,jPOE AITAAOr4

exegetes appointed by the people: KAAMAE ABPONOE14

hieromnemon: AEKAAIlIDN KITI'Or4

mantis: XAPMTAOE XAPMTAOr6

architheoros: ArAeOKAHE ArAeOKAEOTE AIEDNETi3,13,15,17

th
,15

eorOI:

Pythaistai:16,17

th . 'd 1318py alst pal es: '
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k h .421anep oral: '

hestiator: TEIEANOP HPAKAEI,:j,OT Iif>IETIA,:j,HE2,17

priest of Athena: XPrEIE NIKHrOr3

epimeletes of Delos: ,:j,IO,:j,OTOE ETIIAAHTI'IOr!3

epi ta hiera: AEKAHIIIO,:j,OTOE AAflIIEKH8EtI'

AFA80KAHE if>ATETr!3

priest of Hagne Aphrodite: ZOIAOE ZOIAOT if>ATETr!3,9,10,[1l, 121

kanephoros: ,:j,OP08EA APXEAAOT MAPA80NIO-l'

kleidouchos: ,:j,IOrNHrOE .1IOrNHTOT MEAlTETr!3

archizapphos: tPIAlIIIIOEll

zakoros: IEI,:j,OPOEll

demosios: ETlTXI,:j,Hr!3,9,10,1l

priest or Sarapis: IIPaTOrENHE AEONI,:j,OTtPlAAI,:j,Hr;5,6,7

1I.G. 1I2 1011
2 2I.G. II 1941 (F.D. III, 2 n. 14)

31.G. lIZ 2984
4J.D. 1871
5I.D.2067
6I.D.2127
7I.D.2154
8I.D.2234

9I.D.2251

lOI.D.2252

11 I.D. 2253

12I.D.2254
13F.D. III, 2 n. 4

14F.D. III, 2 n. 5
15F.D. III. 2 n. 9
16F.D. III, 2 n. 13
17 2F.D. III, 2 n. 14 (I.G. II 1941)
18F.D. III, 2 n. 15
19F.D. III, 2 n. Z5
20F.D. III, 2 n. 28
21PD. III, 2 n. 30
22F.D. III, 2 n. 52

23Hesperia Supplement XV, n. 3

24 Josephus XN.149rr
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105/4 B.C.

1archon: ~IOKAHE

epimeletes or Delos: LlilPOT 4>1_IOT ETEIPIETE1

gymnasiarch on Delos: 1.......1rHPOETPATOT 111EIPAIETEJl

*priest or Hagne Aphrodite: 4>IAOEENOE 4>IAOEENOT EOTNIETEI61,7

*zakoros: rOprIAE7

*archizapphos: 4>IAIl1110~

priest or Sarapis: eEOMNHETOE eEOrENOT KT~AeHNAIETE2,3,4

zakoros: NTEIOE2,3,4,5

·these magistrates could date to 104/3 B.C.

1I.D.1580
2I.D.2080
3I.D.2128
4J.D. 2155
5I.D.2209

6r.D.2224

7J.D. 2288
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104/3 B.C.

archon: HPAKAEILJ.HE2,3,7

treasurer or the prytany (I): 41_13

secretary or the prytany (I): AIIOMO<JANHE IIEPrAE!HeENj3

prytany magistrates: LIHN MLI3

I_IET~

prytany magistrate?: €!EOLJ.OTOE LJ.IOLJ.ilPOT EOTNIET~

proedros: KAAAflN ANTIIIATPOT ETIIAAHTI'IO~

orators: IIIAI!EANIAE IIA1'1EIANIOT AAMIITPET~
€!EOLJ.OTOE LJ.{{OLJ.ilPOT EOTNIETEI3

prytany-secretary: ePAETBOTAOE eEOLJ.OTOTEPMEIO~

paidotribes: NEilN A<JILJ.NAIOE2

ephebes:2,7

*priest or Aesclepius: <JIAHMON MlITPOLJ.OPOT EPMIOE1

epimeletes or Delos: IITPPOE AAMlI1T~ETE7

gymnasiarch on Delos: BTITAKOE AAMJITlPETEI7

paidotribai on Delos: IEjTAEEAE7

<JIAOKAHE7

**priest or Hagne Aphrodite:

**archizapphos:

**zakoros:

priest or Sarapis: AIlOAAOLJ.OPOE AIIOMO,jOPOT KPOIII,jHE4,5,6

kleidouchos: IIOEEILJ.ilNIOE rHPOETPATOT IIEIPAIETE5,6

zakoros: NIKIAE4,5,6
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·or 92/1 B.C. depending on the tribal cycle

Usee 105/4 B.C.

l I.G. lIZ 1944

2I.G. lI2 2985 (lines 1-3)

3Agora XV, n. 254
4l.D.2153
5I.D.2204

6I.D.2415

7l.D.2599

103/2 B.C.

archon: eEOKAHE!1j,2,3,6,7

thesmothetai: NII}[IAEj3

MEI;jlA~

;jOEleEO~

;jIONTEIOE .rl_13

AflO.1AflNIO~

general epi ta hopla: AMMONlOE [;jHMHTPIOIT ANA~ATETIO~

general epi to nautikon: KH~IEI_13

general epi ten paraskeuen: IAE[D1VJ3

herald of the Areopagus: lfl_13

proedros: ;jHMOETPAl10 E ~1JONTE!01 ;jDPOT ETD!NTMElTEl

orator: [l1JEIEIANAE TIMOeEOT AAAIEITEI 1

IEEJNOTIMOE Er MTPPI{NOI!ITH~

prytany-secretary: LleENHE KAEINlOT KOenKI/;jHE/ 1
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*epimeletes of the Peiraieus: ~HMEAE AlAAIETEI3

epimeletes of the Emporion~ {I_13

treasurer, secretary and epimeletes of the Sabaziastai:

~DPOeEOE OAeE.v?-

elected to oversee the Pythaid

of 98/7 B.C.: IAMcPIKF11THE EilIETPATOT IlEPleoI~Hr;3

epimeletes of Delos: ~IOEKOTPI.1Hr:3,7

epi ta hiera: EENOKAHE PAMNOTEIOr;3

eEOTIMOE AIEDNETr;3

"public banker on Delos:

gymnasiarch on Delos: MHTPO~DPOE MENEKAEI~OT KT~AeHNAIETr:3,7

agoranomoi on Delos: [KIXHlEIAE EOTNIETr;3
3EPMOKAHE [.....19[_1

herald on Delos: rAATKIAIE KP~DETr;3

paidotribes on Delos: (foreigner)7

ephebes?

priest of Anios: TIMDN EKAMtBIDNI~Hr:3

priest of Apollo on Delos: AMMDNJOE AMMDNIOT IlAMBnTA~Hr;3,4

priest of Artemis on Delos: ArAeOKAHE ArKTAHjeIE~

priest of Hagne Aphrodite:

~IOcPANTOE APIETOKAEOTE MAPAeDNI0r:3,1O,1l,12

priest of Zeus Kynthios and Athena Kynthia:

ZHNDN ~IONTEIOTTOT rOPrIOT KHcPIEIETr;3,5,6

priest of Roma: IlTeIAAOE [EOjTNIETr:3

priest of Sarapis on Delos: ~PAKilN cPATETr;3,8,9

zakoros: IEI~.ap[OEI9

kanephoros: KOElvfl{E ~PA.K{01VJTOIEIcPATEilE9
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*AZHNIETE? see Reinmuth, BCH 90 (1966), p. 96

"see 100/99 B.C.

1J.G. lI2 1034

2I .G. II2 1335

3I.G. II2 2336 (Tracy)
4I.D.1656
5I.D.1884
6I.D. 1885
7J.D. 1927
8I.D.2129
9J.D. 2156

10I.D.2235

llI.D.2236

12J.D.2245

102/1 B.C.

archon: EXEKPATHE TPINEMEETE1,15,17

1king-archon?: ! JE EOTNIETE

polemarchos: ,:).IOTIMOE MAPAeilNIOE l

thesmothetai: [ejEOnOMJIOE KE~!AAHe!E[1VJ1

JlANTAKAHE BEPENIKI,:).HE1

!A!AKIBIA,:).HE JlOTAMIOE l

BAKXIOE AXAPNETE1

eEilN EPXIETE1

APIETilNTMOE EAETEINIOE1

general epi ta hopla: EAPAflm!N M1-?AITETE1

general epi to nautikon: JlTeilN MEAITETE1

general epi ten paraskeuen: TIMOTXOE PAMNOTEIIOEl l
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epimelete8 of the Peiraieus: BTITAKOE A1MJ1T?E1TEj l

agoranomoi: [ ]OE1
- . 1

[......jdt MAfAeONIOE

17
k08mete8: TIMON TIMAPXILlOT BOTTALlHE

paidotribe8: TIMOKPATHE AAIMOTEIOE
17

hoplomacho8: HPOLlOTOE EITEAIOE17

akonti8te8: LlHMOETPATOE ETI1AAH1TIOE17

toxote8: ZOI1TPOE AIEONETE17

aphete8: KAAAIAE AIrIAlETE17

secretary of the ephebes: EI1IETPATOE I1EPleOILlHE17

hyperete8: LlIOLlOPOE ATHNETE17

ephebes:17

epimelete8 of Delos: eEOLlOTOE LlIOLlOPOT EOTNIETE1,3

epimelete8 of the Emporion: [ j~l

public banker on Delos: [KAAAJ]AE AeMC>1y{ETEj l

epi ta hiera: [_I¥OKPITOE AXAPlNEl1E1

gymnasiarch: [ l
herald on Delos: ~IAflN I1AIANIETE1

priest of Anios: [EjAPAl1ION AJnIAlETE!l

priest of Apollo: [.......]!ONLjl

priest of Artemis: eEOMNHETOE [KTLlAjeHNAIEl1Ejl

priest of Dionysos: eEOLlOTlOEjl

priest of Hagne Aphrodite: eEA[...... j ~fEAHeENl

priest of Zeus Kynthios: LlHMH7lPIOEjl

*priest of Poseidon Aisios, the Great Gods, etc.:
HAlANAE AEKAHI1IOLlOpOr,[3j,4-9,[1O],11-12,[13-14j,15-16
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priest or Roma: [ jEIOE l

1
priest or Sarapis: A[....llfE .eOPIK!IOEI

*his tribe must be Hippothontis (tribe IX) or Kekrops (tribe VIII) depending on the tribal cycle

1I.G. U2 2336 (Tracy)
2I.D.1552
3I.D.1562
4J.D. 1563
5J.D. 1569
6I.D.1570
7I.D.1571
8I.D.1572
9I.D.1573

archon: MH.1EIOE IIEIPAIETE1,2,3,B

10I.D.1574

IlI.D.1576

12I.D.1581

13I.D. 1582

14I.D. 1585

15I.D.1902

1BI.D. 1903

17Hesperia Supplement XV, n. 6

101/0 B.C.

king-archon: [HlP0.1qT{0IE IIPOBA[AlEIOEI 2.. ..
polemarchos: ANTIIIATPOE KT.1A!eHNAIETEI 2

thesmothetai: [.....IOE ETnNTMETE2

APrEMI.1DPOE BEPENIKI.1HE2

~TAOTIMOE KIKTNNETE2

AlIOAAnNI.1HE AAKIA.1[HlE2

1I0lIAlOE AAAIETE2

general epi ta hopla: AflOIMOI.1DPOE 41.......12

*general epi to nautikon: APXIAE .1IOrENOr [ANAI~ATETIOE2

general epi ten paraskeuen: .1IONTEOrENHE ANA[I1!PAEIOE2
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general epi Ramnounta: 1..•.. j.:1DPOE EANeIOT8HMAKETI?

herald or the Areopagus: eEOXAPIE EK KEPAMEOW

proedros: EI1ITEAHE APEI'AIOT I1AIANIETrf3

orator: NIKOETPATOE .:1HMAPEI'OT AAMI1TPETrJ3

prytany-secretary: ~IAIDN~IAIONOE EAETEINIOrJ3

epimeletes or the Peiraieus: KH~IEO.:1DPOE AJIE01VJ1p'E2

epimeletes of the Emporion: APIETION IElE OIOr

agoranomos': MEEAN.:1POEZ

1.... jIOE EK KEPAMEOt!2

epimeletes of Delos: KAAAIETPA710E .... jETE2

epi ta hiera: ~IAHMDN2

.:1E!NIAE I1AMHNETE2

gymnasiarch: .:110NTE0.:1DPOE .:1ElftA.:1IDTHlEZ

I')

herald on Delos: MTPDN AETKONOETE"

priest of Anios: NTM~O.:1DPOE EK KEPAMEDN2

priest or Apollo: ANJ;IKPATHE EI1IKH~IEIOE2

priest or Artemis: l~jIAOKAHL' IKOADNH8jENZ

priest or Hagne Aphrodite: APIETONOTE I1PDTAPXOT E~HTI'IOE2

priest of Dionysos: 4L'KAHI1IAI.:1HE AAA1]ErEZ

priest or Zeus Kynthios and Athena Kynthia:

~!qJYT~IOE MHNIOT flAIANIETE4

zakoros (eleventh time): NIKHpOPOE4

priest of Roma: .:1HM<H>TPI<O>E AI<E>O[NEllE2

priest of Sarapis: 8EOBIOE .:1IONTEIOT AXAPNETEZ,S

*this name could date to 97/6 B.C.
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1I .G. n2 1335

2I.G. 112 2336 (Tracy)

3I.G. 112 2869 •
4I.D. 1882
5I.D.2067

6Hesperia Supplement XV, n. 6

100/99 B.C.

archon: 8EO,;j,OEIOE AAKIA,;j,HE1,2,[3!

king-archon: KAAAIMAXOE AETKONOETE1

polemarchos: EOEITENHE EAAIOTEIOEI

thesmothetai: EOEOE ~ATETE1

=ENOKAHE PAMNOTEIOEI

AA.~A.HE EOTNIETEI

MENAN:lPOE ITAIANIETEI

,;j,OEI8EOE ET MTPPINOTITHEI

TIM08EOE KIH~I]EIETEI

general epi ta hopla: EETIAIOE 18E1q~API:lOEEK KEPAMEONI

general epi to nautikon: 8EON ITAIONI,j,HEl

-general epi ten paraskeuen:

herald or the Areopagus: I ]{ETPATOE E~HTI'IOEI

epimeletes of the Peiraieus: ,j,IONTEIOE ITAAAHNETEI

**priest of Roma:

epimeletes or Delos: EAPAIIWN EAPAIIWNOE MEAITETE I ,6

***public banker on Delos: MH:lEIOE MH:lEIOT I1EIPAIETE1

*gymnasiarch on Delos:

herald on Delos: <PIAOMHAEI,j,AE KT,j,A8HlNA!IETEl
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agonothetes of the Delia: EAP1I!!ilN EAPAIIllilNOE MEAlTETEjl

priests of Apollo on Delos: tJ.HMHTPIOE tJ.HM{HTF1IOT ANA~ATETI0El
A8HNOTENHE TIEAPXOT AAlMOTEIO[;6

kleidouchos: tJ.I0KAHE EAPAIIlilNOE MEAlTETIf3

zakoros: KEPtJ.il!l?

uUpriest of Hagne Aphrodite: ~IAOKAHE ZHNilNOE E~H1TIOEI3J,4,5

***"'kanephoros: NTM~il tJ.IONTEIOT E~H1TIOf>,4

*sep 97/6 B.C.

Usee 99/8 and 97/6 B.C.

***see 103/2 B.C.

U**these could date to 127/6 B.C. or to the archoDship of 8EOtJ.OTOE
(95/4 B.C.)

, ". i.G. ;r" 2336 (Tracy),
~ I.D. 1760
-)

·J!.D.2237

4 LD. 2238

51.D.2239
6J.D. 2364
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99/8 B.C.

archon: IIPOKAHEI ,[2],3,5,8

thesmothetai: !.... jAHE ePIAEIOEI

I[....IKPATHE XOAA[prETE!
I[...JDN </>ATE71E]

I[......JEO[_J
JY1?1 E1}ETPATOE EPOIA[L1HEjI

general epi ta hopla: IMHL1EIOE MHL1EI071 IIEIPAIETEI

general epi to nautikon: [..... E71DNTMETE1

general epi ten paraskeuen: L1IONTEIOE L1HMlITPIOT AIEDNETEI

herald of the Areopagus: AeHNOL1DPOE AeHNgrENoT 4[IEIDNETEl

*epimeletes of the Peiraieus: [..... ]D[..]eEOE XLII

epimeletes of the Emporion: APXIAE L1IOrENOr: IANA]</>ATETIOEI

agonothetes of the Panathenaia: MHL1EIOE MHL1EIOT IIEIPAIETEI

*priest of Roma: [A]EDE[TPA]TOE </>IAOKPATOT </>TAAEIOE1

epimeletes of Delos: JIOATKAEITOE AAEEANL1POT </>ATETEI ,[3j,4,7

public banker on Delos: JI?1Pf'10E IITPPOT ¥MIITPETE I

epi ta hiera: eEOXAPIE EETIAIOT EK KEPAMEDM 1],4

L1IO</>ANTOE APIETOKAEOTE MAPAeDNIOE!1],4

**gymnasiarch on Delos:

office unknown (Delos): IL1IOEI!i"0TPIL1HE L1[IOEKO!TPIL10T MEAITETJ!3

*agoranomos on Delos: [ E!TJIETAIDNI

*agoranomos?: [L1!HA;1IHTJPIOE eE0L10EIOT AAKIAL1HEI

priest of Apollo on Delos: I71P!I11QrENHlE </>IIAALlHEI
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*priest of Hagne Aphrodite on Delos:

eEOBIOE ~IONTEIOTAXAPNETE1,6

priest of Zeus Kynthios and· Athena Kynthia:

EAPAIIWN E.aTA~OTAlrIAlETl;5

*these could date to 98/7 B.C., either together or separately (although the agoranomoi probably
belong to the same year) (see 98/7 B.C.)

Usee 97/6 B.C.

1 2I.G. II 2336 (Tracy)

2Hesperia 32 (1963) n. 24, pp. 23-4
3I.D. 1619
4I.D. 1709
5I.D. 1886

6I.D.2265
7I.D.2499
8J.D. 2570

08/7 B.C.

archon: APrEIOE 1,2,131,8,9,13,14,15,16,19

king-archon: APX[}NI~Hr; NATKPATOT EK KEPAMEON2,14

polemarchos: APIETI[}N ET~OEOTMEAlTETE2,14

thesmothetai: AIIOMilNIOE NIKAN~POTKTeHPIOr;2,14

EKAMAN~PIOEOATMIIIXOT A~I~NAIOE2,14

~IAEAEE~OPOTllTEAEAEIOE2,14

~IAJilN ~IAJilNOE EAETEINIOE2,14

BOTAnN AEilETPATOT JIAMHNETE2,14

AAKPATEI~HE EilETPATOT IKAPIETE2,14
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flutist: A8HNOllOAIE .aHMHTPIOr3

salpiktes: APIETOMAXOE .aAMANTOE14

herald or the archon: Eli'v![}N ElM[}NOE14

general epi ta hopla (second time):

EAPAllI[}N EAPAllmNOE MEAITETE2,13

general epi to nautikon: IXAPIAIE XAPIOT AI8AAl.aHE2

general epi ten paraskeuen: [ IE .aIOI_12

herald or the Areopagus: llTPPOE llTPPOT AAMJITPETE2,14

*epimeletes or the Peiraieus:

epimeletes or the Emporion: .aIONrEIOE A8HNOBIOT ETrrrPI.aHE4

epi tas prosodou,,: [TIMOIKAHE .aHMOKAEOr!3

I 13
I····OTXOE
ITEAIEEIAE TIMOMAXOr!3

kosmetes: EJIIMAXOE EllIMAXOr6

paideutai: OMOAnIXOE16

.aIONrEIOE16

llATP[}N TIMI_1 16

HPO.aOTOE BLI16

tPIAOKAHE 81_]16

A MEINIA.aHtEI 16

KAAAlAE KPIl_]16

ephebes:16

agonothetes or the Delia: MH.aEIOE !MH.aEIOl1 llEIPAIETE2

agonothetes or the Panathenaia: EAPAllIDN EAPAIlIDNOE MEAITEn:;2

agonothetes or the Diasia: EAPAllmN EAPAIlmNOE MEAITETE2

agonothetes or the Eleusinia: EAPAIlIDN EAPAIlmNOE MEAITETE2

leader or the Pythaid: EAPAIlIDN EAPAIIIDNOE13,18

priest or Apollo: ATEIAE APTEMDNOE13

exegetes appointed by the god: tPAI.aPOE ATTAAOr3
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exegetes appointed by the people: IKlAAAlAE ETKTHMONOE
13

h · . 1617Ippels: '

hieromnemon: KTHEIKAHE .JHMOTEAOr
3

mantis: XAPMTAOE XAPMTAOr3

herald oC Apollo: 8EAIOE AEONTOE13

architheoros: APrEIOE APrEIOr4

architheoros oC the Pythaistai: EAPAilmN EAPAilIONOE18

architheoros oC the Tetrapolis: ZHNON HPO,;jOTOr 4

architheoTos from the Erysichthonidai: ,;jIONTEIOE ,;jIONTEO,;jOPOr4

theoroi14

Pythaistai:14,15,18

h . 'd 15pyt alst pal es:

kanephoroi: 15

bearer oC the sacred Cire: AM~IKPATHE ETIIETPATOr9

epimeletes oC Delos: MH,;jEIOE MH,;jEIOT TIEIPAIETE2,4,5,6,7,12

**gymnasiarch on Delos:

*agoranomoi:

***priest or Hagne Aphrodite:

priest or Dionysos, Hermes and Pan: TIOAEMAIOE A8MONETE12

****priest or Roma:

priest or Sarapis: AEON ArA8APXOT MAPA80NIOE10,1l

*see 99/8 B.C.

**see 97/6 B.C.

***see 99/8 and 97/6 B.C.
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****see 97/6 B.C. and 99/8 B.C.

1I.G. U2 1029

2I. G. U2 2336 (Tracy)

3I.G. U2 2990
4I.D. 1711
5I.D. 1757
6I.D. 1761
7 I.D.1816
8I.D.1817
9I.D.1878

10J.D. 2105

llI.D.2106

12I.D.2400

13Hesperia Supplement XV, n. 7a

14Hesperia Supplement XV, n. 7b

15Hesperia Supplement XV, n. 7c

16Hesperia Supplement XV, n. 7d

17Hesperia Supplement XV, n. 7f

18Hesperia Supplement XV, n. 7g
19F.D. III, 2 n. 32

97/6 B.C.

archon: HPAKAEITOE H1l ...... j E~HTTIOEl,2,3,4,5,7,8

king-archon: APIETDN !1lANTAK]AEOTE rAPrHTTlor;3

polemarchos: ANTIKPATIHE <PIAIEKOjT EIlIKH<PIEIOi3

thesmothetai: NIKON0¥l0E ....... EK] KHilfJr/'

ilIOrENHE I.... KT.;1AeIHNAIETr;3
3ilHMHTPIOE ill IlA1]ONIlilHEj

KAEITOMAXOE I j ~ATETr;3
ZHNDN AJ;IE[TDNOE MjAPAenNIor;3

APrEIOE A[EKAAIlIDNOE A'l1HNETr;3

general epi ta hopla: IlTPPOE IlTPPOT AAMIlTPETr;3

*general epi to nautikon: AP~IAEj-1f~EETPATOTKT.;1AeHNAIETr;3

**general epi ten paraskeuen: ArAeOKAHE EnIE1IKPAITOI! C!INAIOr;3

general of the Peiraieus: ETIIOAEMOE ZfJIAOT IlAIANIETE4

ZHNfJN MENIEKOT EPXIETl;4

APIETArOPAE TPfJIAOT IlEIPAIETE4
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herald oC the Areopagus: AN,:jPEAE AN,:jPEOr: I17EIPAIETEI3

***treasurer oC th:yrytany! (V): ,:jIONT1EOJ~.qPOE AIJ11JAIIEJT..di

***secretary'oC the prytany (V): AIEXPIAE ~ATET..di

***prytaneis (V):6

orator: EA1TPOE MENIEKOT AIEDINETEJ2

***secretary oC the boule and demos: I J

I EK K]OADNOr>

***prytany-secretary: L AAMjflTPETlf>

***undersecretary oC the boule and demos: ,:jIOEKOTPI,:jHE

AAIMOTEIOlf>

***herald oC the boule and demos: ETKAHE BEPENIKI,:jH..di

***nutist: INEJOKAHE BEPENIKI,:jHlf>

***antigrapheus: NIK<I>1E ETEIPIEITEI6

***epi tous ?: ~IAHMnN 170PIOlf>

l,:jjHMOKAHE A8MONETlf>

IAEnI'-l

~IADNOHl8EJI'-I

***epi ta psephismata: IEJEHI~IAE IEIAErtEINIOEI6

***epi to aporrheton: ~IADNI,:jHE A~I,:jIN]AIOlf>

***epi tous nomous: I K]OAA1TETlf>

***priest of Attalos: [AJN8EMlnN 17EPI80I,:jHlf>

***prytany magistrates?: EA[171JNOIE BIATHl8EN]6

[_J [El71EA10t>
LJ170E AXAPNETlf>

epimeletes of the Peiraieus: [ JHr:3

hoplomachos: TIMOLI 1

akontistes: APIETO~A[NHEll

paideutes: 1_ AAMl1JTPETEl
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epimeletes oC Delos: APlETIaN EOKPATOTE E= OI0r'3,[7j,8,9,1l

epi ta hiera: ATEIMAXOE APlETElLlOT EETlAIOeEN3,8

XAPIAE XAPiOT AleAAlLlHr!',8

****gymnasiarch on Delos: LlAM0!'f [IKjAPIETr!'

paidotribai on Delos: E[TAEEAE 4>1]AOKAEOTE KOAaNHeEN'i

4>IA[OKAIl.q ETAEEOT KOAa[NHeENJ
5

priest oC Artemis on Delos: MAPETAE MAPETO[T ME/AJTETr!'

priest oC Zeus Kynthios and Athena Kynthia:

eEOBIOE LlIONTEIOT AXAPNETr!',8,9

zakoros: EPMIAE A[... jMlA AAM[IITPETEj?9..
kleidouchos: [LlIJOJY71EIJOE [.. jA[.J1:1qE[..JN

PAMNOTEIOE9

demosios: [.jHI .. jOTE9

priest oC Apollo on Delos: I........]NOE E= oIlolr'3

,,**u*priest oC Hagne Aphrodite: FAIOE FAIOT AXAPNETr!',lO

·****kanephoros: NIKOrrOAIE FAlOT AXAPNETElO

*****priest oC Roma: LlHMHTPIOE AEK1HIlILlOT AAAIETr!'

******priest oC Sarapis: ETK[T1!A!E1NOE ETLlRlMOT EITEAIOI!'

*see 101/0 B.C.

**see 100/99 B.C.

***Agora X:V, n. 259 has also been dated to 193/2 B.C. but 91/6 B.C. is possible

****see 100/99, 99/8 and 98/7 B.C. are all vacant and possible years Cor his gymnasiarchy

*****see 98/7 B.C.

******Eitea is a -split- deme; his tribe must be Attalis (tribe XI) according to the tribal cycle
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l I .G. lIZ 1029

2I .G. liZ 1337

3l.G. lIZ 2336 (Tr~y)

4I .G. liZ 2873

5I.G. liZ 2990

6Agora XV, n. 259
7I.D. 1817
8I.D.1878
9I.D.1892

1Ol.D.2240

IlI.D.231O

96/5 B.C.

archon: 1_IKPATor

1prytany-secretary: [ 1Er MTPPINOTITHE

akontistes: APIETO<PAINH.ql

paideutes: 1_ AAM11]TPETE1

hoplomachos: TIMOl_II

epimeletes of Delos: I_I AMM[}NIOT ANA[<PATETIOEI 2

gymnasiarcb: Ll APIET[}NOE M1_12

paidotribes on Delos: (foreigner)2

II.G. lI2 1029 (with Hesperia 18, 1949, p. 11)
2I.D.2600
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95/4 B.C.

11231archon: 8EOilOTOE' ,

treasurer of the prytany (VIII): APIAPA8HE IIOAEMAIOT ETIIAAH1TIOE2

secretary of the prytany (VIII): ArEAAOE ArEAAOT AAAIETE2

priest of the Eponymous Hero (VIII): 4lKAIOIIOAIE IIAMBilTAilHE2

. 2
prytanels:

proedroi: ilIOilOTOE plAOETPATOr

[· .....···.· ..·... ·.·IIETE
2

secretary of the boule and demos: Llr IIAIANIETE2

undersecretary: ETMAXOE [ 1
2

prytany-secretary: LlqT IIAIANIETE2

herald of the boule and demos: KAEDN KIKTNNETE2

flutist: A8HNOIIOAIE AAMJITPETE2

epi ta psephismata: [ 1EITEAIOE2

epi to apporreton: ElilDN AAKIAlilHE12

anagrapheus: ArA8APX0J;' !KlHcPIJ;'[I1ETE2

magistracy unknown: [_ EK KlEPAMED!J2

didaskalos of the mellepheboi: APrEMDN 8HMAKETE1

ephebes:1

epimeletes of Delos: ATEIMAXOE IIAIANIETE4,5

epi ta hiera: 8EDN IIAIONlilHE4,5

APrHIOE TPIKOPTEIOE4,5

*priest of Hagne Aphrodite:
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*kanephoros:

priest or Sarapis: AITOMOIf>ANHE ~IONTEIOTKHIf>IEIETE4,5

*see 100/99 B.C.

1I.G. 112 2986

2Agora XV, n. 261

3Hesperia 28 (1959) n. 13, pp. 200-1
4SE.G. XVI.452
5SE.G. XVI.453

94/3 B.C.

archon: KAMIAE1,12!,10,14?,1151

proedros: I ] MTPPINOTEIOE2

orator: 1 1Er MTPPINOTITHE2

ephebes?

treasurer or the synepheboi: If>IAErAIPOEl

didaskalos of the synepheboi: ~IONTEIOE AAMJITPETE1

mellepheboi:1

epimeletes of Delos: APOllOE rAATKOT llEIPAIETr;3,4,6

gymnasiarch on Delos: EDEI8EOE EDEIllATPOT EmNTMET~,6,7

paidotribes on Delos: (foreigner)7

priest or Sarapis: .::iIKAIOE ~IKAIOT IDNI~H~,cJ,10,1l,12,13

kleidouchos: ETKPATHE .:;iIONTEIOTTOT EllET80T llAIANIETElO,1l,12

kanephoro8: .:;iDEI8EA ETP.4TDNOE PAMNOTEIOrO,ll
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zakoros: AllOAAnNIOE ~IKAIOTWNI,:j.HE10,12

*kleidouchos: 14

*depending on the restoration or the archon's name, this magistrate could date to 131/0 B.C.

1I.G. 112 2991

2Hesperia 28 (1959) n. 13, pp. 200-1
3I.D. 1658
4I.D. 1763
5J.D. 1930
6I.D.1931
7I.D.1932
8I.D.2039
9J.D. 2040

10I.D.2081

llI.D.2094

12I.D.2104

13I.D. 2158

14I.D. 2601

15I.D.2621

03/2 B.C.

archon: Kl'fTJ1~

*priest of Asclepius:

epimeletes or Delos: EJI/KANE EJIIKAEOTE Kl'{)JII~HE1

priest of Hagne Aphrodite: ETPAT/OE ETl'AT/OT <PATET~

zakoros: ~IONTEIO~,4

priest of Sarapis?: L JIAJ]ANIETE2
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*see 83/2 B.C.

1I.D. 1764
2J.D. 2039
3I.D.2243
4I.D.2244

92/1 B.C.

archon: MENEt1HMOE4

*priest or Asclepius:

epimeletes or Delos: APOllOE AEONTOE AZHNIETE1,2,3

epi ta hiera: ALI AFAeOKAEOTE AAAIETE2,5

APIETDN LIKAEOTE2

gymnasiarch: TEAEEIAE AXAPNETE4

paidotribes: ANTIrONOE mNIt1HE4

*see 104/3 B.C.

1J.D. 1657
2I.D. 1714
3J.D. 1762
4I.D.1934
5I.D.2039
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gl/0 B.C.

1 2archon: MH.:jEIOE '

amphithaleis:2

lI.G. n2 1713

2Hesperia Supplement XV, n. 19

gO/8g B.C.

archon: MHJ1EIOE1

*epimeletes of Delos: KAAAIMAXOE EJIIKPATOT AETKONOETE2,3,4

*priest of Sarapis: EAAHN eE0J10EIOT E~HTI'IOE5

*zakoros (eighteenth time): ET0J10E4,5

kleidouchos: APEINOJrS

*this is a possible year for these magistrates. The zakoros is serving for the eighteenth time and
is first attested in 107/6 B.C.

l I .G. 112 1713
2J.D. 1893
3I.D.2161
4I.D.2205

5I.D. 2212
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89/8 B.C.

archon: MH~EIOEI

88/7 B.C.

no archon (anarchia)

general epi ta hopla: A8HNWN A8HNWNOE1

1Ath. v. 213e
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87/8 B.C.

archon: ~IAANeHEl,3

proedros: NEON ~opoeEol1]2

orator: ~HMEAE~HME{OTAZHNIETE\2

prytany-secretary: I~HMHT~I<?EANAIKAIETE!2

l I.G. n2 1713

2Hesperia 40, 1971, n. 3, pp. 101-7

3Hesperia Supplement VIII, p. 117
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88/5 B.C.

archon: IEPO~ANTHEl,3

king-archon: OINO~IAIOjE AM~IOTA~IANAIOE2

polemarchos: iPIAJlI'AE EO~OKAEOTE EOTNIETE2

thesmothetai: MOEXlilN MENANAPOT ~IAAIAHE2

ATTINAE HPAKAEllJAOT ~ATETE2
l)

JIATPilN JIOAE!MiljNOE JIEPI80IAHE"

A8HNOAilPOE AIeHlNOA ilPOT AI=ilNETE2

JIOEHE APIEl1iljNOE ~AAHPETE2

llAElilN EPMAIEKOT ANA~ATETIOE2

herald or the Areopagus: EIPHNAIOE EIPHNAIOT IE1KAMBilNIAHE2

(Delos independent)

1I.G. 112 1713

2I.G. 112 1714

3Hesperia Supplement VIII, p. 117

85/4 B.C.

archon: JIT80KPITOE 8PAL'ilNOEI1!.2,3

king-archon: l_liPIAL' AfENEMA..YOT iPlAAIIAHEj2

polemarchos: NIKANilP NIKANOPOE IAjET(K)O(N)IOET..q2

;)

thesmothetes: !EilEjOE XAPMIAOT AI{8AAl~HEt
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(Delos independent)
.. :-

l I.G. 112 1713

2I.G. 112 1715

3Hesperia Supplement VIII, p. 117

84/3 B.C.

archon: NIKHTHEllj,2

l I.G. 112 1713

2Hesperia Supplement VIII, p. 117

83/2 B.C.

archon: JIAMMENHE1,2

orator: EENOiPfJN ePIAEIOE2

treasurer (of the stratiotic fund?): JIAEINIKOIE!1

*priest of Asclepius: EMBIOE EMBIOT JIPOEJIAATIO~

*see 93/2 B.C.

1Hesperia Supplement VIII, p. 117
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2pouilloux, Rhamnounte, n. 24

31.G. U2 1944

82/1 B.C.

archon: J1HMH!TPIOE!1

treasurer (of the stratiotic fund?): J110KAHlE1 1

1Hesperia Supplement VIII, p. 117

81/0 B.C.

archon: API_II

treasurer (of the stratiotic fund?): ~1A!~_ll

IHesperia Supplement VIII, p. 117

80/79-78/7 B.C.

archon: AflOM0J1ilPOE1,4

general epi ta hopla: MNAEEAE MNAEEOT BEPENIKIJ1HE1

kosmetes: HJ1TAOE ETPATilNOE AAMllTPETE1
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epbebes:1

epimeletes of Delos: NIKANilP NIKANOPOE AETKONOETE2,[3J,4

gymnasiarcb on Delos: NIKANilP AETKONOETE
4

1I.G. 112 1039 (with S.E.G. XXII.UO)
2I.D.1659
3I.D.1660
4I.D.1935

79/8-77/8 B.C.

*archon: AIEXPAIOE1,2

orator: MNAEEAE MNAEEOT BEPENIK[Itj,HEj1

epimeletes (third time): ~IAHMilN2

*I.G. 112 1039 [ JOT. See Appendix C.

11.G. U2 1039

2I.G. U2 1338



78/7-76/5 B.C. or 74./3-65/4. B.C.

archon: EEAETKOE1,2

epimeletes (fourth time): ~IAHMilNl

1I.G. 112 1338

2I.G. 112 3489

77/6-76-5, 74./3 or following to 64./3 B.C.

archon: HPAKAEO,;jilPOEl

1I.G. 112 3489

75/4. B.C.

archon: AIEXINHE1

priest of Aesclepius: MENAN,;jPOE KAAAlililOT KH~IEIETE1

kleidouchos and pyrphoros of Aesclepius:

KAAAlililOE AfENAN,;jPOT KH~IEIETE1

*priest of Zeus Kynthios and Athena Kynthia:

APIETilN IlAATOPOE KH~IEIETE2
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2
*zakoros: NIKHtJOPOE

*kleidouchos: JIOEEI.:iONIOE JIOEEI.:iONIOr EKAMBONI.:iHlEJ 2

*the zakoros is first attested in 109/8 B.C. and could have started continuous service as zakoros
in 112/1 B.C. He served for the eleventh time in 101/0 B.C. If he served continuously, his
thirty-seventh term in office would be this year.

1I.G. 1I2 1944
2I.D. 1894

74/3-73/2 B.C.

72/1 B.C.

priest of Aesclepius: AMEII/IIAE APXEE71PAjTOr JIOTAMIOE1

kleidouchos and pyrphoros of Aesclepius:

APXEEIT~ATOE AMENIOr JIOTAMlIOEjl

1I.G. 1I2 1944
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71/0 B.C.

*archon: rOJjN04iIAOEl

*prytany-secretary: TAPAJYlTlEINOE NEIKIOT AlFll.AIETEJl

*treasurer or the prytany (II): r I1AjOeE!TEj l

*depending on the secretary cycle, 64/3 B.C. is also possible

1Agora XV, D. 266

10/69.61/6 B.C.

66/5 B.C.

priest of Aesclepius: !A!110M0.::10POE NIKArOPOT PA.MNOTEIOE1
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65/4 B.C.

·64/3 B.C.

magistracy unknown: !_lE 1

*see 71/0 B.C.

1Hesperia Supplement VIII, p. 117

63/2 B.C.

..,
archon: [..... jIOr

magistracy unknown: IAPIE711l0E2

priest or Aesclepius: E[]KPATHE EAPAlTI[]NOE KHtlIEIETE1

1I.G. 112 1944

2Hesperia Supplement VIII, p. 117
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82/1 B.C.

archon: APIETAIOE1,2,3,4

magistracy unknown: APIETAIOE4

arCher4ftiltu: ANTIOXOE M1..·..INOE [.....·...1
~[ .....IEr1f3

priest of Aesclepius: 8EOilDPOE XAPlilHMOr EF MTPPINOTITHE1

kleidouchos and pyrphoros of Aesclepius:

HAIOI.1DPOE OATNJIIOI.1DPOT ArNOTEIOEl

1I.G. 1I2 1944

2I.G. 1I2 3219

3Hesperia 14 (1945) n. 19, pp. 147-8

4Hesperia Supplement VIII, p. 117

81/0 B.C.

archon: 8EOtPHMOE l

magistracy unknown: EJIIKAHE EJIINIKOrl

IHesperia Supplement VIII, p. 117
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&0/59 B.C.

archon: HPil,;jHE I ,2

treasurer (of the stratiotic fund?): 1_ 0lr

magistracy unknown: ,;jEKMOE AT~I,;jIOE2

paidotribes: /fiIMO[E ,;jIOKAEOTE ~IPEAPPIOEI

Il.G. U2 2992

2Hesperia Supplement VIII, p. 117

59/8 B.C.

archon: AETKIOEl ,3,4

magistracy unknown: JIOJIMOE OT/fiPIOE4

pa£dotribes: MENIEKOE KOAflNH8EN2,3

hypopaidotribes: [..JeAI...JKOAflNHeEt1'

lI.G. lI2 5172

2He8peria 3 (1934) n. 27, p. 39

3Hesper£a 30 (1961) n. 100, p. 270

4Hesperia Supplement VIII, p. 117
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58/7 B.C.

archon: KAAAl~[}N KAAAl~nNTOE I1ANBnTA.::1HE2,[3J,4

office not filled?:4

hieromnemon: [AIINEIAE .::110I1EI80T [AI8AAI.::1HEI 2

magistracy unknown (pythaid): 1-1 APIl_1 AXAPNETE1

1F.D. III, 2 n. 56a
2F.D. III, 2 n. 56b

3F.D . III, 2 n. 56c

4Hesperia Supplement VIII, p. 117 (line 132 blank)

57/8 B.C.

archon: .::110KAHE .::110KAEOTE1,[2L3

treasurer of the prytany (VU): NElKANnp APrEMnNOE ~T.AAElOE2

treasurer (of the stratiotic fund?): [......IOE ZH(NnNOE?)3

magistracy unknown: ET.::10=OE ~!1_13

treasurer of the Heroistai: AP0I10E EEAETKOT [_ITE I

archeranistes: [ZHNWN .::110TIJMOT MAPA8nNIOE l

Heroistai: I1AMMENHE1

ZHNnNI

I I .G. U2 1339
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2Agora XV, n. 268

3Hesperia Supplement VIII, p. 117

58/5 B.C.

archon: KOINrOE KOINrOT PAMNOTEIOE1,2

king-archon: IAEDN 8HPaNOE ANA~ATETJ10EJI

polemarchos: AlIOMn[N1}OE AlIOMnNIOT AZHNIEl1El1

thesmothetai: 8PAEDN ElJ1811K]AIF1TOT? KH~IEIETEl

BAKXIOE EDITOAI.:10E A~I.:1NAIOEl

APXITIMOE APXITIMOT E~HT1'IOEI

EITITENHE .:1IOT MEAITETE1

AETKIOE .:1EKMOT ITEIPAIETEl

MENEETAE MENEL'TOT KPmETEl

flutist: KAEITO~DNAfHNO~OTOTIONI~HEI

herald of the archon: ET~HMOErOPTIITITOr MEAITETEl

demosios: AIlOMnNIOE AIlOMnNIOr

herald of the Areopagus: 8EO~HMOEAUlTPO~npOTKT~A8HNAIETEl

magistracy unknown: EITIKAHE El711} (NIKO'tP

office not fiJIed?:2

1J.G. liZ 1717

2Hesperia Supplement VIII, p. 117 (line 64 vacant)
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55/4 B.C.

_ 1112131 4archon: APIETO=ENOE " ,

treasurer (of the stratiotic fund?): IArAEIAjE ArAEIOrt

*office not filled?:4

gymnasiarch: ~IONTEIOE llOATMNHETOT IAI8[M0l'J1ETE2

paidotribes: ~1A10[EJ ~IOKA.EOTE ~PEAPPIOEZ

hypopaidotribes: 8EO~DPOE I_JOT MEAITETEZ

*Hesperia Supplement VIII, p. 117, line 138 vacant

11.G. UZ 1713
i) ()

- I.G. U- Z993

3Hesperia 52 (1983) n. 3, pp. 161-3

4Hesperia Supplement VIII, p. 117

54/3 B.C.

archon: ZHNDM1j,2,3

treasurer (of the stratiotic fund?): IArAEIAE AjrAE/Or

magistracy unknown: Ell/rE!NHE ~I0l1?3

epimeletes of Delos: AAE=AN~POE llOATKAEITOT ~ATETE2
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ll.G. lIZ 1713
ZI.D.1662

3Hesperia Supplement VIII, p. 117

53/2 B.C.

124archon: ~IO~[]POE ' ,

treasurer of the prytany (VI): MHNOtl[]POE AP{ jZ,3

treasurer (of the stratiotic fund?): L1llI_14

11.G. UZ 1713
t)

..Agora XV, n. 269

3Agora XV, n. 270

4Hesperia Supplement VIII, p. 117

52/1 B.C.

archon: .ArEAN~POE AIlOAH=I~OEl,Z,3

proedros: 8EANrEAOE 8EANrEAOT AI8AAI.:).HEl

orator: MENIEKOE if>IAOKAEOTE KOAnNH8ENI

prytany-secretary: rAIOE rAIOT A.AA1ETEl

l I .G . lIZ 1046

2I.G. u2 1713

3Hesperia 14 (1945) n. 19, pp. 147-8
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51/0 B.C.

archon: ATEIA.:1HE2

priest of Asclepius and Hygeia: .:110KAHE .:110KAEOTE KH~IEIETEI

11.G. 112 1046

21.G. II2 1713

50/49 B.C.

archon: .:1HMHTPIOE1,2,3,4

general: LI.:110T ~IAAI.:1Hi3

magistracy unknown: MENEjE8EJTE MENEE8EOE EPXIETE4

1I.G. lI2 1047

21.G. lI2 1713

3I.G. II2 Z993a
4I.D.2632
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"O/S B.C.

11124archon: I1HMOXAPHE "

proedros: plAlETll1HE PANI[_1 1

orator: EEN{_1 1

prytany-secretary: [_I ETOKAEOTE AllOAAf}NlETE1

magistracy unknown: ElMilN ANTlMAXOT eOPlKlOE4

epimeletes or Delos: ArAeOETPATOE 1110NTElOT IIAAAHNETII'

11.G. 1I2 1047

2J.G. lIZ 1713
31.D. 1587
4J.D. 2632

"S/7 B.C.

archon: plAOKPATHE1,[21

magistracy unrilled:Z

11.G. lIZ 1713

21.D.2632
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47/8 B.C.

I i)
archon: *ilIOKAHE ,"

* . Iprytanels:

magistracy unknown: ~f!EI8EOE IEDE1]8EOT ETEIPIETE2

*Agora XV, n. 278 could date to 47/6 B.C. or 43/2 B.C.

I Agora XV, n. 278

2I.D.2632

48/5-43/2 B.C. (48/5!)

archon: rrOATXAPMOEI

treasurer (of the stratiotic fund?): 8El_I I

*paidotribes: I.IEI_II

hoplomachos: MHTPOilDPOE MTPPINOTEIOE1

paideutes: 1_ KOIAnNH{8EN]1

*see Appendix A.2 for restoration of the name

l I .G. liZ 1041
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46/5-43/2 B.C. (45/41)

archon: AllOAH':IE[1,2,3/'4

treasurer of the prytany (I): EOKPATHE EOKPATOT KH~IElET~

prytaneis (1):3

prytany-secretary: 1-1 llAAAHNETE2

kosmetes: IEOETPATOE EOETPAT021 AAAIETE4

paidotribes?: I- MIlPPINOTElOE4

ephebic instructor:

ephebic instructor:

ElMON 1_1~IANOT~18lePAEIOEI4

4
I···· ......······· ..··..·. ET11J~PI~H1EI

f · h b' . 4orelgn ep e IC Instructor:

•

1I.G. 1I2 1063

21.G. n2 2876

3Agora XV, n. 281

4Hesperia 34 (1965) p. 255
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48/5-43/2 B.C. (44/3!)

archon: ETKAHE Hro~OTMAPAeDNIOE[1?1,3

king-archon: 1_II1Pm'OrENOITEl
1

polemarchos: I_IE AAEEAN~PO[111

thesmothetai: 1_ E]TPTMAXOT I1AMBI.aTA~HEl1

I_IHE MIATIA~OT BEPE{NIKI~HEl1

I_I ETMENOTE AZHlNIETEl
1

IZHNDN ZHlNDNOE MAFlAeDNIOEl 1

prytany-secretary: ANA[_12

magistracy unknown: ~IONTEO~DPOEMOEXIDNOE TPIKOPTEIOI?
(Delos?)

1I.G. U2 1719
t)

~Hesperia 34 (1965) p. 255
3I.D.2632

48/5-43/2 B.C. (43/2!)

archon: *~IOKAHEI

*prytaneis:

magistracy unknown: ~IONTEO~DPOEMOEXIDNOE TPIKOPTEIOE1

(Delos?)

*see 47/6 B.C.
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1I.D.2632

42/1 B.C.

archon: ET8TtlOMOE1,2

treasurer of the Soteriastai: tlIOtlOPOE EilKPATOTE A~ItlNAIOEl

priest of Apollo: ETKAHE MAPA80NIOE2,3?

hieromnemon: AllOAAO~ANHEAllOMO~ANOTE~HTI'IOE2,3

architheoros: KPITOAAOE ~ATETE2,3

h .23t eorOl: '

l I .G. U2 1343

2F.D. III, 2 n. 57
3F.D. III, 2 n. 58

41/0 B.C.

archon: NIKANtlPOE1,'2,3

treasurer of the Soteriastai: tlIOtlOPOE EilKPATOTE A~ItlNAI0E2

kosmetes: !-]017 !_JENItlOT MAPA80NI0171

secretary of the ephebes: iA]AE':ANtlP017 AAEEANtlPOT AAAIETEI

magistracy unknown: /AI17X1]A017 AI17XTA!OTEJPMEIO~
(Delos?) .
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11.G. lIZ 1042

2r.G. lIZ 1343
3J.D. 2632

4.0/39 B.C.

2archon: ~IAOETPATOE

orator: I.... DIN ANeEETHPIOT lKAPlETfEl 1

magistracy unknown: 1_IAI_12

(Delos?)

11.G. liZ 1042
2J.D. 2632

39/8 B.C.

1archon: I1IOKAHE MEAlTETE

treasurer of the Soteriastai: I1IOI1DPOE EDKPATOTE A~rI1NAlOE1

magistracy unknown: 1_10111_15

(Delos?)

*paidotribe8: ALIZ

*secretary of the ephebes: I1HMlHlTPIOE l1AIANJlETEI 2

*hoplomacho8: MIl_I NIKl_1 ,\11_1
(ANTI~ANHE NIKAI1A MEAlTETE)2
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*epbebic officers: EIIl MON EnrrTPIl~HlEj(gymnasiarcb)3
• 4

AETKIOE EOTNIETE (gymnasiarch)

AlTOAHEIE EE OIOT (treasurer)3

*paidotribes (or ephebe?): MENIEKOE KOAflNHeEJ0

*ephebes:2,3,4

*these could date to 36/5-35/4 B.C.

1I.G. lIZ 1343

2I.G. lIZ 1961

3I.G. lIZ 1965

4I.G. lIZ 3730
5I.D. Z632

38/7 B.C.

archon: MENAN~POE1,Z,3,4

gymnasiarch: TAA[ ....... jOE [.......IOEl

lampadarchos: Ll AXAPNET~

priest of Soteria: ~IO~OPOE EOKPATOTE A~I~NAIOEZ

kosmetes: OATMIIIO~OPOEOATMIIOT ArNOTEIOEl

paidotr£bes: eEO~OPOE ~HMHTPIOT ETEIPIETE1

hoplomachos: ANTI~ANHENIKA~A MEAITETE1

secretary of the ephebes: ATTAAOE APIETEI~OTKT~AeHNAIETEl

ephebes: 1

magistracy unknown: IE1TPTMI_14

(Delos?)
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11.G. lI2 1043

21.G. lI2 1343

31.G. lI2 2994
4J.D. 2632

37/6 B.C.

archon: KA.AAlKPATI.:1HE1,2,3,4

1
proedros: .::lW[N......EJTE

orators: KPATIIlIlOE IPIAOKA!EOTE!1

ATE!IE A!EKAHIlIlA.:10T AAIMOTEIOE\1

treasurer or the Soteriastai: .:110.::lilPOE EilKPATOTE AIPI.::lNAIOE2

paidotribes: !A1\T1]0[XlOE? KOAilNHl8jEJV3

hypopaidotribeis: HPAK,1EITOE A8MONETr!'

.::lIOEKOTPI.:1HE KOAilNH8EJV3

magistracy unknown: [EJT8:rt.:1IKjOE .:110KAEOTE4

(Delos?)

11.G. lI2 1043

21.G. lI2 1343

31.G. lI2 2995
4J.D. 2632
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38/5 B.C.

*archon: eEOJIleHL'1,2,3

orator: AETKIOE APTEMIJ1.[}POT AZHNIETE1

archon of the Gephyraioi: ~IAf]NlIJ1.HE JIAIA1NIET~

archeranistes of the Soteriastai:

J1.IOJ1.DPOE EDKPATOTE A~IJ1.NAIOEl

priest of Zeus in the Palladium: J1.IOTIMOE J1.IOJ1.DPOT A.A.AIET~

eis eperotesin of the god: eEO~IAOE J1.IOJ1.DPOT A.A.AIET~

JIAMMENHE ZHNDNOE MAPAeDNIO~

**ephebic instructors

**ephebes

magistracy unknown: IAjJIELj4
(Delos?)

*eEOJIEleHE could date to 35/4 B.C. (or even after 34/3 B.C.)

**see 39/8 B.C.

1I .G. lI2 1343

2Hesperia 36 (1967) n. 23, pp. 94-5

3Hesperia 49 (1980) pp. 40-1
4I.D.2632
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35/4 B.C.

1
*archon: 1_\NET1; Kr..aAI_\

**paideutai:

**ephebes:

magistracy unknown: I_\E KAEITO..aOTOr IEr MTPPIN]OTlTHlE\2
(Delos?)

*8EOfIEI8HE could date to this year (see 36/5 B.C. and Appendix C)

**see 39/8 B.C.

1I.G. liZ 1051 (with Hesperia 36, 1967, n. 12, pp. 66-8)
2I.D.2632

34/3 B.C.

archon: IA!fIOMOrENHlEj1,2

*general epi ta hopla (second time?):

IANI'lfIATPOE ANI'lfIATPOr ~ArErEI1

*herald of the Areopagus: fIAI ]l

*proedros: I....... ..a\OP08EOr 1·· .. · \1

*orator: L\OEI....... ·\ETOr fI~ l
*prytany-secretary: a name or 22 letters1
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*herald of the boule and demos:

[OI1NO~[I1AOE ETNtlPOMOT ETEIPIETE1

ambassadors:1

*these names are assigned to this year on the basis of a restoration of the archon's name in
Hesperia 36 (1967) n. 12, pp. 66-8. See Appendix A.2.

1Hesperia 36 (1967) n. 12, pp. 66-8 (with I.G. 112 1051)
2I.D.2632

33/2 B.C.!

archon: KAEItlAMOE l

magistracy unknown: NIKOKAHE NIKOKAEOTE KPOIIItlHE l

(Delos?)

1J.D. 2632

32/1 B.C.

*general epi ta hopla: ANTIIIATPOE ANTIIIATPOT lPATETE1,2
(third time)

*treasurer of the prytany (VIII): rOPrIIIIIOE ETtlHM{OT MEJAI(TETEI 1

*priest of the Eponymous Hero (VIII): APIETON EOEIETPATOT AeMONETE l

*prytaneis (VIII):l,2
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1
*prytany-secretary?: [_I EOTN/{EJTE

*herald or the boule and demos:

[01]N04>I1]AOE ETN.jPOMOT ETEIPIETE1

*undersecretary: llTOAEMAIOEI

*treasurer of the stratiotic fund:

[AAEjEAN.jPOE ArAeOKAEOTE AETKONOETE1

*this college is dated to this year by means or the secretary cycle from 20/19 B.C. (see Appendix
A.2)

1Agora XV, n. 290 (with Hesperia 47, 1978, n. 22, pp. 297-99)

2AJP 100 (1979) pp. 285-87

31/0 B.C.

30/29 B.C.

*archon: APXITIMOEllj,2,3,4

*prytaneis (VIII):1

*priest or Apollo: ETKAHE HP[).jOT MAPAe[)NIOE2,3

*exegetes appointed by the god: nOATKPITOE nOATXAPMOi AZHNIETE'2

*exegetes appointed by the people: .jIOTIMOE .jIO.j[)POT AAAIETE2,3

*manteis: APXIKAHE ePAETKAEOTE AAKIA.jHE2
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ATL'IAL' nAPAMONOT AAKIA.::1HL'2,3

*hieromnemon: 8PAL'TKAHL' APXIKAEOTL' AAKIA.::1HL'2,4

herald oC Apollo: rOprInnOL' ET.::1HMOT MEAlTETL'2,3

*priest oC Hermes: rOpnnnOE ET.::1HMOT MEAlTETE2

*this college could Call in 26/5 B.C.

1Agora XV, n. 288
2F.D. III, 2 n. 59
3F.D. III, 2 n. 60
4F.D. III, 2 n. 67

20/8-27/6 B.C.

26/5 B.C.

Either APXlTIMOE (see 30/29 B.C.) or ,;jIOTIMOE AAAIETL' (see 23/2 B.C.) could date to
this year. Ie .::1IOTIMOE AAAIETE belongs here, the cycle oC the priests of Aesclepius would
have been unbroken from 51/0 B.C. (Cor further discussion see Appendix A.2)
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25/4-24/3 B.C.

23/2 B.C.

*archon: ,jIOTIMOE AAAIETE1,2,3

*paidotribes: ~IAIOE ~IAIOT INEnTEPOEj ~PEAPPIOEI

*hypopaidotribes: AIIOMflNI.jHE NOTMHNIOT ~PEAPPIOEI

*priest of Aesclepius: eEO.jDPOE eEO.jDPOT EE[TIlAIOeEN2

*priest: =ENOKPATH~

*this college could date to 26/5 B.C.

11.G. U2 2996

2I.G. U2 4465
3J.D. 1840
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22/1 B.C.

Iarchon: [ /

epistates: 1__ /I()l;1

orator: !ANTll1ATP()E/ ANTll1ATP()T lPAITETEjl

secretary: LI I

IHesperia 26 (I957) n. 98, pp. 260-5

21/0 B.C.

20/19 B.C.

archon: Al1()AH=Il; E= ()I(),11,2j,3,4,5

general epi ta hopla (fourth time):

ANTl{l1ATP()l; ANTll1ATP()T lPATETl;]3

epimeletes of?: ,;j,HMEAE [AZHNIETL'j1

proedros: MHN()lPIA()l; l;AITP()T BEPENIKI,;j,HE5

3treasurer of the prytany (VIII): [ /

prytaneis (VIII):3
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secretary: A{HTPO~ANHE jj,IONTEIOT A8MONETE
5

treasurer of the sitonika: 1_!1JIAOETPATOT IIAAAHNETE
I

treasurer of the boule: I_I KHtP/E/ETE
l

priest of Apollo: ETKAHE HPOjj,OT MAPA80NIOE
4

exegetes appointed by the god: IIIOATKPITOE IIOAITXAPMOT AZHNJETE
4

exegetes appointed by the demos:

1jj,IOTIMOE jj,IOjj,OP071 AAAIETE4

herald of Apollo: IrOPrIJIJIOE ETjj,HMOT MEAITETE]4

priest of Hermes: !r0PrIJIJIOE ETjj,HMOT MEAITETEI 4

hieromnemon: ,;jIONTEOjj,OPOE jj,/ONTEIOt!

manteis: APXJKIAHE 8PAETKAEOTE AAKIA,;jHEj 4

*(APIETOE AMMONIO!) IAIAM11TPETE4

treasurer (of the Dodekade): AAEEANjj,POE ArA80KAEOTE AElTKONOETEj4

flutist (of the Dodekade): LIETE4

*F.D. III, 2 n. 61 reads I_I AAM11TPETE. The name may be restored on the basis of F.D. II, 2
nn.62-4.

l I .G. lI2 3505

2Agora XV, n. 291

3Agora XV, n. 292 (with Hesperia 47, 1978, n. 22, pp. 297.9)
4F.D. III, 2 n. 61

5Clinton, Sacred Officials, p. 50
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19/8 or 18/7? B.C. (after Al10AHEIE D)

archon: ~HMEAE AZHNIETI;l

general epi ta hopla (riCth time):

ANI'II1ATPOE ANI'1{I1AITPOT ~1nEl~~1

orator: Al10AHEIE ~IAOKPATOTEEE OIOr

treasurer of the prytany (III) (second time):

~IAflN HrEAOXOT I1AIANIETE1

t . 1
pry anelS:

herald of the boule: MI{_ITI~OTl_11

treasurer or the boule and demos: [_IHE [_OJTE1

treasurer or the stratiotic fund: eEOrENHE eEOrENOT (rONDI aE

AAEEAN.:iPOT) ETI1TPI~[HEll

1Agora XV, n. 293

18/7 B.C.

*general epi ta hopla (sixth time):
(ANI'IIlATPOE ANI'II1ATPOT ~ATETE)

*see 17/6 B.C.



*general epi ta hopla:

*see 18/7 B.C.

archon: nreAIl0f1AE1

archon: ANTIOXOE1

367

17/8 B.C.

18/5 B.C.

15/4 B.C.
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14/3 B.C.

archon: IlOATAINOE NIKAN,:jPOT EOTNIETE1,3

king-archon: ETKPATHE EIPHNAIOT XOAAEI,:jHI!'

polemarchos: HPAKAEI,:jHE HPAKAEI,:jOT~ATETI!'

thesmothetai: APrAIOE TIMAPXOT IlAMBnTA,:jHI!'

NIKHTHE ZDIAOT Er MTPPINOTlTHi3

A8HNAIOE MAPKOT ETEIPIET~

EDKPATHE H~AIETI[)NOEE~HTI'IO~

EPMOrENHE MTPDNOE MEAlTET~

ArNOTEAHE ~IAOXAPOTEAZHNIETi3

herald of the Areopagus: EIlIKPATHE KAAAiMAXOT AETKONOETE2,3

herald of the archon: KAAAiMAXOE NIKANOPOE ~IAAI,:jH~

flutist: ,:jHMlITPIOE ,:jHMlITPIOT E~HTI'IO~

1I.G. 112 1713

21.G. lI2 1720

3I.G. 112 1721
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13/2 B.C.

archon: ZHNOtv!1j,2

kosmetes: MENEKAEl~HEeEO~HMOTKT~AeHNAIETE2,3

ephebes:2

1I.G. lIZ 1713

21.G. lIZ 1963

31.G. II::? 3512

12/1 B.C.

archon: AEONl~HE1,[2j

priest or Aesclepius: '- 011E KH~IEIETE Z

11.G. lIZ 1713

Zl.G. lIZ 3174
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U/O B.C.

archon: 8EOilIAOJJ ~IO~[JPOyl,2

priest or ApoUo: ETKAHJJ Hro~or

hieromnemon: HPO~OTOJJMOTJJAIOr

manteis: ATJJIlAJJ I1]APAMONOr

APIETOE AMMaNIOr

exegetes appointed by the god: I1(O)ATKPITOJJ IIOATXAPMOr

exegetes appointed by the demos: ~IOTIMOJJ ~IO~DPOr

herald or Apollo: rOPrIIIIIOJJ [E21~HMOr

priest or Hermes: FOPFII1IIOJJ ET~HMOr

Outist: MHNO~DPOJJ MHlNo~lapOT IIAMBnTA~HE2

II.G. H2 1113
2F.D. III, 2 n. 62

Delphic Priesthood XXIV: between 8EOilIAOJJ (U/O B.C.)
and AIIOAHEIJJ

archon: NIKOJJTPATOJJ NIKOJJTPATOyl,2

king-archon: ~q~I8EOE KAEOMENOTE1

polemarchos: 8EOFENHE ~HMHTPIOyl

thesmothetai: 8EDPIKOJJ ETN~POMOyl

EEAETKOE [...IOT~1

MENEKPATHE MaNOJJI
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priest of Apollo: ETKAHE [HPa..::1011
2

hieromnemon: EllAlNOE ET~PONlOT~AAHPETE2

exegetai: IlOATKPITOE IlOATXAPMOr

..::1lOTIMOE ..::110..::1[}POr

manteis: ATElAE llAPAMONOr

APIETOE A[MMGNI0112

flutist: MHNO..::1{]POE MHNO..::1GPOr

herald of Apollo: rOPrIIIllOE ET..::1HMOr

priest of Hermes: rOPrIIIllOE ET..::1HMOr

11.G. U2 1727
2F.D. III, 2 n. 64

Delphic Priesthood XXV: after NIKOr:TPATOE

archon: AflOAHEIE ~IAOKPATOTEEE OIOr,2

paidotribeis: AflOAAaNl..::1HE ~PEAPPIOEI

<PlAIOE <PlAIOT NE(flI'EPOE) <PPEAPPIOE1

hypopaidotribes: ..::1HMHlTPIjOE AETKIOT AAAIElTEj1

priest of Apollo: E1l1KAHE HPa..::10T MAPAeDNIOE2

hieromnemon: elElOrENHE elElOrENOTE2

exegetai: IlOATKPITOE IlOATXAPMOT Al1HJNIETE2 (read A<Z>!H!NIETL"

..::1IOTIMOE .:1IIOJ.:1DPOT AAAIETE2

mantis: APIETOE A<M>MGNIO'r

()

flutist: MHNO.:1GPOE MHNO.:1GPOT llAMBGT.41.:1H,Q-

herald of Apollo: rOPrIIIIIOE ET.:1HMOT ME{AITETEJ2
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1I.G. 112 2997
2. F.D. III, 2 n. 63

lO/G B.C. - A.D. 1

A.D. 1

epimeletes of Delos: !_INOE MAPKOT cPIA!AI,:lHEl l

priest of Apollo: llAMMENHE !ZHNOjNOE MAPA!eIONIO!EJ l

1J.D. 1605

A.D. 1 - A.D. 5
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A.D. 8

epimeletes of Delos: AllOAAnNIOE AllOAAnNIOT PAMNOTEIOE1,2

priest of Apollo: JIAMlM/ENHE ZHNnNOE MAPAenNIOE2

1I.D.1586
2I.D. 1626

A.D. 8 . A.D. 14/16
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A.2. Some Chronological Notes

Tribal Cycles on Delos to 89/8 B.C.

The office of prytany-secretary, the priesthood of Asclepius and possibly

other magistracies at Athens were held in sequence by members of the twelve

Athenian tribes according to a principle of tribal rotation. These annual offices

were rotated through the twelve tribes (ranging from Tribe I, Erechtheis, to Tribe

XII, Attalis) in loose cycles which were frequently disrupted or even -broken - in

some way.1 Tribal cycles were also followed on Delos for the priesthoods of the

cults of Sarapis, the Great Gods and the Cynthian Deities (Table A.1).2

According to the cycle of the priests of Sarapis,3 the Athenian administration on

Delos commenced sometime during the year 167/6 B.C. (and not 166/5 B.C. as

previously thought), and this means that a tribal cycle had been started in a

partial or incomplete administrative year. The situation is parallel to that in 87/6

B.C. It is generally agreed that a new cycle of the priests of Asclepius at Athep.s

1These •breaks' in the tribal cycles often make it difficult to date magistrates by means of the
cycle alone. Nonetheless, the discovery of the tribal cycles at Athens remains as one of the most
important breakthroughs in Athenian chronology of the Hellenistic period (See W.S. Ferguson,
Athenian Tribal Cycles in the Hellenistic Age, Cambridge, Mass., 1932).

2In Table A.I years in which the tribal affiliation of attested priests are recorded are indicated
by a Roman numeral. Arabic numerals indicate the probable tribal affiliation of the priest of a
cult based on the reconstruction of the cycle. Years for which no tribal cycle can be postulated
are left blank. Between 149/8 B.C. and 138/7 B.C. two different tribal cycles may be postulated
for the priests of Sarapis, and these are indicated by two columns of tribal numbers.

3Roussel, DCA, p. 349 concluded that there was no tribal cycle for the cult in the first years of
the administration. W.B. Dinsmoor, The Archons of Athens, pp. 238-9. on the other hand,
argued that a cycle for the cult of Sarapis began in 166/5 B.C. and coincided with the tribal cycle
of the priests of Asclepius at Athens, but with the archon IIE.101P now dated to 165/4 B.C. (see
Pritchett and Meritt, The Chronology of Hellenistic Athens, New York, 1940, p. xxix) the cycle
for the priests of Asclepius began in 165/4 B.C. with a priest from Erechtheis (tribe I) and the two
cycles were unrelated.
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Table A-I: Tribal Cycles of Priesthoods on Delos (167/6-89/8 B.C.)

Year Sarapis Great Cynthian
Gods Deities

167/6 I 5 3
166/5 II 6 4
165/4 3 7 5
164/3 4 8 6
163/2 5 IX 7
162/1 6 X 8
161/0 7 XI 9
160/59 8 XII 10
159/8 IX I XI
158/7 10 ? 12
157/6 11 ?
156/5 12 ?
155/4 I? ?
154/3 2 ?
153/2 3 ?
152/1 4 III?
151/0 5 4
150/49 VI? V? ?
149/8 7 IX
148/7 8 10
147/6 IX 11
146/5 10 12
145/4 11 1
144/3 12 2
143/2 1 3
142/1 2 4
141/0 3 5
140/39 4 6
139/8 5 7
138/7 6 8
137/6 IX
136/5 X
135/4 XI
134/3 XII
133/2 I (V or XII)
132/1 II
131/0 III
130/29 IV
129/8 V 6
128/7 VI VII
127/6 VII 8
126/5 VIII IX
125/4 9 10
124/3 X 11
123/2 XI 12
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122/1 XII 1
121/0 I 2

120/19 II III?
119/8 III 4 XII
118/7 IV 5 1
117/6 V 6 2
116/5 VI 7 3
115/4 VII 8 4
114/3 VIII IX 5
113/2 IX 10 VI
112/1 X 11 7
111/0 XI 12 8
110/09 XII ? 9
109/8 I ? X
108/7 ? ? ?
107/6 I ? ?
106/5 II ? ?
105/4 III ? ?
104/3 IV 1 ?
103/2 V 2 I
102/1 VI III 2
101/0 VII III
100/99 8 4
99/8 9 V
98/7 X 6
97/6 XI (or VI) VII
96/5 12
95/4 I
94/3 II
93/2 III?
92/1 4
91/0 5
90/89 VI
89/8 7
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began in 87/6 B.C. with a priest from Erechtheis (tribe 1).4 The siege of Athens

by Sulla's Roman army extended through the winter of 87/6 B.C. until the city

fell in March of 86 B.C.5 There is no reason to believe that a new cycle was

begun before the city fell, and the new cycle for the priests of Asclepius was

probably started after the fall of the city to mark its new era.6 The archon for

87/6 B.C., moreover, could only have been elected after the fall of the city.7

The Athenian administration of Delos, therefore, could have started sometime

during 167/6 B.C., perhaps in January 166 B.C} and this might explain why, in

the first decades of the Athenian administation, the terms of the annual temple

administrators straddled the terms of the eponymous archons at Athens.

The priest of Sarapis in 158/7 B.C. should come from Aiantis (tribe X).

The name of the priest in this year is known (EIPHNAIOE) but his deme and tribal

affiliation is not recorded. Although an EIPHNAIOE JIEIPAIETE (tribe IX) was

active at this time, the name EIPHNAIOE is also found in a family from Marathon

(tribe X) which nourished during the second century B.C. The first cycle of

4This is the basis for dating the archon AIEXINHE to 75/4 B.C. The priest in his year,
AfENAN-dPOE KAAAIJIJIOT, was from Erechtheis (tribe I). Cf. Notopoulos, Hesperia 18 (1949)
p. 25 and Dow, Hesperia Supplement VIII, 1949, p. 120.

5Athens fell on the Kalends of March in 86 B.C. If the Roman calendar at this time
corresponded to the solar year (cr. Samuel, Greek and Roman Calendars and Chronology, p.
163-4 and E.J. Bickerman, Chronology of the Ancient World, London, 1968, p. 46), the siege of
Athens extended through the winter.

6It is possible that the break in the cycle occured before or after 87/6 B.C. although the start
of a new cycle at this time is an attractive hypothesis.

7U. von Wilamowitz-Moellendorf, •Athenion und Aristion,· Sb. Akad. der VVissenschajten,
Berlin, 1923, p. 40: ·Die Bezeichnung der Jahre ist natiirlich von der Regierung gegeben, welche
SuUa einsetzte; diese betrachtete die Beamten der "Tyrannenzeit· als ungesetzlich, gab also das
Jahr 87/6 dem Philanthes, obgleich der erst im Marz 86 eingesetzt sein kann .... " Although
Wilamowitz here is speaking only of the archon, if a partial year could be attributed to an
eponymous archon chosen late in the year, a new cycle of priests could also have been instituted
at the same time. Magistrates and priests who served for ·87/6" B.C., therefore, only served for
the last few months of the Athenian year.

8The Delian administrative year began in January and so corresponded to the Roman year.
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priests would have ended in 156/5 B.C. with a priest from Attalis (tribe XII). The

priest named on J.D. 2098, 2118 and 2203 (ZHNDN .1IOEKOTPI.10T AAMJITPETE,

tribe I) cannot be dated independently of the tribal cycle. He made a dedication

to Sarapis in 159/8 B.C. and is not named as a former priest. Roussel

consequently dated his priesthood to soon after 158/7 B.C. On the basis of the

tribal cycle, however, his priesthood could date to 155/4 B.C. or, less probably,

to 145/4 B.C. or 143/2 B.C.9 According to the same cycle a priest from Kekropis

(tribe VllI) would be expected to have served in 160/59 or 148/7 B.C. A priest

(cult unknown) named AEDN served sometime before 159/8 B.C. A second AEON,

priest of Sarapis between 156/5-147/6 B.C. is also known. One of these must be

AEDN AI=DNETE (tribe VllI), a prominent member of the Delian cleruchy from the

first generation who served as an overseer for the erection of a public monument

on Delos in 160/59 B.C.

J.D. 2605, which dates to 159/8 B.C.,1O lists apparently in official order

the names of the ten annual priests for the public cults on Delos. The priest of

Sarapis, iPIAOKPATHE iPIAOKPATOTE AMA=ANrETE, is from Hippothontis (tribe

IX). J.D. 1499 names nine priests who served on Delos in the archonship of

iPAI.1PIAE. 11 Because the priest of Artemis in this year, ITTAA.1HE AIEXPIDNOE

IlEPI80/.1HE, is named last, whereas on J.D. 2605 the priest of Artemis falls in

fifth place, the priests do not seem to be named in the official order found on J.D.

2605. For this reason it is impossible to determine the priests of the other cults

listed on J.D. 1499 from the mere order of their names. Roussel had originally

dated iPA/.1PIAE to 153/2 B.C. but the archon may now be dated to 150/49

B.C. 12 If a tribal cycle was followed for the priests of Sarapis from 167/6 B.C., in

9In the Fasti he is entered in 155/4 B.C. with cross-references to 145/4 and 143/2 B.C.

lORoussel, DCA, pp. 348-9, dates the text to 158/7 B.C. The following discussion supersedes
ZPE 58 (1985) pp. 117-8.

11 I.D. 2605 lists ten priests. Only nine priests are named on J.D. 1499. Which cult is not
represented on J.D. 1499 remains unknown.

12Meritt, Historia 26 (1977) p. 284, dates him to 149/8 B.C.
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150/49 B.C. the priest should come from Akamantis (VI). Only one priest named

on J.D. 1499 is from Akamantis, a AHNAIOE EPMEIOE, and he is listed in third

place. J.D. 2083, a fragment of a dedication to the Egyptian deities, has been

edited to give the following text: 13

MAl===IL€A] aV11¢oPo[~ -
1Avovl3tOt,

[f1l"i _~~ _ _ ]l1VatotJ

In dedications such as this, after the dedication to the four Egyptian deities

Sarapis, Isis, Anoubis and Harpocrates,14 we expect to find in an eponymous

formula the name of the priest for the cult in the year the dedication was made

(for example, J.D. 2065. 2067, 2076 and 2085-8).15 Line 4 of J.D. 2083 should be

restored to read [/11"£ tC€p{ws A]l1vatotJ [EPIL€tOtJ]16 and the dedication dated to 150/49

B.C.

The cycle of priests of Sarapis followed a regular sequence from 137/6

B.C. to 110/09 B.C. The cycle between 150/49 and 138/7 B.C. was interrupted

in some way. The second priesthood of plAOKPATHE pIAOKPA.TOTE

AMAEANTETE, who, as we saw above, first served as priest of Sarapis in 159/8

B.C., cannot be dated precisely. His second term could date to 147/6 B.C.,

counting forward from 159/8 B.C., or to 149/8 B.C., counting backwards from

137/6 B.C. Since there is no priest from the tribe Kekrops (tribe VIII) in 150/49

B.C., the break in the cycle occurred after 150/49 B.C. After some irregularity

during the 140s B.C., the cycle continued without interruption down to 110/09

131 examined I.D. 2083 on Delos. The text is badly corroded and 1 could not confirm these
readings.

Han the characteristics of the cult and the associated deities, see Bruneau, Les cultes de Delos,
pp.457-66.

151n I.D. 2055 and 2056 the epimeletes of Delos is named in this position instead of the priest.

16There is no other known priest whose name could be restored in place of AHNAIOE. The
homonymous Athenian archon (118/7 B.C.) is not a likely solution.
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B.C. 17 LiIONTEIOE ZHNilNOE KH~IEIETE, was an underpriest of Sarapis in

109/8 B.C. (the OffiC2 is otherwise unattested) and made a dedication to the deity

as a former priest in 95/4 B.C.18 The cycle was resumed in 107/6 B.C. after two

years of irregularity. Dinsmoor had postulated a break in all the priestly

cycles in 97/6 ·B.C. coinciding with a presumed second archonship of the archon

APrEIOE in that year. But the second archonship of APrEIOE has now been

disproven and HPAKAEITOE moved up into 97/6 B.C. The cycle for the priests of

Sarapis which began in 107/6 B.C. can now be shown to operate down to 94/3

B.C.,19 and, assuming an unbroken continuation of this cycle, the priest EAAHE

8EOLiOEIOT E~HTTIOE (tribe VI) may be dated to 90/89 B.C. ETOLiOE, who was

first attested in 107/6 B.C., served as zakoros under the priest EMHE. In an

otherwise unrelated series of texts, dating to a year when KAtWM.4...YOE

EJIIKPATOTE AETKONOETE was epime/etes of Delos, ETOLiOE is said to have

served as zakoros for the· eighteenth time. The year KAtWM.4...YOE was

epimeletes is unknown but the earliest possible would be 90/89 B.C. (assuming

that ETOLiOE served as zakoros in consecutive years from 107/6 B.C.);

KAtWM.AXOE and EJiAHE are both assigned to 90/89 B.C. in the Fasti. Finally,

the priest in 94/3 B.C., LiIKAIOE LiIKAIOT IilNILiHE, made a dedication to the

deity after leaving office (J.D. 2039). His successor in the priesthood (the title of

the office is restored) bears the demotic JIAIANIETE (Tribe ill) and an APOJIOE

17The tribe of the priest in 125/4 B.C. is not recorded but the regularity of the cycle at this
time makes it almost certainly Hippothontis (tribe IX).

181 differ from M. Guarducci in dating the magistrates named in I.D. 2065 (-Una nuova
inscrizione di Delo, - Annuario della Scuola Archeologica di Atene e delle !vfissioni Italiane in
Oriente 14-16, 1952-4, pp. 175-84). On my dating iJ.IONTEIOE' dedication was made 14 years
after he had been underpriest. This would be the longest recorded interval between an
individual's tenure in a priesthood and his dedication to the deity, but I.D. 1947 is a dedication
made by a priest nine years after he had held the office. Also, since the father and uncle of
iJ.IONTEIOE were in their prime in c. 100 B.C., he could have been quite young as underpriest
and this could also account for the late dedication.

19The priest in 97/6 B.C. is Crom the split deme of Eitea (tribe XI or VI); but the cycle makes
it likely that he was Crom Aiantis (tribe XI). A possible grandCather is attested as a prytanis Cor
Aiantis in 140/39 B.C.
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was epimeletes of Delos in the same year. Two men by this name were epimeletes

around this time. APOJIOE rAATKOT AZHNIETE was epimeletes in 94 B.C. when

C. Coelius and L. Domitius were consuls at Rome, while APOJIOE AEONTOE

JIEIPAIETE was epimeletes sometime in the 90s B.C. Which APOJIOE was

epimeletes in 94/3 B.C.? Since the priest named on J.D. 2039 is from Pandionis

(Tribe ill), the tribal cycle for priests of Sarapis should date him to 93/2 B.C.

But 93/2 B.C. is already occupied by a known epimeletes of Delos, dated by a

synchronism to the Roman consuls of 93 B.C. (J.D. 1764). This means that the

APOJIOE named in the dedication by .1JKAIOE must date from 92/1 or 91/0

B.C. 20 If the term of the priests of Sarapis did not coincide with the Athenian

civic year, the priest from Pandionis could still date to 93/2 B.C., without

breaking the tribal cycle. Otherwise the priest would have dated to 92/1 or 91/0

B.C. and the cycle would have been broken. The priest and epimeletes

tentatively dated above to 90/89 B.C. on the basis of the cycle, would then date

to either 90/89 or 89/8 B.C. With 95/4 B.C. now occupied by a different

epimeletes, APOJIOE rAATKOT could only have served in 94/3 B.C. and the

APOJIOE named in J.D. 2039 may safely be identified as APOJIOE AEOl\iTOE

JIE/PA/ErE.

The tribal cycle of the priests of Sarapis presents one final difficulty

which must remain unresolved. In 133/2 B.C. two priests are associated with the

cult of Sarapis on Delos. One, named as priest of Sarapis on J.D. 2610, an annual

list of the priests for the cult, must be regarded as the regular priest for that year.

But in addition to this priest, an individual who made a dedication to Isis, is also

20Dinsmoor assigns our unknown APOJIOE to the archonship of KAAAIAE. But it is clear
from J.D. 2039 that the epimeletes served in the year .1IKAIOE made his dedication and not in
the year or his priesthood (Cr. Dinsmoor, The Athenian Archon List, p. 204). The year 93/2 B.C.
is now occupied by EJIJKAHE KP[}JII.1HE as epimeletes (I tentatively identiry APIETON
[_]KAEOTE, a temple administrator in this year, with APIET[}N EJIJKAEOTE, a brother of
EJIIKAHE). The year 90/89 B.C. is occupied by another epimeletes. This leaves only 92/1 and
91/0 B.C. vacant for APOJIOE.
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identified as a priest in 133/2 B.C.21 Unlike the priest of Sarapis who belongs to

Erechtheis (tribe I) as required by the tribal cycle, this individual is from Oion (a

split deme belonging to either tribe V or XII). J.D. 2107 also mentions two

priests, whose years of tenure remain uncertain, who are also associated with the

deity Isis. The first, APIETEAE APIETEOT MAPAeONIOE, is from Aiantis (tribe X).

Roussel dated APIETEAE to the period before 88/7 B.C. According to the tribal

cycle, however, no years are vacant for a priest of Sarapis from Aiantis (tribe X)

after 146/5 B.C. The tribe of the second priest named on J.D. 2107,

~IONTEO~OPOE, is unrecorded. The text records that in his year part of the

sanctuary was restored, and Roussel supposes that this might have followed the

destruction it suffered during the Mithridatic War. The cult of Isis is usually

included with that of Sarapis, but Isis did have her own sanctuary on Delos.22 Is

it possible that on occasion a separate priest of Isis was named, without regard to

a tribal cycle, in addition to the priest of Sarapis? On four irregular occasions

J.D. 2610 provides the names of two priests for the cult of Sarapis in the same

year who are always from the same tribe. The second priest on these occasions

could have been a priest of Isis, the subordinate deity in the cult, and this might

account for the otherwise unattested appearance of an •underpriest· of Sarapis in

109/8 B.C.

The tribal cycles on Delos were occasionally synchronized in a manner

which suggests some kind of attempt to stagger or regulate the sequence of tribes.

In the first years of the cleruchy, for example, the three cycles for the priests of

Sarapis, the Great Gods and the Cynthian deities were all separated by two years.

Interestingly, the cycle of the priests of Asclepius at Athens began a new cycle in

165/4 B.C. with a priest from Erechtheis (tribe I) and this cycle was also

separated from the cycles on Delos by a two year interval. Although the other

21The text is datable to 133/2 B.C. by the name of the archon EENilN. Note, however, that
during the Augustan period two individuals by the name of EENilN and EENION are known to
have been eponymous archon.

')')

~~Roussel, DCA, p. 251.
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cults do not seem to have followed a tribal cycle, similar patterns can also be

detected. In 161/0 and 159/8 B.C., the priest of Asclepius on Delos came from

Aiantis (tribe X) and Attalis (tribe XII).23 The priest of the Great Gods in 162/1

B.C., the priest of Asclepius in 161/0 B.C. and the priest of the Cynthian deities

in 160/59 B.C., therefore, all came from tribe X. Breaks in the cycles and the

fragmentary evidence thwart the detection of any further consistent pattern, but

beginning in 152/1 B.C. the cycle for the priests of the Great Gods followed that

for the priests of Sarapis by one year. Beginning in 128/7 B.C. the situation is

reversed and this continues until 110/9 B.C. After this the two cycles seem to

have been unrelated. But in 102/1 B.C. and 101/0 B.C. the apparent cycles for

the priests of the Great Gods and the Cynthian deities are offset by one year.

The priests of Anios and the priests of Artemis between 103/2-101/0 B.C. are in

tribal sequence (IV, V, VI and II, ill, and IVIV/or II respectively) although the

priests of these two cults are too poorly attested for a regular tribal rotation to be

postulated.

The Date of I.G. 112 1714

I.G. rr2 1714 is an archon list which lacks the name of an eponymous

archon at the top of the list where one should be found. It has been dated by Dow

23It remains unproven that this is a result of a tribal cycle for the priests of Asclepius on Delos.
If a cycle was followed, in 150/49 B.C. the priest would have come from Hippothontis (tribe IX)
and I tentatively identify AEONTIXOE ~EKEAETE as the priest in that year. Rotating the
cycle of the priests of the Great Gods backwards from 128/7 B.C., the priest of that cult in
150/49 B.C. would also have come from tribe IX. However, with the archon MIKlilN dated to
152/1 B.C., the priest of the Great Gods in that year was from Pandionis (tribe III). Counting
forward from 1.52/1 B.C. the priest in 150/49 B.C. would have come from Ptolemais (tribe V),
and a priest from this tribe is also attested in 150/49 B.C. He may be tentatively identified as
the priest of the Great Gods in that year. Note that the cycle for this cult was broken sometime
in the 150s B.C. If the first cycle had continued uninterrupted the priest in 150/49 B.C. should
have come from Aiantis (tribe X) and a priest from this tribe does not appear on J.D. 1499. So
too, the first cycle for the priests of the Cynthian Deities would require a priest from Kekrops
(tribe VIII) in 150/49 B.C. A priest from this tribe does not appear on I.D. 1499 and so the first
cycle must have been interrupted before this year.
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to the year of anarchia at Athens in 88/7 B.C. on the basis of epigraphical

format and the literal meaning of anarchia, - a year without an archon - . Dow

determined from the measurements of the stele on which the archon list was

inscribed that there is not enough space at the top of the list for the name of an

eponymous archon and so concluded that when the list was composed the name of

the eponymous archon was deliberately omitted. That the eponymous archon's

name was inscribed on a pedimental margin above the inscription cannot be ruled

out entirely although -inscriptions on pediments were largely abandoned in the

early third century, and moreover mouldings of ca. 100 B.C. have fascias too

narrow for letters of 0.014 m. - 24 Dow's assertion that this is the very archon list

from the year of anarchia in 88/7 B.C. is an attractive hypothesis but when

closely examined leaves too many unanswered questions.25

E. Badian and Ch. Habicht have accepted Dow's date for I.G. n2 1714,

and it is necessary here to consider the chronological implications of dating I.G.

n2 1714 to 88/7 B.C. and the impact this will have for historical analysis of the

revolution and its outcome. Although Dow, Badian and Habicht all date this

archon list to 88/7 B.C., they disagree about how to interpret the absence of an

eponymous archon. Dow, in a more straight-forward approach, concluded that

the lack of an eponymous archon was due to the absence of a rich and willing

Athenian candidate in the elections for 88/7 B.C.26 But, as Habicht has pointed

out, the flaw in Dow's explanation is that if there was no candidate available to

assume the burden of the office of eponymous archon, a king or wealthy foreigner

would likely have assumed the cost and the honour of the office, as occured

24Dow, Hesperia 3 (1934) p. 145.

25Badian's statement that Dow has proven I.G. 112 1714 dates to 88/7 B.C., moreover, may go
too far (AJAR 1, 1976, p. 111). The only evidence which would constitute proof would be the
appearance on the stele of anarchia in the place where the name of the eponymous archon should
be found. Also, it remains very doubtful whether a full board of archons, except the eponymous
archon, would be elected and such a year designated as • anarchia·, especially when the year in
question is 88/7 B.C.

26Ibid , p. 146.
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frequently in other Greek cities during the Hellenistic period. 27 Also, if the year

was really one of only technical and not political anarchia, Dow cannot explain

why the word anarchia does not appear at the top of the archon list.

Nonetheless, according to Dow's explanation for the missing eponymous archon,

the list could have been inscribed early in 88/7 B.C. after the elections had been

held for the other archons.

Although Badian and Habicht accept Dow's date for I.G. rr2 1714, they

differ from him most fundamentally in their assessment of the palaeographical

date for the stele. For if this archon list were inscribed after Sulla sacked the city

in March, 86 B.C., the absence of an eponymous archon can be interpreted in a

more sinister light.28 Badian insists that the name was suppressed because the

eponymous archon, unlike the junior archons named on the stele, was so hateful

to the new regime and its Roman patrons that he could not be immortalized as an

eponymous archon of Athens. Habicht, following Badian, concludes that the

eponymous archon must have been no other than Mithridates VI, who would have

assumed the office on the invitation of the Athenian faction at Athens which

wanted to revolt from Rome. It is important to observe, however, that Badian's

and Habicht's accounts are virtually independent of the date for I.G. rr2 1714.

But if I.G. rr2 1714 does date to 88/7 B.C., how do Badian and Habicht account

for the missing name of the eponymous archon, whether he be one of Athenion's

henchmen or Mithridates himself? Badian, pointing out that the other archons on

the list are attested after 88/7 B.C., dates the list epigraphically to the last half of

87/6 B.C., following the sack of the city, and explains the missing name as a

result of damnatio memoriae. We do not know when in a particular year archon

27Chr. Habicht, • Zur Geschichte Athens in der Zeit Mithridates VI,· Chiron 6, 1976, pp.
127-35. Unlike Dow, Habicht believes that an eponymous archon must have been chosen for 88/7

B.C. The absence of the name on I.G. 112 1714, then, becomes a clue to his identity.

28Ths is assumed by Habicht: .... bei der schon bald nacb SuUas Eroberung der Stadt
auCgezeicbneten Liste... • (ibid., p. 129). Why a partial arcbon list for 88/7 B.C. would have been
inscribed sometime after March, 86 B.C., remains unexplained.
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lists such as this were normally inscribed,29 but if the new regime was anxious to

obliterate the memory of the eponymous archon (and presumably succeeded), why

would only a partial list have been inscribed almost a full year after the board of

archons had left office? That would only have served to remind the Athenians

and their Roman friends of the revolution. Badian would have better evidence,

perhaps, if I.G. n2 1714 bore traces of letters in rasura.30 A final argument

against Badian's reconstruction is that even if the elections for 88/7 B.C. were

legitimate and, what is more, recognized by the new regime following the sack of

the city, it is doubtful that the junior archons Badian labels moderates would

have stayed in the city to serve in their offices or, if they did stay, it is doubtful

that they would have survived the reign of terror and the bloody sack of the city

by Sulla's troops.31

Habicht's bold hypothesis that Mithridates VI was archon, like Badian's,

does not depend on I.G. n2 1714. In fact, the hypothesis would be strengthened if

I.G. n2 1714 were not dated to 88/7 B.C., for the hypothesis then evokes the

same objections which have been made against Badian's account with the added

difficulty that the junior archons named on the stele, whose families survived the

revolution of 88/7 B.C. and the restoration of Roman hegemony over the city,

would have been colleagues of a Hellenistic king who sanctioned the massacre of

Roman citizens on Delos and who remained a significant threat to Roman

interests for another generation. But the greatest difficulty with dating I.G. n2

1714 to 88/7 B.C. and assuming that Mithridates VI was the eponymous archon

in this year is the complete silence of the literary sources. This would have been

the first time in Athenian history that a foreigner had served as eponymous

29But cr. Habicht: .... nur der Name des eponymen Archonten unterdruckt wurde, wahrend die
Namen aller seiner Kollegen in der ublichen Weise registriert wurden.... • (ibid., p. 124).

30In this case the list would date epigraphically to 88/7 B.C. The erasure presumably, would
date to 86 B.C.

31A difficulty hinted at by Habicht: .... wenigstens einige von ihnen nach der Ersturmung
Athens durch Sulla mit clem Leben gebiisst haben mussen· (ibid. p. 134).
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archon.32 Habicht can only speculate that a decision was taken after the fall of

the city to keep Mithridates' tenure a secret.33

The epigraphical evidence for dating I.G. n2 1714 to 88/7 B.C., then, is

inconclusive and involves two problems, the - real- or textual date of the archon

list and the -palaeographical- date of the stele. The year 88/7 B.C. was

definitely designated a year of - anarchia - in the middle of the first century A.D.

when I.G. n2 1713 was inscribed.34 That this designation derives from a

conspiracy to suppress the name of an actual eponymous archon in 88/7 B.C. IS

unlikely. Without an eponymous archon at its head, which would have provided

a name or label for the specific year to which it is supposed to refer,35 LG. n2

1714 remains difficult to date. I think it is unlikely that LG. n2 1714 was meant

to be unlabelled or undated in this way and that the name of the eponymous

archon could indeed have been inscribed on a pediment which has been lost. Such

a format for an archon list would have been unusual during this period and would

have physically separated the name of the eponymous archon from the names of

his colleagues. But a possible solution to the dilemma posed by LG. n2 1714 as it

now exists may be found III LG. n2 1713 which names an Eleusinian

hierophantes, known only by his title and not his personal name, as archon in

321n the first decades of the first century A.D. two members of a royal family from Thrace
were archons at Athens.

33Habicht, ibid., p. 129.

340n I.G. II2 1713, see below. The list runs out about the middle of the first century A.D. I
have examined this inscription at the Epigraphical Museum in Athens. Although Graindor
(Chronologie des Archontes atheniens sous l 'Empire, Brussels, 1922, p. 45) seems to indicate
otherwise, the script and the style of the text is uniform. This suggests that the list was inscribed

i)

at the same time (in contrast, other diachronic lists, such as I.D. 2589 and I.G. II'" 1944 were
continued by different stone cutters). This means that the entry designating 88/7 B.C. a year of
anarchia was inscribed at least a century or more after the fact.

35Cr. Graindor, ibid., p. 172, for the difficulties presented by the absence of an eponymous
archon in a particular year.
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86/5 B.C.36 Hieronymy in this instance involved the suppression of the priest's

human qualities, his name and patronymic, for example, as well as his civic

identity, his demotic. It would have been unusual for a hierophantes to have

served as eponymous archon,37 and his service in 86/5 B.C. must be due to the

circumstances at Athens following the sack of the city. I.G. rr2 1714, therefore,

may plausibly date to 86/5 B.C. Either the name of the hierophantes was

deliberately omitted from the stele or, perhaps more likely and in keeping with his

special status, his name was inscribed on a special pediment appropriate to his

dignity and his •separateness •.38

Tribal Cycles at Athens and Delos Mter 88/7 B.C.

The priest-elect of Asclepius for 51/0 B.C. was from Erechtheis (tribe I).

Exactly twelve years separate his priesthood from that of EDKPATHE

EAPAflWNOE KHplEIETE (tribe I) who served in 63/2 B.C. This suggests that a

regular tribal cycle was in operation during the first century B.C. and allows

MENANfj,POE KAMIIlIlOT (tribe I) to be dated to 75/4 B.C. with the archon

AIEXINHE.39 In the archonship of IAEDN (109/8 B.C.) the priest of Asclepius

was from Erechtheis (tribe I). The next two attested priests of Asclepius,

plAHMDN and EMEIOE, are from Akamantis (tribe VI) and Ptolemais (tribe V).

The cycle was interrupted at some point since otherwise the priest in 75/4 B.C.

should have come from Antiochis (tribe VI); just less than three complete cycles of

36See Chapter 5. On the practice of ·hieronymny·, see Clinton, Sacred Officials, p. 9.

37Chapter 2.

38The stele on which I.G. U2 1714 was inscribed has unusual dimensions and Dow does not
include it in his calculations of average measurements.

39Ferguson was the first to notice that the date for l.G. U2 1046 proves that a tribal cycle can
be inferred for the first century B.C. (see Dinsmoor, The Archons of Athens, pp. 286-7). Samuel,
however, remains unconvinced and places AIEXINHE in his right-hand column of archons of
uncertain date (Greek and Roman Calendars and Chronology, p. 224; cr. p. 211 n. 2).
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the tribes must have occured between 109/8 B.C. and 75/4 B.C. The two

intervening priests belong to two separate cycles. If ~IAHMDN served in 104/3

B.C., EMBIOE would have served in either 93/2 B.C. (during the first cycle after

109/8 B.C.) or in 81/0 B.C. (during the third cycle). If ~IAHMDN dated to 92/1

B.C., EMBIOE' priesthood would fall in 83/2 B.C. Rotating the cycle backwards

from 75/4 B.C., a priest from Erechtheis would have served in 87/6 B.C. and

EMBIOE could have served in 83/2 B.C. on the basis of this cycle also.4o The

fact that a priest from Erechtheis (tribe I) would have served in 87/6 B.C. on the

basis of the cycle during the first century B.C. strongly suggests that a new cycle

was begun following the sack of the city by Sulla in March, 86 B.C.

A certain NIKHt/lOPOE served as zakoros of the Cynthian deities on Delos

for the thirty-seventh time in the priesthood of APIETON llAATOPOE KHt/lIEIETE.

He is first attested in 109/8 B.C. His eleventh year as zakoros may be dated to

101/0 B.C. In 113/2 B.C. the zakoros was a son of the priest and NIKHt/lOPOE

could have served for the first time in 112/1 B.C. If he served consecutively, his

thirty-seventh year as zakoro8 would fall in 75/4 B.C. The priest of Asclepius in

75/4 B.C. was from KH~IEIETE and APIETON llAATOPOE KHt/lIEIETE may be

dated to the same year. This date would indicate that the cycle of the priests of

the Cynthian deities was interrupted at some point after 97/6 B.C. when the

priest was from Oineis (tribe VII). The date proposed here for the priesthood of

APIETON suggests that a new cycle for the priests of the Cynthian deities was

begun on Delos in 87/6 B.C. in conjunction with the cycle of the priests of

Asclepius at Athens. This is the first evidence for a tribal cycle on Delos after

88/7 B.C.

40The problem, or course, is to locate the break in the cycle. If the break is not placed in 88/7
B.C. with a new cycle beginning in 87/6 B.C., it would be impossible to calculate even these
dates. Dinsmoor chooses 104/3 B.C. and 83/2 B.C. for t/lIAHMDN and EMBIOE respectively on
the basis of lettering (The Archon8 of Athen8, pp. 249-50) and is followed by Pritchett and Meritt
(The Chronology of Hellenistic Athens, p. 79). On page 84, however, they accord this date for
t/lIAHMDN more certainty than it can support. The alternative years for these priests must be
kept open.
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The Tribal Rotation of Prytany-seeretaries
in the First Century B.C.

The existence of a regular tribal cycle of the prytany-secretaries during

the first century B.C. remains unproven. The sequence of tribes between 52/1

B.C. (secretary from tribe VITI or II), 49/8 B.C. (secretary from tribe XII) and

45/4 B.C. (tribe XI) makes the existence of a regular rotation of secretaries at this

time impossible. Notopoulos, however, assumed the continuation of an

uninterrupted secretary cycle from the second century B.C. into the second

century A.D. which was only suspended during the -dictatorship- of MHtlEIOE

between 91/0-89/8 B.C.41 Notopoulos dated the archon AllOAHEIE (II), in which

year the secretary was from Attalis (tribe XII), to 21/0 B.C. by means of this

secretary cycle. AflOAHEIE (II) has recently been redated, following Dinsmoor, to

20/19 B.C., making Notopoulos' secretary cycle less plausible. In addition,

Notopoulos' secretary cycle cannot provide a secretary in 87/6 B.C., a year in

which an archon is known to have been elected. A new cycle for the priest of

Asclepius at Athens and the priest of the Cynthian deities on Delos began in 87/6

B.C. with priests from Erechtheis (tribe 1).42 In 109/8 B.C. the two cycles for the

priests of Asclepius and the prytany-secretaries were brought into synchronization

and a new cycle begun from tribe I. This suggests that a new cycle for the

prytany secretaries could also have started with tribe I in 87/6 B.C. (see Table

A.2).43

41He accounts for the years between 52/1 B.C. to 45/4 B.C. by suggesting that an allotted
cycle was employed rather than a fixed rotation of the tribes in numerical order (Hesperia 18,
1949, p. tifr).

42See above. All previous breaks in the secretary cycle were followed by a new cycle beginning
with Erechtheis (tribe I). But Notopoulos reaches all the way back to the third century B.C. for
evidence of the temporary •suspension • of a cycle.

431n Table A.2 years in which the tribal affiliation of attested secretaries or priests are recorded
are indicated by a Roman numeral. Arabic numerals indicate the probable tribal affiliation of the
secretary or priest based on the reconstruction of the cycle. Years for which no tribal cycle can
be postulated are left blank. Between 93/2 B.C. and 71/0 B.C. two different tribal cycles may be
postulated for the prytany-secretaries, and these are indicated by two columns of tribal numbers.
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Table A-2: Tribal Cycles at Athens (After 88/7 B.C.)

Year Priest of Prytany-Secretary
Aselepius

109/8 I I
108/7 l) II...
107/6 3 III
106/5 4 IV
105/4 5 5
104/3 VI (or 92/1) VI
103/2 7 VII
102/1 8 8
101/0 9 IX
100/99 10 10
99/8 11 11

98/7 12 12
97/6 1 I
96/5 2 II
95/4 3 III
94/3 4 4
93/2 V (or 83/2) 5 Notopoulos
92/1 VI (or 104/3) 6 6
91/0 7 7 vac.
90/89 8 8 vac.
89/8 9 9 vac.
88/7 ? ? vac.
87/6 I I? vac.
86/5 2 2 7
85/4 3 3 8
84/3 4 4 9
83/2 V (or 93/2) 5 10
82/1 6 6 11
81/0 7 7 12
80/79 8 8 1
79/8 9 9 2

78/7 10 10 3
77/6 11 11 4
76/5 12 12 V (or 64/3)
75/4 I 1 6
74/3 2 2 ~

I

73/2 3 3 8
72/1 4 4 9
71/0 5 V 10
70/69 6 11
69/8 7 12
68/7 8 1

67/6 9 2
66/5 X 3
65/4 11 4
64/3 1~ V (or 76/5)
63/2 I
62/1 II
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A secretary named in Hesperia 40 (1972) n. 3, pp. 101·7, is from a deme

recorded only as ANA[ ]. Geagan has pointed out that only three restorations

are possible: ANAKAIETl: (tribe IX), ANA~ATETIOE (tribe XI) or ANAITPAEIOE

(tribe I). He preferred ANAKAIETE because this restoration gives the decree, a

tantalizing law-code restoring the democracy after the revolution of 88/7 B.C.,44

a possible date, on the basis of Notopoulos' secretary cycle, of 84/3 B.C. This

would be the earliest possible date according to that cycle, and Geagan argues

that the decree must date to soon after 87/6 B.C. But if a new secretary cycle is

postulated to begin in 87/6 B.C., the decree could date to the first few months

after Sulla sacked the city (restoring the deme as ANAITPAEIOE). Badian has

recently dated the decree to 88/7 B.C. without regard for the secretary cycle.45

In the archonship of OINO~IAOE, the prytany·secretary was from

Ptolemais (tribe V). On the basis of a new cycle starting in 87/6 B.C.,

OINO~IAOE's archonship could fall in 83/2 B.C., which is impossible since an

archon is already known for this year, or in 71/0 B.C., a year for which an archon

is not known. I tentatively date OINO~IAOE, therefore, to 71/0 B.C. According

to Notopoulos' cycle OINO~IAOE would fall in either 76/5 B.C. or 64/3 B.C., for

both of which years the archon list remains vacant.46

Athenian Archons and Ephebic Instructors
Between 46/5-43/2 B.C.

With the four archons llOATXAPMOE, AflOAHEIE (I), ETKAHE and

~IOKAHE now assigned to the years 46/5-43/2 B.C., it is worthwhile to try to

44See Chapter 5. Also Oliver, JHS 49 (1980) p. 199.

45Badian, AJAN 1 (1976) p. 115.7.

46Notopoulos dates HPAKAEO.1flPOE to 76/5 B.C. although this remains uncertain since he
is not named in a fixed sequence with a predecessor named EEAETKOE.
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date th~m with greater precision.47 Two methods have been used to date these

archons, the prytany-secretaries and the sequence of ephebic trainers. In a

dedication dating to the archonship of AETKIOE (59/8 B.C.) a MENIEKOE

KOAnNHeEN is named as paidotribes. He is also named in a dedication (Hesperia

3, 1934, n. 27) which can only be approximately dated to c. 50 B.C. A

MENIEKOE turns up once more in an ephebic dedication (I.G. n2 3730) which is

dated to alter 39/8 B.C. When fIOATXAPMOE was archon, a man whose name is

recorded in I.G. n2 1041 as [.]E[ ] was paidotribes. In the same year

MlITPOJ1DPOE MTPPINOTEIOE was hoplomachos. In the archonship of AllOAHEIE

(I) a man with the demotic MTPPINOTEIOE was paidotribes and a foreigner served

as hoplomachos. O. Reinmuth accordingly dated fIOATXAPMOE to before

AllOAHEIE (I) and assumed that MlITPO,;jDPOE had been •promoted • from

hoplomachos to paidotribes.48 The paidotribes who served under fIOATXAPMOE

has been identified by A. Raubitshek as MENIEKOE KOADNHeEN, the paidotribes

first attested in 59/8 B.C.49

In a subsequent publication, Reinmuth reversed his sequence making

IlOATXAPMOE succeed AllOAHEIE (I). This was a necessary consequence of his

adoption of Notopoulos' secretary-cycle.50 In the archonship of AllOAHEIE (I) the

47The chronological difficulties presented by I.D. 2632, I.G. II2 1343 and I.G. II2 1043 have
been discussed in detail by Roussel (DCA, p. 376-81) and Dinsmoor (The Archons of Athens, pp.
284-6). I follow Dinsmoor for the dates of the other archons between 47/6-36/5 B.C.

48Reinmuth dated IlOATXAPMOE to c. 45/4 B.C. and AllOAHEIE (I) to the "open" year
43/2 B.C. (. An Ephebic Text of ca. 43/2 B.C.,· Hesperia 34, 1965, pp. 255-62). But 46/5-43/2
B.C. are all open in the sense that no archons can be dated securely to anyone of these years.
Reinmuth discusses MlITPO,;jDPOE MTPPINOTEIOE on page 259 (Kirchner had originally
identified the hoplomachos I_I 1-1 MTPPINOTEIOE with MlITPO,;jDPOE). He claims that
the apparent advancement of MlITPO,;jDPOE to position of paidotribes •adds confirmation to

')

the dating of I.G. II" 1040 later than 1041." Ephebic instructors rarely changed their offices,
however, and I doubt if ·promotions· such as this were common (cr. Appendix B).

49Stamires discusses the restoration of I.]EI_] in Hesperia 26, 1957, p. 251.

50Reinmuth, BCH 90 (1966) pp. 93-100. Cr. p. 95 for the date of AflOAHEIE (I). In his
earlier article Reinmuth was aware that Notopoulos had dated AllOAHEIE (II) to 21/0 B.C. but

did not associate the secretary named on I.G. 112 2876 with AllOAHEIE (I).
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prytany-secretary was from Attalis (tribe XII). Notopoulos dated AIlOAHEIE (II)

to 21/0 B.C. (his secretary was also from Attalis) and, rotating a hypothetical

cycle backwards from this year, a secretary from Attalis would have to fall in

46/4 B.C.51 Dating AIlOAHEIE (I) to 46/5 B.C., however, left no room for

nOATXAPMOE in 47/6 B.C., and he was accordingly bumped to 45/4 B.C. But

this sequence interrupts the career of MENIEKOE with a paidotribes from

Myrrhinous. The paidotribes [.JE[ J could now, with equal plausibility, have

been identified as eEOtiilPOr, the paidotribes who served in the archonship of

MENAN"jPOE (38/7 B.C.).52 Also, as a result of this sequence, the paidotribes

from Myrrhinous could no longer be identified with the hoplomachos

MHTPO,jilPOE MTPPINOTEIOE. 53 Reinmuth's reversal of the sequence

nOATXAPMOE-AIlOAHEIE (I), however, is only based on Notopoulos' secretary

cycle. Dinsmoor had originally dated AIlOAHEIE (II) to 20/19 B.C. and this date

has recently been adopted by K. Clinton and J. Traill.54 In this case, an

unbroken secretary cycle would allow AIlOAHEIE (I) to be dated to 45/4 B.C. and

nOATX.4PMOE could once again be his predecessor. I tentatively assign

nOATXAPMOE, AIlOAHEIE (1), ETKAHE and tilOKAHE to the years 46/5-43/2 B.C.

although their exact sequence remains uncertain.

51Notopoulos arrived at the year 21/0 B.C. by working backwards from a secretary known
from 117/8 A.D. This assumes an unbroken cycle and I know of no other period in Athenian
chronology where a tribal cycle remained unbroken for such a length of time.

52r examined I.G. n2 1041 at the Epigraphical Museum in Athens. The initial letter is more
likely mu than pi.

53Reinmuth did not follow out these necessary consequences of his new sequence for
AIlOAHEIE and nOATXAPMOE.

54Dinsmoor. The Archons of Athens, p. 293. Dinsmoor's date is not founded on precise
evidence (cr. Hesperia 30, 1961, n. 40, p. 1(4). For this period Athenian and Delphic
chronographers look to one another for fixed dates which simply do not exist. Dinsmoor mentions
that Daux (Chronologie delphique, p. 75) has adopted his date for AIlOAHEIE. Daux several
times refers to the •certain· dates for Athenian archons. There is danger of circular argument
here and the fact is that the chronology of both Delphi and Athens in the first century B.C. is
very fragile. For the date of AIlOAHEIE (II) cr. also Clinton, Sacred Officials, p. 50 n. 30 and
Traill, Hesperia 47 (1978) p. 299.
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The sequence of ephebic instructors during this period may now be

considered in greater detail. In a series of ephebic texts (I.G. rr2 1961, 1965 and

3730) which G. Stamires assigns to the same year,55 two paidotribeis are named.

In the ephebic decree for this year, I.G. rr2 1961, a single paidotribes is recorded

only as A[ I. In I.G. rr2 3730, one of the two dedications erected by the ephebes

themselves for this year, a MENlEKOE KOAflNHeEN is named instead of A[_l as

paidotribes. The stone on which I.G. rr2 1961 had been inscribed has now been

lost and the text recorded by the first editor has been called into question.

Stamires proposed emending and restoring A[_I to <M> [ENlEKOE] , and

Reinmuth has suggested that the name of the hoplomachos which was read by the

first editor as Ml[_l NlK[_1 M[_l (the intial letters of his name appear on

separate lines) should be restored to give MHTPO,jilPOE A-fTPPlNOTElOE, the

hoplomachos who served under IIOATXAPMOE. 56 Neither solution, however, is

satisfactory. A better restoration for M[_II NlK[_l M[_l is A1\Tl~ANHE

NlKA,jA MEAITETE, who was hoplomachos under MENAN,jPOE (38/7 B.C.). At

the same time the name of the paidotribes could be restored as ANTlOXOE

KOAflNHeEN, who served as paidotribes in 37/6 B.C. The readings offered by the

first editor for the lost inscription I.G. rr2 1961, therefore, might have been more

accurate than recent scholars have been willing to allow. The series of three

ephebic texts, as Reinmuth has already shown, must date after 39/8 B.C. which

brings the mysterious hoplomachos into closer proximity to ANTIl/JANHE than to

lwHTPO,jilPOE, and the restoration proposed here accounts for the original reading

of the patronymic as NlK[_I. To return to MENlEKOE, the fact that between

59/8 B.C, when he is first attested, and the year of I.G. rr2 3730, when he is last

attested after an interval of about twenty years, two or perhaps three ephebic

decrees (depending on whether I.G. rr2 3730 dates to 39/8 B.C. or after 38/7

B.C.) intervene, makes his sudden reappearance in an ephebic dedication

55Raubitschek joined I.G. 1I2 1965 and 3730 and Stamires discovered their association with

I.G. 1I2 1961 (Hesperia 26, 1957, n. 69, pp. 251-2).

56Reinmuth, Hesperia 34 (1965) p. 270.
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SUSpICIOUS. Stamires has already determined that the other apparent ephebic

instructors named on I.G. n2 1965 and 3730 are in fact ephebes themselves, their

rank being somewhat analogous to officer cadets. MENIEKOE, therefore, is

probably not the paidotribes of 59/8 B.C. but his son or a relative.57 The

sequence which is eventually adopted for the archons JIOATXAPMOE-AIIOAH=IE

will determine the sequence and restoration of the names for several ephebic

instructors during this period (Table A.3).

57A second solution would be to assume that there were' two paidotribai in this year.
Reinmuth sees a difficulty in assigning AI_l and MENIEKOE to the same year (ibid .. p. 271)..,
although I.G. II'" 2997 records two paidotrib ai and one hypopaidotribes in the same year. He
suggests as an alternative, admitting that there is no parallel, that one paidotribes replaced the
second in the course of the year. Perhaps the easiest solution is the one offered above and the
heading in the dedication, synepheboi, supports this interpretation.
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Table A-3: Archons and Ephebic Instructors (59/8-38/7 B.C.)

Year Archon Ephebic Instructors Office

59/8 AETKIOE MENIEKOE KOAnNH8EN paidotribes

? MENIEKOE KOAnNH8EN paidotribes

----------

46/5 llOATXAPMOE [.lE (MENIEKOE?) paidotribes
MHTPO,:jDPOE MTPPINOTEIOE hoplomachos

45/4 AIlOAH=IE [_l [_l ,\1TPPINOTEIOE paidotribes

-----

46/5 AIlOAH=II;· [ J [ 1,\1TPPINOTEIOE paidotribes- -

45/4 llOATXAPMOE [.lE (8EO,:jDPOE?) paidotribes
MHTPO,:jDPOE MTPPINOTEIOE hoplomachos

----------

38/7 MENAN,:jPOE 8EO,:jDPOE ,:jHMHTPIOT ETEIPIETE paidotribes
ANTI~ANHENIKA,:jA AfEAITETE hoplomachos

39/8
36/5

paidotribes
hoplomachos

37/6 K.4J1MKPATI,:jHE ANTIOXOE KOAnNH8EN paidotribes
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The Hoplite Generalships of Antipatros of Phlya

ANTIIlATPOE ANTIIlATPOT iPATETE was hoplite general at Athens seven

times.58 His first, third, fifth and seventh generalships are attested. One other

text, in addition, dating to the archonship of AIlOAH2IE (IT), mentions a hoplite

generalship of ANTIIlATPOE although the number of that generalship is not

preserved in the inscription.59 In Hesperia 47 (1978) n. 19, pp. 290-2,

ANTIIlATPOE is named as hoplite general without a qualifying numerical

designation and presumably this is his first tenure. In this year, K.4.<WKPATI41HE

TPIKOPOTEIOE was herald of the boule and demos and iPIAHMON was leitourgos

en tei skiadi. By the time of ANTIIlATPOE' third generalship, a new herald,

OINOiPIAOE ETN41POMOT ETEIPIETE, was in office (the name of the leitourgos is

not recorded). As a consequence three prytany decrees which name

K.4.<WKPATI41HE as herald (Agora XV, nn. 282 and 286-7) must have as their

terminus ante quem the third hoplite generalship of ANTIIlATPOE. When

ANTIIlATPOE was hoplite general for the third time, the prytany-secretary was

from Attalis (tribe Xll).60 If the secretary cycle was operating at this time and

AIlOAH2IE (IT) dates to 20/19 B.C. when his secretary was also from Attalis,

ANTIIlATPOE' third generalship would fall in 32/1 B.C.

In another inscription dating to the period when OINOiPIAOE was herald

(Hesperia 36, 1967, n. 12, pp. 66-8, with I.G. IT2 1051), the names of the archon

58For a different solution to the chronology of his generalships, see Geagan, AJP 100 (1979) pp.
59-68.

.59Agora XV, n. 292.

601 identify the secretary as the prytany-secretary because he is not from the tribe in prytany
and therefore cannot be the secretary of the prytany. In another prytany list from about the
same time (Hesperia 47, 1978, n. 19, pp. 290-2), the prytany-secretary is named by title. Since
the secretary from Sounion (tribe XII) in ANTIIlATPOE' third generalship is designated only as a
grammateus, he could be identified as one of the other secretaries.
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and the hoplite general are missing. This inscription must at least postdate the

first hoplite generalship of ANTlflATPOE since at that time KAAAIKPATI,;j,HE was

herald. In this otherwise undated inscription, the archon's name comprised eleven

letters and that of the hoplite general seventeen letters. The decree must post

date 39/8 B.C., and although the archon list in the 30s and 20s B.C. is

fragmentary, the only attested archon whose name will fit a lacuna of eleven

letters is AflOAAOrENHE {34/3 B.C.).61 Although the names of other attested

hoplite generals at this time {flAMMENHE MAPA80NIOE, =ENOKAHE

PAMNOTEIOE and ETKAHE MAPA80NIOE)62 would fit a lacuna of seventeen

letters, only ANTlflATPOE among these is known to have repeatedly served as

hoplite general at a time when OINOlPIAOE was herald of the boule and demos.

The names of AflOAAOrENHE and ANTlflATPOE, therefore, make a plausible

restoration in a text which must in any case date to between 39/8 B.C. and the

archonship of ,;j,HMEAE AZHNIETE (19/8-18/7 B.C.) when a different herald was

in office. If this restoration is correct, the two generals named in the decree (it is

unclear if they are hoplite generals or generals of some colony such as Lemnos)

will have served before 34/3 B.C.63 and ANTlflATPOE' second hoplite generalship

61KAAAIKPATI,;j,HE is much too long and 8EOIlEI8HE (10 letters in the genitive) may be
too early in 36/5 B.C. IlOATKAElTOE is also possible (11 letters) but Graindor expresses doubt

about the attribution of this archon to this period (Cf. Chronologie, pp. 38-9). I.G. lI2 1051 was
partly re-edited by Meritt in Hesperia 36 (1967) n. 12, pp. 66-8.

620nly IlAAfAfENHE MAPA8nNIOE (18 letters) is an exact contemporary. But the name
of the general in Hesperia 36 (1967) n. 12, pp. 66-8, is in the nominative, and ANTlflATPOE )
lPATETE comprises exactly seventeen letters. If flAMMENHE had been named in this text he
could not have been named with his patronymic.

630ne of these is ETKAHE. See Chapter 6.
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will have come in 34/3 B.C. (his third being in 32/1 B.C.).64

In the archonship of d.HMEAE AZHNIETE, ANTIIJATPOE was hoplite

general for the fifth time. The number of his generalship in the archonship of

AIJOAHEIE is llDknown, but because ANTIIJATPOE was apparently general a total

of seven times, his fourth or his sixth generalship could have come in the

archonship of AIJOAHEIE (II) depending on the sequence of AIJOAHEIE and

d.HMEAE. Dow has determined from prosopographical evidence that Hesperia

Supplement VIII, 1949, n. 116 (now Agora XV, n. 293) and the archonship of

d.Hi\-fEAE could date anywhere between c. 20 B.C. and the archonship of

AIJOAHEIE (ill) (between 8/7 - 2/1 B.C.). This makes it likely that ANTIIJATPOE

was hoplite general for the fourth time in the archonship of AIJOAHEIE (II)

although the sequence d.HMEAE-AIJOAHEIE cannot be ruled out entirely. I date

~HMEAE to 19/8-18/7 B.C. in the Fasti.

I.G. n2 1713 Col. IV (17/6 B.C. - 11/0 B.C.)

The fourth column of this list of eponymous archons which, in a total of

five columns, lists archons from the late second century B.C. to the middle of the

first century A.D. provides the names of seven archons.65 On the assumption

that each column of the inscription contained thirty-eight lines with one line

64The archon list I.G. 112 1721, dated to the archonship of IJOATAINOE, mentions
EIJIKPATHE KA..-WMAXOT AETKONOETE as herald of the Areopagus. The same herald

appears on the undated archon list I.G. 112 1720 with the Outist KAEITOtPilN and the demosios
AIJOAAilNIOE. A different Outist and demosios are attested in 56/5 B.C. which provides a
terminus post quem of sorts for EIJIKPATHE. In 14/3 B.C. a new flutist is in office and the
demosios has been replaced by a leitourgos. It is unlikely that an individual would have held a

senior office such as the heraldship of the Areopagus for many years and I.G. 112 1720 should be
?

dated close to I.G. 11- 1721. In any case it cannot date earlier than Hesperia 36 (1967) n. 12, pp.
?

66-8, when the heraldship was held by a man whose name is only recorded as PL[_I. I.G. 11-
1720, therefore, will date to between 33/2 B.C. and 15/4 B.C.

651 had the opportunity to examine this inscription at the Epigraphical Museum in Athens.
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corresponding to each archonship (NIKIAE and IEITENHE, archons in 124/3 B.C.,

being the only exceptions), the seven sequential names which are extant in

Column N will date to between 17/6-11/0 B.C.56 But this calculation involves

two difficulties, neither of which can be resolved. In the archonship of 8EOtPIAOE

the Dodecade was celebrated by the Athenians at Delphi. The Dodecade was a

festival which replaced the more elaborate Delphic Pythaids sometime after 42/1

B.C. The Pythaids had all been celebrated in a Pythian year (the third year of

an Olympiad when the Pythian Games were celebrated at Delphi) except in 128/7

B.C. when a Pythaid was celebrated in the first year of an Olympiad, possibly in _

connection with the Delphic Soteria.57 As a successor to the Pythaid, the

Dodecade could be expected to have occurred in a Pythian year, but this may not

have always been the case. The first Dodecade, which was celebrated in the

archonship of APXITIMOE, did in fact coincide with the Pythian Games, and this

is the basis for dating APXITIMOE to either 30/29 or 26/5 B.C. But after this

archonship, on the basis of the current state of Athenian chronology during this

period, the Dodecade seems to fall in any year of an Olympiad. The Dodecade in

the archonship of AflOAH=IE (IT) (who tentatively dates to 20/19 B.C.), for

example, occurred in an Olympic year while the Dodecade which was celebrated

in the archonship of 8EOtPI.10E (11/0 B.C.) would fall in the second year of the

192nd Olympiad.68 Dinsmoor suggested that Column N could be moved up one

year to place 8EOtPIAOE in the Olympic year 12/1 B.C.59 This suggestion has not

65Dinsmoor, The Archons of Athens, pp. 292-4.

57Ibid., p. 129.

68The dates for NIKOETPATOE and AIlOAH=n; (III) are too uncertain to allow any
conclusions to be drawn about the Dodecades celebrated during their archonships.

69The Archons of Athens, p. 293. It is unclear what Dinsmoor means when he calls 12/1 B.C.
-an even, though not a Pythian, year. - Although Dinrnoor's table of archons ends in 27 B.C., I
believe that it is on the basis of his proposed year for 8E0I1EI8HE that he dates Al10AH=IE
(II) to 20/19 B.C. On his -higher- chronology 18/7 B.C. (01. 3) will fall to the archon A!I_l
which places Al10AH=IE (II) in 20/19 B.C. and ~HMEAE in 19/8 B.C. Notopoulos, in dating
Al10AH=IE (II) to 21/0 B.C. on the basis of the secretary cycle, does not seem to have
accounted for the discrepancy between this date and the celebration of the Dodecade which
occured in Al10AH=IE' archonship.
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been followed and it must be allowed that tampering with Column N in this way

will immediately alter the dates for the archons named in Column V.70

A second difficulty concerns the priest of Asclepius in the archonship of

J!EilNI,;jHE which falls, according to I.G. n2 1713, in 12/1 B.C. In this year a

man from Erechtheis (tribe I) was a priest (only his demotic is completely extant).

In 51/0 B.C., we have already seen above, the priest was also from Erechtheis. If

a unbroken cycle had been followed from 51/0 B.C., a priest from Erechtheis

should have come in 15/4 B.C. and not 12/1 B.C. A second priest of Asclepius,

eEO,;jilPOE eEO,;jilPOT EETIAOeEN (tribe n), served in the archonship of

,;jIOTIMOE MAIETE. He has been dated to 26/5 B.C. on the assumption that an

unbroken cycle had been followed from 51/0 B.C.71

With ,;jIOTIMOE AAAIETE we may return to consider the date of the series

of related ephebic inscriptions I.G. n2 1961, 1965-3730. P. Graindor identified

70Changing the dates for Col. IV would have immediate repercussions for the date of the
archons listed in Col. V. But even if it were possible, a radical adjustment for the dates of the
archons in Col. IV is probably unnecessary. Dinsmoor suggested moving eEO~IAOE up to 12/1
B.C., but the same result would be obtained by moving him down to the year of the Pythian
Games in 10/9 B.C. (01. 3). If we date J!EilNI,;jHE to 15/4 B.C. (see below), eEO~IAOE would
automatically fall in a Pythian year. This is the only solution that satisfies a unbroken cycle of
the priests of Asclepius from 51/0 B.C. and the requirement that eEO~IAOE date to a Pythian
or Olympic year. It is interesting to note that in this case AI[_I would fall in 20/19 B.C., the
year Dinsmoor assigns to AIlOAHEIE (II). Graindor apparently read the letters AI{_I and
ascertained that the vertical stroke was too far from alpha to have been any other letter than tau
or iota. He ruled out the possibility that it could have been the left-hand vertical of mu or pi.
But it could have been the right hand vertical of pi (obviously if Graindor read dotted tau he was
unable to discern a upper horizontal stroke). I have examined this part of the inscription.
Although the stone is badly worn I believe that dotted pi is a possible reading.

71Dismoor, The Archon8 0/ Athen8, p. 287 and Graindor, Chronologie, p. 31. Dinsmoor is so
confident of the date that he moves APXITIMOE to 30/29 B.C. (p. 293) thereby lengthening the
career of the 21st priesthood at Delphi. This requires the assumption that the break in the cycle
came between 25/4-13/2 B.C. But rotating the cycle backwards from 12/1 B.C., we find that
,;jIOTIMOE MAIETE could with equal plausibility date to 23/2 B.C. (or even 24/3 B.C. if the

archons named in Column IV of I.G. 1I2 1i13 were moved up a year following Dinsmoor).
Dinsmoor had dated APXITIMOE to 30/29 and not '26/5 B.C., the only other year to which
APXITIMOE could be assigned, on the assumption that ,;jIOTIMOE MAIETE was firmly
dated to 26/5 B.C. Now 26/5 B.C. must be kept open for either archon and in the Fa8ti they are
cross-referenced to 26/5 B.C. from 30/29 B.C. and 23/2 B.C. respectively.
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LlIOTIMOE with an ephebe named in I.G. n2 1961 which has, as a terminus post

quem, 39/8 B.C.72 If LlIOTIMOE was archon in 23/2 B.C. at thirty years of age,

his ephebeia would have been in 35/4 B.C. If he was archon in 26/5 B.C., on the

other hand, his ephebeia would have been in 38/7 B.C. But an ephebic list is

already known for 38/7 B.C. (I.G. n2 1043). I.G. n2 1961 could list the ephebes

from 39/8 B.C. and date to 38/7 B.C., in which case LlIOTIMOE would have been

archon at the earliest when he was thirty-one years of age. If I.G. n2 1961

postdates I.G. n2 1043, on the other hand, LlIOTIMOE could not have been

archon in 26/5 B.C. and, since ANTFpANHE would have replaced MHTPOLlilPOE

MTPPINOTEIOE as hoplomachos in the intervening years, this sequence would

confirm the restoration proposed above for MI[_l NIK[_l Mf_l in I.G. n2 1961.

72Commentary on I.G. lI2 1961, line 3. Cr. Reinmuth, 8GR 90 (1966) p. 96.
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A.3. Index of Dated Texts

This index lists all inscriptions which have been cited in Appendix

A. Each text is followed by the year or years to which magistrates named on it

are dated. Other texts which may be dated to within fixed termini as explained

in Appendix A.I are also entered in this appendix. All dates are B.C. unless

otherwise indicated.

Agora XV:

210
223
222
215
216
217
219-21
225
226
228
236
238
239
240
243
244
249-50
251
252
253
254
259
261
266
268
269-70
278
280
281
282
286-7
288
290
291-2
293

before 164/3
160/59
161/0
167/6
166/5
167/6
164/3
155/4
between 160/59-146/5
153/2
between 160/59-146/5
145/4
145/4
140/39
136/5-13.5/4
135/4
125/4
124/3
122/1
118/7
104/3
97/6
95/4
71/0
57/6
53/2
47/6 or 43\2
before 278
46/5-43/2 (45/4?)
before 34/3
before 34/3
30/29
32/1
20/19
19/8 or 18/7
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AlP 100 (1979) pp. 285-87 32/1

Athenaeus V.213e 88/7

AM76 (1961) pp. 141-3 157/6
AM97 (1982) pp~ 172-3 154/3

BGH 59 (1935) n. 3 109/8

Clinton, Sacred Officials, p. 50 20/19

F.D. III, 2:

3 128/7
4-5 106/5
7 138/7
8 128/7
9 106/5
11 138/7
12 128/7
13-5 106/5
23 138/7
24 128/7
25 106/5
'27 128/7
28 106/5
29 138/7
30 106/5
32 98/7
33-6 128/7
39 128/7
46-7 128/7
50 128/7
~? 106/50_

56a 58/7
56b-c 58/7
57-8 42/1
59-60 30/29
61 20/19
62 11/0
63 DPXXV
64 DPXXN
67 30/29
68 130/29
69 117/6
70 112/1



Hesperia:

2 (1933) 16, pp. 503-5
3 (1934) 20, pp. 27-31
3 (1934) 27, p. 39
9 (1940) p. 129
10 (1941) 25, pp. 60-1
10 (1941) 26, pp. 61-2
10 (1941) 27. p. 62
11 (1942) 58, pp. 293-8
14 (1945) 19, pp. 147-8
16 (1947) 64, pp. 164-8
16 (1947) 67, pp. 170-2
17 (1948) 10, pp. 22-3
Ii (1948) 29, p. 41
23 (1954) 10, p. 240
24 (1955) pp. 228-32
26 (1957) 98, pp. 260-5
28 (1959) 1, pp. 273-4
28 (1959) 7, pp. 185-6
28 (1959) 10, pp. 188-94
28 (1959) 13, pp. 200-1
29 (1960) 154. pp. 76-7
29 (1960) 155. pp. 78-80
30 (1961) 20. p. 223
30 (1961) 28, p. 229
30 (1961) 29, pp. 230
30 (1961) 51, p. 252
30 (1961) 100, p. 270
32 (1963) 24, pp. 23-4
33 (1964) 42, p. 193
34 (1965) 2, pp. 89-90
34 (1965) 4, ppp. 92-5
34 (1965) p. 255
36 (1967) 12, pp. 66-8
36 (1967) 19, pp. 88-91
36 (1967) 23, pp. 94-5
37 (1968) 12, p. 273
40 (1971) 3, pp. 101-7
41 (1972) pp. 185-91
45 (1976) 3, pp. 287-8
47 (1978) 14, p. 286
47 (1978) 15, pp. 286-7
47 (1978) 19, pp. 290-2
47 (1978) 20, pp. 292-5
47 (1978)22, pp. 297-9
52 (1983) 3, pp. 161-3

Hesperia Supplement VIII, p. 117:

406

162/1, 161/0
166/5, 163/2
59/8
136/5-135/3
155/4
122/1
112/1
149/48
62/1, 52/1
167/6, 162/1-161/60
117/6-116/5
136/5, 135/4
after 17/6-16/5
166/5
128/7-127/6
22/1
164/3
165/4
138/7-137/6
95/4-94/3
139/8
157/6
133/2
113/2-112/1
111/0
154/3
59/8
99/8
126/5
149/48
127/6
45/4-44/3
35/4-34/3
164/3
36/5
147/6-146/5
87/6
123/2-122/1
117/6
131/0
119/8
before 34/3
before 34/3
32/1,20/19
55/4

87/6-81/0, 64/3-53/2



Hesperia Supplement XV:

1
2
3
6
7a-d, f-g

18
19

I.D.:

1403
1408
1413
1415
1416
1417
1418
1421
1422
1426
1428
1429
1430
1432
1439
1441
1442
1443
1444
1445
1447
1450

1464
1497b
1497
1498
1499
1500
1501-3
1504
1505
1506
1507
1,513
1519-20
1531
1551

407

132/1-131/0
116/5
106/5
102/1-101/0
98/7

c. 100 (after I.G. 112 1(43)
c. 100, 91/0, after 91/0? (Hand Z)

167/6-166/5
165/4-161/0
162/1
159/8-158/7
167/6, 166/5, 159/8-156/5
167/6, 159/8, 156/5
156/5
158/7-154/3
158/7, 155/4
156/5, 153/2
165/4
155/4
165/4
165/4, 151/0-149/8
161/0
163/2, 161/0
156/5, 148/7, 146/5-144/3, 141/0
165/4, 146/5, 142/1, 141/0
146/5, 142/1-139/8
139/8, 136/5
141/0
165/4, 163/2, 161/0-160/59,
141/0-140/39
155/4
160/59
165/4
162/1-159/8
150/49-149/8
151/0
148/7
148/7-147/6
149/8-147/6
145/4
145/4-144/3
116/5
150/49
111/0
110/09



1552
1558
1560
1562-3
1569-4
1576
1579
1580
1581-2
1585
1586
1587
1605
1609
1618
1619
1626
1645-6
1647-9
1652
1653
1654
1656
1657
1658
1659-60
1662
1709
1711
1714
1750
1757
1760
1761
1762
1764
1763
1777
1800
1806
1807
1808-9
1810-15
1816
1817
1833
1837
1839
1840
1871
1877

408

102/1
129/8
116/5, after 111/0
102/1
102/1
102/1
127/6
105/4
102/1
102/1
A.D. 6
49/8
A.D. 1
117/6
151/0
99/8
A.D. 6
126/5
124/3
118/7
112/1
110/09
103/2
92/1
94/3
80/79-78/7
54/3
99/8
98/7
92/1
142/1
98/7
100/99
98/7
92/1
93/2
94/3
122/1
113/2
126/5
125/4
121/0-120/19
110/09
98/7
98/7-97/6
151/0
156/5
115/4
23/2
106/5
129/8



1878
1879-81
1882
1884-5
1886
1887-8
1892
1893
1894
1897
1898
1899
1900
1901
1902-3
1907
1911
1922
1923-1923bb
1924
1925-6
1927
1930-2
1934
1935
1941
1942
1945-6
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1959
1979
1981
1987
2037
2038
2039
2040
2042
2043
2044
2047-8
2049
2050-2
2053-4

409

118/7, 98/7-97/6
113/2
101/0
103/2
99/8
109/8
97/6
90/89
75/4
119/8
160/59, 158/7
152/1
128/7
114/3
102/1
127/6
110/09
136/5
126/5
123/2
118/7
103/2
94/3
92/1
80/79-78/7
122/1
114/3
between c. 136-123
127/6, 118/7
137/6
133/2
167/6
154/3
148/7
138/7
between c. 138/7-118/7
before 111/0, 111/0
148/7
163/2
138/7
synchronism with 2107b
110/09
94/3-92/1
94/3
135/4
130/29
128/7
126/5
124/3
119/8
118/7



2055-6
2057-8
2059
2060
2061
2062-4
2067
2068-9
2070
2072-3
2075
2076
2077
2078
2079
2080
2081
2083
2085
2087-8
2089
2090
2091
2092
2094
2098
2099
2101
2102
2103
2104
2105-6
210ia.
2107b
2118
2120
2121
2122-3
2125
2126
2127
2128
2129
2137-9
2141
2142
2143-5
2146
2147
2148
2149

410

117/6
116/5
114/3
112/1
113/2, 110/09
110/09
106/5, 101/0
149/8
before 111/0, 111/0
115/4
124/3
130/29, 123/2
119/8
116/5
115/4
105/4
94/3
150/49
112/1
107/6
129/8
116/5
115/4, 112/1
112/1
94/3
155/4
136/5
130/29
122/1
114/3
94/3
98/7
synchronism with 2210, 2508
synchronism with 2037
155/4
129/8
120/19
118/7
111/0
110/09
106/5
105/4
103/2
159/8
131/0
129/8
128/7
127/6
126/5
124/3
122/1



2150
2151
2152
2153
2154
2155
2156
2158
2160
2161
2163
2164?
2165
2166
2203
2204
2205
2~06

2207
2208
2209
2210
2211
2212
2220-2
2224
2226
2227
2228
2229
2230-1
2232-3
2234
2235-6
2237-9
2240
2243-4
2245
2248
2249
2250
2251-2
2253
2254
2261
2262
2265
2274
2285
2286
2288

411

119/8
114/3
112/1
104/3
106/5
105/4
103/2
94/3
107/6
90/89
131/0
118/7
114/3
112/1
155/4
104/3
90/89
134/3
126/5
114/3
105/4
synchronism with 2107a, 2508
107/6
90/89
110/09
105/4
128/7
118/7
113/2, 110/09
112/1
110/09
107/6
106/5
103/2
100/99
97/6
93/2
103/2
112/1
107/6
108/7-107/6
108/7, 106/5
106/5
107/6-106/5
113/2
108/7
99/8
108/7
113/2
107/6
105/4



2310
2342
2364
2374
2400
2414
2415
2419-20
2423
2499
2508
2515-9
2529
2565
2566
2570
2589
2590-2
2593
2594
2595
2596
2597
2598
2599
2600
2601
2603
2605
2610
2615
2617-9
2621
2626
2627
2628
2632

2I.G.1I :

783
887
946-8
949
951
953
954
956
957
958

412

97/6
110/09
100/99
150/49
98/7
between 112/1-75/4
104/3
between 112/1-75/4
125/4, 109/8
99/8
synchronism with 2107a, 2210
between c. 20-A.D. 10
between 112/1-75/4
159/8
136/5-135/4
99/8
167/6-112/1
155/4
144/3
133/2
between 128/7-123/2
127/6
126/5
119/8
104/3
96/5
131/0 or 94/3
124/3
159/8
140/39-110/09

. 108/7
107/6
94/3
113/2
110/09
108/7
50/49-33/2

163/2
135/4
166/5
165/4
167/6
160/59
166/5
161/0-160/59
161/0, 157/6-156/5
150/49-149/8



968
969-71
979

1005
1006
1008
1009
1010
1011
1012
1014
::'016
1017
1018
1019
1027
1029
1034
1036
1039
1041
1042
1043
1046
1047
1051
1063
1132
1134
1135
1332
1335
1337
1338
1339
1343
1713

1714
1715
1717
1719
1720
1721
1727
1937
1938
1941
1943
1944

413

148/7, 144/3, 142/1-141/0
140/39
155/4
122/1
123/2-122/2
119/8-118/7
117/6-116/5
117/6
107/6-106/5
112/1
110/09-109/8
126/5
118/7
120/19
138/7
159/8
98/7-96/5
103/2
108/7
80/79-78/7,79/8-77/6
46/5-43/2 (46/5?)
41/0-40/39
38/7-37/6
52/1-51/0
50/49-49/8
35/4-34/3
46/5-43/2 (45/4?)
130/29
117/6
111/0
125/4, after 125/4
103/2, 101/0
97/6
78/7-76/5 or 74/3-65/4, 79/8-77/6
57/6
42/1-36/5
129/8-123/2,91/0-84/3.55/4
48/7, 17/6-11/0
86/5
85/4
56/5
44/3
between 31/0-15/4, 14/3
14/3
DP XXIV
156/5
149/48
106/5
c. 100 (before H.S. XV, 18)
110/09-109/8, 104/3,83/2,
75/4, 72/1, 66/5, 63/2-62/1



1961
1963
1965
1966
2323
2336
2444
2452
2864
2869
2870
2873
2876
2981
2982
2983
2984
2985
2986
2990
2991
2992
2993
2993a
2994
2995
2996
2997
3174
3219
3473
3489
3497
3505
3508
3512
3539
3730
4465
5172

I.G. VII 2850

Josephus XIV.149ff

Philostratos Acad. Ind.:

33

414

39/8
13/2
39/8
after 23/2
163/2-161/0, 157/6-155/4, 143/2
103/2·97/6
154/3
between 128/7-87/6?
162/1
101/0
110/09
97/6
46/5-43/2 (45/4?)
160/59, 108/7
127/6
111/0
106/5
104/3
95/4
98/7-97/6
94/3
60/59
55/4
50/49
38/7
37/6
23/2
DPXXV
12/1
62/1
c. 100
78/7-76/5,74/3-65/4
c.100
20/19
c. 100
13/2
after 17/6-16/5
39/8
23/2
59/8

122/1

106/5

134/3
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800.21 143/2

Pouilloux, 24 83/2

S.E.G.:

XII. 110 80/79-78/7
XVI,98 159/8
XVI,452-3 109/8. 95/4
XXI,469 129/8
XXIV, 225 133/2

S.LA.4 139/8-138/7
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Appendix B

Ephebic Instructors

B.lo Athens

In Chapter 1 the ephebic instructors were included in the ranks of a

cultural-educational elite at Athens. In this appendix the prosopographical and

epigraphical evidence for these instructors may be examined in greater detail. A

total of eightesfour ephebic instructors are named in the period from 167/6 B.C. to

A.D. 14. Only eleven instructors are named on more than one inscription.

Iteration in the offices of these instructors is rare, and the average length of office

for those instructors who did iterate is generally rather short:

NIKAN.:j.POE akontistes 128/7-117/6 12
IEPON hyperetes/

akontistes 128/7-119/8 10
KAAXH.:j.ON aphetes 123/2-119/8 5
KAMIAE aphetes 117/6-98/7 20
HPO.:j.OTOE hoplomachos 117/6-98/7 20
NEON paidotribes 111/0-104/3 8
ifIIAIOE ,jIOKAEOTE paidotribes 60/59-55/4 B.C. 6
JfENIEKOE paidotribes 59/8-46/5 16
ANTIOXOE paideutes/

paidotribes 45/4-37/6 9
ifIIAIOE ifIIAIOT paidotribes 23/2-DP XXV 13+
AIlOAAflNI.:j.HE NOTMHNIOT hypopaid./

paidotribes 23/2-DP XXV 13+

Because of the fragmentary state of our evidence it is impossible to determine the

actual limits of a man's career as an ephebic instructor. But we can at least

regard the dates presented above as the minimum termini for the careers of those

instructors who are known to have iterated in office. Many of the other

instructors seem to have served for only a few years. This can be determined
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with some precision since several ephebic decrees are extant from the last decades

of the second century B.C. and few instructors are named on two or more lists.

The instructors who served over a number of years seem, in the second century,

to have been the professional trainers such as the aphetes or akontistes. In the

first century, on the other hand, it is the paidotribai who seem to serve for the

longest term.

Every college in the period before 98/7 B.C., except in one year, has at

least one iterating instructor. F.D. ill, 2 n. 25, a catalogue of ephebes and their

instructors from 106/5 B.C., lists eight (rather than the expected seven) paideutai;

none of the individuals named in the list are found elsewhere. What makes this

peculiar is the fact that instructors such HPO~OTOE and KAWAE served before

and after 106/5 B.C. but not in 106/5 B.C. In the fourth century the instructors

were appointed by the vote of the ecclesia (Aristotle, AP 42.3). It is possible that

such appointments were influenced by political factions. A second peculiarity in

this year is the fact that NEilN is named as paidotribes on I.G. rr2 2984, dating to

the same year, but not in the list of eight paideutai inscribed at Delphi (PD. ill, 2

n.25).

A second feature of the college of ephebic instructors is the fact that few

instructors seem to have changed their rank or specialty. IEPnN served as

hyperetes in 128/7 and 123/2 B.C. and then as akontistes in 119/8 B.C.,

replacing NIKAN~POE. But NIKAN~POE returned in 117/6 B.C. AlIiTIOXOE

served in 45/4 B.C. as the fourth paideutes and, if he received the citizenship, as

paidotribes in 38/7 B.C. The evidence for the career of AflOMnNI~HE

NOTMHNIOT .pPEAPPIOE shows an interesting progression. He was an ephebe

himself in 38/7 B.C. He is first attested as a hypopaidotribes in 23/2 B.C. He

would have been about 33 years of age. He is next attested as a full paidotribes

in the twenty-fifth priesthood at Delphi XXV (sometime after 10 B.C.) when he
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would have been in his late 40s.1 The professional nature of these offices is

further highlighted by the career of ZDIlTPOE AIEDNETE. He served as

systratiotes, a military position, in 106/5 B.C. and appears in 102/1 B.C. as

toxotes. Other than these examples, ·promotions· or changes in rank do not

occur. A relatively fixed order of instructors, similar to that of the prytany

magistrates, does occur in the ephebic lists.2 But there is no evidence for a

rigorous order of precedence for the ephebic instructors, and a number of

variations occur in the extant lists.3

I Note that another instructor. <PlAOKAHE ETAEEOT KOADNH8EN, is first attested as an
instructor assisting his father on Delos, when he was about 30 years of age (see Chapter 1).
,j,HMHTPlOE AETKIOT AAAIETE served as hypopaidotribes sometime after 8/7 B.C. His
father was born in 57/6 B.C. ,j,HMHTPIOE would have been in his 20s as instructor if his father
was 30 years of age when ,j,HMHTPlOE was born.

2Tracy. Hesperia Supplement XV. p. 105. Tracy refers to a strict order of precedence, but a
number of exceptions to the order he has determined for the instructors are evident. Belore c. 166
B.C. there was no regular ranking or sequence in ephebic texts (cr. Pelekidis, l 'Ephebie attique, pp.
179-80). The two Delphic texts, F.D. I1I,2 n. 25 and Hesperia Supplement XV, n. 7d. list the
instructors as paideutai without specifying their functions. If a fixed order was followed in these
texts, it would be an easy matter to determine the function of each instructor. But the lists do
not seem to follow the regular ranking. First, F.D. III, 2 n. 25 lists eight rather than the usual
seven instructors. Secondly, in Hesperia Supplement XV, n. 7d HPO,j,OTOE 8/_1 and
KAAA.IAE KPI{_1 seem to be the hoplomachos and the aphetes named in earlier texts. If these
are the same individuals, the paideutai are not listed in any official order or rank. But it is a
reasonable assumption that one of the instructors named on FD. III, 2 n. 25 served as the rarely
attested hypohoplomachos. This position only appears on one other ephebic text, F.D. III, 2 n. 24,
which also lists eight rather than the usual seven instructors. (Cf. Reinmuth, Hesperia 34, 1965, p.
262 and n. 8).

3In 117/6 B.C., for example, the grammateus and the hyperetes are reversed, the grammateus
occurring in last place rather than in second-last place. In 119/8 B.C. the to:xotes is listed before
the akontistes rather than after. In 123/2 three hyperetai are listed and no grammateus. All of
these are variations which occur between different lists. There is also as instance where the
ranking varies within a single list. In Hesperia Supplement XV, n. 6, the grammateus is listed in
the usual second-last position but is named in the first of the crowns honouring the instructors. In
the 90s B.C., finally, the sequence for listing the instructors seems to have broken down, for in

I.G. lI2 1029 the hoplomachos is listed in second-last position. Pelekidis indicates that only four

instructors were named in this text (l'Ephebie attique, p. 269) but the text in I.G. UZ seems to
give room for the full complement of seven instructors. It is difficult to determine whether these
variations in the ranking of the instructors reflect administrative or policy decisions rather than
scribal error or omission (although cf. Tracy, Hesperia Supplement XV, p. 105:· The elevation
(Le. of the grammateus) cannot be accidental....·).
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The board of instructors each year comprised a pa£dotr£bes and a varying

number of specialized instructors. O. Reinmuth has observed that the college of

ephebic instructors was first reduced to four instructors after 86 B.C., and then,

after 38/7 B.C., to three instructors. The average age of the pa£dotr£ba£ was

between 45-50 years of age. The other instructors tended to be a bit younger.4

The hoplomachos is the only remaining ·military· specialist after 88/7 B.C. The

other instructors in the use of weaponry (katapaltaphetes, akont£stes and toxotes)

are last attested in 102/1 B.C. (although they are probably present in 98/7 B.C.).

These instructors were probably dropped after the revolution of 88/7 B.C. Alter

38/7 B.C., as well, the secretary occurs in first rank ahead of the pa£dotr£bes.

The office of hypopa£dotribes, which first appears after 86 B.C., is found only on

unofficial ephebic texts, such as dedications made by some of the ephebes for their

instructors. Individuals attested as hypopaidotribai seem to have been in their 20s

and 30s,5 marking them as apprentice instructors, as their title suggests.6 On

official lists after 86 B.C., only the pa£dotr£bes, grammateus and hoplomachos are

found along with a fourth instructor whose title is not preserved in any of our

lists. It was pointed out above that in the first century the pa£dotr£bai often seem

to iterate in office. The difference, I think, is due to the survival of official arid

unofficial texts. No paidotribes iterates in any official ephebic lists. NEilN. the

first to iterate, is named on unofficial lists only. In fact, he is named on a text

dating from 106/5 B.C., the same year as F.D. ill, 2 n. 25, but does not appear in

the official list of paideutai for the year. Similarly, in the first century we find

several unofficial ephebic texts naming the pa£dotr£bes alone or with one or two

4The instructors of the mellepheboi, who may have been only private instructors, were about
the same age; iJ.IONTEIOE iJ.HMAN80TE AAMIITPETE was 43 in the year he is attested as
instructor; AFTEMilN 8HMAKETE was 52 or more years of age.

5See above, note.

6Reinmuth, Hesperia 34 (1965) p. 268, first noticed the reductions in the number of instructors.
But he counts the hypopaidotribes as one of the official instructors. The hypopaidotribes,
however, never seems to appear in official ephebic texts (although most of our texts at this time
are fragmentary).
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hypopaidotribes.7 In addition, If>IAIOIJ If>IAIOr If>PEAPPIOIJ is named as paidotribes

on two dedications dating to 60/59 and 55/4 B.C. MENIIJKOIJ is named in a

dedication dating from 59/8 B.C. Two contemporaneous paidotribai are not

otherwise attested until the Augustan period (I.G. nZ 2996-7). It seems that

unofficial gymnasia might have developed at Athens and that the title paidotribes

was a generic title for an instructor, whether he was employed in the official

ephebeia or ran his own school.8 In fact, two private palaistrai are known from

the beginning of our period from lists of victors at the Theseia. Teams of children

are attested as competing from the palaistra of a TIMEAE and a ANTlrENHIJ.

Although TlMEAE and ANTlrENHE are not called paidotribai, and although such

private palaistra are not attested after the 150s B.C., it is possible that NEON

also ran a private palaistra. In the first century B.C., therefore, the training of

youths at Athens seems to have undergone considerable changes and a number of

the individuals attested in the first century as paidotribai seem to have been

unofficial or •private· instructors.9

Foreign instructors seem to have been rare at Athens. Three of the

official trainers in 128/7 B.C. and one in 45/4 B.C. were non-Athenians. It 'is

possible that the Athenians deliberately stopped hiring foreigners, but this would

contradict the evidence that more and more foreigners were acquiring the

71n the archonship' of ,:jIOTIMOIJ, If>IAIOIJ If>IAIOr If>PEAPPIOIJ was paidotribes and
AllOMflNI,:jHIJ If>PEAPPIOE was hypopaidotribes. Under AllOAH2IE III, AllOMflNI,:jHE
has been • promoted • to paidotribes (note that If>IAIOIJ continues to be named first, perhaps out

f)

of seniority) and a ,:jHMHTPIOIJ has become hypopaidotribes. On the undated fragment I.O. II~

1966 AllOMflNI,:jHE is named alone. His office is not specified although there is no room for
the addition of the name of a hypopaidotribes. The position of the verb before his name suggests
that this fragment dates to the time when AllOMflNI,:jHE was still serving as hypopaidotribes.

8For this use of the term paidotribes ce. Theophrastus, Char. VII.

90n private palaistrai at Athens, ce. Pelekidis, l iphebie attique, p. 235. Roussel makes a
distinction between texts discovered at Athens and texts discovered at the Piraieus (DCA, p. c.
190). He also noticed that only paidotribai named in the latter category seem to have iterated in
office.
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Athenian citizenship at this time, partly perhaps, through the ephebeia itself. lO If

foreign instructors were avoided, this could be due to a desire to have new or

potential Athenian citizens trained in civics by Athenians and not by foreigners.

But ANTIOXOE HPAKAErrIHE, a paideutes in 45/4 B.C. might be identified as

ANTIOXOE KOMJNHeEN, named as paidotribes in 37/6 B.C. It would seem that

ANTIOXOE received the Athenian citizenship. Some of the apparently Athenian

instructors who served in the late second or during the first century B.C.,

therefore, might be new citizens and not native Athenians. 11 This is consistent

with the finding in Chapter 1 that the ephebeia was an important avenue for the

acquisition of the Athenian citizenship.

The instructors were generally professionals, but the prosopographical

evidence justifies assigning them to the governing class. Families of ephebic

instructors, for example, are frequently attested in the ephebeia. This shows that

these families belonged to the military or ephebic elite. Only one instructor,

however, can be shown to belong to a family of the governing elite: TIMON

TIMAPXOT BOITA.;j,HE, paidotribes in 123/2 B.C. and TIMON TIMAPXI.;j,OT

BOITA.;j,HE, kosmetes in 102/1 B.C. is probably the same individual. 12 He is the

son of TIM4PXI.;j,HE, archon in 136/5 B.C. His career offers the only known

instance where a senior ephebic instructor went on to hold the prestigious and

10See Chapter 1.

11The nomenclature for several instructors might suggest they were naturalized citizens.
oMOMJIXOE, instructor in 98/7 B.C., for example, is certainly not an Athenian in origin.
Unfortunately the text does not record his demotic, and so we do not know if he had acquired
Athenian citizenship. KAAXH.;j,ON KAAXH.;j,DNOE TPIKOPTEIOE and KAAXH.;j,DN
HPAKAEI.;j,OT, instructors between 123/2-119/8 B.C. and in 106/5 B.C., respectively, might be
related. The name KAAXH.;j,DN does not appear in Athenian prosopography before 123/2 B.C.
NEDN A<PI.;j,NAIOE, instructor between 111/0-104/3 B.C., might also be a new citizen; the
name NEDN is rare at Athens until after 167/6 B.C. Similarly, <PIA/OE <PPEAPPIOE, instructor
between 23/2 B.C. and DP XXV, also bears a name which is not common at Athens.

12The discrepancy in the patronymics must be due to a scribal error.
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expensive liturgical position of kosmetes. 13 The prosopography of the ephebic

instructors, therefore, provides further evidence for stratification by class

affiliation and status of office within the governing class at Athens. Belonging to

the ranks of the military and cultural-educational elite, they only occasionally

managed to share in the offices belonging to the liturgical and governing elites.

The kosmeta£, in contrast, belong to a more exclusive segment of the governing

class. The office is liturgical in nature and the incumbents cannot be considered

part of the actual board of ephebic instructors. 14 Several kosmeta£, in contrast to

the ephebic instructors, belong to the governing elite. 15 The average age of the

kosmetai is between 55-60 years of age, making them the most senior in age and

rank.

Relatives among the ephebic instructors, in particular, fathers and sons,

are common. The aphetes in 128/7 B.C. is the son of the aphetes who served in

c. 158 B.C. Similarly, the aphetes KAAXH.1.DN KAAXH.1.0NOE (119/8 B.C.) could

be related to the paideutes KAAXH.1.DN HPAKAEI.1.0T (106/5 B.C.). The

pa£dotribes NfENIEKOE KOAflNH8EN (59/8 B.C.) might be related to the

paideutes MENIEKOE EIKA.1.10T (106;'5 B.C.). The hoplomachoi NIKA.1.AE

NIKA.1.A ."4EAITETE (119/8 B.C.) and ANI'ltPANHE NIKA.1.A MEAITETE (38/7 B.C.)

also seem to be related. Finally, tPlAIOE tPlAIOT tPPEAPPIOE (23/2 B.C.) is the son

of tPlAIOE .1.10KAEOTE tPPEAPPIOE (55/4 B.C.). Another family might have been

active as athletic instructors as well. In the first century B.C., many of the

13EDKPATHE tPTAAEIOE was paidotribes in c. 150 B.C. His son, .1.10NTEIOE served as
kosmetes in 123/2 B.C.

14In the fourth century B.C. the ten tribes each supplied a sophronistes who had to be over
forty years of age. By 167/6 B.C. these sophronistai had been replaced by a single kosmetes.
Although there is no explicit evidence for his office, the prosopographical evidence suggests that
the kosmetes also had to be over forty years of age at this time.

158EOXAPIE EETIAIOT EK KEPAMEDN, for example, was kosmete in 119/8 B.C. He
became herald of the Areopagus in 101/0 B.C. and temple administrator in 99/8 B.C.
MENEKAEI.1.HE 8EOtPHMOT KT.1.A8HNAIETE served as hierophantes and kosmetes. His
father was archon in 61/0 B.C. and herald of the Areopagus. APrAIOE TIMAPXOT
IlAMBDTA.jHE was thesmothete in 14/3 B.C. and kosmetes in c. 1 B.C.
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preserved names are fragmentary, but some of the instructors bear the demotic

KOAnNH8EN. Unfortunately, most of the names are too fragmentary to

determine identities or family connections. 16 Several of these unknown

individuals from Kolonos are named in private dedications and not official texts.

This supports ,the suggestion that private gymnasia seem to have emerged late in

the second century B.C. In the first century, one of these might have been run by

a family from the deme Kolonos, perhaps that of ~IAOKAHE ETAEEOT

KOAnNH8EN, who seems to have moved from Delos to Athens after 88/7 B.C. He

is the son of a well-attested ephebic instructor on Delos in the second century

B.C. If ~IAOKAHE did move to Athens after the disruptions of 88/7 B.C., he

might have opened his own palaistra at Athens and continued his profession. His

son, MENIEKOE, continued to be associated with the Athenian ephebeia. This is

the only attested connection between the ephebic instructors at Athens and on

Delos.

B.2. Delos

On Delos no paidotribes is attested before 138/7 B.C., but the first extant

list of ephebes dates from 144/3 B.C. (J.D. 2593).17 All of the known instructors

are named in dedications by members of the ephebic body at Delos. There are no

official lists of ephebes on Delos as there are at Athens. The chronological listing

of the instructors on Delos shows that there is no apparent order or sequence to

the careers of individual instructors. A total of nine instructors are known and

three of these are attested for just one year (8EO~[)POE, IlOAEMAIOE and

NIKHPATOE). The careers of the remaining instructors all overlap, with the result

that all six instructors seem to have had their floruit in the last decades of the

161n a few cases, such as with ~IAOKAHE ETAEEOT KOAnNH8EN in I.G. n2 2989, the
name of a family relative might belong in the lacuna.

17A decree dating from 148/7 B.C. honours 8EO~[)POE as a didaskalos and for his service
over several years (I.D. 1503). This suggests that he served in this capacity from early in the
Athenian administration. A single ephebe is also known from 148/7 B.C. (I.D. 1952) for his
victory at the Theseia.
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second century. From the available evidence it is also clear that their careers

were considerably longer than those of instructors at Athens:

20
13
?
38
31
9 (24)

NIKIAE
EIIINIKOE
E[ll'A~HE

ETAEEAE
ANI'ITONOE
If>IAOKAHE

138/7-118/7
136/5-123/2
133/2-?
133/2-95/4
123/2-92/1
104/3·95/4 (Athens
c. 80 B.C.)

The careers of ~IAOKAHE and NIKHPATOE are less well-attested, but it would be

wrong to assume that they were necessarily shorter than the careers of the other

instructors. These two instructors are first named c. 100 B.C., and it is

reasonable to suppose that the events of 88/7 B.C. and the paucity of epigraphical

evidence for the first century B.C. accounts for the lack of testimony regarding

their careers. Also, ~IAOKAHE, as was pointed out above, seems to have moved to

Athens. He is attested as a pa£dotr£bes at Athens c. 80 B.C. This would give him

an active career of at least twenty-four years of service on both Delos and Athens.

The other careers differ significantly from those at Athens. At Delos several

pa£dotr£ba£ had overlapping careers. At Athens no pa£dotr£bes is known to have

iterated in office on the evidence of the ojjidal ephebic lists. In the second

century B.C., only one pa£dotribes at Athens is attested over several years and he

is only named in private dedications. 18 In the first century B.C., a few other

paidotribai are attested more than once at Athens, but they, too, are named on

only private dedications. Like their counterparts on Delos, however, these

Athenian pa£dotr£ba£ seem to be private instructors.

Several paidotribai on Delos are named together as a fixed pair. Other

instructors, who are always named alone, are sometimes said to be masters of

their own palaistra and are named in texts celebrating a victory in ephebic

games. Roussel had already noticed that there was no· pattern to the order of the

instructors on Delos and concluded that on Delos the title paidotribes was a

18NEDN (see above).
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generic term for any paideutes, including a private owner of a school. If this was

the case, Roussel observed, it would be reasonable to expect that in any particular

year several paidotribai would be functioning on Delos. J.D. 1949, which was

discovered after Roussel's analysis, confirms his expectation for, dating to 133/2

B.C., it brings to three the number of paidotribai attested for that year.

It seems certain, therefore, that several private palaistrai functioned on

Delos. Whether there was an official ephebic corps with appointed or official

instructors remains unclear. 19 We have already observed that over the period

from c. 140 to c. 90 B.C. several pairs of paidotribai are regularly named

together. In addition, three other instructors, NIKIAE, ETAEEAE and

NIKHPATOE are sometimes called simply paidotribai and sometimes paidotribai

who ran their own palaistra. In 133/2 B.C., finally, three paidotribai are named,

Em'A,;jHE and ETAEEAE together in a single text, and NIKIAE in a different

inscription. In this year NIKIAE is also associated with a younger category of

student, the symphetai. It is possible, then, that on Delos there was an official

ephebe£a for which two paidotribai were appointed. In addition to these, several

private athletic schools for students of all ages were run by men who were also

called paidotribai. 20 These latter instructors are sometimes named on texts

commemorating victories by the ephebes. Perhaps the palaistrai competed with

one another at the games as at Athens.

The Delian instructors, to conclude, show several distinct differences from

the official instructors at Athens. At Athens we find a high turnover of staff,

relatively infrequent iteration and shorter careers. On Delos, on the other hand,

19Ferguson refers to an official Delian corps (HA, p. 409). On p. 384 he seems to indicate that
he believes the board of paidotribai on Delos consisted of two instructors.

20Before 167/6 B.C. the Delian inscriptions record several palaistrophulakes (J.D. 372 A98, c.
200 B.C.). These are not mentioned during the Athenian period. It remains unclear whether the
- unofficial- paidotribai owned their own palaistra or were appointed to overseer a public one.
Perhaps in 167/6 B.C. the athletic facilities on Delos became the property of the Athenian
c1eruchy.
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several instructors are attested as serving concurrently in the short period from c.

140 to c. 90 B.C. But one similarity does emerge from this comparison. The

evidence for the career of NEllN and MENIEKOE at Athens show the most

similarity to the pattern we determined for Delos. The title paidotribes at Athens

seems to have acquired in the first century B.C. the generic sense which it already

had on Delos after 167/6 B.C. Only paidotribai or instructors named on official

texts at Athens can readily be assumed to be official or state-appointed

instructors. The decline of the Athenian ephebeia after 86/5 B.C. is reflected in

the composition of the board of instructors and in the apparent proliferation of

private schools of athletic instruction. This process had been anticipated on Delos

after c. 140 B.C. and coincided with the decline of the Athenian cleruchy on

Delos.
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Appendix C

Undated Archons

Appendix A lists only those magistrates who could be dated to a

particular year on the basis of evidence such as fixed synchronisms or the tribal

cycles of priests of the prytany-secretaries. Over one-half of all the attested

magistrates for this period, however, cannot be dated in such a precise manner.

In this appendix the names of the remaining undated archons are listed in

alphabetical order. The most recent editions of the texts are provided' and the

years proposed by previous scholars are indicated. In a few cases

prosopographical evidence, such as the careers of individuals named on a text

with one of these archons, allows a narrowing of the range of years available for a

particular archon. 1 Archons named with other magistrates can only date to a

year with list vacancies for all the associated magistrates.2 Unfortunately there

are few vacant years to which most of the archons listed below could not be

assigned on the basis of the list vacancies. The following years have no known

archon:

146/5 or 142/1
141/0
120/19
88/7 (anarchia? See Appendi.x A.2)
74/3-72/1
71/0 or 64/3
70/69-65/4

ISee nO,tTXAPMOE ETKAEOTE MAPA80NIOE, for example, and [......]S (Hesperia 30,
1961, n. 96, pp. 268-9) below.

2~IOKAHE (J.D. 1580), for example, must date to between 112/1 and 92/1 B.C. Only 1005/4
B.C. is available and I have entered him in that year in the Fasti.
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32/1-31/0
30/29 or 26/5
29/8-27/6
26/5 or 23/2
25/4-24/3
21/0
19/8 or' 18/7
10/9-14/5 A.D.

There are twelve vacant archonships before 32/1 B.C. and thirty-five

between 32/1 and 14 A.D. To fill these years the names of about thirty-five

archons remain undated (some of the archon names listed below are fragmentary

and might actually belong to known archons already dated to a particular year).

1. ANAEAFOPAE [ ] rONDI ~E ANAEAFOPOT (I.e. n 2 1724): Graindor
(Chronologie, n. 20) dates him to 9/8 B.C. or after that year.

2. AN~PDNI~HE (I.e. n 2 2988): Kirchner dates this archon to s. n/I a.
Raubitschek, -Sylleia, - p. 54, dates to the first century B.C.
Dinsmoor, The Athenian Archon List, p. 204, is uncommittal although
most recently Meritt, Historia 26 (1971) p. 187, dates him to 105/4
B.C.

3. AllOAAO~DPOE (I.e. n 2 1039): Dated to 80/79 by Notopoulos
(Hesperia 18, 1949, p. 24). In the archonship of AllOAAOilDPOE,
NIKANDP was epimeletes of Delos and his son gymnasiarch.
AllOAAO~DPOE was archon when the Sylleia were celebrated which
provides a window between 83/2-78/7 B.C. Only 80/79-79/8 B.C.
are vacant. I.G. n 2 1338 provides a relative sequence for the archons
AIEXPAIOE and EEAETKOE. In addition I.e. n 2 3489 implies that
HPAKAEOilDPOE succeeded EEAETKOE. Notopoulos fits these three
archons into a gap of three years between 78/7-76/5 B.C. (ibid., p.
25). Note that if AllOAAODilPOE is dated to 79/8 B.C., his immediate
successor, [....... ]OT, could be collated with AIEXPAIOE. This would
create a vacant archonship and all of the archons AllOAAOilDPOE,
AIEXPAIOE, EEAETKOE and HPAKAEOilDPOE must -float- within a
gap of five years. Note that H. Mattingly has recently redated I.e. rr2

1039 to 65/4 B.C. (Ch£ron 9, 1979, pp. 166-7).

4. AllOAHEIE tPIAOKPATOTE EE OIOT (I.e. n2 2997, PD. III, 2 n. 63):
This archon dates to Delphic priesthood XXV, after NIKOETPATOE
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and within the lifetime of ETKAHE HPOilOT MAPA8nNIOE (Graindor,
Chronologie, n. 17).

5. APEIOE ilOPlONOE IlAIANIETE (I.G. rr2 2338, 3173): Graindor
(Chronologie, n. 4) dates this archon to between 27/6-18/7 B.C. See
[.... JOT (Agora XV, n. 289) below.

6. APIETOil[HMOE (Agora XV, n. 302): dated to c 1 B.C. but note
APIETOEENOE (55/4 B.C.) and APIETf_J (38/7 A.D.).

7. APIETOtf>ANTOE (I.D. 2609): This archon must fall between 165/4 B.C.
and 147/6 B.C. Dinsmoor had dated him to 149/8 (The Archons of
Athens, 268) and then to 153/2 (The Athenian Archon List, 192).
Most recently Meritt has dated him to 154/3 (Historia 26, 1977, pp.
161-91.

8. APIE1jnN NE(nTEPOE) (I.G. n2 1733): dated by Graindor to init. s.
I. p. (Chronologie, n. 24), he seems to date to the year after [_J [_l
Etf>HTI'IOE.

9. il[ ...... ] (Agora XV, n. 265): Notopoulos, ibid., 25, dates to 74/3-63/2
B.C.

10. L1E[_l (I.D. 1741): One of the Roman Hermaistai named in this list re
appears c. 100 B.C. as a magister. Presumably this archon must date
sometime before that time. Because there are no known archons
whose names begin in L1E, the restoration is suspect.

11. L1H[ 1 (Hesperia 13, 1944, n. 15, pp. 262-3): Meritt dates to the
archonship of L1HMOXAPHE (49/8), but note also L1HMHTPIOE (50/49).
Other restorations are also possible and the text remains
unattributable.

12. ilHMOKPATHE (I.G. n2 1723): 9/8 B.C. or later, depending on date
for Julius Nikanor (see Dow, Hesperia 3, 1934, pp. 162-7, and
Graindor, Chronologie, n. 28).

13. ,:jHMOXAPHE (I.G. n2 3176): Dated by Graindor to after 9/8 B.C.
(Chronologie, n. 21), ,:jHMOXAPHE and IlOATXAPMOE JIOATKPITOT

AZHNIETE (I.G. rr2 3120) fall within the life-long 'priesthood of ZHNON

AETKIOT PAMNOTEIOE. [ 1 [ JOT MEAITETE (I.G. rr2 4308) falls- -
within the life-time of ZHNON although not necessarily within his
priesthood.
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14. t1IONTEIOE (Hesperia 10, 1941, n. 27, p. 62): Meritt dates to fin. s.
n/init. s. 1., but if the general date is correct, 112/1 B.C. seems to be
the only likely year. This text would then be the first to mention
mel!epheboi.

15. EllAINETOE: This archon is not named on any extant inscriptions.
The earliest year to which he could date is 152/1 B.C. (see Dinsmoor,
Archons, p. 261).

16. EllIKPATHE KAMIMAXOT AETKONOETE (I.G. rrZ4714): 27/6 B.C. or
shortly after (Graindor, Chronologie, n. 1).

17. ZHNWN (I.G. n Z 1334): Kirchner dates this archon to fin. s. II?,
Dinsmoor, The Archons of Athens, p. 261 to c. 78 B.C. and
Notopoulos, Hesperia 18 (1949) p. 25, to 74/3-63/2 B.C.

18. H[_l (Hesperia 51, 1982, n. 12, p. 209): Dated to aet. Aug. by Traill,
there is no known archon whose name begins with this letter. Traill
notes that ll[_l and I I{_l are also possible readings.

19. eEOllEleHE (I.G. n Z 1343, Hesperia 36, 1967, n. 23, pp. 94-5,
Hesperia 49, 1980, pp. 40-1): The earliest year for this archon is 36/5
B.C. although he could also date to 35/4 or to after 34/3 B.C. Note
that [_]NETE KTt1A[_l might also date to 36/5 or to 35/4 B.C. if I.G.

n 2 1051 dates to 34/3 B.C. (see Appendix A.2). I tentatively date
eEOllEleHE to 36/5 B.C.

20. eEOEENOE (I.G. rrZ 1340): Notopoulos dates to 74/3-63/2 (Hesperia
18, 1949, p. 25). See MHt1EIOE below.

21. A.4KON (I.G. rrZ 1069): between 9/8 B.C. and 13/4 A.D. (Graindor,
Chronologie, n. 26).

22. MENNEAE ZOllTPOT (I.G. n Z 1718): 36/7-18/7 B.C. and probably
earlier than later (Graindor, Chronologie, n. 2).

23. MHt1EIOE (I.G. rrZ1095): Koehler dates to med. s. I a. Chr. n. and
makes him the son of MHt1EIOE (n) (PA 10098). He should then be
equated with the following archon.

24. MHt1EIOE MHt1EIOT (I.G. nZ 1340): Notopoulos dates to 75/4-63/2
(ibid., p. 25). This archon must date to after eEOEENOE (see above).

25. MIKION (I.D. 1899): In Appendix A.2 he is dated to 152/1 B.C. on
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the basis of the cycle of the priests of the Great Gods on Delos. The
year 96/5 B.C., which would also be possible, is filled by [_!KPATHE.

26. NIKIAE EAPAflIDNOE A8MONETE (I.C. nZ 3175): Graindor dates to
10/9·2 A.D. (Chronologie, n. 2).

27. NIKOETPATOE NIKOETPATOT (I.C. nZ 1727, F.D. ill, 2 n. 64): This
archon dates to the lifetime of ETKAHE HPat10T MAPA8DNIOE, after
11/0 B.C. and before AflOAHEIE ~IAOKPATOTE EE OIOT. He falls
within Delphic Priesthood XXIV. 8EorENHE t1HMHTPIOT
PAMNOTEIOE was paredros of the polemarchos in c. 30 B.C. He
would have been about 50 years of age in 11/0 B.C.

28. EENOKAHE (CD! 2089): Daux (Delphes, p. 626) says that this man,
named as a general in a text from Delphi, could be an Athenian
archon dating to c. 145 B.C. Sarikakis lists him as a hoplite general
instead. It is clear that of the vacant archon years for this period
(152/1, 151/0 and 146/5), only 146/5 could be reserved for
EENOKAHE. Sarikakis redates Hesperia 15 (1956) n. 48, p. 221, to the
middle of the second century B.C. and restores the name of the hoplite
general to EENOKAHE AllOAAOt1DPOT OTPTNETE (The Hoplite General
at Athens, p. 87). Perhaps the EENOKAHE from Delphi should be
equated with this EENOKAHE. The most important aspect of the
Delphic text is that if EENOKAHE is in fact a hoplite general, this
would be the first occasion when the name of the hoplite general is
employed in a quasi-eponymous fashion. Sarikakis attributes the
mention of the hoplite general at Delphi in place of the archon as
would be expected to the prominence of the hoplite general at this
time. EENOKAHE, therefore, is either an unattested Athenian archon
mistakenly called a general (Daux) or an Athenian hoplite general
named in place of the archon (Sarikakis, ibid., p. 86-7).

29. EENDN MENNEOT ~ATETE (I.G. rr2 1722): 9/8 B.C. or soon after
(Graindor, Chronologie, n. 16). t1HMHTPIOE KINEOT KTdA8HNAIETE
was a prytanis in 19/8 or 18/7 B.C. and a thesmothetes in the
archonship of EENDN. Similarly, AEDNlt1HE AEDNlt10T MEMTETE,
archon in 12/1 B.C., was herald of the Areopagus under EENDN.

30. IlAMt ] rONDI t1E [ 1~AAHPETE (I.G. n2 1725): This archon must
date -;:fter 9/8 B.C. Graindor equates him with IlAM~IAOE
(Chronologie, n. 32, A.D. 26/7). Note that a IlAMMENHE is also
active at the time of Augustus.

31. IlO.1TXAPMOE ETKAEOTE MAPA8nNIOE (I.G. rr2 1730): Between 9/8
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and 22/3 B.C. (Graindor, Chronologie, n. 28). Because XAPI~HMOE

HPO~IKOT EJIIKH~IEIOE served in c. 40 B.C. as a treasurer of the
boule (Agora XV, n. 287) and as thesmothetes under [[OATXAPMOE,

I.G. rr2 1730 should probably date earlier than later in this period.

32. JIOATXAPMOE JIOATKPITOT AZHNTETE (IG. rr2 3120): Between 10/9
B.C.-A.D. 13/4 (Graindor, Chronologie, n. 25). See ~HMOXAPHE.

33. JIOATATNOE MAPAeaNIOE (I.G. rr2 3177): It is uncertain that this
man is eponymous archon but Graindor restores the text to read [€JrL]
[[OATAINOT MAPAeaNIOT [apxovToS] (Athenes sous Auguste, p. 146).

34. ~IAHMaN (I.G. n2 2991a =Hesperz'a 3, 1934, n. 64, p. 69):
Notopoulos dates to 74/3-63/2 (Hesperia 18, 1949, p. 25). A
~TAHAf(JN KH~IEo~apOE ITEAIOE was ephebe between 80/77 B.C. If
he is the archon, IG. rrz 2991a would date to after 68/7 B.C.

35. ~aKmN (I.G. rr2 1015): The prytany-secretary for this year is
ETAN~POE (tribe unknown). Koehler dated the archon to fin. s. II.
Meritt dates him to 121/0, making the secretary come from Tribe I
(Erechtheus). In Appendix A, ETMAXOE is entered in 121/0 B.C.
Note that a ~aKlaN APIETOKPATOT MEAITETE was a gymnasiarch on
Delos in 155/4 B.C.

36. [ ]~HE (I.G. rr2 1336): Could be either TIMAPXI~HE (136/5),
eEo~aPT~HE(127/6) or HPAKAEI~HE (104/3)

37. [... ]E[IOT (Hesperia Supplement XV, n. 17): Tracy notes that of the
known archons this must be either APrEIOE or MH~EIOE.

38. [...]lOT (Hesperia Supplement XV, n. 17): Tracy notes that the
dotted iota could be eta or pi as well. The archon must date after the
preceeding name ([ ... ]E [lOT, above).

39. [_]KOMH~HE (Hesperia 44, 1975, pp. 207-23): Dated to 10/9-3/2
B.C. by Graindor (Athenes sous Auguste, pp. 142-4).

40. [_]MOE (I.G. rrZ 1016): The prytany-secretary is Erf_]. Koehler
restored the archon's name to ~IOTIMOE (126/5 B.C.). But in
Koehler's day ETllOAEMOE (185/4) and his secretary ETPATONIKOE
were unknown. The name of the secretary for MENE~HMOE (179/8)
is not known but APIETAIXMOE (159/8) may be ruled out (his
secretary was ~HMHTPIOE). Other possible archons are
MENE~HMOE (92/1?), eEOJIEleHE (61/0) and several others later
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than this. The attribution of this fragment to ~.IOTIMOE is not
justified since we do not know that the secretary in his year had a
name beginning in E. The fragment could be reexamined. From
Lolling's drawing reproduced by Koehler, the upsilon seems certain
(and no other letter is suggested). But then, why should the upsilon
have been dotted?See Dinsmoor, The Archons of Athens, p. 273 and
The Athenian Archon List, p. 198 and Pritchett and Meritt, The
Chronology of Hellenistic Athens, p. xxxii, for earlier discussion.

41. [_JOT (1.G. n2 1039): See above on AllOAAO.:1DPOE.

42. [.... loT (Agora XV, n. 289): dated to c. 30/20, could be APEI1011 Note
also that AlEXINHE AIEXINOT pAAHPETE, prytanis in c. 60 and c. 50
B.C., could be [ J AIEx[_l (tribe X), the treasurer named in
Agora XV, n. 289. So too, ANTIOXOE 0[_1 pAAHPETE, was prytanis
in c. 60 B.C. and on this list. This prosopographical evidence suggests
that the 40/30 B.C. might be a more likely date.

43. [......lE (Hesperia 30, 1961, n. 96, pp. 268-9): Only three known
archons can fill this lacuna: MIKIDN (152/1 B.C.), EENDN (133/2
B.C.) and IAEDN (125/4 B.C.). One of the ephebes is named EIMDN.
A EIMDN EIMDNOE was a pythaist pais in 106/5 B.C. His father
must be the herald of the Areopagus in 98/7 B.C. If he was an ephebe
in 133/2 B.C. he would have been 53 years of age when he was herald,
if in 125/4 B.C. he would have been 45 years of age. The earliest
year, 152/1 B.C., is less likely. Unfortunately none of the other
ephebes on this dedication (there are four names without patronymics
or demotics) can be identified. The identification of the ephebe named
EIMDN with the herald of the Areopagus, therefore, is only tentative.

44. [ 1[ J EOTNIETE (I.G. n 2 1732): dated by Graindor to init. s. 1. p.?
(Chr~ologie, n. 22). See [ ]NIETE below.

45. [_l [_1 EpHTrIOE (1.G. rr2 1733): Dated by Graindor to init. s.
1. p.? (Chronologie, n. 23). See also APIE1jDN above. The dates of
three related inscriptions can be arranged in a relative sequence on the
basis of prosopographical evidence:

1.G.rr2 1962

Agora XV, n. 303

AllOAAOpANHE 'PATETE

AllOAAOpANHE pATETE
.:1IONTEIOE 'PATETE
IlAMpIAOE pATETE

ephebe

prytanis
prytanis
prytanis



I.G. n2 1733

I.G. n2 172g
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~IONTEIOE ~ATETE

JIAM~IAOE ~ATETE

secretary

thesmothetes

According to this sequence Agora XV, n. 303 probably precedes I.G.
n2 1733 and 172g. If the individuals named as prytaneis were
iterating, however, this sequence could be reversed.

46. [_] [_]OT MEAITETE (I.G. n2 4308): This archon is not listed by
Graindor and does not appear in any of the standard lists. The text is
discussed by Graindor in Athenes sous Auguste, 211. The archon
must date sometime to the reign of Augustus. See ~HMOXAPHE.

47. [_]IOE (I.D. 2636):

48. [ ] (Hesperia 26, 1957, n. g8, pp. 260-5): The date is uncertain.
But the reference to Augustus gives a terminus post quem of 27 B.C.
Graindor dates to near this year. Stamires suggests 22/1 B.C., the eve
of Augustus' second visit to Athens, as more likely. The text is
written in stoichedon which rules out AJIOAH2IE (21/0 B.C.).

4g. [ ]NETE KT~A[ J (I.G. n2 1051): This name might be that of an- -
archon (see Chapter 6), in which case his archonship must antedate
the year of the decree. I restore AIIOMOrENHE (34/3 B.C.) as the
archon in whose year the decree was passed. The only available years
for [ ]NETE KT~A[ ] would then be 36/5 or 35/4 B.C. He may- -
tentatively be dated to 35/4 B.C. with 8EOJIEI8HE in 36/5 B.C. But
8EOflEI8HE could date to after 34/3 B.C. in which case 36/5 B.C.
would also be available for this archon.

5.0. [_]NIETE (Hesperia 51, 1982, n. 14, pp. 210-1): The letters form part
of the demotic for the archon. Possible demotics are AZHNIETE,
AJIOAAilNIETE, ATHNIETE, JIAIANIETE and EOTNIETE. Traill dates
the text to aet. Rom. Note that there is an archon [ ] [ ] EOTNIETE

from the time of Augustus (I.G. n2 1732). - -
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